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1.0

Introduction
The following is part of the Technical Support Documentation (TSD) for Section IX, Part H.12 of
the Utah SIP; to address the Salt Lake City PM2.5 Serious Nonattainment Area. This document
specifically serves as an evaluation of the Big West Oil, LLC – Big West Oil Refinery.

1.1

Facility Identification
Name: Big West Oil Refinery
Address: 333 W. Center Street, North Salt Lake, Utah, Davis County
Owner/Operator: Big West Oil, LLC
UTM coordinates: 4,521,000 m Northing, 422,500 m Easting, Zone 12

1.2

Facility Process Summary
The Big West Oil Refinery is a petroleum refinery capable of processing 30,000 barrels
per day of crude oil. The source consists of a FCCU, catalytic reforming unit, hydrotreating units, and a sulfur recovery unit. The source also has the usual assorted heaters,
boilers, cooling towers, storage tanks, flares, and fugitive emissions. The source does not
operate with flare gas recovery or cogeneration processes.

1.3

Facility Criteria Air Pollutant Emissions Sources
The following is a listing of the main emitting units from the Big West Oil Refinery
(BWO):
FCC Heater
Alkylation Unit Deisobutanizer Reboiler Heater
#2 Crude Heater
Crude Pre-flash Heater
#1 Crude Heater
Vacuum Heater
Unifiner Heater
Reformer Heaters
(MIDW) Heater
Hydrodesulphurization (HDS) Reboiler
HDS Heater
Sulfur Removal Unit/Plant (SRU) and Tail Gas Incinerator
FCC Regenerator Combustion Gas Vent
#1 Boiler
#2 Boiler
#6 Boiler
Plant Flare #1
1

Plant Flare #2
VCU: Railcar Loading Facility and Vapor Combustor Unit
Standby (Emergency) Fire Pump
Cooling Towers
Fugitives
Tank Farm
This is not meant to be a complete listing of all equipment which may be involved or
required during permitting activities at the refinery, rather it is a listing of all significant
emission units or emission unit groups (such as the tank farm).
1.4

Facility 2016 Baseline Actual Emissions and Current PTE
In 2016, BWO’s baseline actual emissions were determined to be the following1 (in tons per
year):
Table 1-1: Actual Emissions
Pollutant
PM2.5
SO2
NOx
VOC
NH3

Actual Emissions (Tons/Year)
45.923
57.144
92.305
307.372
117.408

The current PTE values for BWO, as established by the most recent AO issued to the source
(DAQE-AN101220066-15)2 are as follows:
Table 1-2: Current Potential to Emit
Pollutant
PM2.5
SO2
NOx
VOC
NH3
*

2.0

Potential to Emit (Tons/Year)
72.5
712.5
396.7
432.76
176.2*

Ammonia emissions were never quantified in the AO, PTE is estimated.

Modeled Emission Values
A full explanation of how the modeling inputs are determined can be found elsewhere. However,
a shortened explanation is provided here for context.
The base year for all modeling was set as 2016, as this is the most recent year in which a
complete annual emissions inventory was submitted from each source. Each source’s submission
was then verified (QA-QC) – checking for condensable particulates, ammonia (NH3) emissions,
and calculation methodologies. Once the quality-checked 2016 inventory had been prepared, a
set of projection year inventories was generated. Individual inventories were generated for each

1 see References: #7
2 see References: #4
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projection year: 2017, 2019, 2020, 2023, 2024, and 2026. If necessary, the first projection year,
2017, was adjusted to account for any changes in equipment between 2016 and 2017. For new
equipment not previously listed or included in the source’s inventory, actual emissions were
assumed to be 90% of its individual PTE.
While some facilities were adjusted by “growing” the 2016 inventory by REMI growth factors;
other facilities were held to zero growth. This decision was largely based on source type, and
how each source type operates. The refineries have reported to UDAQ as a production group that
they are operating at capacity and are not planning any production or major emission increases in
the time frame covered by the SIP BACT analysis. In addition, each of the refineries has
previously agreed to accept SIP allowable CAPs on emissions of PM2.5 and PM2.5 precursors in
the moderate PM2.5 SIP previously issued by UDAQ. For these reasons, UDAQ used zero growth
for all projection years beyond the 2016 baseline inventory.
For BWO, a summary of the modified emission totals for 2017 are shown below in Table 2-1. In
addition to incorporating the emission changes from the 2015 Consent Decree AO (DAQEAN101220066-15)3, the values in Table 2-1 also include a correction in the NH3 emissions. Prior
to 2015, BWO based the reporting of “actual” emissions of NH3 on the emission factor listed in
AP-42 for refinery FCC catalyst regenerators (AP-42, Table 5.1-1). Since 2015, BWO has relied
on a direct stack test to calculate NH3 emissions. The most recent stack test on the FCC catalyst
regenerator stack (conducted 6/28/2016) yielded an emission factor of 0.08 lb NH3/bbl of feed.
Using the reported annual feed of approximately 4.3x10^6 bbl, the corrected NH3 emissions
would be just 0.171 tons for this unit. When combined with the other units, the total NH3
emissions for the plant are 4.4 tons annually.
Table 2-1: Modeled Emission Values
Pollutant
PM2.5
SO2
NOx
VOC
NH3

Actual Emissions (Tons/Year)
11.2
10.6
92.3
307.4
4.4

Since a value of zero (0) growth was applied for all projection years, the values listed above (the
2017 corrected values) would then be propagated through for each of the subsequent projection
years- 2019, 2020, 2023, 2024 and 2026.
Next, the effects of BACT would be applied during the appropriate projection year. Any controls
applied between 2014 and 2017 (such as any RACT or RACM required as a result of the
moderate PM2.5 SIP), was already taken into account during the 2017 adjustment performed
previously. For example, in BWO’s case, those changes were included in the 2015 Consent
Decree AO. Future BACT, meaning those items expected to be coming online between today
and the regulatory attainment date (December 31, 2019), would be applied during the 2019
projection year. Notations in the appropriate projection year table of the emission inventory
model input spreadsheet indicate the changes made and the source of those changes.
Similarly, Additional Feasible Measures (AFM) or Most Stringent Measures (MSM), which
might be applied in future projection years beyond 2019 are similarly marked on the spreadsheet.

3 see References: #4
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The effects of those types of controls are applied on the projection year subsequent to the
installation of each control – e.g. controls coming online in 2021 would be applied in the 2023
projection year, while controls installed in 2023 would be shown in 2024.
3.0

BACT Selection Methodology
The general procedure for identifying and selecting BACT is through use of a process commonly
referred to as the “top-down” BACT analysis. The top-down process consists of five steps which
consecutively identify control measures, and gradually eliminate less effective or infeasible
options until only the best option remains. This process is performed for each emission unit and
each pollutant of concern. The five steps are as follows:
1. Identify All Existing and Potential Emission Control Technologies: UDAQ evaluated various
resources to identify the various controls and emission rates. These include, but are not
limited to: federal regulations, Utah regulations, regulations of other states, the RBLC,
recently issued permits, and emission unit vendors.
2. Eliminate Technically Infeasible Options: Any control options determined to be technically
infeasible are eliminated in this step. This includes eliminating those options with physical or
technological problems that cannot be overcome, as well as eliminating those options that
cannot be installed in the projected attainment timeframe.
3. Evaluate Control Effectiveness of Remaining Control Technologies: The remaining control
options are ranked in the third step of the BACT analysis. Combinations of various controls
are also included.
4. Evaluate Most Effective Controls and Document Results: The fourth step of the BACT
analysis evaluates the economic feasibility of the highest ranked options. This evaluation
includes energy, environmental, and economic impacts of the control option.
5. Selection of BACT: The fifth step in the BACT analysis selects the “best” option. This step
also includes the necessary justification to support the UDAQ’s decision.
Should a particular step reduce the available options to zero (0), no additional analysis is
required. Similarly, if the most effective control option is already installed, no further analysis is
needed.

4.0

BACT for the FCCU Regenerator
The fluidized catalytic cracking unit, or FCCU, is a reactor where pre-heated feedstock is
combined with a very hot catalyst in order to “crack” or break the long-chain hydrocarbon
molecules making up the feedstock. The long-chain molecules are broken down into shorter,
lighter molecular weight hydrocarbons. These lighter materials then rise to the top of the reactor
where they are removed and sent elsewhere in the refinery for further processing. The spent
catalyst is removed from the recovered material through a series of two- or three-stage cyclones
and sent to the regenerator section.
The regenerator in most FCCUs is a secondary vessel located alongside (in a side-by-side
configuration) the main reactor vessel. The regenerator is used to remove residual carbon buildup
from the surface of the catalyst. This residual carbon, also called “catalyst coke” or just coke,
reduces catalyst performance simply by adhering and coating the active surfaces of the catalyst.
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The catalyst is quite hot when it exits the reactor, and simply introducing forced air is enough to
cause the coke to combust. The additional heat from this combustion keeps the regenerator
operating around 1300ºF. Catalyst coke contains a high amount of entrapped impurities
depending on the chemical nature of the feedstock. Sulfur, various nitrogen compounds, trace
metals and other compounds may be present. These materials will be released during combustion
of the coke and depending on the design of the regenerator may be altered during the combustion
process as well. The regenerator is the primary point of emissions from the FCCU.
The BWO FCCU regenerator operates in complete combustion mode. Some regenerators are
designed to limit the amount of combustion to generate an exhaust gas that is relatively high in
CO concentration – so that some of the additional heat value of the CO could be recovered in a
secondary low-pressure steam boiler called a “CO boiler.” Complete combustion units aim to
burn off all of the CO in the exhaust gases to CO2 without use of a secondary boiler.
BWO uses a combination of controls to limit the emissions from the FCCU regenerator.
Particulates are controlled with a flue gas blowback, or Pall, filter. Sulfur emissions, in the form
of SO2, are controlled using a sulfur reducing catalyst. Essentially the catalyst acts to repel sulfur
containing compounds from the cracking site, limiting the amount of sulfur that gets trapped in
the residual catalyst coke. NOx emissions are limited through combustion temperature controls –
in essence the design of the regenerator combustor is inherently low-NOx. Although no specific
add-on controls are currently in place to limit VOC or ammonia emissions, the complete
combustion design minimizes VOC emissions, and BWO does not utilize ammonia injection for
NOx control, which limits ammonia emissions. Only the residual ammonium salts which become
trapped in the catalyst coke are potentially released as ammonia emissions – currently stack tested
at less than 1 ton per year.
Following the procedures outlined in Section 2 above, the 2017 corrected emissions from the
FCCU regenerator are as follows:
PM2.5 = 0.675 tons, SO2 = 20.39 tons, NOx = 17.8 tons, VOC = 9.22 tons, NH3 = 0.171 tons.
4.1

PM2.5

4.1.1

Available Control Technology
For control of particulate emissions from a FCCU regenerator, a source can choose from the usual
array of options, either high efficiency electrostatic precipitation (ESP) or fabric filtration
(baghouse) being the primary choices depending on the electrical resistivity of the coke burn-off
at the particular refinery. Two additional, more recent choices have also emerged: wet gas
scrubbing (WGS) and a “flue gas blowback filter” (FGF). The FGF is an in-stack filter that
operates in a similar fashion to a fabric filtration system, but on a smaller and faster cleaning
scale. They are designed specifically for use with a FCCU, and have generally not been
commercially applied in the U.S. but have seen successful application overseas. UDAQ has only
found a single application of a FGF in the U.S., namely the one installed at BWO.
The other control options normally available for combustion related activities, such as fuel
switching or “good combustion controls,” are inherently limited by the nature of the process. The
chemical nature of the feedstock and the type of cracking catalyst do make some difference in the
resulting particulates generated during the regeneration process, but an individual refinery is
rather limited in which feedstocks it can accept based on physical configuration, geographical
location, market forces (availability), and regulatory limits (on both the refinery emissions and
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the allowed final product). Ultimately, feedstock blending and catalyst changes have little to no
effect on particulate emissions.
4.1.2

Evaluation of Technical Feasibility of Available Controls
All of the available controls are technically feasible in a general sense. BWO did provide
evidence that neither an ESP nor a WGS would be able to be installed for emission control at the
FCCU given constraints on physical size and location/placement of the control device.
Specifically, the physical size of either device at a necessary efficiency to match the existing
control equipment would exceed the available area surrounding the FCCU.

4.1.3

Evaluation and Ranking of Technically Feasible Controls
In terms of efficiency, for control of particulate emissions, the available controls would be ranked
as follows:
•
•
•
•

Pulse jet fabric filter
FGF
WGS
ESP

Fabric filters have the highest efficiency but are designed only to control particulate emissions.
Because of their high efficiency, they suffer from a problem other control options do not have.
Catalytic coke burn-off can be extremely sticky, and the fabric in these baghouses can easily
become fouled and lead to blown bags. Higher cost bags can avoid this problem, but this
application leads to higher operating costs.
The FGF option has a control efficiency nearly as high as a well maintained pulse jet fabric filter.
While the installation cost is much higher than that of a fabric filter, BWO evaluated this option
primarily through negotiations with EPA over its consent decree. The consent decree AO was
issued May 18, 2015, and the FGF was installed in the early spring of 2016. Subsequent testing
conducted during 2016 has shown a reduction in particulate emissions of approximately 98%.
Both the fabric filter and FGF control only the filterable fraction of particulate emissions,
While the WGS system has the added benefit of removing particulates, it is primarily designed as
a control device for removal of SO2 emissions. Installation and operation of a WGS is also far
more expensive than any of the other options. Wet scrubbing inherently involves water treatment
and disposal/discharge, which must be included in the operating cost. WGS has an additional
benefit over both of the above options in that it also controls the condensable fraction of
particulate emissions – which can often be significantly larger than the filterable fraction.
However, only venturi-type WGS systems can reach the same level of filterable control efficiency
as fabric filters/FGF, and these have much higher energy and operating costs.
Use of a high efficiency ESP is the typical default option. BWO has retained the tertiary cyclone
system to control PM emissions should the FGF go offline for some reason, but installation of an
ESP would be a considerable step backwards in control efficiency over the current technology.
Retention of the old ESP system was not possible given the space constraints for the new FGF
cleaning section, and power system. The use of an ESP will not be evaluated further.
4.1.4

Further Evaluation of Most Effective Controls
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The top two control options, the fabric filter and the FGF are essentially identical in control
efficiency. BWO has provided an analysis showing that both are capable of meeting the emission
limitations required under 40 CFR 63 Subpart UUU and 40 CFR 60 Subpart Ja of 1 lb PM/1000
lb coke burn. At BWO’s annual coke burn off rate, this equates to an annual emission total of
0.675 tons of PM2.5 (PM10 = 1.23 lb annually).
BWO did not directly evaluate the control cost of installing a WGS for control of particulate
emissions, having eliminated this option in Step 2 as technically infeasible. However, based on
the use of such a system for control of other emissions from the equipment at the facility (which
had been evaluated by BWO), the following information can be gleaned:
Use of a WGS would reduce particulate (PM2.5) emissions by approximately 35 tons (same
control % as FGF and fabric filtration). Annualized cost of installation and operation $3,621,174.
Final control cost = $103,462/ton of PM2.5. This is not economically feasible4.
4.1.5

Selection of BACT Controls
BWO was required to install the FGF as part of its consent decree in 2015. Resulting particulate
emission reductions have been on par with any other control equipment option or technique.
Estimated annual emissions of PM2.5 for the FCCU are less than 1 ton based on stack testing and
the estimated throughput in 2017.

4.2

SO2

4.2.1

Available Control Technology
There exist several options for removing sulfur from FCCUs:
•
•
•
•

Use of low sulfur feedstocks.
Feed hydro-treating removes the sulfur prior to cracking operations.
DeSOx catalyst injection prevents the sulfur from forming in the coke so it isn’t burned off
during regeneration.
WGS allows for use of normal (non-deSOx) catalyst use, and then removes the SO2 from the
exhaust gases through wet contact scrubbing

These options, while not necessarily mutually exclusive, do have impacts on the control options
for other pollutants. Feed hydro-treating potentially has some positive benefit on NOx formation.
Using a SOx reducing catalyst additive creates additional sulfate (condensable PM2.5). The use of
WGS prevents the use of fabric filtration for particulate control, but allows the use of LoTOx, a
NOx control option.
4.2.2

Evaluation of Technical Feasibility of Available Controls
All of the listed controls are technically feasible; however BWO has provided an analysis
demonstrating physical spacing limitations on the installation of WGS for control of the FCCU
regenerator. Similarly, a catalytic feed hydro-treater system would require two additional reactor
vessels occupying a total plot area of approximately 1200 ft2. The use of a hydro-treating system
introduces similar physical occupancy concerns as with WGS. Although listed as technically

4 see References: #5
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infeasible by BWO, both WGS and feed hydro-treating will be further evaluated before
elimination.
4.2.3

Evaluation and Ranking of Technically Feasible Controls
Feed hydro-treating is the least effective control option for BWO. Removal of sulfur from the
feedstock can be extremely difficult and costly, depending on the type of feedstock involved.
BWO is running a large percentage of highly-paraffinic waxy crude from eastern Utah which is
low in sulfur content. However, when properly designed this option is capable of reducing SO2
emissions to the limit required in 40 CFR 60.102a(b)(3) (Subpart Ja) of 50 ppmv on a 7 day
average and 25 ppmv on an annual average.
The use of WGS technology can achieve a much higher level of SO2 control, easily reaching the
limit required by Subpart Ja: 50/25 ppmv (7-day/annual). As noted above in the summary for
particulate control, WGS is a far more expensive option than either feed hydro-treating or deSOx
catalyst. It also has the added disadvantage of water waste treatment and/or disposal.
The use of SOx reducing catalyst, while not achieving quite the same level of control as WGS, is
still able to meet the Subpart Ja limits. The known disadvantage of sulfate formation is covered
through use of the previously selected FGF particulate control option. Since the implementation
of the moderate PM2.5 SIP, BWO has been using SOx reducing catalyst as RACT.

4.2.4

Further Evaluation of Most Effective Controls
The space constraints greatly limit the effective use of WGS as a viable control option. While it
is conceivably possible to relocate the control device to a more accommodating space, this would
greatly change the exhaust gas parameters. The added flow distance would add considerable
pressure drop, and greatly lower the temperature of the exhaust and resulting plume rise. There
could be condensation issues; stack gas temperatures falling below the dew point can lead to acid
deposition and corrosion problems. UDAQ agrees with BWO that WGS is not a viable control
option.
Catalytic feed hydro-treating is less subject to physical space constraints than first considerations
appeared. The source is still space restricted and would have difficulty in accommodating an
additional unit of this size in the remaining available open area of the refinery. Future planned
expansions for generation of Tier 3 fuels, flare gas minimization systems and other processes also
limit additional expansion. The emission reduction benefit from feed hydro-treating does not
justify the additional expense, downtime, and burden of switching away from the use of SOx
reducing catalyst.

4.2.5

Selection of BACT Controls
UDAQ recommends that BWO continue to use SOx reducing catalyst as needed to meet the
Subpart Ja FCCU SO2 limits. These limits have already been established in Section IX, Part
H.11.g of the SIP. Monitoring, recordkeeping and reporting requirements are included as well.

4.3

NOx

4.3.1

Available Control Technology
The available options for control of NOx from FCCUs are listed below:
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Low-NOx regeneration with low-NOx promoter catalysts
NOx reducing additive
Selective non-catalytic reduction (SNCR)
Selective catalytic reduction (SCR)
Feed hydro-treating
LoTOx in conjunction with WGS

BWO already operates with the first option in place, so further evaluation of that option is
unnecessary. The final option assumes that WGS will be used. Although the analysis for SO2
above did not result in WGS as the outcome, LoTOx will still be evaluated here.
4.3.2

Evaluation of Technical Feasibility of BACT Controls
All control options are technically feasible, with one exception. Although LoTOx requires that a
WGS system is simultaneously in use, this does not invalidate its technical feasibility. However,
UDAQ does agree that the physical space limitations described by BWO do invalidate WGS as a
viable control option. Since WGS cannot be installed, the use of LoTOx is automatically
disqualified as well.
BWO did provide information on the possible technical infeasibility of the use of NOx reducing
additive, SCR and SNCR, but UDAQ believes this information is more appropriately discussed in
Step 4. Therefore all remaining control options will be further evaluated.

4.3.3

Evaluation and Ranking of Technically Feasible Controls
The use of an SCR system was deemed to be technically infeasible by BWO, and no further
evaluation was provided. During preparation of the moderate PM2.5 SIP, UDAQ’s contractor at
the time did provide additional information relating to economic feasibility and relative control
value. Installation and operation of SCR would run approximately $800,000 per year when
annualized. An SCR system can achieve approximately 80 to 90% control. Updating these values
to 2017 numbers and using a baseline of 17.4 tons/year of emissions, a total reduction of perhaps
14.7 tons/year is possible; yielding a relative control value of $57,400/ton.
Installation of LoTOx is expected to give a similar level of control on NOx as SCR, although the
overall cost will be much higher, since it can only be installed along with a WGS system. The
control value is estimated at $153,000/ton.
Feed hydro-treating was found to be economically infeasible, at $450,000/ton.
The use of SNCR presents difficulties as the ammonia injection inherent with this control option
must be performed upstream of the FGF installed for particulate control. It also requires exhaust
temperatures in the range of 1600ºF to 2000ºF for optimum NOx reduction. The flue gases
exiting the FCCU are in excess of this optimum range, and do not re-enter the optimum range
until after the particulate control filter (FGF). The ammonia compounds formed by the SNCR
process (ammonium salts) would then exit the stack as uncontrolled particulates.
The use of NOx reducing additives has been investigated by BWO5. To date, all tests have proven
ineffective for further reducing NOx emissions from the FCCU regenerator. Tests will likely

5 see References: #5
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continue, but at this time BWO has determined that the use of NOx reducing additives is not
technically feasible. Without additional information, this control option will not be investigated
further.
In order of effectiveness, only the existing control option of using low-NOx regeneration with
low-NOx promoter catalysts remains. However, both SNCR and SCR will be evaluated further in
Step 4.
4.3.4

Further Evaluation of Most Effective Controls
SCR and SNCR have an additional drawback in the form of ammonia slip. In order to control
NOx, ammonia is injected to reduce the NOx to N2 and water. Ideally, a stoichiometric amount of
ammonia would be added – just enough to fully reduce the amount of NOx present in the exhaust
stream. However, some amount of ammonia will always pass through the process unreacted; and
since the process possesses some degree of variability, a small amount of additional ammonia is
added to account for minor fluctuations. The ammonia which passes through the process
unreacted and exits in the exhaust stream is termed “slip” (sometimes “ammonia slip”). The
amount varies from facility to facility, but ranges from almost zero to as high as 30 ppm in poorly
controlled systems. In the case of SCR systems in particular, the catalyst also degrades over time,
and the degree of slip will gradually increase as increasing amounts of ammonia are needed to
maintain NOx reduction performance. Please see the section on ammonia considerations for
additional information.

4.3.5

Selection of BACT Controls
Given the low amount of NOx reduction to be achieved, DAQ does not recommend any additional
controls be installed. In 2016, BWO achieved actual emissions of 17.8 tons of NOx from the
FCCU regenerator using the existing controls6. BWO’s FCCU already meets the Subpart Ja NOx
limits using low-NOx regeneration with low-NOx promoter catalysts.

4.4

VOC and Ammonia Considerations
UDAQ was unable to locate any additional controls to reduce emissions of VOCs from the FCCU
regenerator. In 2016, BWO’s VOC emissions from this unit were 9.2 tons. No viable add-on
control device or technique was found to further reduce these emissions. Typical VOC reduction
controls such as thermal or catalytic oxidation require relatively high VOC concentrations and
often additional heat input in the form of fuel burning (negating the controls already achieved for
other pollutants). Control techniques such as fuel switching are negated by the nature of the
process – the catalytic coke must be removed to continue the cracking process in the FCCU. The
only remaining technique is simply good combustion practices, which is already required by the
other control systems previously mentioned. No additional consideration is required.
There are two possible mechanisms for ammonia emissions from the FCCU regenerator. Most
refineries emit some amount of ammonia from the coke burn-off process itself, as trapped
ammonia salts present in the coke are released during the regeneration process. These emissions
are relatively small, amounting to just 0.17 tons annually in BWO’s case. The second mechanism
is the injection of ammonia for control of NOx emissions using either SCR or SNCR as a control
process. The injection of ammonia is fairly common among refineries in the U.S. The standard
set of emission factors for calculation of emissions (AP-42) even assumes this is the case by using

6 see References: #7
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a value of 54 lbs/1000 bbls (AP-42, Table 5.1-1). Beginning in 2016, BWO began testing
ammonia emissions from the FCCU regenerator stack as no ammonia injection was taking place.
Using the data from these tests, a new emission factor of 0.08 lb/1000 bbls was developed for
reporting purposes. UDAQ recommends that no additional BACT limitations be required for
these two pollutants.
5.0

BACT for Process Heaters and Boilers
The process heaters and boilers at BWO fall into two categories. For those heaters and boilers
with heat input ratings less than 40 MMBtu/hr; UDAQ has completed a separate analysis of
specific similar emission units which are common to many sources such as small heaters and
boilers. Refer to the PM2.5 Serious SIP - BACT for Small Sources – Section 5 for details of that
analysis. BWO has four (4) process heaters with heat input ratings greater than 40 MMBtu/hr –
H621, H-622, H-624, and H-404. All of the heaters are currently equipped with low-NOx (LNB)
or ultra-low-NOx burners (ULNB). In addition, BWO also operates three (3) boilers above the
heat input threshold: #1, #2 and #6. All three are currently equipped with ULNB.

5.1

PM2.5
Only a single PM2.5 BACT control was considered for process heaters or boilers. Given that these
emission units are fired on gaseous fuels, with inherently low particulate formation, few add-on
controls are expected to be cost effective. Although the following controls have been identified
as possible control technologies for reducing PM2.5 emissions, attempting to control emissions
post-combustion is neither technologically nor economically effective.

5.1.1

Available Control Technology
The following have been identified as possible controls for PM2.5 emissions:
Good Combustion Practices, fuel choice
ESP
WGS
Dry Gas Scrubbing (DGS)
O2 Trim System

5.1.2

Evaluation of Technical Feasibility of Available Controls
GCP, combustion of only refinery fuel gas/natural gas and the use of an O2 trim system are all
technically feasible. The remaining three control options – ESP, WGS and DGS – are all
considered technically infeasible.
The concentration of particulate in the exhaust stream is too low for most ESP or DGS systems to
be effective without significant increases in size, sorbent injection, and energy use. Non-venturi
WGS systems are ineffective at particulate removal from gaseous fuel combustion because the
fine particulates have little inertia and follow the gas stream through the path of least resistance
rather than being collected by impaction in the scrubbing liquid. Venturi-based systems have
extremely high energy costs for the small amount of emission reduction gained and are not
considered commercially available for this purpose.

5.1.3

Evaluation and Ranking of Technically Feasible Controls
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The three remaining controls: GCP, use of only refinery fuel gas/natural gas, and use of an O2
trim system can all be used in conjunction so there is no need to rank the control options in order
of effectiveness.
5.1.4

Further Evaluation of Most Effective Controls
Both GCP and the type of fuel combusted are currently in use at BWO. These represent the
baseline case. BWO submitted an economic analysis for installation of an O2 trim system on
each of the heaters and boilers for control of PM2.5. An O2 trim system is designed to
continuously measure and maintain an optimum air-to-fuel ratio in the boiler combustion zone.
This limits the amount of particulate generated by maximizing complete combustion of the fuel.
However, the baseline case of particulate generated (prior to the hypothetical installation of O2
trim) is that each of these three sources would generate less than 1 ton/yr of PM2.5. By installing
O2 trim, each heater and boiler would be further controlled down to 0.02 (or less) tons PM2.5/yr,
but at a control cost of approximately $3 mil/ton. The use of O2 trim is not economically viable
at these emission levels.

5.1.5

Selection of BACT
UDAQ recommends that retention of the existing control techniques of GCP and use of only
gaseous fuel (refinery fuel gas and natural gas) be considered as BACT. As work practice
standards, no limitation on emissions is required.

5.2

SO2
As with all combustion, SO2 emissions from the heaters and boilers is a direct function of the
amount of sulfur present in the fuel.

5.2.1

Available Control Technology
By consolidating all process heaters and boilers together into a single group for BACT
consideration DAQ is able to consider controls on some emissions from this group which would
ordinarily be dropped as too insignificant. However, it also limits the available options. In this
particular case, only one option is available. The long term Subpart Ja refinery fuel gas H2S limit
of 60 ppmv as well as the existing short term Subpart J limit of 162 ppmv on a 3-hour average.
The normally available options of flue gas desulfurization or fuel switching are not available in
this case. Fuel switching is not possible given the requirements of eliminating the refinery fuel
gas generated during production of gasoline and other petroleum derivatives. The refinery fuel
gas cannot be flared, and too much is produced to allow for reforming into heavier products (the
energy losses would negate any positive benefit gained. Desulfurization systems rely on a
relatively high concentration of sulfur compounds in the exhaust stream to function effectively
and efficiently. By meeting the fuel gas H2S limits in Subparts J and Ja, the exhaust gas
concentrations of SO2 will naturally fall below the critical concentrations necessary for optimum
control. The combined 2016 emission values for the heaters and boilers mentioned above totaled
less than 10 tons/yr. These are well below the emission levels where desulfurization is
considered commercially available.

5.2.2

Evaluation of Technical Feasibility of Available Controls
N/A These are standard limits which exist in two established federal requirements (NSPS
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subparts). Both limits have been met by BWO for the past three (3) years with no concerns or
issues reported.
5.2.3

Evaluation and Ranking of Technically Feasible Controls
The refinery is already subject to the requirements of Subpart J, and has been for some time.
During the review of the various RACT evaluations made as part of the moderate PM2.5 SIP,
DAQ determined that the fuel gas H2S limit from Subpart Ja would apply equally to all refineries
in the nonattainment area and elected to make this a refinery general requirement. BWO has been
operating under this requirement since January 1, 2015

5.2.4

Further Evaluation of Most Effective Controls
No additional evaluation is required. BWO has been operating under both limits, and both limits
are applicable to the source regardless of the status of the PM2.5 SIP.

5.2.5

Selection of BACT Controls
UDAQ recommends that the Subpart Ja fuel gas H2S limit of 60 ppmv limit and the Subpart J fuel
gas H2S limit of 162 ppmv on a 3-hour average be retained as BACT. These limits are currently
listed work practice requirements in Section IX, Part H.11.g of the SIP.

5.3

NOx

5.3.1

Available Control Technology
Of the process heaters and boilers, the three reformer heaters H-621, H-622, H-624 are the ones
equipped only with LNB. The remaining crude heater (H-404) and boilers (#1, #2 and #6) are all
equipped with ULNB.
Additional control options also include sorbent injection, SCR, SNCR, flue gas recirculation
(FGR), and WGS with LoTOx.

5.3.2

Evaluation of Technical Feasibility of Available Controls
Installing and operating ULNB is technically feasible. FGR, SCR and SNCR are all technically
feasible as retrofit controls, although specific space concerns, piping requirements or temperature
needs may limit the technical usefulness of these control options on any particular heater or
boiler. Sorbent injection is also technically feasible, but requires additional control equipment,
such as a baghouse, for capture of the reacted sorbent.
FGR is specifically not viable on those process heaters and boilers already equipped with ULNB.
The control technology is redundant, as ULNB already makes use of recirculation to lower NOx
emissions by reducing oxygen content in the inlet gas. Of the boilers and heaters discussed here,
only the three reformer heaters could potentially benefit from FGR. The FGR system requires
additional ductwork and damper controls to reroute part of the exhaust gas to the inlet side of the
heater. The reformer heaters at BWO were not designed with FGR in mind when originally
installed, and inclusion of this additional equipment would be difficult, if not physically
impossible, to install without great expense and a major overhaul of the surrounding
equipment/infrastructure. BWO did not provide an economic analysis of this additional work, but
did eliminate FGR as being technically infeasible on the size constraints alone.
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After further evaluation, BWO eliminated SNCR on the basis of temperature control7. SNCR
systems are sensitive to temperature fluctuations and require sufficient residence time to allow for
complete reaction between the ammonia/urea reagent and the NOx being controlled. Most of the
heaters and boilers are used with variable demand loads that create variable temperature exhaust
zones that are difficult to control with an unforgiving system like SNCR. Often the exhaust
temperature drops below the optimum range of SNCR effectiveness. SNCR is eliminated as a
control option.
SCR is viable control option on the three boilers and the crude unit heater, but not for the three
reformer heaters. For reasons similar to WGS, SCR is technically infeasible based on space
considerations. The installation of the catalyst bed, ammonia/urea storage, and sufficient straight
run of ductwork to ensure proper mixing, is impossible given the physical space limitations and
positioning of the equipment in question. The three boilers (#1, #2 and #6) and crude unit heater
(H-402) do not suffer from these same concerns and could be equipped with SCR controls.
WGS is technically infeasible as has been discussed previously. Although technically feasible on
a purely technical basis, BWO has provided information demonstrating physical space constraints
and other considerations which eliminate WGS as a viable control option. SCR systems occupy
less space than WGS systems, and so SCR can be considered for the boilers – even though WGS
is still eliminated. WGS will not be evaluated further.
5.3.3

Evaluation and Ranking of Technically Feasible Controls
For those heaters not already equipped with ULNB, this option is still viable and would represent
the next best level of control. A potential reduction of 10.1 tons of NOx could be achieved.
All three boilers could potentially be equipped with SCR, with a total reduction of 8.4 tons of
NOx. The crude unit heater (H-404) would see a benefit of 1.75 tons of NOx reduction.
Sorbent injection remains a viable option for all of the heaters and boilers, but achieves roughly
half of the control efficiency listed above. It cannot be used in conjunction with SCR, as
injection prior to the SCR catalyst would foul the catalyst bed, and injection after the catalyst
leaves insufficient residence time for effective control. It also cannot be used in conjunction with
ULNB, as the inherent recirculation of the burners would cause the sorbent to be carried back
into the burner injectors potentially plugging them.

5.3.4

Further Evaluation of Most Effective Controls
BWO provided an economic evaluation of all three control options8:
For installing and operating ULNB on the three reformer heaters, BWO calculated a control cost
of $330,000/ton of NOx.
To install and operate SCR on any of the emission units where SCR was determined viable, BWO
calculated control costs between $2.0M and $3.8M/ton of NOx.
For sorbent injection, the lowest control cost value was calculated at $700,000/ton of NOx.

7 see References: #5
8 see References: #5
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None of these additional controls are considered economically viable.
5.3.5

Selection of BACT Controls
UDAQ recommends the existing NOx controls remain as BACT. As a refinery, BWO has an
existing plant-wide cap on emissions of NOx from all combustion sources, rather than individual
limitations on specific emission units. This emission limit is as follows:
Big West Oil's maximum NOx emissions to the atmosphere shall not exceed the following:
1.027 tons per day between October 1 thru March 31
1.145 tons per day between April 1 thru September 30
The existing moderate PM2.5 SIP has a number of follow up conditions for how the daily
emissions shall be calculated – including specific monitoring, recordkeeping and reporting
provisions. UDAQ recommends that these provisions be retained as BACT as well.

5.4

Consideration of VOC and Ammonia
UDAQ was unable to find any additional add-on controls or control techniques for further control
of VOC emissions from the heaters and boilers listed in this section. While VOC controls do
exist, primarily these controls are thermal or catalytic oxidation requiring relatively high VOC
concentrations and often additional heat input in the form of fuel burning (negating the controls
already achieved for other pollutants). Control techniques such as fuel switching are not helpful
since gaseous fuels such as refinery fuel gas and natural gas (the only fuels used by BWO in these
units) are already the best available. The only control technique remaining is the use of good
combustion practices. As GCP are already required or included as a part of the control
techniques for the other pollutants listed previously no additional consideration is required.
There are small amounts of ammonia emissions from the heaters and boilers naturally (some
minor amounts of ammonia may be generated as part of the combustion process). Ammonia
emissions would be more of a concern if SCR or SNCR had been chosen as a viable control
option. However, as no ammonia injection is being used, no ammonia slip can result. UDAQ
does not recommend ammonia controls on the heaters and boilers at this time.

6.0

BACT for Refinery Flares
The refinery flares emit PM2.5, SO2, NOx and VOCs, as well as a minor amount of ammonia.
However, rather than evaluate the flares based on the individual pollutant emissions, UDAQ has
historically evaluated the emissions from the flares based on the gases sent to the flares. During
development of the Moderate 2.5 SIP, UDAQ established that the refineries’ flares were to be
used primarily as safety devices and not as process control devices. Therefore, each refinery was
required to meet the requirements of Subpart J and Ja for all hydrocarbon flares, and to install and
operate a flare gas recovery or minimization process by January 1, 2019.

6.1

Flare Gas Emissions Available Control Technology
There are two parts to refinery flares, as outlined in the Refinery General RACT Evaluation9 for
the moderate PM2.5 SIP. The first is setting all refinery hydrocarbon flares as subject to the

9 see References: #3
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requirements of 40 CFR 60 Subpart Ja. The second is requiring all refineries to have a flare gas
recovery system in place and operating by January 1, 2019 that meets the flare event limits listed
in 40 CFR 60.103a(c). Since the development of the moderate SIP, BWO has conducted
additional analysis and determined that flare gas recovery remains an unavailable control option
given the nature of BWO’s refinery processes.
6.2

Evaluation of Technical Feasibility of Available Controls
BWO evaluated the ability of installing a flare gas compressor and determined that this option
was technically infeasible10. BWO is “fuel gas long” – meaning that it already generates more
fuel gas than it can accommodate through its existing fuel requirements at the refinery.
Attempting to capture and compress flare gases to return to the fuel gas system for recovery
would simply compound this problem. BWO petitioned for option #2 in refinery general
requirement IX.H.11.g.v.B – to limit flaring during normal operations to 500,000 scfd or less for
each affected flare. This value is derived from the identical value in NSPS Subpart Ja, and was
originally determined for use in the Subpart from studies conducted at BWO and similarly sized
and operated refineries (those operating “fuel gas long”).

6.3

Evaluation and Ranking of Technically Feasible Controls
The refinery general requirement of subjecting all hydrocarbon flares to the requirements of
Subpart Ja has already been accepted by all listed refineries. As well, BWO has begun
evaluations of flaring events beginning in November of 2015. This evaluation requires that the
refinery perform a “root cause analysis” on flaring events, and the evaluation of technical and
economic feasibility of flare gas recovery to determine whether a flare gas recovery program is
viable regardless of any imposing of such requirement by DAQ.

6.4

Further Evaluation of Most Effective Controls
No additional analysis is required. The general requirements on refinery flares found at Section
IX Part H.11.g of the moderate PM2.5 SIP are the only viable techniques for the control of
emissions from the refinery’s flares. No additional analysis is required.

6.5

Selection of BACT Controls
DAQ recommends that BWO implement the general refinery SIP requirements found in Section
IX Part H.11.g of the moderate PM2.5 SIP.

7.0

BACT for the SRU
BWO operates a well-controlled sulfur recovery plant meeting the established 95% sulfur
recovery required under the PM10 SIP (SIP Section IX, Part H.1). Generically, the sulfur
recovery systems at the various refineries located in the PM2.5 non-attainment areas are referred to
as sulfur recovery units or SRUs. For purposes of this review a “well-controlled SRU” is one that
is already operating with a tail gas treatment system followed by tail gas incineration. BWO has
also added a redundant caustic scrubber system to treat the refinery fuel gas during outages of the
SRU.
There are only two pollutants of concern from a well-controlled SRU: SO2 and NOx. The system

10 see References: #5
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is designed to remove sulfur (primarily in the form of H2S) from the refinery fuel gas through a
combination of catalytic treatment and combustion. A portion of the total H2S is burned to form
SO2. Then, the H2S and SO2 react, at an optimal 2:1 ratio, to form elemental sulfur. After each
catalytic stage, the liquid sulfur is recovered from condensers. Any remaining unreacted sulfur
compounds are then hydro-treated in the tail gas treatment unit to form H2S exclusively. The
remaining H2S is combusted in the tail gas incinerator yielding SO2. Through the heat of
combustion, some NOx is formed (thermal NOx), but particulate and VOC emissions are very
low.
7.1

Available Control Technology
Three control systems were identified to further control emissions from a well-controlled SRU.
For purposes of this review a “well-controlled SRU” is one that is already operating with a tail
gas treatment system followed by tail gas incineration.
•
•
•
•

LoCat
WGS
Caustic Scrubbing
Additional Tail Gas Treatment

LoCat is unusual in that it can serve as both a final treatment following the SRU (both in addition
to, or in-lieu of a tail gas unit) or as a fuel gas sulfur removal unit (in case the SRU itself goes
down).
WGS is a final control option, where the exhaust from the SRU is sent to the WGS in-lieu of tail
gas treatment.
Caustic scrubbing is typically used as a replacement for a SRU, such as a redundant back-up
device, but can be used as a final scrubbing process.
7.2

Evaluation of Technical Feasibility of Available Controls
All controls are technically feasible.

7.3

Evaluation and Ranking of Technically Feasible Controls
BWO has previously reviewed the installation of LoCat technology and determined that the
emission control possible was less effective than the existing system. Caustic scrubbing was
determined to be a viable backup control option, but did not serve as a primary control or as an
additional add-on control to operate in series with the existing SRU and tail gas system.
Both WGS and the installation of an additional tail gas unit would achieve greater emission
reductions than the current base case. Emission reductions of approximately 3.5 tons of SO2 are
possible for both controls, while WGS can also reduce NOx emissions by 0.25 tons.

7.4

Further Evaluation of Most Effective Controls
BWO conducted an economic analysis of installing either the WGS system or an additional tail
gas unit for further treatment of the SRU emissions. Based on the expected reductions in
emissions, a WGS’s control cost is estimated at $700,000/ton. A second tail gas unit’s control
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cost is estimated at $4.5M/ton removed11. Neither option is economically viable.
7.5

Selection of BACT Controls
UDAQ recommends that BWO continue to operate the existing SRU system and redundant SO2
caustic scrubber. As a refinery BWO is subject to the PM10 SIP and PM2.5 SIP refinery
requirements found at Section IX Parts H.1.g and H.11.g. BWO also has established daily caps
on both SO2 and NOx emissions, which includes the emissions from the SRU.

8.0

BACT for Standby Fire Pumps
BWO provided a BACT analysis for the standby fire pump which ultimately resulted in retaining
the use of the existing equipment with no additional controls. At the time of this document
preparation, BWO had submitted an application to replace the fire pump with five (5) new, tier 3,
standby, fire pumps, as part of upgrading the entire fire control system for the refinery. As this
application had just been received, there was insufficient time to review the submitted materials
and determine whether the new pumps qualified as BACT.

9.0

BACT for Cooling Towers
There are two main pollutants of concern from cooling towers used in refinery settings. Like all
industrial cooling towers, some particulate emissions will result during the evaporation of the
cooling water. For further details on BACT controls for particulate emissions from cooling
towers please refer to the PM2.5 Serious SIP - BACT for Small Sources – Section 6 for the
analysis.
Cooling towers found in refineries have a secondary concern. It is possible for the cooling water
to pick up volatile compounds during the heat transfer process, and for these compounds to be
released as VOCs. As the levels of VOCs in refinery cooling water can be large enough to
deserve their own controls, a separate BACT analysis is provided.

9.1

VOCs

9.1.1 Available Control Technology
UDAQ employed the services of a contractor during review of the RACT evaluations for the
moderate PM2.5 SIP. Only a single control technique was determined to be “available.” During
that review, it became apparent that DAQ’s contractor was making the same recommendation to
all of the refineries located in the PM2.5 non-attainment area. Specifically, that each refinery apply
the 40 CFR 63 Subpart CC requirements to all cooling towers servicing heat exchangers with
high VOC content streams. These requirements are basically leak detection and repair programs
that apply specifically to cooling towers by checking for the presence of VOCs in the cooling
water on a periodic basis. If detected, then service or repair of the relevant heat exchanger is
warranted.
9.1.2

Evaluation of Technical Feasibility of Available Controls
All the refineries located in the PM2.5 non-attainment area agreed to an application of the MACT
CC language which was included in the moderate PM2.5 SIP in Section IX, Part H.11.g.

11 see References: #5
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9.1.3

Evaluation and Ranking of Technically Feasible Controls
N/A This has become a refinery general SIP requirement.

9.1.4

Further Evaluation of Most Effective Controls
N/A This has become a refinery general SIP requirement.

9.1.5

Selection of BACT Controls
UDAQ recommends that BWO continue to follow the general refinery SIP requirements found in
Section IX, Part H.11.g.

10.0

BACT for Fugitives
In this context, fugitives are referring to fugitive VOC emissions. While BWO does have fugitive
dust emissions from items such as roads, spill containment berms, and similar earthworks –
particulate emissions from these items have been evaluated separately. Please refer to the PM2.5
Serious SIP - BACT for Small Sources – Section 12 for the evaluation.
Fugitive VOC emissions are those emissions that result from the various pipe connections;
feedstock, intermediary, and product transfer activities; loading and unloading operations; and
any and all equipment leaks. They do not typically include the VOC emissions from storage
vessels (storage tanks), cooling towers, or wastewater treatment.

10.1

VOCs

10.1.1 Available Control Technology
The only available control option is the low-leak LDAR program as outlined in 40 CFR 60
Subpart VVa and incorporated by reference (with some source category modifications) in 40 CFR
60 Subpart GGGa. Each refinery (including BWO) became subject to the requirements of lowleak LDAR (Subpart GGGa) as part of the requirements of the moderate PM2.5 SIP.
10.1.2 Evaluation of Technical Feasibility of Available Controls
N/A Low-leak LDAR is technically feasible, and BWO became subject to its requirements on
January 1, 2017.
10.1.3 Evaluation and Ranking of Technically Feasible Controls
N/A BWO is already implementing the requirements of 40 CFR 60 Subpart GGGa.
10.1.4 Further Evaluation of Most Effective Controls
N/A BWO is already implementing the requirements of 40 CFR 60 Subpart GGGa.
10.1.5 Selection of RACT Controls
UDAQ recommends that BWO continue to implement the general refinery SIP requirements
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regarding Leak Detection and Repair as outlined in Section IX, Part H.11.g.
11.0

BACT for Tanks
Although most of UDAQ’s analysis of storage vessels, more commonly referred to as storage
tanks (or just “tanks”), can be found in the PM2.5 Serious SIP - BACT for Small Sources –
Section 13, the refineries as a group were evaluated for two additional BACT controls beyond the
small source controls. First, the refineries have some tanks that are larger than the 30,000 gallon
cut-off used in the small source analysis. Second, during development of the moderate 2.5 SIP,
the refineries were required to implement a tank degassing work practice standard12.

11.1

VOC

11.1.1 Available Control Technology
Although tanks as a group were evaluated for tank degassing, individual tanks were not evaluated
for working or breathing losses. While some VOCs are emitted during these periods, these can
only be controlled on a tank by tank basis. Larger tanks are already subject to floating roof and
specific seal requirements such as those found in 40 CFR 60 Subpart Kb.
Some additional VOC reductions could be gained by including slotted guide poles and geodesic
domes, but these gains are relatively minor. In the case of slotted guide poles, such requirements
are more easily handled through individual permitting requirements. Individual tanks can also be
controlled by vapor recovery, vapor scrubbers, or vapor combustors. Geodesic domes have not
been found to be economically or technically feasible.
11.1.2 Evaluation of Technical Feasibility of Available Controls
The use of slotted guide poles and vapor controls are technically both technically feasible. Tank
degassing as a group control is also technically feasible, and was included as a requirement of the
moderate PM2.5 SIP.
11.1.3 Evaluation and Ranking of Technically Feasible Controls
Tank degassing was required as of the moderate PM2.5 SIP. The remaining controls can be
employed in conjunction with tank degassing. The various methods of vapor control (recovery,
scrubbing, and combustion) are all similar in effectiveness and are employed primarily on a tank
by tank basis. While some economy of scale could conceivably be achieved by combining the
emissions from several tanks, tank vapors are primarily released during filling or unloading, and
nearby tanks are rarely loaded or unloaded at the same time.
11.1.4 Further Evaluation of Most Effective Controls
BWO is already required to follow the tank degassing requirements of Section IX, Part H.11.g.
The remaining vapor controls were all evaluated by BWO and were found not be economically
feasible, with cost effectiveness values in excess of $200,000/ton of VOC control13.
11.1.5 Selection of BACT Controls
12 see References: #3
13 see References: #5
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UDAQ recommends that BWO continue to implement the SIP general refinery requirements on
tank degassing as outlined in Section IX, Part H.11.g.
12.0

BACT for Wastewater System

12.1

VOC
The wastewater treatment system consists primarily of a system of drains that route runoff water
and storm water to the API separator, which separates entrained oils and volatiles from the
wastewater. BWO currently operates the API separator with a fixed cover to limit VOC
emissions.

12.1.1 Available Control Technology
Only two control options were identified to reduce VOC emissions from the wastewater system.
The collected vapors from the API separator can be routed to a control device for capture or
destruction. Carbon canisters reduce emissions by capturing the VOCs using activated carbon
filtration. Oxidation, using either thermal treatment or catalytic oxidation systems, is also a
viable option for elimination of VOC emissions.
12.1.2 Evaluation of Technical Feasibility of Available Controls
Both options are technically feasible.
12.1.3 Evaluation and Ranking of Technically Feasible Controls
BWO installed the fixed API cover as part of the RACT controls for the moderate PM2.5 SIP.
Following installation of the fixed cover, BWO’s baseline actual emissions dropped to
approximately 16.5 tons in 201614. Both control options achieve similar levels of additional
reductions: 15.4 tons of VOCs removed using the carbon canisters, 15.9 tons of VOCs removed
with oxidation.
12.1.4 Further Evaluation of Most Effective Controls
BWO conducted an economic analysis of both control options. Based on the estimated possible
emission reductions, the control cost of installing and using the carbon canister options is
approximately $8,000/ton of VOC removed. Both thermal and catalytic oxidation have control
costs of over $75,000/ton of VOC removed15.
Based on these values, the use of the carbon canisters is economically feasible, while neither
oxidation system is economically viable.
12.1.5 Selection of BACT Controls
UDAQ recommends that BWO continue to operate the existing wastewater treatment system with
fixed API cover, plus install and operate a set of carbon canisters for VOC control. The carbon
canisters shall achieve 90% or better removal.
14 see References: #7
15 see References: #5
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13.0

Additional Feasible Measures and Most Stringent Measures

13.1

Extension of SIP Analysis Timeframe
As outlined in 40 CFR 51.1003(b)(2)(iii):
If the state(s) submits to the EPA a request for a Serious area attainment date extension
simultaneous with the Serious area attainment plan due under paragraph (b)(1) of this section,
such a plan shall meet the most stringent measure (MSM) requirements set forth at § 51.1010(b)
in addition to the BACM and BACT and additional feasible measure requirements set forth at §
51.1010(a).
Thus, with the potential for an extension of the SIP regulatory attainment date from December 31,
2019 to December 31, 2024, the SIP must consider the application of both Additional Feasible
Measures (AFM) and Most Stringent Measures (MSM).

13.2

Additional Feasible Measures at BWO
As defined in Subpart Z, AFM is any control measure that otherwise meets the definition of “best
available control measure” (BACM) but can only be implemented in whole or in part beginning 4
years after the date of reclassification of an area as Serious and no later than the statutory
attainment date for the area. The Salt Lake City Nonattainment Area was reclassified as Serious
on June 9, 2017. Therefore, any viable control measures that could only be implemented in
whole or in part beginning 6/9/2021 (4 years after the date of reclassification) are classified as
AFM.
After a review of the available control measures described throughout this evaluation report,
UDAQ was unable to identify any additional control measures that were eliminated from BACT
consideration due to extended construction or implementation periods.

13.3

Most Stringent Measures at BWO
As defined in Subpart Z, MSM is defined as:
… any permanent and enforceable control measure that achieves the most stringent emissions
reductions in direct PM2.5 emissions and/or emissions of PM2.5 plan precursors from among those
control measures which are either included in the SIP for any other NAAQS, or have been
achieved in practice in any state, and that can feasibly be implemented in the relevant PM2.5
NAAQS nonattainment area.
This is further refined and clarified in 40 CFR 51.1010(b), to include the following Steps:
Step 1) The state shall identify the most stringent measures for reducing direct PM2.5 and PM2.5
plan precursors adopted into any SIP or used in practice to control emissions in any state.
Step 2) The state shall reconsider and reassess any measures previously rejected by the state
during the development of any previous Moderate area or Serious area attainment plan
control strategy for the area.
Step 3) The state may make a demonstration that a measure identified is not technologically or
economically feasible to implement in whole or in part by 5 years after the applicable
attainment date for the area, and may eliminate such whole or partial measure from
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further consideration.
Step 4) Except as provided in Step 3), the state shall adopt and implement all control measures
identified under Steps 1) and 2) that collectively shall achieve attainment as expeditiously
as practicable, but no later than 5 years after the applicable attainment date for the area.
13.3.1 Step 1 – Identification of MSM
For purposes of this evaluation report UDAQ has identified for consideration the most stringent
methods of control for each emission unit and pollutant of concern (PM2.5 or PM2.5 precursor). A
summary is provided in the following table:
Table 13-1: Most Stringent Controls by Emission Unit
Emission Unit
Pollutant
Most Stringent Control Method
PM2.5
GCP, fuel type, flue gas filter (FGF) / wet gas scrubber (WGS)
FCCU Regenerator
SO2
DeSOx catalyst, WGS
NOx
GCP, deNOx catalyst, feed hydro-treating, deNOx additive (?)
Heaters/Boilers
NOx
ULNB, SCR
Ammonia only if SCR is used, feedback controls
Flares
Flare Gas flare minimization program
SRU
SO2
second tail gas treatment unit (TGTU), WGS
NOx
WGS
Cooling Towers
VOC
MACT CC requirements
Fugitives
VOC
NSPS GGGa LDAR requirements
Tanks
VOC
tank degassing requirements
Wastewater Treatment
VOC
API separator cover with carbon canister control / oxidation
The above listed controls represent the most stringent level of control identified from all other
state SIPs or permitting actions, but do not necessarily represent the final choice of MSM. That is
determined in Step 4.
13.3.2 Step 2 – Reconsideration of Previous SIP Measures
Utah has previously issued a SIP to address the moderate PM2.5 nonattainment areas of Logan,
Salt Lake City, and Provo. The SIP was issued in parts: with the section devoted to the Logan
nonattainment area being found at SIP Section IX.A.23, Salt Lake City at Section IX.A.21, and
Provo/Orem at Section IX.A.22. Finally, the Emission Limits and Operating Practices for Large
Stationary Sources, which includes the application of RACT at those sources, can be found in the
SIP at Section IX Part H. Limits and practices specific to PM2.5 may be found in subsections 11,
12, and 13 of Part H.
Accompanying Section IX Part H was a TSD that included multiple evaluation reports similar to
this document for each large stationary source identified and listed in each nonattainment area.
UDAQ conducted a review of those measures included in each previous evaluation report which
contained emitting units which were at all similar to those installed and operating at BWO.
There were several technologies that had been eliminated from further consideration at some
point during many of the previous reviews. Some emitting units were considered too small, or
emissions too insignificant to merit further consideration at that time. The cost effectiveness
considerations may have been set at too low a threshold (a question of cost in RACT versus
BACT). And many cases of technology being technically infeasible for application – such as
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applying catalyst controls to infrequently used emitting units which may never reach an operating
temperature where use of the catalyst becomes viable and effective.
In one particular case, these previously rejected control technologies were already brought
forward and re-evaluated using updated information (more recent permits, emission rates and cost
information) by BWO in its BACT analysis report. This was the deferment of VOC controls for
the wastewater treatment systems at four Salt Lake City area refineries. BWO did include an
analysis of the wastewater treatment system, and took into account previous steps (such as the
fixed cover installed at the API separator) previously undertaken to reduce emissions. This
updated analysis has been reviewed as part of the UDAQ BACT review in Section 12 above.
13.3.3 Step 3 – Demonstration of Feasibility
A control technology or control strategy can be eliminated as MSM if the state demonstrates that
it is either technically or economically infeasible.
This demonstration of infeasibility must adhere to the criteria outlined under §51.1010(b)(3), in
summary:
1) When evaluating technological feasibility, the state may consider factors including but not
limited to a source's processes and operating procedures, raw materials, plant layout, and
potential environmental or energy impacts
2) When evaluating the economic feasibility of a potential control measure, the state may
consider capital costs, operating and maintenance costs, and cost effectiveness of the
measure.
3) The SIP shall include a detailed written justification for the elimination of any potential
control measure on the basis of technological or economic infeasibility.
This evaluation report serves as written justification of technological or economic
feasibility/infeasibility for each control measure outlined herein. Where applicable, the most
effective control option was selected, unless specifically eliminated for technological or
economical infeasibility. Expanding on the previous table, the following additional information
is provided:
Table 13-2: Feasibility Determination
Emission Unit
Pollutant
MSM Previously Identified
PM2.5
GCP, fuel type, FGF/WGS
FCCU Regenerator SO2
deSOx catalyst, WGS
NOx
GCP, deNOx catalyst, feed
hydro-treating, deNOx additive
Heaters/Boilers
NOx
ULNB, SCR
Ammonia NH3 feedback
Flares
Flare Gas flare minimization program
SRU
SO2
TGTU or WGS
NOx
WGS
Cooling Towers
VOC
MACT CC
Fugitives
VOC
LDAR
Tanks
VOC
tank degassing
WW Treatment
VOC
carbon canister / oxidation
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Is Method Feasible?
See below
See below
See below
See below
See below
Yes
No, high cost
No, high cost
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes, see below

Most of the entries in the above table were determined to be feasible on a technological basis.
However, in several cases two distinct paths exist that are mutually exclusive. Two control
techniques could serve equally as BACT/BACM or MSM, but they are not simply
interchangeable. Once a source has elected to follow a particular path for emission control,
needing to change over to the alternative control path would involve considerable expense as well
as complete removal of the existing system(s). In many cases this would also involve shutting
down operation of the source for an extended period of time – posing additional economic burden
on the source.
One particular example of this is the application (or lack) of WGS. Wet gas scrubbing has the
capability of removing both particulates and acid gases (SO2 and derivatives) and, if the LoTOx
option has been pursued, NOx as well. However, this control system is not compatible with other
control systems such as fabric filtration (baghouses or FGF), catalytic controls (SCR), or tail gas
treatment (as these are also catalytic controls). If the WGS is installed secondary to the existing
controls, these would render the use of WGS redundant and extremely cost ineffective (the inlet
concentrations would simply be too low to be viable). Alternatively, the WGS would be installed
as the primary control, creating a similar situation for the “existing” controls, but with an
additional problem of a now water saturated exhaust stream and a greatly lowered exhaust
temperature. Removing the existing controls to swap to the new control option is often millions
of dollars above and beyond the millions already spent on the primary BACT level control. In
BWO’s case, the FGF used for particulate control on the FCCU catalyst regenerator is required
by consent decree and could not simply be “swapped out” without agreement of all parties
involved in that agreement.
The costs for WGS and a second TGTU on the SRU do not currently justify including either of
these controls as MSM. With total expected reductions in SO2 of just 3.5 tons, UDAQ cannot
recommend either control option as MSM.
14.0

New PM2.5 SIP – General Requirements
The general requirements for all listed sources are found in SIP Subsection IX.H.11. These serve
as a means of consolidating all commonly used and often repeated requirements into a central
location for consistency and ease of reference. As specifically stated in subsection IX.H.11.a
below, these general requirements apply to all sources subsequently listed in either IX.H.12 (Salt
Lake City) or IX.H.13 (Provo/Orem), and are in addition to (and in most cases supplemental to)
any source-specific requirements found within those two subsections.
IX.H.11.a.
This paragraph states that the terms and conditions of Subsection IX.H.11 apply to
all sources subsequently addressed in the following subsections IX.H.12 and IX.H.13. It also
clarifies that should any inconsistency exist between the general requirements and the source
specific requirements, then the source specific requirements take precedence.
IX.H.11.b
Paragraph i: States that the definitions found in State Rule 307-101-2, Definitions,
apply to SIP Section IX.H. Since this is stated for the Section (IX.H), it applies equally to
IX.H.11, IX.H.12 and IX.H.13. A second paragraph (ii), includes a new definition for natural gas
curtailment for those sources in IX.H.12 and IX.H.13 that reference it.
IX.H.11.c
This is a recordkeeping provision. Information used to determine compliance shall
be recorded for all periods the source is in operation, maintained for a minimum period of five (5)
years, and made available to the Director upon request. As the general recordkeeping
requirement of Section IX.H, it will often be referred to and/or discussed as part of the
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UTAH DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

April 27, 2017
Martin D. Gray, Manager
New Source Review Section
Utah Division of Air Quality
P.O. Box 144820
195 North 1950 West
Salt Lake City, UT 84114-4820

RE:

APR 27 2017
DIVISION OF AIR QUALITY

Submittal of Best Available Control Technology Evaluation

Dear Mr. Gray:
As requested in your letter of January 23, 2017, Big West Oil, LLC have prepared
a list of control technologies potentially applicable to the Big West Oil Refinery in North
Salt Lake for the PM2.s State Implementation Plan (SIP) currently under development by
UDAQ for the Salt Lake City Non-attainment Area. We understand this information may
be used to determine the level of control technology that will satisfy the Best Available
Control Technology (BACT) requirement for stationary point sources within the SIP.
This submittal consists of the Best Available Control Technology Evaluation Utah PM2.s State Implementation Plan report in Attachment I which follows the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) prescribed top down process for identification
and evaluation of BACT. The report evaluates all technologies that would reduce PM2.s
emissions and precursors of PM2.s emissions (S02, NOx, VOC and ammonia) from all
regulated sources within the refinery. The evaluation considers technical feasibility,
estimates of actual emissions reductions and cost effectiveness for each technology or
work practice identified.
While a very brief time was allotted by UDAQ for completion of this request, we
believe the reports provides a comprehensive evaluation of potential control technologies
and work practices utilizing reasonable assumptions and engineering judgment.
Nonetheless, it should be recognized that BACT may not be uniform within a group of
similar sources. Each facility will have specific physical and technical conditions that
make a given control technology more (or less) applicable. We therefore encourage
UDAQ to engage in dialogue with us and other industry representatives to better
understand the applicability and limitations of this information before making final
decisions with regard to BACT implementation in the PM2.s SIP.

Finally, we consider the financial and cost information included in the attached
report to be Confidential Business Information (CBI) and request UDAQ to treat it
accordingly.
Sincerely,

R. Stuart Smith
Environmental Manager
North Salt Lake Refinery
Big West Oil, LLC

CC: Bryce Bird
Michael Swanson

ATTACHMENT I
Best Available Control Technology Evaluation - Utah PM2.5 State Implementation Plan
April 2017
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This Best Available Control Technology (BACT) Evaluation was
completed in accordance with the Utah Department of Air Quality's
23 January 2017 letter requesting this analysis as part of the regulatory
agency's fine particular matter (particulate matter 2.5 microns or less in
diameter or PM2.5) Serious Nonattainment State Implementation Plan
(SIP) development process. The top-down BACT process was followed to
identify BACT for each source and the following associated emission type:
PM2.5, sulfur dioxide (SO2), nitrogen oxides (NOx), volatile organic
compounds (VOC), and ammonia (NH3).
The applicable sources at the Big West Oil, EEC North Salt Lake Refinery
were identified as: Fluid Catalytic Cracking Unit (FCCU) regenerator vent,
process heaters, boilers, flares, storage tanks, loading racks, standby fire
pump, Sulfur Recovery Plant, valves, pumps, heat exchangers, cooling
towers, and Wastewater Treatment System.
After completing the BACT evaluation process utilizing a BACT cost
effectiveness threshold of $10,000 per ton removed per year, the addition
of carbon canister controls at the wastewater treatment system was
identified as a BACT project to be completed by the end of 2018. The other
applicable sources all have current controls identified as BACT as
described in Table 1.
As a part of the BACT process, other issues that could adversely impact
the environment, safety and health, and energy demand were included in
the evaluation. Any projects that are identified to be completed outside
the normal refinery turnaround maintenance cycle would increase safety
and health risks and energy demand as the refinery is not currently
planned to have a turnaround until 2019. Additional costs would also be
associated witli taking a refinery shutdown out of sequence and those lost
opportunity costs would need to be added to any projects that are
considered as additional feasible measures or most stringent measures.
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1.0

INTRODUCTION

On behalf of Big West Oil, LLC (BWO), ERM-West, Inc. (ERM) conducted
a Best Available Control Technology (BACT) evaluation for the company's
North Salt Lake Refinery. This report presents the BACT process and
results for submittal to the Utah Department of Environmental Quality,
Division of Air Quality (UDAQ). The BACT evaluation was completed in
accordance with the UDAQ's 23 January 2017 letter requesting this
analysis as part of the regulatory agency's fine particular matter
(particulate matter 2.5 microns or less in diameter or PM2.5) Serious
Nonattainment State Implementation Plan (SIP) development process.

2.0

APPROACH
A top-down BACT analysis was completed for all technologies that would

reduce PM2.5 emissions and precursors of PM2.5 emissions from all
regulated sources within the BWO Refinery. The evaluation included
assessing the Fluid Catalytic Cracking Unit (FCCU) Regenerator, heaters,
boilers, flares, storage tanks, pumps, compressors, valves, engines, and the
wastewater treatment process. All applicable emission control
technologies were identified for the refinery emission sources, and they
were screened for technical feasibility under the SIP requirements and
schedule.
The SIP is designed to regulate and limit PM2.5 and its precursors to below
the National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) based on data to
be collected throughout year 2019. This means that control technology
improvements will need to be in place before the end of year 2018 to
support compliance with the SIP. Therefore, the evaluation and
identification of BACT takes into account whether BWO can implement
tire new controls before the end of 2018.
In cases where BWO has determined that control technologies are
technically feasible, except for the SIP schedule constraints, these controls
are not considered BACT, but rather "Additional Feasible Measures" that
could be implemented if more time were available. All technologies
considered technically feasible as BACT or Additional Feasible Measures
were ranked based on their potential emission reduction efficiencies.
Energy, environmental, health and safety impacts, and other
considerations were evaluated for the feasible technologies; the
technologies that had the largest emissions reduction and most costeffective with the least environmental, health, safety and energy impact

ERM
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were identified as BACT or Additional Feasible Measures for tire
applicable emission units.

2.1

BACT ANALYSIS PROCESS

The BACT analysis was organized into the following steps, which are
described in the paragraphs that follow:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
2.1.1

Identify control technologies.
Eliminate technically infeasible technologies.
Rank technologies by control effectiveness.
Evaluate controls for economic feasibility.
Recommend BACT.

Step 1 - Identify Control Technologies

BWO identified its emission sources for PM2.5 and precursors, and then
identified acceptable control technologies for these sources. The U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) established the Reasonably
Available Control Technology/BACT/Lowest Achievable Emission Rate
(RACT/BACT/LAER) Clearinghouse (RBLC) to provide a central
database of air pollution technology information. BWO relied on the
RBLC and other resources listed in Section 2.2, to identify potentially
applicable control technologies. The emission sources and applicable
technologies were documented using a BACT Matrix table for tracking
and presentation of the results as presented in Section 3 and the attached
tables.
2.1.2

Step 2 - Eliminate Technically Infeasible Technologies

BWO reviewed the technologies to determine whether they were
technically feasible at the refinery based on site-specific (i.e., real estate) or
operational constraints. The SIP time constraints were also taken into
account relative to defining technically feasible BACT. Based on the
UDAQ expectation that BACT be defined as control technologies that
could be installed and made operational by the end of 2018, BWO has
determined drat only the carbon canisters installed on the Wastewater
Treatment System can be installed and made operational by this deadline;
the existing controls currently in place can be considered BACT for all
other sources. However, if not for tire time constraints of the SIP schedule,
BWO believes other control technologies could be implemented, and these
are identified on the BACT Matrix as Additional Feasible Measures.

ERM
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2.1.3

Task 3 - Rank Technologies by Control Effectiveness
BWO calculated the baseline emissions from its sources using either
current emissions (based on recent 2016 changes) or the prior 2-yearaverage emissions. The potential for additional emission reductions was
evaluated for the applicable technologies using vendor or Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA)-provided removal efficiencies. The amount of
emissions reductions that could be achieved for the applicable
technologies were calculated and the technologies were listed according to
rank on the BACT Matrix.

2.1.4

Task 4 - Evaluate Controls for Economic Feasibility

BWO evaluated the controls for economic feasibility using capital and
operating cost estimates provided by the EPA Cost Control Manual,
vendor information, ERM experience, and potential project estimates from
BWO. Energy consumption, environmental, and other impacts were
considered for the feasible controls to account for all economic impacts.
The economic feasibility of increased controls was evaluated using the
ratio of the cost for tire new controls compared with the incremental
emission reductions achieved by the new controls verses the baseline
(current) condition in terms of dollars per ton of emissions reduced. BWO
considered the ratio of $10,000 per ton of emission reductions to represent
economically feasible controls.
2.1.5

Task 5 - Recommend BACT

Based on the evaluation of control technologies, BWO is presenting in this
report its analysis and conclusions regarding the controls it believes are
technically and economically feasible, and those that can be considered
BACT (including compliance with the UDAQ SIP schedule) or Additional
Feasible Measures (if more time is permissible for technology
implementation). Table 1 presents a summary of BACT selections for each
pollutant by source.

2.2

REGULATORY BACKGROUND

The following BACT clearinghouses and guidelines were searched as part
of Step 1 to identify potentially applicable control technologies for the
BWO emission sources:
•

U.S. EPA

•

Bay Area Air Quality Management District (BAAQMD)

•

South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD)
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San Joaquin Unified Valley Air Pollution Contiol District (SJUVAPCD)
Santa Barbara Air Pollution Control District (SBAPCD)
Texas Commission of Environmental Quality

2.3

BASIS AND STUDY LIMITATION

The current applicable standards, emission control methods, and
technologies are considered Reasonable Achievable Control Technologies
RACT by the facility. Only Flare Gas Minimization was included in the
PM2.5 Moderate State Implementation Plan (SIP) by the UDEQ.
The emissions from 2014 and 2015 were averaged to be the sources'
baseline emissions. The exceptions are the flares' VOC emissions baseline
that was estimated using the revised EPA emission factor and the FCCU's
NH3 emissions baseline value used was from the 2016 emissions
inventory.
The cost effectiveness for BACT is typically $10,000 per ton removed or
less. Big West Oil used that as the basis for determining new BACT
selections for this evaluation.
The determination of technical feasibility had several criteria that needed
to be met such as physical constraints, facility natural gas consumption,
fired equipment configuration (natural draft), and proven on similar
sources.
The cost effectiveness calculations utilized the facility estimation factor for
capital projects and a 100 percent contingency factor due to limited vendor
cost input. Published costs from earlier EPA or published studies were
brought up to January 2017 costs by using the Bureau of Labor Statistic's
inflation calculator.

3.0

BACT EVALUATION

The BACT Evaluation is summarized for each source in the following
sections. Tables 2 through 6 also present the emission sources for direct
PM2.5 and its precursors (e.g., sulfur dioxide (SO2), nitrogen oxides (NOx),
volatile organic compounds (VOCs), and ammonia (NEh)). For each
source, these tables list the identified control technologies, if they are
technically feasible, the baseline emissions, the estimated emissions
reductions, and the cost effectiveness for applicable technologies.

ERM
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3.1

FCCU REGENERATOR

The FCCU regenerator emits PM2.5, SO2, NOx, and NH3 and each
pollutant has different control technologies evaluated.
3.1.1

PM2.5

BWO operates an FCCU regenerator that produces emissions for direct
PM2.5. The identified control technologies are listed in Table 2, including
the currently implemented use of flue gas blowback filter and tertiary
cyclones with fabric filter.
The BACT technology review identified potential additional control
technologies for the FCCU regenerator, including ESP and a wet gas
scrubber (WGS). However, the FCCU regenerator has insufficient space to
install an ESP or WGS; and they are therefore technically infeasible.
Table 2 ranks the technically feasible technologies according to reported
achievable emission reductions, and shows their annualized costs to
support the economic feasibility evaluation. However, there are no
additional controls classified as technically feasible for the FCCU
regenerator. Therefore, the current controls are considered BACT for the
FCCU regenerator (i.e., a flue gas blowback filter and tertiary cyclones
with fabric filter).
3.1.2

SO2

BWO operates an FCCU regenerator that produces emissions for SO2. The
identified control technologies are listed in Table 3, including the
currently implemented sulfur oxides (SOx)-reducing catalyst additive.
The BACT technology review showed potential additional control
technologies for the FCCU regenerator, including adding additional SOxreducing catalyst additive, WGS, and cat feed hydrotreater. However, the
FCCU regenerator has insufficient space to install a WGS and cat feed
hydrotreater; therefore, they are technically infeasible.
Table 3 ranks the technically feasible technologies according to reported
achievable emission reductions, and shows their annualized costs to
support tire economic feasibility evaluation. The economic feasibility
evaluation was unnecessary for the FCCU as no additional technologies
were considered technically feasible. Therefore, the current controls are
considered BACT for the FCCU regenerator (i.e., SOx-reducing catalyst
additive).
3.2.3

NOx

BWO operates an FCCU regenerator that produces emissions for NOx.
The identified control technologies are listed in Table 4, including the
ERM
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currently implemented NOx-reducing UOP high efficiency (low-NOx)
combustor design, low-NOx combustion promoter, and good combustion
practices.
The BACT technology review showed potential additional control
technologies for tire FCCU regenerator, including adding a NOx-reducing
additive, selective non-catalytic reduction (SNCR), selective catalytic
reduction (SCR), and cat feed hydrotreating. However, the FCCU
regenerator has insufficient space to install the SCR or cat feed
hydrotreater and the flow dynamics required for a SNCR could not be met
due to the installed blowback filter; therefore, they are technically
infeasible. The use of NOx reducing additive is potentially feasible and
under consideration. The effectiveness has not been proven at this time.
Table 4 ranks the technically feasible technologies according to reported
achievable emission reductions, and shows their annualized costs to
support the economic feasibility evaluation. The economic feasibility
evaluation showed that control technologies determined to be
technologically implementable were economically infeasible with
incremental cost effectiveness ratios exceeding $10,000 per ton. Therefore,
the current controls are considered BACT for the FCCU regenerator (i.e.,
UOP high efficiency (low-NOx) combustor design, low-NOx combustion
promoter, and good combustion practices). Evaluation of the NOx
reducing additive will be completed once the effectiveness has been
verified.
3.1.4

NH3

BWO operates an FCCU regenerator that emits ammonia from the coke
burn-off phase. The identified control technologies are listed in Table 6.
Ammonia emissions are typically estimated using emission factors
derived by EPA from a limited number of source test data. BWO has
recently performed a source test that demonstrated approximately 98
percent reduction from the emissions predicted by the EPA emission
factor. Performing this source test on a regular basis is considered BACT.
The BACT technology review showed potential additional control
technologies for the FCCU regenerator, including a wet gas scrubber.
However, the FCCU has insufficient physical space for the wet gas
scrubber at the FCCU Regenerator exhaust after the addition of tire flue
gas blowback filter; therefore, it is technically infeasible.
As no additional technologies were identified as technically feasible, no
economic analysis was conducted. Therefore, the current controls are
considered BACT for the FCCU (i.e., regular source testing).
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3.2

HEATERS (REFORMER (H-621, H-622, H-624), CRUDE (H-404)) >40
MMBTU/HR

Process heaters greater than 40 million British thermal units (MMBtu) per
hour design heating rate have been identified by EPA as sources that
could add control devices to reduce emissions even if that combustion
system utilizes natural draft air movement. All of these existing heaters
already have low NOx or ultra-low NOx burners.
3.2.1

PM2.5

BWO operates heaters with heat ratings greater than 40 MMBtu/hr. These
sources produce emissions for direct PM2.5. The identified control
technologies for direct PM2.5 are listed in Table 2, including the currently
implemented use of only refinery fuel gas for combustion (i.e., no oil
burning) and good combustion practices such as regular oxygen (O2)
monitoring.
The BACT technology review showed potential additional control
technologies including ESP, WGS, dry gas scrubber (DGS), and an CbTrim
System.
Table 2 ranks the technically feasible technologies according to reported
achievable emission reductions, and shows their annualized costs to
support the economic feasibility evaluation. Only one heater is shown as
an example. The economic feasibility evaluation showed that control
technologies determined to be technically implementable were
economically infeasible with incremental cost effectiveness ratios
exceeding $10,000 per ton. Therefore, the current controls are considered
BACT for the heaters with heat ratings greater than 40 MMBtu/hr
MMBtu/hr (i.e., only use of refinery fuel gas and good combustion
practices).
3.2.2

SO2

BWO operates heaters that produce emissions for SO2. The identified
control technologies for SO2 are listed in Table 3, including the currently
implemented use of only refinery fuel gas for combustion (i.e., no oil
burning) and compliance with New Source Performance Standards
(NSPS) Subparts J and Ja fuel gas standards.
The BACT technology review showed potential additional control
technologies for the large heaters including WGSs.
Table 3 ranks the technically feasible technologies according to reported
achievable emission reductions, and shows their annualized costs to
support the economic feasibility evaluation. Only one heater is shown as
an example. The economic feasibility evaluation showed that the WGS
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was economically infeasible with incremental cost effectiveness ratios
exceeding $10,000 per ton. However, a caustic scrubber has been added to
treat fuel gas during outages of the Amine and Sulfur Recovery units to
maintain the fuel standards and prevent additional SO2 emissions.
Therefore, the current controls are considered BACT for the large heaters
(i.e., use of only refinery fuel gas and compliance with NSPS Subparts J
and Ja fuel gas standards).
3.2.3

NOx
3.2.3.1 Reformer Renter (H-621, H-622, H-624)

BWO operates reformer heaters that produce emissions for NOx. The
identified control technologies for NOx are listed in Table 4, including the
currently implemented use of only refinery fuel gas for combustion (i.e.,
no oil burning) and a low-NOx burner (LNB).
The BACT technology review showed potential additional control
technologies including a ultra-low NOx burners (ULNB) and a sorbent
injection or pass-through. Ultra-low NOx burners are not technically
feasible due to the physical constraints.
Table 4 ranks the technically feasible technologies according to reported
achievable emission reductions, and shows their annualized costs to
support the economic feasibility evaluation. The economic feasibility
evaluation showed that control technologies determined to be technically
implementable were economically infeasible with incremental cost
effectiveness ratios exceeding $10,000 per ton. Therefore, the current
controls are considered BACT for the reformer heater (i.e., use of only
refinery fuel gas and the LNB).
3.2.32

Crude Heater (H-404)

BWO operates a crude heater with a heating capacity greater than 40
MMBtu/hr that produces emissions for NOx. The identified control
technologies for NOx are listed in Table 4, including the currently
implemented use of only refinery fuel gas for combustion (i.e., no oil
burning) and ULNB.
The BACT technology review showed potential additional control
technologies including a Selective Catalytic Reduction unit and a sorbent
injection or pass-through.
Table 4 ranks the technically feasible technologies according to reported
achievable emission reductions, and shows their annualized costs to
support the economic feasibility evaluation. The economic feasibility
evaluation showed that control technologies determined to be technically
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implementable were economically infeasible with incremental cost
effectiveness ratios exceeding $10,000 per ton. Therefore, tire current
controls are considered BACT for the Crude Heater (i.e., use of only
refinery fuel gas and good combustion practices and ULNB).

BOILERS (1, 2, 6) >40 MMBTU/HR

Industrial boilers greater than 40 MMBtu/hr design heating rate have
been identified by EPA as sources that could add control devices to reduce
emissions even if that combustion system utilizes natural draft air
movement. The existing boilers already have ultra-low NOx burners.
PM2.5
BWO operates three boilers that produce emissions for direct PM2.5. The
identified control technologies for direct PM2.5 are listed in Table 2,
including the currently implemented use of only refinery fuel gas for
combustion (i.e., no oil burning) and good combustion practices such as
regular O2 monitoring.
The BACT technology review showed potential additional control
technologies including ESP, WGS, DCS, and an ChTrim System. However,
the boilers have insufficient space for installing ESP, WGS, or DGS;
therefore, they are technically infeasible.
Table 2 ranks the technically feasible technologies according to reported
achievable emission reductions, and shows their annualized costs to
support the economic feasibility evaluation. Only one boiler is shown as
an example. The economic feasibility evaluation showed that control
technologies determined to be technically implementable were
economically infeasible with incremental cost effectiveness ratios
exceeding $10,000 per ton. Therefore, the current controls are considered
BACT for the boilers (i.e., use of only refinery fuel gas and good
combustion practices and ULNB).
SO2

BWO operates three boilers that produce emissions for SO2. The identified
control technologies for SO2 are listed in Table 3, including the currently
implemented use of only refinery fuel gas for combustion (i.e., no oil
burning) and compliance with New Source Performance Standards
(NSPS) Subparts J and Ja fuel gas standards.
The BACT technology review showed potential additional control
technologies for the large heaters including WGSs.
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Table 3 ranks the technically feasible technologies according to reported
achievable emission reductions, and shows their annualized costs to
support the economic feasibility evaluation. Only one boiler is shown as
an example. The economic feasibility evaluation showed that the WGS
was economically infeasible with incremental cost effectiveness ratios
exceeding $10,000 per ton. However, a caustic scrubber has been added to
treat fuel gas during outages of the Amine and Sulfur Recovery units to
maintain die fuel standards and prevent additional SO2 emissions.
Therefore, the current controls are considered BACT for the large heaters
(i.e., use of only refinery fuel gas that meets Ja fuel standards).
NOx

BWO operates heaters and boilers of various sizes. These sources produce
emissions for NOx. The identified control technologies for NOx are listed
in Table 4, including the currently implemented use of only refinery fuel
gas for combustion (i.e., no oil burning) and a ULNB.
The BACT technology review showed potential additional control
technologies including SCR, flue gas recirculation (FGR), WGS, and an
SNCR. However, the boilers have insufficient space for installing SCR,
FGR, WGS, or SNCR; therefore, they are technically infeasible.
As no additional technologies were identified as technically feasible, no
economic analysis was conducted. Therefore, the current controls are
considered BACT for the boilers (i.e., use of only refinery fuel gas
and ULNB).

HEATERS <40 MMBTU/HR

Process heaters less than 40 MMBtu/hr design heating rate have been
identified by EPA as sources that typically cannot add control devices to
reduce emissions as most combustion system utilizes natural draft air
movement. Most of tire existing heaters already have low NOx burners.
The heaters that do not have these types of burners carmot physically
accommodate the flame path of these ultra-low NOx burners so these
modifications are not technically feasible.
PM2.5

BWO operates small heaters (<40 MMBtu/hr) that produce emissions for
direct PM2.5. The identified control technologies for direct PM2.5 are listed
in Table 2, including the currently implemented use of only refinery fuel
gas for combustion (i.e., no oil burning) and good combustion practices
such as regular O2 monitoring.
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The BACT technology review showed potential additional control
technologies including ESP, WGS, DGS, and an O2 Trim System. However,
the small heaters (<40 MMBtu/hr) have insufficient space for installing
ESP, WGS, or DGS; therefore, they are technically infeasible.
Table 2 ranks the technically feasible technologies according to reported
achievable emission reductions, and shows their annualized costs to
support the economic feasibility evaluation. The economic feasibility
evaluation showed that control technologies determined to be technically
implementable were economically infeasible with incremental cost
effectiveness ratios exceeding $10,000 per ton. Therefore, the current
controls are considered BACT for the heaters <40 MMBtu/hr (i.e., use of
only refinery fuel gas and good combustion practices).
3.4.2

SO2

BWO operates small heaters (<40 MMBtu/hr) that produce emissions for
SO2. The identified control technologies for SO2 are listed in Table 3,
including the currently implemented use of only refinery fuel gas for
combustion (i.e., no oil burning) and compliance with New Source
Performance Standards (NSPS) Subparts J and Ja fuel gas standards.
The BACT technology review showed potential additional control
technologies for the large heaters including WGSs.
Table 3 ranks the technically feasible technologies according to reported
achievable emission reductions, and shows their annualized costs to
support the economic feasibility evaluation. Only one heater is shown as
an example. The economic feasibility evaluation showed that the WGS
was economically infeasible with incremental cost effectiveness ratios
exceeding $10,000 per ton. However, a caustic scrubber has been added to
treat fuel gas during outages of the Amine and Sulfur Recovery units to
maintain the fuel standards and prevent additional SO2 emissions.
Therefore, the current controls are considered BACT for the large heaters
(i.e., use of only refinery fuel gas and compliance with NSPS Subparts J
and Ja fuel gas standards).
3.4.3

NOx
3.4.3.1 H-403 and H-101

BWO operates heaters that produce emissions for NOx. The identified
control technologies for NOx are listed in Table 4, including the currently
implemented use of only refinery fuel gas for combustions (i.e., no oil
burning).
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The BACT technology review showed potential additional control
technologies, including LNB, ULNB, SCR, SNCR, FGR, WGS, and a
sorbent injection or pass-through. However, these heaters have
insufficient space for installing the ULNB, FGR and WGS. There is also
insufficient heating temperature for the SNCR. Therefore, they are
technically infeasible.
Table 4 ranks the technically feasible technologies according to reported
achievable emission reductions, and shows their annualized costs to
support the economic feasibility evaluation. The economic feasibility
evaluation showed that control technologies determined to be technically
implementable were economically infeasible with incremental cost
effectiveness ratios exceeding $10,000 per ton. Therefore, the current
controls are considered BACT for the above-listed small heaters, i.e., use
of only refinery fuel gas.
3A.3.2 H-301, H-402, H-601, H-1001, H-1002, H-1003, and H-1102

BWO operates small heaters (<40 MMBtu/hr) that produce emissions for
NOx. The identified control technologies for NOx are listed in Table 4,
including the currently implemented use of only refinery fuel gas for
combustions (i.e., no oil burning) and LNBs.
The BACT technology review showed potential additional control
technologies, including ULNB, SCR, SNCR, FGR, WGS, and a sorbent
injection or pass-through. However, these heaters have insufficient space
for installing the FGR and WGS. For ULNB, each heater would need a
burner study to determine if that technology is feasible. There is also
insufficient heating temperature for the SNCR. Therefore, they are
technically infeasible.
Table 4 ranks the technically feasible technologies according to reported
achievable emission reductions, and shows their annualized costs to
support the economic feasibility evaluation. The economic feasibility
evaluation showed that control technologies determined to be technically
implementable were economically infeasible with incremental cost
effectiveness ratios exceeding $10,000 per ton. Therefore, the current
controls are considered BACT for the above-listed small heaters (i.e., use
of only refinery fuel gas and the LNBs).

REFINERY FLARES

The refinery flares emit PM2.5, SO2, NOx, and VOCs, and each pollutant
has different control technologies to be evaluated.
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3.5.1

PM2.5

BWO operates two refinery flares that produce emissions for direct PM2.5.
The identified control technologies are listed in Table 2, including the
currently implemented direct PM2.5 reduction by complying with NSPS
Subpart J and Ja flaring provisions.

The BACT technology review showed potential additional control
technologies for the refinery flares, including flare gas minimization and
flare gas recovery. BWO is expecting to implement a flare gas
minimization project by January 2019. However, the small annual natural
gas usage demonstrates that there is no opportunity for recovered flare
gas to be used in the fuel gas system; and therefore the flare gas recovery
option is technically infeasible.
Table 2 ranks the technically feasible technologies according to reported
achievable emission reductions, and shows their annualized costs to
support the economic feasibility evaluation. However, there are no
additional controls classified as technically feasible for the refinery flares.
Therefore, the current controls are considered BACT for the refinery flares
(i.e., compliance with NSPS Subparts J and Ja flaring provisions, and the
pending control installation of a flare gas minimization project (January
2019)).
3.5.2

SO2
BWO operates two refinery flares that produce emissions for SO2. The
identified control technologies are listed in Table 3, including the
currently implemented SO2 reduction by complying with NSPS Subpart J
flaring provisions and NSPS Subpart Ja fuel gas standard (with fuel gas to
flare).
The BACT technology review showed potential additional control
technologies for the refinery flares, including flare gas minimization and
H2S scavenger. BWO is expecting to implement a flare gas minimization
project by January 2019.
Table 3 ranks the technically feasible technologies according to reported
achievable emission reductions, and shows their annualized costs to
support the economic feasibility evaluation. The economic feasibility
evaluation showed that control technologies determined to be
technologically implementable were economically infeasible with
incremental cost effectiveness ratios exceeding $10,000 per ton. Therefore,
the current controls (i.e., compliance with NSPS Subpart J flaring
provisions and NSPS Subpart Ja fuel gas standard (with fuel gas to flare),
and the pending control installation of a flare gas minimization project
(January 2019)) are considered BACT for the refinery flares.
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3.5.3

NOx
BWO operates two refinery flares that produce emissions for NOx. The
identified control technologies are listed in Table 4, including the
currently implemented NOx reduction by complying with NSPS Subpart J
and Ja flaring provisions.

The BACT technology review showed potential additional control
technologies for the refinery flares, including flare gas minimization. BWO
is expecting to implement a flare gas minimization project by January
2019.
Table 4 ranks the technically feasible technologies according to reported
achievable emission reductions, and shows their annualized costs to
support the economic feasibility evaluation. However, no additional
controls are classified as technically feasible for the refinery flares.
Therefore, the current controls, i.e., compliance with NSPS Subparts J and
Ja flaring provisions, and the pending control installation of a flare gas
minimization project (January 2019) are considered BACT for tire refinery
flares.
3.5.4

VOCs

BWO operates two refinery flares drat produce emissions for VOCs. The
identified control technologies are listed in Table 5, including the
currently implemented VOC reduction by complying with NSPS Subpart J
and Ja flaring provisions.
The BACT technology review showed that additional control technologies
were feasible for the refinery flares, including flare gas minimization, and
compliance with Refinery Sector Rule flare operation requirements that
ensure adequate combustion efficiency. BWO is expecting to implement a
flare gas minimization project by January 2019.
Table 5 ranks the technically feasible technologies according to reported
achievable emission reductions, and shows their annualized costs to
support the economic feasibility evaluation. The economic feasibility
evaluation showed that control technologies determined to be
technologically implementable were economically infeasible with
incremental cost effectiveness ratios exceeding $10,000 per ton. Therefore,
the current controls (i.e., compliance with NSPS Subpart J and Ja flaring
provisions, and the pending control installation of a flare gas
minimization project (January 2019)) are considered BACT for the refinery
flares.
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3.6

SULFUR RECOVERY PLANT: S02

BWO operates a Sulfur Recovery Plant (SRP) that has a tail gas incinerator
and currently achieves the required 95 percent sulfur recovery. In
addition, the refinery has added caustic scrubber to treat fuel gas during
SRP outages. This has reduced SO2 emissions by approximately 13 tons
per year (tpy). The identified control technologies are listed in Table 3,
including the currently implemented SO2 reduction with the tail gas
incinerator and caustic scrubber.
The BACT technology review showed that an additional Tail Gas
Treatment Unit (TGTU) was feasible for the SRP.
Table 3 ranks the technically feasible technologies according to reported
achievable emission reductions, and shows their annualized costs to
support the economic feasibility evaluation. The economic feasibility
evaluation showed that the additional TGTU determined to be
technologically implementable was economically infeasible with
incremental cost effectiveness ratio exceeding $10,000 per ton. Therefore,
the current controls are considered BACT for the SRP (i.e., the tail gas
incinerator and caustic scrubber).

3.7

STANDBY (EMERGENCY) FIRE PUMP

3.7.1

PM2.5

The BACT technology review showed potential additional control
technologies for the Standby Fire Pump, including the currently
implemented good combustion practices for Tier II engines. The Standby
Fire Pump is classified as an emergency engine and therefore only
operates during an emergency and for a limited number of maintenance
hours per year. The BACT technology review showed that a particulate
filter as a potential add-on control technology for direct PM2.5 was
feasible.
Table 2 ranks the technically feasible technologies according to reported
achievable emission reductions, and shows their annualized costs to
support the economic feasibility evaluation. The economic feasibility
evaluation showed that the control technology determined to be
technically implementable was economically infeasible with incremental
cost effectiveness ratios exceeding $10,000 per ton. Therefore, the current
controls are considered BACT for emergency stationary engines (i.e., good
combustion practices for Tier II engines).
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3.7.2

so2

The identified control technologies for SO2 are listed in Table 3. The BACT
technology review identified a low sulfur fuel as the potential control for
the emergency engine, which the refinery currently implements for the
Standby Fire Pump engine.
As no additional technologies were identified as technically feasible, no
economic analysis was conducted. Therefore, the current controls are
considered BACT for SO2 (i.e., the use of an ultra-low sulfur diesel fuel).
3.7.3

NOx

The BACT technology review showed that additional control technologies
were feasible for the Standby Fire Pump, including the currently
implemented good combustion practices for Tier II engines. The identified
control technologies for NOx are listed in Table 4. The BACT technology
review identified an SCR as a potential add-on control to reduce NOx
emissions.
Table 4 ranks the technically feasible technologies according to reported
achievable emission reductions, and shows their annualized costs to
support the economic feasibility evaluation.
The economic feasibility evaluation demonstrated that the SCR is
economically infeasible with incremental cost effectiveness ratio exceeding
$10,000 per ton. Therefore, the current controls are considered BACT for
the Standby Fire Pump (i.e., good combustion practices for Tier II
engines).

3.8

FUGITIVE EQUIPMENT: VOCS

The refinery equipment and piping components drat contribute to the
fugitive VOC emissions are currently monitored under a Leak Detection
and Repair Program at the refinery. This program requires that when an
allowable leak rate is exceeded, the component must be repaired or
replaced to eliminate that leak. This program is considered to be RACT for
refineries. Using a lower leak rate designation for new equipment as
identified by the NSPS Subpart GGGa is considered to be BACT. The
refinery currently complies with the NSPS standard for valves, pumps,
and piping components. The refinery also complies with Refinery MACT
for heat exchangers by monitoring cooling tower return water to the
specific limit. These identified control technologies are listed in Table 5.
As no additional technologies were identified as technically feasible, no
economic analysis was conducted. Therefore, the current controls are
considered BACT for fugitive equipment (i.e., the Leak Detection and
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Repair Program in compliance with NSPS subpart GGGa and monitoring
cooling tower return water as described above).

3.9

PRODUCT LOADING RACKS: VOCS

The truck rack and railcar rack are used for product loading.
The BACT technology review identified vapor recovery and vapor
combustors as potential control technologies. The refinery currently
implements these technologies for product loading racks. The identified
control technologies are listed in Table 5.
As no additional technologies were identified as technically feasible, no
economic analysis was conducted. Therefore, the current controls are
considered BACT for fugitive equipment (i.e., vapor recovery and vapor
combustors).

3.20

GROUP 1 STORAGE TANKS: VOCS

BWO has both external and internal floating storage tanks that produce
emissions for VOCs. The identified control technologies are listed in
Table 5, including the currently implemented VOC emissions reduction by
degassing to a vapor combustion device.
The BACT technology review showed potential additional control
technologies for the storage tanks including a dome (external floating roof
[EFR] only), vapor water scrubber, vapor dry scrubber, vapor recovery
unit (internal floating roof [IFR] only), and vapor recovery and combustor.
The dome for the EFR is considered technically infeasible as it would
require a complete rebuild of the tanks.
Table 5 ranks the technically feasible technologies according to reported
achievable emission reductions, and shows their annualized costs to
support the economic feasibility evaluation. The economic feasibility
evaluation showed that control technologies determined to be
technologically implementable were economically infeasible with
incremental cost effectiveness ratios exceeding $10,000 per ton. Therefore,
the current controls are considered BACT for the Group 1 storage tanks
(i.e., degassing to a vapor combustion device before opening and venting
to atmosphere for inspection and maintenance).
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3.11

GROUP 2 STORAGE TANKS: VOCS

BWO has vertical fixed roof storage tanks that produce emissions for
VOCs. The identified control technologies are listed in Table 5, including
the current controls of pressure/vacuum relief valves.
The BACT technology review showed potential additional control
technologies for the storage tanks including vapor water scrubber, vapor
dry scrubber, vapor recovery unit, internal floating roof, and vapor
recovery and combustor. The internal floating roof would require tank
reconstruction and is therefore considered technically infeasible.
Table 5 ranks the technically feasible technologies according to reported
achievable emission reductions, and shows their annualized costs to
support the economic feasibility evaluation. The economic feasibility
evaluation showed that control technologies determined to be
technologically implementable were economically infeasible with
incremental cost effectiveness ratios exceeding $10,000 per ton. Therefore,
tire current controls are considered BACT for tire Group 2 Storage Tanks
(i.e., pressure/vacuum relief valves).

3.12

WASTEWATER TREATMENT SYSTEM: VOCS

BWO operates a Wastewater Treatment System Brat produces emissions
for VOCs. The identified control technologies are listed in Table 5,
including the currently implemented VOC reduction of a fixed cover oxr
the API separator drat controls emissions from the surfaces.
The BACT technology review showed potential additional control
technologies for the system, including carbon canisters and thermal
oxidizers as potential add-on controls.
Table 5 ranks the technically feasible technologies according to reported
achievable emission reductions, and shows their annualized costs to
support the economic feasibility evaluation. The economic feasibility
evaluation showed that the carbon canisters cost would be less than the
$10,000 per ton removed threshold. The thermal oxidizer determined to be
technologically implementable was not economically feasible as it exceeds
that threshold and adds a safety risk to the refinery as it would located
near tire storage tank area. Therefore, the current controls (i.e., the API
fixed cover) and carbon canister installations are considered BACT for the
Wastewater Treatment System.
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3.23

COOLING TOWERS: VOCS
BWO operates cooling towers that produce emissions for VOCs. The
identified control technologies are listed in Table 5, including the
currently implemented monitoring under the heat exchanger leak
detection program and high efficiency drift eliminators that minimize any
secondary particulate formation.

The BACT technology review did not identify any additional feasible
control technologies.
As no additional technologies were identified as technically feasible, no
economic analysis was conducted. Therefore, the current controls are
considered BACT for the cooling towers (i.e., monitoring and high
efficiency drift eliminators).

3.14

ENERGY, ENVIRONMENTAL, HEALTH AND SAFETY, AND OTHER
CONSIDERATIONS

The BACT Evaluation must consider impacts to increased energy usage
drat increase direct and indirect emissions for the refinery. Some
technologies like low NOx and ultra-low NOx burners result in slightly
higher fuel gas consumption. New pumps for wet scrubbers, new
controllers for oxygen trim systems, and new electrostatic precipitators all
increase electricity consumption. Carbon canisters regeneration uses
energy offsite but should be a consideration in the overall determination
of BACT.
Environmental impacts were identified for tire final disposal of the carbon
used at the wastewater treatment plant, disposal of the SOx reducing
catalyst, caustic scrubber wastewater disposal, and low NOx additives
disposal.
Additional safety and health concerns of workers are the handling of the
caustic and additives used by some of the control devices.
Other cost considerations include attempting to install add-on control
devices within the refinery during out-of-sequence maintenance
turnarounds. Turnaround planning is very detailed and ordering longlead equipment items is part of the schedule. To shorten that schedule
incurs large cost impacts to the refinery. This opportunity cost would need
to be evaluated and added to any projects that are identified to be
included in tire PM2.5 SIP.
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Table 1: BACT Selection for each Pollutant by Source
Source
FCC Unit
Regenerator

PM2.5
Currently
implemented: flue gas
blowback filter and
tertiary cyclones with
fabric filter

so2

NOx

Currently
implemented: SOxreducing catalyst
additive

Currently
implemented: UOP
high efficiency (lowNOx) combustor
design, low-NOx
combustion promoter,
and good combustion
practices

Heaters (Reformer, Crude)/Boilers >40 MMBtu/hr
Currently
Currently
Reformer
implemented: only use implemented: use of
Heaters (H-621,
only refinery fuel gas
of refinery fuel gas
622, 624)
and compliance with
and good combustion
NSPS Subparts J and Ja
practices
fuel gas standards
Currently
H-404 #1 Crude
Currently
implemented: only use implemented: use of
Heater with
only refinery fuel gas
of refinery fuel gas
ULNB
and compliance with
and good combustion
NSPS Subparts J and Ja
practices
fuel gas standards
Currently
Boilers (1,2, 6)
Currently
implemented: use of
implemented: use of
>40 MMBtu/hr
only refinery fuel gas
only refinery fuel gas
and compliance with
and good combustion
NSPS Subparts J and Ja
practices
fuel gas standards
Heaters <40 MMBtu/hr
Currently
Currently
H-101 FCC
implemented: use of
implemented: use of
Heater
only refinery fuel gas
only refinery fuel gas
and compliance with
and good combustion
NSPS Subparts J and Ja
practices
fuel gas standards
Same as H-101
Same as H-101
H-301
Alkylation Unit
Deisobutanizer
Reboiler Heater
Same as H-101
H-402 #2 Crude
Same as H-101
Heater

H-403 Crude
Preflash Heater

Same as H-101

Same as H-101

H-601 32.4
MMBtu/hr
Unifiner Heater

Same as H-101

Same as H-101

H-1001 (MIDW)
Heater

Same as H-101

Same as H-101

H-1002
Hydrodesulfuri

Same as H-101

Same as H-101
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VOC

nh3
Currently
implemented:
source testing
on a regular
basis

Currently
implemented: use of
only refinery fuel gas
and the LNB

Currently
implemented: use of
only refinery fuel gas,
ULNB, and good
combustion practices
Currently
implemented: use of
only refinery fuel gas
and ULNB '

Currently
implemented: use of
only refiner)’ fuel gas

Currently
implemented: use of
only refiner)' fuel gas
and the LNBs
Currently
implemented: use of
only refinery fuel gas
and the LNBs
Currently
implemented: use of
only refinery fuel gas
Currently
implemented: use of
only refinery fuel gas
and the LNBs
Currently
implemented: use of
only refinery fuel gas
and the LNBs
Currently
implemented: use of
BIG WEST OIL/0395584/26 APRIL 2017

Source
zation (HDS)
Reboiler
H-1003 HDS
Heater

H-1102 SRU and
Tail Gas
Incinerator
Refinery Flares

PM2.5

NOx

S02

Same as H-101

Same as H-101

Same as H-101

Same as H-101

Currendy
implemented controls
and the pending
control installation of a
flare gas minimization
project (Jan. 2019)

Currently
implemented controls
and the pending
control installation of a
flare gas minimization
project (Jan. 2019)

only refinery fuel gas
and the LNBs
Currently
implemented: use of
only refinery fuel gas
and the LNBs
Currently
implemented: use of
only refinery fuel gas
and the LNBs
Currently
implemented controls
and the pending
control installation of a
flare gas minimization
project (Jan. 2019)

voc

NH3

Currently
implemented
controls and the
pending control
installation of a
flare gas
minimization
project (Jan.
2019).

Sulfur Recovery
Plant

Standby
(Emergency) Fire
Pump

Currently
implemented: good
combustion practices
for Tier II engines

Currently
implemented: tail gas
incinerator and caustic
scrubber
Currently
implemented: ultralow sulfur fuel

Currently
implemented:
Leak Detection
and Repair
Program in
compliance with
NSPS subpart
GGGa and
monitoring
cooling tower
return water
Currently
implemented:
vapor recovery
and vapor
combustors
Currently
implemented:
degassing to a
vapor
combustion
device

Fugitive Equipment

Product Loading
Racks

Storage Tanks,
Group 1

Currently
implemented:
pressure vacuum
relief valves
New carbon
canister
installations and
currently

Storage Tanks,
Group 2

Wastewater
Treatment System

ERM

Currently
implemented: good
combustion practices
for Tier II engines
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Source

PM2.5

NOx

S02

nh3

implemented
API fixed cover.
Currently
implemented:
leak detection
program and
drift eliminators

Cooling Towers

ERM

VOC
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Table 2: Potential BACT Technologies for Direct PM2.5 - Particulate Matter
Technically
Feasible?
07 N)

Baseline
(TPY)

Incremental
Emissions
Reduction (TPY)

Incremental Cost
Effectiveness
($/ton)

Yes

0.675

Baseline

N/A

Yes

0.675

Baseline

N/A

Electrostatic
Precipitator (ESP)

No

0.675

-

-

Wet Gas Scrubber
(WGS)

No

0.675

-

-

Yes

1.81

Baseline

N/A

Yes

1.81

Baseline

N/A

Yes

1.81

0.04

$1,520,422

Yes

1.81

1.09

$9,878,250

Yes

1.81

1.45

$318,250

Yes

1.81

1.63

$1,443,653

Yes

0.96

Baseline

N/A

Yes

0.96

Baseline

N/A

Yes

0.96

0.02

$2,875,615

No

-

-

-

No

-

-

-

No

-

-

-

Yes

0.69

Baseline

N/A

Yes

0.69

Baseline

N/A

Yes

0.69

0.01

$4,011,609

No

-

-

-

Rule / Emission
Limit

Source / Process
Area

Control Technology

FCC Unit
Regenerator

Tertiary Cyclones w/
Fabric Filter

40 CFR 63 UUU
1.0 lb/1000 lb coke
burn

Flue Gas Blowback
Filter (FGF)

40 CFR 63 UUU
0.5 lb/1000 lb coke
burn

Use only Refinery fuel
Heaters
(Reformer, Crude) gas for combustion —
>40 MMBtu/hr
no oil burning
Good combustion
practices — regular O2
monitoring
O2 Trim System
Electrostatic
Precipitator (ESP)
Wet Gas Scrubber
(WGS)

current SIP

Subpart DDDDD

Subpart DDDDD

Dry Gas Scrubber
(DGS)
Boilers (1,2, 6)
>40 MMBtu/hr

Use only Refinery fuel
gas for combustion —
no oil burning

current SIP

Good combustion
practices -- regular O2
monitoring
O2 Trim System
Electrostatic
Precipitator (ESP)

Subpart DDDDD

Subpart DDDDD

Wet Gas Scrubber
(WGS)
Dry Gas Scrubber
(DCS)
Heaters <40
MMBtu/hr

ERM

Use only Refinery fuel
gas for combustion —
no oil burning
Good combustion
practices — regular O2
monitoring
O2 Trim System
Electrostatic
Precipitator (ESP)

current SIP

Subpart DDDDD

Subpart DDDDD
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Source / Process
Area

Control Technology

Technically
Feasible?
(Y/N)

Rule / Emission
Limit

Wet Gas Scrubber
(WGS)
Dry Gas Scrubber
(DCS)
Refinery Flares

Compliance with NSPS
Subpart J flaring
provisions
Compliance with NSPS 40 CFR 60.102a(g)(3)
- limit on flare gas
Subpart Ja flaring
rate during normal
provisions
operations (except
during periods of
process upset or fuel
gas imbalance)
Flare Gas Minimization
Flare Gas Recovery

Baseline
(TPY)

Incremental
Emissions
Reduction (TPY)

Incremental Cost
Effectiveness
($/ton)

No

-

-

-

No

-

-

-

Yes

1.12

Baseline

N/A

Yes

1.12

Baseline

N/A

Yes
No

1.12

0.56

$3,209,001

-

-

-

0.25

$382,130

Particulate Filter
Standby
Yes
0.28
(Emergency) Fire
Pump1
1) AP42 PM10 EF for Diesel Engines 0.0022 Ib/hp-hr and 500 hours for 500 hp engine.

ERM
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Table 3:

Potential FACT Technologies for SO2 - Sulfur Dioxide
Baseline
(TPY)

Incremental
Emissions
Reduction (TPY)

Incremental Cost
Effectiveness
($/ton)

Yes

21.2

Baseline

N/A

Yes

21.2

Baseline

N/A

No

-

-

-

No

-

-

-

Yes

0.90

Baseline

N/A

Yes

0.90

Baseline

N/A

Yes

0.90

Baseline

N/A

Yes

0.90

0.72

$640,035

Yes

0.53

Baseline

N/A

40 CFR 60.105(a)(4)
162 ppmv
maximum H2S in
fuel gas

Yes

0.53

Baseline

N/A

40 CFR
60.102a(g)(l)(ii)
60 ppmv annual
average H2S in fuel
gas

Yes

0.53

Baseline

N/A

Yes

0.53

0.42

$1,086,853

Technically
Feasible?
07 N)

Rule / Emission
Limit

Source / Process
Area

Control Technology

FCC Unit
Regenerator

Low Sulfur
Feedstocks

current SIP

SOx Reducing
Catalyst Additive1

40 CFR 60.102a(b)(3)
25 ppmv annual
average
40 CFR 60.102a(b)(3)
25 ppmv annual
average
40 CFR 60.102a(b)(3)
25 ppmv annual
average

Wet Gas Scrubber
(WGS)
Cat Feed
Hydrotreater

Use only Refinery
Heaters
(Reformer, Crude) fuel gas for
>40 MMBtu/hr
combustion — no oil
burning
The data shown Comply with NSPS
are an example of Subpart J fuel gas
standard
a heater
(Reformer)
Comply with NSPS
Subpart Ja fuel gas
standard

current SIP

40 CFR 60.105(a)(4)
162 ppmv
maximum H2S in
fuel gas
40 CFR
60.102a(g)(l)(ii)
60 ppmv annual
average H2S in fuel
gas

Wet Gas Scrubber
(WGS)
Boilers (1, 2, 6)
>40 MMBtu/hr

Use only Refinery
fuel gas for
combustion — no oil
burning
The data shown Comply with NSPS
is an example of a Subpart J fuel gas
boiler (#6)
standard
Comply with NSPS
Subpart Ja fuel gas
standard

current SIP

Wet Gas Scrubber
(WGS)

ERM
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Source / Process
Area

Control Technology

Technically
Feasible?
(Y/N)

Rule / Emission
Limit

Baseline
(TPY)

Incremental
Emissions
Reduction (TPY)

Incremental Cost
Effectiveness
(S/ton)

' U NL . :-' T
Use only Refinery
fuel gas for
combustion — no oil
burning
The data shown Comply with NSPS
is an example of a Subpart J fuel gas
standard
heater (H-301)

Heaters
<40 MMBtu/hr

Current SIP
Yes

0.38

Baseline

N/A

40 CFR 60.105(a)(4)
162 ppmv
maximum H2S in
fuel gas

Yes

0.38

Baseline

N/A

40 CFR
60.102a(g)(l)(ii)
60 ppmv annual
average H2S in fuel
gas

Yes

0.38

Baseline

N/A

Yes

0.38

0.30

$1,515,873

Yes

0.59

Baseline

N/A

Yes

0.59

Baseline

N/A

H2S Scavenger

Yes

0.59

0.1475

$ 728,028

Flare Gas
Minimization

Yes

0.59

0.295

$6,091,664

Yes

3.62

Baseline

N/A

Yes

3.62

Baseline

N/A

Yes

3.62

3.5

$4,238,088

Baseline

N/A

Comply with NSPS
Subpart Ja fuel gas
standard

Wet Gas Scrubber
(WGS)
Refinery Flares

Sulfur Recovery
Plant

Compliance with
NSPS Subpart J
flaring provisions
Comply with NSPS
Subpart Ja fuel gas
standard (with fuel
gas to flare)

40 CFR
60.102a(g)(l)(ii)
60 ppmv annual
average H2S in fuel
gas

Single-train Claus
unit with tail-gas
incineration
Caustic Scrubbing of
sour fuel gas and
SWS storage during
SRP outages

Current SIP requires
95% sulfur recovery
efficiency
No acid gas flaring
during planned or
unplanned outages
of SRP
Tail Gas Unit on SRP 95% => 98% sulfur
recovery efficiency

Ultra-Low Sulfur
Standby
0.26
(Emergency) Fire Fuel
Pump2
1) Based on reduction to 25 ppm from 170 ppm baseline.
2) AP42 SOx EF for Diesel Engines 0.00205 Ib/hp-hr and 500 hours for 500 hp engine.

ERM
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Table 4:
Source / Process
Area
FCC Unit
Regenerator

Potential BACT Technologies for NOx - Nitrogen Oxides
Control Technology

Rule / Emission
Limit

UOP High Efficiency
(Low-NOx) Combustor
Design
40 CFR
Low-NOx Combustion
Promoter (non-platinum) 60.102a (b)(2)
80 ppmv 7-day
rolling average
NOx Reducing Additive1

Incremental Cost
Effectiveness
($/ton)

Yes

17.39

Baseline

N/A

Yes

17.39

Baseline

N/A

Potentially

17.39

4.35

$566,559

No

-

-

-

Selective Catalytic
Reduction (SCR)

No

-

-

-

Cat Feed Hydrotreating

No

-

-

-

Yes

4.15

Baseline

N/A

Yes

4.15

Baseline

N/A

Yes

4.15

3.11

$2,052,385

No

-

-

-

No

-

-

-

No

-

-

-

Yes

4.15

1.04

$2,373,236

Fuel Gas Only - no oil
burning
Tire data shown is Ultra-Low NOx Burners
an example of a
(w/ FGR)
boiler (#6)

Current SIP
For > 40
MMBtu/hr
40 CFR
60.102a(g)(2)
40 ppmv 24-hour
rolling average

Selective Catalytic
Reduction (SCR)
Selective Non-Catalytic
Reduction (SNCR)
Flue Gas Recirculation
Wet Gas Scrubber (WGS)
Sorbent injection or pass
througli

11HI

;
Permitted Heater
List
H-101 FCC Heater Fuel Gas Only -- no oil
(140 Ib/MMSCF) burning
Low NOx Burners
(staged)

IllillSI

______________

Yes

2.99

Baseline |

N/A

Potentially

2.99

1.49

$635,335

No

-

-

-

Yes

2.99

2.69

$2,375,898

Selective Non-Catalytic
Reduction (SNCR)

No

-

-

-

Flue Gas Recirculation

No

-

-

-

Ultra-Low NOx Burners
(staged)
Selective Catalytic
Reduction (SCR)

ERM

Incremental
Emissions
Reduction (TPY)

Selective Non-Catalytic
Reduction (SNCR)

Boilers (1, 2, 6)

:

Baseline
(TPY)

Technically
Feasible?
(Y/N)
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Source / Process
Area

H-30117.29
MMBtu/hr
Alkylation Unit
Deisobutanizer
Reboiler Heater
(140 Ib/MMSCF)

Control Technology

Rule / Emission
Limit

Wet Gas Scrubber (WGS)

No

Sorbent injection or pass
through

Yes

■

Fuel Gas____________
Only — no oil
burning

Low NOx Burners
(staged)
Ultra-Low NOx Burners
(staged)
Selective Catalytic
Reduction (SCR)
Selective Non-Catalytic
Reduction (SNCR)
Flue Gas Recirculation

Baseline
(TPY)

Incremental
Emissions
Reduction (TPY)

Incremental Cost
Effectiveness
($/ton)

2.99

0.75

$3,296,789

....

■

Yes

9.02

Baseline

N/A

Yes

9.02

Baseline

N/A

Potentially

9.02

6.77

$135,383

Yes

9.02

8.12

$786,897

No
No
No

Wet Gas Scrubber (WGS)
Sorbent injection or pass
through
H-402 #2 Crude
Heater
(80 Ib/MMSCF)

Technically
Feasible?
(Y/N)

Fuel Gas Only — no oil
burning

N/A

Low NOx Burners
(staged)
Ultra-Low NOx Burners
(staged)
Selective Catalytic
Reduction (SCR)

Yes

4.34

Baseline

N/A

Potentially

4.34

3.25

$281,676

Yes

4.34

3.90

$1,637,209

Selective Non-Catalytic
Reduction (SNCR)

No

Flue Gas Recirculation

No

Wet Gas Scrubber (WGS)

No

Sorbent injection or pass
through

Yes

4.34

1.08

$2,271,787

mmmmm

■■■ Ml
H-403 Crude
Preflash Heater
(140 Ib/MMSCF)

Fuel Gas Only -- no oil
burning
Low NOx Burners
(staged)
Ultra-Low NOx Burners
(staged)
Selective Catalytic
Reduction (SCR)

ERM
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Yes

4.82

Baseline

N/A

Potentially

4.82

2.41

$393,941

Potentially

4.82

3.61

$253,456

Yes

4.82

4.34

$1,473,183
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Source / Process
Area

Control Technology

Rule / Emission
Limit

Incremental Cost
Effectiveness
($/ton)

-

-

-

Flue Gas Recirculation

No

-

-

-

Wet Gas Scrubber (WGS)

No

-

-

-

Sorbent injection or pass
through

Yes

4.82

1.20

$2,044,184

Yes

2.33

Baseline

N/A

Yes

2.33

Baseline

N/A

Yes

2.33

1.75

$3,658,975

Selective Non-Catalytic
Reduction (SNCR)

No

-

-

-

Flue Gas Recirculation

No

-

-

-

No

-

-

-

Yes

2.33

0.58

$4,230,986

Yes

3.73

Baseline

N/A

Yes

3.73

Baseline

N/A

Potentially

3.73

2.80

$327,658

Selective Catalytic
Reduction (SCR)

Yes

3.73

3.36

$1,904,479

Selective Non-Catalytic
Reduction (SNCR)

No

-

-

-

Flue Gas Recirculation

No

-

-

-

Wet Gas Scrubber (WGS)

No

-

-

-

Sorbent injection or pass
through

Yes

3.73

0.93

$2,642,649

Yes

14.24

Baseline

N/A

Yes

14.24

Baseline

N/A

Sorbent injection or pass
through
Fuel Gas Only — no oil
burning

Low NOx Burners
(staged)
Ultra-Low NOx Burners
(staged)

Fuel Gas Only — no oil
burning
Low NOx Burners
(staged)

ERM

Incremental
Emissions
Reduction (TPY)

No

Wet Gas Scrubber (WGS)

H-621, 622, 624
Reformer Heaters
(140 Ib/MMSCF)

Baseline
(TPY)

Selective Non-Catalytic
Reduction (SNCR)

Fuel Gas Only — no oil
H-404 #1 Crude
Heater with Ultra- burning
Low NOx Burners
(ULNB)
(21.06 Ib/MMSCF)
Ultra-Low NOx Burners
(staged)
Selective Catalytic
Reduction (SCR)

H-601 32.4
MMBtu/hr
Unifiner Heater
(140 Ib/MMSCF)

Technically
Feasible?
(Y/N)
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Source / Process
Area

Technically
Feasible?
(Y/N)

Baseline
(TPY)

Incremental
Emissions
Reduction (TPY)

Incremental Cost
Effectiveness
($/ton)

Potentially

14.24

10.68

$85,799

No

-

-

-

No

-

-

-

Flue Gas Recirculation

No

-

-

-

Wet Gas Scrubber (WGS)

No

-

-

-

Sorbent injection or pass
through

Yes

14.24

3.56

$691,990

Control Technology

Rule / Emission
Limit

Ultra-Low NOx Burners
(staged)
Selective Catalytic
Reduction (SCR)
Selective Non-Catalytic
Reduction (SNCR)

_________
11-1001 (MIDYV)
Heater (80
Ib/MMSCF)

Fuel Gas Only — no oil
burning

Yes

2.79

Baseline

N/A

Yes

2.79

Baseline

N/A

Potentially

2.79

2.09

$437,416

Selective Catalytic
Reduction (SCR)

Yes

2.79

2.51

$2,542,430

Selective Non-Catalytic
Reduction (SNCR)

No

-

-

-

Flue Gas Recirculation

No

-

-

-

Wet Gas Scrubber (WGS)

No

-

-

-

Sorbent injection or pass
through

Yes

2.79

0.70

$3,527,869

Yes

1.24

Baseline

N/A

Yes

1.24

Baseline

N/A

Potentially

1.24

0.93

$981,495

Yes

1.24

1.12

$5,704,829

No

-

-

-

Flue Gas Recirculation

No

-

-

-

Wet Gas Scrubber (WGS)

No

-

Sorbent injection or pass
through

Yes

1.24

0.31

$7,916,003

Yes

2.92

Baseline

N/A

Low NOx Burners
(staged)
Ultra-Low NOx Burners
(staged)

Fuel Gas Only - no oil
H-1002
Hydrodesulfurizati burning
on (HDS) Reboiler
(80 Ib/MMSCF)
Low NOx Burners
(staged)
Ultra-Low NOx Burners
(staged)
Selective Catalytic
Reduction (SCR)
Selective Non-Catalytic
Reduction (SNCR) ^

H-1003 HDS
Heater
(80 Ib/MMSCF)
ERM

Fuel Gas Only — no oil
burning
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Source / Process
Area

Baseline
(TPY)

Incremental
Emissions
Reduction (TPY)

Incremental Cost
Effectiveness
($/ton)

Yes

2.92

Baseline

N/A

Potentially

2.92

2.19

$418,318

Yes

2.92

2.63

$2,431,426

No

-

-

-

Flue Gas Recirculation

No

-

-

-

Wet Gas Scrubber (WGS)

No

-

-

-

Sorbent injection or pass
through

Yes

2.92

0.73

$3,373,840

Yes

0.67

Baseline

N/A

Yes

0.67

0.33

$2,838,114

Potentially

0.67

0.50

$1,825,998

Selective Catalytic
Reduction (SCR)

Yes

0.67

0.60

$10,613,412

Selective Non-Catalytic
Reduction (SNCR)

No

-

-

-

Sorbent injection or pass
through

Yes

0.67

0.17

$14,727,138

Compliance with NSPS
Subpart J flaring
provisions

Yes

14.7

Baseline

N/A

Yes

14.7

Baseline

N/A

Yes

14.7

7.35

$244,495

3.88

3.49

$1,832,354

Control Technology

Rule / Emission
Limit

Low NOx Burners
(staged)
Ultra-Low NOx Burners
(staged)
Selective Catalytic
Reduction (SCR)
Selective Non-Catalytic
Reduction (SNCR)

H-1102 SRP and
Tail Gas
Incinerator
(80 Ib/MMSCF)

Fuel Gas Only — no oil
burning

Low NOx Burners
(staged)
Ultra-Low NOx Burners
(staged)

Refinery Flares

Compliance with NSPS
Subpart Ja flaring
provisions

40 CFR
60.102a(g)(3) limit on flare gas
rate during
normal operations
(except during
periods of process
upset or fuel gas
imbalance)

Flare Gas Minimization

Technically
Feasible?
(Y/N)

Selective Catalytic
Standby
Yes
(Emergency) Fire Reduction
Pump1
1) AP42 NOx EF for Diesel Engines 0.031 Ib/hp-hr and 500 hours for 500 hp engine.

ERM
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Table 5: Potential BACT Technologies for VOCs - Volatile Organic Compounds
Source / Process
Area
Refinery Flares

Control Technology

Technically
Feasible?
(Y/N)

Rule / Emission
Limit

Compliance with NSPS
Subpart J flaring
provisions
Compliance with NSPS 40 CFR 60.102a(g)(3)
— limit on flare gas
Subpart Ja flaring
rate during normal
provisions
operations (except
during periods of
process upset or fuel
gas imbalance)
Compliance with
Refinery Sector Rule
(RSR) flare operation
requirements - ensure
adequate combustion
efficiency

Comply with NSPS
subpart GGGa leak
definition for LDAR
monitoring

Monthly monitoring for
Fugitive
Emissions — Heat Heat Exchanger leaks
with Modified El Paso
Exchangers
stripper method

Incremental
Emissions
Reduction (TPY)

Incremental Cost
Effectiveness
($/ton)

Yes

80.33

Baseline

N/A

Yes

80.33

Baseline

N/A

Yes

80.33

16.1

$45,177.62

Yes

80.33

40.2

$44,741.47

Yes

124

Baseline

N/A

Yes

4.8

Baseline

N/A

Yes

10.75

Baseline

N/A

Yes

10.75

Baseline

N/A

Yes

0.11

Baseline

N/A

Yes

152

Baseline

N/A

152

91.2

$19,029

Compliance with
RSR (40 CFR 63.670)

Flare Gas Minimization
Flare Gas Recovery
Fugitive
Equipment
Fugitive
Emissions Valves, Pumps,
Cooling Towers

Baseline
(TPY)

Heat Exchanger
MACT 6.2 ppm
VOC at cooling
water return

Product Loading
Racks
Truck

Truck

Railcar

Vapor Recovery Unit

Backup VRU

Gasoline
Distribution MACT
10 mg/liter
Gasoline
Distribution MACT
10 mg/liter

Vapor Combustor Unit

/

_

::

:

40 CFR 60 Subparts
K, Ka, Kb, GGG,
GGGa

Storage Tanks

40 CFR 63.660

Group 1 Tanks
(Floating Roof)

Degassing to a vapor
combustion device

EFR only

Dome

No

Vapor water scrubber

Yes

ERM
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Source/Process
Area

IFR only

Group 2 Tanks
(Fixed Roof)

Control Technology

Technically
Feasible?
(Y/N)

Rule / Emission
Limit

Incremental
Emissions
Reduction (TPY)

Incremental Cost
Effectiveness
($/ton)

Vapor dry scrubber
(activated carbon)

Yes

152

129.2

$10,529

Vapor recovery unit

Yes

152

150.48

$67,079

Vapor recovery and
combustor

Yes

152

150.48

$15,700

Pressure vacuum relief
valves

Yes

5.22

Baseline

N/A

Vapor water scrubber

Yes

5.22

4.176

$415,574

Internal Floating Roof

No

-

-

-

Vapor dry scrubber
(activated carbon)

Yes

5.22

4.959

$274,318

Vapor recovery unit

Yes

5.22

5.1678

$1,953,271

Vapor recovery and
combustor

Yes

5.22

5.1678

$457,157

Yes

16.2

Baseline

N/A

Carbon canisters

Yes

16.2

15.39

$7,586

Thermal oxidizer

Yes

16.2

15.9

$74,405

Drift Eliminators

Yes

4.8

Baseline

N/A

API fixed cover
Wastewater
Treatment System

Cooling Towers

Baseline
(TPY)

1) Assumes prorated reduction from current leak definition of 10,000 ppm (2010 AEI).

ERM
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Table 6: Potential BACT Technologies for NH3 - Ammonia
Source / Process
Area

Control Technology

Technically
Feasible?
07 N)
Yes

Rule / Emission
Limit

Source Test
Wet Scrubber
1) Baseline emissions based on 2016 emissions inventory.
FCO

ERM

No
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Incremental
Emissions
Reduction (TPY)
Baseline
0.15

Incremental Cost
Effectiveness
($/ton)
N/A

-

-

Baseline
(TPY)

-
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333 W. Center Street • North Salt Lake Utah 84054 • 801.296.7700 • www.bigwestoil.com

April 27, 2017
Martin D. Gray, Manager
New Source Review Section
Utah Division of Air Quality
P.O. Box 144820
195 North 1950 West
Salt Lake City, UT 84114-4820

RE:

APR 2 7 2017
division

of air quality

Submittal of Best Available Control Technology Evaluation

Dear Mr. Gray:
As requested in your letter of January 23, 2017, Big West Oil, LLC have prepared
a list of control technologies potentially applicable to the Big West Oil Refinery in North
Salt Lake for the PM2.5 State Implementation Plan (SIP) currently under development by
UDAQ for the Salt Lake City Non-attainment Area. We understand this information may
be used to determine the level of control technology that will satisfy the Best Available
Control Technology (BACT) requirement for stationary point sources within the SIP.
This submittal consists of the Best Available Control Technology Evaluation Utah PM2.5 State Implementation Plan report in Attachment I which follows the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) prescribed top down process for identification
and evaluation of BACT. The report evaluates all technologies that would reduce PM2.5
emissions and precursors of PM2.5 emissions (SO2, NOx, VOC and ammonia) from all
regulated sources within the refinery. The evaluation considers technical feasibility,
estimates of actual emissions reductions and cost effectiveness for each technology or
work practice identified.
While a very brief time was allotted by UDAQ for completion of this request, we
believe the reports provides a comprehensive evaluation of potential control technologies
and work practices utilizing reasonable assumptions and engineering judgment.
Nonetheless, it should be recognized that BACT may not be uniform within a group of
similar sources. Each facility will have specific physical and technical conditions that
make a given control technology more (or less) applicable. We therefore encourage
UDAQ to engage in dialogue with us and other industry representatives to better
understand the applicability and limitations of this information before making final
decisions with regard to BACT implementation in the PM2.5 SIP.

2
Finally, we consider the financial and cost information included in the attached
report to be Confidential Business Information (CBI) and request UDAQ to treat it
accordingly.
Sincerely,

R. Stuart Smith
Environmental Manager
North Salt Lake Refinery
Big West Oil, LLC

CC:

Bryce Bird
Michael Swanson
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This Best Available Control Technology (BACT) Evaluation was
completed in accordance with the Utah Department of Air Quality's
23 January 2017 letter requesting this analysis as part of the regulatory
agency's fine particular matter (particulate matter 2.5 microns or less in
diameter or PM2.5) Serious Nonattainment State Implementation Plan
(SIP) development process. The top-down BACT process was followed to
identify BACT for each source and the following associated emission type:
PM2.5, sulfur dioxide (SO2), nitrogen oxides (NOx), volatile organic
compounds (VOC), and ammonia (NH3).
The applicable sources at the Big West Oil, LLC North Salt Lake Refinery
were identified as: Fluid Catalytic Cracking Unit (FCCU) regenerator vent,
process heaters, boilers, flares, storage tanks, loading racks, standby fire
pump. Sulfur Recovery Plant, valves, pumps, heat exchangers, cooling
towers, and Wastewater Treatment System.
After completing the BACT evaluation process utilizing a BACT cost
effectiveness threshold of $10,000 per ton removed per year, the addition
of carbon canister controls at the wastewater treatment system was
identified as a BACT project to be completed by the end of 2018. The other
applicable sources all have current controls identified as BACT as
described in Table 1.
As a part of the BACT process, other issues that could adversely impact
the environment, safety and health, and energy demand were included in
the evaluation. Any projects that are identified to be completed outside
the normal refinery turnaround maintenance cycle would increase safety
and health risks and energy demand as the refinery is not currently
planned to have a turnaround until 2019. Additional costs would also be
associated with taking a refinery shutdown out of sequence and those lost
opportunity costs would need to be added to any projects that are
considered as additional feasible measures or most stringent measures.
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1.0

INTRODUCTION

On behalf of Big West Oil, LLC (BWO), ERM-West, Inc. (ERM) conducted
a Best Available Control Technology (BACT) evaluation for the company's
North Salt Lake Refinery. This report presents the BACT process and
results for submittal to the Utah Department of Environmental Quality,
Division of Air Quality (UDAQ). The BACT evaluation was completed in
accordance with the UDAQ's 23 January 2017 letter requesting this
analysis as part of the regulatory agency's fine particular matter
(particulate matter 2.5 microns or less in diameter or PM2.5) Serious
Nonattainment State Implementation Plan (SIP) development process.

2.0

APPROACH
A top-down BACT analysis was completed for all technologies that would

reduce PM2.5 emissions and precursors of PM2.5 emissions from all
regulated sources within the BWO Refinery. The evaluation included
assessing the Fluid Catalytic Cracking Unit (FCCU) Regenerator, heaters,
boilers, flares, storage tanks, pumps, compressors, valves, engines, and the
wastewater treatment process. All applicable emission control
technologies were identified for the refinery emission sources, and they
were screened for technical feasibility under the SIP requirements and
schedule.
The SIP is designed to regulate and limit PM2.5 and its precursors to below
the National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) based on data to
be collected throughout year 2019. This means that control technology
improvements will need to be in place before the end of year 2018 to
support compliance with the SIP. Therefore, the evaluation and
identification of BACT takes into account whether BWO can implement
the new controls before the end of 2018.
In cases where BWO has determined that control technologies are
technically feasible, except for the SIP schedule constraints, these controls
are not considered BACT, but rather "Additional Feasible Measures" that
could be implemented if more time were available. All technologies
considered technically feasible as BACT or Additional Feasible Measures
were ranked based on their potential emission reduction efficiencies.
Energy, environmental, health and safety impacts, and other
considerations were evaluated for the feasible technologies; the
technologies that had die largest emissions reduction and most costeffective with the least environmental, health, safety and energy impact
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were identified as BACT or Additional Feasible Measures for the
applicable emission units.

2.1

BACT ANALYSIS PROCESS

The BACT analysis was organized into the following steps, which are
described in the paragraphs that follow:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
2.1.1

Identify control technologies.
Eliminate technically infeasible technologies.
Rank technologies by control effectiveness.
Evaluate controls for economic feasibility.
Recommend BACT.

Step 1 - Identify Control Technologies

BWO identified its emission sources for PM2.5 and precursors, and then
identified acceptable control technologies for these sources. The U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) established the Reasonably
Available Control Technology/BACT/Lowest Achievable Emission Rate
(RACT/BACT/LAER) Clearinghouse (RBLC) to provide a central
database of air pollution technology information. BWO relied on the
RBLC and other resources listed in Section 2.2, to identify potentially
applicable control technologies. The emission sources and applicable
technologies were documented using a BACT Matrix table for tracking
and presentation of the results as presented in Section 3 and the attached
tables.
2.1.2

Step 2 - Eliminate Technically Infeasible Technologies

BWO reviewed the technologies to determine whether they were
technically feasible at the refinery based on site-specific (i.e., real estate) or
operational constraints. The SIP time constraints were also taken into
account relative to defining technically feasible BACT. Based on the
UDAQ expectation that BACT be defined as control technologies that
could be installed and made operational by the end of 2018, BWO has
determined that only the carbon canisters installed on tire Wastewater
Treatment System can be installed and made operational by this deadline;
the existing controls currently in place can be considered BACT for all
other sources. However, if not for the time constraints of the SIP schedule,
BWO believes other control technologies could be implemented, and these
are identified on the BACT Matrix as Additional Feasible Measures.
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2.1.3

Task 3 - Rank Technologies by Control Effectiveness
BWO calculated the baseline emissions from its sources using either
current emissions (based on recent 2016 changes) or the prior 2-yearaverage emissions. The potential for additional emission reductions was
evaluated for the applicable technologies using vendor or Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA)-provided removal efficiencies. The amount of
emissions reductions that could be achieved for the applicable
technologies were calculated and the technologies were listed according to
rank on the BACT Matrix.

2.1.4

Task 4 - Evaluate Controls for Economic Feasibility

BWO evaluated the controls for economic feasibility using capital and
operating cost estimates provided by the EPA Cost Control Manual,
vendor information, ERM experience, and potential project estimates from
BWO. Energy consumption, environmental, and other impacts were
considered for the feasible controls to account for all economic impacts.
The economic feasibility of increased controls was evaluated using the
ratio of the cost for the new controls compared with the incremental
emission reductions achieved by the new controls verses tire baseline
(current) condition in terms of dollars per ton of emissions reduced. BWO
considered the ratio of $10,000 per ton of emission reductions to represent
economically feasible controls.
2.1.5

Task 5 - Recommend BACT

Based on the evaluation of control technologies, BWO is presenting in this
report its analysis and conclusions regarding the controls it believes are
technically and economically feasible, and those drat can be considered
BACT (including compliance with tire UDAQ SIP schedule) or Additional
Feasible Measures (if more time is permissible for technology
implementation). Table 1 presents a summary of BACT selections for each
pollutant by source.

2.2

REGULATORY BACKGROUND

The following BACT clearinghouses and guidelines were searched as part
of Step 1 to identify potentially applicable control technologies for the
BWO emission sources:
•

U.S. EPA

•

Bay Area Air Quality Management District (B AAQMD)

•

South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD)
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2.3

•

San Joaquin Unified Valley Air Pollution Control District (SJUVAPCD)

•

Santa Barbara Air Pollution Control District (SBAPCD)

•

Texas Commission of Environmental Quality

BASIS AND STUDY LIMITATION

The current applicable standards, emission control methods, and
technologies are considered Reasonable Achievable Control Technologies
RACT by the facility. Only Flare Gas Minimization was included in the
PM2.5 Moderate State Implementation Plan (SIP) by the UDEQ.
The emissions from 2014 and 2015 were averaged to be the sources'
baseline emissions. The exceptions are the flares' VOC emissions baseline
that was estimated using the revised EPA emission factor and the FCCU's
NEE emissions baseline value used was from the 2016 emissions
inventory.
The cost effectiveness for BACT is typically $10,000 per ton removed or
less. Big West Oil used that as the basis for determining new BACT
selections for this evaluation.
The determination of technical feasibility had several criteria that needed
to be met such as physical constraints, facility natural gas consumption,
fired equipment configuration (natural draft), and proven on similar
sources.
The cost effectiveness calculations utilized the facility estimation factor for
capital projects and a 100 percent contingency factor due to limited vendor
cost input. Published costs from earlier EPA or published studies were
brought up to January 2017 costs by using the Bureau of Labor Statistic's
inflation calculator.

3.0

BACT EVALUATION

The BACT Evaluation is summarized for each source in the following
sections. Tables 2 through 6 also present the emission sources for direct
PM2.5 and its precursors (e.g., sulfur dioxide (SO2), nitrogen oxides (NOx),
volatile organic compounds (VOCs), and ammonia (NH3)). For each
source, these tables list the identified control technologies, if they are
technically feasible, the baseline emissions, the estimated emissions
reductions, and the cost effectiveness for applicable technologies.
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3.1

FCCU REGENERATOR

The FCCU regenerator emits PM2.5, SO2, NOx, and NH3 and each
pollutant has different control technologies evaluated.
3.1.1

PM2.5

BWO operates an FCCU regenerator that produces emissions for direct
PM2.5. The identified control technologies are listed in Table 2, including
the currently implemented use of flue gas blowback filter and tertiary
cyclones with fabric filter.
The BACT technology review identified potential additional control
technologies for the FCCU regenerator, including ESP and a wet gas
scrubber (WGS). Elowever, the FCCU regenerator has insufficient space to
install an ESP or WGS; and they are therefore technically infeasible.
Table 2 ranks the technically feasible technologies according to reported
achievable emission reductions, and shows their annualized costs to
support die economic feasibility evaluation. However, there are no
additional controls classified as technically feasible for the FCCU
regenerator. Therefore, the current controls are considered BACT for the
FCCU regenerator (i.e., a flue gas blowback filter and tertiary cyclones
with fabric filter).
3.1.2

SO2
BWO operates an FCCU regenerator that produces emissions for SO2. The
identified control technologies are listed in Table 3, including the
currently implemented sulfur oxides (SOx)-reducing catalyst additive.
The BACT technology review showed potential additional control
technologies for the FCCU regenerator, including adding additional SOxreducing catalyst additive, WGS, and cat feed hydrotreater. However, the
FCCU regenerator has insufficient space to install a WGS and cat feed
hydrotreater; therefore, they are technically infeasible.
Table 3 ranks the technically feasible technologies according to reported
achievable emission reductions, and shows their annualized costs to
support the economic feasibility evaluation. The economic feasibility
evaluation was unnecessary for the FCCU as no additional technologies
were considered technically feasible. Therefore, the current controls are
considered BACT for the FCCU regenerator (i.e., SOx-reducing catalyst
additive).

3.2.3

NOx

BWO operates an FCCU regenerator that produces emissions for NOx.
The identified control technologies are listed in Table 4, including the
ERM
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currently implemented NOx-reducing UOP high efficiency (low-NOx)
combustor design, low-NOx combustion promoter, and good combustion
practices.
The BACT technology review showed potential additional control
technologies for the FCCU regenerator, including adding a NOx-reducing
additive, selective non-catalytic reduction (SNCR), selective catalytic
reduction (SCR), and cat feed hydrotreating. However, the FCCU
regenerator has insufficient space to install the SCR or cat feed
hydrotreater and the flow dynamics required for a SNCR could not be met
due to the installed blowback filter; therefore, they are technically
infeasible. The use of NOx reducing additive is potentially feasible and
under consideration. The effectiveness has not been proven at this time.
Table 4 ranks the technically feasible technologies according to reported
achievable emission reductions, and shows their annualized costs to
support the economic feasibility evaluation. The economic feasibility
evaluation showed that control technologies determined to be
technologically implementable were economically infeasible with
incremental cost effectiveness ratios exceeding $10,000 per ton. Therefore,
the current controls are considered BACT for the FCCU regenerator (i.e.,
UOP high efficiency (low-NOx) combustor design, low-NOx combustion
promoter, and good combustion practices). Evaluation of the NOx
reducing additive will be completed once the effectiveness has been
verified.
3.1.4

NH3

BWO operates an FCCU regenerator that emits ammonia from the coke
burn-off phase. The identified control technologies are listed in Table 6.
Ammonia emissions are typically estimated using emission factors
derived by EPA from a limited number of source test data. BWO has
recently performed a source test that demonstrated approximately 98
percent reduction from the emissions predicted by the EPA emission
factor. Performing this source test on a regular basis is considered BACT.
The BACT technology review showed potential additional control
technologies for the FCCU regenerator, including a wet gas scrubber.
However, the FCCU has insufficient physical space for the wet gas
scrubber at the FCCU Regenerator exhaust after the addition of the flue
gas blowback filter; therefore, it is technically infeasible.
As no additional technologies were identified as technically feasible, no
economic analysis was conducted. Therefore, the current controls are
considered BACT for the FCCU (i.e., regular source testing).
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3.2

HEATERS (REFORMER (H-621, H-622, H-624), CRUDE (H-404)) >40
MMBTU/HR

Process heaters greater than 40 million British thermal units (MMBtu) per
hour design heating rate have been identified by EPA as sources that
could add control devices to reduce emissions even if that combustion
system utilizes natural draft air movement. All of these existing heaters
already have low NOx or ultra-low NOx burners.
3.2.1

PM2.5

BWO operates heaters with heat ratings greater than 40 MMBtu/hr. These
sources produce emissions for direct PM2.5. The identified control
technologies for direct PM2.5 are listed in Table 2, including the currently
implemented use of only refinery fuel gas for combustion (i.e., no oil
burning) and good combustion practices such as regular oxygen (O2)
monitoring.
The BACT technology review showed potential additional control
technologies including ESP, WGS, dry gas scrubber (DGS), and an CbTrim
System.
Table 2 ranks the technically feasible technologies according to reported
achievable emission reductions, and shows their annualized costs to
support the economic feasibility evaluation. Only one heater is shown as
an example. The economic feasibility evaluation showed that control
technologies determined to be technically implementable were
economically infeasible with incremental cost effectiveness ratios
exceeding $10,000 per ton. Therefore, the current controls are considered
BACT for the heaters with heat ratings greater than 40 MMBtu/hr
MMBtu/hr (i.e., only use of refinery fuel gas and good combustion
practices).
3.2.2

SO2
BWO operates heaters that produce emissions for SO2. The identified
control technologies for SO2 are listed in Table 3, including the currently
implemented use of only refinery fuel gas for combustion (i.e., no oil
burning) and compliance with New Source Performance Standards
(NSPS) Subparts J and Ja fuel gas standards.
The BACT technology review showed potential additional control
technologies for the large heaters including WGSs.
Table 3 ranks the technically feasible technologies according to reported
achievable emission reductions, and shows their annualized costs to
support the economic feasibility evaluation. Only one heater is shown as
an example. The economic feasibility evaluation showed that the WGS
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was economically infeasible with incremental cost effectiveness ratios
exceeding $10,000 per ton. However, a caustic scrubber has been added to
treat fuel gas during outages of the Amine and Sulfur Recovery units to
maintain the fuel standards and prevent additional SO2 emissions.
Therefore, the current controls are considered BACT for the large heaters
(i.e., use of only refinery fuel gas and compliance with NSPS Subparts J
and Ja fuel gas standards).
3.2.3

NOx
3.2.3.1

Reformer Heater (H-621, H-622, H-624)

BWO operates reformer heaters that produce emissions for NOx. The
identified control technologies for NOx are listed in Table 4, including the
currently implemented use of only refinery fuel gas for combustion (i.e.,
no oil burning) and a low-NOx burner (LNB).
The BACT technology review showed potential additional control
technologies including a ultra-low NOx burners (ULNB) and a sorbent
injection or pass-through. Ultra-low NOx burners are not technically
feasible due to the physical constraints.
Table 4 ranks the technically feasible technologies according to reported
achievable emission reductions, and shows their annualized costs to
support the economic feasibility evaluation. The economic feasibility
evaluation showed that control technologies determined to be technically
implementable were economically infeasible with incremental cost
effectiveness ratios exceeding $10,000 per ton. Therefore, the current
controls are considered BACT for die reformer heater (i.e., use of only
refinery fuel gas and the LNB).
3.2.3.2

Crude Heater (H-404)

BWO operates a crude heater with a heating capacity greater than 40
MMBtu/hr that produces emissions for NOx. The identified control
technologies for NOx are listed in Table 4, including the currently
implemented use of only refinery fuel gas for combustion (i.e., no oil
burning) and ULNB.
The BACT technology review showed potential additional control
technologies including a Selective Catalytic Reduction unit and a sorbent
injection or pass-through.
Table 4 ranks the technically feasible technologies according to reported
achievable emission reductions, and shows their annualized costs to
support the economic feasibility evaluation. The economic feasibility
evaluation showed that control technologies determined to be technically
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implementable were economically infeasible with incremental cost
effectiveness ratios exceeding $10,000 per ton. Therefore, the current
controls are considered BACT for the Crude Heater (i.e., use of only
refinery fuel gas and good combustion practices and ULNB).

BOILERS (1, 2, 6) >40 MMBTU/HR

Industrial boilers greater than 40 MMBtu/hr design heating rate have
been identified by EPA as sources that could add control devices to reduce
emissions even if that combustion system utilizes natural draft air
movement. The existing boilers already have ultra-low NOx burners.
PM2.5

BWO operates three boilers that produce emissions for direct PM2.5. The
identified control technologies for direct PM2.5 are listed in Table 2,
including the currently implemented use of only refinery fuel gas for
combustion (i.e., no oil burning) and good combustion practices such as
regular O2 monitoring.
The BACT technology review showed potential additional control
technologies including ESP, WGS, DCS, and an ChTrim System. However,
the boilers have insufficient space for installing ESP, WGS, or DGS;
therefore, they are technically infeasible.
Table 2 ranks the technically feasible technologies according to reported
achievable emission reductions, and shows their annualized costs to
support the economic feasibility evaluation. Only one boiler is shown as
an example. The economic feasibility evaluation showed that control
technologies determined to be technically implementable were
economically infeasible with incremental cost effectiveness ratios
exceeding $10,000 per ton. Therefore, the current controls are considered
BACT for the boilers (i.e., use of only refinery fuel gas and good
combustion practices and ULNB).
SO2
BWO operates three boilers that produce emissions for SO2. The identified
control technologies for SO2 are listed in Table 3, including the currently
implemented use of only refinery fuel gas for combustion (i.e., no oil
burning) and compliance with New Source Performance Standards
(NSPS) Subparts J and Ja fuel gas standards.
The BACT technology review showed potential additional control
technologies for the large heaters including WGSs.
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Table 3 ranks the technically feasible technologies according to reported
achievable emission reductions, and shows their annualized costs to
support the economic feasibility evaluation. Only one boiler is shown as
an example. The economic feasibility evaluation showed that the WGS
was economically infeasible with incremental cost effectiveness ratios
exceeding $10,000 per ton. However, a caustic scrubber has been added to
treat fuel gas during outages of the Amine and Sulfur Recovery units to
maintain the fuel standards and prevent additional SO2 emissions.
Therefore, the current controls are considered BACT for the large heaters
(i.e., use of only refinery fuel gas that meets Ja fuel standards).
NOx

BWO operates heaters and boilers of various sizes. These sources produce
emissions for NOx. The identified control technologies for NOx are listed
in Table 4, including the currently implemented use of only refinery fuel
gas for combustion (i.e., no oil burning) and a ULNB.
The BACT technology review showed potential additional control
technologies including SCR, flue gas recirculation (FGR), WGS, and an
SNCR. However, the boilers have insufficient space for installing SCR,
FGR, WGS, or SNCR; therefore, they are technically infeasible.
As no additional technologies were identified as technically feasible, no
economic analysis was conducted. Therefore, the current controls are
considered BACT for the boilers (i.e., use of only refinery fuel gas
and ULNB).

HEATERS <40 MMBTU/HR

Process heaters less than 40 MMBtu/hr design heating rate have been
identified by EPA as sources that typically cannot add control devices to
reduce emissions as most combustion system utilizes natural draft air
movement. Most of the existing heaters already have low NOx burners.
The heaters that do not have these types of burners cannot physically
accommodate the flame path of these ultra-low NOx burners so these
modifications are not technically feasible.
PM2.5

BWO operates small heaters (<40 MMBtu/hr) that produce emissions for
direct PM2.5. The identified control technologies for direct PM2.5 are listed
in Table 2, including the currently implemented use of only refinery fuel
gas for combustion (i.e., no oil burning) and good combustion practices
such as regular O2 monitoring.
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The BACT technology review showed potential additional control
technologies including ESP, WGS, DGS, and an CSTrim System. However,
the small heaters (<40 MMBtu/hr) have insufficient space for installing
ESP, WGS, or DGS; therefore, they are technically infeasible.
Table 2 ranks the technically feasible technologies according to reported
achievable emission reductions, and shows their annualized costs to
support the economic feasibility evaluation. The economic feasibility
evaluation showed that control technologies determined to be technically
implementable were economically infeasible with incremental cost
effectiveness ratios exceeding $10,000 per ton. Therefore, the current
controls are considered BACT for tire heaters <40 MMBtu/hr (i.e., use of
only refinery fuel gas and good combustion practices).
3.4.2

S02
BWO operates small heaters (<40 MMBtu/hr) that produce emissions for
SO2. The identified control technologies for SO2 are listed in Table 3,
including the currently implemented use of only refinery fuel gas for
combustion (i.e., no oil burning) and compliance with New Source
Performance Standards (NSPS) Subparts J and Ja fuel gas standards.
The BACT technology review showed potential additional control
technologies for the large heaters including WGSs.
Table 3 ranks the technically feasible technologies according to reported
achievable emission reductions, and shows their annualized costs to
support the economic feasibility evaluation. Only one heater is shown as
an example. The economic feasibility evaluation showed that the WGS
was economically infeasible with incremental cost effectiveness ratios
exceeding $10,000 per ton. However, a caustic scrubber has been added to
treat fuel gas during outages of the Amine and Sulfur Recovery units to
maintain the fuel standards and prevent additional SO2 emissions.
Therefore, the current controls are considered BACT for the large heaters
(i.e., use of only refinery fuel gas and compliance with NSPS Subparts J
and Ja fuel gas standards).

3.4.3

NOx
3.4.3.1 H-403 and H-101

BWO operates heaters that produce emissions for NOx. The identified
control technologies for NOx are listed in Table 4, including the currently
implemented use of only refinery fuel gas for combustions (i.e., no oil
burning).
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The BACT technology review showed potential additional control
technologies, including LNB, ULNB, SCR, SNCR, FGR, WGS, and a
sorbent injection or pass-through. However, these heaters have
insufficient space for installing the ULNB, FGR and WGS. There is also
insufficient heating temperature for tire SNCR. Therefore, they are
technically infeasible.
Table 4 ranks the technically feasible technologies according to reported
achievable emission reductions, and shows their armualized costs to
support the economic feasibility evaluation. The economic feasibility
evaluation showed that control technologies determined to be technically
implementable were economically infeasible with incremental cost
effectiveness ratios exceeding $10,000 per ton. Therefore, the current
controls are considered BACT for the above-listed small heaters, i.e., use
of only refinery fuel gas.
3A.3.2 H-301, H-402, H-601, H-1001, H-1002, H-1003, and H-U02

BWO operates small heaters (<40 MMBtu/hr) that produce emissions for
NOx. The identified control technologies for NOx are listed in Table 4,
including the currently implemented use of only refinery fuel gas for
combustions (i.e., no oil burning) and LNBs.
The BACT technology review showed potential additional control
technologies, including ULNB, SCR, SNCR, FGR, WGS, and a sorbent
injection or pass-through. However, these heaters have insufficient space
for installing the FGR and WGS. For ULNB, each heater would need a
burner study to determine if drat technology is feasible. There is also
insufficient heating temperature for the SNCR. Therefore, they are
technically infeasible.
Table 4 ranks the technically feasible technologies according to reported
achievable emission reductions, and shows their armualized costs to
support the economic feasibility evaluation. The economic feasibility
evaluation showed that control technologies determined to be technically
implementable were economically infeasible with incremental cost
effectiveness ratios exceeding $10,000 per ton. Therefore, the current
controls are considered BACT for the above-listed small heaters (i.e., use
of only refinery fuel gas and the LNBs).

REFINERY FLARES

The refinery flares emit PM2.5, SO2, NOx, and VOCs, and each pollutant
has different control technologies to be evaluated.
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3.5.1

PM2.5

BWO operates two refinery flares that produce emissions for direct PIVh.sThe identified control technologies are listed in Table 2, including the
currently implemented direct PM2.5 reduction by complying with NSPS
Subpart J and Ja flaring provisions.

The BACT technology review showed potential additional control
technologies for the refinery flares, including flare gas minimization and
flare gas recovery. BWO is expecting to implement a flare gas
minimization project by January 2019. However, the small annual natural
gas usage demonstrates that there is no opportunity for recovered flare
gas to be used in the fuel gas system; and therefore the flare gas recovery
option is technically infeasible.
Table 2 ranks the technically feasible technologies according to reported
achievable emission reductions, and shows their annualized costs to
support the economic feasibility evaluation. However, there are no
additional controls classified as technically feasible for the refinery flares.
Therefore, the current controls are considered BACT for the refinery flares
(i.e., compliance with NSPS Subparts J and Ja flaring provisions, and the
pending control installation of a flare gas minimization project (January
2019)).
3.5.2

SO2
BWO operates two refinery flares that produce emissions for SO2. The
identified control technologies are listed in Table 3, including the
currently implemented SO2 reduction by complying with NSPS Subpart J
flaring provisions and NSPS Subpart Ja fuel gas standard (with fuel gas to
flare).
The BACT technology review showed potential additional control
technologies for the refinery flares, including flare gas minimization and
H2S scavenger. BWO is expecting to implement a flare gas minimization
project by January 2019.
Table 3 ranks the technically feasible technologies according to reported
achievable emission reductions, and shows their annualized costs to
support the economic feasibility evaluation. The economic feasibility
evaluation showed that control technologies determined to be
technologically implementable were economically infeasible with
incremental cost effectiveness ratios exceeding $10,000 per ton. Therefore,
the current controls (i.e., compliance with NSPS Subpart J flaring
provisions and NSPS Subpart Ja fuel gas standard (with fuel gas to flare),
and the pending control installation of a flare gas minimization project
(January 2019)) are considered BACT for the refinery flares.
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3.5.3

NOx
BWO operates two refinery flares that produce emissions for NOx. The
identified control technologies are listed in Table 4, including the
currently implemented NOx reduction by complying with NSPS Subpart J
and Ja flaring provisions.

The BACT technology review showed potential additional control
technologies for the refinery flares, including flare gas minimization. BWO
is expecting to implement a flare gas minimization project by January
2019.
Table 4 ranks the technically feasible technologies according to reported
achievable emission reductions, and shows their annualized costs to
support tire economic feasibility evaluation. However, no additional
controls are classified as technically feasible for the refinery flares.
Therefore, the current controls, i.e., compliance with NSPS Subparts J and
Ja flaring provisions, and the pending control installation of a flare gas
minimization project (January 2019) are considered BACT for the refinery
flares.
3.5.4

VOCs

BWO operates two refinery flares that produce emissions for VOCs. The
identified control technologies are listed in Table 5, including die
currently implemented VOC reduction by complying with NSPS Subpart J
and Ja flaring provisions.
The BACT technology review showed that additional control technologies
were feasible for the refinery flares, including flare gas minimization, and
compliance with Refinery Sector Rule flare operation requirements that
ensure adequate combustion efficiency. BWO is expecting to implement a
flare gas minimization project by January 2019.
Table 5 ranks the technically feasible technologies according to reported
achievable emission reductions, and shows their annualized costs to
support the economic feasibility evaluation. The economic feasibility
evaluation showed that control technologies determined to be
technologically implementable were economically infeasible with
incremental cost effectiveness ratios exceeding $10,000 per ton. Therefore,
tiie current controls (i.e., compliance with NSPS Subpart J and Ja flaring
provisions, and the pending control installation of a flare gas
minimization project (January 2019)) are considered BACT for the refinery
flares.
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3.6

SULFUR RECOVERY PLANT: SO2

BWO operates a Sulfur Recovery Plant (SRP) that has a tail gas incinerator
and currently achieves the required 95 percent sulfur recovery. In
addition, the refinery has added caustic scrubber to treat fuel gas during
SRP outages. This has reduced SO2 emissions by approximately 13 tons
per year (tpy). The identified control technologies are listed in Table 3,
including the currently implemented SO2 reduction with the tail gas
incinerator and caustic scrubber.
The BACT technology review showed that an additional Tail Gas
Treatment Unit (TGTU) was feasible for the SRP.
Table 3 ranks die technically feasible technologies according to reported
achievable emission reductions, and shows their annualized costs to
support tiie economic feasibility evaluation. The economic feasibility
evaluation showed that the additional TGTU determined to be
technologically implementable was economically infeasible with
incremental cost effectiveness ratio exceeding $10,000 per ton. Therefore,
the current controls are considered BACT for the SRP (i.e., the tail gas
incinerator and caustic scrubber).

3.7

STANDBY (EMERGENCY) FIRE PUMP

3.7.1

PM2.5

The BACT technology review showed potential additional control
technologies for the Standby Fire Pump, including the currently
implemented good combustion practices for Tier II engines. The Standby
Fire Pump is classified as an emergency engine and therefore only
operates during an emergency and for a limited number of maintenance
hours per year. The BACT technology review showed that a particulate
filter as a potential add-on control technology for direct PM2.5 was
feasible.
Table 2 ranks the technically feasible technologies according to reported
achievable emission reductions, and shows their annualized costs to
support the economic feasibility evaluation. The economic feasibility
evaluation showed that the control technology determined to be
technically implementable was economically infeasible with incremental
cost effectiveness ratios exceeding $10,000 per ton. Therefore, the current
controls are considered BACT for emergency stationary engines (i.e., good
combustion practices for Tier II engines).
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3.7.2

so2

The identified control technologies for SO2 are listed in Table 3. The BACT
technology review identified a low sulfur fuel as the potential control for
the emergency engine, which the refinery currently implements for the
Standby Fire Pump engine.
As no additional technologies were identified as technically feasible, no
economic analysis was conducted. Therefore, tire current controls are
considered BACT for SO2 (i.e., the use of an ultra-low sulfur diesel fuel).
3.7.3

NOx

The BACT technology review showed that additional control technologies
were feasible for the Standby Fire Pump, including tire currently
implemented good combustion practices for Tier II engines. The identified
control technologies for NOx are listed in Table 4. The BACT technology
review identified an SCR as a potential add-on control to reduce NOx
emissions.
Table 4 ranks the technically feasible technologies according to reported
achievable emission reductions, and shows their annualized costs to
support the economic feasibility evaluation.
The economic feasibility evaluation demonstrated that the SCR is
economically infeasible with incremental cost effectiveness ratio exceeding
$10,000 per ton. Therefore, the current controls are considered BACT for
the Standby Fire Pump (i.e., good combustion practices for Tier II
engines).

3.8

FUGITIVE EQUIPMENT: VOCS

The refinery equipment and piping components that contribute to the
fugitive VOC emissions are currently monitored under a Leak Detection
and Repair Program at the refinery. This program requires that when an
allowable leak rate is exceeded, the component must be repaired or
replaced to eliminate that leak. This program is considered to be RACT for
refineries. Using a lower leak rate designation for new equipment as
identified by the NSPS Subpart GGGa is considered to be BACT. The
refinery currently complies with the NSPS standard for valves, pumps,
and piping components. The refinery also complies with Refinery MACT
for heat exchangers by monitoring cooling tower return water to the
specific limit. These identified control technologies are listed in Table 5.
As no additional technologies were identified as technically feasible, no
economic analysis was conducted. Therefore, tire current controls are
considered BACT for fugitive equipment (i.e., the Leak Detection and
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Repair Program in compliance with NSPS subpart GGGa and monitoring
cooling tower return water as described above).

3.9

PRODUCT LOADING RACKS: VOCS

The truck rack and railcar rack are used for product loading.
The BACT technology review identified vapor recovery and vapor
combustors as potential control technologies. The refinery currently
implements these technologies for product loading racks. The identified
control technologies are listed in Table 5.
As no additional technologies were identified as technically feasible, no
economic analysis was conducted. Therefore, the current controls are
considered BACT for fugitive equipment (i.e., vapor recovery and vapor
combustors).

3.10

GROUP 1 STORAGE TANKS: VOCS

BWO has both external and internal floating storage tanks that produce
emissions for VOCs. The identified control technologies are listed in
Table 5, including the currently implemented VOC emissions reduction by
degassing to a vapor combustion device.
The BACT technology review showed potential additional control
technologies for the storage tanks including a dome (external floating roof
[EFR] only), vapor water scrubber, vapor dry scrubber, vapor recovery
unit (internal floating roof [IFR] only), and vapor recovery and combustor.
The dome for the EFR is considered technically infeasible as it would
require a complete rebuild of the tanks.
Table 5 ranks the technically feasible technologies according to reported
achievable emission reductions, and shows their annualized costs to
support the economic feasibility evaluation. The economic feasibility
evaluation showed that control technologies determined to be
technologically implementable were economically infeasible with
incremental cost effectiveness ratios exceeding $10,000 per ton. Therefore,
the current controls are considered BACT for the Group 1 storage tanks
(i.e., degassing to a vapor combustion device before opening and venting
to atmosphere for inspection and maintenance).
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3.11

GROUP 2 STORAGE TANKS: VOCS
BWO has vertical fixed roof storage tanks that produce emissions for
VOCs. The identified control technologies are listed in Table 5, including
the current controls of pressure/ vacuum relief valves.
The BACT technology review showed potential additional control
technologies for the storage tanks including vapor water scrubber, vapor
dry scrubber, vapor recovery unit, internal floating roof, and vapor
recovery and combustor. The internal floating roof would require tank
reconstruction and is therefore considered technically infeasible.
Table 5 ranks the technically feasible technologies according to reported
achievable emission reductions, and shows their annualized costs to
support tire economic feasibility evaluation. The economic feasibility
evaluation showed that control technologies determined to be
technologically implementable were economically infeasible with
incremental cost effectiveness ratios exceeding $10,000 per ton. Therefore,
the current controls are considered BACT for the Group 2 Storage Tanks
(i.e., pressure/vacuum relief valves).

3.12

WASTEWATER TREATMENT SYSTEM: VOCS

BWO operates a Wastewater Treatment System that produces emissions
for VOCs. The identified control technologies are listed in Table 5,
including the currently implemented VOC reduction of a fixed cover on
the API separator that controls emissions from the surfaces.
The BACT technology review showed potential additional control
technologies for the system, including carbon canisters and thermal
oxidizers as potential add-on controls.
Table 5 ranks the technically feasible technologies according to reported
achievable emission reductions, and shows their annualized costs to
support the economic feasibility evaluation. The economic feasibility
evaluation showed that tire carbon canisters cost would be less than the
$10,000 per ton removed threshold. The thermal oxidizer determined to be
technologically implementable was not economically feasible as it exceeds
that threshold and adds a safety risk to tire refinery as it would located
near the storage tank area. Therefore, the current controls (i.e., the API
fixed cover) and carbon canister installations are considered BACT for the
Wastewater Treatment System.
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3.13

COOLING TOWERS: VOCS
BWO operates cooling towers that produce emissions for VOCs. The
identified control technologies are listed in Table 5, including the
currently implemented monitoring under the heat exchanger leak
detection program and high efficiency drift eliminators that minimize any
secondary particulate formation.

The BACT technology review did not identify any additional feasible
control technologies.
As no additional technologies were identified as technically feasible, no
economic analysis was conducted. Therefore, the current controls are
considered BACT for the cooling towers (i.e., monitoring and high
efficiency drift eliminators).

3.14

ENERGY, ENVIRONMENTAL, HEALTH AND SAFETY, AND OTHER
CONSIDERATIONS

The BACT Evaluation must consider impacts to increased energy usage
that increase direct and indirect emissions for the refinery. Some
technologies like low NOx and ultra-low NOx burners result in slightly
higher fuel gas consumption. New pumps for wet scrubbers, new
controllers for oxygen tr im systems, and new electrostatic precipitators all
increase electricity consumption. Carbon canisters regeneration uses
energy offsite but should be a consideration in the overall determination
of BACT.
Environmental impacts were identified for the final disposal of the carbon
used at the wastewater treatment plant, disposal of the SOx reducing
catalyst, caustic scrubber wastewater disposal, and low NOx additives
disposal.
Additional safety and health concerns of workers are the handling of the
caustic and additives used by some of the control devices.
Other cost considerations include attempting to install add-on control
devices within the refinery during out-of-sequence maintenance
turnarounds. Turnaround planning is very detailed and ordering longlead equipment items is part of the schedule. To shorten that schedule
incurs large cost impacts to the refinery. This opportunity cost would need
to be evaluated and added to any projects that are identified to be
included in the PM2.5 SIP.
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Table 1: BACT Selection for each Pollutant by Source
Source

PM2.5

S02

NOx

FCC Unit
Regenerator

Currently
implemented: flue gas
blowback filter and
tertiary cyclones with
fabric filter

Currently
implemented: SOxreducing catalyst
additive

Currently
implemented: UOP
high efficiency (lowNOx) combustor
design, low-NOx
combustion promoter,
and good combustion
practices

Reformer
Heaters (H-621,
622, 624)

Currently
implemented: only use
of refinery fuel gas
and good combustion
practices

Currently
implemented: use of
only refinery fuel gas
and the LNB

H-404 #1 Crude
Heater with
ULNB

Currently
implemented: only use
of refinery fuel gas
and good combustion
practices

Boilers (1, 2, 6)
>40 MMBtu/hr

Currently
implemented: use of
only refinery fuel gas
and good combustion
practices

Currently
implemented: use of
only refinery fuel gas
and compliance with
NSPS Subparts ] and Ja
fuel gas standards
Currently
implemented: use of
only refinery fuel gas
and compliance with
NSPS Subparts J and Ja
fuel gas standards
Currently
implemented: use of
only refinery fuel gas
and compliance with
NSPS Subparts J and Ja
fuel gas standards

Heaters <40 MMBtu/hr
H-101 FCC
Currently
implemented: use of
Heater
only refinery fuel gas
and good combustion
practices
H-301
Alkylation Unit
Deisobutanizer
Reboiler Heater
H-402 #2 Crude
Heater

Same as H-101

Currently
implemented: use of
only refinery fuel gas
and compliance with
NSPS Subparts J and Ja
fuel gas standards
Same as H-101

Same as H-101

Same as H-101

H-403 Crude
Preflash Heater

Same as H-101

Same as H-101

H-601 32.4
MMBtu/hr
Unifiner Heater

Same as H-101

Same as H-101

H-1001 (MIDW)
Heater

Same as H-101

Same as H-101

H-1002
Hydrodesulfuri

Same as H-101

Same as H-101
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VOC

NH3
Currently
implemented:
source testing
on a regular
basis

Currently
implemented: use of
only refinery fuel gas,
ULNB, and good
combustion practices
Currently
implemented: use of
only refinery fuel gas
and ULNB ’

Currently
implemented: use of
only refinery fuel gas

Currently
implemented: use of
only refinery fuel gas
and the LNBs
Currently
implemented: use of
only refinery fuel gas
and the LNBs
Currently
implemented: use of
only refinery fuel gas
Currently
implemented: use of
only refinery fuel gas
and the LNBs
Currently
implemented: use of
only refinery fuel gas
and the LNBs
Currently
implemented: use of
BIG WEST OIL/0395584/26 APRIL 2017
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Source

PM2.5

NOx

so2

nh3

implemented
API fixed cover.
Currently
implemented:
leak detection
program and
drift eliminators

Cooling Towers

ERM
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Table 2: Potential

BACT Technologies for Direct PM2.5 - Particulate Matter
Baseline
(TPY)

Incremental
Emissions
Reduction (TPY)

Incremental Cost
Effectiveness
($/ton)

Yes

0.675

Baseline

N/A

Yes

0.675

Baseline

N/A

Electrostatic
Precipitator (ESP)

No

0.675

-

-

Wet Gas Scrubber
(WGS)

No

0.675

-

-

Yes

1.81

Baseline

N/A

Yes

1.81

Baseline

N/A

Yes

1.81

0.04

$1,520,422

Yes

1.81

1.09

$9,878,250

Yes

1.81

1.45

$318,250

Yes

1.81

1.63

$1,443,653

Yes

0.96

Baseline

N/A

Yes

0.96

Baseline

N/A

Yes

0.96

0.02

$2,875,615

No

-

-

-

No

-

-

-

No

-

-

-

Yes

0.69

Baseline

N/A

Yes

0.69

Baseline

N/A

Yes

0.69

0.01

$4,011,609

No

-

-

-

Source / Process
Area

Control Technology

FCC Unit
Regenerator

Tertiary Cyclones w/
Fabric Filter
Flue Gas Blowback
Filter (FGF)

Use only Refinery fuel
Heaters
(Reformer, Crude) gas for combustion ->40 MMBtu/hr
no oil burning
Good combustion
practices — regular O2
monitoring
O2 Trim System

Technically
Feasible?
07 N)

Rule / Emission
Limit
40 CFR 63 UUU
1.0 lb/1000 lb coke
burn
40 CFR 63 UUU
0.5 lb/1000 lb coke
burn

current SIP

Subpart DDDDD

Subpart DDDDD

Electrostatic
Precipitator (ESP)
Wet Gas Scrubber
(WGS)
Dry Gas Scrubber
(DGS)
Boilers (1,2,6)
>40 MMBtu/hr

Heaters <40
MMBtu/hr

ERM

Use only Refinery fuel
gas for combustion —
no oil burning

current SIP

Good combustion
practices - regular O2
monitoring
O2 Trim System
Electrostatic
Precipitator (ESP)
Wet Gas Scrubber
(WGS)
Dry Gas Scrubber
(DGS)

Subpart DDDDD

Use only Refinery fuel
gas for combustion —
no oil burning
Good combustion
practices -- regular O2
monitoring
O2 Trim System
Electrostatic
Precipitator (ESP)

current SIP

Subpart DDDDD

1

Subpart DDDDD

Subpart DDDDD
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Source / Process
Area

Control Technology

Baseline
(TPY)

Incremental
Emissions
Reduction (TPY)

Incremental Cost
Effectiveness
($/ton)

No

-

-

-

No

-

-

-

Yes

1.12

Baseline

N/A

Yes

1.12

Baseline

N/A

Yes
No

1.12

0.56

$3,209,001

-

-

-

0.25

$382,130

Technically
Feasible?
(Y/N)

Rule / Emission
Limit

Wet Gas Scrubber
(WGS)
Dry Gas Scrubber
(DGS)

|

..

Refinery Flares

Compliance with NSPS
Subpart J flaring
provisions
Compliance with NSPS 40 CFR 60.102a(g)(3)
— limit on flare gas
Subpart Ja flaring
rate during normal
provisions
operations (except
during periods of
process upset or fuel
gas imbalance)
Flare Gas Minimization
Flare Gas Recovery

:

Particulate Filter
Standby
Yes
0.28
(Emergency) Fire
Pump1
1) AP42 PM10 EF for Diesel Engines 0.0022 Ib/hp-hr and 500 hours for 500 hp engine.
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Table 3:

Potential BACT Technologies for SO2 - Sulfur Dioxide
Baseline
(TPY)

Incremental
Emissions
Reduction (TPY)

Incremental Cost
Effectiveness
($/ton)

Yes

21.2

Baseline

N/A

Yes

21.2

Baseline

N/A

No

-

-

-

No

-

-

-

Yes

0.90

Baseline

N/A

40 CFR 60.105(a)(4)
162 ppmv
maximum LLS in
fuel gas

Yes

0.90

Baseline

N/A

40 CFR
60.102a(g)(l)(ii)
60 ppmv annual
average H2S in fuel
gas

Yes

0.90

Baseline

N/A

Yes

0.90

0.72

$640,035

Yes

0.53

Baseline

N/A

40 CFR 60.105(a)(4)
162 ppmv
maximum H2S in
fuel gas

Yes

0.53

Baseline

N/A

40 CFR
60.102a(g)(l)(ii)
60 ppmv annual
average H2S in fuel
gas

Yes

0.53

Baseline

N/A

Yes

0.53

0.42

$1,086,853

Technically
Feasible?
(Y/N)

Rule / Emission
Limit

Source / Process
Area

Control Technology

FCC Unit
Regenerator

Low Sulfur
Feedstocks

current SIP

SOx Reducing
Catalyst Additive1

40 CFR 60.102a(b)(3)
25 ppmv annual
average
40 CFR 60.102a(b)(3)
25 ppmv annual
average
40 CFR 60.102a(b)(3)
25 ppmv annual
average

Wet Gas Scrubber
(WGS)
Cat Feed
Hydrotreater

Use only Refinery
Heaters
(Reformer, Crude) fuel gas for
combustion — no oil
>40 MMBtu/hr
burning
The data shown Comply with NSPS
are an example of Subpart J fuel gas
standard
a heater
(Reformer)
Comply with NSPS
Subpart Ja fuel gas
standard

current SIP

Wet Gas Scrubber
(WGS)
Boilers (1,2, 6)
>40 MMBtu/hr

Use only Refinery
fuel gas for
combustion — no oil
burning
The data shown Comply with NSPS
is an example of a Subpart J fuel gas
boiler (#6)
standard
Comply with NSPS
Subpart Ja fuel gas
standard

current SIP

Wet Gas Scrubber
(WGS)
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Source / Process
Area

Baseline
(TPY)

Incremental
Emissions
Reduction (TPY)

Incremental Cost
Effectiveness
($/ton)

Yes

0.38

Baseline

N/A

40 CFR 60.105(a)(4)
162 ppmv
maximum H2S in
fuel gas

Yes

0.38

Baseline

N/A

40 CFR
60.102a(g)(l)(ii)
60 ppmv annual
average H2S in fuel
gas

Yes

0.38

Baseline

N/A

Yes

0.38

0.30

$1,515,873

Yes

0.59

Baseline

N/A

Yes

0.59

Baseline

N/A

H2S Scavenger

Yes

0.59

0.1475

$ 728,028

Flare Gas
Minimization

Yes

0.59

0.295

$6,091,664

Yes

3.62

Baseline

N/A

Yes

3.62

Baseline

N/A

Yes

3.62

3.5

$4,238,088

Baseline

N/A

Control Technology

Use only Refinery
fuel gas for
combustion — no oil
burning
The data shown Comply with NSPS
is an example of a Subpart J fuel gas
standard
heater (H-301)
Heaters
<40 MMBtu/hr

Comply with NSPS
Subpart Ja fuel gas
standard

Technically
Feasible?
07 N)

Rule / Emission
Limit

Current SIP

Wet Gas Scrubber
(WGS)
Refinery Flares

Sulfur Recovery
Plant

Compliance with
NSPS Subpart J
flaring provisions
Comply with NSPS
Subpart Ja fuel gas
standard (with fuel
gas to flare)

Single-train Claus
unit with tail-gas
incineration
Caustic Scrubbing of
sour fuel gas and
SWS storage during
SRP outages
Tail Gas Unit on SRP

40 CFR
60.102a(g)(l)(ii)
60 ppmv annual
average H2S in fuel
gas

Current SIP requires
95% sulfur recovery
efficiency
No acid gas flaring
during planned or
unplanned outages
of SRP
95% => 98% sulfur
recovery efficiency

Ultra-Low Sulfur
Standby
0.26
(Emergency) Fire Fuel
Pump2
1) Based on reduction to 25 ppm from 170 ppm baseline.
2) AP42 SOx EF for Diesel Engines 0.00205 Ib/hp-hr and 500 hours for 500 bp engine.

ERM
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Table 4:
Source / Process
Area
FCC Unit
Regenerator

Potential BACT Technologies for NOx - Nitrogen Oxides
Control Technology

Rule / Emission
Limit

UOP High Efficiency
(Low-NOx) Combustor
Design
Low-NOx Combustion
40 CFR
Promoter (non-platinum) 60.102a(b)(2)
80 ppmv 7-day
rolling average
NOx Reducing Additive1

Baseline
(TPY)

Incremental
Emissions
Reduction (TPY)

Incremental Cost
Effectiveness
($/ton)

Yes

17.39

Baseline

N/A

Yes

17.39

Baseline

N/A

Potentially

17.39

4.35

$566,559

Selective Non-Catalytic
Reduction (SNCR)

No

-

-

-

Selective Catalytic
Reduction (SCR)

No

-

-

-

Cat Feed Hydrotreating

No

-

-

-

Yes

4.15

Baseline

N/A

Yes

4.15

Baseline

N/A

Yes

4.15

3.11

$2,052,385

No

-

-

-

No

-

-

-

No

-

-

-

Yes

4.15

1.04

$2,373,236

Yes

2.99

Baseline

N/A

Potentially

2.99

1.49

$635,335

No

-

-

-

Yes

2.99

2.69

$2,375,898

Selective Non-Catalytic
Reduction (SNCR)

No

-

-

-

Flue Gas Recirculation

No

-

-

-

Fuel Gas Only - no oil
burning
The data shown is Ultra-Low NOx Burners
(w/ FGR)
an example of a
boiler (#6)
Boilers (1, 2, 6)

Current SIP
For > 40
MMBtu/hr
40 CFR
60.102a(g)(2)
40 ppmv 24-hour
rolling average

Selective Catalytic
Reduction (SCR)
Selective Non-Catalytic
Reduction (SNCR)
Flue Gas Recirculation
Wet Gas Scrubber (WGS)
Sorbent injection or pass
through

Permitted Heater
List
H-101 FCC Heater Fuel Gas Only - no oil
(140 Ib/MMSCF) burning
Low NOx Burners
(staged)
Ultra-Low NOx Burners
(staged)
Selective Catalytic
Reduction (SCR)

ERM

Technically
Feasible?
(Y/N)
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Source / Process
Area

Control Technology

Rule / Emission
Limit

Wet Gas Scrubber (WGS)
Sorbent injection or pass
through
H-301 17.29
MMBtu/hr
Alkylation Unit
Deisobutanizer
Reboiler Heater
(140 Ib/MMSCF)

Incremental Cost
Effectiveness
($/ton)

-

-

-

2.99

0.75

Yes

9.02

Baseline

N/A

Yes

9.02

Baseline

N/A

Potentially

9.02

6.77

$135,383

Yes

9.02

8.12

$786,897

Selective Non-Catalytic
Reduction (SNCR)

No

-

-

-

Flue Gas Recirculation

No

-

-

-

Wet Gas Scrubber (WGS)

No

-

-

-

Sorbent injection or pass
through

Yes

9.02

2.26

$1,091,896

Yes

4.34

Baseline

N/A

Yes

4.34

Baseline

N/A

Potentially

4.34

3.25

$281,676

Yes

4.34

3.90

$1,637,209

No

-

-

-

Fuel Gas Only - no oil
burning

Fuel Gas Only — no oil
burning
Low NOx Burners
(staged)
Ultra-Low NOx Burners
(staged)
Selective Catalytic
Reduction (SCR)
Selective Non-Catalytic
Reduction (SNCR)
Flue Gas Recirculation

No

-

-

-

Wet Gas Scrubber (WGS)

No

-

-

-

Sorbent injection or pass
through

Yes

4.34

1.08

$2,271,787

Yes

4.82

Baseline

N/A

Potentially

4.82

2.41

$393,941

Potentially

4.82

3.61

$253,456

Yes

4.82

4.34

$1,473,183

Fuel Gas Only — no oil
burning
Low NOx Burners
(staged)
Ultra-Low NOx Burners
(staged)
Selective Catalytic
Reduction (SCR)

ERM

Incremental
Emissions
Reduction (TPY)

Yes

Ultra-Low NOx Burners
(staged)
Selective Catalytic
Reduction (SCR)

H -403 Crude
Preflash Heater
(140 Ib/MMSCF)

Baseline
(TPY)

$3,296,789

Low NOx Burners
(staged)

H-402 #2 Crude
Heater
(80 Ib/MMSCF)

Technically
Feasible?
(Y/N)
No
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Source / Process
Area

Control Technology

Rule / Emission
Limit

Incremental Cost
Effectiveness
($/ton)
-

-

-

Flue Gas Recirculation

No

-

-

Wet Gas Scrubber (WGS)

No

-

Sorbent injection or pass
through

Yes

4.82

1.20

$2,044,184

Yes

2.33

Baseline

N/A

Yes

2.33

Baseline

N/A

Yes

2.33

1.75

$3,658,975

No

-

-

-

No

-

-

-

No

-

-

-

Yes

2.33

0.58

$4,230,986

Yes

3.73

Baseline

N/A

Yes

3.73

Baseline

N/A

Potentially

3.73

2.80

$327,658

Selective Catalytic
Reduction (SCR)

Yes

3.73

3.36

$1,904,479

Selective Non-Catalytic
Reduction (SNCR)

No

-

-

-

Flue Gas Recirculation

No

-

-

-

Wet Gas Scrubber (WGS)
Sorbent injection or pass
through

No

-

-

-

Yes

3.73

0.93

$2,642,649

Fuel Gas Only — no oil
burning

Yes

14.24

Baseline

N/A

Low NOx Burners
(staged)

Yes

14.24

Baseline

N/A

Flue Gas Recirculation
Wet Gas Scrubber (WGS)
Sorbent injection or pass
through
Fuel Gas Only — no oil
burning

Low NOx Burners
(staged)
Ultra-Low NOx Burners
(staged)

ERM

Incremental
Emissions
Reduction (TPY)

No

Ultra-Low NOx Burners
(staged)
Selective Catalytic
Reduction (SCR)
Selective Non-Catalytic
Reduction (SNCR)

H-621, 622, 624
Reformer Heaters
(140 Ib/MMSCF)

Baseline
(TPY)

Selective Non-Catalytic
Reduction (SNCR)

Fuel Gas Only — no oil
H-401 #1 Crude
Heater with Ultra- burning
Low NOx Burners
(ULNB)
(21.06 Ib/MMSCF)

H-601 32.4
MMBtu/hr
Unifiner Heater
(140 Ib/MMSCF)

Technically
Feasible?
(Y/N)
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Source / Process
Area

Control Technology

Rule / Emission
Limit

Ultra-Low NOx Burners
(staged)

Technically
Feasible?
(Y/N)
Potentially

Baseline
(TPY)

Incremental
Emissions
Reduction (TPY)

Incremental Cost
Effectiveness
($/ton)

14.24

10.68

$85,799

Selective Catalytic
Reduction (SCR)

No

-

-

-

Selective Non-Catalytic
Reduction (SNCR)

No

-

-

-

Flue Gas Recirculation

No

-

-

-

Wet Gas Scrubber (WGS)
Sorbent injection or pass
through

No

-

-

-

Yes

14.24

3.56

$691,990

Yes

2.79

Baseline

N/A

Yes

2.79

Baseline

N/A

Potentially

2.79

2.09

$437,416

Yes

2.79

2.51

$2,542,430

No

-

-

-

1
H-1001 (MIDW)
Heater (80
Ib/MMSCF)

Fuel Gas Only -- no oil
burning
Low NOx Burners
(staged)
Ultra-Low NOx Burners
(staged)
Selective Catalytic
Reduction (SCR)
Selective Non-Catalytic
Reduction (SNCR)
Flue Gas Recirculation

No

-

-

-

Wet Gas Scrubber (WGS)

No

-

-

-

Sorbent injection or pass
through

Yes

2.79

0.70

$3,527,869

Yes

1.24

Baseline

N/A

Yes

1.24

Baseline

N/A

Potentially

1.24

0.93

$981,495

Yes

1.24

1.12

$5,704,829

No

-

-

-

li I
Fuel Gas Only - no oil
H-1002
Hydrodesulfurizati burning
on (HDS) Reboiler
(80 Ib/MMSCF)
Low NOx Burners
(staged)
Ultra-Low NOx Burners
(staged)
Selective Catalytic
Reduction (SCR)
Selective Non-Catalytic
Reduction (SNCR)
Flue Gas Recirculation

H-1003 HDS
Heater
(80 Ib/MMSCF)
ERM

No

-

-

-

Wet Gas Scrubber (WGS)

No

-

-

-

Sorbent injection or pass
through

Yes

1.24

0.31

$7,916,003

Yes

2.92

Baseline

N/A

Fuel Gas Only — no oil
burning
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Source / Process
Area

Baseline
(TPY)

Incremental
Emissions
Reduction (TPY)

Incremental Cost
Effectiveness
($/ton)

Yes

2.92

Baseline

N/A

Potentially

2.92

2.19

$418,318

Yes

2.92

2.63

$2,431,426

No

-

-

-

No

-

-

-

Wet Gas Scrubber (WGS)

No

-

-

-

Sorbent injection or pass
through

Yes

2.92

0.73

$3,373,840

Yes

0.67

Baseline

N/A

Yes

0.67

0.33

$2,838,114

Potentially

0.67

0.50

$1,825,998

Selective Catalytic
Reduction (SCR)

Yes

0.67

0.60

$10,613,412

Selective Non-Catalytic
Reduction (SNCR)

No

-

-

-

Sorbent injection or pass
through

Yes

0.67

0.17

$14,727,138

Compliance with NSPS
Subpart J flaring
provisions

Yes

14.7

Baseline

N/A

Yes

14.7

Baseline

N/A

Flare Gas Minimization

Yes

14.7

7.35

$244,495

Selective Catalytic
Reduction

Yes

3.88

3.49

$1,832,354

Control Technology

Rule / Emission
Limit

Technically
Feasible?
(Y/N)

Low NOx Burners
(staged)
Ultra-Low NOx Burners
(staged)
Selective Catalytic
Reduction (SCR)
Selective Non-Catalytic
Reduction (SNCR)
Flue Gas Recirculation

.

lk-1102 SRP and
Tail Gas
Incinerator
(80 Ib/MMSCF)

Fuel Gas Only — no oil
burning

Low NOx Burners
(staged)
Ultra-Low NOx Burners
(staged)

Refinery Flares

Compliance with NSPS
Subpart Ja flaring
provisions

Standby
(Emergency) Fire

40 CFR
60.102a(g)(3) limit on flare gas
rate during
normal operations
(except during
periods of process
upset or fuel gas
imbalance)

Pump1
1) AP42 NOx EF for Diesel Engines 0.031 Ib/hp-hr and 500 hours for 500 hp engine.

ERM
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Table 5: Potential BACT Technologies for VOCs - Volatile Organic Compounds
Source / Process
Area
Refinery Flares

Baseline
(TPY)

Incremental
Emissions
Reduction (TPY)

Incremental Cost
Effectiveness
($/ton)

Yes

80.33

Baseline

N/A

Yes

80.33

Baseline

N/A

Yes

80.33

16.1

$45,177.62

Flare Gas Minimization

Yes

80.33

40.2

$44,741.47

Flare Gas Recovery

No

-

-

-

Comply with NSPS
subpart GGGa leak
definition for LDAR
monitoring

Yes

124

Baseline

N/A

Yes

4.8

Baseline

N/A

Yes

10.75

Baseline

N/A

Yes

10.75

Baseline

N/A

Yes

0.11

Baseline

N/A

Control Technology

Technically
Feasible?
(Y/N)

Rule / Emission
Limit

Compliance with NSPS
Subpart J flaring
provisions
Compliance with NSPS 40 CFR 60.102a(g)(3)
Subpart J,, flaring
-- limit on flare gas
rate during normal
provisions
operations (except
during periods of
process upset or fuel
gas imbalance)
Compliance with
Refinery Sector Rule
(RSR) flare operation
requirements - ensure
adequate combustion
efficiency

Compliance with
RSR (40 CFR 63.670)

Fugitive
Equipment
Fugitive
Emissions —
Valves, Pumps,
Cooling Towers

Monthly monitoring for
Fugitive
Emissions -- Heat Heat Exchanger leaks
with Modified El Paso
Exchangers
stripper method

Heat Exchanger
MACT 6.2 ppm
VOC at cooling
water return
;

Product Loading
Racks
Truck

Truck

Railcar

Vapor Recovery Unit

Backup VRU

Gasoline
Distribution MACT
10 mg/liter
Gasoline
Distribution MACT
10 mg/liter

Vapor Combustor Unit

Pis
Storage Tanks

40 CFR 60 Subparts
K, Ka, Kb, GGG,
GGGa

Group 1 Tanks
(Floating Roof)

Degassing to a vapor
combustion device

EFR only

ERM

40 CFR 63.660

Yes

152

Baseline

N/A

Dome

No

Vapor water scrubber

Yes

152

91.2

$19,029
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Source / Process
Area

IFR only

Group 2 Tanks
(Fixed Roof)

Control Technology

Technically
Feasible?
(Y/N)

Rule / Emission
Limit

Incremental
Emissions
Reduction (TPY)

Incremental Cost
Effectiveness
($/ton)

Vapor dry scrubber
(activated carbon)

Yes

152

129.2

$10,529

Vapor recovery unit

Yes

152

150.48

$67,079

Vapor recovery and
combustor

Yes

152

150.48

$15,700

Pressure vacuum relief
valves

Yes

5.22

Baseline

N/A

Vapor water scrubber

Yes

5.22

4.176

$415,574

Internal Floating Roof
Vapor dry scrubber
(activated carbon)

No

-

-

-

Yes

5.22

4.959

$274,318

Vapor recovery unit

Yes

5.22

5.1678

$1,953,271

Vapor recovery and
combustor

Yes

5.22

5.1678

$457,157

Yes

16.2

Baseline

N/A

Carbon canisters

Yes

16.2

15.39

$7,586

Thermal oxidizer

Yes

16.2

15.9

$74,405

Drift Elimmators

Yes

4.8

Baseline

N/A

API fixed cover
Wastewater
Treatment System

Cooling Towers

Baseline
(TPY)

1) Assumes prorated reduction from current leak definition of 10,000 ppm (2010 AEI).

ERM
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Table 6: Potential BACT Technologies for NH3 - Ammonia
Source / Process
Area
FCC

Control Technology

Technically
Feasible?
(Y/N)
Yes

Rule/Emission
Limit

Source Test

Wet Scrubber
1) Baseline emissions based on 2016 emissions inventory.

ERM

No
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Incremental
Emissions
Reduction (TPY)
Baseline
0.15

Baseline
(TPY)

-

-

Incremental Cost
Effectiveness
($/ton)
N/A
-
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compliance demonstration provisions for other general or source specific conditions. It also
includes provisions referring to the reporting of emission inventories and reporting deviations
(paragraph ii).
IX.H.11.d
Statement that emission limitations apply at all times that the source or emitting
unit is in operation, unless otherwise specified in the source specific conditions listed in IX.H.12
or IX.H.13. It also clarifies that particulate emissions consist of both the filterable and
condensable fractions unless otherwise specified in IX.H.12 or IX.H.13.
This is the definitive statement that emission limits apply at all times – including periods of
startup or shutdown. It may be that specific sources have separate defined limits that apply
during alternate operating periods (such as during startup or shutdown), and these limits will be
defined in the source specific conditions of either IX.H.12 or IX.H.13.
Conditions 1.a, 1.b and 1.d are declaratory statements, and have little in the way of compliance
provisions. Rather, they define the framework of the other SIP conditions. As condition 1.c is
the primary recordkeeping requirement, it shall be further discussed under item 4.2 below.
IX.H.11.e
This is the main stack testing condition, and outlines the specific requirements for
demonstrating compliance through stack testing. Several subsections detailing Sample Location,
Volumetric Flow Rate, Calculation Methodologies and Stack Test Protocols are all included – as
well as those which list the specific accepted test methods for each emitted pollutant species
(PM10, NOx, or SO2). Finally, this subsection also discusses the need to test at an acceptable
production rate, and that production is limited to a set ratio of the tested rate.
IX.H.11.f
This condition covers the use of CEMs and opacity monitoring. While it
specifically details the rules governing the use of continuous monitors (both emission monitors
and opacity monitors), it also covers visible opacity observations through the use of EPA
reference method 9.
Both conditions 11.e and 11.f serve as the mechanism through which sources conduct monitoring
for the verification of compliance with a particular emission limitation.
14.1

Monitoring, Recordkeeping and Reporting
As stated above, the general requirements IX.H.11.a through IX.H.11.f primarily serve as
declaratory or clarifying conditions, and do not impose compliance provisions themselves.
Rather, they outline the scope of the conditions which follow in the source specific requirements
of IX.H.12 and IX.H.13.
For example, most of the conditions in those subsections include some form of short-term
emission limit. This limitation also includes a compliance demonstration methodology – stack
test, CEM, visible opacity reading, etc. In order to ensure consistency in compliance
demonstrations and avoid unnecessary repetition, all common monitoring language has been
consolidated under IX.H.11.e and IX.H.11.f. Similarly, all common recordkeeping and reporting
provisions have been consolidated under IX.H.11.c.

15.0

Revised PM2.5 SIP – General Refinery Requirements
The revised PM2.5 SIP incorporates several new requirements that apply specifically to those
petroleum refineries listed in Section IX.H.12 of the SIP. Some subsections of IX.H.11.g also
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apply more broadly and could affect additional petroleum refineries in addition to those listed in
IX.H.12. Where this greater applicability exists for a particular condition or limitation, such will
be noted in the discussion for that requirement.
IX.H.11.g.i.A

This condition covers SO2 emissions from fluidized catalytic cracking units
(FCCUs). The limit is 50 ppmvd @ 0% excess air on a 7-day rolling average
basis, as well as 25 ppmvd @ 0% excess air on a 365-day rolling average basis.

The condition is based on 40 CFR 60 Subpart Ja, and includes the same limitation found in that
subpart. Compliance is demonstrated by CEM, as outlined in 40 CFR 60.105a(g) – also from
Subpart Ja.
IX.H.11.g.i.B

This condition addresses PM emissions from FCCUs. The limit is 1.0 lb PM per
1000 lb coke burned. The emission limit applies on a 3-hour average basis.

The emission limit is derived from 40 CFR 60 Subpart Ja, although Subpart Ja does not
specifically state that the limit applies on a 3-hour average. Instead it states that compliance will
be demonstrated via a performance test using Method 5, 5b or 5f, using an average of three 60minute (minimum) test runs.
Compliance is demonstrated by stack test as outlined in 40 CFR 60.106(b). This stack testing
procedure is from Subpart J, rather than Subpart Ja. The equations utilized and reference
methods involved are identical between the two subparts; however, the protocol to follow for
testing is much more direct and straightforward in §60.106(b).
The condition also requires the installation of a continuous parameter monitoring system (CPMS)
to monitor and record operating parameters for determination of source-wide PM10 emissions for
inclusion in the 24-hour PM2.5 Cap (see the individual source specific requirements of IX.H.12
for details on these Caps).
IX.H.11.g.ii

This condition limits the H2S content of gases burned within any refinery located
within (or affecting) an area of PM2.5 or PM10 nonattainment. The limit is 60
ppm H2S or less as described in 40 CFR 60.102a on a rolling average of 365
days.

As the PM2.5 nonattainment areas encompasses the entirety of the PM10 maintenance areas this
condition potentially affects more than just the four refineries listed in IX.H.12. There is at least
one minor source refinery (Silver Eagle Refinery) which is affected by this requirement. The
Silver Eagle Refinery was previously listed in the original PM10 SIP as Crysen Refining, Inc., but
was delisted as it is no longer a major source.
Compliance is demonstrated through continuous H2S monitoring, as outlined in 40 CFR 60.107a.
Both the limitation and the compliance methodology are based on 40 CFR 60 Subpart Ja.
IX.H.11.g.iii

This condition places limits on heat exchangers in VOC service.

The condition requires that all heat exchangers in VOC service meet the requirements of 40 CFR
63.654, which requires use of the “Modified El Paso Method” for calculation of VOC emissions.
Sources are allowed an option to use another EPA-approved method if allowed by the Director.
An exemption is also given for heat exchangers that meet specific criteria that are outlined within
the condition language.
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IX.H.11.g.iv

Leak Detection and Repair Requirements.

This condition subjects each source to the requirements of 40 CFR 60 Subpart GGGa – also
known as Enhanced LDAR. The Sustainable Skip Period provisions of that subpart have also
been retained.
IX.H.11.g.v This condition establishes new requirements on hydrocarbon flares.
First, it states that all hydrocarbon flares are subject to Subpart Ja (40 CFR
60.100a-109a) if not previously subject.
Second it requires that each major source refinery either: 1) install a flare gas
recovery system designed to limit hydrocarbon flaring from each affected flare
during normal operations below the values listed in Subpart Ja (specifically 40
CFR 60.103a(c)), or 2) limit flaring during normal operations to 500,000 scfd or
less for each affected flare.
This requirement is based on Subpart Ja, and is designed to incorporate the flare gas recovery
requirements of that subpart ahead of the normal implementation schedule. The refineries located
in, or impacting, the nonattainment areas are relatively small. As a consequence, the possibility
that they would trigger the flare gas recovery provisions of Subpart Ja in the near term (5-10
years) was very small. Although one of the refineries had elected to install a flare gas recovery
system voluntarily, the system only addressed a part of the refinery’s total flaring capacity, and
was not originally designed to Subpart Ja specifications. The first paragraph is already applicable
to all refineries, while the second paragraph is applicable as of January 1, 2019 (with a single
exception – see BWO’s source specific requirements below).
IX.H.11.g.vi

This condition requires that vapor control devices be employed during tank
degassing operations. Some provisions are made for connecting and
disconnecting degassing equipment. Notification must also be made to the
Director prior to performing such an operation – unless an emergency situation is
at play.

This condition applies to sources beyond just refineries – any owner/operator of any stationary
tank meeting the outlined criteria must fulfill the requirements of this condition.
IX.H.11.g.vii

No Burning of Liquid Fuel Oil in Stationary Sources – Establishes that no
petroleum refineries in or affecting any PM nonattainment or maintenance area
shall be allowed to burn liquid fuel oil in stationary sources except during natural
gas curtailments or as specified in the individual subsections of Section IX, Part
H. The use of diesel fuel meeting the specifications of 40 CFR 80.510 in standby
or emergency equipment is exempt from this requirement.

This requirement addresses a provision of the original PM10 SIP, which prevented the refineries
from burning liquid fuel oil in any capacity – including in emergency or standby equipment. This
brings forward the original intent, maintains consistency with the PM10 maintenance plan
provisions of IX.H.1.g, and addresses the problem of emergency and standby equipment.
15.1

Monitoring, Recordkeeping and Reporting
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The new petroleum refinery requirements establish several specific emission limitations.
Primarily these limits are monitored continuously – such as the SO2 CEM on the FCCU or the
H2S monitor on fuel gas. Where continuous monitoring is used, the requirements of IX.H.11.f
apply, which incorporates by reference R307-170, 40 CFR 60.13 and 40 CFR 60, Appendix B –
Performance Specifications.
Under R307-170, paragraph 170-8 addresses Recordkeeping, while 170-9 addresses Reporting.
The FCCU PM limit is demonstrated by stack test. This stack test requirement is subject to the
requirements of IX.H.11.e. In addition, any source with a direct stack emission limitation is
subject to the requirements of R307-165.
These conditions are also subject to the general recordkeeping and reporting requirements of
IX.H.11.c.
16.0

New PM2.5 SIP – Big West Oil Specific Requirements
The Big West Oil specific conditions in Section IX.H.12 address those limitations and
requirements that apply only to the Big West Oil Refinery in particular.
IX.H.12.b.i

This condition establishes a source-wide Cap on PM2.5 emissions on a ton per day
and ton per rolling 12-month basis. Emissions are calculated on a
filterable+condensable basis from all sources. These limits are 0.29 tons per day
and 72.5 tons per rolling 12-month period. Stack testing to establish the ratio of
filterable and condensable PM2.5 shall also be conducted by January 1, 2019.

BWO has not yet fully completed installation of the primary control device on the FCCU, which
is the largest source of particulate emissions at the facility. Specifically, adequate performance
test data has not yet been obtained for this device. However, BWO has agreed to include a
filterable+condensable limitation based upon expected performance and preliminary test data.
Thus, this condition also contains a requirement to conduct additional stack testing to establish
the condensable limitation by January 1, 2019. In addition, the procedure for establishing
emission factors has been included; as well as the stack test frequency, and the compliance
methodology for both limits. Finally, a definition of “day” has been established as being from
one midnight until the following midnight.
IX.H.12.b.ii This condition establishes a source-wide Cap on NOx emissions on a ton per day
and ton per rolling 12-month basis. Emissions are calculated from all emission
points. This limit is 0.80 tons NOx per day and 195 tons per rolling 12-months.
This condition includes the same definition of “day” as being from midnight until the following
midnight. Compliance shall be determined daily by applying the listed emission factors or
emission factors determined from the most current performance test to the relevant quantities of
fuel combusted. Default emission factors are then listed for each fuel type (including fuel oil,
although with the caveat that it is only to be used during natural gas curtailments). The equations
to be used for the emission calculations are also included.
IX.H.12.b.iii

This condition establishes a source-wide Cap on SO2 emissions on a ton per day
and ton per rolling 12-month basis. Emissions are calculated from all emission
points. This limit is 0.60 tons SO2 per day and 140 tons per rolling 12-month
period.
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This condition includes the same definition of “day” as both of the previous conditions as being
from midnight until the following midnight. Compliance shall be determined daily by applying
the listed emission factors or emission factors determined from the most current performance test
to the relevant quantities of fuel combusted. Default emission factors are then listed for each fuel
type (including fuel oil, although with the caveat that it is only to be used during natural gas
curtailments). The equations to be used for the emission calculations are also included.
IX.H.12.b.iv

This condition addresses specific fuel sulfur requirements for the refinery,
allowing the use of diesel-fired emergency equipment as an exception to
IX.H.11.g.vii.

Big West Oil currently has a number of small diesel-fired emergency engines listed in its AO. No
specific provision has ever been made to allow for the use of diesel-fired emergency equipment at
the refineries – and while it is clear that the provisions of the original PM10 SIP were meant for
the burning of liquid fuel in heaters and boilers and not for the application of emergency
equipment, such language was not included nor brought forward. This condition (and similar
conditions for the other refineries) addresses that oversight.
IX.H.12.b.v

Alternate Startup and Shutdown Requirements

This condition provides alternate limits which apply during periods of startup or shutdown of the
FCCU. This shall be discussed in greater detail in the Startup / Shutdown section below.
IX.H.12.b.v

Requirements on Hydrocarbon Flares

No later than January 1, 2021, routine flaring will be limited to 300,000 scfd for each affected
flare from October 1 through March 31 and 500,000 scfd for each affected flare for the balance
of the year. This condition supersedes condition IX.H.11.g.v.B as it applies to the Big West Oil
Refinery.
This condition establishes an alternative compliance date for BWO on limiting total flaring
volumes, but also lowers the amount during the primary particulate season.
16.1

Monitoring, Recordkeeping and Reporting
Monitoring for all conditions is addressed through a variety of methods, depending on the
emission point in question. Stack testing, CEMs, parameter monitoring – all are viable options,
and have been included in the language of IX.H.12.b.i through IX.H.12.b.iii. As appropriate,
these monitoring requirements are complemented by the general provisions of IX.H – specifically
11.e for stack testing, 11.f for CEMs and other continuous monitors, and 11.c for recordkeeping
and reporting.
Where necessary, additional monitoring, recordkeeping and/or reporting requirements have been
directly included in the language of IX.H.12.b to address specific concerns. One example would
be the use of leveling gauges on all fuel oil tanks to determine daily fuel oil consumption.
No specific monitoring, recordkeeping or reporting is required for IX.H.12.b.iv, as this condition
serves merely as a specific exception to the general refinery requirement prohibiting the burning
of liquid fuel oils. Such exception is authorized under the language of IX.H.11.g.iv itself.
Monitoring recordkeeping and reporting for IX.H.2.b.v is discussed in under Startup / Shutdown
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below.
17.0

Startup / Shutdown
As with the other refineries, BWO elected not to deviate from the general refinery requirements
with respect to startup and shutdown considerations. However, as a part of the SIP RACT
evaluation, BWO did elect to install and operate a redundant caustic scrubber system to work in
conjunction with the SRU. This caustic scrubber will work as a backup unit for those periods
when the SRU is out of service, effectively serving as startup and shutdown controls for the SRU.
With the addition of this unit, BWO is able to most effectively meet the SRU SO2 emission limit
at all times – without additional startup or shutdown requirements on that unit.
However, startup and shutdown of the FCCU – which may be required for maintenance on the
FGF control device, for example – could potentially result in daily emissions which exceed the
typical daily SO2 caps established under IX.H.12.b.iii. For these periods, BWO is granted an
alternative daily cap of 1.2 tons per day. During these periods, BWO will still control particulate
emissions using its previously installed cyclone system.
Monitoring, recordkeeping and reporting otherwise follow the provisions outlined in
IX.H.12.b.iii, which one additional provision: the total number of days which include startup or
shutdown of the FCCU cannot exceed ten (10) per rolling 12-month period.

18.0
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January 31, 2018
UTAH DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

Bryce Bird, Director
Division of Air Quality
ATTN: JohnJenks
195 North 1950 West
Salt Lake City, Utah 84116
RE:

FEB - 1 2018
DIVISION OF AIR QUALITY

BIG WEST OIL PM2.s AMENDED BACT EVALUATION

Dear Mr. Bird,
Big West Oil Refinery (BWO) has amended its original PM2s State Implementation Plan
(SIP) Best Aavailable Control Technology (BACT) evaluation in response to comments
provided by and discussions held with the Utah Division of Air Quality (UDAQ).
Specifically, the BACT evaluation has been amended to include additional information
requested by the UDAQ and some of the data originally submitted have been revised to
provide more accurate representations of pollutant reductions and associated costs. This
BACT evaluation supersedes any previous BACT information or data provided to the
UDAO.
As per UD AQ' s request, BWO has provided more substantial information regarding the
sources for which additional controls are considered technically infeasible. Additional
figures were incorporated into the BACT evaluation for the sources identified in the
original BACT Evaluation Report to have a "lack of space" to implement additional
controls, including maps, diagrams and explanations for each source.
As Per UDAQ's recommendation, the economical feasibility threshold was set at $25,000
per ton of emission reduction.
As in the orginal submittal, the tables presenting the results of the evaluation include all
considered technologies and the determination of technical feasibility along with the
incremental cost effectiveness for those technologies determined to be technically
feasible. No technologies evaluated have been excluded from the evaluation report.

Bryce Bird
January 31, 2018
Page2

BWO anticipates that amended evaluation will meet UDAQ' s request for supplemental
information. Please contact Mr. David Gibby at BWO if you have any questions.

Sincerely,

Stuart Smith
Environmental Manager
BWO Refinery

cc:

David Gibby, BWO
David Payne, BWO
Michael Swanson, BWO
Marney Devroom, FJM
Jon Black, UDAQ (w / o enclosure)
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EXECUTIVE SUM MARY
This Best Available Control Technology (BACT) Evaluation was originally completed in
accordance with the Utah Department of Air Quality's (DAQ)23 January 2017 letter
requesting this analysis as part of the regulatory agency's fine particular matter
(particulate matter 2.5 microns or less in diameter or PM2.s) Serious Nonattainment
State Implementation Plan (SIP) development process. The top-down BACT process
was followed to identify BACT for each source and the following associated emission
type: PM2.s, sulfur dioxide (S02), nitrogen oxides (NOx), volatile organic compounds
(VOC), and ammonia (NH3). The BACT evaluation has been amended to include

additional information requested by the Utah DAQ and revise some of the data
originally submitted to provide more accurate representations of pollutant
reductions and associated costs.
The applicable sources at the Big West Oil, LLC North Salt Lake Refinery were identified
as: Fluid Catalytic Cracking Unit (FCCU) regenerator vent, process heaters, boilers,
flares, storage tanks, loading racks, standby fire pump, Sulfur Recovery Plant, valves,
pumps, heat exchangers, cooling towers, and Wastewater Treatment System.
After completing the BACT evaluation process utilizing a BACT cost effectiveness
threshold of $25,000 per ton removed per year, the addition of carbon canister
controls at the wastewater treatment system was identified as a BACT project to be
completed by the end of 2019. The other applicable sources all have current controls
identified as BACT as described in Table 1.
As a part of the BACT process, other issues that could adversely impact the
environment, safety and health, and energy demand were included in the evaluation .
Any projects that are identified to be completed outside the normal refinery
turnaround maintenance cycle would increase safety and health risks and energy
demand as the refinery is not currently planned to have a turnaround until 2019.
Additional costs would also be associated with taking a refinery shutdown out of
sequence and those lost opportunity costs would need to be added to any projects
that are considered as Additional Feasible Measures (AFM) or Most Stringent
Measures (MSM).

X

1.0

INTRODUCTION
In 2006, the United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) strengthened the
24-hour PM2.s standard from 65 micrograms per cubic meter (µg/m 3 ) to 35 µg/m 3 . As
such, all or portions of seven Utah counties failed to meet the new 24-hour PM 2.5
standard. Ultimately, only three areas of the state (Salt Lake City, including Davis
County, Logan, and Provo) were designated as nonattainment for the 24-hour PM2.s
standard. Once an area is designed as nonattainment, the Clean Air Act requires that
fine particle pollution be controlled by a state, a state implementation plan (SIP)
detailing how and when the 24-hour PM 2.s standard would be met is required to be
prepared and submitted to EPA for approval.
The moderate PM2.s nonattainment areas were required to meet the new standard by
2014. However, as the SIP for Salt Lake City was nearing completion, the D.C. Circuit
Court of Appeals found that EPA has incorrectly interpreted the Clean Air Act when
determining how to implement the National Ambient Air Quality Standards {NAAQS)
for PM 2.s. The January 4, 2013 court ruling held that the EPA should have implemented
the PM 2.s NAAQS based on both Clean Air Act (CAA) Subpart 1 and Subpart 4 of Part D,
title 1. Previously, EPA has (incorrectly) required states to develop their SIPs based on
subpart 1 only. If a moderate PM 2.s nonattainment area is not able to attain the 24-hr
PM2.s standard by December 31, 2015 attainment date, Subpart 4 allows EPA to reclassify that area as a serious PM 2.s nonattainment area.
As of December 31, 2015 attainment date, all three of Utah's PM2.5 nonattainment
areas were found to be exceed ing the 24-hour PM 2.s standard, and as such, EPA
reclassified each of the three areas to serious.
One re-classified to serious, the attainment date for the area is December 14, 2019. A
new serious area PM 2.s SIP is being prepared by the Utah Division of Air Quality (UDAQ)
and the requirements of such are detailed in 40 Code of Federal Regulation (CFR) 51
Subpart Z. This rule requires the UDAQ to identify, adopt and implement Best Available
Control Measures (BACM ) on major sources of PM 2.s and PM 2.s precursors (sulfur
dioxide, oxides of nitrogen, volatile organic compounds, and ammonia).
Big West Oil's (BWO) North Salt Lake Refinery has potential to emit emissions of PM2.s
and/or PM2.5 precursors above the 70 tons or more per years and is thus classified as
a major source which is subject to the implementation rule. As a major source subject
to the rule, the UDAQ has requested assistance from BWO in determining acceptable
pollution controls that meet BACT/Best Available Control Technology (BACT) controls.
This document provides a written evaluation of each available control technology for
BWO PM2.s and precursor emission sources, taking into account technological, energy,
environmental and economic feasibility.
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On behalf of BWO, ERM-West, Inc. (ERM) originally conducted the BACT) evaluation
for the company's North Salt Lake Refinery. The report presented the BACT process
and results, which were submitted to the UDAQ. The BACT evaluation was completed
in accordance with the UDAQ's January 23, 2017 letter requesting this analysis as part
of the regulatory agency's fine particular matter (particulate matter 2.5 microns or less
in diameter or PM 2.s) Serious Nonattainment State Implementation Plan {SIP)
development process.
BWO herein has amended the original BACT evaluation to include additional
information requested by the UDAQ and revise some of the data originally submitted
to provide more accurate representations of pollutant reductions and associated
costs.
This BACT evaluation supersedes any previous BACT information or data provided to
the UDAQ.
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2.0

APPROACH
According to 40 CFR Part 51, Subpart Z, Best Available Control Measures (BACM) is
"any technologically and economically feasible control measure that can be
implemented in whole or in part within 4 years after the date of reclassification of a
Moderate PM 2.s nonattainment area to Serious and that generally can achieve greater
permanent and enforceable emissions reductions in direct PM2.5 emissions and/or
emissions of PM2.s plan precursors from sources in the area than can be achieved
through the implementation of RACM on the same source(s). BACM includes BACT".
However, the Utah DAQ originally indicated that for this analysis, any technologically
and economically feasible control measure had to be implemented by the end of 2018
to be considered BACT.
A top-down BACT analysis was comp leted for all technologies that would reduce PM 2.s
emissions and precursors of PM 2.s emissions from all regulated sources within the
BWO Refinery. The evaluation included assessing the Fluid Catalytic Cracking Unit
(FCCU) Regenerator, heaters, boilers, flares, storage tanks, pumps, compressors,
valves, engines, and the wastewater treatment process. All applicable emission
control technologies were identified for the refinery emission sources, and they were
screened for technical feasibility under the SIP requirements and schedule.
The SIP is designed to regulate and limit PM 2.s and its precursors to below the National
Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) bc1sed on data to now be collected throughout
year 2024 1 . This means that control technology improvements will need to be in place
before the end of year 2023 to support compliance with the SIP. Therefore, the
evaluation and identification of BACT takes into account whether BWO can implement
the new controls before the end of 2023.
In cases where BWO has determined that control technologies are technically
feasible, except for the SIP schedule constraints, these controls are not considered
BACT, but rather "Additional Feasible Measures" that could be implemented in part
before the end of year 2023. All technologies considered technically feasible as BACT
or Additional Feasible Measures were ranked based on their potential emission
reduction efficiencies. Energy, environmental, health and safety impacts, and other
considerations were evaluated for the feasible technologies; the technologies that
had the largest emissions reduction and most cost-effective with the least
environmental, health, safety and energy impacts were identified as BACT or
Additional Feasible Measures for the applicable emission units.

1

The original attainment date was December 20 19. It is BWO's understanding that UDAQ is requesting a 5-year
extension to the attainment date which would then be December 2024.
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2.1

BACT ANALYSIS PROCESS
The BACT analysis was organized into the following steps, which are described in the
paragraphs that follow:
1. Identify control technologies.
2. Eliminate technically infeasible technologies.
3.

Rank technologies by control effectiveness.

4.

Evaluate controls for economic feasibility.

5. Recommend BACT.
2.1 .1

Step 1 - Identify Control Technologies

BWO identified its em ission sources for PM 2.s and precursors, and then identified
acceptable control technologies for these sources. The U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) established the Reasonably Available Control Technology/BACT/Lowest
Achievable Emission Rate (RACT/BACT/LAER) Clearinghouse (RBLC) to provide a
central database of air pollution technology information . BWO relied on the RBLC and
other resources listed in Section 2.2, to identify potentially applicable control
technologies . The emission sources and applicable technologies were documented
using a BACT Matrix table for tracking and presentation of the results as presented in
Section 3 and the attached tables.
2.1.2

Step 2 - Eliminate Technically Infeasible Technologies

BWO reviewed the technologies to determine whether they were technically feasible
at the refinery based on site-specific (i.e., real estate, spatial availability) or
operational constraints. The SIP time constraints were also taken into account relative
to defining technically feasible BACT. Based on the original UDAQ expectation that
BACT be defined as control technologies that could be installed and made operational
by the end of 2018, BWO has determined that only the carbon canisters installed on
the Wastewater Treatment System can be installed and made operational (by 2019).
The existing controls currently in place can be considered BACT for all other sources.
2.1.3

Task 3 - Rank Technologies by Control Effectiveness

BWO calculated the baseline emissions from its sources using either current emissions
(based on recent 2016 changes) or the prior 2-year-average emissions (2014 - 2015).
The potential for additional emission reductions was evaluated for the applicable
technologies using vendor or Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)-provided
removal efficiencies. The amount of emissions reductions that could be achieved for

n
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the applicable technologies were calculated and the technologies were listed
according to rank on the BACT Matrix.
2.1.4

Task 4 - Evaluate Most Effective Controls

BWO evaluated each remaining control technology to determine whether the energy,
economic, or environmental impacts from a given technology outweighed their
benefits. Information including control efficiency, anticipated emission rate, expected
emissions reduction, and economic, environmental, and energy impacts were
considered .
2.1.4.1

Energy Impact

The energy impact of each evaluated control technology is the energy benefit or
penalty resulting from the operation of the control technology at the source. The
costs of the energy impacts either in additional fuel costs or the cost of lost power
generation impacts the cost-effectiveness of the control technology.
2.1 .4.2

Environmental Impacts

Non-air quality environmental impacts were evaluated to determine the cost to
mitigate the environmental impacts, if any, caused by the operation of a control
technology.
2.1.4.3

Cost Evaluation

BWO evaluated the controls for economic feasibility using capital and operating cost
estimates provided by the EPA Cost Control Manual, vendor information, ERM
experience, and potential project estimates from BWO. Energy consumption,
environmental, and other impacts were considered for the feasible controls to
account for all economic impacts. The economic feasibility of increased controls was
evaluated using the ratio of the cost for the new controls compared with the
incremental emission reductions achieved by the new controls verses the baseline
(current) condition in terms of dollars per ton of emissions reduced. BWO considered
the ratio of $25,000 per ton of emission reductions to represent economically feasible
controls.
2.1.5

Task 5 - Recommend BACT

BACT is the technologically and economically feasible control option that can be
implemented that achieves permanent and enforceable emissions reductions. It
typically is the highest ranked control technology and must not be less stringent than
any applicable federal New Source Performance Standards (NSPS), National Emission
Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants (HESHAP), or state-specific standards.
Based on the evaluation of control technologies, BWO is presenting in this report its
analysis and conclusions regarding the controls it believes are technically and
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economically feasible. Table 1 presents a summary of BACT selections for each
pollutant by source.

2.2

REGULATORY BACKGROUND
The following BACT clearinghouses and guidelines were searched as part of Step 1 to
identify potentially applicable control technologies for the BWO emission sources:
•
•
•
•
•
•
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U.S. EPA
Bay Area Air Quality Management District (BAAQMD)
South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD)
San Joaquin Unified Valley Air Pollution Control District (SJUVAPCD)
Santa Barbara Air Pollution Control District (SBAPCD)
Texas Commission of Environmental Quality

BASIS AND STUDY LIMITATION
The current applicable standards, emission control methods, and technologies are
considered Reasonable Achievable Control Technologies RACT by the facility. Only
Flare Gas Minimization was included in the PM2.s Moderate State Implementation
Plan (SIP) by the UDEQ.
The emissions from 2014 and 2015 were averaged to be the sources' baseline
emissions. The exceptions are the flares' VOC emissions baseline that was estimated
using the revised EPA emission factor and the FCCU's NH3 emissions baseline value
used was from the 2016 emissions inventory.
The Utah DAQ suggested the use of a BACT cost effectiveness of $25,000 per ton
removed or less based as that was the threshold for the SJUVAPCD BACT
determination. Big West Oil used that as the basis for determining new BACT
selections for this amended evaluation.
The determination of technical feasibility had several criteria that needed to be met
such as physical constraints, facility fuel gas and natural gas consumption balance,
fired equipment configuration (natural draft), and proven on similar sources.
The cost effectiveness calculations utilized the facility estimation factor for capital
projects which includes a contingency factor due to limited vendor cost input.
Published costs from earlier EPA or published studies were brought up to January

2017 costs by using the Bureau of Labor Statistic's inflation calculator.
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3.0

BACT EVALUATION
The BACT Evaluation is summarized for each source in the following sections. Tables
2 through 6 also present the emission sources for direct PM2.s and its precursors (e .g.,
sulfur dioxide (502), nitrogen oxides (NOx), volatile organic compounds (VOCs), and
ammonia (NH 3)). For each source, these tables list the identified control technologies,
if they are technically feasible, the baseline emissions, the estimated emissions
reductions, and the cost effectiveness for applicable technologies.

3.1

FCCU REGENERATOR
The FCCU regenerator emits PM 2.s, 502, NOx, and NH 3 and each pollutant has different
control technologies evaluated.

3.1.1

FCCU - PM 2.s

BWO operates an FCCU regenerator that produces emissions for direct PM 2.s. The
main source of PM2.5 from a FCCU is catalyst fines and products of incomplete
combustion that are released in the regenerator exhaust stack. The identified control
technologies are listed in Table 2, including the currently implemented use of flue gas
blowback filter and tertiary cyclones with fabric filter.
The BACT technology review identified potential additional control technologies for
the FCCU regenerator, including ESP and a wet gas scrubber (WGS).

n

3.1.1.1

Electrostatic Precipitator

While electrostatic precipitators (ESP) are a proven technology, there are reliability
issues, so in many cases, multiple units are installed for redundancy which adds cost.
Temperature and humidity affect the resistivity of particulate matter (PM) . An ESP
has a limited ability to handle high temperature excursions or FCCU upsets. In
addition, any voes that might be in the stream because of an upset are dangerous to
the unit. ESP are also susceptible to changes in catalysts.
The particle collection process begins when the particle absorbs a charge of sufficient
amount to be attracted to t he collection plates. Particle charging and collection can
be affected by several factors including particle size, particle resistivity, electric field
and temperature and composition of the flue gas stream.
The migration velocity for the ESP collecting 2.Sµm particles is approximately 0.07
m/s. Due to the size of the particles 2.Sµm or less, the ESP must use both field and
particle charging modes, the flow must be laminar. Removal efficiency is 99% for
particles above 2µm and approximately 60% for particles less than that size. The FCCU
max flow rate is 29,000 scfm. Using the laminar flow removal equation, removal
efficiency= velocity

* area/stack flow rate, the minimum
3-1

length is 46 feet length and

does not include the spray tower (needed to add moisture to the flue gas) and the
turning radius of the stack piping. As shown on Figure 1, 46 feet of length is not
available adjacent to the FCCU Regenerator. As shown on Figures 1, 2 and 3, there is
insufficient space adjacent to the heaters for the required length of pipe and total
square footage required to construct an ESP.
BWO has determined that the currently implemented use of flue gas blowback filter
and tertiary cyclones with fabric filter is more efficient and reliable than an ESP.
With the discussed space restraints, ESP is determined to be technically infeasible for
the FCCU.

3.1.1.2

Wet Gas Scrubber

Wet gas scrubbers (WGS) are a proven technology, however, WGS generate a slurry
that must be treated to separate the solid waste from the water.

This requires

additional solid waste disposal.
Using the EPA Guidance Particulate Matter Controls 2 on WGS design and the particle
size range for removal, a venturi scrubber is the only design option that will have a
high efficiency (90% or greater) for removal of PM2.s. The venturi scrubber water
demand is a minimum of 10 gpm per 1000 scfm. The inlet diameter is the maximum
diameter for the venturi scrubber and the throat diameter is where the liquid and gas
streams contact. The stack diameter and turning radius need a large area in order t o
minimize the pressure drop of the flue gas as it enters the throat region. Typically a
12-foot diameter is used for the inlet diameter for the venturi scrubber.
Approximately 110 ft 2 are required for the separator section of the scrubber.
Approximately the same area is needed for the flue gas piping leaving the pall filter
and entering the venturi scrubber. As shown on Figure 1, there is not enough area to
include all the equipment needed adjacent the FCCU Regenerator and Pall Filter.
BWO has determined that the currently implemented use of flue gas blowback filter
and tertiary cyclones with fabric filter is more efficient than the WGS and does not
require the additional steps of solids separation and disposal.
With the discussed space restraints, a WGS is determined to be technically infeasible
for the FCCU.

Figure 1. Google Earth View of BWO FCCU Operating Area
2

https ://www3. epa.gov/ttncatc I/ dir I/ cs6ch2. pdf
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Figure 2. Google Earth Image of H-621, H-622, H-624, H-601, H-402, H-403, H-404,

BLR-1, BLR-2, BLR-6
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Figure 3. Google Earth Image of H-1001, H-1002, H-1003, H-1102

3.1.1.3

Technically Feasible Controls for FCCU - PM2.s

Table 2 ranks the technically feasible technologies for direct PM2.s from the FCCU

'

according to reported achievable emission reductions, and shows their annualized
costs to support the economic feasibility evaluation. However, there are no additional
controls classified as technically feasible for the FCCU regenerator. Therefore, the

current controls, a flue gas blowback filter and tertiary cyclones with fabric filter, are
considered BACT for the FCCU regenerator.
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3.1.2

FCCU -502

BWO operates an FCCU regenerator that produces emissions for 502. The identified
control technologies are listed in Table 3, including the currently implemented sulfur
oxides (SOx)-reducing catalyst additive.

The BACT technology review showed

potential additional control technologies for the FCCU regenerator, including adding
additional SOx- reducing catalyst additive, WGS, and catalytic feed hydrotreater.

3.1.2.1

Cata£ytic Feed Hvdrotreater

A catalytic feed hydrotreater would need a minimum of two new vessels, each of
which is approximately 6 feet in diameter. New pumps would also be required. A
typical plot area for such units is a minimum of 1200 ft 2 . As shown on Figure 1, there
is not available area near the FCCU Regenerator for this equipment.
The FCCU regenerator has insufficient space to install the catalytic feed hydrotreater.
A catalytic feed hydrotreater is determined to be technically infeasible for the FCCU.

3.1.2.2

Wet Gas Scrubber

As discussed in Section 3.1.1.2, a WGS is determined to be technically infeasible for
the FCCU.

3.1.2.3

50x Reducing Catalyst Additive

SOx reducing catalyst additives are typically metal oxide catalysts that are added to the
regenerator to convert S02to S03. The metal oxide catalyst is introduced to the feed in the
riser with the regenerated catalyst. The S03 is adsorbed to a sulfate and then recycled back
to the reactor with the FCCU catalyst where it is reduced in the riser/reactor to H2S which is
controlled by the refinery's Sulfur Recover Unit.
BWO currently utilizes a SOx reducing catalyst additive to reduce S02 emissions from the
FCCU.

3.1.2.4

Technically Feasible Controls for FCCU - 502

Table 3 ranks the technically feasible technologies according to reported achievable
emission reductions, and shows their annualized costs to support the economic
feasibility evaluation . The economic feasibility evaluation was unnecessary for the
FCCU as no additional technologies were considered technically feasible. Therefore,
the current control, a SOx-reducing catalyst additive, is considered BACT for the FCCU
regenerator.

3.1.3

FCCU - NOx

BWO operates an FCCU regenerator that produces emissions for NOx. The
predominant NOx species inside an FCCU regenerator is NO that is further oxidized to
N02 upon release to the atmosphere. NOx in the regenerator can be formed by two
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mechanisms, thermal NOx produced from the reaction of molecular nitrogen with
oxygen and fuel NOx which produced from the oxidation of nitrogen-containing coke
specie deposited on the catalyst inside the reactor.
The identified control technologies are listed in Table 4, including the currently
implemented NOx-reducing UOP high efficiency (low-NOx) combustor design, lowNOx combustion promoter, and good combustion practices.
The BACT technology review showed potential additional control technologies for the
FCCU regenerator, including adding a NOx-reducing additive, selective non-catalytic

n

reduction (SNCR), selective catalytic reduction (SCR), and catalytic feed hydrotreating.

3.1.3.1

NOx-Reducinq Additive

NOx reducing additives affect the availability of nitrogen species to be oxidized and
reduced, and performance of the additives is dependent on the application. Multiple
evaluations of NOx-reducing additive have been conducted by BWO to determine the
effectiveness on NOx reduction from the FCCU regenerator. All tests to date have
proven ineffective for reducing NOx emissions from the FCCU regeneration.
Use of a NOx-reducing additive is determined to be technically infeasible for the FCCU.

3.1.3.2

Selective Catalytic Reduction

SCR is a post combustion control technology that injects ammonia in the flue gas in
the presence of a catalyst (typically vanadium or tungsten oxides) to produce N2 and
H20. The ideal temperature range for an SCR is 600° to 7S0°F with guaranteed NOx
removal rates of 90+%. Design considerations include targeted NOx removal level,
service life, pressure drop limitation, ammonia slip, space limitation, flue gas
temperature, composition and 502 oxidation limit.
An SCR requires three diameters in length of straight pipe before the catalyst bed and
one diameter after the catalyst bed in order to stabilize the flow and achieve good
contact within the catalyst bed. The unobstructed height would have to be
approximately 36 feet minimum above grade. It also requires two horizontal, long
radius elbows that would swing out approximately 18 feet to make the appropriate
turns needed to approach the SCR without excessive pressure drop and erosion ofthe
pipe elbows. The pipe diameter after the pall filter is 6 feet, therefore 9 feet of length
is needed for each long radius turn. The SCR would be slightly wider than the pipe
diameter and is assumed to be 7 foot diameter by 3 feet wide for this flow rate. The
SCR would have to be located after the Pall filter to prevent plugging of the catalyst.
An Ammonia storage tank and vaporizer would also be required. Approximately 150
square feet is needed for the SCR system and 50 feet of vertical clearance for this area.
As shown on Figure 1, there is not enough area to include the minimum oftwo 9-feetlong radius elbows and the SCR system near the Pall Filter.
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A SCR system is determined to be technically infeasible for the FCCU regenerator.

3.1.3.3

Selective Non -Catalytic Reduction

SNCR is a post-combustion control technology that reacts urea or ammonia with flue
gas without the presence of a catalyst to produce N2 and H20. The typical operating
temperature range for an SNCR is 1,600° to 2,000°F. The SNCR temperature range is
sensitive as the reagents can produce additional NOx if the temperature is too high or
removes too little NOx if the reaction proceeds slowly due to the temperature being
too low.
The flow dynamics required for a SNCR could not be met due to the installed blowback
filter. As such, a SNCR is determined to be technically infeasible for the FCCU
regenerator.

3.1.3.4

Technically Feasible Controls for FCCU - NOx

Table 4 ranks the technically feasible technologies according to reported achievable
emission reductions, and shows their annualized costs to support the economic
feasibility evaluation. The economic feasibility evaluation showed that control
technologies determined to be technologically implementable were economically
infeasible with incremental cost effectiveness ratios exceeding $25,000 per ton.
Therefore, the current controls, UOP high efficiency (low-NOx) combustor design, low
-NOx combustion promoter, and good combustion practices are considered BACT for
the FCCU regenerator.
3.1.4

FCCU -Ammonia

BWO operates an FCCU regenerator that emits ammonia from the coke burn-off
phase. No specific control technologies were identified for control of ammonia
emissions from a FCCU. Wet scrubbers may be utilized to reduce PM and ammonia
emissions from FCCUs. Ammonia control technologies that may be utilized for the
FCCU are listed in Table 6.
Ammonia emissions are typically estimated using emission factors derived by EPA
from a limited number of source test data. BWO performed a source test in 2016 that
demonstrated approximately 98 percent reduction from the emissions predicted by
the EPA emission factor. Performing this source test on a regular basis is considered
BACT.
The BACT technology review showed potential additional control technologies for the
FCCU regenerator, including a wet gas scrubber. However, as discussed in Section
3.1.1.2, the FCCU has insufficient physical space for the wet gas scrubber at the FCCU
Regenerator exhaust after the addition of the flue gas blowback filter; therefore, it is
technically infeasible.
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As no additional technologies were identified as technically feasible, no economic
analysis was conducted . Therefore, the current control, regular source testing, is
considered BACT for the FCCU .

3.2

HEATERS >40 MM BTU/HR
Process heaters greater than 40 million British thermal units (MM Btu) per hour design
heating rate have been identified by EPA as sources that could add control devices to
reduce emissions even if that combustion system utilizes natural draft air movement.
BWO operates four process heaters with design ratings greater than 40 MM Btu/hr,
H-621, H-622, H-624 (Reformer) and H-404 (Crude). All the BWO heaters in this
category already have low NOx (LNB) or ultra-low NOx burners (ULNB).
3.2 .1

Heaters >40 MMBtu/hr- PM 2 .5

PM emissions from process heaters and boilers with properly designed and tuned
burners are inherently low when gaseous fuels are used . Filterable PM in gas-fired
sources that are properly turned originates from the dust in the inlet air and metal
erosion within the sources (e.g., tubes, combustion surfaces, etc.). Sources that not
properly turned may also produce filterable PM as a result of incomplete combustion
of fuel hydrocarbons that agglomerate to form soot particles.
BWO operates heaters with heat ratings greater than 40 MMBtu/hr that produce
emissions for direct PM 2.s. The identified control technologies for direct PM 2.s are
listed in Table 2, including the currently implemented use of only natural gas or
refinery fuel gas for combustion (i.e., no oil burning) and good combustion practices
such as regular oxygen {02) monitoring.
The BACT technology review showed potential additional control technologies
including ESP, WGS, dry gas scrubber (DGS), and an 0 2 Trim System.

3.2.1.1

Electrostatic Precipitator

An ESP is a particle control device that uses electrical forces to move the particles out
of the gas stream onto collector plates. This process is accomplished by the charging
of particles in the gas stream using positively or negatively charged electrodes. The

n

particles are then collected as they are attracted to oppositely opposed electrodes.
Once the particles are collected on the places, they are removed by knocking them
loose from the plates, allowing the collected layer of particles to fall down into a
hopper. ESP's are used primarily to capture coarse particles at high concentrations.
Small particles at low concentrations are not effectively collected by an ESP.
The organic nature of the ultra-fine particulates generated by gaseous fuel
combustion is such that acquiring the necessary electrical charge is difficult. ESP's
also rely on gravity settling of the collected particulates. The fine particles produced
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in gas-fired heaters are such that gravity settling is unlikely to occur and any particles
collected on the plates would likely be re-entrained in the flue gas as the plates are
rapped . As such ESP are not used for particulate control for combustion devices
burning natural or refinery fuel gases.
The size and space requirements for an ESP are described in Section 3.1.1.1. As shown
on Figures 1, 2 and 3, there is insufficient space adjacent to the heaters for the
required length of pipe and total square footage required to construct an ESP for the
heaters.
Based on the limited effectiveness and size and space constraints, an ESP is
determined to be technically infeasible for the >40 MM Btu/hr heaters

3.2.1.2

Wet Gas Scrubber

WGS may be used to remove PM2.s and acid gases from waste streams through
impaction, diffusion, interception and/or absorption of the pollutant onto droplets of
liquid. In the WGS, the flue gas follows a path around the packing material and the
inertial of the entrained particulate causes the particles toll out of the gas flow and
impact the thin film of scrubbing liquid. The fine particulate generated from gaseous
fuel combustion has little inertia so that the particles follow the gas stream through
the packing without impacting the scrubbing liquid and being collected. Therefore,
WGS are not effective PM2.s control technology for application to a gas fired refinery
heater.
The size and space requirements for a WGS are described in Section 3.1.1.2. As shown
on Figures 1, 2 and 3, there is insufficient area adjacent to the heaters for a WGS
including all the necessary equipment.
Based on the limited effectiveness and size and space constraints, a WGS is
determined to be technically infeasible for the >40 MM Btu/hr heaters.

3.2.1.3

Dry Gas Scrubber

DGS have only 50-80% efficiency for PM2.s and do not work effectively with varying
velocities. Additionally, the temperatures of the exhaust gases from the heaters are
too high for materials typically used in DGS.
A DGS system is determined to be technically infeasible for the heaters.

3.2.1.4

Technically Feasible Technologies for Heaters >40 MMBtu/hr- PM2.s

Table 2 ranks the technically feasible technologies according to reported achievable
emission reductions, and shows their annualized costs to support the economic
feasibility evaluation. The economic feasibility evaluation showed that control
technologies determined to be technically implementable were economically
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infeasible with incremental cost effectiveness ratios exceeding $25,000 per ton.
Therefore, the current controls, use of natural gas and refinery fuel gas in combination
with good combustion practices, are considered BACT for the heaters with >40
MMBtu/hr ratings.

3.2.2

Heater >40 MMBtu/h r- S02

502 emissions from process heaters are a direct function of the sulfur content of the
fuel that is burned. Reduced sulfur compounds in the fuel are readily oxidized to 502
and to a small extent 503. Both natural gas and refinery fuel gas contain sulfur, mostly
in the form of H2S. BWO operates >40 MM Btu/hr heaters that produce emissions for
502. By limiting the sulfur content of the fuel, emissions of 502 will be reduced.
Emissions of 502 from process heaters can be controlled by fuel specification or by
using post-combustion controls.
The identified control technologies for S02are listed in Table 3, including the currently
implemented use of only natural or refinery fuel gas for combustion (i.e., no oil
burning) and compliance with New Source Performance Standards (NSPS) Subparts J
and Ja fuel gas standards.
The BACT technology review showed potential additional control technologies for the
large heaters including WGSs.
Table 3 ranks the technically feasible technologies according to reported achievable
emission reductions, and shows their annualized costs to support the economic
feasibility evaluation . The economic feasibility evaluation showed that the WGS was
economically infeasible with incremental cost effectiveness ratios exceeding $25,000
per ton. As an added control, BWO previously installed a caustic scrubber to treat fuel
gas during outages of the Amine and Sulfur Recovery Units to maintain the fuel
standards and prevent additional 502 emissions.
Therefore, the current controls, use of only natural gas or refinery fuel gas compliant
with NSPS Subparts J and Ja, are considered BACT for the >40 MM Btu/hr heaters.

3.2.3

Heaters >40 MM Btu/hr- NOx

3.2.3.1

Reformer Heaters (H-621, H-622, H-624)

BWO operates three Reformer heaters with heat ratings >40 MM Btu/hr that produce
emissions for NOx. The identified control technologies for NOx are listed in Table 4,
including the currently implemented use of only natural gas or refinery fuel gas for
combustion (i.e., no oil burning) and LNBs.
The BACT technology review showed potential additional control technologies
including ULNB and a sorbent injection or pass-through.
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3.2.3.1.1

Ultra-Low NOx Burne rs

The Reformer heaters are currently fitted with LNB. ULNB are not technically feasible
due to the design constraints of the heaters which cannot physically accommodate
the flame path.

3.2.3.1.2

Sorbent Injection or Pass-Through

With Sorbent Injection a powdered sorbent is injected into the flue gas which reacts
with the NOx. The compound is then removed by a downstream particulate matter
control device such as an ESP or a fabric filter (bag house).
The size and space requirements for an ESP are described in Section 3.1.1.1. As shown
on Figures 1, 2 and 3, there is insufficient space adjacent to the heaters for the
required length of pipe and total square footage required to construct an ESP for the
heaters. Likewise, there is inadequate space for a fabric filter (bag house).
A sorbent injection or pass through system is determined to be technically infeasible
for the heaters.

3.2.3.1.3

Technical ly Feasible Technologies for Reformer Heaters - NOx

Table 4 ranks the technically feasible technologies according to reported achievable
emission reductions, and shows their annualized costs to support the economic
feasibility evaluation. The economic feasibility evaluation showed that control
technologies determined to be technically implementable were economically
infeasible with incremental cost effectiveness ratios exceeding $25,000 per ton.
Therefore, the current controls, use of only natural gas or refinery fuel gas and LNB,
are considered BACT for the >40 MM Btu/hr reformer heaters.

3.2.3.2

Crude Heater (H-404)

BWO operates a Crude heater with a heating capacity> 40 MM Btu/hr that produces
emissions for NOx. The identified control technologies for NOx are listed in Table 4,
including the currently implemented use of only natural gas or refinery fuel gas for
combustion (i.e., no oil burning) and ULNB.
The BACT technology review showed potential additional control technologies
including SCR unit and a dry sorbent injection or pass-through.

3.2.3.2.1

Selective Catalytic Reduction

SCR is a process that involves the post combustion removal of NOx from flue gas with
a catalytic reactor. In the SCR process, ammonia injected into the exhaust gas reacts
with NOx and 02 to form nitrogen and water. The reactions take place on the surface
of the catalyst. The application of SCR is limited to heaters that have both a flue gas
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temperature appropriate for the catalytic reaction and space for a catalyst bed large
enough to provide sufficient resident time for the reaction to occur. Optimum NOx
reduction occurs at catalyst bed temperatures of 600° to 7S0°F for vanadium or
titanium based catalysts and 470° to 510°F for platinum catalysts.3
Sulfur content of the fuel can be of concern for systems that employ SCR. Catalyst
systems promote partial oxidation of sulfur dioxide to sulfur trioxide which combined
with water to form sulfuric acid . Sulfur trioxide and sulfuric acid react with excess
ammonia to form ammon ia salt. These salts may condense as the flue gas is cooled
leading to increased particulate emissions.
The SCR process also causes the catalyst to deactivate overtime. Catalyst deactivation
occurs through physical deactivation and chemical poisoning. To achieve high NOx
reduction rates, SCR vendors suggest a higher ammonia injection rate than
stoichiometrically required which results in ammonia slip. This slip leads to emissions
trade-off between NOx and ammonia.
An SCR requires three diameters in length of straight pipe before the catalyst bed and
one diameter after the catalyst bed in order to stabilize the flow and achieve good
contact within the catalyst bed . The unobstructed height would have to be
approximately 36 feet minimum above grade. It also requires two horizontal, long
radius elbows that would swing out approximately 18 feet to make the appropriate
turns needed to approach the SCR w ithout excessive pressure drop and erosion of the
pipe elbows. An Ammonia storage tank and vaporizer would be required. There is not
adequate space to house an SCR system for the crude heater.
An SCR is determined to be technically infeasible for the Crude Heater.

3.2.3.2.2

Technically Feasible Technologies for Crude Heater- NOx

Table 4 ranks the technically feasible technologies according to reported achievable
emission reductions, and shows their annualized costs to support the economic
feasibility evaluation. The economic feasibility evaluation showed that control
technologies determined to be technically implementable were economically
infeasible with increment al cost effectiveness ratios exceeding $25,000 per ton .
Therefore, the current controls, use of only natural gas or refinery fuel gas and ULNB,
are considered BACT for the Crude Heater.

3.3

BOILERS (1, 2, 6) >40 MMBTU/HR
Industrial boilers greater than 40 MM Btu/hr design heating rate have been identified
by EPA as sources that could add control devices to reduce emissions even if that

3

Midwest Regional Planning Organization, Petroleum Refinery Best Available Retrofit Technology (BART)
Engineering Analysis, March 30, 2005.
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combustion system utilizes natural draft air movement. The three BWO boilers
already have ULNBs.

3.3 .1

Boilers - PM 2.s

BWO operates three boilers that produce emissions for direct PM 2.s. The identified
control technologies for direct PM 2.s are listed in Table 2, including the currently
implemented use of only natural gas or refinery fuel gas for combustion (i.e ., no oil
burning) and good combustion practices such as regular 0 2 monitoring.
The BACT technology review showed potential additional control technologies
including ESP, WGS, DGS, and an 0 2 Trim System.

3.3.1.1

Electrostatic Precipitator

An evaluation of ESP for natural gas and refinery fuel gas fired heater/boilers is
provided in Section 3.2.1.1.
The size and space requirements for an ESP are described in Section 3.1.1.1. As shown
on Figures 1, 2 and 3, there is insufficient space adjacent to the boilers for the required
length of pipe and total square footage required to construct an ESP for the boilers.
Based on the limited effectiveness and size and space constraints, an ESP is
determined to be technically infeasible for the >40 MM Btu/hr boilers.

3.3.1.4

Wet Gas Scrubber

An evaluation of WGS for natural gas and refinery fuel gas fired heater/boilers is
provided in Section 3.2.1.2.
The size and space requirements for a WGS are described in Section 3.1.1.2. As shown
on Figures 1, 2 and 3, there is insufficient area adjacent to the boilers for a WGS
including all the necessary equipment.
Based on the limited effectiveness and size and space constraints, a WGS is
determined to be technically infeasible for the boilers.

3.3.1 .5

Dry Gas Scrubber

An evaluation of DGS for natural gas and refinery fuel gas fired heater/boilers is
provided in Section 3.2.1.3.
A DGS system is determined to be technically infeasible for the boilers.
3.3.1.6

Technically Feasible Technologies for Boilers - PM2.s

Table 2 ranks the technically feasible technologies according to reported achievable
emission reductions, and shows their annualized costs to support the economic
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feasibility evaluation . The economic feasibility evaluation showed that control
technologies determined to be technically implementable were economically
infeasible with incremental cost effectiveness ratios exceeding $25,000 per ton.
Therefore, the current controls, use of only natural gas or refinery fuel gas and good
combustion practices, are considered BACT for the boilers.

3.3.2

Boilers - S02

BWO operates three boilers that produce emissions for S02. The identified control
technologies for S02 are listed in Table 3, including the currently implemented use of
only natural gas or refinery fuel gas for combustion (i.e., no oil burning) and
compliance with New Source Performance Standards (NSPS) Subparts J and Ja fuel gas
standards.
The BACT technology review showed potential additional control technologies for the
boilers including WGS.

3.3.2.1

Wet Gas Scrubber

An evaluation of WGS for natural gas and refinery fuel gas fired heater/boilers is
provided in Section 3.2.1.2.
The size and space requirements for a WGS are described in Section 3.1.1.2. As shown
on Figures 1, 2 and 3, there is insufficient area adjacent to the boilers for a WGS
including all the necessary equipment.
A WGS is determined to be technically infeasible for the boilers.

3.3.2.2

Technically Feasible Technologies for Boiler-502

Table 3 ranks the technically feasible technologies according to reported achievable
emission reductions, and shows their annualized costs to support the economic
feasibility evaluation. A caustic scrubber as previously added to treat fuel gas during
outages of the Amine and Sulfur Recovery Units to maintain the fuel standards and
prevent additional S02 emissions.
Therefore, the current control, use of only natural gas and refinery fuel gas that meets
Ja fuel standards, is considered BACT for the boilers.

3.3.3

Boilers - NOx

BWO operates three boilers that produce emissions for NOx. The identified control
technologies for NOx are listed in Table 4, including the currently implemented use of
only natural gas or refinery fuel gas for combustion (i.e., no oil burning) and ULNB.
The BACT technology review showed potential additional control technologies
including SCR, flue gas recirculation (FGR), WGS, and SNCR.
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3.3.3.1

Selective Catalytic Reduction

SCR is for heaters and boilers is described in Section 3.2.3.2.1.
An SCR requires three diameters in length of straight pipe before the catalyst bed and
one diameter after the catalyst bed in order to stabilize the flow and achieve good
contact within the catalyst bed. The unobstructed height would have to be
approximately 36 feet minimum above grade. It also requires two horizontal, long
radius elbows that would swing out approximately 18 feet to make the appropriate
turns needed to approach the SCR without excessive pressure drop and erosion ofthe
pipe elbows. An Ammonia storage tank and vaporizer would be required. There is not
adequate space to house an SCR system for the boilers.
An SCR is determined to be technically infeasible for the boilers.

3.3.3.2

Flue Gas Recirculation System

Flue Gas Recirculation (FRG) recirculates flue gas using a fan and external ducting. The
flue gas is mixed with the combustion air stream thereby reducing the flame
temperature and decreasing NOx formation. External flue gas recirculation only works
with mechanical draft heaters with burners than can accommodate increased gas
flows. FRG has not been demonstrated to function efficiency on units that are subject
to highly variable loads and that burn fuels with variable heat value.
l

An FGR would require a Tee added into the stack at the top of the boilers and heaters,
dampers on the Tee outlets, and re-piping with long-radius elbows for return to the
inlet combustion air. An inlet damper system would also be required including a
forced draft fan . As shown on Figures 1, 2 and 3, there is not sufficient area adjacent
to the boilers and heaters for an FGR. Approximately 500 ft 2 would be needed per FGR
system.
An FGR system is determined to be technically infeasible for the boilers.

3.3.3.3

Wet Gas Scrubber

WGS for heaters and boilers is described in Section 3.2.1.2.
The size and space requirements for a WGS are described in Section 3.1.1.2. As shown
on Figures 1, 2 and 3, there is insufficient area adjacent to the boilers for a WGS
including all the necessary equipment.
A WGS is determined to be technically infeasible for the boilers.

3.3.3.4

Selective Non-Catalytic Reduction

SNCR is a post-combustion NOx control technology based on the reactions of
ammonia and NOx. SNCR involves injecting urea/ammonia into the combustion gas
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to reduce the NOx to nitrogen and water. The optimum exhaust gas temperature
range for implementation of SNCR is 1,600° to 1,7S0°F for ammonia and from 1,000°
to 1,900°F for urea-based reagents. Operating temperatures below this range results
in ammonia slip which form additional NOx. In addition, the ammonia/urea must have
sufficient resident time, approximately 3 to 5 seconds at the optimum operating
temperatures for efficient NOx reduction. Unreacted ammonia in the emissions is
known as slip and is potentially higher in SNCR systems than in SCR systems due to
higher reactant injection rates.
A significant issue with the use of SNCR is that as the load changes, the optimum
injection temperature window moves. If ammonia is injected too hot, then more NOx
is produced . If ammonia is injected too cold, then ammonia does not react resulting
in ammonia being emitted to the atmosphere. The exhaust temperatures of the
heaters and boilers vary and no process control method has has been developed than
can match the temperature and rate of ammonia injection with flue gas rate,
temperate, and other variable to ensure optimum emission control.
Additionally, an SNCR is similar to an SCR as described in Section 3.1.3.2 with the
difference that five stack diameters in length are required to provide the steady state
flow before the injection of ammonia. As shown on Figures 1 and 2, there is not
enough area for the long radius elbows and SNCR injection system at the Boilers
Based on the issues identified an SNCR system is determined to be technically
infeasible for the boilers.

3.3.3.5

Technically Feasible Technologies for Boilers - NOx

As no additional technologies were identified as technically feasible, no economic
analysis was conducted. Therefore, the current controls, use of only natural gas or
refinery fuel gas and ULNB, are considered BACT for the boilers.

3.4

HEATERS <40 MM BTU/HR
Process heaters <40 MMBtu/hr design heating rate have been identified by EPA as
sources that typically cannot add control devices to reduce emissions as most
combustion system utilizes natural draft air movement. Most of the existing heaters
already have LNB.
3.4.1

Heaters <40 MMBtu/hr- PM 2.s

BWO operates small heaters (<40 MM Btu/hr) that produce emissions for direct PM2.s.
The identified control technologies for direct PM2.s are listed in Table 2, including the
currently implemented use of only natural gas or refinery fuel gas for combustion (i.e.,
no oil burning) and good combustion practices such as regular 02 monitoring.
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The BACT technology review showed potential additional control technologies
including ESP, WGS, DGS, and an 02 Trim System.

3.4.1.1

Electrostatic Precipitator

ESP for heaters is described in Section 3.2.1.1.
The size and space requirements for an ESP are described in Section 3.1.1.1. As shown
on Figures 1, 2 and 3, there is insufficient space adjacent to the heaters for the
required length of pipe and total square footage required to construct an ESP for the
heaters.
Based on the limited effectiveness and size and space constraints, an ESP is
determined to be technically infeasible for the <40 MM Btu/hr heaters

3.4.1.2

Wet Gas Scrubber

WGS for heaters is described in Section 3.2.1.2.
The size and space requirements for a WGS are described in Section 3.1.1.2. As shown
on Figures 1, 2 and 3, there is insufficient area adjacent to the boilers for a WGS
including all the necessary equipment.
A WGS is determined to be technically infeasible for the <40 MM Btu/hr heaters.

3.4.1.3

Dry Gas Scrubber

DGS for heaters is described in Section 3.2.1.3.
A DGS system is determined to be technically infeasible for the <40 MMBtu/hr
heaters.

3.4.1.4

Technically Feasible Technologies for Heaters <40 MMBtu/hr- PM2.s

Table 2 ranks the technically feasible technologies according to reported achievable
emission reductions, and shows their annualized costs to support the economic
feasibility evaluation. The economic feasibility evaluation showed that control
technologies determined to be technically implementable were economically
infeasible with incremental cost effectiveness ratios exceeding $25,000 per ton.
Therefore, the current controls, use of only natural gas or refinery fuel gas and good

combustion practices, are considered BACT for the <40 MM Btu/hr heaters.

3.4.2

Heaters <40 MM Btu/hr - S02

BWO operates small heaters (<40 MMBtu/hr) that produce emissions for S02. The
identified control technologies for S02 are listed in Table 3, including the currently
implemented use of only natural gas or refinery fuel gas for combustion (i.e., no oil
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burning) and compliance with New Source Performance Standards (NSPS) Subparts J
and Ja fuel gas standards.
The BACT technology review showed potential additional control technologies for the
small (<40 MM Btu/hr) heaters including WGSs.
3.4.2.1

Wet Gas Scrubber

WGS for heaters is described in Section 3.2.1.2.
The size and space requirements for a WGS are described in Section 3.1.1.2. As shown
on Figures 1, 2 and 3, there is insufficient area adjacent to the heaters for a WGS
including all the necessary equipment.
A WGS is determined to be technically infeasible for the <40 MM Btu/hr heaters.
3.4.2.2

Technically Feasible Technologies for Heaters <40 MMBtu/hr-502

Table 3 ranks the technically feasible technologies according to reported achievable
emission reductions, and shows their annualized costs to support the economic
feasibility evaluation. A caustic scrubber was previously added by BWO to treat fuel
gas during outages of the Amine and Sulfur Recovery units to maintain the fuel
standards and prevent additional 502 emissions.
Therefore, the current controls, use of only natural gas or refinery fuel gas and
compliance with NSPS Subpart J and Ja fuel gas standards, are considered BACT for
the <40 MM Btu/hr heaters.
3.4.3

Heaters <40 MMBtu/hr - NOx

3.4.3.1

Heaters H-403 and H-101

BWO operates two <40 MM Btu/hr heaters, H-403 and H-101, that produce emissions
for NOx. The identified control technologies for NOx are listed in Table 4, including the
currently implemented use of only natural gas or refinery fuel gas for combustions
(i.e., no oil burning). The BACT technology review showed potential additional control
technologies, including LNB, ULNB, SCR, SNCR, FGR, WGS, and a sorbent injection or
pass-through.
3.4.1.1.1

Low NOx Burners

Heater H-101 requires a burner study to determine if the heater could operate with a
LNB. Heater H-403 currently has a LNB.
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3.4.3.1 .2

Ultra-Low NOx Burners

Heaters H-403 and H-101 have insufficient space for ULNBs. It was also determine
that these heaters cannot physically accommodate the flame path so these
modifications are technically infeasible.

3.4.3.1.3

Flue Gas Recirculation

FGR for heaters is described in Section 3.3.3.2.
An FGR would require a Tee added into the stack at the top of the boilers and
heaters, dampers on the Tee outlets, and re-piping with long-radius elbows for
return to the inlet combustion air. An inlet damper system would also be required
including a forced draft fan. As shown on Figures 1, 2 and 3, there is not sufficient
area adjacent to the boilers and heaters for an FGR. Approximately 500 ft2 would
be needed per FGR system.
A FGR system is determined to be technically infeasible for heaters H-403 and H101.

3.4.3 .1.4

Wet Gas Scrubber

WGS for heaters is described in Section 3.2.1.2.
The size and space requirements for a WGS are described in Section 3.1.1.2. As
shown on Figures 1, 2 and 3, there is insufficient area adjacent to the heaters for
a WGS including all the necessary equipment.
A WGS is determined to be technically infeasible for the heaters H-403 and H-101.

3.4.3.1.5

Selective Non-Catalytic Reduction

SNCR for heaters is described in Section 3.3.3.4.
An SNCR is similar to an SCR as described in Section 3.1.3.2. There is insufficient
heating temperature for the SNCR to be applied to heaters H-403 and H-101.
A SNCR system is determined to be technically infeasible for the heaters H-403
and H-101.

3.4.3.1.6

Sorbent Injection or Pass Through

Sorbent injection or pass through for heaters is described in Section 3.2.3.1.2
The size and space requirements for an ESP are described in Section 3.1.1.1.

As

shown on Figures 1, 2 and 3, there is insufficient space adjacent to the heaters for
the required length of pipe and total square footage required to construct an ESP
for the heaters. Likewise, there is inadequate space for a fabric filter (bag house).
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A sorbent injection or pass through system is determined to be technically
infeasible for the heaters H-403 and H-101.
3.4.3 .1.7

Technically Feasible Technologies for Heater H-403 and H-101 NOx

Table 4 ranks the technically feasible technologies according to reported
achievable emission reductions, and shows their annualized costs to support the
economic feasibility evaluation. The economic feasibility evaluation showed that
control

technologies

determined to

be technically implementable were

economically infeasible with incremental cost effectiveness ratios exceeding
$25,000 per ton. Therefore, the current controls are considered BACT for the
heater H-403 and H-101 (i.e., use of only refinery fuel gas).
3.4.3.2

Heaters H-301, H-402, H-601, H-1001, H-1002, H-1003, and H-1102

BWO operates six small heaters, H-301, H-402, H-601, H-1001, H-1003 and the SRU
Tail Gas Incinerator, H-1102, that produce emissions for NOx. The identified control
technologies for NOx are listed in Table 4, including the currently implemented use of
only natural gas or refinery fuel gas for combustions (i.e., no oil burning) and LNBs for
the small heaters.
The BACT technology review showed potential additional control technologies,
including ULNB, SCR, SNCR, FGR, WGS, and a sorbent injection or pass-through.
3.4.3.2.1

Ultra-Low NOx Burners

The six small heaters already have LNBs installed. A burner study would be needed
to determine if ULNB technology is feasible for the six small heaters.
The H-1102 SRU and Tail Gas incinerator will not accommodate LNB or ULNB and
are determined to be technical infeasible.
3.4.3.2.2

Selective Catalytic Reduction

SCR for heaters is described in Section 3.2.3.2.1.
An SCR requires three diameters in length of straight pipe before the catalyst bed
and one diameter after the catalyst bed in order to stabilize the flow and achieve
good contact within the catalyst bed. The unobstructed height would have to be
approximately 36 feet minimum above grade. It also requires two horizontal, long
radius elbows that would swing out approximately 18 feet to make the
appropriate turns needed to approach the SCR without excessive pressure drop
and erosion of the pipe elbows. An Ammonia storage tank and vaporizer would be
required. There is not adequate space to house an SCR system for the small
heaters and the H-1102 SRU and Tail gas Incinerator.
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An SCR is determined to be technically infeasible for the small heaters and H-1102
SRU and Tail Gas Incinerator.
3.4.3.2 .3

Selective Non -Catalytic Reduction

SNCR for heaters is described in Section 3.3.3.4.
An SNCR is similar to an SCR as described in Section 3.1.3.2. There is insufficient
heating temperature for the SNCR to be applied to the small heaters and H-1102
SRU and Tail Gas Incinerator.
A SNCR system is determined to be technically infeasible for these units.
3.4.3 .2.4

Flue Gas Recirculation

FGR for heaters is described in Section 3.3.3.2.
An FGR would require a Tee added into the stack at the top of the heaters,
dampers on the Tee outlets, and re-piping with long-radius elbows for return to
the inlet combustion air. An inlet damper system would also be required including
a forced draft fan . As shown on Figures 1, 2 and 3, there is not sufficient area
adjacent to the heaters for an FGR. Approximately 500 ft 2 would be needed per
FGR system.
A FGR system is determined to be technically infeasible for the small heaters and
H-1102 SRU and Tail Gas Incinerator.
3.4.3.2.5

Wet Gas Scrubber

WGS for heaters is described in Section 3.2.1.2
The size and space requirements for a WGS are described in Section 3.1.1.2.

As

shown on Figures 1, 2 and 3, there is insufficient area adjacent to the heaters for
a WGS including all the necessary equipment.
A WGS is determined to be technically infeasible for the small heaters and H-1102
SRU and Tail Gas Incinerator.
3.4.3.2.5

Sorbent Injection or Pass Through

Sorbent injection or pass through for heaters is described in Section 3.2.3.1.2.
The size and space requirements for an ESP are described in Section 3.1.1.1. As
shown on Figures 1, 2 and 3, there is insufficient space adjacent to the heaters for
the required length of pipe and total square footage required to construct an ESP
for the heaters. Likewise, there is inadequate space for a fabric filter (bag house).
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A sorbent injection or pass through system is determined to be technically
infeasible for the small heaters and H-1102 SRU and Tail Gas Incinerator.
3.4.3.2.6

Technically Feasible Technologies for Heaters <40 MM Btu - NOx

Table 4 ranks the technically feasible technologies according to reported
achievable emission reductions, and shows their annualized costs to support the
economic feasibility evaluation . The economic feasibility evaluation showed that
control

technologies

determined

to

be technically implementable were

economically infeasible with incremental cost effectiveness ratios exceeding
$25,000 per ton. Therefore, the current controls, use of only natural gas or
refinery fuel gas, and LNBs for heaters H-301, H-402, H-601, H-1001, H-1002, H1003, are considered BACT.

3.5

REFINERY FLARES
The refinery flares emit PM2.s, 502, NOx, and VOCs, and each pollutant has different
control technologies to be evaluated.
3.5.1

Refinery Flares - PM 2.s

BWO operates two refinery flares that produce emissions for direct PM2.s. The
identified control technologies are listed in Table 2, including the currently
implemented direct PM2.s reduction by complying with NSPS Subpart J and Ja flaring
provisions.
The BACT technology review showed potential additional control technologies for the
refinery flares, including flare gas minimization and flare gas recovery. BWO is
expecting to implement a flare gas minimization project by January 2019. However,
BWO operates fuel gas rich as indicated by the small annual natural gas usage so there
is no opportunity for recovered flare gas to be used in the fuel gas system. Therefore,
the flare gas recovery option is technically infeasible.
Table 2 ranks the technically feasible technologies according to reported achievable
emission reductions, and shows their annualized costs to support the economic
feasibility evaluation. However, there are no additional controls classified as
technically feasible for the refinery flares. Therefore, the current controls, compliance
with NSPS Subpart J and Ja flaring provisions and the pending control installation of a
flare gas minimization project (January 2019), are considered BACT for the refinery
flares.
3.5.2

Refinery Flares - 502

BWO operates two refinery flares that produce emissions for 502. The identified
control technologies are listed in Table 3, including the currently implemented 502
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reduction by complying with NSPS Subpart J flaring provisions and NSPS Subpart Ja
fuel gas standard (with fuel gas to flare).
The BAeT technology review showed potential additional control technologies for the
refinery flares, including flare gas minim ization and H2S scavenger. BWO is expecting
to implement a flare gas minimization project by January 2019.
Table 3 ranks the technically feasible technologies according to reported achievable
emission reductions, and shows their annualized costs to support the economic
feasibility evaluation . The economic feasibility evaluation showed that control
technologies determined to be technologically implementable were economically
infeasible with increment al cost effectiveness ratios exceeding $ 25,000 per ton.
The refore, the current controls, compliance with NSPS Subpart J flaring provisions and
NSPS Subpart Ja fuel gas standard (with fuel gas to flare), and the pending control
installation of a flare gas minimization project (January 2019), are considered BAeT
for the refinery flares.
3.5 .3

Refinery Flares - NOx

BWO operates two refinery flares that produce emissions for NOx. The identified
control technologies are listed in Table 4, including the currently implemented NOx
reduction by complying with NSPS Subpart J and Ja flaring provisions.
The BAeT t echnology review showed potential additional control t echnologies for the
refinery flares, including flare gas minimization . BWO is expecting to implement a flare
gas minimization project by January 2019.
Table 4 ranks the techn ically feasible technologies according to reported achievable
emission reductions, and shows their annualized costs to support the economic
feasibility evaluation . However, no additional controls are classified as technically
feasible for the refinery flares. Therefore, the current controls, compliance with NSPS
Subparts J and Ja flaring provisions, and the pending control installation of a flare gas
minimization project (January 2019), are considered BAeT for the refinery flares.
3.5.4

Refinery Flares - voe

BWO operates two refinery flares that produce emissions for voes. The identified
control technologies are listed in Table 5, including the currently implemented voe
reduction by complying with NSPS Subpart J and Ja flaring provisions.
The BAeT technology review showed that additional control technologies were
feasible for the refinery flares, including flare gas minimization, and compliance with
Refinery Sector Rule flare operation requirements that ensure adequate combustion
efficiency. BWO is expecting to implement a flare gas minimization project by January

2019.
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Table 5 ranks the technically feasible technologies according to reported achievable
emission reductions, and shows their annualized costs to support the economic
feasibility evaluation. The economic feasibility evaluation showed that control
technologies determined to be technologically implementable were economically
infeasible with incremental cost effectiveness ratios exceeding $ 25,000 per ton.
Therefore, the current controls, compliance with NSPS Subpart J and Ja flaring
provisions, and the pending control installation of a flare gas minimization project
(January 2019), are considered BACT for the refinery flares.

3.6

SULFUR RECOVERY PLANT - 502
BWO operates a Sulfur Recovery Plant (SRP) that has a tail gas incinerator and
currently achieves the required 95 percent sulfur recovery. In addition, the refinery
has added caustic scrubber to treat fuel gas during SRP outages. This has reduced S02
emissions by approximately 13 tons per year (tpy). The identified control technologies
are listed in Table 3, including the currently implemented S02 reduction with the tail
gas incinerator and caustic scrubber.
The BACT technology review showed that an additional Tail Gas Treatment Unit
(TGTU) was feasible for the SRP.
Table 3 ranks the technically feasible technologies according to reported achievable
emission reductions, and shows their annualized costs to support the economic
feasibility evaluation. The economic feasibility evaluation showed that the additional
TGTU determined to be technologically implementable was economically infeasible
with incremental cost effectiveness ratio exceeding $25,000 per ton. Therefore, the
current controls, tail gas incinerator and caustic scrubber, are considered BACT for the
SRP.

3.7

STANDBY (EMERGENCY) FIRE PUMP
3.7.1

Standby Fire Pump - PM 2.s

The BACT technology review showed potential additional control technologies for the
Standby Fire Pump, including the currently implemented good combustion practices
for Tier II engines. The Standby Fire Pump is classified as an emergency engine and
therefore only operates during an emergency and for a limited number of
maintenance hours per year. The BACT technology review showed that a particulate
filter as a potential add-on control technology for direct PM2.s was feasible.
Table 2 ranks the technically feasible technologies according to reported achievable
emission reductions, and shows their annualized costs to support the economic
feasibility evaluation. The economic feasibility evaluation showed that the control
technology determined to be technically implementable was economically infeasible
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with incremental cost effectiveness ratios exceeding $25,000 per ton. Therefore, the
current controls, good combustion practices, are considered BACT for emergency
stationary engines.

3.7.2

Standby Fire Pump- S02

The identified control technologies for 502 are listed in Table 3. The BACT technology
review identified a low sulfur fuel as the potential control for the emergency engine,
which the refinery currently implements for the Standby Fire Pump engine.
As no additional technologies were identified as technically feasible, no economic
analysis was conducted. Therefore, the current controls, use of ultra-low sulfur diesel
fuel, are considered BACT for 502.

3.7 .3

Standby Fire Pump- NOx

The BACT technology review showed that additional control technologies were
feasible for the Standby Fire Pump, including the currently implemented good
combustion practices for Tier II engines. The identified control technologies for NOx
are listed in Table 4. The BACT technology review identified an SCR as a potential addon control to reduce NOx emissions.
Table 4 ranks the technically feasible technologies according to reported achievable
emission reductions, and shows their annualized costs to support the economic
feasibility evaluation.
The economic feasibility evaluation demonstrated that the SCR is economically
infeasible with incremental cost effectiveness ratio exceeding $25,000 per ton.
Therefore, the current controls, good combustion practices, are considered BACT for
the Standby Fire Pump.

3.8

FUGITIVE EQUIPMENT -voe
The refinery equipment and piping components that contribute to the fugitive VOC
emissions are currently monitored under a Leak Detection and Repair (LDAR) Program
at the refinery. This program requires that when an allowable leak rate is exceeded,
the component must be repaired or replaced to eliminate that leak. This program is
considered to be RACT for refineries. Using a lower leak rate designation for new
equipment as identified by the NSPS Subpart GGGa is considered to be BACT. The
refinery currently complies with the NSPS standard for valves, pumps, and piping
components. The refinery also complies with Refinery MACT for heat exchangers by
monitoring cooling tower return water to the specific limit. These identified control
technologies are listed in Table 5.
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As no additional technologies were identified as technically feasible, no economic
analysis was conducted. Therefore, the current controls, LDAR program in compliance
with NSPS Subpart GGGa and monitoring cooling tower return water, are considered
BACT for fugitive equipment.
3.9

PRODUCT LOADING RACKS -

voe

The truck rack and railcar rack are used for product loading.
The BACT technology review identified vapor recovery and vapor combustors as
potential control technologies. The refinery currently implements these technologies
for product loading racks. The identified control technologies are listed in Table 5.
As no additional technologies were identified as technically feasible, no economic
analysis was conducted. Therefore, the current controls, vapor recovery and vapor
combustor, are considered BAeT for fugitive equipment.
3.10

GROUP 1 STORAGE TANKS-VO(
BWO has both external and internal floating storage tanks that produce emissions for
voes. The identified control technologies are listed in Table 5, including the currently
implemented voe emissions reduction by degassing to a vapor combustion device.
The BAeT technology review showed potential additional control technologies for the
storage tanks including a dome (external floating roof [EFR] only), vapor water
scrubber, vapor dry scrubber, vapor recovery unit (internal floating roof [IFR] only),
and vapor recovery and combustor (IFR only). The dome for the EFR is considered
technically infeasible as it would require a complete rebuild of the tanks.
Table 5 ranks the technically feasible technologies according to reported achievable
emission reductions, and shows their annualized costs to support the economic
feasibility evaluation. The economic feasibility evaluation showed that control
technologies determined to be technologically implementable were economically
infeasible with incremental cost effectiveness ratios exceeding $25,000 per ton.
Therefore, the current controls, degassing to a vapor combustion device before
opening and venting to the atmosphere for inspection and maintenance, are
considered BAeT for the Group 1 storage tanks.

3.11

GROUP 2 STORAGE TANKS-VO(
BWO has vertical fixed roof storage tanks that produce emissions for voes. The
identified control technologies are listed in Table 5, including the current controls of

pressure/vacuum relief valves.
The BAeT technology review showed potential additional control technologies for the
storage tanks including vapor water scrubber, vapor dry scrubber, vapor recovery
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unit, internal floating roof, and vapor recovery and combustor. The internal floating
roof would require tank reconstruction and is therefore considered technically
infeasible.
Table 5 ranks the technically feasible technologies according to reported achievable
emission reductions, and shows their annualized costs to support the economic
feasibility evaluation. The economic feasibility evaluation showed that control
technologies determined to be technologically implementable were economically
infeasible with incremental cost effectiveness ratios exceeding $25,000 per ton.
Therefore, the current controls, pressure/vacuum relief valves, are considered BAeT
for the Group 2 Storage Tanks.

3.12

WASTEWATER TREATMENT SYSTEM -

voe

BWO operates a Wastewater Treatment System that produces emissions for voes.
The identified control technologies are listed in Table 5, including the currently
implemented voe reduction of a fixed cover on the API separator that controls
emissions from the surfaces.
The BAeT technology review showed potential additional control technologies for the
system, including carbon canisters and thermal oxidizers as potential add-on controls.
Table 5 ranks the technically feasible technologies according to reported achievable
emission reductions, and shows their annualized costs to support the economic
feasibility evaluation. The economic feasibility evaluation showed that the carbon
canisters cost would be less than the $25,000 per ton removed threshold. The thermal
oxidizer determined to be technologically implementable was not economically
feasible as it exceeds that threshold and adds a safety risk to the refinery as it would
be located near the storage tank area. Therefore, the current controls, API fixed cover
and carbon canister installations, are considered BAeT for the Wastewater Treatment
System.

3.13

COOLING TOWERS- voe
BWO operates cooling towers that produce emissions for voes. The identified control
technologies are listed in Table 5, including the currently implemented monitoring
under the heat exchanger leak detection program and high efficiency drift eliminators
that minimize any secondary particulate formation.
The BAeT technology review did not identify any additional feasible control
technologies. As no additional technologies were identified as technically feasible, no

economic analysis was conducted. Therefore, the current controls, monitoring and
high efficiency drift eliminators, are considered BAeT for the cooling.
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3.14

ENERGY, ENVIRONMENTAL, HEALTH AND SAFETY, AND OTHER CONSIDERATIONS
The BACT Evaluation must consider impacts to increased energy usage that increase
direct and indirect emissions for the refinery. Some technologies like low NOx and
ultra-low NOx burners result in slightly higher fuel gas consumption. New pumps for
wet scrubbers, new controllers for oxygen trim systems, and new electrostatic
precipitators all increase electricity consumption. Carbon canisters regeneration uses
energy offsite but should be a consideration in the overall determination of BACT.
Environmental impacts were identified for the final disposal of the carbon used at the
wastewater treatment plant, disposal of the SOx reducing catalyst, caustic scrubber
wastewater disposal, and low NOx additives disposal.
Additional safety and health concerns of workers are the handling of the caustic and
additives used by some of the control devices.
Other cost considerations include attempting to install add-on control devices within
the refinery during out -of-sequence maintenance turnarounds. Turnaround planning
is very detailed and ordering long-lead equipment items is part of the schedule. To
shorten that schedule incurs large cost impacts to the refinery. This opportunity cost
would need to be evaluated and added to any projects that are identified to be
included in the PM2.s SIP.
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TABLES

Table 1: BACT Selection for each Pollutant by Source
Source

PM2.s

S02

NOx

FCC Unit
Regenerator

Currently
implemented: flue
gas blowback filter
and tertiary
cyclones with fabric
filter

Currently
implemented:
SOx- reducing
catalyst additive

Currently
implemented: UOP
high efficiency (lowNOx) combustor
design, low-NOx
combustion promoter,
and good combustion
practices

Heaters (Reformer, Crude)/Boilers >40 MMBtu/hr
Reformer
Heaters (H621, 622, 624)

Currently
implemented: only
use of refinery fuel
gas and good
combustion
practices

Currently
implemented: use
of only refinery
fuel gas and
compliance with
NSPS Subparts J
and Ja fuel gas
standards

Currently
implemented: use of
only refinery fuel gas
and theLNB

H-404 #1
Crude heater
with ULNB

Currently
implemented: only
use of refinery fuel
gas and good
combustion
practices

Currently
implemented: use
of only refinery
fuel gas and
compliance with
NSPS Subparts J
and Ja fuel gas
standards

Currently
implemented: use of
only refinery fuel gas
, ULNB, and good
combustion practices

Boilers (1,2,6)
>40
MMBtu/hr

Currently
implemented: only
use of refinery fuel
gas and good
combustion
practices

Currently
implemented: use
of only refinery
fuel gas and
compliance with
NSPS Subparts J
and Ja fuel gas
standards

Currently
implemented: use of
only refinery fuel gas
and ULNB

Heaters< 40 MM/Btu/hr
H-101 FCC
Heater

Currently
implemented: use
of only refinery fuel
gas and good
combustion
practices

Currently
Currently
implemented: use implemented: use of
of only refinery
only refinery fuel gas
fuel gas and
compliance with
NSPS Subparts J
and Ja fuel gas
standards

H-301
Same as H-101
Alkylation
Unit
Deisobutanize
r Reboiler
Heater

Same as H-101

Currently
implemented: use of
only refinery fuel gas
and theLNBs

H-402 #2
Crude Heater

Same as H-101

Currently
implemented: use of
only refinery fuel gas
and theLNBs

Same as H-101

T-1

voe

NHJ

Currently
implemented:
source testing on a
regular basis

Table 1: BACT Selection for each Pollutant by Source
Source

PM2.s

S02

NOx

H-403 Crude
Preflash
Heater

Same as H-101

Same as H-101

Currently
implemented: use of
only refinery fuel gas
and the LNBs

H-60132.4
MMBtu/hr
Unifiner
Heater

Sarne as H-101

Sarne as H-101

Currently
implemented: use of
only refinery fuel gas
and theLNBs

H-1001
(MIDW)
Heater

Same as H-101

Sarne as H-101

Currently
implemented: use of
only refinery fuel gas
and the LNBs

H-1002
Sarne as H-101
Hydrodesulfu
rization (HDS)
Reboiler

Sarne as H-101

Currently
implemented: use of
only refinery fuel gas
and the LNBs

H-1003HDS
Heater

Sarne as H-101

Sarne as H-101

Currently
implemented: use of
only refinery fuel gas
and the LNBs

H-1102SRU
and Tail Gas
Incinerator

Sarne as H-101

Sarne as H-101

Currently
implemented: use of
only refinery fuel gas
and theLNBs

Currently
implemented
controls and the
pending control
installation of a
flare gas
rninirniza tion
project Oan. 2019)

Currently
implemented
controls and the
pending control
installation of a
flare gas
rninirniza tion
project Oan. 2019)

Currently
implemented controls
and the pending
control installation of
a flare gas
minimization project
Oan. 2019)

Refinery Flares

Currently
implemented: tail
gas incinerator
and caustic
scrubber

Sulfur Recovery
Plant

Standby
(Emergency) Fire
Pump

Currently
implemented:
good combustion
practices for Tier II
engines

Currently
implemented:
ultra-low sulfur
fuel

T-2

Currently
implemented: good
combustion practices
for Tier II engines

voe

Currently
implemented
controls and the
pending control
installation of a
flare gas
rninirniza tion
project Oan. 2019)

NHJ

Tab le 1: BACT Selection for each Pollutant by Source
Sowce

S02

PM2.s

NOx

voe

Fugitive Equipment

Currently
implemented:
Leak Detection
and Repair
Program in
compliance with
NSPS subpart
GGGaand
monitoring
cooling tower
return water

Product Loading
Racks

Currently
implemented:
vapor recovery
and vapor
combustors

Storage Tanks,

Currently
implemented:
degassing to a
vapor
combustion
device

Group 1

Storage Tanks,

Currently
implemented:
pressure vacuum
relief valves

Group 2

Wastewater
Treatment System

New carbon
canister
installations and
currently
implemented API
fixed cover.

p

ll

Cooling Towers

Currently
implemented:
leak detection
program and
drift eliminators

T-3

NH3

Table 2: Potential BACT Technologies for Direct PM2.s - Particulate Matter
Technically

Feasible?

Control Technology

Limit

Area

Tertiary Cyclones
w /Fabric Filter

Incremental Cost

Emissions

Effectiveness

Reduction (TPY)

($/ton)

(TPY)
(Y/N)

FCC Unit
Regenerator

Incremental

Baseline

Rule/ Emission

Source/ Process

40CFR63 UUU
Yes

0.675

Baseline

N/A

Yes

0.675

Baseline

N/A

Electrostatic
Precipitator (ESP)

No

-

-

-

Wet Gas Scrubber
(WGS)

No

-

-

-

Use only Refinery fuel
gas for combustion - no Current SIP
oil burning

Yes

1.81

Baseline

N/A

Good combustion
practices - regular 0 2
monitoring

Subpart DDDDD

Yes

1.81

Baseline

N/A

Subpart DDDDD

Yes

1.81

0.04

$1,533,459

Yes

1.81

1.09

$10,574,494

Wet Gas Scrubber
(WGS)

Yes

1.81

1.45

$2,497,362

Dry Gas Scrubber
(DGS)

Yes

1.81

1.63

$1,583,240

Use only Refinery fuel
gas for combustion - no Current SIP
oil burning

Yes

0.94

Baseline

N/A

Subpart DDDDD

Yes

0 .94

Base line

N/A

Subpart DDDDD

Yes

0.94

0.02

$2,952,725

1.0 lb/1000 lb coke
burn

Flue Gas Blowback
Filter (FGF)

40CFR63 UUU
0.5 lb/1000 lb coke
burn

HEATERS >40 MMBtujhr

H-621
H-622
H-624

(heaters
combined
since they
0 2 Trim System
emit through
single stack) Electrostatic
Precipitator (ESP)

H-404

Good combustion
practices - regular 0

2

monitoring
0 2 Trim System

T-4

Table 2: Potential BACT Technologies for Direct PM2.s - Particulate Matter
Technically
Source/ Process
Control Technology
Area

Incremental

Incremental Cost

Emissions

Effectiveness

Reduction (TPY)

($/ton)

Baseline

Rule/ Emission
Feasible?

(TPY)

Limit
(Y/N)
Electrostatic
Precipitator (ESP)

Yes

0.94

0.56

$20,361,526

Wet Gas Scrubber
(WGS)

Yes

0.94

0.75

$4,808,751

Dry Gas Scrubber
(DGS)

Yes

0.94

0.85

$3,048,579

Use only Refinery fuel
gas for combustion - no Current SIP
oil burning

Yes

0.74

Baseline

N/A

Good combustion
practices - regular 0 2
monitoring

Subpart DDDDD

Yes

0.74

Baseline

N/A

0 2 Trim System

Subpart DDDDD

Yes

0.74

0.01

$3,750,759

Electrostatic
Precipitator (ESP)

No

-

-

-

Wet Gas Scrubber
(WGS)

No

-

-

-

Dry Gas Scrubber
(DGS)

No

-

-

-

Use only Refinery fuel
gas for combustion - no Current SIP
oil burning

Yes

0.94

Baseline

N/A

Good combustion
practices - regular 02
monitoring

Subpart DDDDD

Yes

0.94

Baseline

N/A

02 Trim System

Subpart DDDDD

Yes

0.94

0.02

$2,952,725

Electrostatic
Precipitator (ESP)

No

-

-

-

Wet Gas Scrubber
(WGS)

No

-

-

-

.

BOILERS
BLR-1

BLR-2
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Table 2: Potential BACT Technologies for Direct PM2.s - Particulate Matter
Technically
Source/ Process

Rule/ Emission
Control Technology

Area

Feasible?
Limit

Incremental Cost

Emissions

Effectiveness

Reduction (TPY)

($/ton)

(TPY)
(Y/N)

BLR-6

Incremental
Baseline

Dry Gas Scrubber
(DGS)

No

-

-

-

Use only Refinery fuel
gas for combustion - no Current SIP
oil burning

Yes

0.96

Baseline

N/A

Good combustion
practices - regular 02
monitoring

Subpart DDDDD

Yes

0.96

Baseline

N/A

02 Trim System

Subpart DDDDD

Yes

0.96

0.02

$2,900,273

Electrostatic
Precipitator (ESP)

No

-

-

-

Wet Gas Scrubber
(WGS)

No

-

-

-

Dry Gas Scrubber
(DGS)

No

-

-

-

Use only Refinery fuel
gas for combustion - no Current SIP
oil burning

Yes

0.23

Baseline

N/A

Good combustion
practices - regular 0 2
monitoring

Subpart DDDDD

Yes

0.23

Baseline

N/A

0 2 Trim System

Subpart DDDDD

Yes

0.23

0.005

$12,067,659

Electrostatic
Precipitator (ESP)

No

-

-

-

Wet Gas Scrubber
(WGS)

No

-

-

-

Dry Gas Scrubber
(DGS)

No

-

-

-

HEATERS <40 MMBtu/hr

H-101
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Table 2: Potential BACT Technologies for Direct PM2.s - Particulate Matter
Technically

Source/ Process
Area

Control Technology

Rule/ Emission
Feasible?
Limit

H-402

H-403

Incremental Cost

Emissions

Effectiveness

Reduction (TPY)

($/ton)

(TPY)
(Y/N)

H-301

Incremental
Baseline

Use only Refinery fuel
gas for combustion - no Current SIP
oil burning

Yes

0.69

Baseline

N/A

Good combustion
practices - regular 0 2
monitoring

Subpart DDDDD

Yes

0.69

Baseline

N/A

02 Trim System

Subpart DDDDD

Yes

0.69

0.01

$4,022,553

Electrostatic
Precipitator (ESP)

No

-

-

-

Wet Gas Scrubber
(WGS)

No

-

-

-

Dry Gas Scrubber
(DGS)

No

-

-

-

Use only Refinery fuel
gas for combustion - no Current SIP
oil burning

Yes

0.66

Baseline

N/A

Good combustion
practices - regular 0 2
monitoring

Subpart DDDDD

Yes

0.66

Baseline

N/A

0 2 Trim System

Subpart DDDDD

Yes

0.66

0.01

$4,205,396

Electrostatic
Precipitator (ESP)

No

-

-

-

Wet Gas Scrubber
(WGS)

No

-

-

-

Dry Gas Scrubber
(DGS)

No

-

-

-

Use only Refinery fuel
gas for combustion - no Current SIP
oil burning

Yes

0.37

Baseline

N/A

Good combustion
practices - regular 0 2
monitoring

Subpart DDDDD

Yes

0.37

Baseline

N/A

02 Trim System

Subpart DDDDD

Yes

0.37

0.01

$7,501,518
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Table 2: Potential BACT Technologies for Direct PM2.s - Particulate Matter
Technically
Source/ Process
Control Technology
Area

Feasible?
Limit

H-1001

Incremental Cost

Emissions

Effectiveness

Reduction (TPY)

($/ton)

(TPY)
(Y/N)

H-601

Incremental
Baseline

Rule/ Emission

Electrostatic
Precipitator (ESP)

No

-

-

-

Wet Gas Scrubber
(WGS)

No

-

-

-

Dry Gas Scrubber
(DGS)

No

-

-

-

Use only Refinery fuel
gas for combustion - no Current SIP
oil burning

Yes

0.28

Baseline

N/A

Good combustion
practices - regular 0 2
monitoring

Subpart DDDDD

Yes

0.28

Baseline

N/A

0 2 Trim System

Subpart DDDDD

Yes

0.28

0.01

$3,231,943

Electrostatic
Precipitator (ESP)

No

-

-

-

Wet Gas Scrubber
(WGS)

No

-

-

-

Dry Gas Scrubber
(DGS)

No

-

-

-

Use only Refinery fuel
gas for combustion - no Current SIP
oil burning

Yes

0.20

Baseline

N/A

Good combustion
practices - regular 02
monitoring

Subpart DDDDD

Yes

0.20

Baseline

N/A

0 2 Trim System

Subpart DDDDD

Yes

0.20

0.004

$13,877,808

Electrostatic
Precipitator (ESP)

No

-

-

-

Wet Gas Scrubber
(WGS)

No

-

-

-

Dry Gas Scrubber
(DGS)

No

-

-

-
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Table 2: Potential BACT Technologies for Direct PM2.s - Particulate Matter
Technically
Source/ Process
Control Technology

Feasible?
(Y/N)

H-1002

H-1003

H-1102

Incremental Cost

Emissions

Effectiveness

Reduction (TPY)

($/ton)

(TPY)

Limit

Area

Incremental
Baseline

Rule/ Emission

Use only Refinery fuel
gas for combustion - no Current SIP
oil burning

Yes

0.12

Baseline

N/A

Good combustion
practices - regular 02
monitoring

Subpart DDDDD

Yes

0.12

Baseline

N/A

0 2 Trim System

Subpart DDDDD

Yes

0.12

0.002

$23,129,679

Electrostatic
Precipitator (ESP)

No

-

-

-

Wet Gas Scrubber
(WGS)

No

-

-

-

Dry Gas Scrubber
(DGS)

No

-

-

-

Use only Refinery fuel
gas for combustion - no Current SIP
oil burning

Yes

0.38

Baseline

N/A

Good combustion
practices - regular 02
monitoring

Subpart DDDDD

Yes

0.38

Baseline

N/A

0 2 Trim System

Subpart DDDDD

Yes

0.38

0.01

$7,304,109

Electrostatic
Precipitator (ESP)

No

-

-

-

Wet Gas Scrubber
(WGS)

No

-

-

-

Dry Gas Scrubber
(DGS)

No

-

-

-

Use only Refinery fuel
gas for combustion - no Current SIP
oil burning

Yes

0.38

Baseline

N/A

Good combustion
practices - regular 02
monitoring

Yes

0.38

Baseline

N/A

Subpart DDDDD
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Table 2: Potential BACT Technologies for Direct PM2.s - Particulate Matter
Technically
Source/ Process
Control Technology

Feasible?
(Y/N)

Emissions

Effectiveness

Reduction (TPY)

($/ton)

Yes

0.03

0.00

$92,518,717

Electrostatic
Precipitator (ESP)

No

-

-

-

Wet Gas Scrubber
(WGS)

No

-

-

-

Dry Gas Scrubber
(DGS)

No

-

-

-

Compliance with NSPS
Subpart J flaring
provisions

Yes

1.12

Baseline

N/A

Compliance with NSPS 40 CFR 60.102a(g)(3)
- limit on flare gas
Subpart Ja flaring
provisions
rate during normal
operations (except
during periods of
process upset or fuel
gas imbalance)

Yes

1.12

Baseline

N/A

Flare Gas Minimization

Yes

1.12

0.56

$3,209,002

Flare Gas Recovery

No

-

-

-

Yes

0.28

0.25

$403,914

02 Trim System

Refinery Flares

Incremental Cost

(TPY)

Limit

Area

Incremental
Baseline

Rule/ Emission

Subpart DDDDD

Particulate Filter
Standby
(Emergency) Fire
1Pump1

l)AP42 PMlO EF for Diesel Engines (0.0022 lb/hp-hr and 500 hours for 500 hp engine.
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Table 3: Potential BACT Technologies for S02 - Sulfur Dioxide
Technically

Source/ Process

Feasible?

Control Technology

tFcc Unit
Regenerator

Incremental Cost

Emissions

Effectiveness

Reduction (TPY

($/ton)

(TPY)

Limit

Area

Incremental
Baseline

Rule/ Emission
(Y/N)

Low Sulfur Feedstocks Current SIP

Yes

21.2

Baseline

N/A

SOx Reducing Catalyst 40 CFR 60.102a(b)(3)
25 ppmv annual
Additivel
average

Yes

21.1

Baseline

N/A

40 CFR 60.102a(b)(3)
25 ppmv annual
average

No

-

-

-

Cat Feed Hydrotreater 40 CFR 60.102a(b)(3)
25 ppmv annual
average

No

-

-

-

Yes

0.90

Baseline

N/A

Yes

0.90

Baseline

N/A

Yes

0.90

Baseline

N/A

Yes

0.90

0.72

$5,022,473

Yes

0.46

Baseline

N/A

Yes

0.46

Baseline

N/A

Wet Gas Scrubber
(WGS)

HEATERS >40 MMBtufhr

H-621
H-622
H-624

Use only Refinery fuel
gas for combustion -no oil burning
Comply with NSPS
Subpart J fuel gas
standard

(heaters
combined
since they
emit through Comply with NSPS
single stack) SubpartJa fuel gas
standard

Current SIP

40 CRF 105(a)(4)
162 ppmv maximum
H2S in fuel gas
40CFR
60.102a(g)(l)(ii)
60 ppmv annual
average H2S in fuel
gas

Wet Gas Scrubber
(WGS)

H-404

Use only Refinery fuel
gas for combustion -no oil burning
Comply with NSPS
Subpart J fuel gas
standard

Current SIP

40 CRF 105(a)(4)
162 ppmv maximum
H2S in fuel gas
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Table 3: Potential BACT Technologies for S02 - Sulfur Dioxide
Technically

Source/ Process

Rule/ Emission
Control Technology

Area

Feasible?
Limit

Incremental Cost

Emissions

Effectiveness

Reduction (TPY

($/ton)

(TPY)
(Y/N)

Comply with NSPS
Subpart Ja fuel gas
standard

Incremental
Baseline

40CFR
60.102a(g)(l)(ii)
60 ppmv annual
average H 2S in fuel
gas

Wet Gas Scrubber
(WGS)

Yes

0.46

Baseline

N/A

Yes

0.46

0.37

$9,826,578

Yes

0.36

Baseline

N/A

Yes

0.36

Baseline

N/A

Yes

0.36

Baseline

N/A

Yes

0.36

0.29

$12,556,183

Yes

0.46

Baseline

N/A

Yes

0.46

Baseline

N/A

Yes

0.46

Baseline

N/A

Yes

0.46

0.37

$9,826,578

BOILERS

BLR-1

Use only Refinery fuel
gas for combustion -no oil burning
Comply with NSPS
Subpart J fuel gas
standard
Comply with NSPS
Subpart Ja fuel gas
standard

Current SIP

40 CRF 105(a)(4)
162 ppmv maximum
H2S in fuel gas
40CFR
60.102a(g)(l)(ii)
60 ppmv annual
average H2S in fuel
gas

Wet Gas Scrubber
(WGS)

BLR-2

Use only Refinery fuel
gas for combustion -no oil burning
Comply with NSPS
Subpart J fuel gas
standard
Comply with NSPS
Subpart Ja fuel gas
standard

Current SIP

40 CRF 105(a)(4)
162 ppmv maximum
H2S in fuel gas
40CFR
60.102a(g)(l)(ii)
60 ppmv annual
average H2S in fuel
gas

Wet Gas Scrubber
(WGS)
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Table 3: Potential BACT Technologies for S02 - Sulfur Dioxide
Technically
Source/ Process

Rule/ Emission
Control Technology

Area

Feasible?
Limit

Use only Refinery fuel
gas for combustion -no oil burning
Comply with NSPS
Subpart J fuel gas
standard
Comply with NSPS
Subpart Ja fuel gas
standard

Current SIP

Emissions

Effectiveness

Reduction (TPY

($/ton)

Yes

0.53

Baseline

N/A

Yes

0.53

Baseline

N/A

Yes

0.53

Baseline

N/A

Yes

0.53

0.42

$8,528,728

Yes

0.11

Baseline

N/A

Yes

0.11

Baseline

N/A

Yes

0.11

Baseline

N/A

Yes

0.11

0.09

$41,092,964

Yes

0.38

Baseline

N/A

40 CRF 105(a)(4)
162 ppmv maximum
H2S in fuel gas
40CFR
60.102a(g)(l)(ii)
60 ppmv annual
average H2S in fuel
gas

Wet Gas Scrubber
(WGS)

n

Incremental Cost

(TPY)
(Y/N)

BLR-6

Incremental
Baseline

!HEATERS <40 MMBtu/hr

H-101

Use only Refinery fuel
gas for combustion -no oil burning
Comply with NSPS
Subpart J fuel gas
standard
Comply with NSPS
Subpart Ja fuel gas
standard

Current SIP

40 CRF 105(a)(4)
162 ppmv maximum
H2S in fuel gas
40CFR
60.102a(g)(l)(ii)
60 ppmv annual
average H2S in fuel
gas

Wet Gas Scrubber
(WGS)

H-301

Use only Refinery fuel
gas for combustion -no oil burning

Current SIP
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Table 3: Potential BACT Technologies for S02 - Sulfur Dioxide
Technically
Feasible?

Control Technology

(Y/N)

Comply with NSPS
Subpart J fuel gas
standard
Comply with NSPS
Subpart Ja fuel gas
standard

Use only Refinery fuel
gas for combustion -no oil burning
Comply with NSPS
Subpart J fuel gas
standard
Comply with NSPS
Subpart Ja fuel gas
standard

162 ppmv maximum
H2S in fuel gas

Use only Refinery fuel
gas for combustion -no oil burning
Comply with NSPS
Subpart J fuel gas
standard
Comply with NSPS
Subpart Ja fuel gas
standard

Effectiveness

Reduction (TPY

($/ton)

Yes

0.38

Baseline

N/A

Yes

0.38

Baseline

N/A

Yes

0.38

0.30

$11,895,332

Yes

0.33

Baseline

N/A

Yes

0.33

Baseline

N/A

Yes

0.33

Baseline

N/A

Yes

0.33

0.26

$13,697,655

Yes

0.19

Baseline

N/A

Yes

0.19

Baseline

N/A

Yes

0.19

Baseline

N/A

40CFR
60.102a(g)(l)(ii)
60 ppmv annual
average H2S in fuel
gas

Current SIP

40 CRF 105(a)(4)
162 ppmv maximum
H2S in fuel gas
40CFR
60.102a(g)(l)(ii)
60 ppmv annual
average H2S in fuel
gas

Wet Gas Scrubber
(WGS)

H-403

Emissions

40 CRF 105(a)(4)

Wet Gas Scrubber
(WGS)

H-402

Incremental Cost

(TPY)

Limit

Area

Incremental
Baseline

Rule/ Emission

Source/ Process

Current SIP

40 CRF 105(a)(4)
162 ppmv maximum
H2S in fuel gas
40CFR
60.102a(g)(l)(ii)
60 ppmv annual
average H2S in fuel
gas
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Table 3: Potential BACT Technologies for S02 - Sulfur Dioxide
Technically
Source/ Process

Rule/ Emission
Control Technology

Area

Feasible?
Limit

H-601

Use only Refinery fuel
gas for combustion -no oil burning
Comply with NSPS
Subpart J fuel gas
standard
Comply with NSPS
Subpart Ja fuel gas
standard

Current SIP

Use only Refinery fuel
gas for combustion -no oil burning
Comply with NSPS
Subpart J fuel gas
standard
Comply with NSPS
Subpart Ja fuel gas
standard

162 ppmv maximum
H2S in fuel gas

Use only Refinery fuel
gas for combustion -no oil burning

Effectiveness

Reduction (TPY

($/ton)

Yes

0.19

0.15

$23,790,663

Yes

0.16

Baseline

N/A

Yes

0.16

Baseline

N/A

Yes

0.16

Baseline

N/A

Yes

0.16

0.13

$28,251,413

Yes

0.25

Baseline

N/A

Yes

0.25

Baseline

N/A

Yes

0.25

Baseline

N/A

Yes

0.25

0.20

$18,080,904

Yes

0.53

Baseline

N/A

40CFR
60.102a(g)(l}(ii}
60 ppmv annual
average H2S in fuel
gas

Current SIP

40 CRF 105(a)(4)
162 ppmv maximum
H2S in fuel gas
40CFR
60.102a(g)(l}(ii}
60 ppmv annual
average H2S in fuel
gas

Wet Gas Scrubber
(WGS)

H-1002

Emissions

40 CRF 105(a)(4)

Wet Gas Scrubber
(WGS)

H-1001

Incremental Cost

(TPY)
(Y/N)

Wet Gas Scrubber
(WGS)

Incremental
Baseline

Current SIP
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Table 3: Potential BACT Technologies for S02 - Sulfur Dioxide
Technically
Source/ Process
Control Technology
Area

Feasible?
Limit

Effectiveness

Reduction (TPY

($/ton)

40 CRF 105(a)(4)
0.53

Baseline

N/A

Yes

0.53

Baseline

N/A

Yes

0.53

0.42

$8,528,728

Yes

0.35

Baseline

N/A

Yes

0.35

Baseline

N/A

Yes

0.35

Baseline

N/A

Wet Gas Scrubber
(WGS)

Yes

0.35

0.28

$12,914,931

Compliance with NSPS
Subpart J flaring
provisions

Yes

0.30

Baseline

N/A

Comply with NSPS
40CFR
60.102a(g){l){ii)
Subpart Ja fuel gas
standard (with fuel gas
60 ppmv annual
to flare)
average H2S in fuel
gas

Yes

0.30

Baseline

N/A

H2S Scavenger

Yes

0.30

0.07

$1,595,490

Flare Gas Minimization

Yes

0.30

0.15

$12,183,329

162 ppmv maximum
H2S in fuel gas
40CFR
60.102a(g)(l)(ii)
60 ppmv annual
average H2S in fuel
gas

Wet Gas Scrubber
(WGS)

Use only Refinery fuel
gas for combustion -no oil burning
Comply with NSPS
Subpart J fuel gas
standard
Comply with NSPS
Subpart Ja fuel gas
standard

Refinery Flares

Emissions

Yes

Comply with NSPS
Subpart Ja fuel gas
standard

H-1003

Incremental Cost

(TPY)
(Y/N)

Comply with NSPS
Subpart J fuel gas
standard

Incremental
Baseline

Rule/ Emission

Current SIP

40 CRF 105(a)(4)
162 ppmv maximum
H2S in fuel gas
40CFR
60.102a(g)(l)(ii)
60 ppmv annual
average H 2S in fuel
gas
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Table 3: Potential BACT Technologies for S02 - Sulfur Dioxide
Technically
Source/ Process
Control Technology
Area

Feasible?

Emissions

Effectiveness

Reduction (TPY

($/ton)

Single-train Claus unit Current SIP requires
with tail-gas
95 % sulfur recovery
incineration
efficiency

Yes

3.62

Baseline

N/A

Caustic Scrubbing of
sour fuel gas and SWS
storage during SRP
outages

No acid gas flaring
during planned or
unplanned outages
ofSRP

Yes

3.62

Baseline

N/A

Tail-Gas Unit on SRP

95 % +> 98% sulfur
recovery efficiency

Yes

3.62

3.5

$4,547,565

Yes

0.26

Baseline

N/A

Ultra-Low Sulfur Fuel
Standby
(Emergency) Fire
Pump 2
1)
2)

Incremental Cost

(TPY)

Limit
(Y /N)

Sulfur Recover
flant

Incremental
Baseline

Rule/ Emission

Based on reduction to 25 ppm from 170 ppm baseline.
AP42 SOx EF for Diesel Engines 0.00205 lb/hp-hr and 500 hours for 500 hp engine
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Table 4: Potential BACT Technologies for NOx - Nitrogen Oxides
Technically

Source/ Process

Rule/ Emission
Control Technology

Area

Feasible?
Limit

Incremental Cost

Emissions

Effectiveness

Reduction (TPY

($/ton)

(TPY)
(Y/N)

IFCC Unit
Regenerator

Incremental
Baseline

UOP High Efficiency
(Low-NOx) Combustor
Design

Yes

17.39

Baseline

N/A

Low-NOx Combustion 40 CFR 60.102a(b)(2)
Promoter (non80 ppmv 7-day
platinum)
rolling average

Yes

17.39

Baseline

N/A

Potentially

17.39

4.35

$568,524

Selective Non-Catalytic
Reduction (SNCR)

No

-

-

-

Selective Catalytic
Reduction (SCR)

No

-

-

-

Cat Feed Hydrotreating

No

-

-

-

Yes

3.18

Baseline

N/A

Yes

3.18

Baseline

N/A

Selective Catalytic
Reduction (SCR)

Yes

3.18

2.39

$2,900,261

Select Non-Catalytic
Reduction (SNCR)

No

-

-

-

Flue Gas Recirculation

No

-

-

-

Wet Gas Scrubber

No

-

-

-

Sorbent injection or
pass through

Yes

3.18

0.80

$3,109,002

Yes

3.90

Baseline

N/A

NOx Reducing
Additivel

BOILERS
BLR-1

Fuel Gas Only - no oil
burning

Current SIP

Ultra-Low NOx Burners For >40 MMBtu/hr
(w/FGR)
40CDFR
60.102a(g)(2)
40 ppmv 24-hr
rolling average

BLR-2

Fuel Gas Only - no oil
burning

Current SIP
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Table 4: Potential BACT Technologies for NOx - Nitrogen Oxides
Ultra-Low NOx Burners For >40 MMBtu/hr
(w/FGR)
40CDFR
60.102a(g)(2)

Yes

3.90

Baseline

N/A

Selective Catalytic
Reduction (SCR)

Yes

3.90

2.93

$2,364,828

Select Non-Catalytic
Reduction (SNCR)

No

-

-

-

Flue Gas Recirculation

No

-

-

-

Wet Gas Scrubber

No

-

-

-

Sorbent injection or
pass through

Yes

3.90

0.98

$2,535,032

Yes

4.15

Baseline

N/A

Yes

4.15

Baseline

N/A

Selective Catalytic
Reduction (SCR)

Yes

4.15

3.11

$2,222,369

Select Non-Catalytic
Reduction (SNCR)

No

-

-

-

Flue Gas Recirculation

No

-

-

-

Wet Gas Scrubber

No

-

-

-

Sorbent injection or
pass through

Yes

4.15

1.04

$2,571,756

Yes

2.99

Baseline

N/A

Potentially

2.99

1.49

$692,506

No

2.99

-

-

40 ppmv 24-hr
rolling average

BLR-6

Fuel Gas Only - no oil
burning

Current SIP

Ultra-Low NOx Burners For >40 MMBtu/hr
(w/FGR)
40CDFR
60.102a(g)(2)
40 ppmv 24-hr
rolling average

Permitted Heater List
rtt-101
IFCC Heater

Fuel Gas Only - no oil
burning
Low NOx Burners

(staged)
Ultra-Low NOx Burners
(staged)
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Table 4: Potential BACT Technologies for NOx - Nitrogen Oxides

IH-301
Alkylation Unit
Deisobutanizer
Reboiler Heater

H-402
#2 Crude Heater

Selective Catalytic
Reduction (SCR)

Yes

2.99

2.69

$2,571,756

Selective Non-Catalytic
Reduction (SNCR)

No

-

-

-

Flue Gas Recirculation

No

-

-

-

Wet Gas Scrubber

No

-

-

-

Sorbent Injection or
Pass Through

Yes

2.99

0.75

$3,308,224

Fuel Gas Only - no oil
burning

Yes

9.02

Baseline

N/A

Low NOx Burners
(staged)

Yes

9.02

Baseline

N/A

Ultra-Low NOx Burners
(staged)

No

-

-

N/A

Selective Catalytic
Reduction (SCR)

Yes

9.02

8.12

$851,767

Selective Non-Catalytic
Reduction (SNCR)

No

-

-

-

Flue Gas Recirculation

No

-

-

-

Wet Gas Scrubber

No

-

-

-

Sorbent Injection or
Pass Through

Yes

9.02

2.26

$1,095,686

Fuel Gas Only - no oil
burning

Yes

4.34

Baseline

N/A

Low NOx Burners
(staged)

Yes

4.34

Baseline

N/A

Potentially

4.34

3.25

$360,371

Selective Catalytic
Reduction (SCR)

Yes

4.34

3.90

$1,772,175

Selective Non-Catalytic
Reduction (SNCR)

No

-

-

-

Flue Gas Recirculation

No

-

-

-

Wet Gas Scrubber

No

-

-

-

Ultra-Low NOx Burners
(staged)
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Table 4: Potential BACT Technologies for NOx - Nitrogen Oxides

H-403
1Crude Preflash
~eater

~-404
#1 Crude Heater
twith Ultra-Low
NOx Burners
(ULNB)

Sorbent Injection or
Pass Through

Yes

4.34

1.08

$2,279,669

Fuel Gas Only - no oil
burning

Yes

4.82

Baseline

N/A

Low NOx Burners
(staged)

Potentially

4.82

2.41

$429,392

Ultra-Low NOx Burners
(staged)

Potentially

4.82

3.61

$324,267

Selective Catalytic
Reduction (SCR)

Yes

4.82

4.34

$1,594,630

Selective Non-Catalytic
Reduction (SNCR)

No

-

-

-

Flue Gas Recirculation

No

-

-

-

Wet Gas Scrubber

No

-

-

-

Sorbent Injection or
Pass Through

Yes

4.82

1.20

$2,051,280

Fuel Gas Only - no oil
burning

Yes

2.33

Baseline

N/A

Low NOx Burners
(staged)

Yes

2.33

Baseline

N/A

Ultra-Low NOx Burners
(staged)

Yes

2.33

Baseline

N/A

Selective Catalytic
Reduction (SCR)

Yes

2.33

1.75

$3,960,603

Selective Non-Catalytic
Reduction (SNCR)

No

-

-

-

Flue Gas Recirculation

No

-

-

-

Wet Gas Scrubber

No

-

-

-

Sorbent Injection or
Pass Through

Yes

2.33

0.58

$4,245,660

"
~-601
Unifiner Heater

Fuel Gas Only - no oil
burning

Yes

3.73

Base line

N/A

Low NOx Burners
(staged)

Yes

3.73

Baseline

N/A
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Table 4: Potential BACT Technologies for NOx - Nitrogen Oxides
Ultra-Low NOx Burners
(staged)

Potentially

3.73

2.80

$419,200

Selective Catalytic
Reduction (SCR)

Yes

3.73

3.36

$2,061,473

Selective Non-Catalytic
Reduction (SNCR)

No

-

-

-

Flue Gas Recirculation

No

-

-

-

Wet Gas Scrubber

No

-

-

-

Sorbent Injection or
Pass Through

Yes

3.73

0.93

$2,651,812

Yes

14.24

Baseline

N/A

Yes

14.24

Baseline

N/A

Potentially

14.24

10.68

$329,309

Selective Catalytic
Reduction (SCR)

No

-

-

-

Selective Non-Catalytic
Reduction (SNCR)

No

-

-

-

Flue Gas Recirculation

No

-

-

-

Wet Gas Scrubber

No

-

-

-

Sorbent Injection or
Pass Through

Yes

14.24

3.56

$694,391

Fuel Gas Only - no oil
burning

Yes

2.79

Baseline

N/A

Low NOx Burners
(staged)

Yes

2.79

Baseline

N/A

Potentially

2.79

2.09

$559,621

Selective Catalytic
Reduction (SCR)

Yes

2.79

2.51

$2,752,016

Selective Non-Catalytic
Reduction (SNCR)

No

-

-

-

Flue Gas Recirculation

No

-

-

-

IH-621, 622, 624
Fuel Gas Only - no oil
Reformer Heaters burning

Low NOx Burners
(staged)
Ultra-Low NOx Burners
(staged)

IH-1001

MIDW Heater

Ultra-Low NOx Burners
(staged)
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Table 4: Potential BACT Technologies for NOx - Nitrogen Oxides
Wet Gas Scrubber

No

-

-

-

Sorbent Injection or
Pass Through

Yes

2.79

0.70

$3,540,104

Yes

1.24

Baseline

N/A

Yes

1.24

Baseline

N/A

Potentially

1.24

0.93

$1,255,706

Selective Catalytic
Reduction (SCR)

Yes

1.24

1.12

$6,175,111

Selective Non-Catalytic
Reduction (SNCR)

No

-

-

-

Flue Gas Recirculation

No

-

-

-

Wet Gas Scrubber

No

-

-

-

Sorbent Injection or
Pass Through

Yes

1.24

0.31

$7,943,464

Fuel Gas Only - no oil
burning

Yes

2.92

Baseline

N/A

Low NOx Burners
(staged)

Yes

2.92

Baseline

N/A

Potentially

2.92

2.19

$535,188

Selective Catalytic
Reduction (SCR)

Yes

2.92

2.63

$2,631,861

Selective Non-Catalytic
Reduction (SNCR)

No

-

-

-

Flue Gas Recirculation

No

-

-

-

Wet Gas Scrubber

No

-

-

-

Sorbent Injection or
Pass Through

Yes

2.92

0.73

$3,385,541

Fuel Gas Only - no oil
burning

Yes

0.67

Baseline

N/A

Fuel Gas Only - no oil
IH-1002
IHydrodesulfurizat burning
ion (HDS)
Low NOx Burners
Reboiler
(staged)
Ultra-Low NOx Burners
(staged)

IH-1003
HDSHeater

Ultra-Low NOx Burners
(staged)

IH-1102
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Table 4: Potential BACT Technologies for NOx - Nitrogen Oxides
SRP and Tail Gas Low NOx Burners
Incinerator

Yes

0.67

0.33

$3,093,505

Potentially

0.67

0.50

$2,336,146

Selective Catalytic
Reduction (SCR)

Yes

0.67

0.60

$11,488,328

Selective Non-Catalytic
Reduction (SNCR)

No

-

-

-

Flue Gas Recirculation

No

-

-

-

Wet Gas Scrubber

No

-

-

-

Sorbent Injection or
Pass Through

Yes

0.67

0.17

$14,778,216

Compliance with NSPS
Subpart J flaring
provisions

Yes

14.7

Baseline

N/A

Compliance with NSPS 40 CFR 60.102a(g)(3)
- limit on flare gas
Subpart Ja flaring
rate during normal
provisions
operations (except
during periods of
process upset or fuel
gas imbalance)

Yes

14.7

Baseline

N/A

Flare Gas Minimization

Yes

14.7

7.35

$244,495

Yes

3.88

3.49

$1,983,410

(staged)
Ultra-Low NOx Burners
(staged)

Refinery Flares

Selective Catalytic
Standby
(Emergency) Fire Reduction (SCR)
IPump1

1)
AP42 NOx EF for Diesel Engines 0.031 lb/hp-hr and 500 hours for 500 hp engine.
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Table 5: Potential BACT Technologies for VOCs - Volatile Organic Compounds
Technically
Feasible?

Control Technology

(Y/N)
Refinery Flares

Incremental Cost

Emissions

Effectiveness

Reduction (TPY

($/ton)

(TPY)

Limit

Area

Incremental
Baseline

Rule/ Emission

Source/ Process

Compliance with NSPS
Subpart J flaring
provisions

Yes

80.33

Baseline

N/A

Compliance w ith NSPS 40 CFR 60.102a(g)(3)
- limit on flare gas
SubpartJa
rate during normal
operations (except
during periods of
process upset or fuel
gas imbalance)

Yes

80.33

Baseline

N/A

Compliance with
Refinery Sector Rule
(RSR) flare operation
requirements - ensure
adequate combustion
efficiency

Yes

80.33

16.1

$48,115

Flare Gas Minimization

Yes

80.33

40.2

$44,741

Flare Gas Recovery

No

-

-

-

Yes

12

Baseline

N/A

Heat Exchanger
MACT 6.2 ppm voe
at cooling water
return

Yes

4.8

Baseline

N/A

Gasoline
Distribution MACT
10 mg/liter

Yes

10.75

Baseline

N/A

Gasoline
Distribution MACT
10 mg/liter

Yes

10.75

Baseline

N/A

Yes

0.11

Baseline

N/A

Compliance with
RSR (40 CFR 63.670)

Fugitive Equipment
Fugitive
Emissions !Valves, Pumps,
K:ooling Towers

Comply with NSPS
Subpart GGGa leak
definition for LDAR
monitoring
Monthly monitoring for
Heat Exchanger leaks
with Modified El Paso
stripper method

Product Loading Racks
rrruck

rrruck

Railcar

Vapor Recovery Unit

Backup VRU

Vapor Combustor Unit
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Table 5: Potential BACT Technologies for VOCs - Volatile Organic Compounds
Technically
Source/ Process

Rule/ Emission
Control Technology

Area

Incremental

Incremental Cost

Emissions

Effectiveness

Reduction (TPY

($/ton)

Baseline
Feasible?

Limit

(TPY)
(Y/N)

Storage Tanks

Group 1 Tanks

Degassing to a vapor
combustion device

Group 1 Tanks
EFR Only

Dome

Group 1 Tanks
IFR Only

40 CFR 63.660

Yes

152

Baseline

N/A

No

-

-

-

Vapor Water Scrubber

Yes

34.28

20.6

$506,235

Vapor Dry Scrubber
(activated carbon)

Yes

34.28

29.1

$289,835

Vapor Recovery Unit

Yes

34.28

33.9

$1,916,602

Vapor recovery and
com bus tor

Yes

34.28

33.9

$448,158

Pressure Vacuum Relief
Valves

Yes

5.22

Baseline

N/A

Vapor Water Scrubber

Yes

5.22

4.2

$3,740,164

Internal Floating Roof

No

-

-

-

Vapor Dry Scrubber
(activated carbon)

Yes

5.22

5.0

$2,554,515

Vapor Recovery Unit

Yes

5.22

5.2

$18,879,631

Vapor Recovery and
Combustor

Yes

5.22

5.2

$4,414,609

API Fixed Cover
!Wastewater
~reahnent System
Carbon Canisters

Yes

16.2

Baseline

N/A

Yes

16.2

15.4

$7,954

Thermal Oxidizer

Yes

16.2

15.9

$79,833

Drift Eliminators

Yes

4.8

Baseline

N/A

Group 2 Tanks
(Fixed Roof)

Cooling Towers
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Technically
Source/ Process
Control Technology
Area

Feasible?

1)

Incremental Cost

Emissions

Effectiveness

Reduction (TPY

($/ton)

(TPY)

Limit
(Y/N)

IFCC1

Incremental
Baseline

Rule/ Emission

Source Test

Yes

0.15

Baseline

N/A

Wet Scrubber

No

-

-

-

Baseline emissions based on 2016 emissions inventory.

T-1
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Jon L. Black, Manager
Major New Source Review
Utah Division of Air Quality
Utah State Department of Environmental Quality
195 North 1950 West
Salt Lake City, Utah 84114-4820
RE: Response to Request for Additional Best Achievable Control Technology
(BACTj Information for Ammonia

Dear Mr. Black,
Big West Oil (BWO) is in receipt of your letter, dated April 9, 2018 (DAQE-003-18)
requesting an additional BACT evaluation for ammonia emissions at BWO' s North Salt
Lake Refinery in support of the Division of Air Quality' s (DAQ) work on the serious area
attainment control plan. Specifically, DAQ has requested a list of emission units that emit
ammonia in any amount, a BACT analysis for each of these emission units, and the earliest
date any identified controls could be implemented
BWO has prepared the attached table identifying each unit that emits ammonia and the
associated BACT analysis. BWO does not utilize ammonia injection for NOx control,
therefore, ammonia emissions are limited to combustion byproducts from operational units
previously considered in the BACT evaluation for direct PM2.s and precursors.
In BWO' s initial BACT evaluation, submitted in April 2017, ammonia emissions were
evaluated for the fluidized-bed catalytic cracking unit (FCCU) because stack testing had
recently demonstrated an ammonia emission rate significantly lower than the AP-42
emission factor previously used to make emission estimates. In this case source testing
was identified as BACT. Ammonia was not included in the evaluation for other units
because it was understood that DAQ was pursuing a precursor demonstration to show that
emissions of ammonia did not significantly contribute to nonattainment. However, wet
scrubbing, which has been identified as BACT for ammonia removal, was evaluated in the
initial submittal in conjunction with direct PM2.s and precursor emissions for each of the
units that emits ammonia and determined to be technically infeasible.
The attached table identifies each unit that emits ammonia along with its associated
baseline emission (average of 2014 and 2015 AEI values), incremental emissions

reductions, and incremental cost effectiveness. Even though wet scrubbing was determined
to be technically infeasible in each case, the baseline emission, incremental emissions
reduction and incremental cost effectiveness were included in the table to show the
extremely low levels of ammonia emissions from the BWO refinery operational units and
the very high incremental cost effectiveness if controls were required to be put in place.
As is indicated in the attached table, it is anticipated there will be a small ammorua
emissions reduction associated with the flare gas minimization project.
Should have any questions or require further information, please call David Gibby of my
staff at (801) 296-7716.
Sincerely,

Stuart Smith
Environmental Manager
cc:

joliiiJenks (DAQ)
David Gibby

Ammonia Emissions BACT Analysis
Big West Oil North Salt Lake Refinery

Source/ Process
Area

Control
Technology

Technically
Feasible?
(Y/N)

Baseline
Emissions1
(TPY)

Incremental
Emissions
Reduction
(TPY)

Incremental
Cost
Effectiveness
($/ton)

Source Test

Yes

0.18

-

-

Currently
implemented

Wet Scrubber

No

0.18

0.18

$20,636,768

NA

Wet Gas
Scrubber

No

0.28

0.27

$13,160,066

NA

Wet Gas
Scrubber

No

0.40

0.39

$9,229,790

NA

FCCU2

Implementation
Time (months)

H-402
Heaters <40MM
BTU/hr
H-404
Heaters (Reformer,
Crude)
>40MM BTU /hr

I

H-403
Heaters <40MM
BTU/hr

Wet Gas
Scrubber

No

0.15

0.15

$23,683,204

NA

Wet Gas
Scrubber

No

0.12

0.12

$30,616,810

NA

Wet Gas
Scrubber

No

0.76

0.75

$4,798,265

NA

Wet Gas
Scrubber

No

0.31

0.31

$11,765,925

NA

0.39

$9,275,541

NA

H-601
Heaters <40MM
BTU/hr
H-621
H-622
H-624
Heaters (Reformer,
Crude)
>40MM BTU /hr
BLR-1
Boilers >40MM
BTU/hr

I

BLR-2
Boilers >40MM
BTU/hr

1
2

Wet Gas
Scrubber

No

0.39

Baseline emissions are average of20l4/2015 reported emissions unless otherwise indicated
Baseline emissions from 2017 utilizing an ammonia emission factor from the stack test conducted in 2016

Ammonia Emissions BACT Analysis
Big West Oil North Salt Lake Refinery

Source/ Process
Area

Technically
Feasible?
(Y/N)

Baseline
Emissionst
(TPY)

Incremental
Emissions
Reduction
(TPY)

Incremental
Cost
Effectiveness
($/ton)

Implementation
Time (months)

Wet Gas
Scrubber

No

0.39

0.39

$9,275,541

NA

Wet Gas
Scrubber

No

0.10

0.09

$38,195,456

NA

Wet Gas
Scrubber

No

0.29

0.29

$12,650,333

NA

Wet Gas
Scrubber

No

0.18

0.18

$20,436,330

NA

Wet Gas
Scrubber

No

0.08

0.08

$45,856,029

NA

Wet Gas
Scrubber

No

0.19

0.19

$19,544,067

NA

Wet Gas
Scrubber

No

0.02

0.02

$170,814,996

NA

Flare Gas
Minimization

Yes

0.23

0.12

$15,541,035

TBD3

Flare Gas
Minimization

Yes

0.24

0.12

$14,952,415

TBD3

Control
Technology

BLR-6
Boilers >40MM
BTU/hr
H-101
Heaters <40MM
BTU/hr

H-301Heaters
<40MM BTU/hr

H-1001
Heaters <40MM
BTU/hr
H-1002
Heaters <40MM
BTU/hr
H-1003
Heaters <40MM
BTU/hr
H-1102
Sulfur Recovery
Plant
FL-1
Refinery Flares
FL-2
Refinery Flares

3 The flare gas minimization project will be implemented in accordance with timelines communicated to
the Division of Air Quality.
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UTAH DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

MAY - 4 2018
April ~Q. 201-8

DIVISION OF AIR QUALITY

Jon L. Black, Manager
Major New Source Review
Utah Division of Air Quality
Utah State Department of Environmental Quality
195 North 1950 West
Salt Lake City, Utah 84114-4820

RE: Response to Request for Additional Best Achievable Control Technology
(BACT) Information for Ammonia
Dear Mr. Black,
--stgWesrem--c:s-we>t ts--tn--re-c-e-ipt-ufyour I-etter; -date-d- A-prrl- 9;-2-f)i-8-fB:A~E-=003-=-I-8-)- - -- - - requesting an additional BACT evaluation for ammonia emissions at BWO's North Salt
Lake Refinery in support of the Division of Air Quality's (DAQ) work on the serious area
attainment control plan. Specifically, DAQ has requested a list of emission units that emit
ammonia in any amount, a BACT analysis for each of these emission units, and the earliest
date any identified controls could be implemented
BWO has prepared the attached table identifying each unit that emits ammonia and the
associated BACT analysis. BWO does not utilize ammonia injection for NOx control,
therefore, ammonia emissions are limited to combustion byproducts from operational units
previously considered in the BACT evaluation for direct PM2.s and precursors.
In BWO' s initial BACT evaluation, submitted in April 2017, ammonia emissions were
evaluated for the fluidized-bed catalytic cracking unit (FCCU) because stack testing had
recently demonstrated an ammonia emission rate significantly lower than the AP-42
emission factor previously used to make emission estimates. In this case source testing
was identified as BACT. Ammonia was not included in the evaluation for other units
because it was understood that DAQ was pursuing a precursor demonstration to show that
emissions of ammonia did not significantly contribute to nonattainment. However, wet
scrubbing, which has been identified as BACT for ammonia removal, was evaluated in the
initial submittal in conjunction with direct PM2.s and precursor emissions for each of the
units that emits ammonia and determined to be technically infeasible.
The attached table identifies each unit that emits ammonia along with its associated
- - - - - -0as€}H-B~siG.B.- ~a-v-e.i:ag€- @J---2Q..W.-fillcl- 201-5- AEl-¥al.ue-s.).,-incr.ernentaL..e.m.ission-....- - - - - - -

reductions, and incremental cost effectiveness. Even though wet scrubbing was determined
to be technically infeasible in each case, the baseline emission, incremental emissions
reduction and incremental cost effectiveness were included in the table to show the
· - - -extremel-y-lew levels of-afllfflOfli-a-emissiens-frmn-the BWO-refi-ner-y-epemtiemal-units-and- - - - the very high incremental cost effectiveness if controls were required to be put in place.
As is indicated in the attached table, it is anticipated there will be a small ammonia
emissions reduction associated with the flare gas minimization project.
Should have any questions or require further information, please call David Gibby of my
staff at (801) 296-7716.
Sincerely,

Stuart Smith
Environmental Manager
cc:

John Jenks (DAQ)
David Gibby

Ammonia Emissions BACT Analysis
Big West Oil North Salt Lake Refinery

Source/ Process
Area

Control
Technology

Technically
Feasible?
(Y/N)

Baseline
Emissionsl
(TPY)

Incremental
Emissions
Reduction
(TPY)

Incremental
Cost
Effectiveness
($/ton)

Souree+est

¥es

Q.18

-

-

Currently
'"·r·~~•ci..~-

Wet Scrubber

No

0.18

0.18

$20,636,768

NA

Wet Gas
Scrubber

No

0.28

0.27

$13,160,066

NA

Wet Gas
Scrubber

No

0.40

0.39

$9,229,790

NA

FCCU2

Implementation
Time (months)

H-402
Heaters <40MM
BTU/hr
H-404
Heaters (Reformer,
Crude)
>40MM BTU /hr

I.

H-403
- -

-·

- ------ - -·-Heaters <40MM
BTU/hr

-·

Wet Gas - - -- - -· -No-Scrubber

.

-

-

El;-15

--- - -

- - -E);-1-5 - -- -

-· $23;68-3;Wt -- · - -- ·NA:

.

-

-

- -

H-601
Heaters <40MM
BTU/hr
H-621
H-622
H-624
Heaters (Reformer,
Crude)
>40MM BTU /hr

Wet Gas
Scrubber

No

0.12

0.12

$30,616,810

NA

Wet Gas
Scrubber

No

0.76

0.75

. $4,798,265

NA

Wet Gas
.Scrubber

No

0.31

0.31

$11,765,925

NA

0.39

$9,275,541

NA

BLR-1
Boilers >40MM
BTU/hr

I.

BLR-2
Boilers >40MM
BTU/hr

Wet Gas
Scrubber

No

0.39

- - - - - - - - '-R,~·«eline-'emiisions-are-average-of-20+4f20-l-5-reported-emissions-ttnles otherwise-indieate- - - - - - - - - -- - - 2 Baseline emissions from 2017 utilizing an ammonia emission factor from the stack test conducted in 2016

Ammonia Emissions BACT Analysis
Big West Oil North Salt Lake Refinery

Source/ Process
Area

Technically
Feasible?
(Y/N)

Baseline
Emissionsl
(TPY)

Incremental
Emissions
Reduction
(TPY)

Incremental
Cost
Effectiveness
($/ton)

Implementation
Time (months)

Wet Gas
Scrubber

No

0.39

0.39

$9,275,541

NA

Wet Gas
Scrubber

No

0.10

0.09

$38,195,456

NA

No

0.29

0.29

$12,650,333

NA

0.18

0.18
- ------- ---

Control
Technology

_BLR:.6
Boilers >40MM
BTU/hr
H-101
Heaters <40MM
BTU/hr

H-301Heaters
<40MM BTU /hr

.

Wet Gas
Scrubber

H-1001

-

-

Wet Gas
Heaters <40MM
Scrubber
- - -- - -- --------- - --- BTU/hr

No
---

-

---------

-

-

- - - ·-- --- - - -

$20,436,330
- ·----- ----- ------ -

NA
- - --

- - -·- - -

H-1002
Heaters <40MM
BTU/hr

Wet Gas
Scrubber

No

0.08

0.08

$45,856,029

NA

Wet Gas
Scrubber

No

0.19

0.19

$19,544,067

NA

Wet Gas
Scrubber

No

0.02

0.02

$170,814,996

NA

Flare Gas
Minimization

Yes

0.23

0.12

$15,541,035

TBD3

Flare Gas
Minimization

Yes

0.24

0.12

$14,952,415

TBD3

H-1003
Heaters <40MM
BTU/hr
H-1102
Sulf!,lr Recovery
Plant
FL-1
Refinery Flares
FL-2
Refinery Flares

I w f l ~ i z a : tt 01r prtrje-ct-wttl-b-e'im1>tementemn-a:ccordarrc·e-with'"timeiirre·s-communtcate·d1
the Division of Air Quality.
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BOARD MEETING DATE: December 2, 2016

AGENDA NO. ##

PROPOSAL:

Amend BACT Guidelines and Approve Charter for BACT
Scientific Review Commjttee

SYNOPSIS:

Periodically, staff proposes updates to Parts A and C of the Policy
and Procedures of the BACT Guidelines for major and non-major
polluting facilities as well as reports new Lowest Achievable
Emission Rate and BACT determinations added to Parts B and D
for major and non-major polluting facilities. Additionally, for the
first time, the BACT Guidelines need to incorporate policy and
procedures and determinations for facilities subject to prevention
of significant deterioration for greenhouse gases. These actions
are to amend the BACT Guidelines to make them consistent with
recent changes to SCAQMD rules and regulations as well as state
and federal requirements and approve a charter for the BACT
Scientific Review Committee.

COMMITTEE:

Stationary Source, September 16 and November 18, 2016;
Recommended for Approval

RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
1. Determine that proposed amendments to the B.ACT Guidelines are exempt from the
California Environmental Quality Act;
2. Approve Proposed Amendments to BACT Guidelines; and
3. Approve Proposed Charter for the SCAQMD BACT Scientific Review Committee
detailing goals and objectives and membership of the BACT Scientific Review
Committee.

Wayne Nastri
Acting Executive Officer
MMMAHB:JA

.;

Background
SCAQMD's New Source Review (NSR) regulations require permit applicants to use
Best Available Control Technology (BACT) for new sources, relocated sources and
modifications to existing sources that may result in an emission increase of any
nonattainment air contaminant, any ozone depleting compound (ODC) or ammonia.
Regulation XIII—New Source Review also requires the Executive Officer to periodically
publish BACT Guidelines that establish the procedures and the BACT requirements for
commonly permitted equipment.
The BACT Guidelines are separated into parts for major polluting facilities and nonmajor polluting facilities. A facility is a major polluting facility if it emits, or has the
potential to emit, a criteria air pollutant at a level that equals or exceeds the Regulation
XXX Title V emission thresholds. Major polluting facilities that are subject to NSR are
required by the Clean Air Act (CAA) to have the Lowest Achievable Emission Rate
(LAER). The federal CAA requirement for LAER is implemented through BACT in
the SCAQMD. The Part B BACT and LAElk determinations for major polluting
facilities are only examples of past determinations that help in determining LAER for
new permit applications. The California Health & Safety Code (H&SC) Section 40405
defmes state BACT similar to federal LAER and requires the application of BACT for
all new and modified permitted sources subject to NSR. For non-major polluting
facilities, minor source BACT (MSBACT) is as specified in Part D of the BACT
Guidelines and determined in accordance with state law at the time an application is
deemed complete. In updating Part D with new or more stringent MSBACT, SCAQMD
must follow a more rigorous process than for major polluting facilities, including a costeffectiveness analysis, notification of the public, presentation at a BACT Scientific
Review Committee (BACT SRC) meeting and Board approval. SCAQMD also follows
the criteria and process specified in H&SC Section 40440.11.
The BACT SRC was established as a standing committee by the Board on September 8,
1995. The BACT SRC was intended to enhance the public participation process with
technical review and comments by a focused committee at periodic intervals, prior to
the updates of the BACT Guidelines. Staff is proposing the establishment of a Charter
that will provide BACT SRC members with an outline of the BACT SRC's mission,
goals and objectives, and membership.
Proposed Amendments to the BACT Guidelines
The proposed amendments are to update the Overview, Parts A, B, C and D and to add
Parts E and F of the BACT Guidelines to maintain consistency with recent changes to
SCAQMD rules and state and federal requirements. The proposed amendments will not
result in more stringent requirements than would otherwise occur. Therefore, it was not
necessary for staff to evaluate the achieved-in-practice status nor cost effectiveness of
the underlying technologies. The BACT SRC and other interested parties were
provided with a detailed description of the proposed amended BACT Guidelines at
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scheduled public meetings on May I I, 2016, September 27, 2016 and November 9,
2016. The proposed amendments to the Guidelines were posted on the SCAQMD
website, and a 30-day public comment period commenced after the first two BACT
SRC meetings. Comments by BACT SRC members and the general public along with
staff responses are included in Attachment G.
Overview
The Overview consists of five chapters which provide an introduction to the BACT
Guidelines and a summary of how BACT is implemented in the SCAQMD. The
proposed amendments to the Overview section are primarily administrative in nature
and intended to update and clarify content. A summary of the proposed Overview
amendments is included in Attachment A with the complete proposed amended
Overview included in Attachment B.
Part A - Policy and Procedures for Major Polluting Facilities
Part A describes the policy and procedures for major polluting facilities and explains
what BACT is, why it is required, when it is required and how it is detennined for major
polluting facilities. The proposed amendments to Part A are to maintain consistency
with existing and recent changes to SCAQMD rules and state and federal requirements.
A summary of the proposed Part A amendments is included in Attachment A with the
complete proposed amended Part A included in Attachment B.
Part B - LAER/BACT Determinations for Major Polluting Facilities
Part B consists of three sections: Section I contains listings ofLAER/BACT
detenninations made by SCAQMD; Section II contains listings ofLAER/BACT
determinations for equipment in other air districts; and Section III contains listings of
emerging control technologies. The proposed Part B LAER/BACT determinations of
Section I are summarized below with the complete proposed determinations included in
Attachment C. The other portions of Section I, and Sections II and III, are not included
because they are not being updated .
Section I - SCAOMD LAER/BACT Detenninations
Four new listings include "Flare, Oil and Gas Production" and three listings under "I.C.
Engine-Emergency, Compression Ignition with PM Trap".
The new "Flare, Oil and Gas Production" listing is for a Flare lndustries/Bekaert CEB
enclosed ground flare with clean enclosed burner rated at 27 MMBtu per hour. This
flare is operated by Linn Operating, Inc., for process gas disposal and is located in the
City of Brea. The flare was permitted with NOx, VOC and CO emission levels of 15
ppm, IO ppm and 10 ppm, respectively, all corrected to 3% 0 2 , which are below current
BACT requirements for this type of flare . The flare commenced operation and was
source tested in early 2013 and has operated since that time. The source test showed the
flare complied with the NOx, VOC and CO emission limits. In addition, a similar I 7
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MMBtu per hour flare by the same manufacturer has been included in the CARB BACT
Clearinghouse with the same emission limits.
The "J.C. Engine-Emergency, Compression Ignition with PM Trap" listings are for
three separate engines rated at 374 horsepower (hp), 755 hp and 2220 hp, all equipped
with a CARE-verified diesel particulate filter and certified to meet the applicable EPA
tier emission standards. These engines were permitted between 2011 and 2014 and
have operated since that time.
Part C - Policy and Procedures for Non-Major Polluting Facilities
Part C describes the policy and procedures for non-major polluting facilities and
explains what BACT is, why it is required, when it is required and how it is determined
for non-major polluting facilities . The proposed updates to Part C are to maintain
consistency with recent changes to SCAQMD rules and state and federal requirements.
A summary of the proposed Part C amendments is included in Attachment A with the
complete proposed amended Part C included in Attachment B.
Part D BACT Determinations for Non-Major Polluting Facilities
Part D consists ofBACT determinations for minor sources which are determined in
accordance with state law at the time an application is deemed complete. The proposed
amendments to Part D are intended to maintain consistency with recent changes to
SCAQMD rules and state and federal requirements. The proposed amendments will not
result in more stringent requirements than would otherwise occur through rule
compliance. Therefore, it was not required for staff to evaluate the achieved-in-practice
status nor cost effectiveness of the underlying technologies. The proposed amendments
comply with the requirements of California H&SC Section 40440.11. The proposed
Part D BACT determinations are summarized below with the complete proposed
amended Part D included in Attachment D.

Boilers
Background
SCAQMD Rules 1146 and 1146. l, addressing emissions of oxides of nitrogen from
industrial, institutional, and commercial boilers, steam generators, and process heaters,
were most recently approved by the Board on November 1, 2013 . These rules apply to
most gaseous fuel-fired boilers, steam generators and process heaters rated at greater
than 2,000,000 Btu per hour, with the exception of utility boilers, refinery boilers and
process heaters rated at greater than 40,000,000 Btu per hour, thermal fluid heaters and
sulfur plant reaction boilers.
Proposal
Updated NOx concentration emissions requirements and additional subcategories are
being proposed to the Boiler BACT listing to maintain consistency with the
requirements in Rules 1146 and 1146.1.
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StaffisrecommendingincorporatingtheselimitsintotheBACTGuidelinesnowthat
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emission standards, wfrich
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Liquid Transfer

and Handling

Background

p"rt6 tl* BACT Guidelines for Liquid rransfer and Handling currently lists three
Railcar Bulk Loading
aiff.."*"f subcategories for Marine, Loading and Tank Truck andfor
Gasoline Transfer
subcategory
a
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not
ail;;, A, S anic. The listing does
and Dispensing beyond the Bulk Loading subcategories'
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Proposal
Staff is proposing to add an additional subcategory to part
D of the BACT Guidelines
for "Gasoline Transfer and Dispensing." The J-uulategory wil
onry re subject to voc
emission requirements, which will specify "complianie
with sceQMp Rrt" +0t.,,
These facilities are already subject to theiequirements
of this rule, Lst amended on
This proposal will incorporati the existing rule requirements
!yrr)!,Jotz,
into the
BACT Guidelines for minor sources.
No n- R eJin ery Pro ces s H eat er

Backsround
SCAQMD Rules l 146 and fi46.r,both titled "Emissions of
oxides of Nitrogen from
(Small) Industrial, Institutional and commercial Boilers,
,
Steam Generators, and
Process Heaters," were most recently approved by
the Board on Nor".u". r,2013.
These rules apply to most gaseous fuel-hred boilers,
steam generators and process
heaters rated at greater than 2,000,000 Btu per hour,
with thl exception oiutility boilers,
refinery
loilgrs and process.heaters rated afgreater than 40,000,00'0 Bi, p". t ou.,
thermal fluid heaters and sulfur plant reactio-n boilers.
Proposal
To maintain consistency *jtrlh.r:!T."rl requirements
of Rules I146 and 1146.1, staff
is proposing to specifr in the BACT listing for process
Heater-Non-Refinery under
NOx "Compliance with SCAQMD Rules i t46 and 1146.1."
rrri, p.oporur
incorporate the existing rule requirements into the BACT
Guidelines for minor sources.

*il

Oil and Gus Production
Background
lcA_Qr/D Rules I148, Thermally Enhanced oil Recovery wells, and l r48.l, oil and
Gas Production wells, applylo oil and gas production
op"rutror, *d specifically Rule
1148.1 was recently amended and apprwed by the Board
on September

4,2015.

Proposal
To maintain consistency wjth_the current requirements
of Rules l r4g and l14g.r, staff
is proposing to specify in the BACT listing ior oil and
Gas productio, unoe, voc

"compliance with SCAeMD Rules ll4g and il4g.r.,'
This proposaL*itiin.o.po.ut"

the existing rule requirements into the BACT Guidelines
for

minor,;;.;;.

Proposed New Part E-Policy and Procedures for tr'acilities
Subject to prevention of
Significant Deterioration for Greenhouse Gases

Background
For the first time, GHG emissions from the largest stationary
sources are covered by the

Prevention of SignificantDeterioration (psD) and
Title v cip".atinjre.rnit prog.u,n,
beginning January 2, 20fi . These permitting programs,
required under the crean Air
Act, are proven tools for protecting air qualifu-ani the same
tools will be used to reduce
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GHGemissions.TheSCAQMDiscurrentlyrequiredtoimplementtheGHGBACT
requirements through its permitting program'

an approach

cFR 52.2l,amended in both May 2010 and october 2015, established
focused
;p;;i GiG emissions under pSD and ritle v. Through this rule, permitting gas
40

greenhouse
industrial sources, which emit nearly 70 percent of the
are not subject
soufces
lesser-emitting
time,
this
At
stationary rour".r.
to these requirements'

*";-

""irr"
polu,lon irom

by EPA as a total group of
The requirements of this rule apply only to GHG as defined
methane.(CHr)'
(NzO)'
oxide
(Cbz),
nitrous
ri* Cg'C which are: carbon aioxiie
and sulfur hexafluoride (SFo)' All
p".nuoto"*Uon:
f,yaronro.o.urfont GreCj,
PIC)
Rule 1702 subdivision (a),
other attainment air contami'nants, as defined in SCAeMD
shall be regulated for the purpose of PSD'

Proposal
permitting requiremenls, staff is
To maintain consistency with current federal GHG
pi"p"G a add part d to the BACT Guidelines. This part summarizesthetheTop-Down
Lqiir.*""rtr of GHG BACT regulations according to EPA, descri^bes
for
process, explains how to calcula-te GHG emissions and explains PSD Applicability
to address the
revised
wasrecently
52.21
40
CFR
sources.
CrfCrJor r.* and modified
U.i. Sup.... Court decision in Utility Air Regulatory Group v'-Environmental
PSD and
p."*til,,
Agency, 134 S. Ct. 2427 (;Ol4\19, iegarding the.applicability.of
-AiC
in
requirements
EPA
the
to
is
applicable
SaCf] Thl guidance in this chaptei
which
l7l4'
Rule
SCAQMD
well-as
as
guidelines,
pfu"" * oitf,. dateif these
ii"rrp-r", most of 40 cr,{sz.zt by reference. proposed Part E is included in
Attachment B.
tr'acilities Subject to Prevention of
Proposed New Part F-BACT Determinations for
Gases
Greenhouse
for
Signilicant Deterioration
Background
Similar to Part B, proposed new Patt F

consist of Section I with listings of GHG

will

BACTdeterminationsmadebySCAQMD,SectionIIwithlistingsofGHGBACT
of
for equipment in otheiair districts, and Section III with listings
determinations
emerging GHG BACT control technologies'
Proposal

for Board
to add Part F and bring new GHG BACT determinations
there are no
time,
this
At
F.
Part
into
intlusion
for
available
upp.orui as theylecome
in the process of identifying
GHG BACT listings to be proposed; however, staff is
F is included in Attachment B'
Part
poi"ntiuf GHG BAtT for future listings. Proposed

ilffiilp.oposing
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Proposed Amendments to List of Abbreviations and
Index of Equipment
Categories
ltlf{it proposing to update the List of Abbreviations by the addition of the following:
califomia Air ResourcelBgard (CARB), carbon capture and
Sequestration (ccS),
Carbon Dioxide (CO), Carbon Dioxide Equivalent (bOze),
C.""ntour. Cas (GHG),
Glotal warming potentiar (c!vp), Maximum Individuaiianceinist
irrarcn;, reaa
(Pb), Particulate Matter less than 2.5 microns
in diameter (ptvtr.r), p."uention or
Significant Dererioration (pSD), potential to Emit (prE),
ireciiru ri"ding credit
(RTC), South coast Air_euarityManagement District
rsbaqNDi"pru..a eqrrDl *a
Best Available Control Technology foi Toxics (T_BAiT).
To be consistent with the function of the Index of Equipment
categories, staff is
proposing to rename it to List of Equipment categories.
The propJsed u..rdr"nt, to
this list are administrative in nature and consist oihaving
tt. ,u*"
categories as those in parts B, D and F and included
in ,.{=ttachment "qrip-"rt
s. '
Proposed Charter for BACT Scientilic Review Committee
nronosing the establishment of a charter for the BACT sRC, which details rhe
!t1{gt
BACT SRC's goals andobjective, the composition and
selection of the BACT SRC
membership, the desired qualifications of iis memberrt
ip unJm" op".utiorur guidelines
for the BACT SRC. The proposed charter for the BACi
SRC is included in
Attachment E.

Presentation to BACT Scientific Review Committee
The proposed amendments to the BACT Guidelines
were presented to the BACT sRC
at the publicly noticed May.
20 16 meeting. A 30-day period was p.ria.a
to tt
1l,
P19T sRC and general pubric to review anJ submit co-mments. at tie september"16,
20l6.stationary Source committee, staffwas directed to
hold a ronow-up BACT sRC
meeting; a meeting was held on September 27
,2016 to address additional comments on
the Proposed Amended BACT Guidelines. Aithe request
of BACT SRC members and
thb public an additional 30-day comment period was provided
to review and submit
comments. The proposed amended BACT Guidelines along
with staff response to
comments was, for the third time, presented to the BACT
si.c at a publicry noticed

meeting-on November 9,2016. comments by BACT
SRC members and the general
public along with staff responses are includej in
Attachment G.

California Environmental euality Act (CEeA)

SCAQMD staff has reviewed the pioposed u-ird-"nt, to
the BACT Guidelines,
pursuant to GEQA Guidelines, pursuant to
cEeA Guidelines Section 15002(k)(1) and
Section 15061, and determined.them to be exeript from
cEeA
io crqe
Guidelines Section 15061(bx3). since the proposed amend*"rtr
onrf updating the
BACT Guidelines with current, already e*isting requirements,
it can be seen with

il;;*i
*"
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certaintythattheproposedprojecthasnopotentialtoadverselyimpactairqualityorany
other environmental toPic area.

Socioeconomic AnalYsis

ii" pi.p"*a amendments

rules and state and federal requirements'. These irroposed
not result in more stringent
are administrative in nature and will therefore
in any adverse
result
wouldrnot
and
rfran would otherwise occur

recent changes to

"."narr"r,i
[q"ir...rrt

of the BACT Guidelines are to maintain consistency with

SCAQ6

socioeconomic imPacts.

Benefits to SCAQMD
that apply the latest BACT will
Emission reductions realized through permitted sources
to attain air quality standards
needed
ieductions
["r.irt air quality, achieve emissiois
jurisdiction. In addition, the successful
SCAQMD's
the
in
heatttr
il;;;";prblic
towards
i-pf.ri*"tion of BACT for permitted *"ti1'-Y sources will contribute
Plan'
Management
Air
Quality
u.nl*i"g the air quality objectives of SCAQMD's
Resource ImPacts

r*irtirg scAQMD

resources

will

be sufficient to implement the proposed changes to

the BACT Guidelines.

Recommendation

ThisBoardletterservesasstaffsreporttotheBoardonproposedamendmentstothe
are
crria.tines. The updated BACT Guidelines with these amendments

secr

at
scheduled to be made available at SCAQMD's website
approval'
Board
pending
;ttpr;;-"qmd. gov/home/permits/bact,

to the BACT Guidelines are
These actions are to determine that proposed amendments
amendments
f.orn the California Environmetrtal Quality Act' approve-pt9p::{

."".p

tottresecrGuidelines,andapprovetheproposedCharterfortheSCAQMDBACT
Scientific Review Committee.

Attachments

A. Summary of Proposed Amendments to BACT Guidelines
g. P.opot.i Amended BACT Guidelines Overview' Parts A' C' E and F
C. Proposed Amended BACT Guidelines Part B
D. Proposed Amended BACT Guidelines Part D
E ftopot"a Charter for BACT Scientific Review Committee
n Noti"" of Exemption from the California Environmental Quality Act

G.

Comments and ResPonses
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Single underline/Sirylestdkeeut text shows new language
added/deleted as of October 7, 2016 Board package.

Doublexndadine/ Seub+cS*rilrcer*text shows new language
added/deleted subsequent to October 7, 2016 Board package.

PROPOSED BACTG.JIDBJNES

ATTACHMENTA
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Atbachment A

SUMMARY OF'PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO BACT GUIDELINES
The following summarizes the key proposed amendments to
the BACT Guidelines:

Overview
Chapter

I - Introduction
EToxic BACT (T-BACT) reference
ElDescription for addition of parts E and F to address prevention
of
Significant Deterioration (pSD) requirements for GHG emissions

established by U.S. EpA

E SeCt Oocket information updated
E Hyperlinks added for Web pages and email
Chapter 2

Applicability Determination

-

EI eaaea

B

pMu.s and updated
SOx threshold levels on Table

I

clarification of GHG BACT emission threshold applicability in Table
I
EUpdated map of SCAeMD, Figure I
Chapter 3

- When is BACT Required?
E Ca.bo, monoxide attainment and BACT requirement
E eaa"a reference to Lead Rules 1420.1 and 1420.2
B chlorobromomethane added to Tabre 2- class I Substances (oDCs)
E aaaea PMz to Table 3
s

Chapter 4

-

What is BACT?

EpSn

Chapter 5

Rules BACT applicability

-

Review of Staff BACT Determinations
Background, goals and objectives and membership of the
Scientific Review
Committee

-

How is LAER Determined for Major polluting Facilities?

E

Part A
Chapter

1

E

aaaea section on Federal
1325

pMx ile*

Source Review and SCAeMD Rule

E srp* 'crean" Mderids craified a supa " cornpriant,, Mderids to be
consisrent with SCAeMD Rule 109 definition
E eaaea section on Other Considerations for pollution prevention,
Monitoring and Testing and Capture Efficiency

ElCt"u,

Fuels Policy clarified as also including electricity as a

clffi

Part B
The following LAER/BACT listings

El

B

will

be included in Part B:

Particulate Filter
LC fngines (3), Emergency, Compression Ignition with Diesel

o

374 BHP

o
o

755 BIIP

2220BIJP

Fla.e, Oil and Gas OPerations

Part C

chapter I

-

How is MSBACT Determined for Minor Polluting Facilities?
Cta.inea that dates on Part D Determinations do not exempt equipment
that
from complying with new requirements or limits implemented after

E

date

B

Updated Maximum Cost Effectiveness Values
E} eOa"O section on BACT Top-Down Cost Methodology
B Clea, Fuels Policy clarified as also including Industrial Electrification
EUpdated Figure 2 flowchart: The Ongoing BACT Update Process
Chapter 2-

-How to Use Part D of the MS BACT Guidelines?
B s.,p*,, clsr, Mderid s daif ied e super " compl iant" Mderids to be

El
Part

consistent with definition
eaAea section on Other Considerations for Pollution Prevention,
Monitoring and Testing and Capture Efficiency

D

are proposed to be updated to the current SCAQMD
categories and
and state and federal requiremenis. In iertain cases, new listings,

All of the following Part D listings

subcategories were created for consistency with the requirements.

EBoile.
E} t.C. Engine, Portable

E

r.c. Engine, Stationary EmergencY

r.a. Engine, Stationary, Non-Emergency, Non-Electrical Generators
Liquid Transfer and Handling
E] Oit ara Gas production
EP.oc"r, Heater - Non-Refinery

E
E

Part E
Part E was added to address the policies and procedures set forth
in EpA,s GHG Togrrn
under 40 cFR 52.21, which is incorporated by reference under
SCAeMD Rule 1714.
The following sections were added under pari E:

E Background
E eermitting Guidance for GHG

[i]

Federat pSD Applicabitity for GHG

Ui.ISCAQMD pSD Appticability for GHG
[El Top-Down BACT process
B CUC Control Measures White papers
Part F

This section is reserved for future GHG BACT listings. There
are currently no proposed
GHG listings.
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CHAPTER 1

.

INTRODUCTION

Chapter 1 - lntroduction
The south coast Air Quatity l\lanagement District €qAoMD) Regutation Xlll New
louyc9 Review_(NSR) and Reguration XX - neclntu, re{uiriappricants to use
Best Available control rechnology (BAcr) for new sources, relocated sources, and
fe+modifications to existing sour@s that may result in an emission increase of any
nonattainment air contaminant, any ozone depleting compound (oDC), or ammonia.
Eegyl?tion ,Xlll requires, the Exgcutire officei to periodicailv publish BACT
CriOetine. tnat
tlrr"
anO th@

"rt"Utirn

rv_ffi

?!q""Orr"r

iotlrlq4i. =r*uir". "ppti*nti to ur" a"rt Armori""
r"*. r"lo."ted gr.rodifi"d pffi
IIEACD fgt
Lt.ux ]u-r ar any

receploltgca.tion. Additionally, Rqulation XVll

sigritig"!,t o"t"rior"tion (ps,p]

."tr

torth

eAimr""r.

"lio to."*irtino
,."log"t9d .orr""" rnd rogl[i"rtionr
co,ntqla,nls. Regut
,ACT Guide'ines that
the preeedu-es
"'tablish

c,io,"tin"r.,

S

ol

!tr,",

-

prevention of

"ffi

bfi$r

and the BA€i requireme'nts fer

pultig"tion, q,"!" gt=tt

""@not
ffi
process.+neeA{@

"

r"gr,ir,gT"nt fo'. SCeafrnO,lg ,rbtirh T-pnCf
Plqblislte9, during the oermittin g
in May 1983; and later revised in Seteher 1gg&

Ejsgdsallv-lhe BACT Guqelile,i were first oubtished in May 1983. and tater revised
[t october 1988. The Guiderines consisted@
and
Procedures, and Part B - BAcr Determinations. part A provided an overuiew and
general guidance while part B contained specific BAci information by source
category and pollutant. since the october 19gg revision, partAwas arend"d once
in 1995, and Part B was updated with six LAER determinationstirmes between 1gg7
and'1998.

on Decemberll, 1998,.the

Governing Board approved a new format for listing
BACT determinations in part B of the Guidelines. Whib the previous
lpart B of the
BACT
.Guidelines specified BACT requirements and set out sourle category

determinations which could be interpreted as definitive, the new rormat iiripty
provides listings of recent..BACT determinations by
SeAeMD permitting staff ani
others as well as information on new and emerging technologies. pai B of ttre

seAoMD BACT Guidelines now follows the same-ouiiine as the-permit tistinlsin the
california Air Resources Bgard S,tate BACT crearinohouse Ddatabase. ilhich is

Trn"g"g qrO"r tn"

Oir"="tign

Assoqiationl. (CAP9OA)

srFnit

.t*Lef-tn

"r,Orytt"O

ol tn" Crtitori" Riffi

aOdition. =Elgineering

Manaqm
m@

?4Ct {ete.rrination.
grr

t" tt'," U.S.

n

h€use,

Further information on the nerv-format of the Guidelines, including reasons"tor tne
change in direction, may be found in Board Letters presented at i-he october 199g
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CHAPTER 1

.

INTRODUCTION

BoardMeeting,AgendaNo.4l,andtheDecemberlgg8BoardMeeting,Agenda
No. 28.

The public participation process was-alse-enhaneed+e-include9 technical review and
by a f6cused'BACT Scientific Review Committee (BACT SRC) at periodic
"orrn"nt"
intervars, prior to the updates of the SCAQMD BACT Guidelines. Asthe.€.amet+mq
interested
Un" eoriO established a 30day notice period for^the BACT SRC and
ploon. to review and commeni on SCAQMD BACT determinations that result in
bAcr requirements that are more stringent than previously imposed BACT.

As a result of amendments beingrffeposed-to $oAQMD',s $ls*-seuree-Review
$'fSi) regufations in Septembei 2000, the BACT Guidelines $,as\rygeil| be

i"p"ot"d-into two sections: one for major polluting facilities -and anoth-er for nonmajor(minor)pottutlngfacilities.(SeeChapter2intheoverviewforhowto
determine if a facility is major or minor).
The BACT Guidelines for major polluting facilities include:

El

B

part A: Policy and Procedures for Major Polluting facilities;-land
part B: LAEFJBACT Determinations for Major Polluting Facilities'

The BACT Guidelines for non-major polluting facilities include:

E

El

part C: Policy and Procedures for Non-Major Polluting Facilities;land
part D: BACT Guidelines for Non-Major Polluting Facilities'

Both the format of the guidelines and the proc€ss for determining BACT are
sig;incantly different betieen major and non-major polluting facllities.. . Major
pitrting facitities that are subject to NSR qr9 reggrled by the Clean.Air.Act.to have
ine loiest Achievable Emiss'ron Rate (LAER). LAER is determined at the time the

i" issued, with little regard for cost, and pursuant to USEPA',s LAER policy as
io what is achieved in practlce. The Part B BACT and LAER determinations for
,rjor poitrting facilitied are only examples of past determinations that help in

p"-it

determining LAER for new permit applications.
For non-major polluting facilities, BACT will be determined in accordance with state
iaw at the iimi an afplication is deemed complete unless a more stringent rule
rEuirement becomes aoolicable priol to permit issuance. For the most part, it will
Guidelines. Changes to Part D for minor
more stringent will be subjecl to.public
them
(MSBACT)
make
to
bnCf
iour""
pil_gsgt.
review and sgAouo Board approval, in-view-e++es+fprconsiderations
For the 2016 amendment to the Guidelines. additional partg have been added to
gas (GHG) emissions e.slablis:hed bv
The reouiremelrts are incorporate.d by feference
BACT Guidelines fo,. GHG requirerents include:

@T

ffihouse
@i1.
ffi
E Part E: Policy and Proceclures for Facilities Subiect to Prevention of Siqnificant
Deterioration for Greenhouse Gases: and
E Ffrt F-3ACT D,eterminations for Facilities Subject to Prevention of Sionificant
Deterioration for Greenhouse Gases.

mar@

ln order to distinguish between BACT for
sources, this document will use the following nomenclature for BACT:
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&\cr

requirements for

CHAPTER 1
LAER for BACT at major polluting facilities

MSBACT for BACT at non-major polluting facilities

PSD€**€ BACT for BACT at facilities subject to psB€H€
criteriarcllutants

written comments about the BACT Guidelines are welcome at any time and will be
evaluated by SCAQMD staff and included in the BACT Docket at the SCAeMD
library. These comments should be addressed to:

South Coast Air Quality Management District
BACT Docket
Science and Technology Advancement
21865 Copley Dr.
Diamond Bar, CA 91765-0932[
QgmlErcnts may also be submitted via email
include BACT Docket in the subject line.

to BACTTeam@aqmd.gov. and shourd

The BACT Guidelines are,available without charqe from scAeMD,s web site at
\'vlflw.aqm9.gov/home/permitg/bact. A hardcopy of t+ne ancr cuioetines rnay oe
obtained for a fee by submitting a request to €en+a€l+ng.-subscription Services at
yryE.egmd.qov/contacusublcription-services or
calliG
(909) 396-3720. Revisions.to the guide'lines-Guidsliter wiil be mailed to aii-persons
that have purchased annual updates to the BACT Guideiines. The BAGT Guidelines
are alse available witheut eharge frem o^teMB's ,nbrnet web si.te at

aHh#M(j{€sffirby

@rmits/bacthttp:
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CHAPTER 2 . APPLICABILITY DETERMINATION

Chapter 2 - Applicability Determination
This chapter explains how to determine whether a facility is a major or minor
polluting iacilig, and how a facility can become a minor polluting facili$.

MAJOR POLLUTING FACILITY EMISSION THRESHOLDS
A facility is a major polluting facility (or a major stationary source as it is called in the
(PTE), a criteria
federalbban nir eit_tCnnl) if it emits, or has the potential to emit
in
specified€iven
thresholds
emission
or
exceeds
equals
pollutant
level'that
at
a
air
the CAAI based on the attainment or nonattainment status. Table 1 pfeSelllEsheivs
those emission tl.'resholds for each criteria air pollutant for each air basin in

in
sqAoMD. The map in Figure 1 shows the location of the three air basinsthe

SCnOfuO. lf a threshold foi any one criteria pollutant is equaled or exceeded,
ta"itity is a major polluting faciiity, and will be subject Jo LAE-R for all pollutants

suolett to rusn.
applieabilinr Tablel-EoeE not include emission thresholds that triggej.GHG BACT
CfR sZ.zt. Susppart e ot-theaAg] Cuioetines
exolanation of how GHG BACT emission
thresholds are determined.
A facility includes all sources located within contiguous.properties owned or operated
by the iame person, or persons under common control. Contiguous means in actual
contact or separated oniy by a public roadway or other public right-of-way. However.
on-shore crude oil anO gai production facilities under the same ownership or use
entitlement must be inci-uded with offshore crude oil and gas production facilities
located in southern califomia coastal or outer continental shelf waters.

ffi
ffiiailed

The following mobite source emissions are also considered as part of the facility2:

1. Emissions from in-plant vehicles; and
2. All emissions from ships during the loading

3.

or unloading of cargo and while
at berth where the cargo is loaded or unloaded; and
Non-propulsion ship emissions within Coastal Waters under SQAQMD

.iurisdiction.

r The maior source emission thresholds are higher for air basins that comply with the national.ambient air quality
pollutant.
standaid and lo rer depending on how far an air basin is from compliance with the.standard.for a qIgi€
the
ihe towesl tnresholds ipply to extreme non-attainment air basins, lhe only e*ample-qlgs ef which
South Coast Air Basin and'San Joaquin Vallev Air Basin for ozone (VOC and NOx)'
2 ln accordance with Rule 1306(9).
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Table 1
Actual or Potential Emissior Threshotd Levels (Tons per year)
for Major polluting Facilities
Riverside County
Portion of Salton

Figure

1:

Map of SCAeMD

furJoquin

ktn*ud*pC*iiy

.

miareftsert
..,Air Basin,
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CHAPTER 2 - APPLICABlLITY DETERT'INATION

POTENTIALTO EMIT
Potentialtoemite+E}-isbasedonpermitconditionsthatlimitemissionsor

PTE is based on:
thioughput. lf there are no such permit conditions'

B the maximum rated caPacitY; and
B the maximum daily hours of operation; and
E pnysicaf characteiistics of the materials processed'
ThePTEmustincludefugitiveemissionsassociatedwiththeSource.RECLAIM
limits..because
emission allocations are nii- consiAered em ission
I-E-q{!| j1?11""'

;ff

ilffilr

;ii; ;d l;;'""'"
""

i'

tn

"

"'':* * .*rl*^f * g':t^,* l L'jll

LIMITING POTENTIAL TO EMIT
Afacili$'sPTEcanbecappedbyanenforceablepermitconditionthatlimits
recordkeeping and reporting
emissions. This condition *iiiir."rv involve monitoring,
to

"n.rt"

that emissions remain below the permit limit'
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Chapter 3 - When is BAGT Required?
This chapter exprains when BACT.is required by identifying
the air poilutants subject
to BACT,

the permit actions that tiigge, Bn-ci review, and the

procedures to determine emission increaJel.

carculation

POLLUTANTS SUBJECT TO NSR. psrq AND BACT
The SCAQMD's New Source
lgviey (NS_R) programs inctude Regutation Xl, _ New
source Review and Ru/e 200s
- New soifieherrew for RECLATM. Rure 2005
applies ontv to Nox and sox emissions trom neci-qrrvr
taciritiei, wniie nJl-uration
-rii
Xlll appties to other non-attainment air pottutanis irom RECLATM'fa.iriti"r,
non_
attainment air poilutants from ail other ficiritiJi, and_ammonia
and ozonedepreting
compound (oDC) emissions from a[ facirities. oDCs
are aenneo
r
substances risted in 40 cFR, part g2_, Appendix A,
"s-drass
subpart A, and are risted
in Tabre
2. Rule 1325 soecifically applies to iM,s.
Although the scAeMD is in attainment with the ambient
air quarity standards for
pOS.gnO NO:, NOx is a precursor to ozone, anO Uotn SOx
inO'flOx,rr"-pr;rrroo

to PMro and PM25, which are non-attainmeni air
fJtutants. Therefore, Sox and Nox
are treated as non-attainment-air pollutants as welLjn€ltding_€zene.'irre-nei-resurt
is that VoC, Nox, Sox, an*pMro and pMzs; ;re
;;Fct to NSR in-all oiSgnOluo.
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CHAPTER 3 - WHEN 1S BACT REOUIRED?

Lead (Pb)

is a criteria air pollutant and is subiect to BACT in areas of nonto PSD in areas of attainment. Although-t+e-SGAQMD
eemplies with the arrbient air quality standargs fer lead (Pb), pb can be a
attainment. or is subject

component of a source's PMro emissions and is therefore subject to BACT for pMro.
BACT for Pb will be BACT for PMro or compliance with Ruleg 1420-ar_J-a20=1_pt
1420.2, whichever is more stringent.
ueride (HFi, whieh

inerganie€ases

The applicability of the various pollutants to NSR in the various air basins

is

summarized in Table 3. See Figure 1 in the previous chapter for a map of SCAeMD
that shows the location of the three air basins in SCAQMD.
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CHAPTER 3 . WHEN tS BACT REQUIRED?

Table 2

Class I Substances (ODCs)"

A.

G.

Group l:

CFCIs Trichlorofluoromethane (CFC-11)

GroupVll:

CHFBTu

CFzClz dichlorodifluoromethane (CFC-1 2)

CHFzBT (HBFC-2201)

CzFaCls Trichlorotrifluoroethane (CFC-113)
CzF q9lz Dichlorotetrafluoroethane (CFC-1 1 4

CHzFBT

CzFsCl Monochloropentafluoroethane (CFC-115)

CzHFzBrs
CzHFsBrz

All isomers of the above chemicals

B.

Group ll:
CFzClBr Bromochlorodifluoromethane (Halon-121 1)
CFgBr Bromotrifluoromethane (Halon-1301)
CzF aBrz Dibromotetrafl uoroethane (Halon-2402)
All isomers of the above chemicals

CzHFBrr

CzHFrBr
Qrfl2FBrs

CzFCls (CFC-111)

CzHzFzBrz
CzHzFsBr
CzHzFBrz
CuHsFzBr
CzHnFBr
CsHFBro
CsHFzBrs
CaHFgBrr

CzFzCh (CFC-112)

C:HFrBra

CaFClz (CFC-211)
(CFC-212)

CsHFsBrz
CsHFoBr

(CFC-213)

63fl2FBrs

(CFC-214)

CgHzFzBrr
CaHzFsBrr

C.

Group lll:
Chlorotrifluoromethane (CFC-13)

CFsCI

CeFzCle
CsFeCls
CsFaCl+
CsFsClg
CsFoClz

(CFC-215)
(CFC-216)

CsHzFaBrz

CgFzCl (CFC-217)

CsHzFsBr

All isomers of the above chemicals

CsHaFBra

CsHsFzBrs

D. Group lV:
CCla CarbonTetrachloride

CsHaFeBrz

CsHaFaBr

E.

Group V:
CzHeClg 1, 1, 1 Trichloroethane (Methyl chloroform)
All isomers of the above chemical except 1,1,2-

F.
H.

GroupVl:
Bromomethane (Methyl Bromide)

C:HsFBrz

g--ereup+U+
CH:Brd
{€hlerobr€momethane}

GroupVlll:

CHzBrCl (Chlorobromomethane)
* 40
CFR, Pad.82, Appendix A, SubPart

BACT GUIDELINES
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CHAPTER 3 . WHEN 1S BACT REQUIRED?

Table 3

Applicability of NSR andBAGt-to Various Pollutants in
Sea Air Basin (SSAB)'
S"rtii*tt lir Basin (SOCAB), Salton
(MDAB)
Basin
Air
Desert
Mojave
and
Air

Basin

VOC

SOCAB

E]

SSAB tg
MDAB E]

NOx

SOx

B
E
B

tr

CO

PMro

PMz.s

NHs

Pb

opc

trl

m

El

ffi

B

B

B
E

B

tr

pERMlr AcrloNS SuBJEcr

ro

,B
E

NSR'PSP Aryq

Liil

tr1

B

rrit
L}U

fr-;.l
u6_l

Bl9I

are preconstruction permit revie{' programs
SCAQMD's NSR-and-PSD regulations
a'permit to construct unless the proposed
O"ny
Ottii"ito
ir'e eGEuttre
equipment includes BACT when:

ffi't;}ft

E new equiPment is installed;
B existing stationary permitted equipment is relocated;;or
E ;;i;iil; permitted equipment is modified such that there is an emission
increase.

lfthenewequipmentistoreplacethesamekind.ofequipment'NSRaStillrequires
which. does not require a new permit
incr ,ni".d
-t" ii is an ioenticir replacement,
Not Requiing a Wriften
patastaP+-t-;rit)-s+- Rule 21.9

"l,""rai"s
P'r r t u rint to-Rd
ii*i

g ut

atio n

lL@

.-Equipment

providod the facility is a continuing
BACT is not required for a change of operator,
io"rtioi, without modification or change in operating

operation

at the same

conditions.

may opt out of
ln case of relocation of a non-major facility, the facility operator
specified
conditions
the
meets
owner/,operator
thi
irrt"ilirg MsBRCr, proviaeo that
in Rute i3Oz (ai) and Rule 1306 (d)(3)'5

increase.
increases greater than
It is sgAQMD policy that BACT is required only for emission
daY'
or eoual to one (1.0) Pound Per

CALCULAT|oNPRoGEDURESFoREMISSIoNINCREASES
Thecalculationproceduresfordeterminingwhetherthereisanincreaseln
are different for NOx
emissions from an equipmint ,odifi."tion ttrit triggers BACT
Rules 1303(a) and 1304(a).
'See
5

Rules for minor polluting facilities as ol
has expressed concenis with this provision of the NSR
USEPA
-septemoer
zobo. Staff will continue to work with USEPA to resolve this issue'
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WHEN IS BACT REQUIRED?

sox
from RECLAIM facifities andlfan for ail other cases. rn generar,
the calculation procedures for RECLATM faciritiesire less likely
to resuit-in an
pollutants

and

emission increase that requires BACT.

For Nox and sox emissions from a source at a RECLATM facility,
there is
emission increase if the maximum hourry pot*t,"r to emit is gr;te;;ier an

the

modification than it was before the modificaiion.6

For modifications subject to Reguration Xilr, there are
two possibre cases?:

1. lf the equipment

was previously subject to NSR, an emission increase
occurs if the new potential to emit in one day is greater tnin
tne ;r"ri;;,
potential to emit in one day.

2. lf

the equipment was never previously subject to NSR, an emission

increase occurs if the new potentiar to emit in one
day exceeds tne ictuar

average daily emissions..over the.two_year period, or other
period, prior to the permit apprication dite. irowever,
for the"pprop;i"
of air pollution contrors on-any source constructed prior to
the adoirtithe NSR on October.8, 1976 for the sole purpose bf reOucing
"r
emGi;n;,
Rule.1306(f) allows the emission change to be calculateO
tn"
_.i_
modification potentiar to emit minus the
fre-modificat., i"L.t,rii" ,_Irit.

ffii;rLil;

i,

The potential to emit is based on permit conditions that direcfly
rimit the
emissions, or, if there are none, then the potentiar to emit
i" u"i"J on,
$almaxlmurn rated capacity;

$+tne
Lil

+the

6
7

and

maximum daily hours of operation; and
physical characteristics of the materials processed.

See Rule 2OO5(d).
See Rule 1306(dX2).
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.

I'UHAT IS BACT?

Chapter 4 - What is BACT?
This chapter explains the definitions of BACT found in sgAeMD rules, state law and
federal law.

NSR RULESIEEGULAIIoN

xl!!I

New sources, relocations, and modifications of existing sources that increase
nonattainment air contaminant emissions are subject to New Source Review (NSR)
regulations which require BACT, among other requirements. Both federal and state
laws require this strategy. The federal Clean Air Act (CAA) requirement for Loivest
Achievable Emission Rate (LAER) is implemented through BACT in the SCAeMD.
Federal LAER applies to major sources only. Although federal LAER applies to any
emissions increase at a major stationary source_el_e3gng-eIggg_rsqrs, SeAeMD has
interpreted this provision as a 1.0 lb/day increase in emissions from all sources
subject to NSR. According to SCAQMD's rules, BACT requirements may not be
less stringent than federal LAER for major polluting facilities. The California Health
& Safety Code (H&SC) Section 4M05 defines state BACT similar to federat I-AER
and requires the application of BACT for all new and modified permitted sources
subject to NSR.

PSD RULES (REGULATIO
New sources. reloGtions. and modifications of existing sources that emit attainment

air contaminant emissions and certain other specifled pollutants are subject
Prevention

of Significant Deterioration (PSD) regulations. which reouire

E

BACT.

Pursuant to Rule 1701. the BACT reouirement applies to a net emission increase
from a pennit unit located at minor and major stationary sources. The intention of
the PSD reouirement is to implement a similar reouirement as Regulation Xlll to
maintain national ambient air quality standards for attainment air contaminants.

DEFINITION OF BACT
Definitions of BACT are found in: Rule 1302 -Definitions of Regulation Xlll - New
Source Review, which applies to all cases in general, except for Rule 17a2
Defnrtlons. which applies only to attainment air contaminants. and Rute 2000 General, which applies to NOx and SOx emissions from nearly-4eO-RECLAIM
facilities. while the definitions are not identical, they are essentially the same.
Section (&) of Rule 1302 - Definitions defines BACT as:

-

BEST AVAILABLE CONTROL TECHNOLOGY (BACT) means the most
stingent emissbn limitation or control technique which:
(1) has been achieved in practicefor such categoryorctassofsource,,or
(2) is contained in any state implementation plan (Slp) approved by the
United States Environmental Protection Agency (EpA) for such
category or c/ass of source.

shall not apply
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demanstrates to the satisfaction of the Executive Officer or designee
that such timitation or control technique is not presently achievable; or
is any other emission limitation or control technique, found by the
Executive Officer or designee to be technologically feasible for such
class or category of sources or for a specific source, and costeffective as compared to measures as /,sted in the Air Quality
Management Plan (AQMP) or rules adopted by the District Goveming
Board.

The first two requirements in the BACT definition are required by federal law, as
LAER for major sources. The third part of the definition is unique to SCAQMD and
some other areas in California, and allows for more stringent controls than LAER.
requireg that economic and
Rule
technical feasibility be considered in establishing the class or category of sources
and the BACT requirements for non-major polluting facilities.

1303(a)(2)@

REQUIREMENTS OF HEALTH & SAFETY CODE SECTION

4O4/JO.11

Senate Bill 456 (Kelley) was chaptered into state law in 1995 and became effective
in 1996. H&SC Section 4A440j1 specifies the criteria and process that must be
followed by the SCAQMD to update its BACT Guidelines to establish more stringent
BACT limits for listed source categories. After consultation with the affected
industry, the oARB, and the u.s. EPA, and considerable legal review and analysis,
staff concluded that the process specified in SB 456 to update the BACT Guidelines
should be interpreted to apply only if the SSAQMD proposes to make BACT more
stringent than LAER or to establish BACT

the eAA reouires the SCAQMD staff to apply cunent I-,AER for major oollutinq

facilities. even if the orooosed LAER determination has not oone throuoh the 58456

process. Therefore, the SB 456 requirements do apply to BACT requirements for
non+najor polluting facilities, but do not apply to federal l-{ER determinations for
major polluting facilities.

CLEAN FUEL

GUIDEUruES+QS+*

ln January 1988, the sgAoMD Governing Board adopted a clean Fuels Policy that
included requirement to use clean fuels as part of BACT. The implementation of
this policy is further described in Parts A and C of these guidelines.

i
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Chapter 5 - Review of Staff BACT Determinations
New BACT determinations and guideline uodates proposed by SCAeMD staff are
subiect to public notification requirements. ln addition to allowing the oublic to
comment on these items. the SCAQMD has established a BACT Scientific Review
committee (BACT sRC) to review and comment on technical matters of the
proposals.

The SCAQMD has included provisions for an aoolicant to reouest

a

review of

particular circumstances regarding a oermit aoplication and reconsideration of the
BACT determination. Additional avenues are available to permit aoplicants for
further review of staff BACT determinations through SCAeMD management. BACT
Review Committee. Hearing Board. and the Goveming Board.

BACT SCIENTIFIC RE
The BACT SRC was established as a standing committee by action of the SCAeMD
Governing Board oin september 8. 1995 to enhance the public oarticioation orocess
period apolies for the BACT sRC and interested oersons to review and comment on
SCAQMD BACT determinations that result in BACT reouirements that are more
stringent than previouslv imposed. BACT sRC members. include but are not limited
to. representatives from GARB. U.s. EPA. neighboring Air pollution control Districts
(APCD). with the balance of the committee created by invitation of recognized
serve. SCAQMD seeks out an appropriate replacement to join the committee. A lisi
of cunent BACT SRC members can be accessed at:
www.aqmd.gov/home/permits/bac{scientific-review-committee/src-members.
The overall purpose of the BACT Scientific Review Committee{SR€) is to:

E

Comment on oroposed new &and more strinoent BACT determinations in
oermit applications under 30day public review.

E

Comment on oroposed BACT listings for all parts of the BACT Guidelines.

Except for the above. the BACT SRC's purpose
oermitting decisions or change them.

is not to comment on

oast

soecifically. the role of the BACT sRGRele is to review and comment in writino on

the aporopriateness of new BACT determinations under 30-Day oublic

review.

During this comment period. scAQMD. state. and Federal reouired permit issuance
timelines are still in effect. SCAQMD BACT staff will commit to sendino the BACT
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SRC newly oroposed BACT listinqs at least seven davs prior to the next scheduled
Meetings will typically consist of a presentation bv BACT Team
(BAc"I-ream@aqmd.oov) staff of new BACT forms and technical data and a general
discGiion oithe proposed BACT listinqs. as well as addressinq any preliminarv
written comments received from the Dublic and BACT SRC prior to the meetino.
scAQMD staff will resoond in writinq to preliminary comments about new BACT

BACi SRC meeting.

oroposals within s#e-.*eeksthirty davs of the subiect BACT SRC meetino. New
issues raised during the BACT SRC meetings regarding newly oroposed BACT
listings will be addressed at the subsequent BACT SRC meeting to allow time for
SCAQMD staff to research the comments. SCAQMD Enoineerino-aF+€omplianGe

itaff may also respond to specific issues raised at the following BACT SRC meeting.
In addition to newly proposed BACT listings. the BACT SRC will be tasked with

reviewing and commenting on updates to the oolicy and procedure.sections of the
BACT Giuidelines prior to the guidelines being presented to the SCAQMD Governing
Board for aooroval.

MEETING WITH SCAQMD MANAGEMENT

of the
permitting team, can consider unique and site-specific characteristics of an individual
bermit. Tne arcwanee-AeXibntly_tor @lgidCdntLsite-specific characteristics has
can be
been taken into account in these guidelines
reviewed with the manager of the section processing the permit. lt is also possible
to request review at the nen bvel, with the Assistant Deputy Executive Officer of
Engineeringand-Gomplianee. The Senior Engineer+ng-Managers and the Assistant
De[uty Eiecutive Officers are authorizedemper,vered to make case-by-case
deiisi6ns on an individual permit. Further review can be obtained through a meeting

SSAQMD management, starting with the Senior Ee.eineerinq-Manager

@and

with the Deputy Executive officer (DEo) of Engineering--an4-€emplianee.
Ultimately, all permitting decisions are the responsibility of the Executive Officer.

THE BACT REVIEW COMMITTEE
Beyond meetings with SCAQMD management, an applicant may also request, prior

to lrermit issuance or denial, that the proposed BACT for an individual permit be
reviewed by the BACT Review committee (BRC). The BRC is composed of five
senior-levei SGAQMD officials - the DEO of Public Affairs; the DEO of Science and
Technology Advancement; the DEO of Engineering-an++emptianee; the DEO of
Planning,- Rule Devetopment and Area Sources; and General counsel. This
committee can review pending individual applications and decide if the BACT
determination is appropriate. The BRC can be accessed without any fee or legal
representation, and will meet upon demand.

THE SCAQMD HEARING BOARD
After the permit is issued or denied, the applicant can seek further independent

review of an individual BACT determination through the SCAQMD Hearing Board. ln
order to access this venue, the permit applicant would need to submit a petition and
fee to appeal the final BACT determination by sgAoMD (once the permit is denied
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or issued)8. The Hearing Board is an independent. quasi-judicial body composed of
five members, who can review a permitting decision by the Executive Officer. ln this

venue, legal counsel represents the SCAQMD. Although not required, many
petitioners choose to have legal counsel to represent their position.

I+HE SCAQMD GOVERNING BOARD
Any applicant may petition the SCAQMD Governing Board to review a pending
application pursuant to SCAQMD Regulation Xll and Health and Safety Code
Section 40509. While tThe Governing Board has the authority to hear and consider
any pending permit application, it has rarely done so. lt is imoortant to note that this
action must be taken while the permit apolication is oending with staff. Once staff
reaches its decision. the only avenue of appeal is through the Hearinq Board and
ultimatelY to court.

rxier+taees€+r€vie*

E Applicants must rile an appeal petition with the Hearing Board within thirty days of the receipt of the permit or
the notirication of permit denial. See Rule 216 - Appeals, Regulalion V - P/ocedure Before the Heaing Board,
and Rule 303 - Heaing Board Fees for more information.
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PART A . POLICY AND PROCEDURES
FOR MAJOR POLLUTING FACILITIES
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cHAPTER,-HoYtllsLAERDETERII|INEDFoRiIAJoRPoLLUTINGFAGILITES?

Ghapter 1 - How is I-AER Determined for Major
Polluting Facilities?
the process for
This chapter explains the criteria used for determining LAER9 .and

,po"tinJ Frrt B of the BACT Guidelines for major polluting facilities.

CRITERIA FOR DETERMINING LAER FOR MAJOR POLLUTING
FACILITIES
on a permit-by-permit basis.based
SCAOMD staff determines LAER requirements
stringent emission limit or
on the definition of LAER. tn essenc6, LAER is the most
is:
that
technology
control

E]
El

B

found in a state implementation plan (SlP)' or
achieved in Practice (AlP)' or
is technologically feasible and cost effective'

determinations will be
For practical purposes, at this time' nearly all SSA9.MD IAER
than LAER
based on AIP LAER Oecause it is generafty more stringent
!ii?9-il Sll:

;d ;#;;;;d'il;;traini

iiill-i6fn

sgRciuD-!9f1! usins the lhi'd Tpl9,9-"1g

allowed for the oermit decision'

BasedonGovemingBoardpolicy,LAERalsoincludesarequirementfortheuseof
r"*i ir"n ds "athieved in practice" and "technologically feasible"

clean fuels.

havenotneendetinedintherule,sothepurposeglthigSeclionistoexplainthe
"iit"ri"

sgaouD

permitting staff uses to make a I-AER determination.

LAER Based on a SIP
implementation plan
The most stringent emission limit found in an approved state
stringent emission
most
the
that
means
This
LAER.
for
a;;is
b;the
,,gr,t

isrFl

limitadoptedOyanystateasarule,regulationorpermitro'andapprovedbyUSEPA'
Lhi-R r"quirement.- No.other parameters-are required to be
is eligibie

"" "

future emission limits
evaluated when this category is ctrosen. This does not include
that have not yet been implemented'

.,no,o",ffiiorpollu1ingfacilitiesandBAcTforminorpollutingfacilities,this
polluting facilities'
Oo"rr"nf ,"""ih" t"r, LAER when referring to BACT for major
Available control
ro Some stales incorporate inoiviouai

p"*it"

inio ttr"i, slP as case-by-case Reasonably

Technology requircments.
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Achieved in Practice LAER
Regulatory Documents
An emission rimit or-contror technorogy may b9 considered achieved in practice
(Arp)
for a category or class of source-if it exists in any of tn" iorr"*ilg
reguratory
documents or programs:

B ggnouo BACT Guidetines
E cepcoR BACT Ctearinghouse
E usepe RACT/BACT/LA-ER Ctearinghouse
E]

Other districts, and states, BACT

@ gRcTLAeR

G,iid"tin",

requirements in New source Review permits issued by
SCAOMD or other agencies

However, staff wilr check with the.permitting authority (other than geAeMD)
on the
status of the BACT or LAER requirement. lt it is toJnd that an
emiGioi limit is not
being achieved or a.conkol-technorogy is not performing as expected
in the
equipment referenced in any of the above sources or in otneriquipme?ri
used as the
basis for the BACT or LAER determination, then it wiil not ue
consloereJas Arp.
N ew

Technologies/Emission Level s

New technologies and innovations of existing technologies occasionally
evolve
without a reguratory requirement, but stiil deserve consid6ration.
rney may nave
been voluntarily installed to reduce emissions, and may or may not
le iirolect to an
quality
air

permit

or an emission limit. -Therefore, in addition t6 tne auove means
of
being determined as Arp, a contror technorogy or emission rimit
may arso be
considered as Alp if it meets all of the following criteria;
Commercial Availability;

At least one vendor.must offer this equipment for regular or full-scale
operation in
the United states. A performance wai'ranty or guaranty must be
availabre with
purchase of the control technology, as well
Reliability:

is

the

parts and iervice.

All control technologies must have been installed and operated reliably
for at least
six months. rf the operator did not require the basic equrimenito
of"i"i"'o"iry, tn"n
the equipment must have at reast 183 cumulative oiyi ot opil6.:'brring
this
period, the basic and/or qlnlror equipment must have
6perateb: r; ai a minimum or
50%. design capacity; or 2) in a manner that is typicar
6r tne
' in order to

provide an expectation of continued reriability of the
"qri'prent
control t*n,i,rr,igy.
Effectiveness:

The contror technorogy
be verified to perform effectivery over the range of
.mu.st
operation expected for that
type of equipment. rf the control technology witt be
atlowed to operate at resser 6tfectivenesi ouring certain m;;r;i;;tion,
then
those modes of operation must be identified. T-he verification
stralt U-e L-aseo on a

performance test or tests deemed to be
other performance data.
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Technology Transfer
LAER is based on what is AIP for a category or plass of source. However, USEPA
guidelines require that technology that is determined to be AIP for one category of
source be considered for transfer to other source categories. There are two gpes of
potentially transferable control technologies: 'l) exhaust stream controls, and 2)
process controls and modifications. For the first type, technology transfer must be
considered between source categories that produce similar exhaust streams. For
the second type, technology transfer must be considered between source categories
with similar processes.

Federal PMz.s New Source Review and SGAQMD Rule 1325
to a new maior oolluting facility. maior modifications to a major
polluting facility. and any modification to an existinq facilitv that would constitute a
PMz.s NSR aoolies

emit. {€70 tons or more per vear of PMzs. or its precursors for serious areas. For
maior modifications. LAER applies on a oollutant-soecific basis to emissions of PMz.s
and its precursors. for which (1) the source is major. (2) the modification results in a
significant increase. and (3) the modification results in a sionificant net emissions
increase.

Significant means in reference to a net emissions increase or the potential of a

Nitrogen oxides: 40 tons oer year
Sulfur dioxide: 40 tons oer year

PMz.s:

10 tons per year

Ammonia:

40 tons per vearr2

A facilitv subject to the Federal PMzs NSR will be reouired to comply with

the

following:

E

Lowest Achievable Emission Rate (LAER)

Liil Emission increases offset

ffi**na,""no,roo,.no
E

Analysis conducted

of

benefits

of the orooosed

oroject outweioh the

environmental and social costs associated with that proiect.
Please refer to SCAQMD Rule 1325 for soecific requirements.
rl SCAQMD Rule 1325(b)(12).
12

as amended on December 5. 2014
Ammonia is beino added to Rule 1325 as a precursor to pM2 s pursuant to EpA,s 2016 pM2 5 Slp
imDlementation Rule. PAR 1325. scheduled for hearino in November 2016. would set a sionificance
threshold of 40 tons per vear for ammonia.
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Cost in LAER Determinations
USEPA guidelines do not allow for routine consideration of the cost of control in
LAER determinations. However, USEPA guidelines say that LAER is not considered
achievable if the cost of control is so great that a new source could not be built or
operated with a particular control technology. lf a facility in the same or comparable
industry already uses the control technology, then such use constitutes evidence
that the cost to the industry is not prohibitive.
State law (H&SC 40405) also defines BACT as the lowest achievable emission rate,

which is the more stringent of either (i) the most stringent emission limitation
contained in the SlP, or (ii) the most stringent emission limitation that is achieved in
practice. There is no explicit reference or prohibition to cost considerations, and the
applicability extends to all permitted sources. SQAOMD rules implement both state
BACT and federal LAER requirements simultaneously, and furthermore specify that
ScAQMD BACT must meet federal I-AER requirements for major polluting facillties.
lf a proposed LAER determination results in extraordinary costs to a facility, the
applicant may bring the matter to SCAQMD management for consideration as
described in Overview. Chapter 6.

@

ln January 1988; the Q^\QMD Gererning Beard adepted a Glean Fuels Peliey that
ene that preduees air emissiens equivalent te er lewer than natural gas fer NOx;
Se*; ROG; and fine resPirable partieulate matter (PM*), Besides-aatural gas; ether
landfill, digester, refinery and ether by preduet gases is net subjeet te the elean fuels

The requirement ef a elean fuel is based en engineering feasibility, Engineering
feasibility censiders the availability ef a elean fuel and safety eencerns asseeiated
with that fuel, Seme state and leeal safety requirements limit the types ef fuel; whieh
ean be used fer emergeney standby purPeses' Seme fire dePartments er fire
hane, in seme eases, veteed the use ef methanel in hespitals, lf sPeeial handling er

the use ef fuel eil as a standby fuel in beilers and heaters; and fer emergeney
lsslen+

Speciat Permitting Considerations
Although the most stringent, AIP LAER for a source category will most likely be the
required LAER, SCAQMD staff may consider special technical circumstances that
apply to the proposed equipment which may allow deviation from that I-AER. The
permit applicant should bring any pertinent facts to the attention of the SCAQMD
permitting engineer for consideration.
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CaseSpecific

S itu ati on

iIAJOR POLLUTING FACILITES?

s

SeiOMD staff may consider unusual equipment-specific and

site-specific
characteristics of the proposed project that would warrant a reconsideration of the
I-AER requirement for new equipment. Here are some examples of what may be
considered.

Technical llnfeasibility of the contro! technology;
A particular control technology may not be required as I-AER if the applicant
demonstrates that it is not technically feasible to install and operate it to meet a
specific LAER emission limitation in a specific permitting situation.

Operating schedule and project length+
lf the equipment will operate much fewer hours per year than what is typical, or for a
much oshorter project length,
can affect what is considered hehieve<*--in
pr€€ti6e-AlP.

it

Availability of fuel or electricity+
some LAER determinations may not be feasible if a project will be located in an area
where natural gas or electricity is not available.

Process requirements+
Some LAER determinations specify

a particular type of process equipment.
SCAQMD staff may consider requirements of the proposed process equipment that
would make the LAER determination not technically feasible.
Equivalency
The permit applicant may propose altemative means to achieve the same emission
reduction as required by LAER. For example, if LAER requires a certain emission
limit or control efficiency to be achieved, the applicant may choose any control
technology, process modification, or combination thereof that can meet the same
emission limit or control efficiency.
S u pe

r Qlea*Comp!! a n:!M ateri al s

sgAoMD will accept the use of super elean-gompl64lmaterials in lieu of an add-on

control device controlling volatile organic compound (Voc) emissions from coating
operations. For exampl+-at-{his-{ime, if a permit applicant uses only surface
coatings that
definition in SGAQMD Rule 109, an add-on control device would not be required for
Voc LAER. This oolicy does not preclude any other LAER reouirements ior other
contaminants.

Equi pm ent Modificati ons
As a general rule, it is more difficult to retrofit existing equipment with LAER as a
result of NSR modification when compared to a new source. The equipment being

i

modified may not be compatible with some past LAER determinations that specify
particular process type. There may also be space restrictions that prevent
installation of some add-on control technology.
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Other Considerations
Although multiple process and control options may be available durino the LqER
determinition orocess. considerations should be made for options that reduce the
fo,rmation of air contaminants from the orocess. as well as ensurinq that emissions
are oroperlv handled. ln addition to evaluatino the efficiency of the control sta9e.
tfrese, additional considerations are needed to ensure that the svstem is capable of
redtrcing or eliminating emissions from the facility on a consistent basis during the
operational life of the equioment.=

Pollution Prevention
The Pollution Prevention Act of 1990 (42 U.S.C. $513'101-13109) established

a

national oolicv that pollution should be prevented or reduced at the source whenever
feasible. In many cases. air pollution control is process that evaluates

a

contaminants at the exhaust of the svstem. Pollution prevention is the reduction or
elimination of waste at the source by the modification of the production orocess.
po,lhttio,n prrevention measures may consist of the use of alternate or reformulated
materials.' a modification of technology or eouipment. or improvement of energy
effrciency changes that result in an emissions reduction. These measures should be
co,niidered as oart of the LAER determination process if the measures will result in
fire etimination or reduction of emissions*S,ul=gtg-B8l=t9#gi{**l8i0elild9-pnigrt*
Nrhi.ch_-are'rons]dere.d...io.jundamentally- re.de$ne lhe..scur-ce. New. and different
emissions creadd by a process or material chanoe will also need to be considered
as part oi the LAER determination orocess. in contrast to the overall emissions
reductioni irom the imolementation of oollution orevention measures. U.S. EPA
policy defined oollution prevention as source reduction and other practices that
ieduie or eliminate the creation of pollutants through increased efficiency in the use

o,f raw materials. energy. water. or other resources. and orotection of natural
reiources by conservationr3. U.S. EPA further soecifies that pollution Drevention

does not include recycling (except in-process recycling). energv recovery. treatmqnt
o,r discrosil. For purooses of these BACT Guidelines. and to be consistent with
federal definitions. source reduction and oollution prevention ehdl may-include. but
not be imited to*atansjdp.i,alian,pf,ilre,feasiilJily..p.f.:.
I

E equipment or technologv modifications.
E orocess or orocedure modifications.
B reformulation or redesign of products.
B substitution of raw materials. or
B imorovements in housekeeping. maintenance

or inventory control.

that r€duce the amount of air contaminants entering any waste stream or otheMise
released into the environment. including fuoitive emissions.

13
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CHAPTER 1 - HOW IS LAER DETERilTINED FOR TAJOR POLLUTII{G FACILITES?

Monitorinq and Testina
ln order to ensure that LAER determinations continue to meet their initial emission
.t"ndardr. periodi" or
parar"t"r ,onitorinq and testing
"nd
"ffi"ienc, may be reou
"ontinrow
reolirements
process.
Eorior"nt
oro""aa"" rn"u
tor"
or", tir". drJto *ing *
"rap"ri"n""
"h"ng"
operational "nd
methods of the eouipment.
which may
affect emission rates or control

efficiencies. ln addition to othe! rule rEuirements. additional monitoring and testing

,ay

,porirem"nts
need to fo"us on asp""ts direcilv ,el"ted to ihG EACT
rnay b". ngd" enforceabl" by oermit
detgnnination.
Monit-ing
"nd shoul9 be soecific to character2e"onditions.
testinq reouirements
"r,d
operatinq ConAitions (e.ct.
temperatures. pressures. flows. oroduction rates) and measurement technr,rues
when I-AER is established to ensure clarit, and consistency with the standard.

Capture Efficiencv
An integral part of controlling air pollutants emitted from a process with add-on air
pollution control eguipment is capturing those emissions and directing
thern to the air

pollution control device. Emissions which are designed to be iollected by
an
exhaust system but are vented uncontrolled into the arnosphere cin hivE aiuch
greater imoact than controlled emissions. when apolicable. the evaiuation of a
orocess and its associated,,control eouipment should address the qualifiCationanct
qr"ntifi.*tion of *otrr"
By
*ptrr"
drring I_AER
"ffi"i"r"r.
"ddr""ting
"ffiCi"n"y
dqterminations. a standard
can be established
to evaruate theiapiGGffEi6cy
of

oth"r srster". as *ell

a" ensrre that the

consistently over time.

lf

caotrre effici"ncy-E- m"intaiied

qoojicable. ,LAER determinations mav include the oercentage capture efficiency

,nd tn" ,"thoOsanO T""r!r!"!r!q,!t., (".o. EpR tvt"thod 20alEot*ldGE
me?surements. design uslng ACGIH's lndustrial Ventilation. static pressurei) uieE
tg dgt"qin"
,"rify it For r"riorr
SCAeMD *1", (Trbl"
"ng
4) ,lr""g, r*uir"
,.""S.r"nt of"ir"rr"t"n"".. ""r"rrl oi
"oll""tion "ffi"i"r"y
syqtem following E"n
"nGrEiion-Gntrol
ermining Capture

Etflcgngv". SCAQMD's "Plotocot for Determination of Votatite OrqrnG C;m;;Inds
(VOC) C.otlrre Efiqi"n"y." or oth"r r"thodr
by th" Er"irti*-OffiG.
"opror"d
gr,%qoqropriate to
tficiency tor "r,d
any
4ER D"te-ination sh"ll be no tesr stringent th"n any appticaJle ruteEdiilmen[.
other consid"rations that ,ay affect
such
crossdEfti. GEffil drafts
"apiur".
and the ,olume of corbustio, products.
should also be addrei"ed during tt is

inc

"i

process.

Table 4
SCAQMD Requlation Xl and XIV Rules with caoture Efficiencv Requirements

or Considerations

B rrog

trhrzs

Ehrso

rroa
rroo

Eil rzo

Erazo.r

E-114r

[0 r roz

trhrze
lBrrso

@tu,t.z

@tqzo.z

@tlzz

Brrso.r
Ehrsr

Err+s

U:htzz

Errso

I

E

lEltrs
@ttzt
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cHAPTERI-HowIsLAERDETERMINEDFoRt^JoRPoLLUTINGFACILITES?

LAER APPLICATION CUT.OFF DATES
For applications submitted by major polluting facilities, LAER requirements will be
detenirineO based on information available up to the date the permit to construct is
issued. This requirement allows interested parties to comment on possible
technologies that could provide lower emissions.

for a Registration Permit for equipment issued a valid Certified
Equipment Permit (cEP), which is valid for one year, will only be required to comply
wiin teeR as deteimined at the time the CEP was issued. However, $QAQMD staff
will reevaluate the LAER requirements for the CEP upon aenual'renewal of the Title

Applications

Vpermit.@

LAER UPDATE PROCESS
of
sgAoMD will update section I - sgAoMD LAEFyBACT Determinations of Part B
determinations for
[[! gnCf Guidelines on an ongoing basis with actual LAER
SSAOMD permits issued to major polluting facilities. The process will depend on
wf,etner oi not the LAER requirement is more stringent than previous SqAOMD

IAER determinations for the same equipment category.
when $QAQMD permitting staff makes a LAER determination that is no more
stringent than previous scAoMD I-AER determinations, the permitting team will
issui the permit and forward information regarding this LAER determination to the
BACTAISR Team.la The BACTAISR Team will review this LAER determination with
the BACT SRC prior to listing in the BACT Guidelines.

Whenever permitting staff makes a LAER determination that is more stringent than
what SCAQMD haJpreviously required as LAER, the permit to construct may be
subje-t to a public review. ln any event deoending on,.Rul9-212".T!he permitting
team will forward the preliminary LAER determination to the BACTINSR Team, who
will prepare and send a public notice of the preliminary determination to the BACT
SRi, potentially interested persons, and anyone else requesting the information.
Staff will consid'er all comments filed during the 30-day review period before making
a permit decision. Staff will make every effort to conduct the public review
consistent with the requirements of state law. However, if the 30-day review period
conflicts with the deadiine of the Permit Streamlining Act15 for issuing the permit, the
permit will be issued in accordance with state law. The 30day public review may

atso be done in parallel with other public reviews mandated by Ru/e 212 - Standards
for Approving Pirmits and tssuing Pubtic Notice or Regulation XXX - Title V Permits
in applicable cases.

on a quaderly-pclieg[q basis, the SSAQMD RACTINSR Team will provide standing

status ieportsto ttte SCAOMD Governing Board's Stationary Source Committee and
to the Governing Board.
the burden on SCAQMD of preparing hundreds of LAER Determination Forms each month, forms
will not be prepared for routine LAER deierminations afler Part B, Seclion I of the guidelines has sufficient

t4 To reduce

entries to demonstrate typical LAER requirements.
the Permit slreamlining Aci are also found in SCAQMD's Rule 210.

i5 The requirernents of
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lnsummary,astechnologyadvances,.many-categoriesintheSQAQMD'sBACT
process will reflect new
b-uio"iin"i'*irr ue upoatejwith new listings. This ongoin_g

[*"i"ritti^g

technologies not previously identified in the Guidelines'

rysltEot: "fd

!YL'9g?il,W

-oroducJ gases is not subiect to

of

mluding

ffi
Eniinei aid6r
mbs

BACT GUIDELINES

th"t" f'"lt

"tion the fuel.
the sufurcontentof

-

"tt

"ornolu

et' tne SCRQIAD nas attowed
boilers and..heaters.-fire suppressant oump
emergencrltl]nlby_ge.lerat.ols. The use of these fuels must meet
limiting NOx and sulfur emissions.
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Chapter 2 - How to Use part B of the
BACT Guidelines
This chapter explains the LAER information found in part B _
polluting
Determinations for Major

Facilities. part

LAER/BACT

e is a'risting ot LAER/BACT

determinations for major poiluting facirities contained in SCAafiD
and other air
pollution control agencies' permiti, and data on new and-emerging
technologies.
These LAER/BACT determinations and data are guides and wifi b6
uied, atong-wigr
other information, to determine LAER as ouflin6d in chaptet i. i;;
a risting of
equipm.ent types, refer to the rnd",Ftrsl-ot equipmeni- cat"goiies.
LAER
determination for equipment not found inFart B of the BACT
Guidelines is done

according to the process ouflined in Chapter 1.

GENERAL

B

is divided into three sections. section r scAoMD LAER/BACr
Determinations, contains information on LAER/BACT determination,
in
pepiq issued by S9AOMD, y]t! nermit timits based on achieved"onEin"o
in lractice
technology. Section il - Non-AeMD LAER/BACT Determinations, rists
LAER/iAcr
determinations contained.in other.air pollution control agenci"s, p"rmis
oiancr
Guidelines, with permit limits based.on ichieved in practid technolbgy.
s"ition rtt _
other Technologies, consists of information on technotogies wti6n t"r"'0""n
achieved in practice but are not reflected in a permit tirn'it, and
informaiion on
emerging-. technologies or emission limits which 'have not yet
been achieved in
Ail three sections are subdivided uaieo on
Part

-

practic@.

lndex-tislof
Il"_:[rg!fO
I-AER/BACT

Equipment.Categories. Within each

determinations will be listed in ordEr of stringency.

"rLgory,

tn"

Each.lisUng includes the following inlormation. in addition to othe

d,etailin,g the description and ooeration of the

six+eetie+rs:

E

eou6-nre@

Basic Equipmentlo

This provides information on the type, moder, styre, manufacturer, function,
and
cost of
basic equipment.. rt arso rists appricabre
scAoMD'ReguiatiSn xr
-the
rules.- c.ost data are generaly obtained from'ttre
scnouo appricaion iorms,

manufacturer or owner/operator, and are not verified.
Basic Equipment Rating/Size
This identifies the size,.drmensions, capacity, or rating of the
basic equipment. rt
also provides additionar information sutn ai iuet typitor
weight of parts creaned per road for degreasers, and the
"oru*tion-"{ripr"nt,
number anb ske ot
blowers for spray booths.

E

E

Company lnformation

This identifies the contact person and owner/operator of the equipment,
arong

with telephone numbers.

"

itl;;H:r"nt

is the process or equipmenr, which emits the air contaminanr for
which BACT is being
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E

Permit lnformation
and the name and telephone number.of the
This identifies the permitting agency
on Permits to

lt ilso provides information
aoencv,s contact person]
'rn" sqAQMD
is atways the issuing agency for LAER
cl-"iiiriuop"i"i".
determinations listed in Section l.

E

Emission lnformation

ThisidentifiestheactualpermitlimitsandLAER/BACTrequirementssetforthby
for the equipment being. evaluated. lt provides technical,
tn"-i"iri"g agency
-rnd
iost daia on'tne control technology used to achieve the permit
Gfo-"ri.",
iimit and the LAEF/BACT requirements'

E

Comment
proviOes additional information relevant

inis

technology assessment,

or

to basic equipment

and-control

clarifies

LAEFyBACT

further explains

or

the

determination.

Theabovesix-€e€tiens'xbrmali9!willenablepermitapplicantstoassessthe
"ppri""uirityofeachLAERyBAcTdeterminationtotheirparticularequipment.
The LAER requirements usually found in seetien-€A-sf-the I-AER Determination
listings are in the form of:

E an emission limit;
EI a control technologY;
E equipment requirements; or
E a combination of the last two'
requirement iS an emission limit, the applicant may choose any control
emission
prefers
!9 :et 9n
iecnnofogy to achieve the emission limit' The SCAOMD
limit as LqER because it allows an applicant the most flexibility in reducing
emissions. lf control technology and/oi'equipment requirements .are the only

lf the

;p";ifi"d

or
LAER, then either emiss'rons from the equipment are difficult to measure

within
it'was not possible to specify an emission limit that applies to all equipment
will be
condition
efficiency
control
or
limit
emission
possibll,
an
Where
the category.
control technology or equipment requirements
,p""m"t
-"nrur"",i tne p"rmit along with theproperly
operated with the lowest emissions
that the equiprient is
iJ
achievable.

HOW TO DETERMINE LAER
for
The Part B LAER determinations are only examples of LAER determinations
in
demonstrated
been
have
permits
or
that
issued
have been
"qripmenftfit
A" OescriOeO in Chapter 1,'LAER is.determined on a case-by-case basis.

;6i[".

ort what LAER is likely to be for a particular equipment, the^ap]c]igtnt should
the Part B LAER determinations found at the SCAQMD website
fu.aqmd.oov/home/oermits/bact@'
. Thg.. CffCoA

io

nnO

review

Board and the USEPA
Lffififbrnia.Air.Resources
These compendiums
ffit76ffi:t-ReR cu"rironor." should also be reviewed.states
that may not be
local agencies, and
ffiricts,
permitting staff
'r"rrJ"O
Finally, the
in the SCAQMD BACT Guidelines.

,rV

O"

"ontr"te?lo
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99:9!bed in chapter 1, the permit applicant shourd bring to the attention of the
permittlng engineer any speciai permitting consid6rations tnat
may arect

sgAoyD

the LAER determination.
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PART B . LAERIBACT DETERMINATIONS
FOR MAJOR POLLUTING FACILITIES
PartBoftheBACTGuidelinesismaintainedontheScAoMDlnternetwebsiteat

hi€ilAfu

.

aqmd.
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NON'MAJOR FACILITIES?
CHAPTER 1 - HOW IS MSBAGT DETERiIIT{ED FOR

chapter 1 - How ls MSBACT Determined for Minor
Polluting Facilities?
Thischapterexp|ainsthedefinitionsofBACTfornon-majorpollutingfacilities(minor
and how thev are
iori"L aAcr oi usancritound in sgAQMD rules and state law
the Part D MSBACT
initializing
for
used.
criteria
ine
expta'ini
also
tt
interpreted.
Guidelines'
Guid'elines and the process for updating the MSBACT

D OF THE MSBACT GUIDELINES

WPART

PartDoftheMsBACTGuidelinesspecifiestheMsBACTrequirements.foraJlofthe
a full explanation
torronfy p"tmitted categoiies of equipment' (See Chapter 2 for
of Part D).

+he=hi$al]!cj!x!allistingsinPartDoftheMsBAcTGuidelinesreflectcd-lhccunent
f,acilities as of
BACT determinations at the time for sour@s at non-major.polluting
represent new requirements but
determinations and emission levels
rnis initiarffii-is-*as_necessary-to benchmark the transition from
to MSBAcrioi non-,"j* pollutins facilities . The colllli::l'i':losies
levels identified initia[yq$ilkpplyao1zlet! to any n9n:TT^t-:".{f

ii,ri] zodo. +dGic_1.ffi"-g*"dd_not

@BACT
;i'il;i iir;.
ratner

ffiffi-inEn
jut jj^1?5;
"J ;i.ti"
"ri.tion
itdi,.t'itn"oria"tineis-warupo'atdoorse€emes-beqemc-^
ffi

D
CRITERIA FOR NEW MSBACTAND UPDATING PART
category based on the
MSBACT requirements are determined for each source
emission limit or
stringent
most
is
the
;;f*,iti;. oirrirsancr. tn essence, MSBACT
control technologY that is:

El

B

El

found in a state implementation plan (SlP)' or
achieved in Praclice (AlP), or
is technologically feasible and cost effective'

determinations will be based on
For practical purposes, nearly all SCAOMD MSB+qT
MSBACT based on SIP' and
than
AIP BACT because it is genLiaffy more stringent
constraints on SgAoMD from using the third
some
contiins
taw
staie
'E",
porruiing facitities, MSBACT wil atso take economic feasibilitv

;;r;;

"iiiJJJn.
into account.

,ino,

BasedonGoverningBoardpolicy,MSBACTalsoincludesarequirementfortheuse
of clean fuels.

'technologically-feasible" (including
Terms such as "achieved in practice" and
purposes of this
one of the
t""nnorogy tr"nsfer) have not udn oefineO in the rule, so

17
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section. is to exprain the criteria
determination.

scAoMD permitting staff uses to make a MSBACT

MSBACT Based on a Stp
stringent emission rimit found in an
I!.:.ro..1
(SlP)

approved state imprementation pran
might be the basis for MSBACT. This means that the most
shingent emission
limit.adopted by_ any state as a rule, regulation or permii*
anO
USEpA is
eligible as a MSBACT requirement. This does not include future
"ppror"iOy
emission limlts that
have not yet been implemented.

Achieved in Practice MSBACT
gqPAcr may arso be based on the most stringent

contror technorogy or emission
limit that has been achieved in practice (Arp) for-a category
oi
Ji rorrce. Arp
contror telhno1ryy may be in operation in the United stite's
o,, "r"",otn", part of the
world. scAeMD permitting engineers wirl review tre torrowing "nv
t" determine
whatis-the most stringent Ap MSBACT:

iti;;

E} LqgR/geCT determinations in part
E] CnpcOe BACT Ctearinghouse

E

usepe

B of the BACT Guidelines

RACT/RACT/LA"ER ctearingnouse

Efl Other districts,and states, BACT GJioelines

E]

Permits to operate issued by SCAeMD or other agencies
of ArF can be demonstrated

uil Any other source for which the requirements

Achieved

in practice Criteria

A control tgchn-ology or emission rimit found in any of the references
above may be
considered as Alp if it meets all of the following criteria:
Commercial Availability.

At least one vendor must offer this equipment for regular or full-scale
operation in the
United states. A performance warrahty or guaranty must
be avairabre with the
purchase
of the control technology, as weil as

pirts

anO service.

Reliability=

The control technology must have been installed and operated
reliably for at least
twelve months on a comparabre commerciar operation. rf'the
operator d'id not require
the basic equipment to operate.continuousry, such as onrv
;ori. lJr oay ana s
days per

week, then the. contror technology must have
equipment was in operation during the twJ-ve months.

"igli
oieraieo

;h;il;;,

the basic

Effectiveness=

The control technorogy
.must be verified to perform effectivery over the range of
operation expected for that
type of equipment. rf the control technotogy witt oe
allowed to operate at resser 6treaivendsi during certain
modes of opeiation,
tnen

t8 some stales
incorporate indiMdual permits into their

Technology requirements.
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those modes must be

identified. The verification shall be based on a Districtapproved performance test or tests, when possible, or other perrirmance
oata.

Cost Effectiveness+

The control technology or emission rate must be cost effective
for a substantial
number of sources within the crass or category. cost
effectiveness criteria are
described in detail in a later section. cost crit6rii are not
individuat

"fpiilal6I; ",

permit but rather to a class or category of source.

Technology Transfer
MSBACT is based on what is Arp for a category or
crass of source. However,
technology transfer must also be considered across source
categories, in view of the
other Atp criteria. There are two types ot potentiai[,--iranGiaote
controt
technorogies: 1) exhaust stream contrors, i'no z1 protesJ;ir"[;;;odifications.
For the first type, technology transfer must be considered
between source categories

that produce similar exhaust streams. For the second

governs the technology.

,a;; ;il*

simirarity

Requirements of Health & Safety Code Section 40440.11
456 (Kelley) was

chartered into state taw in 1995 and became effective
P!t!
-s^19t"
in
1996. H&sc section
ilat must be
.40440.1i specifies the criteria a"d t;a;
folrowed by the scAeMD
to estabrish new MSBACT ririL-r*-"irrJ"

-- -' categories
listed in the MSBACT Guidelines. ln general, the provisions
,"quir",
@ considering onry contror options or emission rimits to be appried
to the basic
production or process equipment;
l_.iiJ Evaluating cost to control secondary pollutants;
lil-l Determining the contror technorogyis commercia,y
avairabre;
Ld Determining the contror technorogy has been demlnstrated
fbr at reast one
,_
Iear on a comparable commercial operation;
LilJ Calculating total and incremental cost-effectiveness;
EiJ Determining that the incrementar cost-effectiveness
is ress than scAeMD,s
established cost_effectiveness criteria;
E] iyt1iry BACT Guiderine revisions onl regurar meeting agenda
of the
SCAOMD Governing Board;
H-otding a Board.puilic hearing prior to revising
maximum incremental cost-

_

_
E
_ effectiveness values;
E Keeping a BACT determination made for a particurar apprication unchanged
for at least one year from the application deemed
o"j";
E Considering a tonger p"ri"df;-;;;j- capitat
""rnlif!t"
"ro
project
(> $1o,ooo,ooo)

After consuttation

*'j.l-.lf

the CARB, and the U.S. EpA, and
considerabre regar review-andlffect:d.industry,
analysis, staff'concruded that the process specified
in
sB 4s6 to update the BACT Guidlrines .r,orto o" i"t"rpr"i"o
peAoMD proposes to make BACT more stringent than |-AER ;;iy'onry if the
or where LAER is
inapplicable (e.q. in
Staff intends'io-'incorporate

i"

establish
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thespiritandintentoftheSB456provisionsintotheMSBACTupdateprocess'as
longer subject to
below, becaus" *n-,"iot p9J!ut!g facilities are no
explained

teoerat reER-.. accoroinq
as sPecified herein.

L-R;g;l

COST EFFECTIVENESS METHODOLOGY
Costeffectivenessismeasuredintermsofcontrolcosts(dollars).per.airemissions
is less than the maximum
reduced (tons). lf tn" *rt p"iton oJ emissions reduced
'cost'effectiven"ri-tn"n
is
considered to be cost
method
controt
the
;a;;
cost effectiveness
maximum
updated
the
dir"u.r".
effective. This section

"tio
values, and those costs, *ni"n

"rn

be included in the cost effectiveness evaluation'

Therearetwotypesofcosteffectiveness:averageandincremental.Averagecost
a proposed
effectiveness considers tne-Oifet"no in cost

anl

emissions between

On the other hand' incremental cost
MSBACT and an ,n"ontroit"o i"t"'
and emissions between the proposed
cost
in
Aif"Ln""
tn"
at
effectiveness looks

MSBACT and alternative control options'
to support their case for
Applicants may also conduct a cost effectiveness evaluation
2'
in
Chapter
discussed
ifiltp""i"l pennit considerations

Discounted Cash Flow Method
Thediscounteclcashflowmethod(DCF)isusedintheMsBACTGuidelines.Thisis
Plan. The DcF

,.lo'ir'bcniinrb'$"+be+nir Quality Management
control costs over the life of the
iEffiFrrrre ofthethepresent
value of all annual costs and
to
equipment UV aooing inJ."pit"r
four
"oit
A
equifiment'
of
tne
life
the
other periodic costs-over
i1te11s-! 1at#eof
'"il
is determined
effectiveness
cost
The
is
useo.
tite
percent, ana a ro-y-eaiaJipdt
by the total emission reductions
by dividing tne totaiiieseii iatue of the controt costs

atso the method

method catcutates ine

in tons ovLr the same 10-year equipment life'

Maximum Cost Effectiveness Values
TheMsBACTmaximumcosteffectivenessvalues,showninTable45,arebasedon
a DCF analysis with a 4o/o 'eal interest rate'

Table 45: Maximum Cost Effectiveness Criteria-

2016)

Average
Ton)

Pollutant

(Maximum $-per

ROG
NOx
SOx
,, Thu

r"iillJIli.

lncremental
(Maximum $ per Ton)

ZA.e+€a602H09

as.-1€e3806e€00

26.&2991019J€0

80.329590+,2es

14.{€e2301qrc0

42.550690393€e

t-ilif"r"n".

b.tu

."n ,"rk"t int"r""t ,.1""

"nd

infl"tion.

*hi"h tuoi""[r ,"r"in"

constant at four oercent.
:-d^.i^F ,^,hi^h +!.^i^^rl remains
EThe real intere"t rate is the differenee between marlet interesl ratee and inflatien whieh tyPieally

censtant€tleurfer€enf
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Pollutant
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Average
Ton)

(Maximum $-per

lncremental
(Maximum $ per Ton\

18.8280{+4ge

o.ga+o+sgs

PMro

so-o4oe

co

L0?q+{5e

GgYglniJ'q. Board in
The cost criteria are based on those adopted by the SCAQIT4D
4e€Sdollars_ using
quarterl29l6
firs,tsec6nd
the 19g5 BACT Guidetines, aojusteo to
Cosieffectiveig:-t-a?ly::::I:ld
eqripnl"nicost-tnoe*'
Swift
the Marshalland
i; tne ratest Ma rs h a r. and sJ,,q !9 :P:fl.1 9":l
l; 1""'ffi ;

i'd;" ;;; "tJ

H:1

I

Enginee+in$

@ireviewandaPProval'

and based on ohvsical. chemical and enqineerino orinciples'

.

t"'"inino t""hni""ll' f""tibl"

iiGnlliirto o" onx"o to' t'" oott't'ntt'ilun'o"r t"'i-"r"''
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b"rt n"nfr.' ,rth"d, *ith th" high""r #ir$.n ,"dr.ti"i, i, fiH

tu

AQM^ staff will ealeulate
'eth inererrental and average eest effeetiveness, Tl.e

y6+
Costs to lnclude in a Cost Effectiveness Analysis

..!y

cost effectiveness evaruations consider both capital and operating
costs. capitar
cost incrudes not onry the price of the equiphent, but'tn"
shipping,
engineering and instaflation. operating or annuar
"o'"ilo,.
costs incrude
expenditures
associated with utilities, labor and repladment costs.
Finally,
reduced if

any of the materiars or. eler.g.y qrgatei by the process resurt
"o.t"savings.
"r"
in cost
These
cost items are shown in Tabre 6Q. Metiodorogies for o"t"irirNl
tn"ie
varues are
-oririty
given in documents prepared oy useeR through
pranning
their office ot AT,.
and Standards (engEep=4
C

4il.pqltrtion
2oo2.usEPA45e45"3E€002@'

,'+iliixtn
=

E66on,

The cost of rand wiil not be considered because 1) add-on
contror equipment usuaily
takes up very ritfle space, 2) add-on contror equi[ment

oo"i ,ot ,.],"iiy require the
purchase of additional.land, and 3) land is
non-depreciable and has

value at the end
of the project. rn addition, the cost ot controttin!
ano cross_
media poilutants caused by the primary MsBACfrequiremeit
"""ono"rv "ri.siJn!
;;d;; incruded in
any required cost effectiveness evaruation of the primiry
nrieAci ,;qrirr"nt.
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56: Cost Factors

Total Caoital lnvestment
Purchased Equipment Cost
Control Device
Ancillary (including duct work)
lnstrumentation
Taxes
Freight
Direct lnstallation Cost
Foundations and Supports
Handling and Erection
Electrical
Piping
lnsulation
Painting

lndirect lnstallation Costs
Engineering
Construction and Field Expenses
Start-Up
Performance Tests
Contingencies

Total Annual Cost
Direct Costs
Raw Materials
Utilities
- Electricity
- Fuel
- Steam
-

Water

- Compressed Air
Waste TreatmenVDisposal
Labor
- Operating
- Supervisory
- Maintenance
Maintenance Materials
Replacement Parts

lndirect Costs
Overhead
Property Taxes
lnsurance
Administrative Charges
Recoverv Credits
Materials
Energy

g!EAN FUELqut0*Hltilr,rgRms f€+ES
ln January 1988, the seAeMD.Gove-rning Board adopted
a crean Fuers poricy that
included a requirement to use.crean tuets-as jart
oi aecr. A crean fuer is one that
produces air emissions equivarent to or rower'than
naturar gas tor Nox, sor,'*oc,
and fine- respirabre particurate matter (pMro). Beiides
naturar gas, other crean fuers

1i"^ffi;l1rid-ffj'_"l1i.s_1s,lLe-o),*+nyo,osene!d;a[j&"ill"+Hd

@s:afe
burning of tandfiil, digester, t t,t"
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However' the combustion of
clean fuels requirement€s'thefar€Fsideredindustry'
i;;i; must compty *'in o'tner SCAOMD rules, iniluding the sulfur content of the

ih;;;
fuel.

feasibility' Engineering
The requirement of a clean fuel is based on engineering
safety concerns- associated
and
fuel
clean
a
of
the
i""tinifiiy
"urir"oiritv safety requirements limit the types of fuel, which
"".tiders
Some
with that fuel.
"trt" "nJlo"l"l
standby purposes' Some fire departments or fire
can be used for emergency
Fire officials

buildings..
marshals do not allow tne &orage oi ipc near occupied
'n"u",
special.handling or
in ro." cases, vetolJthe"use of methanol in hospitals..lf
fuel' the SQAOMD has allowed
safety considerations preJud" in" u"" of the clean
supprpssant oumo
in" r.it" of fuel oil as a standby fuel in boilers aM heaters'of fire
fuels must meet
these
use
The
generators'
tk;dby
enoines and for
sulfur emissions' ln addition'
and
Nox
"r"rg"n.t
imitins
trlei
fiyffi;;;;;i.-"istncirtao

th" Ct""n

fr"t ,"ouir"reii. foi TISAACT i|..

ru-bj..t

t,

the ,rorisirnt

.f Califot.i.

HEElth and Safety Code Section 404a0'11'

BACT UPDATE PROCESS
will be
advances, the SQAQMD's MSBACT Part D Guidelines
As technology
-upiates
equipment
existing
for
guidelines
the
to
Ievisions
wi, inctuoe
irpoii"o.
cltegorie., as well as new guidelines for new categories'

criteria outlined in the previous
The MSBACT Guidelines will be revised based on the
control technology has been
or
limit
sections. Once a ,ot" itrln!"nt emission
for MSBACT, it will be
criteria
the
meet
to
oeie"rmined
is
ano
siatr
uv
in Figure 2.
schematically
is
shown
in"proces-s
pubtic
JroEii.
reviewed through a
have
committee{sR€)will
Review
rn"-iiur[ *iriL noiiti"o Jro in" eAcI_scientific process and comment oeriod' the
public
to
an opportunity
"orr"ni.-idto*ffin"
to in" Goierning Boaid for approval at a public hearing'
ouidelines will be present"J
Guidelines, Part D'
MSBACT
the
oi
to
updates
firior

;;;;
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Figure 2: The Ongoing BACT Update Process
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Chapter 2 - How to Use Part D of the
MSBACT Guidelines
This chapter explains the MSBACT information found in part D

-

MSBACT

Guidelines. The Guidelines in Part D should be used to determine MSBACT for
non-major polluting facilities. For a listing of equipment, refer to the part D Table

of contents. Determination of MSBACT for equipment not found in part D of the
MSBACT Guidelines is also explained.

GENERAL
Part D includes MSBACT Guidelines for more than 100 categories of equipment
commonly processed by geAaMD. some guidelines are further subdivided by
equipment size, rating, type or the material used, as appropriate.
The MSBACT requirements are in the form of:
1) an emission limit;

2) a control technology;
3) equipment requirements; or
4) a combination of the last two.

lf the requirement is an emission limit, the applicant may choose any control
technology to achieve the emission limit. The scAeMD prefers to set an
emission limit as MSBACT because it allows an applicant the most flexibility in
reducing emissions.

lf a control technology and/or equipment requirements are the only specified
MSBACT, then either emissions from the equipment are difficult to measure or it
was not possible to specify an emission limit that applies to all equipment within
the category. Where possible, an emission limit or control efficiency condition
will be specified in the permit along with the control technology or equipment
requirements to ensure that the equipment is properly operated with the lowest
emissions achievable. An applicant may still propose to use other ways to
achieve the same or better emission reduction than the specified MSBACT.
MSBACT is the control technology or emission limit given in Part D for the basic
equipment or process being evaluated, unless the guideline is out of date, or
there are special permitting conditions, or the equipment is not identified in part
D. ln those cases, the procedures described in the following sections will be
used to determine MSBAcr. Applicants or other intereited parties are
encouraged to contact the SoAQMD permitting staff if there are any questions
about MSBACT.
SPECIAL PERMITTING CONS!DERATIONS
Although the most stringent, AIP BAcr for a source category will most likely be
the required MSBACT, S9AQMD staff may consider- special technical
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circumstances that apply to the proposed equipment which may allow deviation
from that MSBACT. The permit applicant should bring any pertinent facts to the
attention of the SCAQMD permitting engineer for consideration.

Case-Specifi c Situations
SQAOMD staff may consider unusual equipment-specific and

site-specific
characteristics of the proposed project that would warrant a reconsideration of
the MSBACT requirement for new equipment.

Technical llnfeasibility of the control technology+

particular control technology may not be required as MSBACT if the applicant
demonstrates that it is not technically feasible to install and operate it to meet a
specific MSBACT emission limitation in a specific permitting situation.

-A

Operating schedule and project length+
lf the equipment will operate much fewer hours per year than what is typical, or
for a much shorter project length, it can affect what is considered !AlP3.

Availability of fuel or electricity+
Some MSBACT determinations may not be feasible if a project will be located in
an area where natural gas or electricity is not available.

Process requirements;
Some MSBACT determinations specify a particular type of process equipment.
SQAQMD staff may consider requirements of the proposed process equipment
that would make the MSBACT determination not technically feasible.

Equivalency
The permit applicant may propose ahernative means to achielre the same
emission reduction as required by BACT. For example, if BACT requires a
certain emission limit or control efficiency to be achieved, the applicant may
choose any control technology, process modification, or combination thereof that
can meet the same emission limit or control efficiency.

Super G+eap-g94p[anlMate ria ls
SCAQMD will accept the use of super etean-conplaOlmaterials in lieu of an
add-on control device controlling volatile organic compound (VOC) emissions
from coating operations. For examplea!-thi+{ime, if a permit applicant uses only
surface coatings that meet the suoer comoliant material definition in SCAeMD
Rule 10@,
it may qualify as VOC MSBACT.
This policv does not oreclude anL other MSBACT reouirement for other
contaminants.

Equipment Modifications
As a general rule, it is more difficult to retrofit existing equipment with MSBACT
as a result of NSR modification when compared to a new source. The
equipment being modified may not be compatible with some past MSBACT
MSBACT GUIDELINES
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determinations that specify a particular process type. There may also be space
restrictions that prevent installation of some add-on control technology.

Other Considerations
Although multiple orocess and control options may be available during the
MSBACT determination orocess. considerations should be made for options that
reduce the formation of air contaminants from the process. as well as ensuring
that emissions are oroperlv handled. ln addition to evaluating the efficiency of
the control staqe. these additional considerations are needed to ensure that the
system is caoable of reducing or eliminating emissions from the faciliW on a
consistent basis during the operational life of the equipment. Measures listed in
this section for MSBACT are subject to the requirements of California Health and
Safety Code Section 40440.11.

Pollution Prevention
The Pollution Prevention Act of 1990 (42 U.S.C. $$13101-13109) established a
national policy that pollution should be prevented or reduced at the source
whenever feasible. ln manv cases. air Dollution control is a process that
evaluates contaminants at the exhaust of the svstem. Pollution prevention is the
reduction or elimination of waste at the source bv the modification of the
oroduction process. Pollution prevention measures may consist of the use of
alternate or reformulated materials. a modification of technologv or equioment.
or imorovement of energy efficiency changes that result in an emissions
reduction. These measures should be considered as oart of the MSBACT
determination orocess if the measures will result in the elimination or reduction of
emissions" .hul,,,ar,Q,,,.l1.al=rs-q*imd=tp,,,in$lude..pf,0lgcli,,,,whjch**arg.'q9I$.Hared*lo
fUn$Cgeg-lAlly*r9de$Og=lhe*Qgltg. New and different emissions created by a
orocess or material change will also need to be considered as part of the
MSBACT determination process. in contrast to the overall emissions reductions
from the imolementation of pollution prevention measures. U.S. EPA policy
defined oollution orevention as source reduction and other practices that reduce
or eliminate the creation of pollutants throuoh increased efficiency in the use of
raw materials. energv. water. or other resources. and orotection of natural
resources by conservation2o. U.S. EPA further specifies that pollution orevention

does not include recycling (except in-process recvcling). energv recovery.
treatment or disposal. For oumoses of these BACT Guidelines. and to be

consistent with federal definitions. source reduction and pollution orevention shall
marlinclude. but not b

B equipment or technology modifications.
H process or procedure modifications.
E reformulation or redesign of oroducts.
E substitution of raw materials. or
E imorovements in housekeeping. maintenance
il

or inventory control.

U.S. EPA Pollution Prevention Law and Policies (www.eoa.oov/pzoollution-prevention-la\,\,-and-

oolicies#define)
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that reduce the amount of air contaminants entgring anv waste stream or
otfreiliseJeleased inio the environment. including fugitive emissions.

Monitorino and Testina
In order to ensure that MSBACT determinations gontinue to mqet their..inltial

periodic or continuous parameter monitoring
ffis.
implementedrequired during the pennitting
be
ffimay
may -experience some chanoe over time.
ffitesses
th*.."oriortnt' *hi"h
@thod".of
'nuu 'fft"t
to other rule requirements.
ln
addition
efficiencies.
control
or
6friGi6n-E6
aspects
focus-on
to
need
may
requirements
ffistino
Oetermination. and may be mad:e:qnforceablle by
ffi
and testing reouirements should be soeciJic to
ffiing
(e.o. temperatures.. -Eessup$... .flows.
ffitions
MSBACT is established to
techniqueqwhen
ffirement
ensure clarity and consistencv with the standard.

Capture Efficiencv
An integral pad of controlling air pollutants. emitted from a prqcess

Yyith

.add-on

is caoturing thgsg emissions and directing them.to
@ent
Emissions which are designed tq be collected bv
@ice.
atmosphere can have a
fffiGllGtem buGie vented uncontrolled into theapoliqablg,
the.qvaluatipn
When
emissions.
@ntrolled
control equipment should address.the
fficiated
EuliifiGiioil-andEantification of capture efficieng)r..By addresslng..qapture
a standard can be established.to
@rminaiions.
of other systems. as well as ensure that the
ffiiency

capture efficiency is maintained consistently over time'

MSBACT determinations mav inglude the DercentAgq capture
the methods and measurer:neltq,(e.9. EPA Method 2q4. caplu.te
using ACqIH's lndustrial Ventilation. static
@
ind verlfy it' FqL various circumstanqqg'- g-et'ela!
@e
SffiM6lules (see taule 5. part R. cnapter t),atreadv reouirq-a,n,qss,esi!9nt

lf applicable.
EFiffiiil aiE

ffiic
ffiirrl
ffie
ffiil-56-i6less
ffict
ffiroducts.

CompoU,rlOs fVOCI Capture Etficiency.: pr
executivp ottice!. ano ale,€PPrllEte to incJude
caoture efficiency f9r anv MSBR9T DetgrmiEtlion
strinoent than any apolicable rule .reouirement. -.Other
caoture. such ?s qrosq-draftS, thelm.al drafts and
should also be addressed durino this

orocess.

MSBACT Determinations should the Guidelines Become Out of
Date
should the MSBACT Guideline Part D become out of date with state BACT
requirements or permits issued for similar equipment in other parts of the state'
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staff will evaluate permits consistent with the definition of BACT considering
technical and economic criteria as required by Rule 1303 (a) and Health & safet!
code section 4M05. The technical and economic factors'to be considered are
those identified in Chapterl.

BACT APPLICATION CUT-OFF DATES
These guidelines apply to all non-major polluting facility applications deemed
c-omplete subsequent to sqAeMD Governing Boird adoftion of the Regulation
Xlll amendments in 2000.
Applications for a Registration permit for equipment issued a valid certified
Equiprnent Permit (cEP), which is varid for one year, wiil only be required to
comply with MSBACT as determined at the time the cEp was issued. l-iowever,
S9AQMD staff will reevaluate the MSBACT requirements for the cEp upon
annual renewal of the CEP by the equipment manufacturer.
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PART D . BACT GUIDELINES FOR
NON.MAJOR POLLUTING FACILITIES
Part D of the BACT Guidelines is published as a separate document'
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Chapterl -GHGBAGT
This.chapter explains the requirements of greenhouse gases (GHG) BACT
regrlations agcording to EPA. des"rib"s th" Top-Do*n pro"e"r. sllo*" frw to

qalculate GHG emissions and explains the prevention of Significant Deterioration
LPSD) Applicability for GFIGs for new sources as well
modified sources.

is

The guidance in this chapter is

aplliqa.ble tg the EPA reouirerents in olace as of the date of these gridelir,"s.

and takes into consideration the U.s. supreme court decision in ltr'lr'fy Ar
Requla-tprv Group v. Environmental protection Aqencv. 1C4 S:Ct.2427

(2074)rr.W
BACKGROUND

EPA has found that GHG. made of uo of six combined comoounds. constitute air

oollrtion that
herlth and *effare. EpA's adqpted r"orir"ntentt
"ndanqe{lprblic
fot GHG ,nd",
+0 9FR 52.21 @in
M"u 2010. *hi"h'
were revised in oc]gber 2015, to establisilng a wa, to oermit G-l-lG e.missions
,nd"r PSD ,nd Titlg, Y. Throrgh thir rul". *-ittino fo"r""d * th" *jor
nearly z0 percent of the greenhouse gas polluiEn
lndrrtrial sorrces. *hich
"ritthi" tir". rr"ll"l. brrin"tr"l
from .t tion"ry.our"gr. At
,nd iour"6 ,E r.,ot b"
subject to these requirements.

The reouirements ol,this rule aoply only to GHG as defined by EpA as a total

gryup of six GHG which are: carbon dioxide (co"). nitrous oxide
ol^o). mettrane
(CHo). hrdroflroro""rbon" (HFC). p"rflroro""rborr
'
other attainment air contaminints. as defrned in
he_xiflUgid=e (SFo),
99AQMD Rrl" 170? .ubdiririon (r). rhril b" ,"orl"t"d frr th" prro!" oiFED.

(pFt\--"rd--lrIil

- 4l

PERMITTING GUIDAN

ttO',

"tt, rn. r*. r

r"*,n,nn

Orar*"ffi

the basic information that oermit writers and apolicants need io address Gillc
in o"*itr. Although thir gridrn." *rc i.rr"d ,rioJlo ttr" r*bion of
"rir.ionr
40
cFR 52.21 in 2015. there are parts still aoplicable t,o tre current
requirements. The qfplicable parts of the ouidance document are summarized in
these Guidelines. The guidance:

E

apolies long-qtandino PSD and Tiile
processes to GHG:

V

permitting reouirements and

g
anyway seur6es" are sub

2 The UARG v. EPA decision limited.the scooe orioinally envisioned

bv the Tailorino Rule. and now only

"anvway sources' are subject to cHG BACT. O!,!,,OgtQ.!.,tr-i*af,rc'gf,A'gmnCAed,,r.e.y.i,SlrS'4,=gEn.$a2j
ie,,ffslsbliEh,a,sisilitisanl,Emifirie$,,rifilejltcl18s,,at,thc,,s.4ms,,1llR!,t*t* pt ZS,qpp.itn. p.ei yea L$*"i*k
sles,,,1,,,pl.!:*,,Ia{.,sf iBs,,I*{c,ta,!:,Iauywax.l,$putss9"
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B

efficiency:

points out that Carbon Capture and Sequestration (CCS) is a oromising

should bEidentified as an available control measure in the first step of
BACT. it is currently an expensive technology and unlikely to be selected
as BACT in most cases):
clarifies that EP dees net int

E

datei
not"s that biomass could be considered BACT after takinq into accoun!

federal policies thai promote biomass for energy-independence-

E
B

-and

environmental reasons. ln its memorandum23 dated November 19. 201.4'
EPA states that it is still assessing and monitoring biooe,nic feedsllgc=ls
and will orovide further ouidance. Further updates can be foun4 at EPA's
webpaqe "CO2 Emissions Associated with Biomass Use at Stationarv
Sources."
orovides flow charts and examples that illustrate the kev ooints of the
identifies technical resources related to GHG emissions and controls'

FEDERAL PSD APPLICABILITY FOR GHG

2011.

9HG
Beoinninq January 2.
BIET a66ties when a new or modified facility is subiect to PSD reouirement$-.for
GE.-The frrst step for PSD aoolicabilitv determination for.neE gr mod{9d
lources is listed in ihe Tables 7 and 8 below that address the lbile#E-Ru+e

EiliEilents in ao Crn sz.Zt. n

seconO step

tor pSD=+rPpliEliltv

is

Eitemporaneous nettino. For detailed guidance on this tooic. EPA's "fSD pnd
Tiiie VFermitting Guidance for Greenhouse Gases" (March ?0,1 1) ihould !e
referenced. but should be used in accordance with EPAs clarifying documents
regardinq the U.S. Supreme CotJd decision in Util,t!' A,r Regu/atory Gfgup-l''
EffinEenfal proteclion Aoencfr and the cunent reouirements under 40 CFR
52.2',1.

ln determining PSD aoolicability. a differentiation between GHG C9€ and E?gs
E rnade. GHG mass basis is simply ,t!e sum of all six qHG
66rnpouncl mass emissions. However. to obtain GHG CO^e. the mass emis-siqns
6iEEch individuat GHG compound must be multipligd bv its Joo-year Glqbal
Warming Potential (GWP). The individual GHG CO"e are then summed to
66tain th=e total CO^e for the source. Cunent GWP factors should be obtained
from EPA's website when performing these calculations'

EiGGust

z. EPA Memo: rAddressing Biooenic carbon Dioxide Emissions from stationary sources. (2014
November 9)
2a
EpA Memo: Next Steos and Preliminary Views on the Application of Clean Air Ac1 Permittino Proorams
to Greenhouse Gases Followino the Suoreme Court's Decision. (2014. Julv 24)
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Table 7

1.

The source is otherwise subject to pSD for another regulated NSR
pollutant. AND

2. The source has a GHG PTE > 75.000 tons oer year fipy)

CO^e:

Table 8

1.

The modification is othenarse subiect to psD for another regulated NSR
pollutant. AND

2.

The modification results in a GHG emissions increase erand net
emissions increase:

a. PFF> 75.000 TPY CO^e. AND
b. > zero TPY mass basis
Contemporaneous Neftinq
contemporaneous netting rs the process of considering all of the creditable

gElsglgn_jncrea.es and,de"rease" that har" o"curred-d*ing-l[e period
!"ginling fir," y""ri,,b"forg !h" oropor"d

"on.trffi
theffi
"b@

throuoh the date that the,emission increase from
th" n"t gmi"rion" ir"r"m" in T"bl" g
""l"rlrting
must include all emission increases and decreases during thE

periodl

SCAOMD PSDAPPLICA
SCAQMD adootedllle,'tJ't4. iJt2010 to imotement the psD GHG requirements
lo.tn uy ao crn=sz.zt. scRort4o nrb tzt+ in"oi*Et"ath;;6irior,. of
19,9Ff,52.21 bv rqlelenlE. excludino the seaions

q"t

tzta r"t(t). sCnOYp

p=Sq

rhorro

tisffi
b"@

,opli""bl" r""tion. of th" cod" "qoJ"lbiliw
of F"d"r"l R"grl"tion id"ntifi"d
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CHAPTER2-GHGBACT

TOP-DOWN BACT PROCESS
EpA recommends that permittinq authorities continue to use the EPA',s Fl/g:qtep

EoEooiil' gAcT process to;etermine BAcr tor cHo fu's' epA' ?ott)'u'

Whii6 thisJEiion summarizes the steps in the process. further details for each
of the steps can be referenced in EPA's ouidance document'

BACT Step 1

-

ldentifv All Available Control Ootions

The first step in the topdown BACT process is to..identify all 'available" control
are those air pollution control technoloEies..or
ffiptions
processes and praclices) that .have the

@emitting
ffion

to the emissions unit and the regulated pollutant

under evaluation.

iavailable' GHG
Permit applicants and permitting authorities should identifu all
to the source
practical
application
potential
for
have
the
I6ii6lIitions that
under consideration.
The application of BACT to GHG does not affect the discretion of a oermittino
that would fundame.ntally redefing a ofQposgd
are likety to vary based on the tyQe ol faiillly.
being address"d. EPA has emphasized the
impiovements. The first eategery ef enqrey

@
ffircs
ffiHG
ffincv

@includestheeptrgn
ffigyimprevinsuti
ccs.as an-add:on
is "avaitaule" tpr. taroe co'rtpmlttlng t?fitqies

For the ourposes of a BACT analysis for GHG. EPA classifigs

ffii[
@ants
ffi
ffin.

and industriql facilities with high-puriv CO,

production. ammonia oroduction. natural .qas
ethylene oxide oroduction. cement production.

and iron and steel manufacturing).

BACT Steo 2 - Eliminate Technicallv lnfeasible Ootions
under the second step of the topdown BACT analysis. a potentiallv.apolicable
be eliminated from further conqideration if
ffi'may
for the specific source under review. EPA generally
ffi
be technicallv feasible if it has been successfullv
ffi
under review. or is available and aoolicable

@iource

to the source under review.
Assuming CCS has been included in Stee 1 of the t9p-d9,!Jr B49f prgccjj;=lbr
no,w must be evaluated for technical feasibility in Step 2. CCS is
6JEh

soGlit
ffiomponents:
@etiminatedfrom
ffiiqnificant
@ese
5 U.S. EPA (2011).

CO.

caoture -and/or: c.omolessign.
aBACTanalygis in Step2 if

differences pertinent tq thq succgssful

three main components from what has already

PSD and Tiile V Permittino Guidance for Greenhouse Gases
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oo,,r,*,.!!"ong"rltr"t,on. of

--do.

ro'rr",b

,O",

,"9 ,""n!r,*,,, ,na.".,''. tffirr"".

ColSiOgr"tionr f".9.,

.rr.e

,"*,no ,nro

"."orn,,n"

tgr C

rig,t',It-*ryi ,o OritO r ripr"t
o"ol*i" r"r"roirr for t
"ritrbl"
BACT Step 3

-

ro

Rankino of Controls

Aft-er.the list of all avajlable
t""hri*ttV tqasiOl

cpntrols.is_ winnowed down

to a list of

the

t

"r!"",grP

,gr",, rnor", Og ,,r!

ootion. jn
iqt"o 3
process in Step 4.

d"t"rrin"r

or, ,o, n""".""r,,, o"

,,r'*@"r

ion

*"r,,

iil likely include.
,n

"n"rn, "*","n",

"
np,,gnr ,n a!"0 a ot,n"

Undqr. step

"ff""tir"n""r

tOgr

4 of the tgpdown
(gRCf St"p

-

PART

E

BACT .analysis. permittino authorities must

li

determine it to be inaopropriiG.
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CHAPTER2-GHGBACT

qenerations.Potentialimpactsthatmaybgco-nsideredinthissteflbased.onthe
o are detailed in EPA-s quidAnce

i;ffi
s' enerqy'

shortd continu" to

concenGGti-EEcts

infras

o,lttet.than the dilect imp?"tS d'e,to
ttt'ttni"t
h"t" GHG
and ' Permitting
nts' aDPlicants"ontt9l
of selectino Particular GHG

conkol strategies.

BACT SteP 5 - Selectinq BAGT

eIectiye conlrgl qption
ln Step 5 of the BACT determination prqcess, the nost

OC"O' tn" oo"""n"nd

oermit For enerqv-Producing
t, of Oto"""t unit into'th"
"
SteP 3 based on
ness in BACT
outo'tEtt"blithinn
nptiont'

"n timits'
oUto!L anO inPurU3sed
T is comPlied with at all

iffif

operation should be considered'

GHG CONTROL MEASURES WHITE PAPERS
reduce GHG emistiont fro'
t""hni"Ul j'''tot'"tion *hi"h
"
t""tot'
BACT fo'
ot d"fin"

"""h

Tl're industrial seclors covered include:

E

electric Generating Units (PDfl.(40pp,905k)
fellner.christian@ePa. gov)

E
E
t

Large lndustrial/Commercial/lnstitutional
337k)
eddinger.jim@eoa.qov)
putp and Paper (PDn (62qp..42J k)

httos:/ tvww3.eDa.oov/cli matechanoe/endanoermenU
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Boilers

(PDfl (39oo'
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CHAPTER2-GHGBACT

EI Cement (ppF) (48op.220k)
EPA eqntagt: Keith Barnett (919-541_5605 or
barnett. keith@epa.qov)

E

[gn and gteet tndustrv (pDFr (78po. 620k)
iones.donnalee@eoa. gov)

ElBefineries (pDF) (42op. 707k)
shine. brenda@eoa. oov)

B

Ntricacid Ptants (pDF) (3100. 544kr
topham. nathan@epa. gov)

E

Landfills (PpF) (28po.250k)
EPACgntact: Hilarv Ward (9jg_s41-3154 or

ward.hillary@epa.gov)

BACT GUIDELINFS
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PARr F - BAcr qEIEryUrNI4tJ=oAiEigS

(This section is currently under development)
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS

LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS
Achieved in Practice

laMP
BACT
BRC
CAA

CAPCOA

QAFB
CEP

cFc

Air euality Management ptan Best avaiiable co-ntrol technology
BACT Review Committee, SQAOMO
Cban Air Act
California Air pollution Control Officers Association
gatifomia Air Resources Board
Certified Equipment permit
Chlorofluorocarbons
Code of Federal Regulations
Carbon monoxide
Carbon dioxide

tion

CFR
CO
Q9"
@uivatent
giscounteo Ca
tnoo
Pc!
uEo
Deputy Executive Officer
G.HG Greenhouse Gas(es)
GtobatWarmirrc ntiat
991_
H&SC Health and Safety CoOercalifomia State
LAER Lowest achievable emission rate - Liquefied petroleum gas
!|_q _
MDAB
Mojave Desert Air Basin
r
ItlFn, = Jr4qximum rnot =MSBACT
Minor Source BACT
NOZ
Nitrogen dioxide
NOx
Oxides of nitrogen
NSR
New Source Review
ODC
Ozone depleting compounds
Pb
Lead
particulate matter less
PMro
than 10 microns in diameter
PMz.s particulate malter less than
2.5 mic;ns in diameter
potentiatto Emi

Tq
RACT

Reasonablv available control technology

o,r
SOCAB

Urate ImplementatiOn plan
South Coast Air Basin

ResionatcLirniii.*ril;;i4;;i'
MLAIM
ROG Reactive organic gas
@redit
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BAY AREA AIR QUALITY MANAGEMENT DISTRICT
Best Available Control Tech
Guideline

R€U
Determination
Pollutant

I96D

r

TYPICAI, TECHNOTOGY

BACT

l. Technologically Fcasible/
Cost Effecfive
2. Achieved in
I

roc

.

,

50% reduction of current tief'b

2.

Current tiePb standard for POC at
annl icahle horsenower ratino

2

85%reduction ofcurrenttief'b

I

2.

CO

2.

Cunent tiePb standard for NOx at
aonlicable horseoower ratins.
Fuel sulfur content not to exceed
0.0015% (wt) or 15 ppm.

Selective catalytic reduction (SCR)
current NOx certified engine.u'b

2

Current NOx certified engine.Eb

1. r/s
2. CARB Diesel Fuel
(I Iltra Low Sulfur Diesel)

50% reduction of cunent tiePb
standard for CO.

l.

Catalytic oxidation combined with

2.

2.75 g/bhp-hr

2.

Any engine demonstrated or
certified to meet 2.75 slhho-hr

n/s

1.

n/s

0.01 g/bhp-hr or equiv" technology."

2.

Any engine/technology verified or
certified to achieve 0.01 g/bhp-hr."

l.
2.
3.

l3l9

ppmvd @ l5o/o

current CO certified engine.ab

TBACT: 0.01 g/bhp-hr or
eouivalent" technolopv

NPOC

Current POC certified engine.o

b

l.

o"ld

PMro

Catalytic oxidation combined with
current POC certified engine.u'b

*

standard for NOx.

l. r/s
SOz

I

standard for POC.

1.
NOx

Practiee

L r/s
2. nls

c.

3

l.

(See

2

ahovelc

r/s

2. nls

References

Cwmt tiq

c.

d.
e.

standtrd: The cmmt CARB or EPA off-road tiq stmdad for the pollutilt of concem
within the appropriate horspowa rmge. Where NMHC + NOx is listed (with no indiyidual standtrds
for NOx or NMHC) as the stmdtrd, the portions may be considered 95% NOx md 57o NMHC. For the
puporcs of detmining BACT NMHC = POC. Any agine which has bem certified or demotrstated
to meet the cuilt yer tier stmdrd my be considered a cunent certified engine for that pollutut.
An engine which dms not mect the cEent EPA or CARB off-road tier stmdad may represnt BACT2,
poviding l) th€ mgine mot the most stringent EPA Tiq Stmdud in effect prior to the Tier chmge for
that horsepower rating md 2) the pemit application is submitted within 6 months of the effective date
oftheTierchage. [Source: CalifomiaHealth&SafetyCodeSection93lI6.3OXT)]
Complimce with 0:01 g/bhp-fu my be demonstrated by ure of Altemative Compliance Demorctration,
specified in Catifomia Health & Safety Code S$tion 93115.13(f) [Stationary CI Engine ATCM].
Previous BACT detemination dated 0l/l l/02.
beeue not all
ile $biect to the
ATCM.

/z

a-ru*
7

g/bhp-hr (g/kW-hr)
Overview of Off-Road Compression lgnition Engine Certification Standards in

HP

(l(w)

HC

50 <75

NOx

co

PM

6.9

YeaB

NMHU
+ NOr

co

1998 -

5.6

3.7

(37<56)

(9.2)

2003

(7.5)

75<100

6.9

'1998 -

5.6

(56<75)

(9.2)

2003

(7.5)

6.9

100<1 75

300<600

600<750
(450<560)

:750
e56o )

2ffi2

(e.2)

(75<130)

I /C<JW
blao<))5\

1997 -

0.97
(1.3)

U.Y/
(1.3)

0.97
(1.3)

0.97
(1.3)

6.9
(e.2)

6.9
(e.2)

6.9
(e.2)

6.9
(e.2)

8.5

01.4)

0.40
(0.54)

8.5

0.40

(1 1.4)

(0.s)

8.5
(11.4)

0.40
(0.54)

8.5

0.40

(11.4)

(0.54)

4.9
(6.6)

(5.0)

3.7
(5.0)

1996 -

4.9

2.6

2@2

(6.6)

(3.5)

1996 2000

1996 2001

4.8
(6.4)

4.8
(6.4)

PM
0.30
(0.40)

2.6
(3.s)

2.6
(3.5)

2000.

4.8

2.6

2005

(6.4)

(3.5)

(0.40)

o.22
(0.30)

0.15
(0.20)

0.15
(0.20)

0.15
(0.20)

0.97

6.9

8.5

0.40

(560:900)

(1.3)

(s.2)

(11.4)

(0.s4)

2000 -

4.8

2.6

2005

(6.4)

(3.5)

YeaE

3.5

3.7

o.22

2@A-

3.5

3.7

2@7

(4.7)

(5.0)

(0.30)

2012

(4.71

(5 0)

2@4 -

3.5

0.30

2008.

3.5

0.14

0.3G2.5

3.7

2@7

(4.7\

(0.40)

2011

(4.7)

(0.1e)

(0.40-3.4)

(5.0)

o.14

0.30

3.7

2@4 -

(5.0)

NMHC
+ NOx

NMHC

(0.1s)

(0.40)

(s,0)

3.0

3.7

o.22

2AO7 -

3.0

0.14

0.30-2.5

3:.7

2006

(4.0)

(5.0)

(0.30)

2011

(4.0)

(0.1e)

(0.40-3.4)

(5.0)

0.14

0.30

3.7

2003 2005

2001 2005

2@22@5

3.0
(4.0)

3.0
(4.0)

3.0
(4.0)

2.6
(3.5)

(3.s)

2.6
(3.5)

(0.19)

(0.40)

(5.0)

2006 -

3.0

0.14

0.30-1.5

2.6

(0.20)

2010

/4 n\

a0

0.15

2006 -

(0.20)

2010

o.15

2006 -

(0.20)

20'to

3.0

3.0
(4.0)

12(X)a

Gen. Only

0.97

6.9

(1.3)

(e.2)

8.5

0.40

(11.4)

(0.54)

2000 -

4.8

2.6

2005

(6.4)

(3.5)

ro

4n-, o\

13

5l

0.'14

0.30

2.6

(0.19)

(0.40)

(3.5)

o.14
ro 10\

0.30-1.5
/o 40-2 0\

2.6

o.14

0.3.0

2.6

(0.1s)

(0.40)

(3.5)

0.14

0.30-1.5

2.6

ro

13

ani ,nl

0.14

0.30

YeaE

0.02

2013+

(0.03)

2013

0.01

2O14+

(0.02)
2012 -

(0.02)

20't3

0.01

2014+

(0.02)
0.01

2011

-

(0 02)

2013

0.01

2014+

(0.02)
0.01

201',l

rn nr\

2013

0.01

2O14+

(0.02)
0.01

2011 -

0.01

2O14+

5l

2.6

2012 -

(0.02)

0.01

0.15

1sl

PM

0.01

2003 -

2013

(0.1s)

(0.40)

(3.5)

0.15

2006 -

0.30

2.6

2.6

0.075

2011 -

(0.20)

2010

(0.40)

(3.5)

(3.5)

(0.10)

2014

0.14

2.6 (3.5)

2.6
(3 5l

0.03
ro n/\

2015+

2006 -

0.30

2.6

2.6

0.075

2011

2010

(0.40)

(3.5)

(3.5)

(0.10)

2014

0.14
rn 1q\

0.50 (0.67)

2.6
(3 5t

o.o2
rn na\

2015+

0.15
(0.20)

Gen. Only

(>9OO)

co

Pir

NM}'(;

lo tq\

>75OS1z(ru

NOxr

co

YeaE

+ NOx

0.30
(5.0)

Tier 4

Tier 3

fie. 2

Tier 1,

Engins

(0.02)

0.15

2006 -

0.30

0.50

2.6

0.075

2011

(0.20)

2010

(0.40)

(0.67)

(3.5)

(0.10)

2014

0.14

0.5

2.6

0.02

2015+

(0.1e)

(0.67)

(3.s)

(0.03)
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Back
1-8.2 D
Best Availabre contror rechnorogy (BACT) Guideline
Refinery Process Heater, Equipment
641 and 21b
; .
Ernissiont
and/oGas
R"fi.rery Fuel
MM Btu/trr
il;#;;
rlqvr^r€
Unit:
Gas
Natural

Facility:

Big West of California

LLC

Location: Bakersfield

References:
3:::Stnation:

s-33-407-0

and'411-0

stttzool

BACT
Pollutant
10 ppmv @ 3% 02 (SCR and burner tuning)
CO

Nox

5 ppmv

at 3o/oo2, (15 minute

average) (Low NOx burners and

sinl

PM10

Treatedrefinerygasand./ornaturalgaswithnomorethanl00
ppmv total red.uced sulfur (3-hour rolling average)

SOx

Treated.refinerygasand/ornaturalgaswithnomorethanl00
ppmv total red.uced. sulfur (3-hour rolling average)

Practices
BACT Status
Achieved in Practice
Technologically Feasibte BACT

VOC

Good combustion

'

Comment
VOC' NOx' SOx and CO
PM10

1.8.2 c
Best Availabre contror rechnotogy (BACT) Guideline
Emissions Process Heater - Equipment
AU
Rating:
RefinerY
Unit:

Fac,ity: B:;J[X,," Rererences: fl:":;[tHffi
Location: Bakersfield 3:::Jit"ation:
Pollutant
BACT NOT TRIGGERED
CO

tt4t2o0t

BACT

6t12177,8:17 AM

act-guidel
http :/lwww.valleyair.or gibusindlpto/bact/b-a-c-t/b

BACT Guideline

Pollutant
BACT NOT TRIGGERED
NOX
PM1O BACT NOT TRIGGERED

"'

BACT

SoxNatura}gasortreatedrefinerygas@0.0621grainsH2S/dscf(100
ppmv H2S)

VOC

BACT NOT TRIGGERED

BACT

Comment

Status

Achieved in Practice

Guideline 1'8'2 B
Best Available Control Technology (BACT)
Emissions Process Heater Equipment
= or > b0.0 MMBtu/hr

Unit:

Facility:

'RefinerY

Rating:

nla

References:

Loeation: nla

of
Determination:

Date

Pollutant
BACT NOT TRIGGERED
CO

I
I

District Proactive BACT
Determination
6/80/1999
u'ur

BACT

Nox
PM1O

n d /n
lL/l\l[l\tfE[+rt\ SCR
^rrro lb/lVIMBtu) SCR
9.0 ppmvd @3% 02 (0.010s

so"
voc

BAcr Nor TRIGGERED

BACT NOT TRIGGERED

BACT NOT TRIGGERED

n
a /'rrrr c!1^r-.^
Status
BACT

COmmgnt

I

i

achieved in Practice

I
I

Guideline 1'8'2 A
Best Available Control Technologv (BACT)
92 MMBtu/hr
Emissions Process Heater - Equipment
Rating:
Refinery
Urirt

racility: HliJilr"es LLC References:

ATC #: S-33-17-7
project #: s-e81236

6t12117,8:17 AM

BACT

Guideline r

i

http ://www.valleyair. org/busind/pto/bact/b*a_c_t/bact_guidel...

Location: Bakersfield

Date of

Determination:

Pollutant
BACT NOT TRIGGERED
CO

NOx

it$*mvd

@ 3%

6/11/1999

BACT

02 (0.036 lb/NIMBtu)

Ultra Low NOx burner with

PM1O

BACT NOT TRIGGERED

Sov

Treated Refinery gas with a sulfur content of 0.10 grains H2S/dscf
(161 ppmv H2S) with natural gas as a supplemental fuel.

VOC

BACT NOT TRIGGERED

BACT

Status

Comment

Achieved in Practice
The following technologically
feasible options were not cost

effective

3 of 3

- Natural gas or treated refinery gas
100 ppmv H2S - Selective Catalytic

@

Reduction

6112117.8:17

AM

http ://www.valleyair.

BACT Clearinghouse (Searchable)

or g/busind/p

to/bact/bactloader'htm

BAGT Clearinghouse (Searchable)
INSTR|,cTxf,NS:Tofinor,entqasemhtmin-SearchDscriptiff..andpcssrclum,dsel@ta'tvlaincategqrad/d"subcalego|r
Sub Category

Main Gategory

Search De$riPtion

-

lrr

aii

*

De$ription

1.1.1

Boiler <

s:

2O.O

1.1.2

Boilef, >

2O.O

lliiBtu/hr l,latuEloas fircd. baseloaded

1.1.3

R^ib. - > ,o o

't.1.4

DioestdGas Fired Bdlq'RESCINDED' (1cy2d2009)

1.1.5

Boiler-Dual

1.1.6

Boiler- Firedwith a Ffiottstunmonia Fuel'RESCINDED' (1O2d2009)

1.1.7

Umited Lrse Boiler- tlatuEl Gas Fired. < 9 Billion Blu/vr'RESCINDED'(1026/2009)

1.1.8

Bimass-fired Boiler - Grale Svstems 'RESCINOED' (1012612009l

l\iiBtdhr l'latucl G6 s ProEre

mdh.

FElfs

Naturat

'RESCINDED' (10262009)

or with small load

swinqs 'RESCINDED' ('l02g2mg)

@s fired. with hiqhtu Eriable loads or hioh tumd@n rati6. 'RESCIi'IDED' 0026/2009)

F&ilities Reuirino Lhuid Bekup FEI'RESCINDEO' (1cy26l2009)

I

(3t24DO14)

1.2.1

1.2.2

Fired

Steam

Geffits

- >20.0 ll/i/BtdFk \brlicallv Oriented

Wcounierid

I

lleat Transftr 'RESCINDED' (1O2d2009)

I
1.2.3

I

1.3.1

1.3.2

Fluidized BubHinq Bed

1.4.1

Waste Gas Flarc - 15.3

1.4.2

Wste Gas

Flaro

combwtq Oiomass-fireo 'RESCINDED'
liirBhrhr Swim

a Tank

VaM Control Svstem

115

l nf

1

I

'RESCINDED' (1nn016)

- lnckmtirc Prodeed Gas 'RESCINDED' (1nPO16)

(1nt2o16)

1.4.3
1.4.4

(311212012\

(tn12016)

(1nno16)

6120117,9:05 AM

San Joaquin ValleY

Unified Air Pollution Control District
Rule 3170 Clean

unit 2005-2010 Achieved in Practice BACT Determinations
Main Catetory: 1.0 External Combustion

BACT

Boilers

Code
Boiler: < or = 20.0 MMBtu/hr, Natural
Gas or Propane Fired (> 30 Billion

1.1.1.a

NOx
15 ppmvd @ 3% 02(0.018

lb/MMBtu)

voc
Natural gas with LPG backup or propane fired

-.,'

t1.1.b
,t'

..

l

:il::,'rilr.:=ii'rl

11)

j

..

l
,

,,,,::::rli:ii;:::1 li:i

Un

iried

^:ilji:Hl

J;li::'

District

Rule 3170 clean Unit 2006-2010 Achieved in practice BACT Determinations
Maan Category: 1.0 Extemal Combustion
BACT

Code

Steam Generators
Steam Generator (> or = 5
Oil Field)

MMBtu/hr,

NOx

voc

14 ppmvd @ 3yo02

i;::::az,^w....::.N L\.i:::rjlffi:1::::* In}R]|]7#

Steam Generator ->2O.O

MMBtu/Hr

Vertically Oriented w/Counterflow
Heat Transfer (< 3O Billion Btu/yead

30.0 ppmvd @ 3% 02 (0.03G tblMMBtu)

Natural Gas or LPG

San Joaquin ValleY

Unified Air Pollution Control District
Determinations
Rule 3170 Clean unit 2005-2010 Achieved in Practice BACT
Main Category: 1'O External Combustion

BAcr
Code

Fluidized-bed combustors

NOx

voc

San Joaquin Valley

Unified Air pollution Control District
Rule 3170 clean unit 2006-2010 Achieved in practice BACT Determinations
Main Category: 1.0 External Combustion
BACT

Flares

Code
1.4.L

1'{:2 ,:

.':

t.4.3

NOx

Waste Gas Flare - 15.3 MMBtu/hr,
Serving a Tank Vapor Control System
l

Waste

G"as

$are - lncineratirrg f'

Steam-assisted or air-assisted when steam
unavailable

;St€amass-istedCfAir..as*stedorCoandaeffect,
Durner/.when

Landfill Gas Vapor Collection System

Steam-assisted or air-assisted when steam
unavailable

0 06

.Steamass,rstedorAir"assistedorCoanilaeffect

steE;trunavairabler '

b'Nox/MMBtu

unauaitaute

,
,T},[:i,*;:":l*::*;:S*l;il;],',,
burrpr, *hen iieam

PPmv @ 3%

.
."

02

entlosed flareand Vop ernissircns.g 0.06g

ib/l4uattr

"-,

,,

* .'

.r t_i
t'

Natural gas auxiliary fuel

::ii*=
1.4.8

RerneryFare

- ::fl :ffi,,::*:ffi,;.*=1i*h#ffi1';*,*ffiffi;:,
District approved controls. Flare shall be
a flare gas recovery system for
emergencv

with

rereases'

equipped

non-

steam assisted combustion, staged combustion,
and/or equivalent District approved controls. Flare

;:113;"1?:ffx[:1,":

o';"

*' '"*'"'v 'v*"'

,,-

San Joaquin ValleY

Unified Air Pollution Control District
Rule3lT0CleanUnit2006-2010AchievedinPracticeBACTDeterminations
Main Category: 1.0 External Combustion
BACT

Code
1.5.1

Naturar gas firin"
"f'-T^::'::J1'^t:
air l< 5o/o), and use of cullet > 15% annually

@

ub,frrrxt$tff;t,4,
i
ii::'::{r
::f,:.!.=:iii:Ir
rt..::+ii::+* fiillEiElt+#i

_

rii" I

i:rl'{iu:lil=riii,,.
:n::::rr'i'

Metal Melting Crucible/Furnace

1.5.4

',

- i GlassBottletabelcuingLetg--<1p'.",o
*'''*,''
,.,. ti=fi-1r+ilH.ti=
lr.tr,,,r g;t*ir"d
"niirlii.
Natural Gas-Fired Metal Heating
1.s.6

l.s:s

i

=

#
*
G.J
liiE'i5i',."t;
1.5.10

ilrt,r.l

lly,u*'"*

gas flred

t

voc

NOx

Furnaces

container Glass Production - container
Glass Distributor

x

easorff

'rrl:=i .::;:iiii:::1 ::,r '

"'-'*'

*, *gqggqusfuel

,

.

;'.

*flE#.rruffi

,

r

s"*ffi

Natural gas

Natural gas
Nalural

L5% annuallY

.

l=u!ini'L+:-'1nj

grt firing and use of cullet (scrap glass) >

.rrL.:.::!lr

EV"l

., ,o o **t;''
jr u*\.

ppmv NOx @ 3% 02 at the final stack
30 ppmv

"

E;y
iai'.v

'

San Joaquin Valley
Unified Air pollution Control District
Rule 3170 clean unit 2o0G-2010 Achieved
in practice BACT Determinations
Main Category: 1.0 Externat Combustion

BACT

Food & Ag products Ovens, etc.

Code
1.6.1.a

Tomato Roaster

io,ru

vesetabre Ro-Trf_e

r4

,'*
7.6.2

'i-;-l

ln:*1ii.

,

MMBtu/hr

. ,
* t I

[u6i#;F

f'fb;rl
1.6.11.

'=

; -t',t,r. :

-',,."'-1"

lpe

as backup iuei

lackupfuel

:,

Natural gas fuel

]fi:[

0.083 lb/MMgtul arld natlrat gas fuel

Dryer - Milk Spray, > or 20 MMBtu/hr
=

,

Low NOx burner fired on natural gas
backup fuel

d!=rl+"II]

witf, Lpg.i

-#'#,*Ew=ffF==#

"r.e-ia
1.6.15

tiil '.....!,i:=iL

,:2oppmv

,=ii-iii
r-iii:;.j
t.6.77

,..,

itjl'"F

20-30ppmv @3%02

E;6-1g':li

=.;1,1-ft
1.5.20

rlrr,ffi
::.,ii!.1r":;i=

7.6.22

"

,

,

*iit

'IPtf-P,ieffi
natural gas

r

ir'ffi

trtiturat ga+fired qven/smokehouse wlth natural
a
ga+fired smoke generator: .,.
Naturat gas fired

. r

il=,,ffi

20 ppmv @ 3%Oz

ili-+

E:'*

No*edrissions'

Natural gas and tpG as

Pistachio Roasting Operation

Gaseous fuel

Upe of natuial gas fuel and operating
the bumer
within manufaaur"ei.s specincaiion io minimize

natural gas fired with optional

il.,ei+'fl 'ltd*?-.fi3H,
1.6.7

voc

Operation of burner within manufacturer,s
specification to minimize Nox emissions

:.;

Oven - Tortilla, <= 5

NOx

Lpo

"i

I

, u.llrp trll " "''

"'

tr.=trnru** ilj!-El=iniioilffi
fuel
natural gas

i=ltft4o*.5

#, *

San Joaquin Valley

Unified Air Pollution Control District
Rule 3170 Clean Unit 2005-2010 Achieved in Practice BACT Determinations
Main Category: 1.0 Extemal Combustion
BACT

Code

Food & Ag Products Ovens, etc.
Commercial Bakery Oven

NOx
30ppmvd @3%o2equivalentto0.036

70.0 ppmvd @ 3%02 (0.085 lb/MMBtu)
Cooking Oven

lb/MMBtu

voccaptureand95%control efficiency

Natural gas fuel

San Joaquin Valley

Unified Air Pollution Control District
Rule 3170 Clean Unit 2005-2010 Achieved in Practice BACT Determinations
Main Category: 1.0 External Combustion
BACT

lndustrial Ovens

Code

Oven - Polyethylene Curing, = or < 20

NOx
Natural Gas or Propane Fuel

MMBtu/hr

Natural Gas Fuel

Natural Gas or Propane Fuel

San Joaquin Valley

Unified Air Pollution Control District
Rule 3170 Clean Unit 2005-2010 Achieved in Practice BACT Determinations
Main Category: 1.O External Combustion
BACT

Petroleum Product Combustion

Code

Devices

1.8.1

.il

t-.

r::ir]::::lrli,-i

1.8.3.a

... Process"lileater-tiefifery, >

vrr*aBtuhr

,.

Y

1

Sb {:.
:H

Gas Dehydration - Glycol Reboiler (=>

*

rqti
.a:a=

er

.;::a::!.x!:ltll i:r:r::;:;:

.l

: :i:::r:':=

Natural gas fired burner

5 MM scflyear)

iff#
1.8.4

good combustion practices

30.0 ppmvd @ 3%02 (0.036 lb/MMBtu)

Process Heater - Refinery, = or < 50.0

MMBtu/hr

=*,fl', ii,E:'

voc

NOx

Natural

g:asfiredbqrigl".".*

r
15 ppmv @

l:t
3o/o

t

*
ii

5F'

{r;

-.:1 ;- -',.F: ',.ii"

*

gaseous fuel and good combustion practices

02

or*ho* unnriv@snoz.

noa"t"q*i*uin-

#* _:'

*

,=

San Joaquin Valley

Unified Air Pollution Control District
Rule 3170 Clean Unit 2006-2010 Achieved in Practice BACT Determinations
Main Category: 1.0 External Combustion
BACT

Misc. Combustion Devices

Code

NOx

Crematory - Natural Gas Fired
Oryei - ttatural;e as Flred,

natural gas fuel

Solvent-

Absorption Chiller - Natural
Fired,< 20 MMBtu/hr

Gas

H'-O,OO1 lb ryOx

Gas

S

/MMBtu

0.036 lb NOx /MMBtu

Municipal-waste lncinerator - <

wa*elhr feed rate

Natural 80" ppmv

Spray Dry"r -

Transportable Diesel-Fired

Nitrogen

Rrng Dryer
fli sUoa Meal Prtxessing
:

$fuurner

ilffi

Facillty

@ 3Yo02
NQy @ 3% 02

'

i

rtH-*l

I

t

.*.

*l,.ss9='

Use of Na-tural Gas or LPGlPropane Fuel

flt

0.2 lbl100 gal

*H*igil*'1

= < 8.9 ppmvd @ t9o/o02 (0.1 lblMMBtu)

Natural Gas Fired Dryer with High
Turndown Ratio

lei eircr?q,rqire fraining

: ,,

Natural gas fuel

diesel fuel achieving 155 ppmv @ 3%02

Vaporizer

$

Gaseods fuel

Naturat gas fuet

f'titunl r 20 ppmv
Gas Fired,< or = 20 MMBtu/hr n!t'

g

;=i6$ns,ffig.

'$.

Molded Paper Products DryerGas Fired,< 20 MMBtu/hr

r1 Mineral Produas

t"t ;ir}

no determination

lSOIb

r.riturii Cat
Natural gas fuel

(.

Auxiliary Burner System, Dryer,
Natural Gas Fired,< 20 MMBtu/hr

natural gas fuel and a secondary combustion
chamber (afterburner) => 1600 degrees F

iffi i,iliE

r

F[,**riE;E

San Joaquin Valley

Unified Air Pollution Control District
Rule 3170 Clean Unit 2005-2010 Achieved in Practice BACT Determinations
Main Category:2.0 Remediation and Waste Disposal
BACT

NOx

Soil Remediation

Code
Soil Remediation Operation -

?.1.1

Thermal

95% or greater control efficiency

N/A

Oxidizer

24,2

'F

"

2.1.3

-Soll,ftim#iation Operation - l.c.

i"si#,

':

f'i

Soil Remediation Operation -

*",,

Carbon

).t1 t

ru

1l$$l

l$rddliliilii
.il,i
r=;

fi1'E

Wl*Ea

2.7.6

Soil Remediation Operation - Boiler, =

or < 4.2 MMBtu/hr

*l,i.E-,:=

,.LPG

',

N/A

-#'& .

arxiliaryfuel and 3-- wayratalytic cdnverter
'''+

t"i,

Qsl*cqdrefqcieScy.Ss
95% control efficiency

*- .

i

r,

:r

San Joaquin Valley

Unified Air Pollution Control District
Rule 3170 clean

unit 2006-2010 Achieved in Practice

BACT Determinations

Main Category:2.0 Remediation and Waste Disposal
BACT

Code

Waste Disposal
Non-hazardousWastewaterReceiving, N/A
Treatment, and lmpoundment

NOx
Bays used to settle out solids and to skim oil from
waste water. Recovered oil pumped to storage tank
venting to carbon canisters or drums. Treated
wastewater discharged to impoundments for
evaporation.

San Joaquin ValleY

Unified Air Pollution Control District
Rule 3170 Clean

unit 200G2010 Achieved in Practice BAfi Determinations
Main Category:3.0 lnternal Combustion Engines

BACT

Emergency lC Engines

NOx

Code

certified emissions of 6.9 g/bhp-hr or

less

of"69 g/bhphr or.less.

drtifl"d.HO* qmissions
,' *; i, = k*'* 'rl

\

certified emissions of 6.9 g/bhp-hr or

Positive crankcase ventilation

.;'

less

,

Posrtjve grankcase ventilation

ni

t:

;

l'

.ll

'.;*; , ." ;

Positive crankcase ventilation

fiF$tffi
3.1.5

ffi
3.1.8

*. IP*itir"
,

cr:ankcase

]
ventlifuon(Fqv], t'f$natrtttspi,

+l rib*orp'rlp"neasfuel
1.0 s,/bhp-hr

*@,

'\g

s

't

San Joaquin Valley

Unified Air Pollution Control District
Rule 3170 Clean Unit 2006-2010 Achieved in Practice BACT Determinations
Main category: 3'0 lnternal combustion Engines
BACT

Limited/speciat use

Code

3.2.4

Engines

Diesel l.C. Engine - > zl49 hp, used for
testing of crankcase emission controls

NOx emissions of 7.2 grams/hp-hr or less OR
Turbocharger with intercooler or aftercooler and

Transportable and Multi-location

Certified NOx emissions of 6.9glbhp-hr or less

PCV or 90% crankcase

control device

Diesel l.C. Engine

,3.2.5,' "
$-3.2.7
3'2.8
"+

a Certified
r, , .: ..'
Diesel-Fired tC Engine - Low Use (= or < i".tlfi"a
Diesel l.C. Engi;k

' eai

'

Used for starting

rurbine '

1,000

t

},lox emissions

of,65g/bhphior les

r,
NOx emissions

oiO.iglOf,p-trr

hrlyr max)

Upited tiie (1,0tD ht.total ma4life),

+

oCertified Ne9< emisrions o$7.2

or. tess.

g,/bhp!r or lels

OR

poritiVe crankcase

v€ntilationtp6/L r

I-,
i.
i;

,i'

:,:,,,1 1,:,,.=

=1,

San Joaquin ValleY

Unified Air Pollution Control District
Rule 3170 Clean Unit 2005-2010 Achieved in Practice BACT Determinations
Main Category: 3.0lnternal Combustion Engines
BACT

NOx

Fulltime lC Engines

Code
3.3.1

*:
3.3.13

#:ffi

Diesel Fired lC Engine - < 600 hP,
Transportable Metal
ContaminatedSoil Processing

Operation

-;;;;;

FiredIC Ensi.ne > s0

hp+ * 6.

Positive crankcase ventilation or 90% crankcase
control device(PCV)

NOx emissions of 7.2 g/hp-hr or less

rsx

02, 0'1s;lbhr-hae;-ols

4: *'
u*

"zs.lnnrvd

r_ _. -, .- ^ . + ^ - ..lblMW;hr
,-^,
eusr+oa ers s&h*rn' dr o's
11

'"' ':
,F
i o*
"1 l-;"--'.T,
'; slb/Mwhr$
1'9
lb/Mw-hr
or
ppmvd
15%c.2,0.6
130
@
elbhp/hr,
g/bhp-hr,
or
1.9
lb/MW50 ppmvd O tiioi,,o.6
waste Gas Fired tc Engtne - > 50 hp
.4 a

i

;

I

3qnniry 9-

San Joaquin Valley

Unified Air Pollution Control District
Rule 3170 clean

unit 2006-2010 Achieved in practice

BACT Determinations

Main Category:3.0 lnternal Combustion Engines
BACT

Gas Turbines

Code
3.4.1

Gas Turbine - =

or

> 47

NOx

MMBtu/hr,

Variable Load, Without Heat Recovery

8 ppmvd @ lsyo 02 (Steady State) and 12 ppmv
15% 02 (Transitional State)

3.!;i *,;
*, ,'
3.4.3

Gas Turbine

with Heat Recovery (= > 3
MW and = < 10 MW)

2'5 ppmv @ l5o/o 02, based on a

3'4'6

GasTurbine->10MWand<50MW,

2.5ppmvd

Turbin" = o, r SO nAW, Uniform .
"
Loid, yith flCai,Scorew
,, '

Gas

Uniform Load, with Heat

,,.

Recovery

voc

pppv dry @ 15% 02 fi.-hr average,

@

excluding

"2'5

three-hour

@7s%O2,basedonathree-hour

rolling average

0.007 lblMMBtu

a0 pprnv

@

x5i6

oA "l

,

.

2.0 ppmv @ L5% oz, based on a three-hour average

2.0ppmvd @lS%O2

3.4,7 "# GasTurbinet=ok>_50MW,iiniform
rf ZlOppmvddrSsdOZ,blsedona.three-{rouravEragd;
' iar"i"gu
-:'l -'t.--"S.bppriivaerSX-OZ,oUir"a"gnattfee-h3rir
so"a, wfthon t *e"t n".br"ry l
'";:;'" Y ";"'',il*; "" r ,{I
.i,
,"
3'4'8
Gas Turbine - < 50 MW, Uniform Load, 5.0 ppmvd @ 75% Clz, based on a
three-hour 2.0 ppmvd @ Ls% oz,based on a three-hour average
Without Heat Recovery
average
i
1iGasTurblhe-5,sut{,uni[ormLoad,-':
3'4'9
's.odpmvdb15%02;bas6donathree+ourav€rage
+,';"wit,l.o.witrrqhie1tneai,;;+.+*av6rage.t;.],-.'."";,:.
?:tl-r]ro@15%0-2,basedonethree.hour:,
3'4'10
oxv-Fuel combustorPoweringasteam 5.3ppmvd @75%oz,equivalenttoo.3 lblMw-h;
5.oppmv @Ls%o2,equivalenttoo.llblMw-hr
Turbine, power Output < 3 MW,
without Heat Recovery, Uniform and
Variable Load, Research Facility

San Joaquin Valley

Unified Air Pollution Control District
Rule 317O Ciean Unit 2005-2010 Achieved in Practice BACT Determinations
Main Category:4.0 Evaporative Loss Sources

BAcr
Code

4.1.2

Drvcleanerc
Petroleum Solvent Dry

Cleaning

Nox
N/A

dry-to-dry machine vented to vapor control device

San Joaquin Valley

Unified Air Pollution Contro! District
Rule 3170 Clean Unit 2006-2010 Achieved in Practice BACT Determinations
Main Category:4,0 Evaporative Loss Sources
BACT

Automotive Spray Painting

4.2.7

< 5.0

*B

NOx

Motor Vehicle Coating

Code

Operation,

(rr,n#,$i..dg-f$ri.tdiltt,=$ii.,1,ir.6ffi ==,,,,,,,:4rrl*stf

{lLiR

ffiRr6$ffil,.*'
4.2.3

4.2.5

,..4ififfII

4.2.7

+...t"i

;t ::,-=ry

Mobile Equipment coating Operation

r

HVLP spray guns, coatings, cleaning materials, and
solvents compliant with District Rule 4612

Natural gas or LPG fired burner

MMBtu/hr

-

Coatings and cleaning materials, and solvents
HVLP spray gun

N/A

compliant with District Rule 4612,

Multiple Location, <= 20,000 lbVOC/year

P=:E# ftn$$,E=
: :l
,, .'"
;,i;.

ffi ii$tl

l.Ri

:

ji${
;\

..

'''

.

.;

7i;ii1,,i,.;,::::::= lli llihY

"$[hf
Limited
Aircraft Coating Operation Maintenance and Refinishing of Metal
Parts on Aircraft, < 20 Gallons/day.

.j" i .i,!i,t|ifi,i .',. = '',-=...
.
:i "r :

.8E

t{*Q

lvocggllg iiltial idil{

.r ". :'

,-*l

li.:J
N/A

1"r
iillill ffi.I{d#fif,,:9-fiF!,r=a=..*-F.-}-@l1li:#1,,,=,,,r,
Use of Coating compliant with Rule 4505, HVLP
application equipment, and an enclosed gun cleaner,
or equal.

iffi=ffi
Aerospace and Metal Parts Coating
Operating - Solid FilmLubricant for
computer, medical specialty, and
aerospace metal parts and products

content of 6.44 lb/Cal (less water and exempt
compounds),or lower.

San Joaquin Valley

Unified Air Pollution Control District
Rule 3170 Clean Unit 2006-2010 Achieved in Practice BACT Determinations
Main Category:4.0 Evaporative Loss Sources
BACT

Motor Vehicle Coating

Code
4.1.&;: ":.::::::!4::.,
:::.:
::r:.r li;: I
i aa:: :::t

i:

:::::::::\r:

voc

NOx

:
s

li,Vi

iii:=,

i:=

,

nii,,',,,

fl.,iti.=

San Joaquin Valley
Unified Air Pollution Control District
Rule 3170 Clean Unit 2005-2010 Achieved in Practice BACT Determinations
Main Category: 4.0 Evaporative Loss Sources
BACT

Coating

Metal Parts and Products

Code
4.3.1

Metal Parts and Products Coating

-

Air

voc

NOx

N/A

Drled (excluding specialty coating as
defined in Rule 4603)

'1;=f

,uEu';ffi

,=

4.3.3

i+HVLP guns, the use

of3n encloaed gun cleaner &

r

Dip coating with low VOC content of 3.5 lblgallon

4b.5

;

Coatings with a VOC content of 2.8 lb/gal or less;
HVLP (or equivalent) spray equipment; and an
enclosed spray gun cleaning system

no

i{

,*o'4

4.3.6

Coating, Air-Dried, = or > 150
gallons/month coating
Metal parts and product$oating

opirations {iisine speqi:ilhcoatirgs
S$ias deqled by iuJelASO3)
i

'
r'+h'

l

,/s
Metal

;.,,
#.ir. . dFr

,'

Products Coating Shipping/Storage Containers

i '* '

F *r.
"*
", &,

:::..:ai

;+-

Steel

Metal Product Coating - Large
Structures, < 64 IbVOC/day, Outdoor
Coating Operation

Using coatings wiih a VOC cootant of i.S lb/gal fless .
and exempt compounds) orJess- usirfi HVLp
===#.1,"=
,'water
'rli
spray eqliiynent (or otherapplicition glethods .1
_:t .il.
:ri
listed in Rule 4693!, and usingen enclosed spray fiun*.

iffi =..i,

N/A

a.3.2; -U 1 1-o.gi5i goating0peration = 9f >tS &
,:t + MMetu/hr
r'
4.3.8

-N

NIS '

(less water and exempt compounds),Dip tank
covered when not in use

n"tufflf g.s firedfusing oven 'v

'

.".

:*

E

:#

Coating with a VOC content of 2.8\b/Cal (less water
and exempt compounds) or less; HVLP (or
equivalent) spray equipment
Natural gas fired fusing

===fi

;1.

lCleaningsystem '"

tow-vOicoatinC (< 1.5%

,.t

N/A

4.3.9, . /.'Metal Froduct Coating - Large Steel n o N/A,
'l Structures, = or < 64 lb VOqday, +,
"

d

VOC

byweight)

mrCn

;

.

and ;e
:?

Use of coatings with a VOC content (less water and
exempt compounds) as indicated, or lower:
- for General Coating: 2.5\b/gal,
- for General Coating, when the ambient
temperature is at or below 60 F: 2.8 lb/gal, and
- for Specialty Coatings - Extreme Performance or
High-Gloss 3.5 lblgal
and use of an HVLP spray gun or equivalent
application method.

Coating with a lcr VOC content(2,S lb/gal iess wrter
and-exernpt compounds) and HVLP spr-ay gun or"+.

San Joaquin ValleY

Unified Air Pollution Control District
Determinations
Rule 3170 Clean unit 2006-2010 Achieved in Practice BACT
Main Category:4.0 Evaporative Loss Sources
BACT

voc

NOx

Metal Parts and Products Coating

Code
Metal Products Coating - Sheet Metal
for Can Manufacturing, Major Source
for VOC

4.3.10

43.11

_r:;H,[ffi;t*oy:Ti,.*

io,

Metal Products Coating - High Gloss,
Air-Dried,= or < 30 lb/day Facility-wide

4.3.t2

r

a.ftii

,.

VOC capture and thermal incineration

20 ppmv @ 3%O2

{*^4u +
,,-,""4'-'*o-'i

N/A

"

't.o

u""

i.u*"s,infrrt"rior

WoodCri wa tt

r'

:ir irlA

. i

[-,lil,lia
ii::::l r ,

Side Seam StriPe SPraY Coating

4.3.14

ffi

Can/hr

.:*

. o**{ nlotsrSrrois{
.

,,

i

4.3.L7

t'
,^.*ot"'-.t'"''

'!u'io'r.o,t,'',
"Bright Dip" Aluminum Surface
Finishing OPeration

97o/o

captwe atrd 70% control

Exteriot dooden wallpanels: us€ oJ

Rulq4606

pt..tice only for facilities subject to

Rule rt603/4506).r

VOC capture and control system at the side seam
stripe coater with a fume hood (71% capture
efficiency) and the curing tunnel exhaust stack all
vented to a thermal or catalytic oxidizer (70% overall

N/A

Operation for 3-Piece Metal Can
Manufacturing at a Facility-wide Can
Manufacturing Rate of >= 180,000

t
j- i

lMetd#mei:useofRule460scirmptiamtoatir6s

'.

:];i:::

;.i'tl

itili

f'Eb VOggat (less water and exemp!
comPounds), FIVL'i' ggn' ;r
HVLP spray guns, coatings compliant with Rule 4603
and enclosed Paint gun cleaners
Coatingiwith

N/A

VOC coating emissions

ryrbtard'oairctscoalingJMetal'

'
.*

i,

control efficiencY).

)' ' .
.r iI

i

t):e of coatings with a maximurn VoC-content of
3.32 lb/gal fbr coatings with a vi*osity, as'applled, +

ofkssthanolequalto{S.6centistokesatT8Fand'
'an arteragq dry-filni thickness of hss than or' equal to ''
2'0 mils, or.2'8'1b/gal for coatings with a viscosity' as
applied, -of more than +5'6 cefltistokes at 78 For an
"
,. avlrqge*dry-film t\iiliness of gr'ater than ?'0 m,ls
with"noadditional control
'

'

i

, I

N/A

'

1

San Joaquin Valley

Unified Air Pollution Control District
Rule 3170 Clean Unit 2006-2010 Achieved in Practice BACT Determinations
Main Category:4.0 Evaporative Loss Sources
BACT

Code

4.4.I

Wood Parts and products

Coating

Wood Products Coating Operation Non-Continuous Batch Coating

th +
rr r r
4.4.3

*gntinuouslfied"Bootli; Jbr"<FooCI
r square feei materiai coatead*air&
Wood products Coating Operation _
Custom Replica Furniture, < or = 400
lb vOC/day

Nox

N/A

:'vA
.t t

,

,

Utilizing HVLP or equivalent application equipment
and using coatings compliant with District Rule 4606

iffi

.

Rule4606 compliant coatin8s aqd

'

N/A

,"- .'d,.=E *

r

ap3ication", ;

,i.

Use of coating(s) with a VOC content (less water and

exempt compounds) as indicated, or lower:
- For Sanding Sealers and Clear Topcoats: 5.7 lb/gal
- For High-solids Stain and pigmented Coatings: 5.0

lblgal

,i-

and use of HVLP application equipment, or
equivalent method, and a enclosed spray gun
cleaner if using a VOC containing solvent.

;

,l

-* * '.

trl
'

,

::::

Utilizing HVLP application equipment or othpr
application methodi listed in oistriqq Rdte +OOe inO
rrsing coarings cornfliant vflith bistriti gule
+'6O6

(onliforthtisefatitiu:xirrn;einidnufJ+eoot,'

San Joaquin Valley

Unified Air Pollution Control District
Rule 3170 Clean Unit 2006-20L0 Achieued in Practice BACT Determinations
Main Category:4.0 Evaporative Loss Sources
BACT

Misc. Coating

Code

NOx

Paper Roll-Coating - Heatset

4.5.t

Use of coatings/inks with a VOC content compliant

N/A

with Rule 4607 (Graphic Arts)[This control

4-1513,,J

:::::=lr'::=

tii;i:t I is
4.5.4

4.q

-

is

achieved-in-practice only for facilities subject to
District Rule 46071

i,

c."ii;topeiaiion-*u"red;utftry T n/a ,.
r=='
ll?ml!fu Grffi FJffi,Frlv,

-;=,:,:5,
i'"r-. ,.
N/A
Plastic Parts and Products Coating

emrssEns

Pro&cts

q-

.F+

if

..

dsha.+

The use of HVLP spray guns, an enclosed gun
cleaner, and low-VOC coatings (2.8 lb VOC/gal, as
applied, less water and exempt solvents)
use of

;.

#terni(s) with a voc'conte"nt

lless

water

-t

ft71a1ffin*_-$E*.. tt!=4$I1e3iffi.e oi,l,..,
l*= F .$l$$l.l S,.ff$.:.2:x+.r r #ri ik$.il i ii f,l li i ffiiLl

-

1

,r

B

- for Waierproofine Sg{eri S.g tU/ea}

1i,1,fi i@.,ise,.of.H=v..ffi:

i[E-rr

iit::t:

Cat

4.5.6

Coating Operation - Clay-based,
Litter, Heat Dried

-uffi

Weatherproofing coating Appl-flat,e$'
{Electronic

ffi
4.5.9

Components}

N/A

l.

J.

Pl|usf i^firg,qit,rn€.m.f;..ql==

!!i" {

equfualent
{.
Use of low VOC coating (0.691b/gal (less water and
exempt compounds) or less)

$*lo1

ri \ { ,$, 4,

Vinyl Window and Patio Door
'
Assembly Glazing Table

N/A

utilize glazing material with VOC content, excluding
water and exempt compounds, equal to or less than
1s c/l (0.12s lb/eal)

San Joaquin Valley

Unified Air Pollution Control District
Rule 3170 Clean Unit 2006-2010 Achieved in Practice BACT Determinations
Main Category:4.0 Evaporative Loss Sources

lAT
Code
4.6.L

Fuel

Motor Vehicle Gasoline Storage
Dispensing

4.6.4

Dispensing
and

Nox

N/A

Operation

Non-Motor Vehicle Fuel Storage
Dispensing Operation

CARB

certified Phase I and Phase ll vapor recovery

systems

and

N/A

4.6.5AviationFuelDispemingFacilityN/A-,*,;"ii-,j-

CARB

certified Phase I Vapor Recovery System

San Joaquin Valley

Unified Air Pollution Control District
Rule 3170 clean

unit 2006-2010 Achieved in practice BACT Determinations
Main Category:4.0 Evaporative Loss Sources

BACT

Printing & Graphic Arts

Code

4.7.I

Offset Lithographic Printing -

NOx
Natural gas fuel used in the drying oven

Using low VOC fountain solutions and inks compliant

Publication Printing, High-end

with District Rule 4507 (Graphic Arts) (This control is
achieved in practice only for facilities subject to Rule
4607.1

rj
=
+,

.ti:i
ll, rff

ilj

ffi
'u.-'
,
,t;

y':

ffi

iP=ffi
+.i,0

""

\)

i,
ir
-t"'o"",* i ni
',ii
4.7.7

i
,

","*l

5ffi

ti.

'
of ks.ullth"a, f OC contem.6m$tiant with Rufe
"Use
* :'
.' 4607 (GraphbArts),Fhis contfil is'achleved in
practice only for iicitities subject io drt iit nri" I
,
.
*,
{
*46O7J', .
.
iJr

"

UV curing unit using inks with a VOC content not
exceed 3% by weight (less water and exempt
compounds).

to

San Joaquin ValleY

Unified Air Pollution Control District
Rule 3170 Clean Unit 2005-2010 Achieved in Practice BACT Determinations
Main Category:4.O Evaporative Loss Sources
BACT

NOx

Printing & Graphic Arts

Code

h"!'*.grC'.

4r?.9!;n

'

::.1: .=

"* ::::t

:?.

tl *

i

i:::::.t4,,'i'n

li=

,

!'-i"l 'tl"*-

i

3.l*1.'i

':,,!

r
1

.id

.i

exempt compounds;ii indicated, or lower
. . for metallic inks: 3.3
. for ngt-metallic i.rlks: 1.0 lb/sal I
'',- x
.

i

lb/eal

urrniih:0.6*lb/dil

I

r..and.0racticinBerrapdiatioriminiqizatirinrnetho{s,
''which include keepine all sofvenis and sdv.ertt-Jadert
' . clothslpapers, notii actiye use, in closed contdiflers"
Use of processor solvents with a VOC content, less
water and exempt compounds, of 7.3 lb/gal, or
lower, and Practicing evaporation minimization
methods, which include keeping all solvents and
solvent-laden cloths/papers, not in active use, in

1,,

4.7.70

closed containers.

i Rqtosrayure Pflntin{opqptid' , h/A }'
*,,",.'i.Tq=."

fff
lit::'

,

4.7

..!I,\ik

FlexographicPrinting-High-end

-t2

(Iesswateri
,, it. s d* "i ^^ '; iirrwit}ta'voc&ntetitof'?t*til:tt
*
i
r,
gxnpounds)
exixnpt
and
u
!
; " t -,; ,,,

'*

:

content (less water and
exempt compounds) as indicated, or lower:
- Fluorescent tnks: 2.5 lb/gal.
- Thermal lnks: 0.3 lb/gal.
Use of coating(s)

N/A

graphics, Heat-setlnks, on HighPorositY Material

*,i.i-$fl1=:j1feug'p
ita-i:r-..1i=

I
::=

:

r

;-r.:.:::::=::i

:,i#.:.=

:::::1i1.

,

r

t:=:::tl

ffi

rr=#iil'1i=#;

v-

r.'i

,l

ru

ffi

lffi::::=l

,

::::.::.li

i:

;ti ,iii,
i,:= l'
:,'::1:

'-

::l::::Ai

'

='.lE:=
Z:::.::YIi
ll

li:::l::41,

i

,.

Ii

- Other lnks:

,,
,

with

a VOC

2.4lbleal.

;

San Joaquin Valley

Unified Air Pollution Control District
Rule 3170 Clean Unit 2005-2010 Achieved in Practice BACT Determinations
Main Category:4.0 Evaporative Loss Sources
BACT

NOx

Printing & Graphic Arts

Code
4.7.L4

Flexographic UV Printing - High End
Printing of Labels, Tags, and Forms**

N/A

Use of coating with a VOC content (less water and
exempt compounds) as indicated , or lower:
. For UV-cured Coatings: L%VOC by Weight, and
evaporative minimization methods, which include
keeping all solvents and solvent-laden cloths/papers,
not in active use, in close containers.

inks, coatings, and adhesives with a VOC content
<= 30% (less water and exempt compounds)

of

San Joaquin Valley

Unified Air Pollution Control District
Rule 3170 Clean Unit 2005-2010 Achieved in Practice BACT Determinations
Main Category:4.0 Evaporative Loss Sources
BACT

Code
4.8.1

Products

Resin, Fiberglass & Plastic

NOx

Polyester Resin Products - Fiberglass
Boat Manufacturing = < 129 t.,

Low VOC resin (< or = 35% by wt), airless spray gun
or hand layup or equivalent, non-VOC containing

resin/day

cleanup solvents

rBts.:+li,

r1;*foc
Spray,

inil

$tand Lay-Up, < or =

gallons"reiin/day

..*

& . .' tt/* $ .,i '
Fiberglass Products Manufacturing N/A
potv"ster *eiin appiiiJtion - so"t
Marinl Vessel Repalr opgffions

=
HN

4.8.9

5

jt.. i

-

,{.

resin

'"'::

,

Natural gas with LPG as a secondary fuel.

Fiberglass Products Manufacturing
Fiberglass Mat Dryerand Curing Oven

,4'q.+

I

{"

-

4.4.7

i

6&

c".r]i..*,

*
1l;

j;*' "in!:istrict"Rule*684i' s
-'
fr'

98% control efficiency

;

Fiberglass Mat Forming

iltdid

4,lBryxlr"l
niU

ii

:=l

iAiL

ffiffi#

4.8.t2

N/A
Reclaim Extrusion Line

4*1;irj]

#,-

$S6:a6

iS

4.8.14

ot

H,$iE

fii
Expanded Polystyrene Products - Fluff
Storage Silo, = or < 18 tons of

N/A

foam/day

4.8-it5=

i:'=l

':i::: :=111
::::=r

[,t]i1$i
,t':.i
i ,F.. i.,+,4"**ifi
'Exrusibqoperatton u$ii!"voc
-

jr,EtowingAgen*i(f,rioOuce
li.Blrllr'.5t,

4.8.77

ServiceiPioilucts.'

'

FooO
.""-*".;.-:fil:: :

Polyethylene Products
Manufacturing - Rotational Molding

l|

iLi

li]t]E

i

N/A

.r

i
.+

,)

.r '"!

'nr

t

Mold Release Agents with VOC content not
exceeding 6.5 lb/gal (less water and exempt
compounds).

*,;";

San Joaquin Valley

Unified Air Pollution Control District
Rule 3170 Clean Unit 2006-2010 Achieved in Practice BACT Determinations
Main Category:4.0 Evaporative Loss Sources
BACT

Resin, Fiberglass & Plastic

Code

Products

,4.EJA

ri:

Vertical Water{uenched
=

extruder;

1,

products.'
Fiberglass-reinforced Composite
Food-grade

:

4.8.19

NOx
ii*Ur}s.-sf

'$itiiiiGfotataSsea:;l

r

*/p

:!

';

liN:.::l lr ,:7.i'i.::=

Use of polyester resins with 35% monomer by
weight, or less, and Use of epoxy-based resins

N/A

=

with

I%VOC by weight, or less, and Use of a covered,
resin-product cooling bath.

iinl( ffi f

#,fE

mrfr@.q-,€+=t=\Eq,|-!

l

Use of corrosion-resistant resin containing no more
than 48% monomer by weight, mechanical non-

4.8.21

:
ir

,=t,ffii ,E

4.8.23

a;8i*-&*
lii::=,

Ii

:=="= li, ':==:=ili

.:'

Products - Pultruded, heat set resin
products.

i...f

i0,s41br.otfffi &,ffi rrwj*aterjar

..::..1;r.:\1i

:,:::r:::l

iiF;"'=

=:::..l1ii

iv;.:::=

HiE
*\*

atomizing resin application, enclosed gun cleaner

+ 4 so!*gntureaiid gs%T"ntr:l
emiisioni
Yi

fu.
' ;; *,"
F, * *
t '
.

of manufacturirrt

,j

I*t

uncontrolled
noh.atorni4ng applir,htiqn fpy polyester reslnq

g#

ioatappticffioneouipmentirimpihntwitXl.-Distiict

iuteasaa,i;atoolingresinsadge!,c3_apii;ittra,i
mir*omercontent not exceedinS 43%

-i

{

i

San Joaquin Valley

Unified Air Pollution Control District
Rule 3170 Clean Unit 2006-2010 Achieved in Practice BACT Determinations
Main Category:4.0 Evaporative Loss Sources
BACT

Adhesives

Code

NOx

Adhesives Application Operation - Tire
Retreading

4.9.1
4.9.a
. , .:;.

'*

N/A

Use of adhesives with a VOC content of 5.2 lb/gal
(less water and exempt compounds) or less

,Adhesive Application Operation :: N/A
hubber Parts and Products,Brush' r .r

Using adhesives with a VOC content of 7.0 lb/Bal

l'

or

iess {iess water and exempt compoundl}

;::r:+r

Il-3,:

4.9.3

4:g.4 i i
,\-

," , ;
4.9.5

Adhesive Application Process Products

Foam

N/A

Adhesive Application Processh

Non- -

N/A

;l l ;.ob

Adhesives wittr a voc coll";i;t
(less water and exempt compounds)

llii:r

ioro,ptvtaterhls,Seciaftyaontait,,t.
Adhesites,SprayApplicatirn _r;S

,r",^
iri

tI

Adhesive Application Process
Wooden case manufacturing

:

+'
-

:,:,r:::==

,",id

l'l

'l

-

niffit..t

.r{

*..

lli
Jfu

N/A

l'"

Qsing adhesives with a VOC coritent of 'g40
fgrams/liter or less
{llss;ivater and
1r
iompiounds) untll rriry 1, 2o@. usipg adhesiveiwith
a VOC content of 400 grams/ite1 or iesi (less water
and exempt compounds) afterJritv t,2oqg.

exeiiirt

Use of adhesives with a VOC content compliant with
Rule 4653(Adhesives) [This is achieved in practice

only for those facilities subject to District Rule 4553.1

NIAl
;ih

:t ,.,... 1fti*ii
liq f,H I

,,:o

4.9.7

NA

:::::::.::::::=

]
-,

t'

t

'i:',

1I
,rt'
.rl

4.9:8;i
,,tt
i
4.9.9

Adhlesive Applicati$n process

_..
Roller ,{tf
l applied
".f"''
Adhesive Application Process - Vinyl
Spray Applied

vOC conteflt of =

oS

5.7 !b/gdl.,

waterand exempt

compounds)

,;.

welding adhesive compliant with District Rule

4553

n

N/e

Wooden Door Assembly,

Door and Window Assembly, Non-

a

lexitudin4water and exempt compoundii and rnks
witqqVOC conteflt of = or < Z.S ft/ga! iexcsding
PVC

Special Contact Adhesive, Roller

Applied

edhesivewith

.t
"S

N/A

r
. i.
1,

fi
i !&e of an adhesive lyith a VOC contenf o{
S.Ograms/liter {lgss wagr and erempt compounds},
oi

tess.

;

ti

Use of adhesive with VOC content of 3.O g,/l (less
water and exempt compounds), or less for
automated adhesive application and assembly
processes 2) Use of adhesive with VOC content of
76.5 g/l (less water and exempt compounds), or less
for manually applied adhesive operations when
assembling custom window assemblies

San Joaquin ValleY

Unified Air Pollution Control District
Rule 3170 Clean Unit 2006-2010 Achieved in Practice BACT Determinations
Main Category:4.0 Evaporative Loss Sources
NOx

#r
::{f\.i;

r-

il,i.;:::r::::;'j*r':'i

4.9.1L

Adhesive Application Operation Bonding of Fiberglass Boat Hulls and
Decks, Non-Atomizing APPlication

i
:* ..'N/A

i

t$iar1,l{4

San Joaquin Valley

Unified Air Pollution Control District
Rule 3170 clean

unit 2006-2010 Achieved in practice BAcr Determinations
Main Category:4.0 Evaporative Loss Sources

BACT

Code

4'to'2

Cleaning & Degreasing
cold cleaner/degreaser -

NOx

Metal

Products, Batch Loaded, = or <
galday solvent usage

N/A

1

Drainage to Minimize Carryout
freeboard ratio

N/A d
iji i
.
i
{
:
". :
'11 r
1
.:
t
iiS,iF =iii!:,.,' .- t ,,
ri
H
'
+1
.l
** I :
Fl

+

,

f
.* '* - - 'n'# {"* u ,'t
:

4.10.5

Medical Grade Silicon products cleaning operation

4.10.7

Metal Parts and Products Cleaning open-top, Heated, vapor Degreaser

ot ""p'
,-

Wipe N/A

N/A

''*

"-,'.
,"1

-'t

r.itnlJigh

Use of solvents with"l/Oc content (less:water and
exempt compounds) as ind.rcated, or
- for Natural Rubber: G.3

lower; ,".
i,

lb/gal,

:fort'tqoprenepduber:7)slti/gal

,F

and evapomtirle mlniprization methodEowhich

r,

\ilil::":ffi:3':116:lp:1[:'ffi#'
Use of solvents with VOC content (less water and
exempt compounds) of 7.2 lb/gal, or lower, and
evaporative minimization methods, which include use of controlled flow dispensers (e.g. squeeze
bottles) and - keeping all cloth/papers and solvent,
which are not in active use, stored in closed
containers.

95% control (Open top degreaser w/refrigerated
freeboard chiller, part movement < 2.2 ft/sec, and
holding parts in degreaser until dry, or equal)

^;

"'

San Joaquin ValleY

Unified Air Pollution Control District
Rule 3170 Clean Unit 2006-2010 Achieved in Practice BACT Determinations
Main Category:4.0 Evaporative Loss Sources
BACT

NOx

Misc, Manufacturing

Code

use of water-based adhesive with a VOC content
(less water and exempt compounds) of 0.021 1b/gal

N/A

Cardboard Box Laminator

4.11.3

or less
4;11.4

1i

,

T
.'

4.tL.6

tanks -;Notf

-

orgaflic Liquid Storage
petroleumand non-petrochemical
Railcar Unloading -Transfer of
petroleum Organic Liquids into

ii ::::::::::.:::ii;a

4.tl.to

Sohr€nt-Laden Touel'Cleaning

Circuit Board Manufacturing - Flux
Application for Wave Soldering
Machine

'

:1il

'ri:::r!jt

'"'i*ill
'r!

Non-

-

'

;r...':.t-i1l;;:::,rXi1i,\i:

i..il*i.t,=or<19,8C$gallons-iapacrti

Delivery Vehicles

4'.1L.7 r

. N/A

"" Ln

N/A

::ll,ii:::::=

'*

=;.i{Fr.1til

N/A

lb/gal(less water and exempt compounds), or lower.

*-+SFffi

the iu . ',"
tlle
-, 'h 't,

Prope.r oper.at'ronand maintenance of
reclarnation-systenr.as remmmen$ed by

equipmAntmanufactuier(i)I.':

Y

San Joaquin Valley

Unified Air Pollution Control District
Rule 3170 clean

unit 2006-2010 Achieved in practice

BACT Determinations

Main Category:4.0 Evaporative Loss Sources
BACT

Chemical Processing

Code
4.72.L

Chemical Plants - Valves &

NOx

Connectors N/e

Leak defined as a reading of methane, in excess of
l00ppmv above background when measured at a
distance of one(1) cm from the potential source and

an lnspection and Maintenance program pursuant to
4i,.hl7,::::::,:A

.,i tr.ir

ili-":::,iffiil.:

r

1.

=tti=

4.t2.4

r
fr]IE
lli

4.L2.6

ffi
#

;$l= ,il".
:'r.:

ii i =,ii$t"=

'

District Rule 2t451
(eak de{ined as a reading of methaie, in excess o{
"
l500gpmv abovebackgrduld w[en nre'asured
at a

i

H dlstance g!,one{1) cmTiom t}rd potential source and
anlnspection and Maintenance prqgiam pursuant to

+
'

oisriciCuleaaii

d,.

ct' .Y' ,u , ' . t'

99.5% VOC emlssions control efficiency
(fermentation wet scrubber vented to a CO12
recovery plant with a condenser and a high pressure
scrubber; or equivalent)
o.

"

Emiisiorqunits {Exclutsin8 WFt Cak€r

On&rl lnnbked in the Ethariol :"'
Distiidi%n anO

Wet"cafe"*.epi

Ethanol Manufacturing Facility
Distillers Dried Grains with Solubles
(DDGS) Dryer

*;

::a,a::i:;(tt::i::;.a.aa:,

.;

::

,.*

;iil,lilS,r+.lr

33 ppmv NOx @ 3% 02 (0.04 tb-NOx/MMBtu)

_95%VOCemissionscontrolefficiepcy

.; .+- .'
,'

+ ,*

98% by weight capture and control

1,

;,

,' j

,,

San Joaquin ValleY

Unified Air Pollution Control District
Rute 3170 Clean Unit 2006-2010 Achieved in Practice BACT Determinations
Main Category: 5.O Food and Agriculture lndustry
BACT

Code

Nut & Grain

Processing

Feed Mill - High Moisture Grain

voc

NOx
64.2ppmv

@

3%c.2(O.O77lblMMBtu/hr)Natural NaturalGasfuel

Pelletizing & Drying OPeration

control with carbon adsorption or
biofiltration system

VOC capture and

San Joaquin Valley
Unified Air Pollution Control District
Rule 3170 clean

t-^T
Code

5.3.2

unit 2006-2010 Achieved in practice

BACT Determinations

Main Category: 5.0 Food and Agriculture lndustry
Cotton & Fiber

processing

Cotton Gin - Natural Gas-Fired Dryer,

or<SMMBtu/hrBurner

=

Nox
Natural gas/LPG burner(0.1

lblMMBtu)

Natural gas/LpG fuel

San Joaquin ValleY

Unified Air Pollution Control District
Rule 3170 clean Unit 2006-2010 Achieved in Practice BACT Determinations
Main Category: 5.0 Food and Agriculture lndustry
BACT

Fruit, Vegetable, Seed Processing &

Code
N/A

Perishable CommoditY MethYl
Bromide Fumigation Chamber

5.4.L2

;"';

tt

,

5.4.14

"

Fil

'

:Try,-'::- ffi ffi*
"
'"
,0r" - .,. "'*'

-

iii:

ilix'ii:

'rLl-

,=l$i[+'6=::-i

*
,"

Wine Fermentation Tank

lt*ur=iii;i4FiEd
l,::::f,ir::,::ii l{1;:
N/A

il$':=.,llL

.

"'''.

'
' ''''t
: *" ; , '

.

minimize use of fumigant (i.e. use no more than
product specifications recommend); and airtight
fumigation chamber
*lnsulatlon
ot Equiyalent, Pressure Vbcuum nehef

vBue(fvivlsetwithiri 1o%ofah€maiimum

,

I

'*i'

.

"

allowible working pressure of ihe tank; "gas-tight" ,
rink oplration; and'continuous storag€ temp€rature
pot eicgeding 75 degrBes F, achieved within ffij'yq,
of doPP6gon ol

femrentation

"i

Temperature-Controlled Open Top Tank with
Maximum Average Fermentation Temperature of 95
deg

F

San Joaquin Valley
Unified Air pollution Control District
Rule 3170 clean Unit 2006-2010 Achieved in practice BACT Determinations
Main Category: 5.0 Food and Agriculture lndustry

:H
5.5.4

Snack Food processing
Polishing

Operation

Nox
N/A

95% overall control

San Joaquin Valley

Unified Air Pollution Control District
Rule 3170 clean

unit 200o-2010 Achieved in practice BACT Determinations
Main Category:5.0 Food and Agriculture lndustry

BACT

Misc. Processes & Equip

Code
5.5.1

Yeast Fermenter

5:6.2 .',

Animal Feed

NOx
N/A

Process controls limiting ethanol formation 75% 90% control efficienry

Supplement .:

TA OT'
.i " +"^;: llil*:=lL
ilt*==i;r,{l

5.6.3

+.' oxiAeryiocegi *f'

nq

Animal Feed Supplements - Steam-

*"r

.,l,Y:=l==riffi

N/A

Heated Molasses Cooker

.q,*=f,,yrli'
5.5.5

iliii'. $f1==;ffi

San Joaquin ValleY

Unified Air Pollution Control District
Rule 3170 Clean Unit 2006-2010 Achieved in Practice BACT Determinations
Main Category:5.0 Mineral and Biomass Products
BACT

Code

Sand & Gravel

Operations

Nox

San Joaquin ValleY

Unified Air Pollution Controtr District
Rule 3170 Clean Unit 2005-2010 Achieved in Practice BACT Determinations
Main Category: 5.0 Mineral and Biomass Products
BACT

Portland Concrete

Code
5.2.5

Portland Concrete Products Processing N/A
- Roof Tile Coating, Continuous Feed
Booth

NOx
Use of coating(s) with a VOC content of 0.81b/gal
(less water and exempt compounds), or lower

San Joaquin Valley

Unified Air Pollution Controt District
Rule 3170 clean unit 2006-2010 Achieved in practice BACT Determinations
Main Category: 5.0 Mineral and Biomass products
BACT

Asphaltic Concrete

Code
6.3.1

Asphaltic Concrete - Drum Mix plant, =
or > 2,000 ton/day or= or > 75.6

glet,

'

MMBtu/hr burner
AsphaktreqgingUnit
.d

6.3.3

6rA-.Stt

t'=

ri:=;ti,':'
il!"

.r,

.:::

6.3.6

6.3.)

l

:

.

.t

::r

:r
l-l r.::,
i.

=

NOx

,rLL[::::

a

.r.

]
-'l'

voc

0.088 lb/MMBtu Low-NOx burner and either
natural gas or LPG as the primary fuel.

N/A

i

Natural gas or LPG as a primary fuel; and enclosed
hot mix silos and loadout operation vented to the

rotary-dryer burner.

.,+-

tu

Ssie by weight

conirolefficipnry* , , . {

Asphaltic Concrete plant - Batch Mix, =
or > 75 MMBtu/hr and = or > 2,000
tons/day of Asphaltic Concrete

Natural gas or IPG fuel with a low Nox burner

Natural gas or LpG fired burner

Asphalt RoofingShingle Mfg - process
Heater, =or i8'MMptu/hr

30 ppmv @ 3%

Natural gaswith LPG as

Asphalt Roofing product Mfg. - Coating
Operation, >100 tons/day

N/A

fu phahlBased Roofing"products - Mixer

";.

-:

O2,Nitural

gas

ririth lpG

as backup

bdckupfuel

S

80% capture and control

-$ =r-f

VOC

.=#==

Operating practices to minilrize.fugitive
emisgions {!hut.of blowerwhen not charging mixer

:
i

San Joaquin Valley

Unified Air Pollution Control District
Rule 3170 clean unit 2006-2010 Achieved in practice BACT Determinations
Main Category: 5.0 Mineral and Biomass products
BACT

:'':'
Code
6.4.7

Composting &
Co-Composting with

Biomass

Biosolids

NOx
N/A

ACTIVE PHASE negatively

aerated static piles with

engineered, under pile, grid aeration system vent to
control device with => 80% control efficiency

San Joaquin ValleY

Unified Air Pollution Control District
Rule 3170 Clean Unit 2006-2010 Achieved in Practice BACT Determinations
Main Category: 7.0 Petroleum/Gas lndustry
BACT

NOx

Petroleum Production

Code
Thermally Enhanced Oil RecoverY

7.1.t

Vapor control system and inspection and
maintenance program with either a) Non-

-

Steam Drive Oil Wells

;flff :;:? :; ^f ul#x?il i:'":'.'ffi : :',ii::"
:1

7.Li

'r

'

:'tlir:=

i:,-". a

,ru

l,

t

j

'f

i

incinerated at steam generator, incinerator, or equal
Closed casing vents an&,inspection and mainte.lance

iof

!'+
.r" ,,';' "r,

,, "j' it
,"."",roii"o

7.1.3

'.rlli

u*i

7.1.5
::

66!";fiii,=ifl[ffi

r:=

74:8

Petioleurq.Produgiion-Mobile
Dega;ssing Operation for StorageTank
wittiilow x2S conteiii, uling an

lc'
,
'fEngineasCcontroldevice'
7.1.9

7.1.10

'Loading Rack/Switch Loading

,',

|

ik

j5,1,,

I

'

naturaf,Sas or LPG fired pilot and air assist

,__

N/A

'l

r
+

',,

catalYst

l

;

I

.

:

.,

VOC reduced by at least 98% by weight

,r,

Petroleum Storage Tank and Pipeline
De-Gassing - Mobile OPeration

thiee way

n

I-':

:

'r

gas-tight (as defined in Rule 4623) sludge tanks and
processing equipment, vented to VOC control
system served by carbon adsorption (at least two
carbon canisters in series)

u=ffi

Petroleum Production - Mobile
Degassing Operation for StorageTank
with low H2S content, using a Thermal
Oxidizer as a control device

i.

7.1.L3

ii{iEr-'w-"f$.e

!

a
:

E+i.'=u=fuhl.r*

N/A

7.1.'l

ttuffing bores and Polish rods

I bottom ldading with dry brea(couplers and vapor
..
collection vented to a thermal incinerator or flare
with destnrdion efficienry => 99Yo
98% by weight control

San Joaquin ValleY

Unified Air Pollution Control District
Rule 3170 Clean Unit 2005-2010 Achieved in Practice BACT Determinations
Main Category: 7.O Petroleum/Gas lndustry
BACT

Code

7-1.t4

Rack
;USht c:de O l Unloading

-*
sr
1.7.15

".

""

Biodiesel/Glycerol Production
OPeration

ffi
[i

voc

NOx

Petroleum Production

t*x$i+

lL'E''+

=.

\xlrt':=l

:::.. i

iil'1,
r .i

,

t,t'

*
N/A

-

=t=
",.

,

i

use of dry'breat couplers or equivalent on unloadirlg
lines with an average disconnect loss o1 no greater '
than lQ ml liquid pei disconrrect,land fugitive '5

+'i
L ,cot'QponentssubiecttqRulesrl4OJor4455a$
"applicable'- '1
100% capture and 98% control

San Joaquin Valley

Unified Air Pollution Control District
Rule 3170 clean Unit 2006-2010 Achieved in practice BACT Determinations
Main Category: 7,0 Petroleum/Gas lndustry
BACT

Code
7.2.2

Petroleum Refining
Petroleum Refining - Valves &

NOx

voc

N/A

Leak defined as a reading of methane, in excess

Connectors

triJ.::,

ffi

of

r?::il$: [:"H:i ::::;' i",

I
i:
an lnspection and Maintenance program pursuant
District Rule 4451

,i ,* ,

i
':
7.2.4

Chemical

Petroleum Refineries and
Plants - Swivel Joints Handling

N/A

to

Lgak delined as a readirg of m.ethbne; in excess'of ,

*

lnspection5nd Maintenincd erqgipm pu*nuant ti
"r , ,..,,,
,s 1 * an
DistrictRule4452: :, i i * '
lnspection and Maintenance program consistent
Rule 4451 (amended tzltt/g2l- 2,3OO
ppmv, fugitive emission rate

with District

7:r.Ti

: , ; _:

"

:,

"

i:".
.

20 ppmv @ V/o02 (365 day rolling average) and 40
ppmv @ O% 02 (7 day rolling average). During
startup/shutdown events, operator must comply
with a District approved set of workplace practices.

Leak defined as adrippi$ rate of mo;e thin thpe
(3) drops per minute of liquid containing VOC or as'a

reading o{ methane, in excess of ieO&} ppmv hbovg
background when measured per EpA Me-thod 2t, foi.
all components, and an lnspeition,and tutagptenarrcq
Prograr$ pursuant to Distiict Rirle".rt409

':

i.

Good combustion practices

.

San Joaquin Valley
Unified Air Pollution Control District
Rule 3170 clean

unit 2006-2010 Achieved in practice

BACT Determinations

Main Category: 7.0 Petroleum/Gas lndusiry
BACT

Storage Tanks

Code
7.3.1

73:2 ,
.
i
7.3.3

NOx

Petroleum and Petrochemical
Production - Fixed Roof OrganicLiquid
Storage or Processing Tank, < 5,000
bbl Tank capacity **

N/A

Production - Floating Roof Organic
Liquid Storage or Processing Tank, = or
> 47L bbl Tank capacity, = or > 0.5 psia
TVP

Pv-vent set to within 10% of maximum allowable
pressure

o

N/A:
. rt. t a,
#:
=ot>
''
!i,
1 i
. S,ooo'Ulti;;icapacityr+:. "'
Petroleum and Petrochemical
N/A

fetroleum and P'etrocheryical

.Production - Hxed ffoof Organictiduid
i- Storageor ProcessingTank,
o

voc

.*i.

i
4

...1

ill

ttt,==;;iffi
.;

;

*

, ,'
-

,.*

'

*.,'" ,,

att

t'"

t

'

6sx contt,,l gfficiencv

a
'' -,

'_t

,"r'

"

':'".:::::r+q:=:r;:.t#lrr'i

95% control

ffi

*.

u:

San Joaquin ValleY

Unified Air Pollution Control District
Rule 3170 Clean Unit 2006-2010 Achieved in Practice BACT Determinations
Main Category: 8.0 Miscellaneous Sources
BACT

Specialty Sources and

Code

Operations

NOx
99.9% Control efficiencY

8.3.3

Standby LPG Fuel Supply System - = or
> 30 MMBtU/hr

0.068 lb/MMBtu

8,3.5

Satellitethruitertestingoperltion

Chemical packed scrubber serving nitrogen '

8.3.12
e.f f z
'
1-"
8.3.20

i

tetroxiaetransferoperition
Helicopter Engine Test Cell
Sulfur Powder Manufacturing

(<F;4 s

MfUgtu/hreasGeneiator)4'*

"' ;

On-line Chemical Vapor Deposition
Process

:$

.+

...

Use of JP-8 fuel and good combustion practices'

50 ppmv @ l1%blnafural ga*fi1ed iqert

'pneumaiii conveyahce
N/A

*stem'

a

gas
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Source Category

Determination

References

Source Category

Determination

Source Category

Determination

References

Source Category

Delermination

References

Source Category

Determination

References

Source Category

Determination

References

Source Category

Determinotion

References

Source Category

Determination

Source Category

Determination

References

Source Category

Determination

References

BAY AREA AIR QUALITY MANAGEMENT DISTRICT
Best Available Control Technologlt (BACT) Guideline
Source Category

Liquids

Revision:
Document

All

Date:

Storage tank - Erternal Floating Roaf, Organic

Source:

Class:

2
I 67-1.2

u-

09/19/2011

Determination
TYPICAL TECHNOLOGY

BACT

POLLUTANT

l. Technologically

POC

l.

Feasible/ Cost Effective
2. Achieved in Practice
Vapor recovery system w/ an overall syslem

e.fliciency

>98o/'r

2. BAAQMD Approved roof w/ liquid mounted
primary seal and zero gap secondary seal, all
meeting de,sign criteria of Reg. 8, Rule 5. Also, no
ungasketed roofpenetrations, no slotted pipe
guide pole unless equipped wilh float and wiper
seals, and no adjustable roof legs unless fitted w/
vapor seal boots or equivalento'T

l. Thermal Incinerator; or
Carbon Adsorber; or
Refrigerated C ondenser ; or
BAAQMD approved
equivalenf't
2. BAAQMD Approved Roof
and Seal Designa't

Additionally, a dome is requiredfor tanks that

all of thefollowing: l) capacity greater than
or equal to 19,815 gallons 2) located at afacility
with greater than 20 tpy YOC emissions since the
year 2000 and 3) storing a material with a vqpor
pressure equal to or greater than 3 psia (except
for crude oil tanks that are permittedto contain
more than 9795 bv volume crude oil).b
NOx l. n/a
2. n/a
Soz l. n/a
meet

2. rla
CO
PMro

NPOC

l. n/a
2. n/a
l. da
2. n/a

l.

Vaporrecovery systemw/ an overall system

l. n/a
2. n/a
l. n/a
2. n/a
l. n/a
2. n/a
l. n/a
2. n/a
l.

CarbonAdsorber; or

eficiency >98o/'T

Refrigerated C ondenser ; or
BAAQMD approved

2.

equivalenf't

Same

asfor POC above

2. BAAQMD Approved Roof

and Seal Desisnd'T

References
a. BAAQMD

T. TBACT
b. BAAQMD Application 22722, SCAQMD Regulation

I178 (1/1/04)

Source Category

Determination

References

Source Category

Determination

References

Source Category

Determination

References

Source Category

Determination

References

BAY AREA AIR QUALITY MANAGE1VENT DISTRICT
Best Available Control Tech
Guideline
Source Category

Souree:
CIass:

Boiler
5 MMBtU/hr to

< 33.5 MMBtU/hr Heat Inout

Revision:
Document #:

4

Date:

08t04n0

t7.t.t

I)etermination

: :

Pollutant

BACT

TYPICAL TECHNOLOGY

1. Technologically Feasibte/

Cost Effective
2. Achieved in Practice

POC

1. nld
2. n/s
1. nld

1.

nld

2.
L

Good Combustion Practiceu

Low NO* Burners + Flue
Gas Recirculation +
Selective Catalytic

NOx

2.

Reductionu

nld

2.

Low NO* Bumers + Flue
Gas Recirculationu

1.

SOz

2.

Natural Gas or Treated
Refinery Gas Fuel il
<.50 ppmv Hydrogen
Sulfide and <100 ppmv
Total Reduced Sulfir "
Natural Gas or Treated
Refinery Gas Fuel il
<100 ppmv Total
Reduced

soEc€ not found.

2. Fuel SelectiorError!

u'"
50 ppmv @3% O, Dry
2. 50 ppmv @3% 02 Dry,

l. Good Combustion Practice "
2. Good Combustion Practice u

for Firetube Boilersr 100
ppmY @3YoO2Dry, for

Watertube Boilers a"

l. r/d
PMro

NPOC

2.

Natural Gas or Treated
Refinerv Gas Fuel u

1. nla
2. n/a

Rcfercncc

soucc not found.

Sulfur'

1.

CO

l. Fuel SelectiorrError!Rcfcrcncc

l.

n/d

2.

Fuel Selectionu

1. nla
2. nla

References
a.

BAAQMD

d.

by BAAQMD source Test method ST-I3A or B
(average of three 3O-minute sampling runs), or BAAQMD approved

NO- determination

equivalent.
Cb determination by BAAQMD Source Test Method 5T-6 (average of
three 30 minute sampling runs), or BAAQMD approved equivalent.
CO 100 ppmv allowance for firetube boilers meeting the 20 ppmv NO*
standard.

BAY AREA AIR QUATITY MANAGEMENT DISTRICT
Guideline
Best Available Control Tech
Source Category

Source:

Boiler

CIass:

233.5 MMBtU/hr to
<50 MMBtu/hr Heat Input

Revision:

4

Ilocument #:

17.2.1

Date:

08/04/10

Determination
Pollutant

POC

BACT
1,. Technologically Feasible/
Cost Effective
2. Achieved in Praetice

1. nld
2. n/s
l. nld

TYPICAL TECHNOLOGY

l.
2.

n/d,

l.

LowNO*Bumers*Flue
Gas Recirculation +

Selective Catalytic
Reductionu

NOx

2.

nld

Good Combustion Practice"

2.

Low NO* Bumers + Flue
Gas Recirculation"

l.

SOz

2.

CO

Natural Gas or Treated
Refinery Gas Fuel W
<.50 ppmv Hydrogen
Sulfide and <100 ppmv
Total Reduced Sulfur "

l.

Fuel Selectionu

2.

Fuel Selectionu

Natural Gas or Treated
Refinery Gas Fuel W
<100 ppmv Total
o
Reduced Sulfur

1.

nld

2.

100 ppmv @3%Oz

1. n/d
2. Good Combustion Practiceu

Drynd

PMro

NPOC

1.

n/d

2.

Natural Gas or Treated
Refinerv Gas Fuel "

1.
2.

nla
nla

1.
2.

nld
Fuel Selectionu

1. n/a
2. nla

References
a.

BAAQMD

c.

NO,

determination by BAAQMD Source Test Method ST-l3A
or B (average of three 30-minute sampling runs); or Continuous
Emission Monitor (3-hour average); or BAAQMD approved
equivalent.
CO determination by BAAQMD Source Test Method 5T-6
(average of three 30 minute sampling runs); or Continuous
Emission Monitor (3-hour average), or BAAQMD approved
equivalent.

BAY AREA AIR QUALITY MANAGEMENT DISTRICT
Best Available Control Tech
Guideline
Source Category

Source:

Boiler

Revision:
I)ocument #:

5

Class:

> 50 MMBtu/hr Heat Input

Date:

08104n0

17.3.1

Determination
FoIIutant

BACT

l.

POC

TYPICAL TECHNOLOGY

Technologically Feasible/
Cost Effective
2. Achieved in Practice

1.

nld

2.

n/s

1. ,r6u'

l.
2.
c' a

n/dr
Good Combustion Practiceu

1. Selective Catalytic Reduction

(SCR) + Low NO* Burners

(LNB) +Flue Gas

NOx
2. n.do'"'d

Recirculation (FGR) b'"'

d

2.Ultral,ow NO* Bumers
GILNB) + FGR ac'd

1.

so,

2.

Natural Gas or Treated
Refinery Gas Fuel il
<.50 ppmv Hydrogen
Sulfide and <100 ppmv
Total Reduced Sulfur a"

PMro

IYPOC

02 Dry r
2. 50 ppmv @3% O, Dry n"'"

t.

nld

2.

Natural Gas or Treated
Refinery Gas Fuel a"

l.
2.

Fuel Selectiona"

2.

Fuel Selectiona"

Natural Gas or Treated
Refinery Gas Fuel w/
<100 ppmv Total
q"
Reduced Sulfur

l. l0 ppmv @3%

CO

l.

n/a
nJa

l. Oxidation Catalyst'
2. Good Combustion Practice in
Conjunction with SCR
System or Ultra Low NO*
Burners and FGR a "'"

l.
2.

nld
Fuel Selectiona"

1. nla
2. n/a

References
a.

b.

BAAQMD
SCAQMD. Cost effectiveness evaluations shall be based on
emissions from firing primary fuels but not emergency backup
fuels.

BACT limits apply to all fuels except for emergency backup
fuel oil used during natural gas curtailment. For emergency
backup fuel oil:

d.
e.

BACT(I) for NOx and CO (achieved using LNB+FGR+SCR
and GCP) is 25 ppmvd NOx @3%02,100 ppmvd CO @3yoo2,
and 5 ppmvd NH3 @ 3%O2
BACT(2) for NOx and CO (achieved using ULNB+FGR and
GCP) is 40 ppmvd NO-@3%O2 and 100 ppmvd CO @#%O2
BACT(2) for SO2 and PM10 is the use of low sulfur fuel with
< 0.05 wt% S
BACT(2) for POC is GCP
NOx determination by Continuous Emission Monitor (3-hr
average), or BAAQMD approved equivalent.
CO determination by Continuous Emission Monitor (3-hr
average), or BAAQMD approved equivalent.
The BACT(I) CO limit does not apply to boilers smaller than
250 MMBTU/hr unless an oxidation catalyst is found to be cost
effective for TBACT or POC Control.

BAY AREA AIRQUALITY MANAGEMENT DISTRICT
Best Available Control T

Source

IC Engine
Source;

- ComPression

Ignition, Stationary Primc;

Revlsion:

6

Document #:

96.1.4

Date:

04n3n009

non-Asricultural
Cless:

> 50 BHP Outpul

.
BACT
l. Teehnologieally f,'tssiblel
'

TYPICALTECHNOTOGY

CostDlfcctivc

1-

507oreductionofcurrenttiePb
standard for POC.

Catalytic oxidation combined with
curr.nt POC certified engine.qb

2-

Current tiePb standard for POC at

Current POC certified engine.ab

85% reduction of current tief'b
standard for NOx.

Selective catalytic reduction (SCR)
+ current NOrcertified engine."'b

2.

Current tief'b standard for NOx at

Current NOx certified engine.ab

l.
2.

r/s

I

.

l.

Fuel sulfur content not to exceed
0.0015% (wt) or 15 PPm.

s}%reduction of current tief'b
standard for CO.

2.

2.75 g&hp-hr [319 PPmvd @ l5%

l. n/s
2. 0.01 g/bhp-hr or equiv" technology."
3. TBACT: 0.01 g/bhP-hror

l.
2.

r/s

l.
2.

Catalytic oxidation combined with
cunent CO certified engine.qb
Any engine demonstrated or

1.

n/s

2.

Any engine/technology verified or
certified to achieve 0.01 gibhp-hr.'

CARB Diesel Fuel

References

c**ttt"."""d-d:ThecmentCARBorEPAoff-rmdtierstmdardforthepollutmtOfconcm*ithin tt *pp-ptiate horsePower rmge Where NMHC + NOx is listed (with n" .Tql*4.Pit9,'
For the
as the simdrd G portions may be considqed 957o NOx md 57o NMHC.
i"ilrO,
BACT NMHC = poc. eny mglne which hr_bem certified or demostrated
p,rp.r". "iir'rrafiC)
"ra"*#ning
y*iti"t rt*dod -"y b€ considered a ffient certified engine for that pollutil1 _io ,i""t rfr"
"uo*ta6"s not mret the cment EPA or CARB off-road tiu standud may represnt BACT2'
e" *gin" *fti"f,
pronlol"g l) the engine met the most stringent EpA Tis Stmdad in effect prior to the Tia chmgefor
iiuaf,-Jp6*o ,oi'"g, md 2) the pemit application is submilted within 6 months of the effective date
of the Tiei chmge. [Source: Caliiomia Health & Safety Code Section 93116 3OX7)]
Demowtalion,
coqPlimce with o.o I g/bhp-hr may be demonstrated by Is of Altemtive compliqnce
.p""i'n.a i" cair.-iairea't a sarety cod€ section 93115.13(0 [stalionary cI Engine ATCMj.

d
e.

Previous BACT detemination dated 0l/l l/02
because not all BAAQMD{efined

ae

subiect to the Stationry ATCM

Overview of Off-Road Compression lgnition Engine Certification Standards in g/bhp-hr (g/kw-hri
Englne
HP

(KW)

Tier
HC

NOx

Tler 2

12

co

PM

Tier 3

YeaF

NMHU
+ NOx

co

Plt

YEAE

NMHU
+ NOx

2004 -

3.5

2@7

(4.71

50 <75

6.9

1998 -

5.6

3.7

0.30

(37<56)

(9.2)

2003

(7.5)

(5.0)

(o.40)

75<100

6.9

1998 -

5.6

(56<75)

(e.2)

2003

(7.5)

(5.0)

(o.40)

0.30

100<175

6.9

1997 -

1.9

3.7

(75<130)

(e.2)

2002

(6.6)

(5.0)

175<300
t>1an<2?61

0.97
(1.3)

6.9
(e.2)

8.5
(11.4)

0.40
(0.54)

1996 2@2

4.9

t.o

(6.6)

(3.5)

o.22
(0.30)

0.'t5
(0.20)

2004 -

3.5

2007

(4.7',)

co

(5.0)

(5.0)

Tier 4
PM

Yearc

NMHU
+ NOr

o.22

2008 -

3.5

(0.30)

2012

(4.7'.t

0.30

2008 -

3.5

o.14

0.30-2.5

3.7

(0.40)

2011

(4.71

(0.1e)

(0.,1o-3.4)

(5.0)

0.14

0.30

3.7

(0.1e)

(0.40)

(5.0)

(0.02)

(5.0)

(0.02)

2013

0.01

2O14+

NMHC

2003 -

3.0

3.7

0.22

2007 -

3.O

o.14

0.30-2.5

2006

(4.0)

(5.0)

(0.30)

2011

(4.0)

(0.1e)

(0.40-3.4)

o.14

0.30

2003 2005

3.0

z.o

(4.0)

(3.5)

0.15
(0.20)

2006 .
2010

3.0

600<750
(450<560)

0.97
(1.3)

6.9
(e.2)

0.97

6.9

)

(1.3)

(9.2)

w:tzw.

0.97

6.9

(1.3)

(e.2)

2750

e560
>t

(1.3)

6.9
(9.2)

(560s900)

8.5
(11.4)

6.5
(11.4)

0.40
(0.s4)

u.4u
(0.54)

8.5

0.40

(1 1.4)

(0.s4)

8.5

0.40

(11.4)

(0.54)

tvw

-

2000

1996 2co1

4.4
(6.4)

4.8
(6.4)

2.6
(3.5)

2.6
(3.5)

2000 -

4.8

2.6

2005

(6.4)

(3.5)

2000 -

4.8

2.6

2005

(6.4)

(3.5)

o.'t5
(0.20)

0.15
(0.20)

zv91 2005

2002 -

2005

(>9O0)

Gen. Only

3.0
(4.0)

2.6
(3.5)

2.6
(3.5)

5
(0.20)
0.1

0.15
(0.20)

2006 -

2010

zu6

-

3.0

6.9

(1.3)

(e.2)

8.5

0.40

(11.4)

(0.54)

2000 -

4.4

2.6

2005

(6.4)

(3.5)

o.g2

2013+

(5.0)

(0.03)
0.01

2012

2013

0.01

2O14+

0.01

2012 -

(0.40)

(5.0)

(0.02)

2.6

0.01
(o o2l

2011 -

0.30

2.6

0.0r

2014+

1!

toa -,n\

2013

(0.19)

(0.40)

(3.5)

(0.02)

0.14
/n 1q\

0.30-1.5

2.6
(3.5)

0.0'l
/o nr\

2011 -

o.14

0.3.0

2.6

0.01

2O14+

2013

(0.19)

(0.40)

(3.5)

(0.02)

0.'14

0.30-1.5
(0..104.20)

2.6
t3 5\

0.01

2011
,i1a

o.14

0.30

0.01

20'14+

(0.1e)

(0.40)

(3.5)

(0.02)

2010

o.15

2006 -

0.30

2.6

2.6

0.075

2011

2010

(0.40)

(3.5)

(3.5)

(0.10)

2014

0.14

2.6 (3.5)

2.6

0.03

20 15+

0.15

2006 -

0.30

2.6

2.6

0.075

201't -

2010

(0.40)

(3.5)

(3.5)

(0.10)

2014

o.14
ln 1q\

0.s0 (0.67)

2.6

o.o2
(0.03)

2015+

(0.20)

-

(0.02)

0.30- 1.5

IO

0.97

Ysar3

(0.1e)

to

J.U
(4.0)

PM

(0.20)

Gen. Only

>1Zooi

3.0
(4.0)

co

o.14
0.14

300<600
(225</.50\

NOx:

lqt

13

13

5l

5t

,o().t

0.15

2@6 -

0.30

o.50

2.6

0.075

2011

(0.20)

201o

(0.40)

(0.67)

(3.5)

(0.10)

2014

o.14

0.5

2.6

o.o2

2015+

(0.1s)

(0.67)

(3.s)

(0.03)

-

BAY AREA AIR QUALITY MANAGEMEMT DISTRICT
Best Available Control Tech
Source Category

IC Engine-Compression Ignition
Source:

:

Stationary Emergency, non-

Agricultural, non-direct drive fire
pump

Class:

Revision:
Document #:
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Date:
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Determination

Pollutant

BACT

TYPICAL TECHNOLOGY

1. Technologically Feasible/

Cost Effective
2. Achieved in Practice
3. TBACT
POC

(NMHC)

1.

n/s"

2.

CARB ATCM standard" for pOC
at applicable horsepower rating
(see attached Table 1).

1.

n/s"

2.

Any engine certified or verified to
achieve the applicable standard. "

1.

n/s"

1.

n/s"

NOx

2.

CARB ATCM standard" for NOx at
applicable horsepower rating (see
attached Table 1).

2.

Any engine certified or verified to
achieve the applicable standard. "

1.

n/s"

Soz

2. Fuel sulfur content not to exceed

1. n/s"
2. CARB DieselFuet(Uttra Low

0.0015% (wt) or 15 oom (wt).

co

1.

n/s"

2.

CARB ATCM standard" for CO at
the applicable horsepower rating
(see attached Table 1).

1. n/s"
2. 0.15 g/bhp-hr
PMto

3.

0.15 g/bhp-hr

Sulfur Dieset)

1. n/s"
2. Any engine certified or verifled to
achieve the applicable standard. "
1.

2.

n/s"

Any engine or technology
demonstrated, certified or verified
to achieve the applicable
standard.

3.

Any engine or technology
demonstrated, certified or verified
to achieve the applicable
standard.

NPOC

1.
2.

n/s

1. n/s

n/s

2. nls

References
nfCfvt stanO"rd (listed Oefow): Where NMHC + NOx is listed (with no individual standards for

b.
c.

NOx or NMHC) as the standard, the portions may be considered 95% NOx and 5% NMHC.
been certified or
For the purposes of determining BAiT NMHC = POC. Any engine which has
with the
compliant
be
considered
may
year
standard
tier
OemonstraieO to meet the currjnt
certified emission standard for that pollutantDeleted (no longer aPPlies).
Cost effectivenJss anitysii must be based on lesser of 50 hr/yr or non-emergency operation
as limited by District health risk screen analysis.

Table 1: BACT 2 Emission Limits based on CARB ATCM

Emissions Standards for Stationary Emergency Standby Diesel'Fueled Cl
Engines:50 BHP g/Kw-hr (glbhehr)
PM

NMHC+NOx

co

37<K/<56

0.20 (0.1s)

4.7 (3.5)

5.0 (3.7)

56<K\r<75

0.20 (0.15)

4.7 (3.5)

5.0 (3.7)

0.20 (0.15)

4.0 (3.0)

5.0 (3.7)

0.20 (0.15)

4.0 (3.0)

3.5 (2.6)

(300<HP<600)

225<l(r<450

0.20 (0.15)

4.0 (3.0)

3.5 (2.6)

450<l(r<560

0.20 (0.15)

4.0 (3.0)

3.5 (2.6)

0.20 (0.15)

6.4 (4.8)

3.5 (2.6)

Maximum Engine
Power

(50<HP<75)
(75 < HP < 100)

75<KW<130
(100<HP<175)
130<l(A/<225

n75<HP<300)

(600<HP<750)
](vV > 560
(HP > 750)

Engine

-

Spark lgnition, Natural Gas Fired

Determination

POLLUTAN]

BACT
I.

TYPICAL TECHNOLOGY

Technologically Feasible/
Cost Effective
2. Achieved in Practice

1.0.069 g/bhp-hr"
(12 ppmvd @ 15% oxygen)
PO(
2.0.15 g/bhp-hrb

NO)

25 ppmvd @. 15%o oxvsen)
1.0.071 g/bhp-hr"
(4 ppmvd
@ l5% oxygen)
1.0.15 g/bhp-hrb
/9

SO:

CC

NPO(

:ontrolleru
Z.

NSCR, 3-wav catalvstb

l. 3-way catalyst + air/fuel ratio
:ontroller^
l. NSCR, 3-way catalystb

ppmvd @ l5% oxygen)

.n/d

1.

n/d

.n/s

'1,.

natural gasb

l. rld

l.

2.0.60 g/bhp-hrb
(56 oomvd @. l5% oxvsen)

Z.

l. n/d
PMr

l. 3-way catalyst + air/fuel ratio

Z.

n/s

1.

n/a
n/a

2.

n/d
3-way catalystb

. n/d
. natural gasb
1. n/a
2. n/a

san Joaquin valley Air Pollution control District

(sJWApcD): Aera E"erg,

CARB "Guidancefor the Permitting of Electrical Generation Technologies",

C Engine

-

Spark lgnition, Natural Gas Fired

Determination

POLLUTAN]

BACT
I.

TYPICAL TECHNOLOGY

Technologically Feasible/
Cost Effective
2. Achieved in Practice

t.ild

PO( 2.0.15 g/bhp-hrb
/32 oomvd @.15% oxvsen)
1.0.07 g/bhp-hr"
(6 ppmvd @ 15% oxygen)
NO)
2.0.15 g/bhp-hrb
02 ppmvd @,15% oxygen)

l.n/d
SO, Z.n/s

1.0.10 g/bhp-hr^

ppmvd @ l5% oxygen)
CC t.
0.60 g/bhp-hrb
74 ppmvd @.15% oxvsen)

l. n/d
Z.

oxidation catalystb

1.,SCtr
Z- SCP

l. n/d
Z.

natural gasb

. oxidation

catalyst'

'12

l. n/d
PM,,

NPOC

Z.

n/s

. oxidation catalystb

1. n/d
Z.

natural gasb

l. n/a

l. n/a

2. n/a

Z.

n/a

Tehama county Air Pollution control District: NEo califurnia po.er, LLC
I Bluff, Califurnia (ammonia slip limited to l0 ppmvd @ t50% oxygen)

CARB "Guidancefor the Permitting of Electrical Generation Technorogies",

-

Source
lource:

llass:

(C

Engine

-

)ocument

Umergency Engine

>-

50

I

levision:

Spark lgnilion, Natural Gas Fired

J.
t.

HP

)ate:

96.3.4
5/7/03

Determination

POLLUTANl

BACT

l. Technologically

TYPICAL TECHNOLOGY
Feasible/

Cost Effective
2. Achieved in Practice

PO(
NOr

1.

rld

I. n/d

2.1.0 g/bhp-hr"

l.nld

2.1.0 g/bhp-hr'

2- lean burn

l.n/a

l. n/a

NPO(

2.

l. n/d
2. 2.75

l. n/d
PM

lean burn technologt'

l. n/d

SO, Z.n/s

CC

Z.

Z.

n/s

l. n/a
l. n/a

technologf

natural gaso

l. n/d
s/bhp-hr"

Z.

lean burn technolosv'

. rld
.

natural gaso

l. n/a
2.

n/a

1993 BACT 2 levelsfor IC Engine-spark lgnition, Nat. Gas
thout the needfor post-combustion controls (not considered

>_250 Hp (3/r9/9,

tibe

cost effective

Source Category

Determination

References

Source Cutegory

Determination

References

EAY

ARH AIR

QUALITY, I\/HNAGEMENT DISTRICT

Best Available Control Technolagy (BACry Guidetine

Source Category
DOUTCe:

BlasS:

Heater - Refinery Process
>50 MMBtUlhr Heat

lnput

Revision:

4

Document
#:

94.3.1

[[ Date:

1/1/U08

Determination

EACT

POLLUTANI

,,

TYPICAL TECTINOLOGY

,

1. Technotogically

Feasible/ Cost Effective

PoC

2. Achieved in Practice
1. n/d

'1. nld

2. nls

2. Good

1.

n/d

2. 5 ppmv

NOx

Combustion
Practice"

1.

@3%02

Dryc'd'e

1. Natural Gas or Treated

Soz

co

Refinery Gas Fuelwl
<50 ppmv Hydrogen
Sulfide and <100 ppmv
Total Reduced Sulfura
2. Natural Gas or Treated'
Refinery Gas Fuel w/
<100 ppmv Total
Reduced Sulfur"

Reduction (SCR) + Low
NO, Burnerst'd

1. Fuel Selection'

FuelSelection"

1. n/d

1. n/d

2. 10 ppmv @3% 02

2. Good Combustion

Dryc'a't

1. n/d
Plilfro

n/d

2. Selective Catalytic

2. Natural Gas or Treated

Practice in Conjunction W
Selective Catalytic
Reduction (SCR)
System"'d

1. nld
2. Fuel

Refinery Gas Fuel"'b
NPOC

1. nla

2. nla

1. n/a
2. nla

Selection"'b

References

a. BAAQMD A#8407
b. BAAQMD A #30783
c. ARB BACT Clearinghouse, based on several South Coast AQMD
d.

projects. Recommend ammonia slip limit of 10 ppmv al3o/o C2.
Authority to Construct issued for BAAQMD applications 13424 &
13678 for CononcoPhillips Clean Fuels Expansion Project. For 8
MM BTU/hr furnace, the CO limit only applies at firing rates
greater than 30 MM BTU/hr.

e.

f.

NO, determination by Continuous Emission Monitor (3-hour
average); or BAAQMD approved equivalent.
CO determination by Continuous Emission Monitor (3-hour
: or BAAQMD approved equivalent.

Source Category

Determination

References

Source Category

Determination

Source Category

Determination

References

https ://www. arb.ca govlbact/cate gorylcompressors'htm
-

BACT Clearinghouse'Lookup Results

BACT Clearinghouse Database LookuP Results
8

Match(s) for Code 48.B

Compressors
Projeet Name & DescriPtion

i

A/C Issue Date & ARB File
No.

Torch Operating ComPanY
Nuevo - Platform'B"

914194

Rotary sliding-vane tYPe gas
compressor driven bY rotating
shaft into 1740 scfm
compressor and used to move
gas from oilfield to onshore
processing facilitY

A350-844-98

(Detailed Information)

(P/O no. 9111)

District Contact:
Steve Sterner
Santa Barbara Countlz
APCD
(s05) e61-8886
sterners@sbcaPcd.org

Pollutant
VOC/HC
(Detailed Control
Information)
A-C Compressor
Company Double
Bellows-type
Mechanical Sealing
System with barrier
fluid pressurized to
10 psig for rotarY
sliding-vane tYPe gas
compressor
100 ppmv THC as

methane per Method

2t
NOx
Mobil Exploration and
Producing U.S., Inc.

712196

Lost Hills Two Lease
Compressor Station

(A/C no. S-1512-458-0)

280 bhp Ajax model no. DPC

280lean-burn, natural
gas-fired IC engine dring
compressor unit and having
LPG backup fuel
(Detailed Information)

District Contact:

(Detailed Control
Information)
Air/fuel ratio
controller and Ajax
CleanBurn
Combustion
Technology

George Heinen
San Joaquin Valley Unified

1.5 g/bhp-hr

A330-724-96

Air Pollution Control District
(55e) 230-590e

22.32lbm/daY

PM
6119117,1:46 PM

1of 4

BACT Clearinghouse Lookup Results

https ://www.arb.ca. gov/bact/catogory/coJnpressors.htm

(Detailed Control
Information)
Natural gaslLPG
firing, air/fuel ratio
controller, and Ajax
CleanBurn
Combustion
Technolory
0.18 g/bhp-hr

2.19lbm/day

VOC/HC
(Detailed Control
Information)
Air/fuel ratio
controller and Ajax
CleanBurn
Combustion
Technology with
weekly monitoring
1.5 s/bhp-hr

?1:??li:li::

L2n8t96
Exxon
(Platform Heritage

(A/C no. 9634)

18.75 MMscfd gas compressor

A350-715-96

skid unit
Detailed Information

District Contact:
Ray McCaffrey
Santa Barbara Co. APCD
(805) 961-8826

VOC/HC
(Detailed Control
Information)
or (Performance
Information)
Flanges w/ graphitic
gaskets rated at

l

150% of actual
process temp. and

pres.; seals and relief
valves routed to
vapor recovery
system or flare;
repair timelines;

fugitive I&M

l

l
l

progTam
l

2of4
6119l-17 1.LRp. lr
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a

100 ppm;
100% control for
il relief valves and
compressor seals

VOC/IIC
(Detailed Control
Information)
or (Performance
Information)
Flanges w/ graphitic
gaskets rated at
150% of actual
process temp. and
pres.; seals and relief
valves routed to
vapor recovery
system or flare;
repair timelines;
fugitive I&M

t2n8t96
Exxon
(Platform Harmony)
18.75 MMscfd gas compressor

skid unit
(Detailed Information)

(A/C no. 9640)
A350-714-96

District Contact:
Ray McCaffrey
Santa Barbara Co. APCD
(805) e61-8826

progTam
100 ppm;
L00% control for

relief valves and
compressor seals

VOC/HC
(Detailed Control
Information)
Crankcase breather

612t92

Texaco Exploration and
Production. Inc.
15 hp Ingersoll-Rand type 30
gas compressor for fixed roof
storage tank vapor recovery
system

(Detailed Information)

(A/C no. 40039564)

vented to compressor
suction inlet with
vacuum gauge

A330-548-92

District Contact:
Tom Goff
San Joaquin Valley Unifred
APCD
(805) 862-5200

No limit
(Expected control
l
l
i
I

l

::T::1 :?Y'

_-. i

Kern Oil Refining Company

3of4

3t19t84

VOC/HC
(Detailed Control

61191L7,1:46 PM
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il 6,'c # zo18oo8A, 20180464,
,l zoraorzB, and. 2078062)
I

720,000 scflday vapor
compressor, values, and
flanges

(Detailed Information)

rl nsro-osa-g+
,lil

,l

District Contact:

to*

Paxson
Valle]'Unified
Joaquin
rl San
il apcn
,l 6"-*"- Kern CountY APCD)
(so5) 861
il

il

Information)
Inspection of
maintenance to
minimize fugtive
emissions
65% control

efficiency

3682:

9lt7l82

VOC/HC

TOSCO H2 Plant ComPressors

(NC#

Three 3500 hp each
Worthington compressor seals

A350-018-82

(Detailed Information)

287e0)

District Contact:
Jim Karas
Baf, Area AQMD
(415) 771-6000

418182

Cheveron USA Lube Oil
Project

Nine 20 to 1000 hP VOC gas
compressors

(Detailed Information)

Lofd

(NC#

277e7)

A350-011-82

District Contact:
Ellen Linder
Bay Area AQMD
(415) 771-6000

(Detailed Control
Information)
TOSCO mechanical
seals vented to a
flare
No

limit

VOC/HC
(Detailed Control
Information)
Mechanical seals
vented to a flare or
vapor recovery
system
99% control

efficiency

6119117, 1:46 PIV
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BACT Clearinghouse Database Lookup Results
Displaying 68 of 68 Match(s) for Bay Area AQMD
Project Name & Description

A/C Issue Date & ARB File
No.

9128183

Pacific Refinerv Modification
2.75 MMBtuftrr refinery
hydrogen reformer furnace,
H-4011
(Detaile d Information)

(NC# 2e180)

Refinery fuel gas system
(Detailed Information)

1of

5

NOx
(Detailed Control
Information)
Ammonia injection
and selective

A310-022-80

catalytic reduction
unit

District Contact:
Leonard Clayton
Bay Area AQMD
(415) 771-6000

9128183

Pacifi.c Refrnery Modifi.cations

Pollutant

(NC# 29180)
A350-021-83

20 ppm @ 3o/o 02
85% control

efficiency

SOx
(Detailed Control
Information)
Diglycolamine
absorbing system for
H2S removal

District Contact:
Leonard Clayton
Bav Area AOMD
(415) 771-6000

50 ppm H2S
gas

9lt7l82

VOC/HC
(Detailed Control
Information)
TOSCO mechanical
seals vented to a
flare

TOSCO H2 Plant Compressors

(NC # 287e0)

Three 3500 hp each
Worthington compressor seals

A350-018-82

(Detailed Information)

District Contact:
Jim Karas
Bay Area AQMD

No

in fuel

limit

6119117,1:06 PM
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Paul Masson Vine),ards
Cogeneration
1200 rpm, 526 hP natural
gas-frred Waukesha model
F2900G reciprocating engine,
300 KW

(Detailed Information)

3127l8l

(NC# 27796)
A330-016-81

District Contact:
Doug Wolf
Bav Area AQMD
(415) 771-6000

t0l8182
Stecher - Travng - Schmidt

(NC #28246)

Varnisher drying oven, drY'sYs,
on varnisher 261

A340-015-82

(Detailed Information)

District Contact:
Ellen Linder
Bav Area AQMD
(415) 771-6000

6122182

FMC Corp - San Jose
Ordnance

(NC# 28310)
A340-012-82

Binks paint spray booth
(Detailed Information)

District Contact:
Brain Bateman
Bay Area AQMD
(415) 771-6000

NOx
(Detailed Control
Information)
Emissions Control
Systems, Inc.
TDRVEX supported
model43N catalYtic
converter
30 ppm

VOC/HC
(Detailed Control
Information)
Hirt model FLX'7M
fume incinerator
overall control
efficiency
97o/o (in-out of
incinerator)
9O

o/o

Detailed Contro
Information)
Binks airlesselectrostatic spring of
40% solid paint,
spraying by
automated robots,
and in-Iine heaters to
reduce paint
viscosity

I

190lbs/day

Cheveron USA Lube Oil
Project

418182

(NC# 277e7)

VOC/HC
(Detailed Control
Information)

6119117,1:06 PM
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Nine 20 to1000 hp VOC gas
compressors

(Detailed Information)

A350-011-82

District Contact:
Ellen Linder
Bay Area AQMD
(415) 771-6000

t2ltolSa
Exxon Co. USA - Benicia
Refinery Process Furnace
(Detailed Information)

(NC # 275ee)
A310-010-80

District Contact:
Leonard Clayton
Bav Area AQMD

Mechanical seals
vented to a flare or
vapor recovery
system
99% control

efficiency

NOx
(Detailed Control
Information)
Low-Nox burners
and thermal de-NOx
40 ppmvd @ 3o/o 02
70% control
effi.ciency

(415) 771-6000
10/6/81

Chevron FCC Precipitator

(NC # 2t803)

61000 bpd fluid catalytic
cracking unit

A350-009-82

District Contact:
(Detailed Information)

John Swanson
BarArea AQMD
(415) 771-6000

VOCIHC
(Detailed Control
Information)
TWo parallel
electrostatic
precipitator units

10lb/hr
94o/o control
effi,ciency

312u83
H.S. Crocker Co. Printing
6 COLDR 64" Printing Press

(Detailed Information)

3 of 5

(NC # 2870e)

VOC/HC
(Detailed Control
Information)

A340-008-83

Limit on VOC
centent of inks

District Contact:
Mohamad Mdazed
Bav Area AQMD

2.5 lb VOC/day

6119117,1:06 PM
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7212At82

Gazette Press Printing

(NC # 28e25)

Tlvo 12950 cfm Tec Printing
System drying ovens

A340-007-82

VOCIHC
(Detailed Control
Information)
Katec, TVA-812 fume
incinerator

District Contact:
(Detailed Information)

Mohamad Mdazed
Bay Area AQMD
(415) 771-6000

95% control

efficiency
I

l

(NC # 2736t)

VOCIHC
(Detailed Control
Information)

A340-006-80

CE Air Preheater
Cor-Pak fume

317180

American Metal Decorating Co.
Paint coating line for metal
parts
(Detailed Information)

incinerator

District Contact:
John Phillips
Bav Area AQMD
(415) 771-6000

87% control
effrciency

PM
t0123180

Louisiana-Paci{ic Boiler
Babcock & Wilcox 4.77
MMBtu/hr waste wood-fi.red

boiler
(Detailed Information)

(NC # 27 440)
A310-005-80

District Contact:
Lew Potter
Barz Area AQMD

(415) 771-6000

(Detailed Control
Information)
Zurn multiple
cyclone,
MTSA-240-11.5 & a

United McGill
electrostatic
precipitator, 4-350-2
99.7% control

efficiency
0.017 grlscf
17

Time Oil Co. (Loading Rack)

t2t23t80

One million gallons per day
gasoline bulk loading rack

(NC # 276rr)
A350-004-82

(Detailed Information)

4of5

lb/hr

VOCIHC
(Detailed Control
Information)
McGill activated
carbon adsorption
system with two

6119117, 1:06

PM
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District Contact:
Dave Dixon
(4 15) 771-6000

beds. Automatically
timed desorption
cycle

control
efficiency
98.60/o

2ltgt82
TOSCO Corp. Hydrotreating

Unit
5 hp or

larger centerifugal

pump seals
(Detailed Information)

(NC # 2776e)
A350-003-82

District Contact:
Jim Karas

A330-002-82

generator)

District Contact:
Doug Wolf

(Detailed Information)

Bav Area AQMD
(415) 771-6000

Four refinery process furnaces
manifolded to common exhaust
stack F-7, F-8, F-9, F-10
(Detailed Information)

Sott)

(NC # 28L7e)

32 MW gas turbine generator
(has a duct fired steam

Chevron Lube Oil Project

Double mechanical
seals with a oil seal
500 ppm

Bay Area AQMD
(415) 771-6000
3lLl82

Crown-Zellerbach
Cogeneration

VOC/HC
(Detailed Control
Information)

NOx
(Detailed Control
Information)
Steam/water
injection and lo-NOx
burners
No

limit

4t8t82

NOx

(NC# 27797)

(Detailed Control
Information)
One selective

A310-002-82)

District Contact:
John Sawnson
Bay Area AQMD
(415) 771-6000

catalytic reduction
unit for four furnaces
and lo-NOx burners
No

limit

6119117.1:06 PM
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4

Match(s) for Code 94'Z

< 86'2
Heaters - RefrnefY, ) 18 MMBtu/hr through
MMBtu/hr heat inPut
Projeet Name & DescriPtion

A/C Issue Date & ARB File
No.

Pollutant
NOx
(Detailed Control
Information)
John Zink low-NOx
burners, TechniP
USA selective
catalytic reduction
with ammonia
injection of the flue
gas

CENCO Refining ComPanY
50 MMBtu/hr Tulsa Heaters
Inc. natural gas-fired
horizontal cabin coker charge
heater for a delaYed coking
unit at the refinery

(Detailed Information)

(NC#

35286e)

A350-987-00

District Contact:
Emmaunel E. Ruiviar
South Coast AQMD
(90e) 396-2509
eruiviar@aqmd.gov

7 ppmvd @ 3% 02,

l-hr

average

CO
(Detailed Control
Information)
John Zink low-NOx
burners
10 ppmvd @ 3%
1-hr average

02,

Other Pollutant
(Detailed Control
Information)
No control
5 ppmvd @ 3%

o2,

6112117,8:24 AM
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1-hr average

NOx
(Detailed Control
Information)
Natural gas andlor
LPG firing with
low-NOx burners and
internal flue-gas
recirculation

San Joaquin Refining
Company. Inc.

Refinery process heaters rated
between 8.4 and 47.1

MMBtu/hr
(Detailed Information)

3122196

30 ppmvd at 3%
oxygen

(A/C no. 5-36-51-1)

(Equipvalent to 0.036
lbm/NIMBtu)

A310-681-96

District Contact:
George Heinen
San Joaquin Valley Unified
APCD
(55e) 230-590e

PM
(Detailed Control
Information)
Natural gas and/or
LPG firing
0.137 lbm/IVIMBtU

VOC/IIC
(Detailed Control
Information)
Natural gas and /or
LPG firing
0.004 lbm/NIMBtu

Fletcher Oil and Refinining
Company
65 MMBtu/hr vacuum heater
heating gas oil before vacuum
distillation; unit is fired on
refinery gas

(Detailed Information)

2of3

713197

(App.no. 170819)
A350-613-94

District Contact:
Sawsan Andrawis
South Coast AQMD

NOx
(Detailed Control
Information)
Joy Technology
selective catalytic
reduction unit
12 ppm

6112117,8:24 AM
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(e19) 396-2607
sandrawis@aqmd.gov
418182

Chevron Lube Oil Project

Four refrnery process furnaces
manifolded to common exhaust
stack F-7, F-8, F-9, F-10
(Detailed Information)

NOx

District Contact:

(Detailed Control
Information)
One selective
catalytic reduction
unit for four furnaces
and lo-NOx burners

John Sawnson
Bav Area AOMD

No

(NC# 277e7)
A310-002-82)

limit

(415) 771-6000

Click here to return the CAPCOA BACT Search Page

3of3
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3 Match(s)

for Code

169

Sulfur Recovery Plant
Projeet Name & Description A/C Issue Date & ARB File
j

i

Pollutant

No.

I

SOx
(Detailed Control
Information)
214197

Pacific Offshore Pipeline Co.
(A/C no. 9047)

Sulfur recovery unit at oil-field
natural gas processing plant
with 60 MMscfd gas output to
sulfur recovery unit at 2.67
hydrogen sulfide

(Detailed Information)

4350-745-97

sulfur

District Contact:
Steve Sterner
Santa Barbara Co. APCD
(805) 961-8886
sterners@sbcapcd.org

4118191

Texaco Refining and
Marketing - Bakersfield

Three-stage Claus sulfur
recovery unit with a capacity of
90 long tons/day liquid sulfur
at a refinery

(Detailed Information)

1of 3

Three-stage
conversion process of
hydrogen sulfide in
acid gas from a
sulfinol amine
system to elemental

(A/C no. 200T245)

4350-477-91

District Contact:
Tom Goff
Kern Co. APCD
(now the San Joaquin Valley
Unified APCD)

H2S removal
by mass across the
sulfur recovery unit
100 ppmv residual
H2S Stretford tail
gas prior to
incineration
99.9o/o

SOx
(Detailed Control
Information)
Amine-based,
tail-gas treating unit
10 ppmvd
(Expected control
efficiency of 99.9%)

61191L7,1:40 PM
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NOx
(Detailed Control
Information)
Pipeline quality gas
in tail-gas
incinerator; proper
burner operation
200 ppmvd at 3%
oxygen
15.2 lbm/hr total

2t6186

Chevron-Gaviota

(A/C no. 5704)

Four 7.5 MMscflday sulfur
recovery units

A350-126-86

(Detailed Information)

District Contact:
BiIl Master
Santa Barbara Co. APCD
(805) e61-8800

SOx
(Detailed Control
Information)
Recycle selection
process combined
with tail-gas
incinerator and
caustic scrubber
90 ppmvd at 3%o
oxygen
99.9% control

PM
(Detailed Control
Information)
Use of pipeline
quality gas in
tail-gas incinerator;
caustic scrubber with
mist eliminator

3.66lbmlhr total
80% control
VOC/HC
(Detailed Control
Information)
Pipeline quality gas

2ofB

6119177.1:40 PM
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in tail-gas
incinerator; proper
burner operation

3.64lbm/hr total
CO
(Detailed Control

Information)
Pipeline quality gas
in tail-gas
incinerator; proper
burner operation
6.16lbm/hr total

3of3

6119117,1l0 PM
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BACT Clearinghouse Database Lookup Results
5 Match(s)

for Code

82

Flares - Refinery
Project Name & Description
California Department of
Corrections. Corcoran II
Facility
(1) standby LPG fuel supply
system, (3) 30,000 gal storage

tanks, vaporizer, air blender
and a flare that operates
during natural gas
interruptions or calibration
(Detailed Information)

il A/C Issue

Date & ARB File ll Pollutant

317197

(A/C no. C-2L4-22-0)

A350-805-97

District Contact:
George Heinen
San Joaquin Valley lJnified

4.395 MMBtu/hr produced gas
flare

(Detailed Information)

13.161bm/1,000 gal

APCD
(55e) 230-5e09

5129192

Fortune Petroleum Co.

VOCIHC
(Detailed Control
Information)
No Control

(A/C no. 4278001)

A350-550-92

District Contact:
Tom Goff
San Joaquin Vallelr Unified
APCD
(805) 862-520A

NOx
(Detailed Control
Information)
Burner management
No

limit

SOx
(Detailed Control
Information)
Low sulfur gas of less
than 0.2 grl100 dscf
No

limit

PM
(Detailed Control
Information)

1of 4

6119117, 1:41 PM
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Smokeless
combustion
assist

limit

No

VOC/HC
(Detailed Control
Information)
Burner management

limit

No

CO
(Detailed Control

Information)
Burner management

limit

No

NOx

6120186

Union Oil Co.
(Lompoc Dehydration)

(Detailed Control
Information)
Proper burner
management; use of
pipeline-quality fuel
as

pilot fuel

(A/C no. 6708)

No
Flare limited to a maxrmum
purge and pilot gas flow of 45
scflhr
(.Detaile d

Information)

A350-331-89

VOCfiIC
District Contact:
Bill Master
Santa Barbara Co. APCD
(805) 961-8800

(Detailed Control
Information)
Proper burner
management; use of
pipeline-quality gas
as pilot fuel
No

Gaviota Terminal Co.

2of4

limit

5lL3l87

limit

NOx

6119117,1:41PM
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(A/C no.6408)
A350-328-89

District Contact:
Sanjib Mukherji
Santa Barbara Co. APCD

(Detailed Control
Information)
Proper burner
management and use
of pipeline-quality

natural gas
6.92 lbm/hr

(805) 961-8800

NOx
(Detailed Control
Information)
Proper burner
management and
monitoring; gas-frred
pilots; emissions
equiv. of thermal
oxidizer
0.05 lbm/hr
216t86

Chevron-Gaviota

Flare
(Detaile d Information)

(A/C no. 5704)
A350-130-86

SOx
(Detailed Control
Information)
Gas-fired pilots; pilot
fuel with 4 ppmv
H2S max.

District Contact:
Bill Master
Santa Barbara Co. APCD

0.02 lbm/hr

(805) 961-8800

PM
(Detailed Control
Information)
Gas-fired pilots;
steam injection for
smokeless operation

0.02lbm/hr
VOC/HC
(Detailed Control
Information)

3of4
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Proper burner
management and
monitoring; gas-fired

pilots

CO
(Detailed Control

Information)
Gas-fired pilots;
proper burner
management and

monitoring

0.02lbm/hr

Click here to return the CAPCOA BACT Search Page
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BACT Clearinghouse Database Lookup Resul
Displaying 50 of 68 Match(s) for Bay Area AQMD
Project Name & Description

AIC Issue Date & ARB File
No.

Pollutant

t2n4187

NOx
U.S.S. Posco Industries

(A/C no. 32217)

95.7 MMBtuftrr Mitsubishi Custom Kawasaki annealing

A310-881-99

furnance

District Contact:

(Detailed Information)

Don Van Buren
Bav Area AOMD
(415) 749-4746
dvanburen@baaqmd.gov

(Detailed Control
Information)
Mitsubishi Selective
Catalytic Reduction

unit
50lb/day

NOx

Genxon Power Systems LLC
1550 KW natural gas-fired

Kawasaki MIA-l3A
combustion gas turbine
equipped with a gearbox
connected to a 1500 KW
generator.
(Detailed Information)

1of19

(A/C no. t8547)
A330-878-99

(Detailed Control
Information)
or (Performance
Information)
Catalytica
Combustion Systems,
Inc Xonon catalytic
combustor
ppmvd @ L5% 02,
average over 3 hours
5

District Contact:
Greg Solomon
Bay Area AQMD
(415) 749-47t5
gsolomonm@baaqmd.gov

VOC/HC
(Detailed Control
Information)
or (Performance
Information)
Catalytica
Combustion Systems,
Inc Xonon catalytic

6119117, 1:35 PM
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combustor
10 ppmvd @ L5% 02,
average over 3 hours

CO
(Detailed Control

Information)
or (Performance
Information)
Catalytica
Combustion Systems,
Inc Xonon catalytic
combustor
5 ppmvd @ 15% 02,
average over 3 hours

NOx

Crockett Cogeneration (C&H
Sugar)

10/5/93

1780MMBtu/trrGEmodel

(A/C no. S-201)

PG7221(FA), i.e., Frame 7FA,
with heat recovery steam
generator having low NOx duct
burners with a total rated
capacity of 349 MMBtU/hr
producing 240 MW (combined
cycle and cogeneration).
(Detailed Information)

(Detailed Control
Information)
or (Performance
Information)
Dry low-NOx
combusters and a
Mitsubishi Heavy
Industries America
selective catalytic
reduction

A330-859-98
5 ppmvd @ 15% 02

District Contact:
Carol Allen
Bav Area AQMD
(415) 749-4702
callen@baaqmd.gov

VOC/HC
(Detailed Control
Information)
or (Performance
Information)
Engelhard oxidation
catalyst
352.6lbm/day
(Approximately 50%

2of19
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control)
CO
(Detailed Control
Information)
or (Performance
Information)
Engelhard oxidation
catalyst
5.9 ppmvd @ 15% A2
(Approxim ately 90%

control)

7128198

Shell Martinez Refi.ning
Company
Refi.nery fuel gas system for
various combustion sources
(furnaces, boilers, CO boilers)

(Detailed Information)

(A/C no. 18185)
A350-856-98

District Contact:
Greg Stone
Bay Area AQMD
(415) 749-4745
gstone@baaqmd.gov

SOx
(Detailed Control
Information)
H2S and total
reduced sulfur (TRS)
in refinery fuel gas
system reduced by

Diethanolamine
(DEA) absorder,
Claus Sulfur Plant,
and SCOT unit.

24hr average H2S
content
ppm

limit of 50

Annual average TRS
limit of 70 ppm
Performance Information
2t18t93

Siliconix. Inc.
Photoresist applicators

(Detailed Information)

3of19

(App.no. 9321)
A4t0-627-94

VOC/HC
(Detailed Control
Information)
Munters Zeol model

District Contact:

IZS.D19OO.TH
abatement system
with two zeolite rotor

Karen Dzienkowski

concentration in

6119177,1:35 PM
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series followed by
500,000 Btu/hr

thermal oxidizer
Bay Area AQMD
(415) 74e-5t4t
kdzie nkowski@baaqmd. gov

I
I

l
l
l
i
I

!
I
I
I

i
i
i

No limit
(Control level
equivalent to 98.5%
destruction)

----,:_

I
1

'.....,]

i
I
I
I

l

Performance Information

Granite Construction Company
150

MMBtu/hr BMG model

45R30P asphalt drum mixer
frred on fuel oil no. 2. This is a
portable unit to be operated at
remote sites where electricity
or natural gas may not be
available.

(Detailed Information)

NOx

5lt4l9t
(A/C no. 5841)
A390-626-94

District Contact:
R. Ted Hull
Bay Area AQMD
(415) 749-49L9

(Detailed Control
Information)
Low-NOx burners
145lbm/day for plant
and IC engine (Initial
source test indicated
emissions of 165
ppmvd at3% oxygen
from drum mixer.)

i
I
I
I

tu4192

Criterion Catalyst

Co.

(A/C no. 9450)

Micro-Pulverizer Model 60
ACM catalyst grinder with
rated input of 2000 lbm/hr and
storage silos (inlet PM is 95%
PMlo)

4of19

A.410-584-93

District Contact:
Thu Bui

PM
(Detailed Control
Information)
or (Performance
Information)
Four Micro-Pulsaire
baghouses with 3000
acfm flow rates

(Detailed Information)

Baf, Area AQMD
(415) 749-5L19
tbui@baaqmd.gov

West Coast Lithographers. Inc.

t0lt5l92

Komori Lithrone sheet-feed
lithographic printing presses
with integral dryers

(A/C no. 8582)

VOCIHC
(Detailed Control
Information)

A340-583-93

Kerosene-like
oil-based inks, no

0.006 gr./dscf

6119117,1:35 PM
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(Detailed Information)

District Contact:
Thu Bui
Bay Area AQMD
(415) 749-5119
tbui@baaqmd.gov

more than 1A% by
vol. VOC fountain
solution, and no more
than 30% by vol.
VOC clean-up
solvents (or 7.71
lbm/gal VOC and
VOC vapor pressure
less than 25 mm Hg)
No

limit

Performance Information

7130192

Everett Graphics Co.
Heidelberg model 1025-LE
color lithographic press with
an output capacity of 13,000
sheets/hr
(Detailed Information)

(A/C no. 7765)

A340-582-93

District Contact:
Weyman Lee
Bav Area AQMD
(415) 749-4708
wlee@baaqmd.gov

VOC/HC
(Detailed Control
Information)
Soy-based inks with
no more than 8.5%
VOC by wt., fountain
solutions with no
more than %VOC
by wt., clean-up
solvent with no more
than 4lbm VOC/gal,
clear coat with no
VOC
No

limit

Performance Information
3126193

A330-579-93

(Detailed Control
Information)
Lean-burn
combustion control

District Contact:

1.25 g/bhp-hr

Ted Hull
Bay Area AQMD
(415) 749-4919

SOx
(Detailed Control

Napa Sanitation District
(A/C no. 9006)
913 hp Waukesha model
5900GL IC engine fi.red on
digester gas with
supplementary natural gas

(Detailed Information)

5of19

NOx

6119117, 1:35
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Information)
Addition of iron salts
to the digester sludge
to reduce H2S
concentrations of
digester gas to less
than 300 ppmv
I

0.30 g/bhp-hr

I
I

i

Performance Information
213t93

Aratex Services. Inc.
(A/C no.9840)
33.5 gas-fired Cleaver Brooks
model C8200- 800-150 firetube
boiler rated at 800 hp output
with distillate oil emergency
backup fuel

(Detailed Information)

A310-578-93

District Contact:
Karen Dzienkowski
Bay Area AQMD
(415) 749-5t4t
kdzienkowski@baaqmd. gov

NOx
(Detailed Control
Information)
or (Performance
Information)
Cleaver Brooks low
NOx burners and
flue-gas recirculation
25 ppmvd at 3%
oxygen

VOC/HC
(Detailed Control
Information)

Lucas FiIm. Ltd

4129193

Lipsner Smith Co. model no.
CF-3000-MKV film cleaning
system using 180 gal of methyl
cloroform per year and

(A/C no. 9942)

Enclosed film
cleaning system

4340-577-93

processing
8000 feet of film per gallon of
solvent

District Contact:
Craig Ullery

refrigerated chiller
operating at no more
than 35 F

(Detailed Information)

Bay Area AQMD
(415) 749-4778
cullery@baaqmd.gov

with

2000lbm/yr
(Estimated control
efficiency of 90%)

Performance Information

Mark West Quarry

PM
(Detailed Control

6of19
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(A/C no. 10641)

tonlhr secondary cone
crusher and mineral screeners
(addition to existing aggregate
45

A390-576-93

crushing operation)

District Contact:
Ted HuIl

(Detailed Information)

Bav Area AQMD
(415) 749-4er9

Information)
Enclosures, curtains,
and high 50 micron
water mist foggers
Visible emission
opacity of Ringleman

0.5

i

-----------------l

I

i

.-_.._...__,.-t

I

4129t92

(A/C no.8564)
Conner Peripherals

4420-547-92
38-gallon dip coat/Iuber

(Detailed Information)

VOCIHC
(Detailed Control
Information)
Sub-zero chiller at 10
degrees F and finned

District Contact:

coils

Carol Lee
Bav Area AQMD
(415) 749-468e

No

limit

clee@baaqmd.gov

204 gallon Detrex

5lL9l92

VOCIHC
(Detailed Control
Information)

(A/C no. 8312)

Secondary

PCBD-18851.2ER-W
conveyorized solvent cleaner
(Conditioned to terminate
operation 3.5 years after
issuance of authority to
construct)

Barry Young
Bafi Area AQMD

refrigerated
freeboard chillers
freeboard tunnel
extensions, metal
baffles, and freeboard
ratio of at least 1.0

(Detailed Information)

(415) 749-4721
byoung@baaqmd.gov

No

4128t92

VOC/IIC

4340-540-92

District Contact:

limit

Performance Information

Airco Coating Technology

(Detailed Control

7of19
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(A/C no. 8650)

Custom wipe cleaning
operation with 100 gaUyr
maximum solvent usage

A340-539-92

District Contact:
Alex Saschin
Bav Area AQMD
(415) 749-47t3

(Detailed Information)

Performance Information

7lt9l97

..,.,

Wickland OiI Compan], MTBE

tank farm

\t
\

(A/C no. 6719)
A350-538-92

Thirteen fixed roofstorage !
tanks with
I District Contact:
10,000 bbl/hr throughput i
Solomon
YDetailed

Information)
/
/ /'

.//

/

Greg
Bay Area AQMD
(415) 74s-47t5
gsolomon@baaqd.gov

VOC/HC
(Detailed Control

Information)
John Zink carbon
adsorption/absorption
system

lbm/1000 bbt
(Expected control
effi.ciency of greater
1

::r:iIl

Performance Information

4tt6l9l.
Midwestern Pipeline Services
(A/C no. 5948)

Pipe coating, including
spraybooth and 7.5 MMBtu/hr
oven-fired on natural gas;
coatings applied to inside of
40"X40' sections of steel piPe

(Detailed Information)

8of19

A340-537-92

District Contact:
Greg Solomon
Bay Area AQMD
(415) 749-4715
gsolomon@baaqd.gov

The Dot Printer

3127192

Flexographic Printing Presses

(A/C no. 7571)

VOC/HC
(Detailed Control
Information)
or (Performance
Information)
5000 cfm B&G
Automated Systems
afterburner from
spray operation and
oven
98.5% destruction

efficiency

VOC/HC
(Detailed Control
Information)

6119117,1:35 PN
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A340-536-92

(Detailed Information)

District Contact:
Alex Saschin
Baf, Area AQMD
(415) 771-6000

Low VOC inks (< 1.5
lbm/gal), and low
VOC fountain
solution (<13% VOC)
No

limit

PM
(Detailed Control
Information)

Huntway Refining Company.
asphalt oxidation plant

413/92

4.1 MMBtu/hr
gas-fired asphalt
heater-cum- thermal
oxidizer ducting 5000
cfm

(A/C no. 7311)
28 ton/hr asphalt oxidation
still and seven asphalt storage
tanks, six having 85,000 gal
capacity and one with 50,000
gal capacity with volatiles

routed to control unit
(Detailed Information)

0.08932lbm/ton
A350-535-92

District Contact:
Dharam Singh
Bay Area AQMD
(415)749-4714
dsign@baaqmd.gov

VOC/HC
(Detailed Control
Information)
4.1 MMBtu/hr
gas-fired asphalt
heater-cumthermal
oxidizer ducting 5000
cfm
98% control efficiency

0.0023lbm/ton
Performance Information
Consolidated Publications

u22192

Hantscho two-web lithographic

(A/C no. 7920)

printing press with 5
MMBtu/hr natural-gas,
two-web drying oven and
having an output capacity

4340-534-92

Phoenix 2000 1.5

District Contact:
Julian Elliot

MMBtu/hr thermal
oxidizer operating at
1100i F; Less than

38,000 impressions/hr

9of19

VOCIHC
(Detailed Control
Information)
TEC Systems
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(Detailed Information)

Bay Area AQMD
(415) 749-4705
jelliot@baaqmd.gov

l2o/oYOC fountain
solution; Less than
10 mm Hg cleanup
solvents at 2O
degrees C
95% POC destruction

efficiency by thermal
oxidizer

Performance Information

4ltul92
National Semiconductor

(A/C no. 7L29)

Semiconductor fabrication area
with photo-resist maskant and
developer operations

A410-533-92

(Detailed Information)

VOC/HC
(Detailed Control
Information)
or (Performance
Information)
REECO Fume

District Contact:
Craig Ullery
Bay Area AQMD
(415) 749-47t8

incinerator
10 ppmv

0.985

cullery@baaqmd.gov

Performance Information
Solectron Corporation

VOC/HC

412192

i

(Detailed Control
Relocation of wave solder
systems with foam fluxers
having 3.35 gal flux capacity
and a net solvent usage of 6000

10 of 19

(App.

8337)

A.410-531-92

Information)

.

Calgon Vapor Pac-10
carbon absorption

unit

6119117,1:35 PN
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District Contact:
gallyr
(Detailed Information)

10,000

Carol A]len
Bay Area AQMD
(415) 749-4702
callen@baaqmd.gov

Performance Information

4ltol89
Western Steel & Tinplate. Inc.
6000 sheet/hr sheetmetal
coating lines and 5 MMBtU/hr
natural gas ovens
(Detaile d Information)

(App.no. 1931)
A340-341-89

District Contact:
Alex Saschin
Bay Area AQMD
(415) 771-6000

VOC/HC
(Detailed Control
Information)
Direct-flame
afberburner
90% capture

efficiency with 98.5
percent afterburner
control efficiency

VOC/HC
3t23189

International Paper

(A/C no. 1338)

7000 sheet/hr lithographic
single-sheet printing press

A340-340-89

(Detailed Information)

District Contact:
Doug HaIl
Bay Area AQMD
(415) 771-6000

8t77t88
Westinghouse Electric
Corporation
3S0

MMBtu/hr gas-fired steam

generator producing 300,000
lbm steam/hr

(Detailed Information)

11

of 19

(A/C no.883)
A310-297-88

District Contact:
Hari Doss
Bay Area AQMD
(415) 771-6000

(Detailed Control
Information)
Iow-solvent inks
with no more than
10% VOC by volume;
chilled fountain
solution (no more

than
45 degpes F)
L5.7 tons/yr

NOx
(Detailed Control
Information)
Low-NOx burners,
flue gas recirculation,
and SCR
12 ppmvd

at

3o/o

oxygen

6119117,1:35 PM
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NOx
(Detailed Control
Information\
Ammonia injection
50 ppmvd at 3%
oxygen
0.07 4Ibm/NIMBtu

360lbm/day

znu88
GWF Power Systems
202

MMBtu/[rr circulating

fluidized bed combustor
producing 19 MW and fired on
petroleum coke, bituminous
coal, or distillate fuel oil
(Detaile d Information)

(A/C nos. 31130, thru 31133,
and 30686)
A310-278-88

SOx
(Detailed Control
Information)
Sorbent injection
system & 0.05% S
content for fuel oil

District Contract:
Sandra Lopez
Bay Area AQMD
(415) 771-6000

54 ppmvd at 3%

oxygen

0.109lbm/IIMBtu
528lbm/day
PM
(Detailed Control
Information)
Baghouse

0.005 grldscf

914t87

Two 531 MMBtuihr Brown
\
Boveri Type 8 gas turbines
with 250 MMBtu/hr duct
burners producing 99 MW total
(cogenerahion)

(Detailed Inforinatlon)
-r--*.----

Naval Station
Treasure Island

12 of 19

(A/C no. 30331)

NOx
(Detailed Control
Information)
Steam injection and
selective catalytic
reduction

District Contact:

hn", Linder

10 ppmvd

(415) 771-6000

::f::

tzt79t86

NOx

at 15%

(Detailed Control

6119117,1:35 PM
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(A/C no. 30543)

T\vo 50 MMBtu/hr Cleaver
Brooks steam boilers frred on

A310-167-87

Information)
Flue gas recirculation
and low-NOx burners

natural gas

District Contact:
Bob Nishimura
Bav Area AQMD

40 ppmvd at 3%a
oxygen
0.05 lbm/lVlMBtu

(Detaile d Information)

(415) 771-6000
u5187

Citlr of Santa Clara
29.4 MW General Electric
Frame 5 gas turbine
(simple-cycle peaking unit)

(Detailed Information)

(A/C no. 31.527)

A330-166-87

District Contact:
E1len Linder
Bay Area AQMD

NOx
(Detailed Control
Information)
Water injection
42 ppmvd
oxygen

at

l5o/o

I

(415) 771-6000

i
i
I

5/86

SF Southeast Treatment Plant
7300 hp reciprocating engine
fired on sewage sludge gas
(cogeneration)

(Detailed Information)

(A/C no. 30456)

A330-150-86

District Contact:
Steve Hill
Baf, Area AQMD
(415) 771-6000

NOx
(Detailed Control
Information)
Clean-burn engine
2.0 g/bhp-hr

612186

Diamond A Ranch Quarry

(A/C no. 30724)

350 ton/hr asphaltic concrete

A390-144-86

PM
(Detailed Control
Information)
Venturi scrubber

plant

13 of 19

District Contact:

0.02 grldscf

(Detailed Information)

Greg Stone
Bay Area AQMD
(415) 771-6000

99.7o/o

Diamond A Ranch Quarry

612186

PM
(Detailed Control

control

6179117,1:35 PM
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(A/C no. 30724)
4390-143-86

300 ton/hr concrete batch Plant

District Contact:

(Detaile d Information)

Greg Stone
Bay Area AQMD
(415) 771-6000

(A/C no. 30724)

Diamond A Ranch
(Oliver de Silva)

Information)
Water spray and
fabric filter
99% control
10% opacity

PM
(Detailed Control
Information)
Water spray and

4.390-142-86

baghouse

District Contact:

0.02

300 ton/hr rock crushing Plant

Greg Stone
(415) 771-6000

grldecf
99.7o/o control

i

1i:1i:::r

i
;

"---,1

i

6/86

Wickland OiI

(A/C no. 30472)

Marine loading with capacitY
of 10,000 barrels per day

4340-141-86

District Contact:

VOCIHC
(Detailed Control
Information)
No controls

Steve Hill
Bav Area AQMD
(415) 771-6000

(Detaile d Information)

415185

(A/C no. 31248)

Scientific Games

A340-140-86

Rotogtavure press

District Contact:
Ellen Linder

(Detailed Information)
!
;

VOCIHC
(Detailed Control
Information)
Incinerator
96% control

Bay Area AQMD
(415) 771-6000

:

Detailed Control

14 of 19
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Information)
Water injection and
selective catalytic
reduction
25 ppmvd at l5o/o
oxygen

VOC/HC
(Detailed Control
Information)
Oxidation catalyst

Three Westinghouse C191 gas
turbines each with 175
MMBtu/hr duct burners and
producing 16.5 MWe per

turbine

8

lbm/hr

(equal to 7%)

(Detaile d Information)

CO
(Detailed Control

Information)
Oxidation catalyst

39lbm/hr
(equal to 80%)

NOx

Tri-Cities Resource Recovery
Waste to enerry, MSW
(Detailed Information)

(A/C no. 29795)

A320-113-86

District Contact:
B. Bateman
Bay Area AQMD
(415) 771-6000

(Detailed Control
Information)
FIue gas
recirculation,
combustion
modification
200 ppmv at 12%

co2
SOx
(Detailed Control
Information)
Dry scrubber
30 ppmv at 12% CO2

15

of 19
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PM
(Dgtailed Control
Information)
Dry scrubber,
baghouse
0.01 gr/dscf

VOC/HC
(Detailed Control
Information)
Combustion
modification
50 ppmv at 12% CO2

CO
(Detailed Control
Information)
Combustion
modification
100 ppmv at L2%

co2

Crown Cork & Seal Co., Inc.

(A/C no. 30862)

Aluminum can manufacturing

A340-112-86

(Detailed Information)

District Contact:
Judy Cutino

VOCfiIC
(Detailed Control
Information)
Incineration
95% control

Bay Area AQMD
(415) 771-6000
Stecher-Traung- Schmidt

Lithographic color printing

Lu5t85
(A/C no. 30733)
4340-111-86

(Detailed Information)

16 of 19

VOCIHC
(Detailed Control
Information)
Low VOC solutions,
refrigeration and
alcohol reclaim, low

6119117, 1:35 PM
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il oirtri"t contact:
il nUe, Linder
.l Bav Area AQMD
il (41.r) ??1.o000

VOC ink
15% VOC content

uzt86
Container Corp. of America

(A/C no. 30334)

T\vo rotogravure print lines

4340-110-86

(Detailed Information)

District Contact:
Joe Slamovich
Bay Area AQMD
(415) 771-6000

il (Detailed Control
Information)
Low solvent coatings
73.6 tpy,
2.5% VOC content

L2t2t85

Genstar Gas

Recover_v

Systems

(A/C no. 30970)

Two 2650 hp Cooper-Superior
lean burn IC engines fired on

A330-109-86

landfill

District Contact:
Craig Ullery

gas

(Detailed Information)

NOx
(Detailed Control
Information)
Stratified charge
combustion

Bay Area AQMD
(415) 771-6000
cullery@baaqmd.gov
8129t85

Genstar Gas Recovery Systems

(A/C no. 30893)

TWo 1100 hp Cooper-Superior
lean burn IC engines fired on

A330-108-86

landfill

gas

(Detailed Information)

17 of 19

il District Contact:
Craig Ullery
il Bay Area AQMD
il (415) 771-6000
cullery@baaqmd.gov

EimacA/arian Fab Center

7lt2t85

Detrex VS-SDOE vapor
degreaser using 1,1,1

(NC# 30832)

NOx
(Detailed Control
Information)
Stratified charge
combustion

VOCIHC
(Detailed Control
Information)
Use of freeboard

6119117,1:35 PM
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,l

il ag+o-oss-ss
il

District Contact:
I Craig Ullery
,l Bav Area AQMD
.l t+rs) Tz1-6000

,l

trichloroethane
(Detaile d Information)

I culery@aqmd.gov

chiller (above cooling
coils) to provide
blanket of cool air to
reduce emission of
TCE
33% control efficiencY

il

3/15/85

Continental

C

an

Coupauy

2-piece aluminum can lines

(Detailed Information)

(NC#

3012e)

A340-074-85

District Contact:
Judy Cutino
Bay Area AQMD
(415) 771-6000

VOC/HC
(Detailed Control
Information)
Direct flame
afterburner
controlling pin ovens,
inside bake oven and
fugitive emissions
from spray machines
26 tons/yr
95% control efficiencY

11T:::""*l
31u85
Pacifrc Lighting Energ.v
Systems
2650 hp Cooper model 165GTA

(NC # 30336)
A/C # 330-075-85

superior landfrll gas-fired clean
burn IC engine

District Contact:
Craig Ullery

(Detaile d Information)

Bay Area AQMD
(415) 771-6000
cullery@baaqmd.gov

PG&E - Los Medanos
Comprssor

(Detailed Information)

1R

nf

1Q

(Detailed Control

Information)
Cooper pre-chamber
ignition lean burn or
stratified charged
turbo-chared engine
1.5g/hp-hr

1/8/81

wc
4130 hp Cooper EnergY
Systems natural gas-fired
clean burn engine

NOx

# 27572)

A330-053-84

District Contact:
Bob Nishimura
611.9117,1:35 PM
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Bav Area AQMD
(415) 771-6000
I

tzt2u84
IBM Cogeneration Project
(NC # 30066)
49 MW United Technology
TWin Pack gas trubine and
14.4 MW steam trubine
generator system

(Detailed Information)

A330-052-84

District Contact:
Victor Reyes
Bay Area AQMD
(415) 711-6000

NOx
(Detailed Control
Information)
Water injection and
selective catalytic
reduction
25 ppm @ 15%

02

CO
(Detailed Control
Information)
Johnson Matthey CO
catalyst

550lb/day

2t22t84
General Motors - Toyota Joint
Venture

Automobile undercoating spray
booth
(Detaile d Information)

(NC #

2961"4)

A.410-051-84

District Contact:
Jim Tomich
Bay Area AQMD
(415) 771-6000

To view the next 50 determinations click'rNext page"
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VOC/HC
(Detailed Control
Information)
High solids coating,
airless spray,
incineration
35% control efficiency

;*
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BACT Clearinghouse Database Lookup Results
Displaying

373 of 373

Match(s) for san Joaquin valley unified APCD

Proiect Name & DescriPtion

A/C Issue Date & ARB File
No.

Pollutant

t2126184

PM

Blackwell Land ComPanY, Inc'

(NC# 3004006)

2,500lbm/hr Pistachio
Finishing OPeration inlcuding
a needle seParator with fines
discharge airleg

A370-061-85

(Detailed Information)

District Contact:
Tom Paxson
San Joaouin Vallev Unified
APCD
(former Kern CountY APCD)
(805) 861-3682

(A/C # 4099105

to 4099124)

HOPCO

A350-60-84

Crude oil storage tank

District Contact:

(Detailed Information)

(Detailed Control
Information)
RL Enterprises high
efficiency cyclone
discharging to two
sock filters

in

parallel
0.63lbmihr

VOC/IIC
(Detailed Control
Information)
Vapor collection and
incineration

Tom Paxon
San Joaquin VaIleY Unifred
APCD
(former Kern CountY APCD)

99-6% control
efficiency

r2l4184

SOx
(Detailed Control
Information)
Wet scrubber

HOPCO
62.5 MMBtu/hr Thermotics
crude oil Production steam
generators

A310-059-84

(Detailed Information)

District Contact:

(NC# 4099002 to 4099013)

97% destruction
efficiency

6119117,1:36 PM
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Tom Paxson
Kern County APCD
(Now the San Joaquin Valley
Unified APCD)
(805) 861-3682

tltzlt84
Cheveron USA, Inc. (Add 2
Tanks to Battery)

Tlvo 5000 and 2000 bbl cone

rooftanks
(Detailed Information)

(NC # 40084078)
A350-058-84

District Contact:
Tom Paxon
San Joaquin Valley Unified
APCD
(former Kern County APCD)
(805) 861-3682

VOCIHC
(Detailed Control
Information)
Engersol Rand vapor
recovery to gas plant
intake by a
compressor

15.1lbm/day

NOx
LLt74t84

Pacific Energ,v Resources. Inc.

(NC# 0083001)

2650 hp Cooper

A330-057-84

Enerry Service
Superior model 16 SGTA
land-fill gas-fired clean burn
internal combustion engine
(Detailed Information)

2,500 lbm/hr Frito-Lay corn
chip fryer

District Contact:

(Detailed Control
Information)
Clean burn operating
mode: two
combustion
chambers:
pre-ignition chamber,
fuel rich and main
combustion chamber

Tuan Ngo
San Joaquin Valle], Unified
APCD
(former Kern County APCD)
(805) 861-3682

8.25 lb/hr
1.5 g/bhp-hr

tugt84

PM

(NC # 30s2013)

(Detailed Control
Information)
Mist entroinment

i
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A370-055-84

il

District Contact:
(Detailed Information)

Tom Paxson
San Joaquin Valley Unifi.ed
APCD
(former Kern County APCD)
(805) 861-3682

..n**""

il o

u,o^"

ll

NOx
(Detailed Control
Information)
Allison/Coen
water/steam
injection

13.7lbm/hr turbine
and duct burner

tugl84
Frito-Lay Cogeneration
53 MMBtu/hr Allison/Coen

gas-fired turbine engine with
dual fuel-fired 40 MMBtU/hr
duct burner serving boiler

(NC# 3082014)
A330-054-84

District Contact:
Tom Paxon
San Joaquin Valley APCD
(former Kern County APCD)
(805) 861-3682

SOx
(Detailed Control
Information)
Low sulfur fuel
(natural gas) with
0.25o/o S fuel oil as
standby for duct
burner only during
N.G. curtailment

0.03lbm/hr (turbine)
10.1 lbm/hr (duct
burner(oi1))

PM
(Detailed Control
Information)
Complete combustion
with low sulfur fuels,
gaseous fuel except
during curtailment

0.83lbm/hr

3
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9lLl84

(NC#

4011216 and 4011217)

Moblie Oil
A350-046-84
TWo

well vent vapor control

systems

District Contact:
Tom Paxon
San Joaquin Valley Unified
APCD
(former Kern County APCD)
(805) 861-3682

(Detailed Information)

7125184

(NC # 30680024)
Kern Pistachio Coop.
A370-045-84
Pistachio

p

recle aning/

hulling

/drying
(Detailed Information)

District Contact:
Tuan Ngo
San Joaquin Valley Unified
APCD
(former Kern County APCD)

VOC/HC
(Detailed Control
Information)
McGill Inc.
incinerate well head
non-condensible
gases for HC control
99% control

efficiency

PM
(Detailed Control
Information)
High frequency
cyclones and fabric
collector
0.24 grlscf (cyclone)
0.0084 grlscf (fabric
collector)

(805) 861-3682

6lt8t84
Mineral Spirits Internal
Floating Roof Tank
3,300 bbl interal floating roof

tank
(Detailed Information)

(NC # 2013063)
A350-044-84

District Contact:
Tom Paxon
San Joaquin Valley Unified
APCD
(former Kern County APCD)
(805) 861-3632

8ltgl84

(NC# 401026107O1-t44)

4

of9

VOC/IIC
(Detailed Control
Information)
Altech Industries Co.
single-seal internal
floating roof with
no-gap seal retained
by 10 pound force or
greater
98% control

:T::::::
SOx
(Detailed Control
Information)
Red Crown baghouse
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(Detailed Information)

5125t84

Shell California Production.
Inc. (North Belnidye Dehy
Facility)
3,000 bbUday crude

(NC # 40123044)
4350-42-84

oil

District Contact:

dehydration and storage with
truck loading rack

Tom Paxon
San Joaquin Valley Unifi.ed
APCD
(former Kern County APCD)
(805) 861-3682

Detailed Information

VOC/HC
(Detailed Control
Information)
Vapor control system
connedted to process,
storage and truck
Ioading equipment

l77.2lbmlday

5129t84

Shell California Production
Inc. - Kern Ridge
168 hp Waukesha natural-gas
fired compressor engine

(Detailed Information)

Getty Oil - Lost Hills
Cogeneration
5000 hp Renske gas turbine
followed by waste heat
recovery steam generator for
TEOR operation

(Detailed Information)

5of9

]

(NC # 2028022 and 2028028)
A330-041-84

District Contact:
Tuan Ngo
San Joaquin Vallev Unified
APCD
(former Kern County APCD)
(805) 861-3682
5t9 t84(N C

#

400357 1-573)

A330-40-84

District Contact:
George Heinen
San Joaquin Valley Unified

APCD
(former Kern County APCD)
(55e) 230-5e0e

NOx
(Detailed Control
Information)
Riley-Beaird maxium
MCSR rich burn
catalytic converter
1.09 gm/bhp-hr

NOx
(Detailed Control
Information)
Water injection of
0.8:1 water to fuel
gas &y weight) ratio

7.6lblhr

6119117,1:36 PM
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L

3t19l84
(A/C # 2o18oo8A, 2018046A,
20180128, and 2018062)

Kern OiI Refining ComPanY
(Refining Waste Gas Recovery)

A350-038-84

720,000 scflday vapor
compressor, values, and
flanges

District Contact:
Tom Paxson
San Joaquin Valley Unifred
APCD
(former Kern CountY APCD)
(805) 861-3682

(Detailed Information)

318184

(NC# 3-01e-04)
Cannery - Stanislaus Food
A310-037-84
125,000 lb/hr Ward-Schmid
Nebraska model NS-G-101
steam boiler

District Contact:
Mark Boese
San Joaquin Valley Unified
APCD
(Stanislaus County APCD)

(Detailed Information)

VOC/HC
(Detailed Control
Information)
Inspection of
maintenance to
minimize fugtive
emissions
65% control

efficiency

NOx
(Detailed Control
Information)
Oxygen trim control,
Hague International
MJ-900-D burner
with flue gas
recirculation and
staged combustion
65 ppm @ 3% 02

(20e) 571-6e08
3127184

University Cogeneration LTD
1983

8563 KW Solar Mars natural
gas-fired turbine with water
injection and waste heat

unfired boiler
(Detailed Information)

6 of 9
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wc

# 4133001)

A330-036-84

District Contact:
Tom Paxson
San Joaquin Valley Unified
APCD
(former Kern County APCD)
(805) 861-3682

NOx
(Detailed Control
Information)
Water injection,
0.9/1.0 w/f
T14lblday

6119117, 1:36 PN
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7120183

(NC # 8323)
Sa1ver Grain &

Millin

Comoan
800 baleslday Lummus 5-158
Saw cotton gin

Detailed. Information

PM
D e t a ile d C o ntr

A370-034-83

District Contact:
George Heinen
San Joaquin Valley Unified

APCD
(former Kern County APCD)

Information)
Lummus Industries,
Inc. 1D-3D cyclones
vented to dual rotary
drum filtration units
17 lb/hr

(5ee) 230-5e0e
george.heinen@valleyair.com

(NC# 218009C,059-61)
vapor control svstem
modification
Rerun charge and heavy
naptha storage tanks

A350-032-84

District Contact:
Tom Paxson
San Joaouin Vallev Unfied

Detailed Information
(former Kern County APCD)

Information)
Incineration of
vapors in existing
refinery fuel gas
system
95% control

efficiency

(805) 861-3682

tu29l83
s Petrotech

62.5 MMBtu/hr oil-frlled steam
generator w/scrubber & "Iow

NOx" burner
Detailed Information

Warren Petroleum (Natural
Gas Processins Orern

(NC # 4132002-004)
A310-23-83

District Contact:
Tom Paxson
(Now the San Joaquin Valley
Unified APCD)
(805) 861-3682

95% control
effi.ciency

61.4\blday

10/19/83

wc
7of9

SOx
(Detailed Control
Information)
Diglycolamine
absorbing system for
hydrogen sulfide
removal

# 2023008, 2023449,

Detailed Control
Information\

6119117,1:36 PM
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and 2023016)
2133 hp Waukesha natural
gas-fired internal combustion
engine

(Detailed Information)
l

'l
l
I

A330-020-83

Johnson Metthey,
Inc. JMI "rich burn"

District Contact:

catalytic converter

Tuan Ngo
San Joaquin Vallev Unified
APCD
(former Kern County APCD)

1.5 grlbhp-hr

(805) 861-3682

I

j

NOx
(Detailed Control
Information)
I,ow NOx burners &
low sulfur fuel oil
(.25% by weight) to
be used only during
periods of gaseous
fuel unavailability
75 ppmv @ 3%

02

6.8lbm/hr
Snack Foods Plant

(NC# 3082001)

72 MMBtu/hr fuel oil or
natural gas-fired process
boiler; 507 gaUhr fuel oil or
72,000 scf/trr for natural gas

A310-014-83

(Detaile d Information)

District Contact:
Tom Paxson
Kern Countlr APCD
(Now the San Joaquin Valley
Unified APCD)
(805) 861-3682

SOx
(Detailed Control
Information)
Low sulfur fuel oil
(.25% by weight) to
be used only during
periods of gaseous
fuel unavailability

18.2lbm/hr
PM
(Detailed Control
Information)
Low sulfur fuel oil
(0.25% by weight) to
be used only during
periods of gaseous
fuel unavailability

8of9
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BACT Clearinghouse Database Lookup Results
Displaying 166 of 166 Match(s) for Code 200

Miscellaneous
Project Name & DescriPtion

vr

A/C Issue Date & ARB File
No.

Pollutant

318184

NOx
(Detailed Control
Information)
Oxygen trim control,
Hague International
MJ-900-D burner
with flue gas
recirculation and
staged combustion

(NC# 3-01e-04)
Cannery - Stanislaus Food
125,000 lb/hr Ward-Schmid
Nebraska model NS-G-101
steam boiler

Detailed Information

A310-037-84

District Contact:
Mark Boese
San Joaouin Vallev Unified
APCD
(Stanislaus CountY APCD)

65 ppm @ 3%

02

(20e) 571-6e08

il12184

Ultrasystems-Blue Lake

NC # HAC-129)

162 MMBtu/hr wood-waste

A320-029-84

fueled steam/electric
generation Plant with cascade
type fuel dryer

District Contact:

(Detailed Information)

Chuck Sassenrath
North Coast Unified AQMD
(707) 443-3093
ncuaqmd@northcoast.com
41u83

Chemical Process

l

wc

# 7542>

PM
(Detailed Control
Information)
Multiclones and
gyanular bed electroscrubber for
particulate//furnace
combustion design
for CO, NOx, and HC
0.045 IbAvIMBtu

VOC/HC
(Detailed Control
Information)
VIC regenerative

6ltgll7,1:19 PM
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il aaso-ozs-as
il

(Detailed Information\

il District Contact:
il Robert Knisht
,l Sacarmento Metropolitan
JI AOMD
il (116, 8? 4-4loo

carbon adsorber
45 lb/day

NOx
(Detailed Control
Information)
Low bed temp,
staged combustion

L2t21t83

(NC # No A/C)
240 MMBtu/hr Recirculating
fluid bed combustion boiler
with baghouse

(Detailed Information)

A310-025-83

District Contact:
Earl Withycombe
Amador County APCD
(20e) 274-2407

61.40lbm/hr
247.97 tons/yr
SOx
(Detailed Control
Information)
Limestone injection
into fluid bed

65.34lbm/hr
262.43 tons/yr

PM
(Detailed Control
Information)
Multiclone/Baghouse

7.88lbm/hr
37.77 tons/yr

Hayfork Cogeneration proiect
236 MMBtu/hr wood
waste -frred steam/electric

generation plant
(Detailed Information\

r2n4t83

NOx

4320-024-83

(Detailed Control
Information)
Furnace combustion
design

District Contact:

0.15lbA{MBtu

(NC # TAC-O12

Chuck Sassenrath

2ofG
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SOx
(Detailed Control
Information)
Furnace combustion
modification
0.35 IbA{MBtu

PM

(707) 443-30e3
:l ncuaqmd@northcoast'com

(Detailed Control
Information)
Multiclones and ESP

0.04Ib/IIMBtu
VOC/HC
(Detailed Control
Information)
Furnace combustion
design
0.07 lbA{MBtu

NOx
9128183

(NC#

2e180)

2.75 MMBtu/hr refinerY
hydrogen reformer furnace,

A310-022-80

H-4011

District Contact:

Detailed Informat

Leonard ClaYton
Bav Area AQMD
(415) 771-6000

9128183

(NC#

2e180)

Refinery fuel gas sYstem
A350-021-83

(Detailed Control
Information)
Ammonia injection
and selective
catalytic reduction

unit
20 ppm @ 3% Oz
85% control

efficiency

SOx
(Detailed Control
Information)
Diglycolamine
absorbing sYstem for
H2S removal

6119117,1:19 PM
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District Contact:
Leonard Clayton
Bay Area AQMD
(415) 777-6000
t0t8t82
Stecher - Travng - Schmidt

(NC #28246)

Varnisher drying oven, dry-sys,
on varnisher 261

A340-015-82

Detailed Information

District Contact:
Ellen Linder
Bay Area AQMD
(415) 771-6000

9/8/83

Mr. Spa's. Inc.

(NC # 1240-t)

Gel coat & polyester resin
application- manufacture of
fiberglass spas

A340-013-83

Detailed Information

District Contact
Keith Doval
Ventura County ApCD
(805) 654-2664

50 ppm H2S
gas

in fuel

VOC/HC
(Detailed Control
Information)
Hirt model FLX-7M
fume incinerator
90 % overall control
efficiency
97% (in-out of

incinerator)

VOC/HC
(Detailed Control
Information)
Increase styrene
content in gel coat (to
4L%)lNse of filler
material in
resin//vapor
suppressant agents
in resin
63% reduction

72t10t80

'\
Exxon Co. USA - Benicia \

Refinery Process Furnace

=\---"-

H.S. Crocker Co. printing

\\

A310-010-80

District Contact:

(Detailed Information)

\-'--

(NC # 275ee)

--"'

Information)
Low-Nox burners
and thermal de-NOx
40 ppmvd @ B%

Leonard Clayton
Bay Area AQMD
(415) 771-6000

control
efficiency

3t27t83

VOC/HC

02

70%o

Detailed ontrol
4ofG
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(NC # 2870e)
6 COLDR 64" Printing Press

(Detailed Information)

A340-008-83

Information)
Limit on VOC
centent of inks

District Contact:
Mohamad Mdazed
Bav Area AQMD
(415) 771-6000

t2t20t82

2.5lb VOC/day

Gazette Press Printing

(NC # 28e25)

VOC/HC
(Detailed Control
Information)

TWo 12950 cfm Tec Printing
System drying ovens

A340-007-82

Katec, TVA-812 fume
incinerator

District Contact:
(Detailed Information)

Mohamad Mdazed
Bay Area AQMD
(415) 771-6000

95% control
effi.ciency

(NC # 2736t)

VOCIHC
(Detailed Control
Information)

Paint coating line for metal
parts

4.340-006-80

CE Air Preheater
Cor-Pak fume

(Detailed Information)

John Phillips
Bay Area AQMD
(415) 771-6000

confuol
effi.ciency

tzt23t80

VOC/HC
(Detailed Control
Information)
McGill activated

317t80

American Metal Decorating Co.

incinerator

District Contact:

Time OiI Co. (Loading Rack)

(NC # 2761t)

One million gallons per day
gasoline bulk loading rack

A350-004-82

District Contact:
(Detailed Information)

5 of 6

Dave Dixon
Bay Area AQMD
(415) 771-6000

87o/o

carbon adsorption
system with two
beds. Automatically

timed desorption
cycle
98.6% control

efficiency
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2179182

TOSCO Corp. Hydrotreating

(NC# 2776e)

Unit

A350-003-82

5 hp or larger centerifugal
pump seals

District Contact:
Jim Karas
Bav Area AQMD

(Detailed Information)
il

VOCIHC
(Detailed Control
Information)
Double mechanical
seals with a oil seal
500 ppm

(415) 771 6000

Click here to return the CAPCOA BACT Search Page
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APPENDIX H
BAAQM D REFI

E$ PROPOSED CARFGz MODI
WITH BACT DETERMINATION$

N

ERI

FI

CATION$

cnEvRoly,:
PHASE EIUTSSIO,YS
New Sourcgg
S-4i55 D,8l Buftmir

cA*rcz olERArroNAL
llglqsf,D
SOUiiNSGiiiN*CT

DNTER]ITINATIONS

planr
s-4291

Alkylation planr
C4 Trrating plant
s-6053 Alry/TAME Cooling
Water Tower Bal
s-60t6 FCC Flare
&6CIt9 AlkyCIoly Flarc

5-4356 Teniary Amyl Methly
Ethrr (TAME)

s{357

Plant

"S-i!05 Tank" Mcrhanol

X:!t

Tant( Whote Atkytar*
Tank,
FCC Heavy.sAsorinr
:"??9?
5-3206 Spherc, Bu&aflc
5'3?09 Spherc, prooaae
S-32

l0

s-4?trs

H0t2 {-3 Nafrha Hydrorearer, Fl0,
s-4033 #3 Naptha HXtrotreaer.
f tOa
il3.f6 Gas Recovery Unit
s-{34S H3 Rccovrry phnr
s*4?8X fuomarics Saturation plant

Sphere, tsoiropane

Best Available control rtjro]gqy
(BACT)
sources cmiuing poc, Npog.

Noi, aox,

Ilrll!:*,f *. cracker uoit (Fcc u)

s4J53 #J Nap$a Flydromater

-

Rcgulation

2-2-30 t srar.s rhat 8ACT
musr be applied to
*p, piiro, o, co in .*"rr""ii
per

highcsr day or 36i
StrllTi'tr;,*;*H'ff ""*"ii,'1,;;;"*'hJ'Rduil;ffi ii',f;olr"o,
rrmethodsorcompriance

&uplicatipn
Allllanges

Cnnrliti
All nrw fiangeslnspcHil
quarterly. LcaksofF0C
de.fincd

x

I00Bpmv.

#%
use graphite-b**o
Icvet of p@

ts or equivalents for this
"*n"cont*i

Valves

Conrlitin"
All

valves

red=lGiil[I-

val ves inspec
Lea*s ofPOC defined as'

gres&:rthan t0erymv.

Pumps inspected quarlerlv.

Lcaks of pOC definrd asgffat*r than 500pprnv.

Connpressors-inffi
quafierly. Leakl ofFOC
defined as greaBr lhan

MCT
gackqp,.oregr*;:;M
up*raaea paekins fortt

;:

tsvclorid-con;Ji""

Ur".O*Utt

ffl::fm,

use doubr"

hcavy liquid.Wiu
aadcr

*-.r,rillr"i*ril Sl"

nJJLd/or

Chevron,s seal

arr tisht riquio scrvice
:yj_.y:,?.sys9qI
ggShls ,!vct of pOC

Uo.Uorbtu
cquivatenr. Use wer enctos.a
scals

l*1r1p".
control-

;ro;

rccovery systern for ttri, le""r

<iiJr*o.,

or-Xji'""

Relief Yalves
All relief valvrs

All pressurc relief valves

ti

fiarc for POC control.

Process Drains
Usc p-rrap or equivalent mtthoA

i:h ptraps install*d for FOC

Allrrrvpxxessunits@

S,lkvlation Plant
Only ne* ernission *om.this
:o*f€ t: fugitivc roc. u/ill cornply rryith all BACT conditions as stated in
lables above with *xreprion of sulfuric acid servicss.
aciddegtadx grapbiticpncking and garke$, th*efrrq usr Tefton gaskets
IUF
Y
for flangcs and
Teflo#grophitic based packing for vslyes.

Deisgbutanieer/ Butemer PIflnt
only new ernission &om this source is fugitive
tablcs above"

Poc. wiil camp8

wirh all BACT conditions as rtatcd in

S4 Trsating Plant
only new emission fmrn this souree is fugitivc POc. will conply with all BACT
condirions

nbles abovc.

as stiarcd

in

as srared

in

TAIvIE Plant
only new einission frorn this source is firgitivc PoC. wtll cnmply wirh all BACT
condirisns

tahles above.

Hydro gen Re$ol:Erv.Plant
only not emission from this sourc* is fugitivc

Pm. wix comply

iabtes abave.

with all BACI condition, 6s srated in

Aromatics Saturatien Unit

only

new cni*sion fiorn lhis sourcs is fugitive PoC. will comply with
all BACT condirions as srated- in
"'
tablss rbove. valves rrhich are 2 inrhes or less and arc gn process sfnams
with greater t5"n i.*er"
bsusne shrll uh*ever feasible (but n0 less than g$% of these vatvcs) re pettorrys-seaka
valve: sr Disrirr
approverl *chnology' Fugi(vr sources with
than l0 *tzo ben;rm

$ratsr

sfroir

u. in*pe*t*o *ong,[.-"-

For particulate control. will equips'6053 Cooling Toxcr with a high ef{i*ienc,v
drift diminator ro reduce
drift loss' BACT for PoC emistions &orn lhis source consists of g;d;p;i-g practice
*a mini*;zing
POC leaks from process equipm*nt inro thr coolkg waler system.

ilam
BACT ir not triggcred because incremental inu*ase in emir*ions *onn 3-6016 and 5".6019 are less rhan I
pound

pr

day.

Sto.rage Tanhs

All non-LPG tanks rquipped with cxlernal floating roof Nanks. Dcsiga criteria will meet bur nor bc limited
ta dual *als with zero gap seeondary- real. All roof pcmtrations a" gilsketcd, adjusable roof kgs fiued
with vapor seal btots, and with no tlots above liquid lcvcl on guide poles. Cuide polcs rvith organic liquid
inside will hsve Lloat fittrd whh xiper seirls.

FC$U Gasoline Hydrotreater

Only ncw crnicrion frcm this source ie fugitive pOC. Will comply with all B,ACT condition$ rs stated in
tables rbsve.

Aunlicatinn

Condition

BACT

lVill comply with all BACT conditions ar stated iu ubles

rCIc

NOx
SOx

co
PMIO

above for POC conro!.
Compliance sball be based on annual source tests that d*monstrac Cheupn will not
exceed 6.I l,ons POC cmissions ner year.
24hr operating day avg: ?3Oppmv NOx, 39& 03" dr_v
H,olling 30 day avg: lB0pprnv N0,L 3% q, dry
Calendar vear avs: l50oumv NCI:*. 39o 0,. drr
24 hr
3
3V*
Rolling 30 day avg: 6?ppmv CO, 3% Or, dry
Calcndar ytar avsl S0ppmv CO, 396 On dry
Compliance shall be based on sourcc resB that demqnstrarc Chewon will not exceed
Ibjhr avcrage of4 source tests per calendar yaar.

2l

SHELL'$ PROPOSID CART'S? OFSR.ATIONAL THASE EMISSIOIXS SOURCES

WITH BACT DETERMINATIOHS

ul.'tff Dn$cRlrTJoN
A400? Dtlaycd Caking Unit SCR
A4005 Delayed Coking Unit Coke
A-40$6

A*tl6l

A4180
A-rt

IS

I

ulY,mpLsq&l3rlpN

54050 Light Crackad
Barn

Pnniculate Fabric Filt*r
Delayed Coking Unil Bailcar Loading
Paniculare Fabrie Filter
Hydrogcn ?lant - 3 SCR
Sulftrr Recovery Unit #'l SCOT Unit
Sutfur Rtcovcry t"rnit #* Tailgx
Thermal Oxidizer

Casoline

Trcat*

5-4080 C51C$ lssrneriffitien Unit
S-40S0 Alkylation Unit
54100 LiE tt Crackcd Caosline Hydrotrtatrr
S.4l0l LGHT Fc*d Heater
5-4130 Catalytic Rtfomtals Bottoming Column

5-4140 Hravy Cracked Gasoline Hydrotrcatcr

Sl4l

S4150

HGHT Feed Heater
&r*ane Isomeriz*tion

ljnit

A{lrl

5.4160 Hydrogan Plant - 3
$4161 Hydrogcn Flant- 3 $MR Furnac

A-41r3 Eoiler 6 Catalytie Oxidatisn

S4l?l

A*liS0 soiler { Sclcctivr Caplytic

&eduction

Boilsr6 Cata}Ytic 0xid*tion
A-4192 Boihr 6 $slxtive Caaltr'tic Rcducdon

A4?01 Flare Gas Recovery $Yst*m
54$01 DdaycdCok*rUnit
54002 Oelayed Coker Unit * Furnaee N*. I
S4O03 Dclayd Coker Unit - furnace No, ?
$*1004 Delaycd Coker Unit - Furnace No. 3
S.4S0J Delaycd Cok* Unit-Cokc Handting

S40t0

Cokcr Crsoline Splirsr Column

5"40?0 Distillatr HYdrotreater
s.402l DHT R*cYcl* Gas Htrtcr
S-,10?3 DHT frartionator Reboiler Heatcr
5-4023 DHT Hcrtcr SCR
3-4030 Crackd Gasolinc Bottoming Column
$403I Cracked Gasoline Eottcming Column
R.eboil* Hcater
54040 Distillare Saturation Unit - 2
S-40{l Dirrillate Saturation Unir - 3

S*{043

Fecd Heater
Disrillatc Saturation Unit
B,eboiler Heater

*

S4i08

Spent Sulfuric Acid Tank; abated by
A-13, Flare Css R*covery SYst{rn
h{D[A Make-uP Taak
DEA Tank #?

S4310

Sour WamTank

54307

34309 DEA Tank #l

I Perchlnroethylene Tal*( (prcssuri:ed)
I Prrchloroethylene Tank {pressurircd}
S-4] lq R^ecovered OilTank abutrd bl

S-431
S-43 I

s-*331

.d,-56, Yapor Recovery'
DCU Feed Tank

S-.13?5 Isom feed Tank
$-133? Pentanc Tank (prcssurized)i abatcd by
4.4330, Pcntanc Vapor Rrcompression
S*l!30 Pentane Tank (prcssurizedll abated by

A4330, Psntsnt Vapor Recomprer:ion
)-.+rJJ Dimate ?snk
S-1334 Alkylare Tank

b,y

Lube Hydrotrea&r-:
Lube Hydrorreaer (LHT-2)Feed Healer
S4180 SullhrRecovsry Unit #+
5*4183 Sour Water Stripp*
S-41E3 Sour Wat* Stripper

5-{190 Boihrd G*s Turbim #l

54l9l

Boiler 6 $upplmt $ream
Gencrator # l
5-419? Boikr 6 Gas Turbine #?
3-4193 Boilcr6 Sup3lemcntal Stcam
Genfftrtor #2
S420I S'lstr

5*4210 Cooling Toucr

I

54212

Maintenancc Drop Out Yesgel
Mainlenance Drop Out V*sel

S433S

Pentanc Londing

S42l

Facility

S434? Sutllr Pit

54350

Proc*sr \Yaste$*tsr Tank

5.4356 hscets lVastcwater Tank

?

NEW TAN.KS

$4301

S4l?0

A-?3" Vapor Resover

34315

Crude

Oil Tank

{l

54336 Crude Oil Tank *?
34346 Sulturic Acid Tank
54349 Fentane Tank (pressuriaed);

abated by

A-4330, Pcnlanc Vapor Recumprcs*ion
Proceso Wartelrattf Tank: abated by
S-43J
A-55, V*por Rccovery
54350 Olt{in Swragt (prcssurized}
$435,1 Crude 0il Tank #3

I

54355

Crude

Oil Tank #4

5-4356 Proeess lUastewater Tank abated by A56. Vapor Recoveqy

EXISTINGTANK$
S-l

I29

l:0
$l lll

S-l

Gaso lnterim Tank (Tank I

I29)

6aso Interim Tank (Tank I ll0)
0aro hterim Tank {Tenk l13l}

The following is a breakdown nf BACT determinations:
Furngces

Annlieatinn

Condition

tirmaccs with r design Iiring
rate grsater thil or cqual to 50

All

lvlMBTU/hr
Alt natrrral dmft furnaces with a
dtsign firingrara lessthan 50
MMSTUihT
All lbrcBd dra& furnEces with a
dcsign firing ratc lcsr than 50
MMBTUIhT

All

furnaces, txcipt hydrogen
plant turnacc (5-4161)

l0ppmv corectid to 3% O:,

BACl'
Use combinstisn

of lsw NOx burners

avg. owr 3 hn

& selective catalytic rsduction
for this level ofNOx conhol"

25ppmv iorrc{tcd to 3% ()!,
avg. cver 3 hrs

Usc lorr NOx lrurners for this l*vel of
NOx control.

2Oppmv correcEd to 3t/o 02,
avg. over 3 hrs

Use combinaticn of lowNOx burnen
andlor flue gas rccircutr*tion fcr this
lcvcl olH0x control.

Cornbustion of rcfi n*ry flrel
gas or other gnscous fircl lhat
does nol

cx*ctd 5sppmv tllS,

Usc fucl gar aminc rreating
this lcvcl of $O:rsrtrol.

{5CR,1

s.v.,stem f,or

avs. ovcr 24 hrs

! ,l,ll fumaccs, exccpt S-4 t 6 I
I

Hydrogen plant frrmaca 5-4161

50ppm

over

I

x 37oQ,

averagrd

hrs

Use an air to fucl ratio controlhr on
emh furnacs for this levcl of CO
control.

Combwtion of r*finxy fitel gat and prerure lwi*g absorher (PSA) gar.
Rcfinery fucl gas will not cxr*d 50pprnv H3S, avg" ovcr24 hn. Tonl
reduced sulfur in thc re{incry firel gl.t will not exccid l00ppm. rnnual
nvg. The PSA ps will not cxcecd 3.6pprn HlS avg, over ?4 hrs. Fpr

S&control.
Hvdroscn plant furnace 5-4161

Gas Turbines

ix

largc firing ratc, limit of2Srnm at 3jr'o

&,

averased ovcr Shrs

& Cosenerati

Anolication
Cogrnerotion Plant

Sa* Tu&ines
Gar Turbinrs
Cas

Duc to

Turbint

Candition
Sppmv cotrlctcd to I5Y*, avg. ovcr 3 hrs
Combuslion of refinery firel gas that does
,oppmv lI1S. avg. over 24 hni
Limit of 6.5ppm rt 15o/o 03, avg ovsr thrs
or 9016 overall rcduction on a mass bagil
Precur:or Organic Compounds {POC)

_pgt excced

cmisrions

BACT
Uss steam inje*ion &, SCR for this
level ofN0x control.
Usr fuel gas amine trceting sy*em for

this lcvcl of So.control.
Use non-srlrctive catalytic oxidircr
for this level of CO control.
Usc oon-selective catalytic oxidizer
for POC contml.

Flares

Annlication
Flare

Flarc

Candition

BAT

Stcam asti*ed ground lcvel flare with rtaged combustion. Pilots t$ilI bc futl€d
with narural g,rs cr LPC, Thr llare will br opcrated only during priod of
cmerg*ncy up$et 6r breakds$?" Routine vefiing of procc$S ga3$ will go to the
flarc qas r€cevary system. For 5O'. CO. and PM control.
Ste*m assisted ground level {tare rvith xagtd cornburtiofi. Thc hydrocarbon
destruction efticiency will he at least 98.5Ye or a moss basis. Filors rvill be fueled
rrith natural gas ar tquivalenl, The llars will be oprrorrd onfv during pwiod of
€m€rgency upscl or breakdov"t. fi.aurine ventin& of pracrss gascs will go ts thc
flarc g,as recovcry svstcrn. For POC control,

Sullur
Anolication

S

Sutrfur Rccover-v
Systcm #4 (SRU)

SRU #4

Condirion
Erhsust liom fecd to tailg$ incincrator rryilt
be limircd td t$ntain no rnor. tlran loopprn
totel rqdocrd sulfur *t 0pr6 O?" Se and tixs
emisrions frcm thc ailgos oxidizer will not
exEcrd J0 and 2.5ppn at Slo Q. Ths sulfur
pit will bc cnclored and ypned ro rhc tailgas
oxidirr. Srur HrO strippcrs rrill rcmcvc
95%wt olthc l{1S and NH1 from the sour
H;0 sfram. The $RU and SCOT rryilt
achisv* at least a 99.9Yr wt conrsrsion ofto
ekmrntal Hg 21fir.
CO

limirof

lOOppm in thc

axhrux *om thc

ThcrmalOxidizcr

Pumps in light liquid

hydroc*bon *rvice

Purnps insprcted quartcdy.

Ltakr oIPOC defined
greater

as

*an 500ppm.

Pumpl inspcctcd quaft crly.
tr*aks ofPOC defined as
$€at$rthen 500ppm.

BACT

0&*

Use SCOT (Shell Ctaus
Treatmenr) unit and a taitgas

thermal oxidizer forthis levrl

Me* lirnh by usinggood
eorabustinn irrcctiees.

wittrJffiiIffiif,

Usc doubls rnectrantcsGeati
The banier fluid shall bc rither: I) vmted t* a
contol dcvis! rvith a 95% efficicncy; sr 2) ar a

{Eier

Uee doubh mechsnical seaL tiih
The bf,nim lluid stall be eirher; t ) vmrcd to a
c$ntrol devics *ith a 95?ir r{ficiency; or Z} et a

Valves

Auolication
Valves in gaseous,

lighr liquid.
servicel

rr toxic

Condition
Valvet inspected quarterly.
Leaks ofP0C definrd as
grcaterlh.lrl lo0pprn.

BACT
Valvx rvill

brllows sealed, livedloadedl
graphitic packed, Teflon parked, or cquiralent.
Control vatyes rvill be live loaded uith graphite
be

packing and polirhd stemr-

Pressure Relief Valves

Anolication
All prxsurc nelief vclves
iu hydrocarbon seryice

of

S03 conUDl.

Cundition
AII preslure relief v*lvrr will be venred
POC control.

BACT

roT*$r'

gas

;tc{rv.ry s}.srem

t-or

Tanks

Aoulication
Pressurizcd Tanks (6)
Nerv Slorarc Tanks {4)

Eemrinirrg Tanks

S&l

eoldl$.o& ,, ..*i-.

,-=

===-psrg ,or ruL
vapor ieiomprcssion or opcrats rrnder a minimum pressum oI l)
control
I Is cyrttln* vaDof fgcoygrv sY}ll;lrl) lul rvv Lv.rsu''
iirnat 1oatiug rool trnks wiil have zgro"gaF
of adjustablc.roof legs" tht lowwt crnitting
exccption
rhe
arra-rvith
seals
*oiitttiigr, including: no ungaskettcrt roof pcnetratisns, and no slolted guide
p"f*. ,c{ustaUte rooitegr uill be coutrolled by vapor stal boo6' For POC
ccntrol.

ffi
;;drry

ffirccovery:ysttmforPoc

hvdmmrbon lcaks to the cooling

*attr

ce thc dcteetion of
Xyqpm for POC control'

LPC ftarc {S-1470} for FOC

sqlllql

Coke liandli
Coke handlirs operadons

wr; ?) rryater suPrcssion-at thc
d) an
crusher and coke barn pilasl 3) an encloscd conveying rystem;
a
$roudcd
5J
fitter:
panrculatc
*cnled cok* barn conrolled by a
railcar loading operation controlled by a particulate filtarl and 6) a
wash-olf arca imide ofthe co!* !4131.

PACIFIC'$ PNOPOSED CART'S2 OTENATIONAL PHASE Efi{ISSIT}NS
SOUITCES WITH BACT DETERS}TINATIONS
Unit Oes*iptipn
A-109 Caulyric Convrnrr ab$ing $.3?0
A-l

l0

SCR systm abating 5-271

,r.o1o6of.lfl

4.2?0 SCR systcrn aU*in! S-::O
A-275 SCR syrtem abating $-775
A-2?6 Offgas Scrubbcr
A.278 $CR rysl:m abating S-?78
A-219 SCR systcm abadng $-??9
A-281 Nodr Yapor Rrcovcry Systcm
A-2E3

5-?50
S-?52
S-?53

ahating

$,281 & 5-283
South Vapor R*covery System obxing
s-283. 3-285, 5-28(, S-?87, &, S-2SS

WetGar Scrubberabating$-?68
/ Vacuum Llnit

S-?S5

5.156

Alkylation Unit

$254

Crude/ Vacuum Unit

Analication
All

Flanges

Yalves {general)

New valves in
light liquid & gar
scryice !" ffd <

All

other valves

Pumps
Cornpressors
Rclie

f Vcll'es

F'Brd

Hesr€r7-H-t0t

1{S

$3?7

Sulfuric Acid Cornburtor Frrrnace

S-?78

CIas Turbinc

79-T-l0t

3-279 Gas Turbine 79-T-10?
3-281 Crudc Storagr TarL 80-TK.l0lA
5-?62 Cnde $rorage Tank 8&TK-l0lB
S-2t3 Naprlra Storage Tank 80-TK-10?
S-?*5 FCCU FsedTa* iz-TK-l0tA
$-3S6 FCCU fsed Tank E3-TK-t0tB
S-28? Dicsel Hydrotrcarir Fecd Tank
82-TK-t02A

Crude

tJni{iner Heaer 2-H-10?
Unifiner Reboiler ?-H-102
Fluid Caulytic Crmking Unit
Fsed Hestrr 3-H-?01

DhselHydrotrearer

S.?73 IsornenizadonUnit
S-??4 Gar Oil Hydrotreater
S-2?5 Feed Heaer l9-H-l0l
5-276 Sulfiric Acid Regeneration Planr

A.368 Electrostatic Prccipitator sbating 5"?68
A-378 Oxidiei*g Catalystr abating S-2?8
A.3?9 Catalytic Conyeri* abating S-2?9

4468

Unit Descrintion

5-257
S-258

5-2t8 Di**l Hydrotrcatcr
5-?96

S-79

Fced

Tink

s2"TK-1028
Cooling Toxrr

Unifiner/Fluformrr

)-rlu
Condi:ion

Altr new flanges inspeccd monthly.
LcEks of POC defined as l0OnomvValves inspected monthly. Lraks

d*fincd as srtalcr thln l{X}oomv,
Valve$ inspested monthly. Leake

d*fined as geatr than l00ppnv.

Valvtr inspected monthly, Leaks
dslined ai &reater dlar! l0$oamv"
Pumps inrpect*d monthly. I-eaks
defined as l00oomy or lrreatarCompruss*rs inspected momhly.
Leaks defined as l00mrnpv.
Recovery uystcm. firnacc or flare
must have rccoveryldestnrction
etlicienry ofat leas 9896.

BACT
Use flangrs with graphite{ased gaskets or

rquivalcnt.
Ure bello*s valvas. live-loadcd valve4
srarhits-b.$id paskin* or csuiyalent.
Usa bsllo\*s valves-

Usc upgraded packing for all other valves.
Use double mechanical sealr with hravy liqnid
banisr fluid, or cann*d or mas drive Durnps"
{.Ise double mechrnical seals and barrier fluid rr

euuivalent.
Use rupture disks and vcnt to a fuel gns reEovrr),
system" funrace or ilare.

t---r
Sample
I

i connections

i

I

Nn

I an inert purge gas and venting to

I device.

{S-25?

& 5-353;

BAEI
tj$sTw-No*lum.rs

corrrctcd tn

FOC

BACT is rot determined'

sCIr

6as uraU witt not havc llx$ levcl
orratnr lhan 50rpm.
SACI t is not dctcrmined. BACT 2

PM

iu

l

dtY.

|_ unir.*it,
.

Diesel Hydrotreater

onry

(S-25I-

--

- --.
-== =

l

i

-

eBoti*utinn-..L

Lto.
rt:-*-l

.-

l Y:"'*:"

"'

,{t

Lf

,? SJSQ: heater

ra1.ed

C,onditrau
NO.

ry
Soa

rM

Emislions trrnit of I0PPm N(}.
eorected to 3?o &, dry-

BACT is not determined
Oar uscd will not have HzS level
pr.arcr than 50nrm.

SACT I k nor de*rrnincd" BACT 2

Gas Oil Hydrot[eater

I

5'

BASI '=rrugirive .*
-T3*TT;ffi;:ti"t?$:i,'.;i*'*'
l

*--

and SCft" (A'?52) on

*neraticn for POC control,
usc nuural $5 or triated refinery gas fuel for
$is level of SOr control.
nlCf: ipcUftes the ure ofnahral gas or
rrcatad rcfincrv fuel Eag far F[{ conilol.

is triccered.

to^*^'iratirtn I Init /S-17?)

I
I

352 & S-2i3. Will abate apPry!-!09t-!i!CI.
Good combu$tion practices snd tfficicnt

NO*

&,

sampling.

r

of 24.55 &.23.25 MMBtt/hr

heater rated

fmiriion* limit of l0PPm HO*
3or'o

control

Seotum sgaled iars uscd for

Condltiqn

Anolieatisn

a

(S-27a1

--

..

of 28.57 &.32"47 MMBtdlr
BACT
on $urliilnloffic,r aid scn (A-?58)
gq%-AfN0:-*
txill
approx.
abate
S259"
258 &
Good combustion practicx aod cllicient
onamrion for POC ccnirol.
Ust nrturatga$r trcatcd iifincry gas fud {br
this levcl of S& control
gACi: spucifi*s rhc ust ofnatural gas or
meaed rcfincry fucl gas for PM so$iqL-

,

* -*

----",
=t,

Oil Hydrotreater {5-275; heateryqled r
Condlian
Anrlication

Gas

N0*

IT
SO:

PM

Aaolication
poc

Fllntq
Annlication

Emiirions limit ol'l0PPm )''lOcorrected to 3olo O:, dr-v.

Us€ low h,l(}( hurner$ affl 5uK (A'J /)] aft s
275. Will abale approx.909o of NO..--

BACT is o{rt detsrminsd

oo*rtion for

Cas uxd will n*t havs HrS lcvel
prcnter lhan 50oom.

gal fuel for
this levcl of SQ control.
Bngf I spccifiss (he use of naatral gas nr

BAC? I is not detrnninrd. BACT 2
is triugered.

ffi
Unit

s$itl

poc
SOr
PM

i

rslted rc{inery fucl gas for PM

BACT

onlY firgitiv* POC.

ii not deirrmincd. BACT 2 is an

cmirsions limir of l0ppm N0" corrccted
to 3Yo O'. dry.
gACT is rct athrflrined. POC snissions
limitcd to no mrrt tluLS-4,!bdda[l llerrtl
6as uscd will not have HxS lcvel greatcr
than 50ppm.
gACf t is not determinsd. BACT 2 is

125

BACT is not det*min*d

so:

Cas used will not trave H:S level great*t
than 5Ooprn.
AACT , is not dctgrmined" SACT 2 is

Usc law tio- burners and SCR (A-??0' A'
I 10, A-t l?, rcryectively) on S'2?0' 5'?71S-2??. Will abate approx. 907t of
Usc oxidizing catalyst$ for all thres heaters

NO*-_

conrol.

for tilir levcl of POC
ilsc lratdl g&s or t E Id ttflncry gas fucl
br lhir tcvcl of 50r csntrol"
a*Cr- ! speciftts the use of ner$ll gas or

-

BACT foiiontrot of fugitive POC smissions
rarnr as for Crude Unit (S-:lOl:!qfr.

N0' conccted

POC

triBsercd.

ef

reatcd rcfinerv ftel cts for PM control.

trippered.

Emisrions limit of l0ppm
to 3Yo O'. drv.

)ecity

BACT

esndilis!

F&ridirerl Catnlvtic Crackinq Unit (S-255i hester ratel
CanditiBu
A*nlication

PM

contrf.-

SACT foriantrolof fugitivc POC cmissians
!&mn as for Crude Unit {3'250-) *bove-

Unit emits oniy fugitiuc PSC"

NO.

-

Liood comDusl lqn pr&crrces
POC csntrol.
lJre narural gas or treaied refinery

2?o- S-271. $-272: heater ratcd
BACT

N0*

of 59.? MMBtuftr

of24 MMBtU&r
BACT
Usc low HO, bumers and SCR

(A'?55) on

t-2?5. Will rbatg {pprox.9Q

plN&--

Oood combuslion pracdcts ard slficieat
ooealion fsr POC eon*ol.
Usr natffi gas sr trested refinery gas frlel
for thir level of SO:

control"

8ACT, sptcifies

-

the use ornanral gas or

reahd rsfinery fuel gas for PM

.!!$Pl

Fluidized Cata

Cracki

Unit {5-368: heater rated
Condition

Anolication
NO.

BACT I not sprcified. Emissions limir of
l0ppm NO. corresrtd io 3% Q, dry.

POC

EACT is not determined

$or

Gas uscd *ilt not hrvc H25 tcy€l grearer
than 50pprn.

BACT I

PM

is not

detcrmined. BACT 3 ir

triggercd.

Atk
Unit s-256
Arotication

Sulfurie Acid

ian Plant {5-276

Annlisaticn

Conditicn
Unitanits only figitivc POC.

POC

Will rcmore sver 947a of the l'IO, &

I,iOr & S0.

Tenks

S(}- from the ohnt-

-

BACT I (technologically fexibtet'
cost cffcctive).

anks

POC

-

SCR. fluc gar recircuhrion, lo*-?.10"
bumcn and reduced-air preheal Use low
NO. burners qnd SC8. {,.{,-76S} on 5-?68Cood combustinn practices and rflicicnt
ooeE$ion for POC control.
UBc nntural g3s or tmatcd refinery ga* futl

hr this l*rcl of SQ conrrol. 5t26S will br
cquippcd with a wet gas srrubbar (A463)
*ut rcmovcs SQ &om the flrx grs. The
conbclled SQ lavcl in tfue llue gas ir
cslimatcd ro be l0prm cnrrectrd to 3?6 O..
BACT 2 sp*cifies tkc u:e cf an electrott ric
prcripitator {ESP). 5-?68 will be equipped
rvith an ESP {4-3691.

BACT
BACT for contrsl of fugitive POC ernirsions
sarna as for Crudc Unit {5-250) abovc.

BACT
BACT fsr runrol of fugitive FOC emixions
same as for Crudc Unit {S-?50) *bovc.
5-376 rill be cquipped with a "Trimer, ail gal
rrrubbqr (A-2?6) fsr SO" and NOx conrrol.

Roof s-38r. s-282. S-?83. 5-287 s-288)

lnterilal

Vapor rccovcry rysfem orcrall
efficiency of ar last 957r. Salisfies

Anolication

BACT
Urt

Condition

Unit cmits only fugitive FOC,

POC

itv of 35.9 MMBrU/lrr

lntemal lloating roof tsrks hosk*d up to one of
two vapor rltoviry systemr (,!r.?81 & A-:83),
each leadingto an inciceraror. Tanks are also
;quipped xidr a nitragcn padding conrrol systcm
ls maintrin rank

Fixed Roof(5-285. 5-286

Condition
Vapcr rc*overy sy*em ov*rall
efliciency ofat leasr 95olr^ Sati*fier
BACT 2 (achicvrd in practice).
BACT I nst ditcrnined,

BACT
Fixed rooftanks quipped lvith a nitrog*n
paddingcontrol systcm and stcam csits. Tanks
rre hroked up to thn A.!8J vapor recoyery
5Y5tem.

nerati$n Plants (5-278, 5-279; heater rated capacity of 193.5
NO-

Emirsions limitof Sppm NO.
conecred to l57o O:, dry.

POC

Abatem*nt of at least

so:&

FMrs

Coolins Tower
Anulication
POC

PM

5Opprn H3S

50P/o.

maximum,29ppru atg.

MMBtdhr
BACT

Condition

Aonlication
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Attachment C

Oil Rctinery Sector Recommendations

Summary: Reduce California Refinery GIIG

l.

Require
Oil Refineries
to become more

BSI!{BEITS& EARAIARS

.

o Local pollution down, Jobs Up
r Direct Controls avoid pollution
trading pitfalls (failure to address

.

)NOTMDING:

Reduce Product Demand

DIREfii .6rre REIDUC, IOI{ MnTTIODS

ellicient
Reductions generuted
through cleaning up oil
refineries are necessary

& OtherEmissions,

Energy Efliciency Audit for every refinery )require BACT first for biggest sources
Up front BACT for already-known big energy users (don't wait to finish audits) for
Hydrogen Plants, Hydrotreaters, Hydrocrackers, Cracking, Coking, including Boilers &
Heaters. [Many have grandfathered exemptions from modemized emission standards']
Cogeneration from Waste Heat, audit efficiency & indirect impacts, require BACT

.

Remove all Methane f,xemptions in smog regulations

.

No dumping and burning of 'Vaste" gases: Flare BACT/LAER (beyond BAAOMD &
SCAOMD requirements) - Apply Shell Martinez BACT model - far lower flaring than
other refi neries, Pressure Relief Devices: Ban venting to ahnosphere

for local, regional, and
global public health

o Set goal

Stop refinery

& the
switch to dirty
expansions

crude oil

local health impacts, creating toxic
hotspots by trading for clean-up
elsewhere, major accounting errors
due to poor baselines lack of

for refineries and all sources

for reduction in Relinery Emissions & Product Demand (e.g.25o/o by 2020)

monitoring, toxic co-pollutant
inequalities, lack of public input)

o Refiner cost up in short term,
probablv mid term savinss

Crude Oil carbon input standard to stop the switch to dirtier crude oils in the state

o Local criteria & toxics go down

No new fossil fueled Hydrogen Plants, Hydrocrackers, Cokers, etc. associated with switch
to high carbon, dirty crude, and refinery expansions

o lncrease in sustainable jobs when
done with demand reduction -- need

Carbon

tax & windfall profit

for green jobs transition & worker

taxes to fund clean altemative energy and jobs transition

protections while reducing demand
for fossil fuels, butjobs are also
created in l, 3, and 4

Low Carbon Fuel Standard must have full cradle-to-grave analysis ofheavy crude impact
on gas & diesel carbon content & must not undermine refinery regulation. LCFS must be

3. Switch relinery

a

grid electricity use

designed not to hide high-carbon gasoline by adding com ethanol to make the total seem
lower carbon (while avoiding fuIl cradleto-grave ethanol carbon analysis, & smog &
water pollution impacts analysis.)

.

Refineries are current large users offossil fuel grid electricity & should be required to
switch to clean altemative energy electricity, frequently buildable on refinery land

a

Local pollution down & Jobs go up
(altematives create more jobs)

a

Refiner costs up

to clean energy

4. ReducedCmand
for Califoinie OiI
Refinery

, Prodircts

'

Higher crude oil cost, but no need
for high cost ofadding new energyintensive hydrogen. coking, etc.

Fund urban core transit sy$lems eguit*bly for EJj trrnsit system iebuilding
end Conseiryation, CAFE standards, plug-in hybrids, alternative fuels

r Many savings, solve smog
r Cleaner cars * Political baniers

P0IwFR PI,.ANT$,,-- Altematives, efficiency, low

o Public transit - high initial costs

pABS

-

oriubon inputs

:

TRUCKS & SHIPPING

-

Eflioieniy, electrification : .+,LI- SOUnCES - CARBON TAX o Shtpping costs

'

More imd
difleiont ;iobs from public transit,
and altematives

Backqround on CBE Oil Reliner.v Recommendations for AB32 Scoping Plan
"Relineries are the largest energy using industry in California and the most energy intensive industry
in the United States. . . . After Texas and Louisiana, Califomia has the largest petroleum refining
industry in the country.'r Oil Refineries are not only a major sowce of Greenhouse Gases (GHGs) but also
the largest point sources of smog precursors. The California Energy Commission found "California ranks lst
in the U.S. in gasoline consumption and 2nd in jet fuel consumption."2 The Califomia Public Utilities
Commission found that industrial facilities in Califomia represent about 230lo ofCalifornia's greenhouse gases,
andthatabout40Toofthiscomesfromrefineries. Thismeansthatoilrelineriescauseaboutl0Toofthe
state's totrl GHG emissions:

Calitornle's Gre€nhouse Gas Emissiong
Oth.i

ldl

lniliDlhh,
Iti

{qrf*rb

Focus on direct refinery emissions alone fundamentally understates the impact ofoil refining on climate.
Refineries make the transportation fuels, which when used as directed, cause an additional 40% of GHGs, they
make a major portion of the fossil fuels used to generate electricity (another 20% of GHGs in Califomia), as
well as agricultural chemicals . Elficiency and Best Available Control Technolog5r at oil relineries are
essential in reducing local end global pollution from refineries now, but we must also reduce the demand
for the inherently polluting rclinery fossil fuel products with a planned transition.

Currently Califomia is going in the wrong direction by building into the oil refinery infrastructure much
more energy-intensive refining processes (such as large fossil-fueled hydrogen plants for making more gasoline
and diesel, more cokers, more cracking, etc.) to allow the switch to energy intensive high-carbon, high-sulfur
crude oil. The state needs to stop this trend and set standards implementing readily available controls, and must
identiS a specific goal to reduce oil refinery fossil fuel production by a date certain. Cleaning up this inherently
polluting industry represents a challenge but it is also a major opportunity to clean up local smog and toxics
while making a major reduction in Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emissions.

Key Elements in Reducing GHGs, Smog Precursors, and Toxics from Oil Refineries
1. Require Refinery Energy Effrciency and BACT (Best Available Conhol Technology)
2. Stop refinery expansions and their switch to dirtier crude oil
3. Switch oil refinery electricity use offthe grid to clean altemative electricity

4.

Reduce demand for Califomia

oil refinery products

I

Profile ofthe Petroleum Refining Industry in California, California Industries ofthe Future Progmnr, Lawrence Berkeley
The Laurence Berkeley National Laboratory, LBNL-55450, page iii., Errsl Wonell and Christina Galitsky, Environmental
Energy Technologies Division, March 2004, http://ies.lbl.gov/iespubV55450.pdf
2

http://w*w.energy.ca.gov/oiUindex.htrnl
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l.

Require Refinera Elficiency and Best Available Control Technology (BACT)
r Energy Efficiency Audits for each refinery )require BACT for largest polluters first

BACT for Hydrogen Plants, Distillation, Cracking, Coking, Hydrotreaters, Boilers & Heaters
o Cogeneration from Waste Heat
. No dumping of "waste gases" (through venting or flaring)
o

Elliciency Audits and BACT for known large enerqv users

Enere.v

Oil refineries' huge emissions stem from combustion of fossil fuels, evaporation through leaks, and
direct dumping to atmosphere. These emissions include practices that use energy (and many practices
which waste energy) causing GHG and other emissions that impact public health. At the same time
these processes are the single largest stationary source of smog precursors. Refineries emit large
amounts of chemicals known to harm breathing, known carcinogens, etc. Progress towards reducing
criteria emissions at refineries through smog regulation has slowed. In order to make the necessary
progress both on drastically reducing GHGs and local smog and toxic pollution, readily available
methods should be applied to rigorously audit and identiry the biggest energy users within each
refinery and to set stringent standards.
Energy efficiency audits for each refinery in Califomia can identiff uneven practices between
refineries, such as use ofold, inefficient equipment, new intensive energy users, but also best practices
that should be more widespread. For example, many refineries have decades-old equipment exempt
from current standards (such as large and very old boilers); some refineries have more routine dumping
to atmosphere through flaring, Pressure Relief Devices, uncontrolled blowdown systems, and vessel
depressurization; and many refineries are in the process ofbuilding large fossil-fueled hydrogen plants.
Furthermore, audits on individual refineries that have been carried out in the past have frequently
likely to fight to keep such information out of
public scrutiny. The California Air Resources Board (ARB) should both begin by setting standards for
known large energy users, but should also carry out its own audits for every refinery in the state and
publish the results, since this energy use is an inherent cause ofemissions.
been kept private from the public, and refineries are

While audits to rigorously evaluate each refinery should be required, Best Available Control
Technotogy (BACT) should also be put in place as soon as possible for known large energy users.
This should not wait for completion ofrefinery audits, because it is crucial for gteenhouse gas
emissions reductions to make expeditious progress.
An audit on the overall oil refining industry in California by the Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory3 summarized the largest energy users as follows:

3

Ibid, page

3

I
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Table 4, Estimated

)rocess

*netg: constrmptioa of petroloum raSrsria.r ,x Cal{omia {2OA}i,
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]esrfEr
]DU
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t9
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0
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rt4

I0

ls
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t2
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-15
?5
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dcl

Resorting the above processes in descending order ofprimary energy use and grouping similar
processes together, identifies the largest process unit totals for the refining industry, aggregated, in

Califomia. The top five categories include Hydrogen Plants, Distillation Units, Cracking Units,
Hydrotreaters, and Reforming, which make up about 85% of the total. The report also found:
"Hydrocracking and hydrogen production are growing energy consumers in the refining industry."
F]*sl il'Bhr
Hydrogen

96

DistilhttuilUrtts

I29

CDU (Crude Distillation Unit)
VDU fVacuum Distillation {Init)

45

Cixrltih? itrfnilir
Hvdrocracker
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Thermal Cracking
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l8
l3

O{ierrfaipe :Bnitsr

II5

HYdrotreater

Refomins

72
43

RcrreinibdUniG:

14

Other
Alkvlates

29

2t

Isomers

r9

Lubes

l3

Asphalt

5

Deasphalting

2

Desalter
Aromatics

0

Sulfrr

l5
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This list forms a preliminary order of priority for beginning immediately to set energy efficiency
requirements for the top units within refineries. (Coking may be included under thermal cracking, or
may be a large hidden energy user.) However, overall audits for individual oil refineries in Califomia
should also be carried out to identiff problem areas where individual refineries perform poorly
compared to other refinery averages.

Fossil-fueled refinery hydrogen plants represent huge sources ofGHG emissions, and these
sources are expanding drastically in the state (and nationally) in order to process higher carbon,
higher sulfur inputs (dirty crude oil) at refineries. We provided the following partial list of refinery
hydrogen plants during testimony to the state in2007 during a public hearing on GHG controls.
Although only partial and probably underestimated, it showed almost 6 million metric tons per year
CO2 refinery emissions from hydrogen plants alone, and these are only the new or relatively new
plants. To put this in perspective, CARB included about 30 million metric tons per year of GHGs, and
the CEC estimated closer to 40 million metric tons per year for the total from refineries in the state.
Thus the GHGs from just this p41fu! list of only one process within refineries represents an added l520% in GHGs. More refineries are planning and building new fossil fueled hydrogen plants and
increased plant capacity throughout the state. Without addressing such major increases in refinery
GHGs in the state, we will not be able to make progress in reducins GHG emissions. The information
below should be updated and evaluated for all refineries:
A?Ff,oximetc, :.;;.:;::

(Ol

Exrmples of CA Rclinery Eydrogen Plent Erpomions
since.1999 (not comprehcnsive) (million standard cubin feet)

' ::

E

i,ans

ln

tfteetp?"r115.:. ':,iiti
{merrii:,t6iisocr.ve*ii)

i'

2007 ConocoPhillips Rodeo -120 MMscf

at least 1,250,000

2007 Cheuon fuchmond -- 100 MMscf

at least 900,000

2007 Valero Benicia

-

unknown MMscf

2003 Chewon El Segundo

-

= 860,000

-- 96 MMscf

1999

Air Products Wilmington for

1996

Air Products for Ultramar, Wilminglon -83 MMscf

493:MMsef

(rillion

::.-:

::lr

-"..

::::

{*

= 940,000*

90MMscf
area refineries

.:-.,

*,s*:fu"

= 1,000,000*
= 860,000*
E at least 5.8 million metric ton

stardard cubic fect)

, CO2 emissions not yet available, estimaled based on plant lrydrogen capacity and assumption that emissions tre
approximately proportional to ConocoPhillips CO2 from Final EIR This may underestimate emissions. For
emmple, Chevron may be oversizing lrydrogen plmt for exporting, and not including these CO2 emissions in total.
ConocoPhillips mcy be as well.
*, Platmed Valero Beniciafaciliry's

size is cufte/rtly unknown

-

used lhe smallest size above

6

aPProximation

Relinery Boilers and Heaters are major sources ofthe energy use within refinery processing
units that should be a first priority for requiring BACT. There is a wide variation in the efficiency
and emissions of Boilers and Heaters at refineries in California. Many boilers and heaters in Califomia
refineries are exkemely old and have "grandfathered" permitting requirements exempting them from
meeting more modernized NOx emissions standards. If refineries were required to meet strong NOx
standards across the board, they would also have reduced CO2 emissions because these units are so
inefficient. Furthermore, if BACT standards for heaters and boilers were requhed, further major
Attachment C--comments on CARB AB32 Scoping Plan, Oil Refineries
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reductions could be achieved. Boilers and heaters are such large sources because they fuel the refining
process and operate continuously, not intermittently.

Cogeneration to capture refinery waste heat

Oil refineries are a large source ofcogeneration in the state, but there is still a great additional
potential for capturing waste heat and other waste at oil refineries in order to increase efficiency.
5.10 Power Generation
The petroleum refining industry is one ofthe largest users ofcogeneration or Combined Heat and Power
production (CHP) in the country. The petroleum refining industry is also identified as one of the
industries with the targest potential for increased application of CHP. We estimate installed CHP
caprcity in Californian refineries at at leest 14fi) MWe.a

Cogeneration has the potential to capture waste energy and increase refinery efficiency, but since it
introduces complex interactions with electric Power Plants, care is needed in evaluating the relative
efficiency ofrefinery cogeneration compared to other sources, as well as any environmental impacts
associated with cogeneration at refineries. The key is to capture waste energy without inhoducing new
sources of combustion at the refinery or otherwise increasing environmental impacts. BACT standards
must be in place.
Reducing the need at refineries for grid electricity can increase reliability ofelectric power
available to the refinery, which reduces risk of power outages causing emergency refinery shutdowns.
Power plant outages and emergency shutdowns at refineries have caused major flaring, resulting in
GHG emissions and major local impacts from hydrocarbon, SOx emissions, and very large plumes of
black smoke (particulate matter). These impacts were exacerbated when several refineries shutdown
simultaneously in the South Coast region, with neighbors reporting respkatory impacts and sickness
for days following one event.
The South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD) presented the following table
during a flare working group meeting in 2006. This table showed which refineries in the South Coast
had high, medium, and low risk of power outage and increased_risk of flaring. It also listed quantities
offossil-fuel based grid electricity used by these oil refineries:s

4lbid, page
45, Units MWe are eleckical megawatts, as opposed to thermal megawatts
5
South Coast Air Quality Management Distict, Rule t t is working croup Mieting, october 26, 2006
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REFINERIES AND ROTATING POWER OUTAGE RISKS"
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In this presentation, SCAQMD concluded that; "Commercial power usage increased 67%from
79,691 megattatt-hours in 1990 to t 17,57i megawatt-hours in 2004." This indicates that not only are
refineries responsible for more fossil fuel emissions (from power plants), but also that they are
becoming more vulnerable to power outages. (Also see additional comments on flaring later in this
comment letter.)
Remove all methane exemptions from smos regulations
As an Early Action Measure under AB32, CBE proposed the removal of methane exemptions in
smog regulations, which are currently allowed by Air Quality agencies tbroughout the state (and also
throughout the nation). While the ARB did not accept removing the exemptions as an Early Action
Measure, staff did recommend in the Final Report that removing the exemptions was feasible and
should be considered as part ofthe Scoping Plan process under AB32.
The definition of VOCs (Volatile Organic Compounds) in smog precursor control regulations
exempts methane in most cases. The following examples of regulations in different regions in the state
include the SCAQMD, the BAAQMD, and the SIVAPD.
SCAOMD:6
is any volatile compound of carbon' excluding methane,
carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, carbonic acid, metallic carbides or carbonates, ammonium carbonate, and
exempt compounds.

VOLATILE ORGANIC COMPOUND (VOC)

a chemical compound of carbon excluding carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide,
carbonic acid, metaltic carbides, metallic carbonates and ammonium carbonate.

ORGANIC MATENAL means
BAAOMD:7

1-233 Organic Compound: Any compound ofcarbon, excluding methrne, carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide,
carbonic acid, metallic carbides or carbonates and ammonium carbonate.

SIWAPCD:E
o

102, Definition ofTerms (Anended Dec 3, 2004)
and Definitions (Adopted March 17' 1982)

SClgli,{D R"gulation l, General Provisions, Rule

' BAAglt4D Regulation I General Proisions
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3.53 Yolatile Organic Compound (VOC): any compound containing at least one

(l)

atom ofcarbon except

for

the following exempt compounds:

.

Methane

. . . . (iulany other compouttds which are non-smog prectrsors are also listed as exempt.)

The methane exemption can no longer bejustified for oil refineries, other stationary sources, or
any pollution source in the state. Methane is not only a highly potent greenhouse gas (23 times more
potent than CO2), it is also a key smog precursor (for groundJevel ozone), and its reduction is highly

effectiveinreducingsmog. AHarvard,sitdy,Linkingozonepollutionandclimatechange:Thecase

for controlling

methanee

fotnd:

*Methane (CH4) emission controls arc found to
be a powerful lever for reducing both global warming and air
pollution via decreases in backgmund tropospheric omne (O3) "

This study was summarized as follows in Environmental Science and Technolgyro:
"Aggressive efforts to improve urban air quality could be undermined by rising levels ofmethane, a compound more
closely linked to global warming than air pollution. Using a global modet oftropospheric chemistry, researchers at
Harvard University, Argonne National Laboratory, and the U.S. EPA determined thet higher methane levels
could incrtase ozone background Ievels worldwidg lead to a greater frequency ofdays with high ozone leveb
in the summer, and produce a longer "scason ofomne pollution days"

"It

is already known that methane is a major source ofworldwide tropospheric ozone background concentrations,
and this study supports that finding. Howwer, the surprise is thet I 509/e rrduction in anthropogenic methane

their scenerio

is as efTective as a 507o drop

in

in anthrcpogenic NOx concentretions at lowering summer

afternoon ozone levels over the United Statcs." (page 452A)

NOAA (National Oceanic

and Atrnospheric

Administration) also found:rl

Linking climate and air pollution:
Methane emission contmls yield a double dividend
An important area ofresearch at GFDL is investigating the conribution ofmethane to surface ozone pollution, and
quantiffing the potential benefits to air quality and climate from controls on methane emissions. Methane is both a
grcenhouse gas and an important contributor to background levels ofomne- Tropospheric omne, a significant
greenhouse gas and the primary constituent ofphotochemical smog provides an obvious link between air
quality and climate.

There is no longer any reason for exempting this pollutart &om smog regulations. Excluding
accounting of methane from smog precursor emissions also makes VOC conftols look less costeffective than they actually are in reducing smog.

To begin to quantiry methane as identified in regional air quality plans in criteria pollutant
emissions categories, an excerpt of Califomia's 2002 statewide criteria inventory sunmary table from
ARB is excerpted below. This table includes organic compound emissions in both TOG (Total
Organic Gases) and VOCs (Volatile Organic Compounds). Theyear2002 was chosen because it is the
latest year that included both TOG and VOCs. Later inventory years did not provide TOG, but just
VOCs.

' sIyu.qpcD

Rure 1020,

Defnitiorc,,6lt7/99

'^Fiore, et al. 2002. Haruard University. http://www.agu.org/pubs/crossrefl20022002Gl0l560l.shtml
r0
Environmental Science & Technology. tiecember 2-002,iitp://pubs.acs.org/subscribe/joumals/esthagw I 20021 octl science/an methanelink.htrnl
I I
http ://www.research-noaa. gov/spotlite/2006/spot_methane. html
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2002 Statewide

Inventory: Table 2-I Summary (tons per day)r2

For example, three categories ofstationary Sources listed above (Fuel Combustion, Petroleum
Production and Marketing, and Industrial Processes) add up to 744 ton per day (tpd) TOG and 278 tpd
VOC, and the difference between these two is 466 tons per day (about 170,000 tons per year). The
difference between TOG and VOCs includes exempt organic gases, and in this category, the difference
is likety to be made up mostly of methane. If the difference is entirely methane, this is equivalent to
almost 4 million US tons per year CO2Eq just for these categories. (This number is likely
underestimated since exempt methane emissions receive less scrutiny.) This category of stationary
source methane emissions is a significant source of GHGs, but also a huqe source of unregulated smog
precursors from only these three categories.
To capture the dual benefit of eliminating or greatly reducing these emissions, the organic
compound definitions in the state for all smog regulations need to be modified to remove the
exemption for methane. The state should require all regional air quality agencies in California to
immediately begin reopening all smog regulations to remove methane exemptions, and to complete
this by the most expeditious date. Furthermore, all new smog regulatory proceedings in the state
should be immediately required to include evaluation of removal of methane for each of these
regulations. In the case of such rules that are already in the process of modification, there is no need
foiany delay evaluating how to remove the methane exemptions. We understand that the state and
regional Air Quality Management agencies are now beginning to discuss removing this exemption.

t'

The 2003 Colyomia Almanac of Emissions and

http //wwv'. arb. ca. eov/aq(Valmanac/almanac03
:

Air Qrulity, {page

49),

/chap203.hfin
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No dumpine of waste eases through ventins or flaring should be allowed
Control Pressure Relief Devices (PRDs) and other venting to atmosohere

While PRDs are necessary for safety to ensure that pressure inside vessels does not get too high,
most PRDs do not need to vent to the atmosphere. PRDs can be controlled to vent to."fin.ry gut
recovery systems where the gases are recycled as fuel in the refinery.
PRDs are designed to release large volumes of gases within minutes, increasing smog, GHGs, and
representing a local health hazard and public nuisance especially because of H2S emissions. Some
refineries have most of their PRDs connected to gas recovery systems. Other refineries have half or
more PRDs vented to atmosphere. Better practices have been carried out by some refineries,
demonstrating their feasibility for all refineries.

The SCAQMD found a large difference in refineries in the number of PRDs designed to vent
directly to atmosphere (shown in this excerpt from an SCAQMD presentation).I3 Bp had 592 out
the 770 total of PRDs dumping to atrnosphere in the District, far more than the other South Coast
refineries' At last count, roughly half of Bay Area refiners' PRDs were uncontrolled, although
retrofits are distributed unevenly between these refineries as well, as should be expected, since an
uncontrolled PRD is antiquated technology.

of

Atmospheric PRD lnventory
No. ot Atnospherb PRDS
{as of 2005}

Facility
BP

592

Chsnon
:onocoPhil$6,

iS

Cals

15

hioaoPtilfDe" Wtmrc|tqn

E

339_[cI1

14

Exxonltobil

-_'^

-

36

rjdayltagad

9
rO

Shell ErFtilon

I

Valm

ioiii**

n0
a

PRD monitoring has historically been very poor. (Many refineries have admitted that they detected
PRD releases by sound rather than through actual monitoring!) Because of this, annual inventories of
emissions are very incomplete, but new regulations in the Bay Area and South Coast are beginning to
improve monitoring. Dumping to the atmosphere should be considered a bad engineering piactice"and
banned, and companies should not be allowed to avoid control through pay-to-pJllute ,"hem"s allowed
in the South Coast. Requiring conhols and electronic monitoring will not only reduce GHG emissions
but also reduce large episodic emissions of smog precursors and harmful toxics.

t3

ProposedAmendedRute llT3,ControlofYOCLeaksandReleasesfromComponenrsatpetrolewrFacilitiesand
Chemical Plants, Working Group Meeting, March 13,2007, SCAeMb slideshow
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in one day
Although PRDs do not vent continually, one PRD can vent over 100 tons of VOCs
these
emissions are
While
and
H2S'
VOCs,
other
methane,
of
emissions
(even in mi'nutes) including
at oil refineries in the
episodic, the potential to eirit is large because there are over a thousand ofthem
slte. Venting of these devices has been poorly tracked in the past, and emissions very likely
large spikes in smog precursor emissions on days when
underestimatel. PRD emission.
"ur.urri"
for purposes of
they vent; they are a source of direct dumping of methane to the atmosphere. Both
required to vent to
be
should
devices
these
public
health,
protect
to
especially
and
GiIGs
olling
these
"ort
gu, ...orJry systems tt rougt o"t the state. There is a potential for increased emissions from
the
increasing
crude,
heavy
of
refiring
intensive
more
do
and
production,
rip
ru*p
io*.", as iefineries
will
for
PRDs
standards
BACT
risk of frequent upr.tr. R.qrri.ing all refineries to meet the same
reduce public heitth risks, smog precursors, and GHG emissions together'

Evaluate other venting to atmosphere

but should
Refinery energy audits should include not only the refinery's steady state emissions,
also evaluate:

r

Frequency ofupsets (which can increase emissions and hazards to neighbors and

workers)

o
o

Startup/shutdown and maintenance emissions

o

attached
Unusual operations (one refinery had unconholled blowdown systems with no
to
atmosphere)
flare, and these dumped directly

o
o

Tank cleaning that could cause large evaporation on an episodic basis

and vent
Vessel Depressurization, when some part ofgases in vessels are uncontrolled
to atmosPhere

Other direct dumping either during emergency conditions or on a regular basis should
be identified and Prevented

o
o

Best Practices for preventing dumping to atmosphere
impacts
Corrosion and other increased process intensity and decreased process stability
of refining lower quality crude and intermediate products

Apply BACT/LAER to Refinery Flares (beyond existine rezulations)
that cause
Flaring should be limited true emergencies. Planned flaring, and repeated malfunctions
these
from
prevent
flaring
that
will
enforcement
flaring frot preventable emergencies slodd trigger
Fl-i, emit CO2, ,n"tf,uo., other VOCs, sulfur compounds that are known to exacerbate
improved
"uur"i.
asthma and other breathing impacts, and toxics. While California flare controls have
strong public
following
Coast
South
and
Bay
Area
the
in
adopted
regulaiioni
to
due
substantially
in the state'
pressgre, there remairimajor differences in flaring emissions between different refineries
'ARB
(Best
BACT/LAER
Martinez
the
Shell
least
at
that
meet
standards
flare
should require statewide
Available Control Technology / Lowest Achievable Emissions Rate) performance standard.
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The Shell refinery in Martinez, California has demonskated sustained and drastically lower
emissions compared to other refineries in the state through methods including dedicated backup
compressors, a rigorous Flare Minimization Plan, and methodical follow-up after any flaring event
through root cause analysis and action to ensure that the cause for each flaring event will noi recw.
While other refineries in California have prepared Flare Minimization Plans and root cause analysis,
they have not been carried out to the degree that Shell has achieved in Martinez, as demonstrated
through flare monitoring data.
Flaring levels achieved by Shell in practice should be the considered the minimum BACT/LAER
for flaring, and further reductions may be achievable. Since Shell has demonstrated in practice much
lower flaring levels, these should be required for all refineries in the state. This will further reduce
flaring in the Bay Area and the South Coast, and also will capture emissions from the remaining
refineries in the state outside these regiors. (See Shell's flaring emissions, available at BAAeMD
website for current and previous years.'*) In addition, Hydrocarbon Processing has published an
account of very low or zero flaring at a refinery in Texas. r) Performance standards at this facility
should also be evaluated to determine whether this facility represents BACT/LAER, and represents an
improvement over the Shell Martinez performance.
Flaring is not the largest source of GHGs at oil refineries, but it is a significant source of GHGs and
large source of VOCs and SOx emissions that represent local and regional health risks. Despite the
newer flare regulations, flaring emissions in the state have a great potential for increasing. This is
because ofincreased risk ofupset due to refinery expansions and more intensive refining to handle
dirtier crude oil. Heavier, dirtier, more intensive refining means increasing volumes and
concentrations oftoxic, corrosive gases such as sulfur compounds in refineries; it means increasing
process instability and upsets, and it and also means dirtier flaring events.
a

The expansion ofrefineries and introduction ofheavy, high-sulfur crude oil increases the risk of
flaring and the quantities of So. x, vocs, Nox, co, pM2.5, and toxic emissions. See cBE report
Flaring Prevention Measures.r6 This report evaluated in great detail BAAQMD flare data reported by
the refineries and Flare Minimization Plans, and found that refinery processes required for heavier
crude slates caused more flaring and caused dirtier flaring than other refinery processes. The report

found:
Dirty crude refining can increase flare pollution in similar ways. It produces more gases from the
expanded catalytic cracking, hydrocracking and coking that make vehicle fuels from the increased
volumes of gas oil and heavy ends. This is because of the increased volumes cracked in these processes
and because cracking reactions produce gases as well as fuel-sized hydrocarbons. Dirty crude may also
produce more gases from distillation. See Figure 4. The bigger gas volumes will have higher
concentrations ofsulfir and other pollutants. See Table 13. Dirtier processes will flare more, and
dirtier, unless more gases are recovered and reused. (page 17)

In addition to being a significant source of GHGs, flaring in the South Coast represented more
than half of the refinery SOx emissions, making flaring a severe source of emissions of compounds
associated with local health impacts including asthma and other respiratory diseases. Statewide
to

http://www.baaqmd. gov/enfl

fl

areV

Flues are safety

devices that prevent the release ofunburaed gases to atmosphere, J.peterson,
Flint Hills Resources, et al, Hydrocarbon Processing,
http://www johnzink.com/products/flares/pdfs/flate_hydrojroc_iuneJ007.pdf
'" Flaring Prevention Meuures, Cornrnnnities for a Better Environment (CBE), Greg Kan"as, April 2007,
attached

1.1'li1t11ze_facitityflarmg,
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requirements that flaring meet BACT/LAER performance standards at least as stringent as Shell
Martinez will secure further improvements in reducing local SOx and VOC emissions, reduce GHG
emissions, and prevent increases due to expansions and heavy crude introduction.

2.

Stop refinelT expansions

& the switch to dirty crude oil

No new fossil fueled Hydrogen Plants, cokers, etc.
(only possible without heavy, dirty crude oil inputs)
a

Low Carbon Fuel Standard for Refineries

a

Limit on heavy, contaminated crude and pre-processed unconventional oil input

tax on refineries

a

Carbon

a

Windfall profit tax to fund clean alternative energy

Heavy crude oil means long hydrocarbon chains which require more cracking and coking, and this
high carbon crude oil is typically associated with higher sulfur content. (Also see earlier section on
."fio"ry energy use.) This means that refineries switching to heavier crude stocks must build new
hydrogen plants, additional cracking capacity to crack the long hydrocarbon chains into gasoline, more
coking and bottom of the barrel processing, more hydrotreating to remove sulfur compounds to meet
low sulfur gasoline and diesel standards, and more sulfur recovery units. A1l of these operations
require greatly increased energy use by the refrneries. (See list page five showing the biggest energy
usirs at refineries, which include these types of units). This much greater energy use means much
greater CO2 emissions. Unfortunately, we are going strongly in the wrong direction in this state
as far as GHG emissions from oil refineries. The increased sulfur at the refineries also increases the
risk to neighbon ofupsets that cause asthma attacks and other respiratory impacts.
Given that the state is in the process of adopting a Low Carbon Fuel Standard, this move towards
higher carbon inputs to refineries must not be allowed. It is true that lighter crude oils are becoming
more expensive, and use of heavy crude oils represents much cheaper inputs. Carrying this to an
extreme, use of the heaviest crude oils (Canada Tar Sands) is increasing drastically at U.S. refineries,
and refiners also want to introduce this dirty crude source into California. This trend is a clear and
present threat to climate protection given that the biltions ofdollars in proposed refinery equipment
iooled for,nconventional oil would be locked in place for decades once built.
The state needs to perform a statewide evaluation on the alternatives to use of dirty, high
carbon crude oil in the state, including a step-by-step reduction in the demand for refinery
products through rigorous fuel elliciency and alternative fuels programs. A windfall profits tax
ior oil refineries coutd hetp fund such a switch, so that instead ofexpanding refineries and increasing
their energy intensity, we develop a detailed planning for reducing their output and impact over time.
A few deCades ago, an economic analysis for power plants found that they could actually make more
money by investing in conservation instead of building more plants. Companies like Dow Chemical
and Dupont actually made windfall profits from phasing out ozone depleting chemicals. We need a
detailed, comprehensive plan that specifically calls for reducing the need for and the outputs ofoil
refineries in California. This is achievable through available means, as discussion in a later section of
this comment, and can be funded through a carbon tax and windfall profits tax on the oil industry.
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The California Low Carbon Fuel Standard requirement in development requires:
"The California Executive Order S-1-07(issued on January I 8, 2007), calls for a reduction of at least I 0
percent in the carbon intensity of California's transportation fuels by 202O. . . . In response, ARB
identified the LCFS as an Early Action Measure with a regulation to be adopted and implemented by
2010.

*AFCI')
The LCFS requires a reduction of 10 percent or greater in the average fuel carbon intensity (the
year
of
2006,
to
the
baseline
in
2020
compared
fuels
oftransportation
Intensity]
[Aterage Fuel Carbon
with a phase-in period from 2010 through 2019." "
The LCFS needs to be defined and adopted so as to rigorously evaluate the modifications being
made to refineries which enable the use ofhigh carbon, heavy crude oil in refineries. It appears from
the recently-released partial draft proposal that LCFS will use averages allowing refineries with
increasingly heavier crude oil inputs to average carbon intensity and thus underestimate actual carbon
intensity. Furthermore facilities with lower carbon intensity inputs appear to be allowed to bank
credits if they overcomply. This leads to an inaccurate assessment which makes it appear that the
state's refinery fuel products have lower carbon intensity when in reality they are much higher in
intensity. Care must also be taken in assessing baselines so as not to build in an inflated baseline
assuming high carbon crude oil.

oil is a major conkibutor to GHGs and increased public heatth risk
ofthe State's own low carbon fuel standards development experts have

The switch to heavy crude
discussed above. Some

as

observed that: "these fuels are physically of lower quality, and exist naturally in less useful form than
conventional oil, and thus are likely to have an excess ofemissions even in the presence of
technological progress."l8 Stopping this switch should be a major priority ofthe state to preclude this
move toward building high carbon fuels from oil refineries into the state's infraskucture for many
decades to come. Much more evaluation will be needed as this regulation develops. Pollution nading
should not be allowed as a replacement for actual limits on carbon in the states' fuels.

It also appears that the LCFS may justiff increased carbon intensity in oil refinery products
(gasoline) by adding com-based ethanol to gas and averaging the output. Ifthis were to happen, such
averaging would not include the fu1l cradle-to-grave accounting ofthe carbon input caused by trucking
heavy com across the country and other energy use put into corn production. Biofuels plants in the
Central Valley are a heavy industry, causing severe local impacts, and increasing smog and water
pollution. Furthermore, the introduction of ethanol as an MTBE replacement in gasoline has been
estimated to add 20 tons per day in VOC emissions to the South Coast due to permeation through
vehicle seals, gaskets and lines, increasing fugitive emissions greatly. The South Coast cannot afford
this major increase in smog precwsors. Similar high impacts will occur throughout the state. Asthma
is already an epidemic in the state, and any LCFS evaluation of introduction of com ethanol must take
into account the true carbon input and the health and environmental impacts. This source must also not

Email notice to listserve on Concept Outline for the Califomia Low Carbon Fuel Standard Regulation, March 20, 2008,
John Courtis - Managel Altemative Fuels Section, ARB, http:/lww.arb.ca.qov/fuels/lcfs/lcfs.htm
tE
Scraping the botom ofthe ba.rel: Greenhouse gas emission cowequences ofa transition to low-quality and synthetic
Climate Change (Joumal), Brandt and Fanell, Energy and Resources Group, University ofCalifornia,
petroliuiresources,
-Berkeley,2007,
(Full article attach€d)
Absrract at http://n/ww.springerlink.com/contently283i2220jj365g4/
17

from,
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be used to justifr heavier crude oil at refineries. The LCFS standard is
must be taken not to allow these impacts.

3. Switch refinery electricity

still in development, and care

use to clean energy

Currently oil refineries use significant amounts of electric energy off the grid, from fossil-fueted
power plants. Requiring that oil refineries contract with and switch to clean alternative energy sources
while not directly reducing emissions at the oil refinery site, would reduce emissions that contribute
significantly to Power Plant GHGs, smog precursors, and toxics. The following graph illustrates
electrical energy purchases and generation by petoleum refineries from I 988-2001 :

_sf_sd"s.d^$d$$s$"ss
Ftgre 16- Etefiicitt'lutchuf and gqerorton +\ peholemr rqfm*ix lrom lgEB till
]0U, An ha ngbthontl ntis the share ol vY-gewai@t is dprwsed as /Naction o/ tohrl
palvr coiliwption. Source: Li_s. Cqsxts,2lnmal tiw:g, of Mau{omrcn.
(page 26)

Fossil-fueled grid electrical energy use at oil refineries results in many tons per da.'r of local air
pollution and verv large GHG emissions which should be required to switch to clean altemative
energv.

Oil refineries use substantial amounts of electricity which is generated at power plants by buming
fossil fuels. These emissions occur near the power plants, but also cause regional smog and GHGs.
Also, when reliability problems bring down the electrical gdd, oil refineries shut down, causing upset
conditions and huge air emissions near the oil refineries.. Such events occurred in the fall of2005,
causing major flaring at several oil refineries in the South Coast region and in the Bay Area in2002.
Altemative energy sources including wind and solar energy are now readily available and viable
alternatives forreplacing fossil-fuel electricity generation used at oil refineries. Such alternatives need
to be evaluated and required statewide. Refineries frequently have open land where such altematives
can be put in place by the refineries. Refineries are already required to evaluate feasible altematives
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under CEQA (the Califomia Environmental Quality Act), and although we have commented on the
feasibility ofclean alternative electricity to replace grid electricity for refinery projects (such as the
ConocoPhillips Rodeo expansion) refineries have failed to do such clean electricity alternatives
analysis in their Environmental Impact Reports. Requirements under CEQA that refineries evaluate
and implement feasible clean alternative electricity sources should be enforced statewide, and
evaluation and standards set by the state should also be done independently from cEeA.

If the oil refineries in the South Coast example in the table on page eight were to replace either the
percentage of electricity not covered by cogeneration capacity (115 megawatts - MW), or to replace all
the electrical demand (452 MW) by clean altemative energy regardless of cogeneration capacity at the
refineries, electricity not generated through fossil fuels at these facilities would result in many ions per
day of emissions reductions calculated below.
Information is available on emissions caused by power plants generated per megawatt hour. For
example, PG&E published its 2002 Environmental Report onlinere which provides estimations of air
emissions associated with generation of electrical energy. A table from the report is provided below,
with air emissions in terms of pounds per megawatt-hour of energy. The tno columns at the right are
added to calculate daily emissions by power plants generating l l5MW or 452MW.
From PG&E 2002 Environmental Report

Added Columns. calculatins
total tonp/day usins P,G&E

lbsMW-hr:

Pounds per

megawatt-hour

of

electricity
produced

Emissions in 24 hours,for 115
and 452MW electrical energy
needed from fossil-fueled

power plant for the South
Coast oil refineries

Emissions Rates

SO2 Fossil-Fuel Units

Only
NOx Fossil-Fuel Units

Only
CO2 Fossil-Fuel Units

Only
1. Emissions rates

PG&E
Corporation*l
3.2

1.3

1,4s4

115

MW or

2760 Mrtrhours per day

452MW or
10,848MWhoursperday

4.4 tons/day

l7.4,tons/day

1.8 tons/day

7.I tons/day

>730,000

>2.8million

US tonVyear

[IS tons/year

for 20O2 * Pounds per megawatt-hour ofelecricity produced

t'

PG&E 2002 E*ironmental Report, 2002 Performance Resuhs , Air Emissions: NOx, SO2, Mercury,
and Greenhouse
Gases, available at httD:/Av$,w.peecom.con/corp responsibility/environmentavreporr2002/oe(results/02.html\
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refineries in the South Coast alone use I I 5 MW of electric energy
continuously from fossil-fueled power plants' resulting in 4.4 tons per fay of SOx emissions and l '8
the
tons per day ofNox emissions, iccording to the data above. The total electrical energy use in
and
emissions
of
SOX
tons/day
17.4
in
results
iontinuously
Sorrth Cou.t basin refineries of 452 MW
power plants
7.1 tons per day of NOx emissions. This calculation assumes that emission rates at the
were
in the staie generating this electricity are similar to PG&E's, but national average pollution rates
due
Plants
at
Power
generation
fuel
fossil
by
caused
emissions
large
air
the
iay,
Either
even higherl
to oil rJfinery electricity demand is worthy of phaseout requirements by the SCAQMD and other air
quality management agencies throughout the state.

In

a 24-hour period,

(sulfur
These calculations do not include VOC, CO, melcury emissions, methane, and SF6
do
not represent
probably
emissions
The
report.
PG&E's
hexafluoride) emissions, also identified by
peak electricity use, which causes higher emissions. Clearly, relinery electrical energy use is a large
source of GHG emissions.

4.

Reducing demand over the medium term for California Oil Refinery Products
is feasible and should be identilied as a specific goal with a deadline under AB32

Califomia emits

as much

GHG as many countries:

r.qkrcc{F
M
rastta{d&iaryo*tloF,.llffarrb

a

ir.turffi

It is no longer possible to pretend that better technology alone at large industrial GHGs emitters
like refineries ianiolve the pioblem of industrial GHG, smog precursor, and toxic emissions. Direct
regulatory controls requiring BACT at refineries and specific plans for reducing the demand for oil
.eirr"ry irodrcts are nieded to make real progress. Stopping the disashots trend to higher carbon
inputs and refinery expansion is needed, with a specific plan to reduceoil refinery product demand
with deadlines, percent redrctions, and a map to get there. The following readily available methods
use in
are examples ofways to get big savings in thi use ofrefinery products and to decrease energy
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general' These metlods preclude the need for refinery expansions and reduce demand at oil refineries
as they are implemented. These can be included in the AB 32 process:

.

CAFE Standards:

o

the U.S. increased fuel economy to 45% higher miles per gallon using costefficient techniques, we'd save over 50 billion gallons ofgasoline/year. (National
Academy of Sciences2)

o

This is equivalent to saving about 3 l/3 Californias worth o,fgas use each year
(Califomia used about 15 billion gallons per year in 2003).2t

o

Increasing fuel efficiency ofcars & trucks by only 3 miles per gallon can save
of oil / dav or five times the amount of Arctic Retuge might

If

-

>I

illlHLlE
o

PLUG IN ITYBRIDS:

o

For each mile driven on electricity instead of gasoline, CO2 emissions would be
reduced 42Yo on average in the U-S (although this advantage could be hurt by coalgenerated electric power plants) 23

o

Plug-ins encourage development ofrenewable electricitybecause oftheyprovide
distributed battery storage.

o

Running a plug-in would reduce average fuel cost by about half, (based on a price
$2.77lgallon for gasoline (Sept 2005) and 8 cents per kWh for electricity, (Jan

of

2006).

.

CLEANELECTRICITY:

o
o
o
e

80 GigaWatts of CSP could be economically deployed by 2030 (about 200 times
today's US capacity) in the Southwest US.24
" Analysis suggests that I 0% of electric grid energt by 20j0 could be
supplied by
PV without creating grid management issues. " (Equivalent to 275 GW i, tt US)"

"

Wind capacity in the US was found to be at least 245 GW, but higher amounts are
possible ifstorage is available

SHIPPINGEFFICIENCYIMPROVEMENTS:

o
o

Shipping uses about 5%

ofglobal oil consumption

Reducing ship drag due to hull fouling has been found to result in at least l0%
reduction in fuel use, which saves both money and reduces GHG and criteria

20

Wctiveness md Impact of Corporare Average Fuel Economy (CAFE) Standards,National Academy of Sciences,2002
lularket Power in California's Gasoline \vtarket, University ofCalifomia Energy Institute, Center forihe Study oflnergy
Markets, 2004, page 4, http://repositories.cdlib.org/cgilviewcontent.cgi?article=1b35&context:ucei/csem

''

"
"

According to the Arctic Refuge Defense Campaign, http:/./www.arcticrefuqe.orsy'
TacHing climate Change in the IJ.s.: Potential Cmbon Emissions Reductionsfrom Energ,r Eficimcy and Renewable
Energ by 2030, Anerican Solar Energy Society, Charles F. Kutscher, Editor, January 2007, -tr,ttp:/
ec-summarypdf

vlvw.ases.ors/climat

'n lbid.
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pollutant emissions.26 Shipping in Califomia may represent a larger portion of
Califomia's total consumption compared to the global average.

Electrification ofports through alternative energy to replace the use ofhigh carbon
bunker fuel will reduce health risks for neighbors near ports and GHG emissions
from the curent use of bottom-ofthe-barrel bunker fuel.

Fuel Consertation Through Managing Hull Resistonce, Motorship / BIMCO Propulsion Conference, Copenhagen April
26,h,2006, By: Torben Munk, M.Sc., Propulsion Dynamics Inc. (PDI)'
http://www.clianhull.no/doclPDFo/o20files/Fuel%20Corcewationo/o2D-Yo2OCASPER'pdf
26
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BACT Guid6hne

Back

Best Available control Technology (BACT ) Guideline 3.4.4

Last Update:

41512001

Limited Use (< 877 hours per year) Gas Fired Turbine = or < 26 lVfW,
without Heat RecoverY

Pollutant

Achieved in
Practice or in the
SIP

Technologically
Feasible

Alternate Basic
Equipment

l.

CO

PUC quality

gas.

natural

42 ppmvd @ l5o/o

NOx

02

@ater injection
system, or equal).

90 o/o control
efficiency (SCONOx,
or equal). 2.71o/o
control efficiencY
(Oxidation catalyst,
or equal)

1.2.5 ppmv NOx @
t5% 02 (scR,
SCONOx, or equal).
2.15 ppmv @ 75% 02
(Dry low NOx
Combustors, or
equal). 3. 25 ppmv @
L5% 02 (Dry low
NOx Combustors, or
equal).

Natural gas, air
intake frlter, and a
maximum lube vent
exhaust visible

PM10

lof2

emissions of 0%
opacity with either '
a lube oil coalescer,
' a lube vent high
effi.ciency particulate
filter, or a lube
vent routed to the
turbine or exhaust
for oxidation.

6120117,9:55 AM
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Achieved in
Pollutant Practice or in the
SIP
SOx

VOC

Technologically
Feasible

Alternate Basic
Equipment

PUC quality natural
gas.

PUC quality natural
gas with fuel oil #2
as backup.

l. 90 % control
efficiency (SCONOx,
or equal). 2.71o/o
control efficiency
(Oxidation catalyst,
or equal)

BACT is the most stringent control technique for the emissions unit and class
of source. Control techniques that are not achieved in practice or contained in s
a state implementation plan must be cost effective as well as feasible. Economic
analysis to demonstrate cost effectiveness is requried for all determinations
that are not achieved in practice or contained in an EpA approved state
Implementation Plan.

This is a Sumrnary Page for this Class of Source. For baekground
information, see Permit specific BACT Determinations on Details

Page.

,.of2
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Back

Best Available control rechnology (BACT ) Guideline 1.4.g
Last Update: 9lLl2O06

Refinery Flare
Achieved in

Pollutant Practice or in the
SIP

CO

Technologically
Feasible

Alternate Basic
Equipment

Engineered flare,
with air or steam
assisted combustion,
staged combustion,
and/or equivalent
District approved
controls. Flare shall
be equipped with a
flare gas recovery
system for
non-emergency
releases.

NOx

Engineered flare,
with air or steam
assisted combustion,
staged combustion,
and/or equivalent
District approved
controls. Flare shall
be equipped with a
flare gas recovery
system for
non-emergency
releases.

t of 3

Engineered flare or
enclosed burner with
air or steam assisted
combustion, staged
combustion, and/or
equivalent District
approved controls,
and having
demonstrated
emissions of NOx of
less than 0.068
lbAiIM Btu. Flare
shall be equipped
with a flare gas
recovery system for
non-emergency
releases.

6120117.9:53

AM
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Achieved in

Pollutant Praetice or in the
SIP

PMlO

Technologically
Feasible

Alternate Basic
Equipment

Engineered flare
designed for and
operated without
visible emissions,
except as allowed by
40CFR 60.18(cX1)
and District Rule
4101 and equipped
with air or steam
assisted combustion,
staged combustion,
and/or equivalent
District approved
controls. Flare shall
be equipped with a
flare gas recovery
system for
non-emergency
releases. Pilot and
sweep fuel shall be
natural gas, treated
refi.nery gas or LPG.

Flare shall be
equipped with a flare
SOx

VOC

2

of

3

gas recovery system
for non-emergency
releases. Pilot and
purge gas shall be
natural gas, treated
refinery gas or LPG.

Engineered flare
designed with a VOC
destruction efficiency
of. = 98Yo. Flare
design shall include
air or steam assisted
combustion, staged
combustion, and/or
equivalent District

Enclosed ground level
flare or any other
engineered flare
designed with a VOC
destruction efficiency
of = 98.5%. Flare
design shall include
air or steam assisted
combustion, staged

6120117,9:53

AM
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Achieved in

Pollutant Practice or in the
SIP
approved controls.
Flare shall be
equipped with a flare
gas recovery system
for non-emergency
releases, a
continuous pilot or
District approved
alternative and a
method for detecting
flame. Pilot and
sweep fuel shall be
natural gas, treated
refinery gas or LPG.

Technologically
Feasible

Alternate Basic
Equipment

combustion, and/or
equivalent District
approved controls.
Flare shall be
equipped with a flare
gas recovery system
for non-emergency
releases, a
continuous pilot or
District approved
alternative and a
method for detecting
flame. Pilot and
sweep fuel shall be
natural gas, treated
refinery gas or LPG.

BACT is the most stringent control technique for the emissions unit and class
of source. Control techniques that are not achieved in practice or contained in s
a state implementation plan must be cost effective as weII as feasible. Economic
analysis to demonstrate cost effectiveness is requried for all determinations
that are not achieved in practice or contained in an EpA approved State
Implementation Plan.

This is a Summary Page for this Class of Source. For baekground
information, see Permit Specific BACT Determinations on Details
Page.

I of 3
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Back

Best Available Control Teehnology (BACT) Guideline 1.8.2 D
Er*:^^:^--^ RefineryProcess Heater,

rlmrssron'

l,:l-::'yTuel
Natural Gas

Gas

and/o;

Facility:

Big West of California

Location:

Bakersfield

641 and 215

fi:;r'If.*

MM Btu/hr

LLC References:

s-33-407-0
and'411-0

Date of

Determination:

91L|2006

Pollutant
BACT
CO
10 ppmv @ 3% OZ (SCR and burner tuning)
5 ppmv

NOx

scR)

at 3% 02, (15 minute average) (Iow NOx burners and

PMlO

Treated refrnery gas and/or natural gas with no more than 100
ppmv total reduced sulfur (B-hour rolling average)

SOx

Treated refinery gas and/or natural gas with no more than 100
ppmv total reduced sulfur (3-hour rolling average)

VOC

Good combustion practices

BACT Status

Comment

Achieved in Practice

VOC, NOx, SOx and CO

Technologically Feasible BACT

PMlO

Best Available control Technology (BACT) Guideline 1.g.2 c
Emissions Process Heater - Equipment

Unit:

Refinery

Rating:

All

Facility:
"

Equilon
Enterprise

References:

ATC #: Withdrawn
Project #: 5-990010

Location:

Bakersfield

Date of

Determination: ll4l2ool

Pollutant

CO
L

of 3

BACT
BACT NOT TRIGGERED

6120117.9:48 AM

BACT Guideline
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Pollutant
NOx BACT NOT TRIGGERED
PM1O BACT NOT TRIGGERED
SOx
VOC

to lb

actlb_a _c_tlbact_guidel...

BACT

Natural gas or treated refinery gas

@

0.0621 grains H2S/dscf (100

ppmv H2S)
BACT NOT TRIGGERED

BACT

Status

Comment

Achieved in Practice

Best Available control Technology (BACT) Guideline r.8.2 B

Emissions Process Heater Equipment
- Refinery
unit:
Rating:

= or > 50'0 MMBtu/hr

Facility:

District Proactive BACT
Determination

nra

Location: nla

References:
Date of

Determination:

6/30/1999

Pollutant
BACT
CO
BACT NOT TRIGGERED
NOx
9.0 ppmvd @ 3% 02 (0.0103 lb/lVIMBtu) SCR
PM1O BACT NOT TRIGGERED
SOx
BACT NOT TRIGGERED
VOC
BACT NOT TRIGGERED
BACT

Status

Comment

Achieved in Practice

Best Available control reehnology (BACT) Guideline 1.8.2 A
Emissions Process Heater - Equipment
92 MMBtu/hr
unit:
Refinery

Facility:
-

2ofB

Equilon
:=:*"*.
Enterprises LLC

Rating:
h
- vrrvve'
References:

ATC #: S-gB-17-7
project #: 5-9g1286

6120177.9:48 AM

BACT Guideline
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Location: Bakersfield

of
Determination:
Date

Pollutant
CO
BACT NOT TRIGGERED

NOx

it$:r*"d

@ 3%

A/r l/lqqq
6/11/1999

BACT

02 (0.036 lb/lVIMBtu)

Ultra Low NOx burner with

PM1O

BACT NOT TRIGGERED

SOx

Treated Refi.nery gas with a sulfur content of 0.10 grains H2S/dscf
(161 ppmv H2S) with natural gas as a supplemental fuel.

VOC

BACT NOT TRIGGERED

BACT

Status

Comment

Achieved in Practice
The following technologically
feasible options were not cost

effective

3 of 3

- Natural gas or treated refinery gas
100 ppmv H2s - selective catalytic

@

Reduction

6120117.9:48

AM
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Summary

The current Rule 2201 Best Available ControlTechnology (BACT) cost effectiveness
thresholds were incorporated into the San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control District's
(SJVAPCD) BACT policy upon formation of the sJVApcD in 1991. The cost
effectiveness thresholds used by the SJVAPCD have not been updated since that time.
ln a November 2005 report on their 2003 program review of the SJVApCD, the
California Air Resources Board (CARB) indicated that the SJVAPCD's BACT cost
effectiveness thresholds were substantially lower than other Districts with similar or
better air quality status and suggested that the cost effectiveness thresholds be
increased.
Although SJVAPCD staff has not seen differences in the results of BACT analyses
when compared to other air Districts, in our 2006 response to the CARB program review
we made a commitment to CARB to form a workgroup of SJVAPCD staff, industry
representatives, environmental and community group representatives to investigate
CARB's concerns and recommend SJVAPCD action, if appropriate, to the Air p-oltution
Control Officer.
Members of the workgroup included District staff, industry representatives Daryl
Gunderson of Aera Energy, Chris Savage of E & J Gallo, and Roger lsom of California
Cotton Ginners and Growers Association; and environmental and community group
representatives Sarah Jackson of Earthjustice, Carolina Simunovic of Fresno Metro
Ministry, and Caroline Farrell of Center on Race, Poverty and the Environment. CARB
and EPA staff were invited to participate in this process; each provided verbal or written
comments.

SAN JOAQUIN VALLEY UNIFIED AIR POLLUTION CONTROL DISTRICT
Final staff Report: Update to BACT Cost Effectiveness Thresholds
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The proposed updates are the result of the workgroup's collaborative effort, careful
discussion, and detailed analysis over several months in 2007. The investigations of
this group confirmed overall impressions that there are no significant differences in the
,esuits oi S.lVnpCD's past BACT analyses when compared to other Districts- One
conclusion was that the SJVAPCD's cost effectiveness thresholds are not directly
comparable to those of other Districts because the method in which the calculated
emission reduction is determined is inherently different.
By way of explanation, the SJVAPCD's comparatively low cost effectiveness thresholds
aie offset oy ine method in which the SJVAPCD calculates the emission reduction due

to installation of technologically feasible control equipment. The SJVAPCD's current
methodology calculates tie emission reduction due to installing technologically feasible
control equipment on equipment available on a nationwide basis. Equipment available
on a nationwide basis typiially has higher emissions than that allowed by SJVAPCD
rules.

As a result, the calculated emission reduction due to installing technologically feasible
control equipment is relatively large, making the cost effectiveness of such control
equipment ielatively low, using the standard cost effectiveness equation:
cost effectiveness ($/ton1

=

annualized cost of tech feasible control ($/year)
calculated emission reduction (ton/year)

The SJVAPCD's current relatively low cost effectiveness thresholds are appropriate
given the typically large emission reductions determined using the SJVAPCD's current
emission reduction calculation methodology.
Other Districts with higher cost effectiveness thresholds determine the calculated
emission reduction duL to installing technologically feasible controlequipment on
equipment that is in compliance with the District's rules. Such equipment typically has
lower emissions than that available on a nationwide basis. ln those cases, the
calculated emission reduction is low, making the cost effectiveness high. ln such cases,
higher cost effectiveness thresholds are appropriate.
An examination of the BACT guidelines of the SJVAPCD and other Districts revealed
that the sJVApCD's BACT re-quirements are as stringent or more stringent that those of
other California Districts. As such, the SJVAPCD's current thresholds and emission
reduction calculation methodology do not result in less stringent BACT requirements.
To address CARB's concern and to eliminate the appearance of inconsistency when
compared to other Districts, the workgroup has generally concluded that the cost
effectiveness thresholds and emission reduction calculation methodology should be
updated to make the SJVAPCD's cost effectiveness thresholds and emission reduction
calculation methodology consistent with that of other Districts.
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These two changes taken together should not have a significant effect on the outcome
of the majority of cost effectiveness analyses performedny tn" sJVApcD.

ll.

Current Cost Effectiveness Thresholds And Emission Reduction
Calculation Methodology

Rule 2201 section 3.9 defines BACT as the most stringent emission limitation or controt
technology that is:

'
'
'
'

Achieved in practice for such category and class of source,
Required by an EPA approved State lmplementation Plan, i.e. required by a Rule
that has been approved by EpA,
Required by a Federal New source performance standard (NSps), or
ls found to be both technologically feasible and cost effective for such class or
category of sources or for a specific source.

The Rule 2201 definition of BAcr is not proposed to be changed.
Please note that if an emission limit or control technology is achieved in practice for
a
category and class of source, required by an EPA approved SlP, or is required by a
Federal NSPS such control is required regardless oi cost. As such, the cost
effectiveness analysis process only includles tnose tecnnologically feasible control
technologies that are not achieved in practice for a category and thss of source,
required by an SlP, or required by an NSPS requirement.

The cost effectiveness threshotds currently used by the sJVApcD to determine if a
technologically feasible control technology is cost effective are as follows:
Pollutant
NO,

co
VOC

so"
PMro

Cost effectiveness ($/ton)
9,700
300
5,000
3.900
5,700

ln_determining if a technologically feasibte control technique is cost effective, the
cost
effectiveness of a particular control technology is compared to the cost effectiveness
thresholds for a given pollutant.

For example, if the cost effectiveness for NOx control technique A is
$6,000/ton, such a
9-oltrol technique is determined to be cost effective because its cost effectiveness
($6,000/ton) is less than the SJVAPCD's cost effectiveness threshold ($g,7oolton).
As a
result, NOx controltechnique A would be required.
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Alternatively, if the cost effectiveness for NOx control technique B is $30,000/ton, such
a control tethnique is determined not to be cost effective because its cost effectiveness
($30,000/ton) is greater than the SJVAPCD's cost effectiveness threshold ($9,700/ton).
As a result, NOx-control technique B would not be required'

Currenly, to determine the cost effectiveness of a particular control technique, the
annual iosts of the control (annualized capital costs plus annual operating costs) are
divided by the calculated emission reduction due to that particular control technique.
The emislions reduction is calculated as the difference between emissions from
equipment available on a nationwide basis and emissions from such equipment
equipped with technologically feasible control.
Cost effectiveness ($/ton) =

Emrssrons tavailaOle n'ationwide)

-

Emissions (w/ tech feas BACT) (ton/year)

prohibitory
Emissions from equipment used nationwide can be higher than SJVAPCD
rules allow for existing equipment. As a result the calculated emission reduction can be
overstated, i.e. the ca-iculated emission reduction can be larger than the actual
emissions reduced due to installing technologically feasible control on equipment that
must otherwise meet SJVAPCD prohibitory rule requirements.

lll.

Survey of other Districts, CARB, and EPA

The workgroup surveyed the South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD),
Bay Area-Air Quality Management District (BAAOMD), Sacramento Metropolitan Air
Oubtity Management Oistrict (SMAOMD), Yolo-Solano Air Quality Management District
(ySAOMD), S1n Diego Couniy Air Pollution Control District (SDAPCD), California Air
Resources Board ICARA;, and the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) for the
following:

.
.

BACT cost effectiveness thresholds
Methodology for calculating the "emission reduction" in cost effectiveness
analyses
Survev of cost effectiveness thresholds:

ost Effectiveness Thresholds ($/ton)
NO"
CO
VOC

so"
PMro

19.100
400
20,200
10.100
4,500

17,500
N/A
17,500
18,300
5,300

24,500

24.500

N/A
17,500
18.300
11,400

300
17,500
3,900
5,700

4

18,000
N/A
10,200
NIA
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
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Notes:

'tne scAQtvtD's method of amortizing control equipment costs is now inherenily different from the
methods used by the other Districts. The SCAQMII method tends to result in lower
amortized control
equipment costs (and therefore lower cost effectiveness thresholds). Because tne
sCnOuo
amortization method is inherently different than that used by other Districts, it will
not Ue considered

further.

'sopnco does not have thresholds for
thresholds for any air contaminant.

co, Sox, and pM10. CARB

and EpA do not have defined

The results of the survey indicate that all other Districts have cost effectiveness
thresholds much greater than the SJVAPCD for each affected pollutant, except
CO.
The average of other District's cost effectiveness thresholds (except SCAQMD)
and the
% difference from the sJVApcD's existing levels are as follows:
Avq rage cost effectiveness th resn olOs f $lton )

NOx
21.100
117%

CO

300
0%

VOC
15,700

SOx
13,500

214o/o

2460/o

PMl O
7,500
32%

The highest cost effectiveness thresholds of other surveyed Districts and
the %
difference from the sJVApcD's existing levels are as foliows:
hest cost effective ness tfr resh o tds ($ltont
CO
voc
SOx
PMl O
300
17.500
18,300
11,400
150o/o
0%
25Ao/o
370o/o
100o/o
H ig

NOx
24,500

District

Emission reduction calcutation rnettrodologtv

SCAQMD

No defined method for determin
controls" emissions in BACT cost analyses. However, usually
use the Prohibitory Rule limits to determine industry standard
emissions.

BAAQMD

No defined method fordeterminingm
controls" in BACT cost effectiveness analyses. However,
usually use the Prohibitory Rule limits to determine industry
standard emissions.

SMAQMD

No defined method
controls" in BACT cost effectiveness analyses. case-by-case
determination is used.

fordetermininffi
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Emiss'lon reduction calculation methodology
No defined method for determining "emissions without
controls,' in BACT cost effectiveness analyses. case-by-case
determination is used.

SDAPCD

No defined method for determining "emissions without
controls,' in BACT cost effectiveness analyses. However, for
new and modified equipment that has never triggered BACT,
usually use AP42 to determine "emissions without controls"
unless something else makes more sense. For modified
equipment that his previously been subjected to BACT, they
calculate the emission reductions from the currently permitted
emission rate.

CARB
EPA

No quidance available

missions without controls" is the
realistic Jpp"r boundary of uncontrolled emissions, i.e. the
highest emitting operation that the facility would use (in the
absence of a rule requirement).

the
When performing a cost effectiveness analysis, most other Districts calculate
on
not
and
Rules,
District
emission reduction based on the allowable emissions in
emissions from equipment available on a nationwide basis.

lV.

Options For Revising The SJVAPCD BACT Policy:

Option

#1:

Do not change current cost thresholds and emission reduction calculation
methodologY

performed
An examination of the results of SJVAPCD cost effectiveness analyses
using the SJVAPCD's current thresholds and emission reduction calculation
meliodology and using other Districts' cost effectiveness thresholds and emission
the
reduction cilculation riethodology revealed that results are typically similar, i.e.
than
current method usually results in'AnCf requirements no more or less stringent
system
current
the
to
use
other Districts, BACT iequirements. However, continuing
can result in the impression by oversight agencies and others that the SJVAPCD's
BACT requirements are less stringent than those of other Districts'

Additionally, using "nationwide emissions" in cost effectiveness calculations is
problematit; tne ietermination of such an emission level is somewhat subjective and
such equipment can not typically be operated in the SJVAPCD.
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lncrease the cost thresholds to the average of the other surveyed Districts
and change the methodology used in caliulating the emission reduction
to
that used by most other Districts, i.e. calculate the emission reductions as
the difference between emissions required by SJVApCD rules and
emissions with technologically feasibte controls.

Some of the Districts surveyed have a similar non-attainment status as the
SJVAPCD (SCAQMD, SMAQMD, and YSAOMD) and others have a tesser nonattainment status (BAAOMD and SDAPCD). Disiricts with better air quality generally
have lower cost effectiveness thresholds. As such their cost effectiveness
thresholds tend to decrease the average cost effectiveness threshold.
Because of the SJVAPCD's extreme non-attainment status for ozone and
nonattainment status for PM2.5, using the average of the other District's cost
effectiveness thresholds in the SJVAPCD may not be adequately protective
of the
SJVAPCD's air quality.
Option

#3:

lncrease the cost thresholds to the highest of the other surveyed Districts
and change the methodology used in calculating the emission reduction
to
that used by most other Districts, i.e. calculate emission reductions as the
difference between industry standard emissions (i.e. emissions required
by SJVAPCD rules) and emissions with technologically feasible controls.

Option #3 is the recommended approach given the SJVApCD's extreme
nonattainment status. ln addition, using SJVAPCD rule limits (or permitted emission
limits) as the starting point for calculating emission reductions from installing
technologically feasible controls is less subjective and is a better estimate of
the
actual emission reduction achievable due to installing technologically feasible
controls.

V.

Proposed Cost Effectiveness Thresholds And Emission Reduction
Calculation Methodology

The proposed cost effectiveness thresholds (option #3) to determine if
a technologically
feasible control technology is cost effective are as follows:
Pollutant
NO,

co
VOC

so"
PMro

Cost effectiveness ($/ton)
24.500
300
17,500
18,300
11,400
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Proposed emission reduction calculation methodology:
Cost effectiveness ($/ton1 =

BACT
Annual costs are equal to annualized cost of utilizing technologically feasible
Annual
emissions.
controls on an emission unit that already meets District standard
costs do not include costs necessary to meet District standard emissions.
level
For new emission units, District standard emissions are equal to the emissions
the
i.e.
date,
allowed by applicable SJVAPCD rule requirements once the compliance
for the rule
date at which the emission unit must meet a specific emission requirement,
date
compliance
earliest
the
has passed. For rules with a phased compliance sch.edule,
in
the
limits
emission
*ni.rr applies to the equipment being analyzed shall be used. The
sJVUApcD prohibitory rite srritt ue those that the particular emission unit is
"ppii."6lL
slbject to. please note that if the applicable rule has both a standard and enhanced
by the
comptiance option, the emission level and earliest compliance date required
standard compliance option shall be used.
level
For existing emission units, District standard emissions are equalto the emissions
allowed by the current PTO.

particular new
lf there is no sJVApCD prohibitory rule emission limit that applies to the
limits,
permitted
emission
emission unit or if the eiisting emission unit does not have
District standard emissions ior the unit are equal to the emissions from similar
emissions
equipment that is commonly available in the District. ln no case shall the
lf
insufficient
_
,."d b" higher than that illowed by state or Federal requirements.
information is available to make a determination regarding emissions from common
based
available equipment in the District, District standard emissions will be estimated
as
references
pollutant
other
(AP-42),
or
Emission Factors
on EpA's Compilation of Air
determined by the SJVAPCD to be appropriate'
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Travis Goddard
All Phase Oilfield Service lnc.
17346 Kranenburo Ave.
Bakersfield, CA glgt+

Re:

$otiee of Prelimilallp-ecision - Authority to construct
Facility Humber: S-t?eO
Project Number: $-i,l S4ZA0

Dear Mr. Goddard:

Enclosed for vour
FYtPw and comment is the District's analysis of All phase oilfield
Servicelnc. s apptication
rcauon Tor
tor an
in Aumorlty
Auth"rity to
t;'dffiil;t
uonstruct fo,r
f. thretLISE! ,b operate at
various rocationll
The notice.of preliminary decision for this proje.ct will be published approximately
three
{avs frgp the date of thJs letter. After.adci.reising aiiiodrments nrarie ouiing irr6 5d:day public notice period, the District intenoJm iiir" n" Ai,ilffity'1g
eJ,iitrr"t. please
submit your written comments on this,prolectwiitiinln" ecj-d;t
as specified in the enclosed public notice]

r;'rdi";ffi;i pffi:

Thg.nk you for your. cooperqtion in this
you have. any qu_qsJions regarding this
matter, please contact Mr. David rorii ofryr3tter...lf
permit s6rvicei it
to6lj s-gr-sdz0.

Sincerely,

AM:dbt
Enclosures

cc:

Tung Le, CARB {M enclosure) via email

Seyed Sadredin
Exerutire SirertorlAir Fpllutiln Control 0flieur

I{orthern ffrgion
i1800 lnterprira

Uentrel tagion {Mrin 0fliccl

flay

1990

i$rdestr, 8A 35356.S718

Tel l2U9l 557"&100

fil(: l2t$l 557.6rt75

E.

Gottysburg Avenur

Frosns,

lel

[A S372S.0?4it

{559} 230.6S00 FAlt {559} 23S.0061

wuw.vallelair.org

www.hrahhyailliriing.com

$ollthsrn fisgiin
3119{6 flyover Court

Eakersliel(

CA

93308.3725

Tet 681,382.5500 FAX: SSt 39?-5SS5

hs{rs61d€}p.

ilt

$an Joaquin Valley Air Follutisn Control District
Authort$ to Construct Applicatlon Revie*r
Well Tret Flares
3/g3r1S
Fadlity Name: All Phsse CIfifBH Servico lno, Dste:
Enginean DaYH Torii
Mailirqg Addr*a*: f734S Kranenburg Av*.
Eakarsfield. CA $S$td
Lead Englnaor Dan Klevann

Ccntact Psrgon: Tr*vis E. Goddard

TelEphom:

s01-sl&lsss

Apflicatirn fis): $-8?3S-g-0,'3{ *nd'4.0
Prolecl*: 't154230
Deemed Cornploh:

l*

*n1fi$

PrCIposal

All Phme Silfisg $srvice lnc has requested Authority tro Conotnd,{AT0} "fmlh "fot.thq
inetatlafion 0f ttwes flaro$ for rnuttiple uios including nrll te$,{lW. The flarae {dll bs stt$lori:d
to oprate at various unspecif$ed loca$ons.

ll.

*ppllcabls Ruh*

Ruh 3201
Rub 241S

Neur snd Modifi$d $taffonary $surco frevlew Ruls
PrawntiEn d $ignificant &&erioration (011S/1 I )

{jt&lr11}

F*dorelly M*ndated Operafirrg Psrmib (S/21 r01 )
NEw Source Ferformance $brdarde {il14ftg',
Natbnal frmi**lona $tandcrds hr Hazardoue Air Pollutar$a {5r20mC}
Msible Emiwipna {"17105}
Nuisgnce $AXTNL,
Partioulaie MailBr Conuantratiorl $A fi $21
Fuel Buming Hquipment \12117 fiz,
Flares (0$r18r0g)
Sultur0onrpoundo {16fi7$2,
Rule
Health RiekAs*sasment
SH&SC
CH&SC 42301.6 $chool Notie
Fddic n*uources eod€ 21m&21 177: Caltfonrla Envtrsvnentrl Ou*lity Act (CEA&
Cslihmda Code af Regulafio*s, Tth '!4, Bivislon S, Chapter 3- $ec*iont t$0S0-1$387: CEQA

Rule ?S30
Rule 4@1
Ruh 4$02
Rula 4101
Rub 4102
Ruk 4201
Rule4$01

frule4$'|1
4801

4{70S

Guidelirms

l1l. Plsisrt tosafion
Tha flaras will bE cperated at yaricnrs unspeclfied lom{an* in ths $JVAFCF. The &res ahsll
noiaeerate wmin i,OO0 feEt sf E K-1? ailroot. Therefors, tle nati*ing proviaiofls of SH&$C
2301.8 da not aPPlY.

lV.

All Phasa Siffietd $elvice lnr.
1154230, S8730

Pmc*Er Do*crlpton

Affq -{1lling,. and period}cally during theh prndudiw livEr, oil and gas walk arc tented tn
eg&blish thelr f,mr and pnaeum daclinE rntss. The n$tl tsst flarss *l11 tngnsrat6 Srs ga$*$
relaased fism thu

V,

udl duilrg

tastlng"

Equlpnont U*Sng

$S730.2{, '$0 and '{*0:
3* N!q, X 20 FT. TALL I/I'ELL TE$T FI.ARE V$N.I COMNilUOUS SLEOTRIC IGNMON
POTfi'EREP BY SOI*RIBATTEBY, OFERATED AT VARIOI*I$ UNSPECIFIET} LOCATION$,
$.nruAFcn

tfl, Emistinn Conhl f,ecfinclogy

Evalua$,an

&*t flars is an amhsinn cuntrd *nd mfe$ davica usad b Incinerate combustible gases
s-'--{lat uould dfierwlea be mlqased durfng tasting bf an oit or gas productbn ws1, The'-'comhusthle g*$ss inc&Jdg a *$niffcant fradion of VOS alortg *rith measurablE co6sfiffifons
of uar&us *ulfurmmpour$o
rych as hydrruen artfide {HaS}. ny inoirrersttng tr$68 9&8g6,
VOC ernisehna are rcduced btr at lea*t g$%, while sulfur *ornpounds ara alpect*Uio Ae
antirely conver,ted lo S&.
4

tilfall

Vll, Genaral Cnleulatlo*s
A" A*ourapffons

fach Flare:
Welltes{gae ventirq h lirnited t0 X.0 MMscfldayand 288 MMrcfSr{apptkxnt}
Teot gas h*hor heatirq valm is 1,000 Btulssf (applicarrt)

r
r
r; Tean rc *ulfur mntent is 5 g#1@ scf (applicant)
* Filot gas: propane {applbant}
, Pilot gas flrnar : {S *cf&r
. ?trs pilot gar cornbmtian {afpli*ant}
emiseiong are s*Eumed b Le nagligibls
r VOC dsstrudion afficen{y h 9$g6
I Ho flaree will opem& @oiher {at ltm B&ms ola$onary eourm}

2

All Phaea Oilfield $ervice lnc.
1154230, $8730

B" fiml*ulon Facbr*
Ftars Ernlo*iqn Factotg
Saurce
lb.lMMBtu
FYI 83
0.ffi8
----Si6s$Ealanm Equst!9B0.0143
FYI 83
0.0s8"'
FYI 83
0.37
r$ 83
0.063

t-lOx

*$Ox
PMrn

co
voc
. sr.s l'_jd_)!!.a* f-_tS_l$g:Ik *o.ors*:&NNDN

) ,ztb's
ffi
*

an )xaeo\1,0s,agr
grr*ssllrt fuelor prr*.*anth oislat FYl83:
$rEt Sreamllmnt ha* propmed*re BAffi-pnplhnt.Pillg
u6t! Rhuskrarn 7. and hgs fisn S% orcfiy
fi#rdhrs, ,Hnd'rirntaUng qin ffilt*d to

r00&y'

*Nob

t1,000

$

C. Galeuls$ofts

t.

Pra-Prolact Potential lo Emlt{pEt}

$lncs Srls it a rcni, embslor* uillt, PEI

?. Fo*tProfeet
Follugnt
NOr
S0x
PMro

co
voc
Pollutant
NOx
EOx
FUho
CO
VCIC

3,

:

0 for all pollul*nt*.

PotsntlEl to Emlt{PEz}

EFz
llb-lmmBArI
o.tI68
0"014s
0.008
0.37
0,063

EF!
ilb.Iiltr$Btul
0.$tsB

0.0143
CI.008

0.s7
9.083

D**ly PE:l
{Eech Flars}
Dally Emla*lans
Hsat lnFut

{lliMBiuldav}
1ofi)
1000
1000
1000
1000

[nnue] PEI
{Each Fltm}
H*atlnput
{ffililBtufur,l
288.000
2SS.000
288.000
288.000
28S.CIoS

{lbJdevt
6S.0
14.3

8.0
370.CI

8S.0

Eml*slane
{lbJyr.l
ts,s04
4.1r8
3.304
108.560
18.144

Prc-FroJoctBtatiannry $ou:et Fot*n$al to Emit{SSPEI}

pursuant t* Distrist Rule 2201, th* $SPE1 is ffre Potential to E{I_{PE) Irom all unit*
u*ttr vatid Au*rorttiae t" Cunstti,d {ATC} or Fermlb to Operal* {ryTc} at the $tafionary
been banked
Source and the quii,tity oigmirsiCIn fr*uaion credits {ERq}$lqltlqva
at
*ioe" s*et**lei ro,-i691 roi**ualEmlssion$ Redurtiins (AER) that have occuned
the sourie, and which have not been used on*site'

The DistrM'c longstanding permitting predk
f*q o{- and g3s productiorr operatianc ard
production staticnary $ourc& they senra.

All Phaae OimeH $ervica tnc.
1154330, $rS?30
}s thatoillield saruim *ctiyitip* ar* distind
arp thBrefsra not part of tfre cif an* gau

furlfierrnore, odt nmll test faru is
$ource and no other pormf$ed
i* srEatatir:nary
equiprnant, inclMlng oth*r ueil test flares,
*iloweri to operate as part ol a wellt*el
Therefom, ftasa are nsw tacidt'$ Ft
1u*:
sosrcee};
lhErefore, frre $$PEts are 6quali,o aero.

*

*ta{*tt$o.rr&.

4'

ffiily

Poot Fraioct $tr*onary $ourua potensal to Hmit
{sspEz}

Fursuant to Disficf Rule 2201, lhe $SpEZ ie thE PE frwr all units
with valirJ ATCE or
PTO$ at &e $latlonary $ourco and &a quar*fiy of XCC* wtrlsh have
been banked since
$eptembr 1S, 1gS1 for AER that hevb oceirneo at $s s,ourcs, snd riytrich haro
mt
been u*ed olr-slte.
h,ngetangirtg pennitfiry practlea is that oilfietd asrvice activifies
*re distin*
IlDlfl{s
trom oll and gae produc*ion
ard *re therafore not part

lporatms
prcdwtbn s&tionery sours ihoy
serua.

of *re

Eit;*n;;

Fudlwrmors, eaeh,arelltantflgrg b i& amr et*fonary$oure ard no o&arpermitted
equiBrne*t, inclr:ding other welt test flarss, are alknGd to operate a* part
of a trr,tt tast
fare's stationary source.

s$pEt

6. tafor *ource

Oetnnninason

Pursurrt ts Oi$triet Rula 3201, a

fiilaJor $ource is a aktionary $our6ts wisr a SSp€z
to or exceedlng one or mof& of thE folluring ihresfrold vriluas. For gt" purpasas
of d*termining malor $nuroe sfiatue the foltrow{ng slialt not bE included;
any *R*s aesociated rr*ith the stationary souroe

ElEl

.)

ArrPhaEEu'm}ffS}5,
othsnndco,

2201.
BE :r llistsricAdual Emiasion* (HAE), c*la,lhted purcuanlto Oistrict Rule

pollutant
Ar shoirn in Sertion Vll.S.$ ebove, lha faoiliry is not a Malor $ourca l[r any
Th*refore 8E;rPE1.

?. $B 288 fidafor Hodlflcs{on
Sg 2gg Major nfiodificafisn b dsfi*od in a0 CFR Part 5'1.16$ as "any phYsiryl &artso in
oicrrang6 fi ffi-l?I€fitlod o( operEtion of a malor se{onary souro! ihat wouH rasult in a
signifidnt nEt E*f*n*e incr.tiase of any pollutant ei$fac't to ragulaffon under &s Act.'

$inae tfll$ 1E6lity is not a mapr sour&B -rgr qry of th* pollGanle addroemd in fiiE
pi"roi ftit fro6,*doe* nqtc&istik*ean $S tS8 maiermodificatbn"

E. Federal llaior lllodificaton
DiEtrlst Rule 2201 stEtes th*t a Fedenl Majcr Modificsffon ie ths samo
Uodmcatton'as deffnod in 40 CFR $1"16S ald pa* D cf Titla laf tfia CAA-

re a'Major

$lnm &is faciku in not a Malor $ouna for any pollutanlg, tu-^.tqu* !oa$ ryt
mnrtitute a i*irsi Mafor moditication. Additionally, slnw{to*ry{ryy^F^Pl 3 m$r
hiBa0.
ssurgo for pM; tl*O,d h*!6art, it ls nat a maior sourcs for PMz.S t?00,m0
YtlL Somplhnm
Rulo

230{

Hmrr and

modiftsd $sfiomry srxlrce Ravlar Rule

$u Bp*tAvslt*bts Con&ol Tmhnology {tsA$n

1.

BACTAPPlicabilitY

on an omis*iors
tsACT requiremenb ars kqgq.rad on a pollr.rtanthy-pollulry$ {np 1S
mO? shall be
230'1,
*itpfy*riipeione unit na*i6lunnse spieltieatly eiempeo by Ruh
rcqdrbd for tlrs following adione":

a.
b.

a
d,

pYryds pe{ d?y'
Any flerr ernisshns unit with a poterrfi*l to emit exceeding ttfrffi
gtattanary
Sourm ta arp*rer of an edsting ernbniom unk
Tha r"lmtioiit *r, one
tsth a potential to Ernit a:ceedirq tu'm psrt$s per daY:
roeulfirg in an
fi4ogiffcafion$ to Jn orl*ung emta*o'rlE rinitwlth i wlia Permitto Oparde
AIFE arceading tunr pun& porday, and/or .
in
*idi&ti emis*ibns unit, in a stationary 3gulgr qgact, which resuls
Any n*i
flm
hy
Ma$ifrAoCifcngon or a Federal MaJor Modiflcation, ae defined
a* $B
rula.
.Excailt fpr co srnisslom from a nsr or rtadlfisd EnrhskB unit at a stascnary $ourcs n&t an
$SpE of hc* {ran 200,000 pourde per ymr ol CO'

*
?#

s

Ail phase Olffield Saruica lnc.
11irtZ30, $-ty$O
Hmi*s*on* from ren'road lC engineo (1.e. lC englnes at a par{urlsr
eitg at the
facility for less than 12 months)
Ttg$3l Srni*ioru, except for ths $peclfic sours chtogorien spccffied in
40 cFR S1.1BS

PM2.S aarumed to-ffi

sqffiio

At

ssen in the tabk *we, th$ fadlity. is not an- exMing
Maior
becomirq a Major Sourua aE a rwult *riris
eroleci.

- '*

$ours ard b

nol

TIB fadlity or tha equiprnant eralsat$d under this: pr$ect is not
li$ted 0s orle of fro
m&gorlaa speeified rn 4g CFR 52.91 (b[1xiii, Tharefop
p$D Maior Sourca
the
thmehoH k 2$S py for any raguhred NSR
;ilffi&t.
F8O tafor Soures Oa&:mln*on

EEtirnaled Facility pE beforc
Proied lncrease

PSS

M{or $ource ? {fr*}

Ag shfi'lvn above, the fsdlity is nd an a&trq PSD
-"-''' $surre for any regulated N$R
' m4{or
potlutant eeec{Bd lo b6 eni}frod Et this radld. -

-

6.

Basellne Emissions {BE}

Th

BE calcuktion {in.lbr}ear} p nerformea.pollutant{y-pollutant
fEr eacfr unit within
ryroiec{ to calculato tne nuEc, and if .ptiUtl{io
the arnsunt af offss&
required.

&e

iltu*i*

Fursuant to mst*ci Ruls 2lBl, BE pE1 for:
=
Any unil locatEd at a non-Mapr Sourm,
Any illghly-ufilirad Emissions un*t, roc*ted et a Major $ourcu,
Any fully-sffaet tmie*iona unit, lpcated at a Mejor $ourm, or
Any Claan Emissibffi Ualt, hsatad at a k*aJor $qurce.

.
.
t
r

All Phas6 Oilfield Sarvtcs lnc.
11543SO,

a.

Neru amlseiono unlts

&8730

-PE > t lblday

As aeen in $edton \nl.C.2 of ftb enahEllo*, the applicant i* propo*lqg tq ln*tall a
well drilling anU tsitinU oparalian with pF greatprthan 2 lb. /day for NO* SOx, CO'
(nd
arrd VOC.- As disansl;ed'ln $ection Vl abovn, lhe flare ie a VOG eonsot davico
smi$siong units) and therefcrs BAOT ** triggerd onlyforVSe on$.

b. Rolwafon sf smi*Elrrna untt* - Pf

> ? Iblday

As discusssd in Secthn I sbor/6, thsra ar* no mlissions unite baing rslosated from
ono stationary $ourco to snotheC ther6fsr6 BAST is notbiggered.

c. fiilodtflca{an of amlsqlons rntb-AIFE

> 2lHday

As dlscussed in $ecfion I above, there ars co modinod emis*ione units assoshtBd
with thie projecrt. Thsmfpm BAOT is not friggered.

d, $B 288iFederal

ffiafor llcdlf,caUon

As discilssed in Secfions Vll.C.7 and Vll.C.S abow, thh pr{ect dss not mrsfi*.lb
an $ts Z8B andlor Fadoral Malor Modification. Tharefiore BACT ie notfiggered-

2.

BACT Guldelins

BACT &,lideliae 1.4,? coverE wpste ga* flares &m oilseld v*ell drilllng and beting
operations hat incinerate less than SS M$ecf/day of unsto gas.

,,3. ToP-Down BACT AnalYs[s

:
\

As shoiln by the ?oppown BACT AnalysE in Appendix A, BACT is satislisd by the use
of an ebvatid ffarc with a propans fr,tsbd pilot flarne.

B, OSastE

!.

Otrs*tAfPltcabltitY

Ofuot ragulremants sh*il be Siggerud on a pnllutant by poll&ry basis and stfif,ll h
requir6d ii Ue $npga iquEk tiir exsesd* *re offsat thrcshoH Ht* in Tabb {'1 sf
Rule 201.
The $$Pf2 ts cornparcd tothe ofirstthresftdds ln thelollowing table.

Oftst Dctgrmin*tlon

7

2.

AII Fhaaa Simeil $arvina lnc"
11$4A30, $-8730

Surnd$ of Offro& Requirud

r4* eaen Ebotrc,
tttBr€fiors orffBst

proiect,

th* $.SIEA is not gleater thsn the off$at thrEsholds for allthe pollutans;
cahulatbna ara not nocs$$ary and off*efis will noi be requirad for this

c, Fubllc Hofifisafcar
1, *ppllcabllity
Pr&lb nstlcir€ ie reguircd f*r:
Maior Sosrc*, Fsdsrql llQhr Modihrtbns, and 8B 28s Mapr Modlfications,
3.
b. Any neryvemisslons unit rdth a Poffinilal to Emit greater ihan 1t)0'pouaOs aurlng any
onaday for any ono polluknt,
q. Anyprojec.twhich resulk in tha ofsstfrrmMe being aurpased, and/or
d. Any proinct with.an $$.lPS of greabr $an 20,000 th{6ar 16r any pot*utant"
e. Any pn{a{t dridt rcsrllts kr a Tiile v s}gnificant permh mdiscstis?

I*

a, illow-ifiaJcrsourro*,
liodlftca$on*

Fsderal HaJorffodlltcaffone, and eB ats lf;alor

I*_Uqig $curcee am naw facillliss, whbh are also Major $ourcer. As etlomnr in
$as{ion VII.C.S above, tha $$PE2 lu nol grcater than &e Majm $oum throshog for
lny pollutnnt. The{sfure, public noffcing b not ruqulred for *ris proj*d for n61rr Maior
Source purposss.
An dernonEtratd ln $eotiom Vll.C.7 and Vll.$.S, this projart doEE not mn$i6E an
SB S88 or Fdarsl M4or ilfiodiffcaton; frerefore, pirnnc
noticiilg for-bg lgg or
'
Faderallt{aior Modi$cation purposas b rpt requirod.

h.

PE >

lll0 lbfd*y

Ths PEe fur thie
fo$cxating table:

nenrtr

pf;

unit ts corrpard to ths daily FE Public Nofim thresft6ils in Sre

, ,00 lHday Fuhllc r*oGc* fhlu*hotda

Thsrefura, p*blic noticing for FE h 100 tb/day putposffi is required,

c. Offrat Thmshold
'ft€ $$pEl and S$pEe *re compared tp tha sftset threstlolds

in tho following tabls.

All Phaeo Oilfidd Eervica lnc.
1',1w2 0, $-8730

OffretThne*holds
PoUutgnt
NOx
SOx
FMro

co
voc

SSPEz
{lblvear}
10.$ff4
4.118

$SPE1
{lbtuear}

0
0
0
0
0

?.3M
100.560
18.144

offset
Thrashold
20,000|b&ear
54.?50lMrcar
2g"C00lbtuEsr
200,000lbryear
20.000lhtuaar

Public Noti*
Heaulrcd?
No
No
Ns
filo
No

As deteiled abova, oftst ttrresholds umm not $urpas$sd $tith thi$ proled; th$"i0rg
public noticing is not mqulrcd ior offaetpurpscs.

d. S$IPE> 30,000lHYaar

Follutant

$$PH?
{lbfr,sar}

PMrn

't9.584
4.118
2.30,{

co

r06.s0

NO,

so,

vo*

18.144

SSIFE Pubtlc l{otlsg Thtuohol**
$SlPt Publlu
$spEl
S$IPE
Nntce Thra$oH
fibfirear)
{lblvear}
20.000 hArwr
1S,594
0
4.'! t8
20,0m b&ear
0
20.$XI lbAr€ar
?.38*
0
108.5$0
20.M lbtueer
0
18.144
20,ffi0lb&tar
0

PuHic

Nofie

Reruhad?
No
No
No

Yw
No

As demonofated ab$ve, the SSIFEs for SO ix graaterthan 20,000 brysefi therefore
publlc notidng for $$lFE purFosos ld rcguirod.

. o. ?itls 1I $tgltlGcant Pennltfi[odlflqa$on
Eince thb facility doea not hava a TiSe V oporating permit, *tis charqn is nst a
V significant Modifie&tion, and therefore public no#dng is not regulrad.

3,

Tiik

PuhllE tdo$ce Atffon

As discuesod abovs, public notk*rq h required for thle prolett for GO tmisEions ln
exss$o of 109 lb/day and 20,000 fbfi. Therefsre, publio noti* dotnrmeilts $rif k
aubrnifirpd to thc Csllhmia Air Rasourm Eoard (CAHB) and a puhlic notjm will b€
pubfsfnd in a hcat nstnfspaperaf general circutation priorto ths lssuancs of fteATC far
thls

fiuipment

D. Dally Emia*lon Urnits {OEt€l

oher eilforsoable condition$ are required by Rule 2201 lo rctili$ a unift
maximum daily emieoione, to a Isvsl al or balcrr the emissions a$sociated with the
DEI"B and

maximum desiln capa*fiy" ThE SEL musl be erntained in tlm latest ATC and ccn&ined in
or enforced nyifre LteslpfO snd enforceable, in a;redicable manner, on a daily baEis.
DEI-g are also required to enforca th* applicgbili$ of 8AST.

AllPha*a OliliaH $alice lna
11$4e3S, $-973CI

e.rumf, ft*p *mI 4.ffi-l #+{ffisq,
annq3JqnoryS"{gras flared shall not sxcesd 1.0 MMucflday nor 208 MMacffi,
tBBtri,c{ Rubs 2201 and 410q
O_aity.and

r
.

Emieelon ratsc shall nd s)ffied any,of sro folknring: 0.009 lb-pMl0r[{MBtu, 0.06g lb.l'l0x/fifiMBtu(at No$, 0,00] lb.-VoclfitMBtu, or b.3l lb.-co/*ilrntu.
Iol;rricr nllil
?401I

$$qgnpound
Rub
22011

I

concentretion of gae faled shall not sxcaad $ gr/1s0 sc{.
foistrki

OaiS a*d l1nual amsunts of gaa flar€d sfiall not excaed 0.1{4 MM*cflday and $2.f0
MMec*!n, [Sistr*ct rub Z20i

E, Complhncc f,**umnce

{,

$ourceTesfing

Pusuant

b ?F{q

complianco wih

t"

P_crlrcy

{rle

?401.

ApR 1?0S, sot rse tesfing ie not requirod to darnomtrate

iilonitadng

No monltoring is required to dernonsffia comp$ance with Rula 3A01.

S. fterordkeaplng
Remrdkaepi$.k rySlksd to demonstrate cornpliance wi*r the of&*t publh nc*ification
and.daily emiscbn lirnit requircmontn af Rule zfiot. Tha folming oondildntri**li*liil
sn the p*rmit to opamte:

r
'
4.

Permittea shall maintaln accurde dally ramrdo indhafng flale locafon, ffared gas
Eulfur content al
location, ard daily and annuat rat& of g6s narai: anA slcrr
remrds ehafi ba made readily avgilabh for Di$tric.t inspaAiariupon reque$ tur a
mininmm of $ years. IDh*id Ruhs ?2AI arfi4gitl N

#t

Reporting

Ho repcrfng is ruquirad to denronstrato comghnqewith Rul* 2?01"

F,

AmHent Alr Qu*llty Anaty*ir $AAA)
An AAGA shnll be condurfrd for the purpsss of debrrnining whothnr a ilery or mdilhd
$ff| c*t*ss or maks ururss a violation of in ak quelity *tardard. Ths
lhlfqft[$gurm
Dlstrkfe Tschnical $srvice* Dir*sian canducted the rquired *nalyeii. n6ter to appenUii
* of $ie dccunnent for tle AAQA $urltrn€rry rheat.

1CI

AllPhasa O{lfield $enrice lnc'
1154230, $-8730
Tha propos*d hcation is in an attainmeni ar*a for NOx, C0, and SOx' Ar shoum by
AAAA summary *haet the propa*ed equipnmnt will not @usa a viohtion nf an air guality
standard for NOx, CO, or SSx.

te

The proposad hcatisn is in s non-attainmenl area for thE ststo'* PMrs as unll a* fedsral
and sliaie PM'a threahuld*. As Ehown hy tho AAAA summary shsel the Fropmed
equipmant *U nlt s{ru$e a uiolafion of an air quality standsrd far PMm and FMac'
Rula

2fi0

Prnvonfi$n of $lgntffcrnt Detsrlsmtlon

As ilhown in $adion Vll. C. g, above, *rie proieddoe* not result in a new P$B maior $ourm 0r
PSD rnaJor nrodification- f.la further dhoussion is raqulrcd.

Rulo 2fi20 fa*srslty l$nfidcted Operctlng

Pernb

thia facilitls potential erfiieeions do nol exmed any mator souma thresfmHs of Rulo
3201, fti$fadllty is not a maJor souroe, and Rule 2$?Odoee not app|y.

$6m
Ruts

{001 t'laff $oursa Ferforrrrncq Stnnder * tN$F$,

Thi* rub inoorpora&* by mferenm fre N$F$ eehblishsd in Tills 40, Coda Ef Fdsfial
Regulallonc, Fart S0 {l[0 CfR 60) erd apdks to any source subiec{ to an ap$hable gtandard.
However, no N$F$ appliee to thes€ ollnu$ teat flarrs. No furthor dlsdttsehn is rcgu*tud.
Rule

4lD2 l{s$onsl Emls$on* $hndadr for }lazardouo Alr Pollutanta

{HESHAP}

ruh incorporatee by referen*e tB NE$HAF establi*M in 40 CFR 01 and 0S and applkx
to any souroe subiect tb sn appllcable gtaadard. Hmtffivcr, no NE iIAP app$m to ffrc*e oil
ThiE

well test

flars.

No further diacusslan is rcqulred.

fruls 4'10* Vlsibh Embslona

Per $actlon 5.0, no pcrson shafl discharge into tho atrncsphere smisabns of any air
contamlnant aggregating m6r€ than 3 minuteo in any hour urhich is as da* as or darker lhaa
Ringehnann 1-(or?0f 6paclty'). The applhant hes pmposed tlre BA0T-compliary p$10
emisson factor purruant b Oietrict FYI S3; therefora, vlaibla erni*dons will be limit*d to less
than iliruelmann 7, and kss than s% o3gdtY' As lwrg as *re flarlng EpHvt i* ryrasrq
conec'tly, compliance c,ilh tfii$ ru*e is axpectod.
Rule 4102 Nuisance

Rule 410? prohibih dkdrarge of air rontarni,nants ufrich could cau$o iniury, defim3n!
nuixance or Lnnoyance to *re-puhli*. Public nuisans conditisns are not expacted as a r*Iult
of thase operatid$, providod ihe equiprr$t lt uell maintainad. Therefora, mrnpliarree with
this rulp is expected,

O*lifsrria

HeaNtlr

OisUiA Policv

*

SafeS Sad* 4{709 (Healfi RlElr A,s*e**mcnt}

AFR 1SS5 * fiisr{ ildanagornerrl Falby far P*rmittlng lrlerr araf lt dW
$at for an increa*e in emissionE as*oaiated with a propsssd ne{t, Baurcs

Sources sbeditiea

11

All Fhase 0ilfi?ld $ervice lnc.
1,154230, $9790
or mdifmation, thE Ohtrict perfiarnr an analysis tp de{srmins &e pssEible impact to tho
fies,a$t reeidsfit cr uyorksita.

+t ilnA ia not reqlirad for a pnTieet with a totalfacility priorltizefon Bcor* of lEso *ran orre.
Mrding to the Teehnieal $sffiqes Memo for ffris_ projed {Appendix B}, the total tacitity
prhrisrxtion seora
lndry,ng &lo proiect uaas gmatrir tlan b#. Thcrefi're, an Hp,q wns
rcqulrcd to dst$rntine the short*tcrm acuta ind lry-tarm drronic anpoiur* from lhis

pro@.

Tha canrsr fiaktor fris proisct is ahosfi bElcnr:
RmR Summ*ry

Categories

Dircussior of T€ACT
BACT fur toxic smb*ion mntrol (T-BAC} $ required if the caner rkk exceads on*
lfi
one million. As dsrnonstmH abow, T-BACT is not rgqrrtred t,or ttrls pqsfi becEuso
he HRA indiaa&s that the ri* ie not abavs tln Di$fisf$ throsholds ior *ggsring
ilACT raqrirements; therefore, complianca udth the Olstricf; *lek-ManagerriJd pili"y
is expacted.

it

Rsla 4201 Psr$culab Matier Conc*n&:affon

$#ion

3.1 prcfribits dlsdmrga of du*t, fume$, orlorlal partinrlab mattar into

the *nxp;ere fionr
e@
sourm
oper*tion
in
ermees
graln
per
iry
standad
aruu
t"C
ft
ryy
dd;|t g*
t0:1
m En-mryr (adjusted to sonF) ts sz1CI &cf/Mryl8hr (40 cFR 60 Appendix B).

Fa{*or

PMle Ertts$ion
0.00S bpMrgtl|MBh
Perwntage sf PM a* PMp in Exhausf I00%
Srf,rauEt Orygen {On} Conmntatbn: g%
ExcE**Air Oonedisn to F Fartor
_ = 1.iZ
{2S.9- 3}

a

Or-[' 0,S8 rb*SiU

?0.9

,.ry#)'[ffi'r'rrJ

Gt* 0,ffi5$ grntnf &a{<0.tgrar$f ds*!
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AllPhase Oilfield $ervlc* lnc.
'11s4e30,

Rule

43tl

s{730

Flaree

This rule ia intended to limit tha arnigsion* of NOr, $O*, End VOC frorn the operatisn of &rss.
Howeirar, pursuant ts Section 4.3, except for ttre remrd keepiilg requkam*nl of $ec'tim 6.1'4
the rcquirimen6 of this rule du'not aiply to arry fl-are locsted at * etationary ssurry-I$
pot"ntili *rnl*irns les$ firen 10.0 ton-s per yqai q VOC and '1S.0 tone per y6ar.of NSx.
&,*"ti;r 6.i,4 reguires an ryerator cleiming ixemption under $ection 4.3 b record mnual
g,iniiglieirt, mxirl*t u*ago, dr athsr informatlon necrssary to demsnstratre compliance.rritfi tfn
snsur€
1gr1y1j,o* th; examption. ile fom,,vtng mrdftisn, prcviou*f setad in this evaluation, udll
complianca wilh t}ti$ recodkeaping raqulrement:

t
Rula

Permittao slraf rnairtsrn acrsrola daity racord* af flarz trOcafion and voluma of nell fest
gas flared.ICIisfrrrtRutrts 2201 aN 431$

{80{ $ultur ComPounde

Rule 4t0{ requircs ffrat a pscron shall not diodrargo i$o the etru*phere cu}fur cornpoul$s,
which wsuld exiat as a lhriiU ar gas at etandard conditions, axcaeding in cancantratbn at the
psint *Ais*arg6: hr'fig+in$rs (Ae) percent by volume cala.*latd ae sulfilr db*de {$O3}' on
dry baais averaged wer 1$ consec$tlve minutos'

*

&fliesion calculathna wlrr$ calculated using a {uelwitr a 5 gr/100 dpcf gu}fur mntent
Therefore, ths maximum $Ox pprnv are calctrhtad to be:
dscf n eg x {1 lb./'/Oop gr $)lr (1 moU32.lb.
il osatueu1000 Btu) x (1 x 108 Btur8710 dscf) x (1 x
= 9.7 PPmv < 2'000 Pprnv

SOr = {s

gr/iffi

Californl* Hsalth

*

![1a) (3rS.S dsd $i/1 md $] x

$afcty Code 4230{.6 {$chool Nofict}

Tha Dhfiict hac verified *lat lhie sita is nst locatd within 1,000 feet of a edrooi. Tlrereforc,
pu*ua6 to Callfornla Hoa$r and $afaty Ode43301.0, a school notim ie not rsqulrad.

$*llfamla Envlrpnmentsl Quallty Ast {SEAAI
CEAA mquires esch publb agency to adspt objecffvw, cr*leria, and apacific ptmduan
coniistent'wm cgo* btotute* inc itr* CEaA Outiehes for admiaistering ito twpon$bilities
ffit CeC*, indgdlng the ardorly avaluation of projec& *n{ nqparatirn of anv$rmrnental
documEntE. 1w Oi*fct ed*pt*d ils Fnyironmentil Fevlpw Quido{inas {ERG} in 2001. Ths
baaic purposs.s of CEOA Ere to:

I
r
*
r

Infcrm $owmrnailtal decision-makers and $e public about lha prtential, eignificant
anvironmsntal effE*ts of propo*ed aetivilies;
ldentiff ths yyayr ihat envkonmentsl danrogo can be avolded or significantly mdumd;
Frevent eignificant, arroldable darlage to *re envlroruRsnt by.requirinS changee.in
goremmental
frole* Srrdgh ih; uea of ahmativ& or mitgafion measuraE when the
irgdncy finds the ohangn* to be feaelbls; and
proiect in
Dieslore to $re pubilclhe rsasons why a Sovommental ageney approved the
lhe manner ih* lg*n*y cfiose if $gnifiiant anvironmenhl effeda are involved"

t3

" All FhaEe OitrisH

Seryice lnc"
1154230, B-*73S
Yha Dkfrict performed cn Engineerirq Evaluation {thie dacunrent} for lha propoeed
proiect End determinsd that
q*irtty consists oi *s*u;ng a p"rmit tor c'pi{ca
SaryoporhbF"Etlrynt to be uscd d various locatkrns withfi r,6 O*ri*- Td Dkrrhr
rnakas the follodrg fin$ingn regrarding &is acfivfu: 1) losuagre of 1,re permit
does rd
have. a signiflcant environmentat impaa. 2) ndsesirrent of poter*ial
environmental
*ffects tuzulting frrom the uae of
lhg *r*portlore quipment on E"U*elopmant p.q*d
reoponaihitity
of
*re
Laad.
ng.*ry_ sryrestn{i
;paffi; &rs*i, uno ilp'm
lhe
dEterminad on a.pr@ spscinc mdis. rre ilistric[has citgrmffi
fi*t no addhiln l
ffndl*gs are roquired

fu

*

f

ti*

lll Rpcolnm*ndsson
r,*r,"{ applicabh ruke ard-ryrylaiiona ls expected. pending a succes$firl N$R
Pu{li'c Mryng psriod, issu* ATCo S-STS0-1.0, '3.0 and +O euoiecr
io'tfi"-puunit cordlt*ons
on tha attanhed draftATCs in Appndlx C.
fornpllar*c*

X

Bltllng lnformason
Annual Permlt

Appendix**
T[ BAST GuitfEline and BACT Anslytls
B: HfiA and AAOA $urnmary
C: OmftATC B.dCTAnalpb

14

AII Phaqe OimaH $eMca lrm.
11${2$0, S-87S0

*PPH|TIDIX

*

BACT Guidelino and BACT AnalYulu

*ll Phem 0itfpld $ervim lnc.
11S4230, S-8730

B**l Avrllrblo Corbat To*lrnolngy {BACT } Guld*llnn
Lmt $pdab: 0fil?lt0t$
iitotrtc Ga* Flaru - OllfNnld WBll Driltl*g rnd Tecfng Oper*tlon,

r-r1$l$*:
[
or'lnfie8lP

A$h@{

ToBtrnolg0l]plly

:r.,..1;@.lUId.:

ElEuabd Fhn wl0l
propenolbaM pilot
tuht

t,t?

r ES H;lhrrlfdey

Alhrnat* tsmlc
Equlpmer*

AllFhase Oillleil Sarviw lns.
'l1$*290, s4730

BACT Analyei*r
Ths ruell tnet flares are cov$rad by BACT GuidalinE 1.{.?, whic'*r covem $m?1o-9-8l fraras for
oilfieil well drllling and taoffng opor*tions wtth a ma*rnum ffsar rata heo than $0 ll'lillecf/day"

$top {

- ldcnffy All Pordhle Conhl

1. Elwated
$tep

2

Technologiae;

fiare udfi propane ftrebd piht light

* Ellminals Technologkally

-

Achloved in Fractice

lnfeatible Op$onal

AfltechnologbE li$ed in Step 1 emtechnologicaWfeasible.

$t*p 3 * Rank Rematnlng Control Tochnologlot by Ccn*tl EffsctivEnais

1.
$tep

Elernted ffare wlth propanctualed pilot light

t[- Cost Efec$vener* Annl$k

Th* opplicrm has prorcd llre hishest-rankad oontroloption remaining fiom Step 3. ltlo coct
affectvemss analysie ie rquired.

SlopS-8ohctAAST
EACT is *afiefied by the applicanfa proposal to uso an abvatod ffarc udth
pibl light. No furtlurdiscussion ls rcqulred.

I pmpanc fud€d

All Phaee OimH $eruhe Inc.
11S42S0. $S730

AFPEfiIDIX B
HRA and *Afifi $umm*ry

AllPhase Oilfield Service lnc.
1154230, S-8730

$an Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control District
Risk Management Review
Torii-

Permit Services

To:

David

From:

Cheryl Lawler

Date:
Facility Name:
Location:
Application #(s):
Project #:

February 24,2016

A.

-

Technical Services

AllPhase Oilfield $ervice lnc'
Various Unspecified Localions
S-8730-2-0, 3-0, 4-0

$'1154230

RMR SUMMARY

RMR Summary

Categories
Prioritization $core
Acute llazard lndex
Chronic Hazard lndex
Maximum lndlvldual Cancer Riak
T-BACT Requlred?

$peclal Permit Requirements?

Three Vllell Test
Flares

Totals

Facility
Totals

250.0'
0.01'

250.0'

>1.0

0.0't'

0.01'

0.00'

0.00'

0.00'

8.51E-07'

8.51E-07r

8.51E-07'

lUnlts Z-0. 3-0.4-0!

No

Yes

ProJect

ffi

rirks are for each indivlduril llare. Eaeh lla re constitules its ovvn stationarv source,

Proposed Permit Requirements
To ensure thal human health risks will not exceed District allowable levels; the following shall be

included as requirements for:

Unlts 24'*,'.0.4;S

L

The flare shall vent vertically upward. The vertical exhaust flow shall not be impeded
any obstruction.

A',Phase

B.

"'Il1iffffi*?

RMRRHPORT

l.

ProJect Dascription

Technical Services received a request on February 17,2}16,to perform an Ambient Air
Quality Analysis and a Risk Management Review for the installation of three flares for
multiple usos including well testing. The flares will be authorized to operate at various
unspecified locations. Each flare is also considered to be its own stationary source.

ll,

Analysis

Toxic emissions for each flare were calculated using 2001 Ventura County Air Pollution Control
District emission factors for Natural Gas fired external combustion and from a Refinery Gas
composition analysis from the 2005 report , FTNAL REPORf Test of fDA's Direct Oxidation Piocess
for Sutfur Raco;very. Emissions were then input into the San Joaquin Valley APGD's Hazard
Assessment and Reporting Program (SHARP). ln accordance with the District's Risk Management
Policy for Permitting New and Modified Sources (APR 1905, May 28, 2015), risks from the project
were prioritized using the procedures in the 1990 CAPCOA Facility Prioritization Guidelinei. The
prioritization score for the project was greater than 1.0 (see RMR Summary Table). Therefore, a
refined health risk assessment was required, The AERMOD model was used, with the parameters
outlined below and meteorological data for 2010-2014 from Hanford to determine the dispersion
factors (i.e., the predicted concentration or X divided by the normalized source strength or Q) for a
receptor grid. These dispersion factors were input into the SHARP Program, wnichihen used the
Air Dispersion Modeling and Risk Tool {,4DMRT) of the Hot $pots Analysis and Reporting Program
Version 2 (HARP 2) to calculate the chronic and acute hazard indices and the carcinogenic risk for
the project.
The following psranleters were used for the review:

Analysis Parameters {each flaro}l
Units 2-0,3-0,4-0
Flare
Source Type
Location Type

Rural

EffecUve $tack Height {m}

8.92

Clo*est Recoptor (m)

252

Effectivs 0iameter {m}

1,17

Type of Receptor

Residential/

Effoctivq Veloeity {mts}

54.9S

Tsmperature {oK}

810,93

Naturat

Business
0.04? hr

c#ruf$td sas*-

Frocess Rates {MMscf}

288 vr

Parameier Estimatoi for
are bas€d on the District's Flare
'The receptor dirtance of 25 meters reprasenls the worst casE distance that was modeled for this project.

lnr

TechnicalServices also performed modeling for criteria pollutants CO, NOr, $O*, and PMl0with the
emission rates below:
Unit #

!-0

NOr {Lbs.}
Day
Yr.

3-S

68
68

4-0

6B

19,584
19,584
19,584

SO, Lbs.)

co

Day

Yr.

Day

14.3

4,118

370

14.3

4,1 18

370

14.3

4,118

374

{Lbs.}

PMrctLbs.)

Yr,
'106,560

Dav

Yr,

I

2,304

106,560
106,560

I
I

The results from the Criteria Pollutant Modeling are a$ fcllows:

2,304

2,304

rul Phase Oll&ld Servica lno.
11&*230- $S730

Srltarla Pollutont ltilodollng Raeul$'

tha pro$d rvw oflrptd

to {rE l.lxxr nOa UXmn* fruUer* Ak Ausfty $tandsrd lhd b$cE rr* afiecd$t m AfrS
Je,3Sr0 rsru fts $rrrbftapprwod pmwfisgr.
slbrrll poe$rds sre bdofl{ EpA't htd d dgrfitatcr t* turnd ln {{} CFR PHrl 5r.106 {bXt}.

lll.

Goncllrcfon

The acxlle arrd drronlc indlms *re beloy 1"0, and thE Earcer dsk fiador asrodatad $dth lhe pn$ed
h less lhan 1.0 in a mffllon. ln accordanco yvlth Src Dlrtricft Rlc* ilanegnmant Pollcy, tht

p.qpct is approved wlfirout Toxlc Bart Avalhble Gon&pl Te*hnology

{T€Acn.

rl*s udll not excaad D{strftil alh*sble lavnl$ the pemit rqulrernenh
rsport mrot be lndrrdod for tlr pr@sod uni6.

To ansumlhat hurnan health
liEted on Faga

1dt{s

Thess condusions arc based on tho dffi pruttldod by fro ap$icant and Stt pnilac( Eryineer.
?h€trBfs?, thk enelytls is valid on$ as bng as $e propocsd datE and palametir* do not chsngo.
The ernissbns *prn tho proposed equhmentwill nst csi,ss orcon$ibute eignlftcantly
to a uiolation of ths $tate and NaficnElAA0$.

AllFhase Oilfield $erviw lne.
1134230, S-97S0

APPTNDX C
Draft ATC

San Joaquin ValleY

Air Pollution Contol District

AUTHORITYTO SSN$TRUCT
fER[flT NO: $87$s?.0
LE&AI. OUHER OR OFERATOfiI
SAlLll*G

ADOBE$$:

gEAYJEE$
ALL PHASE OILFIEID
,?34t KRAI'I8I'IBURGAVES{UE
BAXER$F{SLD, CAS83T4
VAfi IOUS LOOAIIO!'|S, SJVAPCD

LOSA?IOHr

EOUIPTE'f T DE$C

RI PTIOT* :

unrn co*tnl*uot g sLgcrnlc lculrlot'f p{nilEREP $Y
r Btl i eo rr, rn-r- vku- rrsr n*nr
vARIous ullsPEclrtru Locf,Tlot'ls, $Jlrt APcn
sotlrnmmrHBy, oFEfi$TED

AT

coHDtfiox$
l.
L

?hc cqulprncut rhsll not bc locatnd witlrin 1000 ft. of ary K-12 *hool. ICHASC 42301.61
?ha

fk6

shall vsnt

vc*ie*lly upnad. Ths vorticrt srlrausi flow *all not br impid0d

ony obc8uction. [Disilial

ftIlo

4r02]
3.
4"
5"

6.
7.

s.

f'lale rtull only ba us;d to combs*t gar rel*sed during w*ll tosting, [Dlgriqt Rulo 2201J
a plblic nulsarcc' [Dhtict nulc 4l0AJ
{gS} Ho rir co1&mlaant strill ba releacod lnto thc strmsphlrc rvhich curm
pendfilg slnll notify tk Disrigt Co*npliamc Dhision of retr locrtion tt yhid, fropu,rtion is loct&d in rmcclr of
24 hotln, Such nofi&cation stnll bo mi*c no latcr thm 4& hours after starting opcration at tbu losrtion fSisfricf Rule
2?0lJ
Tlrc fllrs shall uot be opmrad at any location in cor{unction with any othcr llrrc ar pennied equipu*nt oporaH by

All ph$aOllfisld Ssvice

trnc'.

plistrict tulo220i]

nd bc l*ntrd rnd speratcd rt an *isting f.cil*y oropcr$tifil ruch th* it b*oraGs put of rn ai*ing
strsonary courr* ls dsfinsd by District Rula 2?0t. lpi*cix Rslo 220U
Ho aircor$amin{nt shill b* dixhargrd Into *re atmosph€ra for a priod or pcriods agn$tingrnorc thrn thrmrninutc* in any one hrrr whiEh ls as Oa* as, ordffkrrtftan, Ri*gelmann 1tr4 or 5% opcity. [Disfiist Rltles?20I ard
Thc unit rnust

4roll
9.

Gas

liffito flarc shsll bequippod

rpith spqrlional, volunc&ic ftrorr rdc indisatu. IDisfri{l

CONDTTIOXS CONTINUE ON

euh

X201J

NPJff PASE

ya[, mEI norFy rHE olsrntcr coilplt^ilcE PryryQ|lAr-t961}.{?slo-t{l[{_c_q!rufffi }B cfi.PLEIED At{o PBOR ro
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Bakersfield, CA S3S02

Re:

Propoqed ATS, CEr$ficah of Conformity {Significant ilficd}
Disfoict Facility * S-1128

Pr$ect# tt$2388

Dear Mr. Pr'rtchett:
Enclos€d for your review is thg Oisttict's ap?lysis of aq rp icatiotr folAuthority to
that a Certificate ot
Construct for-the facility identified above. Yau
CFR Pafi 70 be issued with
Confonni$
this project.
I

affiuring

public qotiqP
45*
and me 4$
Fring the 30day
notlce an{the
3CIday publis
After addressirg
dav EPA commEnt periods, the District intends to lssub tha Authori$ to Construet
widr a Certificate of'Conformity. Please submlt youl comments within the 30-day
oublic comment period, as specified in the enclosed public notice. Prior to
bperating with moOifications'authorized bythe Authoilty to Construct, the facility
niust su6mit an application to modfi the Title V permit-as an adminishative
amendment, in accordance with District Rule 2520, Section 11.5.
lf ygu have arry quegtions, please contact Mr. Leonard $candura, Perrnit Services

Manager, at (661) 392-5500.

Thank you for your cooperation in this matter.

Enclosures

cc:
0s:

Tung Le, CARB (denclosure) via email
Gerardo C. Rios, EPA {wlenclosure} via email
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Chevron U.$.4. lnc.
$-1129, 1.16?368

Authority to Construct
?000 or,
Facility Name:

MailingAddrass:

r*u-**ff flfi?1l?Ln?fH***

Chsvron U.S"A. tnc. {CUSA}

rank

Date: November

P0 8ox 1382
Bakercfield, CA gg302

Contact Percon:

Drain

Sregory Prihhett and Krjs Rickards
Telephone: {6SU $54-7.t50, (sCI1} 654*7796 (KR}
Apptication #(s): $-1128-r018-0

g,

Engineer: RichardEdgehill
Lead Engineer: Dan Klevann

project#: s-1 1623S8
DeemiO Complete:

I.

June'1S,2016

PROPCISAL

chevron l'j's'A. lnc'!cjl$) is rcquesting.an
AuthorfhT to conetruct (ATc) forthe
instauation of a newi,o00li"ri*r-,i'"i1.dq.xr
pr.pi& t nrwtt de us6*-in conjuncrion
with equipment tomred ar the 2F oi|cfirins
i#ii5#,1.
The increase in facility emissions wifi trigger

Flcilitv
9u!A
Federat

BAcr

ofkets, and pubric notice.

$,ii?s-ryr*y

o.peryling under a Titrqv permit. This project
is a
Major Modification ,nJ ii crll*i1*J;i;
pursuant to Rule 2$?0, section
3.20 and.ca; Le pffi-ed with a certificate
conformitv (coc)'
ra$fitvl*
-f$callv requerGa tr,ut this project be of
fhe
processed
in that manner trr-e.1efo.r.e, r,*is-ouv:Ell,1;dH
pJi"o wiu be satisfied priorto the
to consrr".t. cusn *,[i'{,iry to adrninist
x,r*rv ameRd
iffi,.:iffi$l::.*fn"'itv

,I.

APPUCABLE RUTES

Rule
Rute
Rule

2201 New snd Moditiod statiotrry $ource H,eview Rule (2rlsr1s)
2410 prevenljq.of qi*rnca;t neidil;;,
2520 Fedenafiy nAanaiteU Ojeqting permits 6iiryrrr
{6mn1)

Rule4001 New Source pe*orma,iL

400?
d101
frule 410?
Rule

Rure

Standards 1+tittfls]
National Ernissions liGrfuaros roi faJail;;;
Air ponutants (gxe0/04)
M*ible

Emi*id;-*i&'ios1
' ''--'

Nuisance

{1V$is\
Rule46tB $torase.oi"qrqlniJliquids
CH&SC

4t7o0

Heatth

(s/1s/05)

Hrfn l*ssment

CH&SC49401,$ School f,fsti;---vr"Y'rr

Public Resources

cde ztonn'zllrr:

california EnvironmentaleualrtyAct (cEaA)
1

?0i6

Chevron U.SA. lnc.

s-1128,11$2369

.

SCR, Title 14, Div 6, Shap 3, $ections 1500S-15387: CEQA Guidslines

ln. PnoJrcT LocATlor{
The project is located at the 2F (Oil Cleaning Plant (OCp), Midway $unset Oilfield,
CU$A's Westem Kem County field heavy oil produc-tion stationary sourcts. This [ocation
is not locatd within 1,000 feet of a K-12 sclrool"

IV. PROCESS DESCHPNON
The proposalis forfia instatlation of a 2,000 baneldrain hnk atthe 2F oilcleaning plant.
Thetankwill be equipped with a pres$urs-!tscuum (PV) rellef ventvalve settowihin 10%
of tle maximurn alloanable working prcssurB of tha tank. The PV*valve will reduce VOC
wind indumd emlssions fiur* the tank vent.

?he tank will be equippsd with a qes hlan\efing Evstem which will maintain the tanKs
vaporspace above the upper explosive limit (gas becomos too rich to bum) by the
addltion of FU0qualig natuml gas. Applicant has statd that the PV vent will be set at
a pressurs higherthan expect*d intemal pressure spikes from dgilV spikes duo to
temperatrre changes. The bnk is expaded to be ernpt), over 00% of the time,
The gas blanket gas exits to atrnosphere through the relief valve once enough liguid
enters the tank. Once the liquid level is reduced a regulator will allow pres$ura in the
tank to build back up.
A diagram

V.

dthe

gas blanket system is induded in Attachment l.

EOUIPMENT LISTING

ATS Hqqipment Qgreriplion:
S-112&10tr&0; 2000 BBL DRAIN TANK WITH NATURAL GAS BLANKETING i2F

ocr)

VI, HN$SIOH CONTRSL

THCHHOLOGY EVJILUATIOSI

The tank vyill be *quipped with a pre$sur*'vacuum (PV) neliEf vant valve set to wtthin 10%
of tlte morimum allaramble working pressurs of the tank. The fiI-yalve will rcduce VOC
wind induced snissione fram the tank vent. The tankwill be eguipped with a gas
blanketing system whhh will maintain thr tarrlt's vapor spa€ above the upper explosive
lirnit by the addition of PUS qualrry nalural gas.

2
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VII. GH}IERAL CALSUT-ATION$

A. Ascumptioltc

-

The tank operates,as a spill prevention container lt
will also be used periodically
for rqrtine rcmovarof{uids idrains ano rnalnienance;"
The tank is a po&ntialsourcL qty.glatire orgunicilrnpound
(voc)
a' - -' emissions.
-"'i
Maximum t\roughput = 2,00s bbuday;dt0:b0o

rirrry,

-

fh.ltaf<paint mnditions are ggod,rfie color is g!:ay anc tfre shadq is medium.
TVp of oit,, 0"5 psia iApplicaii)
-oF

Tank temperature, 200
Tank will be
ryulpp$ with a Plmp wfiich activates at 5 feet, pumping tiquid from the
tank to a pipelinePu*p' shuis or wrren tid liqulu reoei ri"ot[r'+
rhsrcfore,
8n av€rage height of 4 tegt
uss used to calculate drnissions from th; tank.
For Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Emisslons tenk emissions
are
v swe"tw
assumed to be lxoo/o

tot

tg

'
r

methane.

The VOC cfnte$ of the gas blanket vapors does
not exceed 10olo by weight
(s/.g/lq3PPlicant ernail, Attachment ll). in a..organce
with District ssp e01r
policy "Quantifuing Fugitive Voc Emissioou
x
Fimbum ana soCtur Facitities,,
voc emissions are not a$se$sed ,"
3iti-g" rna **ponents hqndring vapor
streams with a voc content of 10oz anc'ner&ore
trgiud
componenrs
do not emit VOCs.

;;i.;d;

'

Fugitive emissisns aasociated with thE gas blanket
t system
n*glected in
''44-"t ulsre
'rvrY rrY,
emissions used for the HRA,

B. Emiseion Factore
Emissions from the uncontrolled tankwith a PVvalve
nrere calculated using the
Districts opreadsheet for cnrde oir/organic riquids
wffir

{Attnchment

Apldtity;h &**

lNt}.

GV\IP for CH4 = 21 lb-C$ze per lh$ilr
GWp for N?O a 310 lb-C62s pei fn-f,lrO

c.

Calculations

{,

Pre-Project Fotential to Hrnit {FH1}

$ince this is a ne$, ernissions units, FE,l 0 for
all criteria pollutants.
=

3

tle
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2. Post-Froj*ct

potentiatr to Enrit
{pEg}

1,589]b4/r cH4 x 2{ lb-coze per lFCl-t4 x shorttoril?000 tb x 0.s0?? metric
tons/short lon * 4$.I rntons/yr< 230 rntonsffr
Emissions profiles are included in Attachment lV.

3. Pre-Project Staffonary source pobntial to Emit (sspEl)
Fursuant b Diskict Rule 2201, the Pre-Project Stationary
soure potentialto
' Emit
($SPE1) is the Potentialto Emit (PE) from;il u;i[;itfr
urlio nuthorittes'lo
construct-(AT0) or pelme tc ofqpqltlo)
sLtioniry souio
*,*
quantity of emission reduction *ieois (enc1*rrirn
"itr,*rrarf neEn uaniiea "no
$eptembortg, 1991 for Actual Emissions deouctiani that have
occuned
r'|Yv sr
at the
$ource, and wtricfr havs nat been used

fi;

on-stte.

F3cility emissione are alreadf
lqve the ofiset and Major soure Thresholds for
allpollutants. An ss*rnate" drsspEt
is provided bel#:

"$$PE Calculator

N0x

$0x
PMlO

c0
voc

-19-16, PTOs

lb&r

Ton#yr

749,121
2,121,470

3V4
1,061
277
690
801

5S4,561
1,379.562
1,SCI1,9S7

4, Ps*tfroiest stafionary

$ource potenffal ts tsmrt {$spHz}

Pursuant to DIstrict.Rule ?201, the $$PE2 i* the pE
from an unlts with valid ATC*
or PTos at the $tationary source and the qr"ntity
banhed
"f Redu*ions &at have
$nry $eptembei tg, tsgt for,Actub rmiision$
occuned at the ,ssurss, and which have not been
useo on*ite,

ER'i;;ffi;#H;,

A* sfiown above, fa$lity emlssion* are already abpve
the Offset and Major $ource
Thresholds for all criteria air contaminants.
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5,

Majar $Eur*e Bot*nnination

Ftllg !201. Maiqq $g!rfce, qptemtinatiop-;
Pursuant to District Rule 2201, a Major $ource is a stationary sourcs with a
SSPE2 equal to or exreeding one or more of the following threshold values. For
the purpoees of detennining major Bourco status the following shall nct be
includsd:
r afly ERCs associated with the etationary source
. Emiesiona frorn non+oad lG engines (i.e. lC engines at a particular *ite at
the iacilltyfor leEE than '!2 nronths)
r Fugitive embsions, except for the specific source categories specified in
40 crR 51.165

Ruls 220t ilaior $curce Batermination
{lblyear}

SSPEl

ssps2
MajorSource
Threshold
Major
Source?

Hox

SOr

Piil,o

PMzs

CQ

voc

740,121

2,121,476

554,5S1

554,561

1.37S,5S2

1,S01,897

2,121,476

5S4,561

5S4,5S1

1,379.$s?

1,S06,485

20,000

140,000

140,000

140,S00

200,000

20,000

Yes

yos

ye$

ys$

ys$

ye3

7&,121
{374 tons}

Nota: PM3.5 a*sumed to be equalto PIti1O
Annualemissions da not include emissions insrea*es from outstanding ATCs

As seen in the tablo above, the facility is an existing Major Source for NOx, SOx,
PM10, CO, and VOCs.
Rr{lg 3*10 ffiqiqr $surc$ Detemi$stis{.r:

The facility sr the equipment eiraluated under this proJed is not listed as ons of
the categorias specified in 40 CFR 52"21 {bX1XiiD. Therefore the PSD Malor
Sourm threshold is 250 tpy for any regulated N$R pollutant.

Ohevron U.$.A lrrc.
s-1129,11S?369

P$DMajorsffi

As ehonrn abovB, the fucility an existing major
$ource for p$D for st least sne
F
pollutant. Therefore, tre tacitity
is an ex,iurg
for psCI.

*"6&;rce

6, Baaelina Emi*sions (BEl
The BE calculation {in lbfea$ performed pollutant-byjoilutant
for each unit
!s
within the-project, to carcutatathe
aNEc
t;#fiili1*,
to detennine the
amount af offssts rcquired.
""i
$ince *ria is a newemrEsions units, BE'r

7,

$B

2SS ttiaJor

p& *

CI

forvoc.

lllodificaiion

$B 288 Major Modiftcation is defined in 40 cFR part
51.16 s a*,,any phyticat
chang: in ol ghange in the methd or owiuoi
stationary source that
*o'l! resulf in.a signifrcant net emissrbns increase of any poilutant
subjectto
.
regulatian under tho

iii iiio,

Act;,

As dis<xlssed in $ection vll.s-6 above, the facility
is an axisting Major sosrce for
all criteria air contaminarrts.

The project's PE2 is bss than the $B 2588
Major Modifieation Threehold

o

forvoc.

Chevron U.$4. lnc.
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8.

Federal ilfiaior Modlficatisn

District Rule 2201 stabs that a Federal Major Moditication is the $ame as a "Major
Modificationo as defined in 40 CFR 51.165 and part D of Title I of the CAA.
Tha detErmination of FEderal Major Modification is based on a two-step test. For
the first step, only the emission increeso$ are counted. Emisgion de*eases may
not cancel out the increases for this determination.
For new emissions unib, the increase in ernissions ie equal ts the PE2 for eacfr
new unit included in this project

The prqiect'r combined total emission increaseE ars sornpared to the Federal
Major Mdificstion Threstolds in fie following table.
Fedsral lliaJor Hadification Threeholds ?or Emlssion lncreases
Pollutant

Total Ernlsslons
Incrcases (lUyrl

Thresholds
{lhlyr}

Fedemllilgior
ltodilieation?

NOx

0

0

Yes

voc

4,598

0

Yes

PMro

0

30,000

No

SOx

0

90,000

No

$ince there is an increase in VOC emissions, this prsject constitutes a Federal
Maior Modification and no further analysis is required"
Fedsra I Offaet Quantitiee :

The Federal offi$et quantity is calculated anly for t}e pollutrants for which the
proiec* is a Federal Ma,ior Modificalion. Tfre Federal offset quantity is the sum of
the annual emission changes for all new and modified emission units in a proiect
calculated as the potential io ernit after the modification {PE2) minus &e actual
emissions (AE) during the baseline period for each emis*ion unit fimes tha
applicable federal offset ratio. There are no special calculations performed for
units covered by an SLC.
Only pallutants fcr which the pr$ect is a Federal Major Modification have Federal
offuet quantities. The calculated Federal offset quanti$, lietod in the table belotrtt,
is entered into the Major Modifieation tracking epr*adsheet under the heading
'Federal Offsot Quantity'
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N0x
Permit Ho,

Iq{*ral Offe;t Ra{iCI

1,5

Act*alHmls$lons
{lhlye*r}

Potentlal Emiesions
{lb/yenr}

Emi*sisns Charrge

0

{,sgg

{,sgs

$-{r28-t0t8

Net Emls*ion Ch*nge {lhlyal
Fedetul Offi$et Qunntity: {lrl$C * "l

{rbtor}

4588
6882

9" Rsla 2470 - Prevention of $ignificant Deterioration (pS0) Appticabillty
Debrminati*n

ttly

Bule 2410 applq:
poilutant regurated under the crean Air Art, exept
those for vdrich the District has beenlhssified nonattainment.
iirwhich must be addressBd in the PSD appli*nii,ty detennination iollutants
for sources
located in the $JV and which are ernitted i;'thd;6ect
are: (see 52.11 (b) (zg)

rNO2 (as a primar.y palluftant)

r$O!

(as a primary pollutant)

rCO
rPM
rFM10
.Sulfuric acid mist
'Hydrogen sutfide (HlS)
rTotal redusd euffur (including H2$)
r Redumd sutfu r compounds

l.

Profect Locafion Relafve to Claes 1 Area

As dennonstrated il,

o,.". "fsD Major source Determination, $ection
above, the
determined to be a exiitllu
naailiou*.
Because
the prgect
is not tocat*d *ilhin 10- krn (6.2 mi6$fsg
of tha
emiseion increase is not r*qtiired to ditemini ir-trte proiect
ir
ffi6&
to the
requirements of Rule 2410.

facllity

raraE

; ; ah.;-i ;;;;;r"fr;

ll, Projoct Hrfiission tncreass * significance

a' Evaluason of

Determination

Calsulatpd Fottgroject Potentiel to Ernlt fur Neyy or
unib v* " psn srgniii&nt Enrigoion tncroaEa

Hodmcd Emlssione

Threshotda

A*..a screenlng t??r,
S"
units is compared to the

potentiar to emit from ail naw and nrodified
ll*plojegl
rsn sig;riRcant emission increaee thresliolds,
and if the

Chevron U.$.4. lnc.
$-1128,11623S8

tolal potentiale to ernit from all new and rnodified unit* are below the applicable
thresholds, no futher PSD analysis i* needed.
PSD

Significant Emission lncreare Detsrmlna$on: Fotantial to Emit
{tonslyoar}

Total PE from New and
Modified Unhs

PSn $ignificant Ernission
lncreaeeThrwhoHs

PSD $igniflcant

Ernission

lncrease?

N02

sol

GO

PM

PU.t0

0

0

0

0

0

40

40

100

28

15

N

N

N

N

N

As demonstratd above, because the post4roject total potentials to ernit frorr all
new and modified emission units are belou, the P$D signifioant emission
increase threEhold*, thi* pnrject is not subject ta &e requirements of RulE ?41A
and no further di*sussion is required

10. QuartErly lletEmisEions Changa {Q}{EC}
Tho Quarterly Net Emissions Ctrange is used to complete the ernission
pro{ile screen forthe Districfs PA$ database. The QNEC shallbE
calculabd as follows:
QNEC = PE2 * BE, where:

=
BE =

QNEC

PEz E

Quartarly Net Emissions Change for eadr emissions unit, Iblqk
Post Project Potential to Emit for eEch emis$ions unit, lblqt.
Baseline Emissions (per Rule 2201) foreach emissions unit,

lb/qtr"
Ueing the values in $ections Vll.C.? and Vll"C.6 in tlte evaluatisn above,
quartrrrly PE? end guartorly BE is calculat$ in thefolbwing tables:

Pullu&nt

pE2

NOx
SOY
P$ilro

co

voe

8!{EG
BE

QNEC

0
a
0

0
0

0
4.588

0
0

0
0
0
0

0

g

1'j47
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VIII.
Rula

COMPLIANGE

2xll Herr and ftfrodifed $htion*ry scurcE Ravleur Rula

A, Best.Avallablp Contnrl Technology (BACT)
BACT Applicability

BACT requirements are triggercd on a pollutant*by-pollutant basis and on an
emissions unit-by-emissions unit basis. Unlese specmcatty exempted by Rul*

a. Any new emlssions unlt wkh a potentiat to emit exceeding two pound$ per
day.

'

b. The relocation from one $tationary Sourm to another

c.

of an existing emissions

unitwith a potential to emit exceeding ttvo pounds perday,
.a
Modifications t9._11 existing emissione unit with
valii Pennit
psulting in an AIPE exeeding fimo pounds pcr day, and/or

to

Operate

rcsults in an SB 288 Major Modification or a Federdl Major Modification, as
defined by the rule.
*Hxceptfor

CO ernissions from a nsrr q{ modified ernissions unit at a $ktionary $ourm
wifi: an SSPE? of less than t00,000 pounda par year of C0.

a, Neur omis$ionx unitE *

pE > 2 lh/day

As seen above, the applicant is proposing to install a na/v tank with a PE
greater than 2 lb/day for VOC. BACT is triggared for VOC since the PE is
greaterthan 2lb/day.

b,

Flelocafion of emissione uni6

-

pE >

I lb/day

As diEcuss$d in $ection I ahow, lhere arts ilo existing ernissions units being
relocated *om one stationary $ourc6 to anoithel thercfore BACT is not
Uiggered.

c. illodlficafion of emiesionE units -Atpg > l

tb/day

As discussed in $sctiorr I abovo, there are no rnodified emissions units
associated with this project;therefsre BAcr is notfiggered.

d, $B 2SSIFEdenal

Major Modification

As discr:ssed a[oye, thi* project mnstitutes a Federat Major Modification for
VOC; therefore EACT is *gEiared forVOC Federal tUajcr'fi4odification
purpCIses.
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2.

BACT Suidoline

BAcr Guideline 7.3.1 applies to tank$tuessels issued (see Attachment y)"

3. Top-Ilown BACT Analysis
Fursuant to *re atkched ropDow:r BACT Analysis (see Attachment vl),
has b*en sati#ied with the following:

VOC:

BAcr

PV*vent set to within 107o of maxirnum allowabla pressure.

Propored Rule 2201 BAST Condition:

Ihis fank sfiall &e equipped with a prss$ure*ya cuuffi {PV) retief valve sef fo within
lW of tbe rnaximum allowabla wor{<ing pre$$ure af the fank, Ia&eld with tho

oper*fng pre$surCI sef&ngs, propady maintainsd in gad opemfing ardar in
ac,eotdance with the manufacfiiels instructions, andsftallremain in gas-tight
mndltion oxcapt wfian ffie aperatingpr?ssure exceeds ffs yaiye'$ seipressure.
{District Rula 220fi
Note that the tsACT Technologically Feasible requirement of vapor control was
not fsund to be cost effective.-

B. OffseE
'1. Offeet Appllcabllity
Oftset requlrements shall be higgered on a pollutant by pollutant basis and shall
be required if the SSPEZ equats or exceeds the of$et inreshotO levels in Table 41 or Rule 2291.
The applicant concedes they are over&e ofiset threshold forVOCs. Therefora
ofksts a5e triggered forthe ernissions increaees associated with this project
approral.

2-

Quantity of Oftets Required

As scen above, ths $SPEA is greater than the sf{set thresholds for VOCg;
therefore ofket calculations will be required forttris prqject.

The quantity of offeets in pounds per year is calculated as follorlrns for saurcee
with an S$pEl greater than the stmei threshold levols befors implementing the
prqiect being evaluated.
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offsets required (rb[ear]

=

(EIPE2 - BEI * lccE] x DoR, for alt new or
modified emis$ians units in the project,

Wher*,
PE2 = Post project potentialto Emit, flbfuear)
'
* Baseline Emissions, (lblyear)
*
lccE rncrease i!
ca-nter Emlseions, (lb/year)
-gurgo
DoR * Distance offuet
ftatio, determinea purluint ti $ection 4.g

'

HE

BE = Pre-project potential to Emit for:

I
r

Any unit located at I non_Maior $ource,
Any Hlghly-utilized Ernissions unit, focabd at a Major $ourc6,
Any Fully-offset Emissions unit, located at a Major $ource, or
Any clean *mrssions unil, Located at a Major source.

otherwise,
BE a HisioricActual Emissions (HAE)
BE = 0 forthis new emissions unit

Jnq tagititf is propcsing to install a neu, emissions unit; therefore Baseline
Emissions are equaltneero. AIso, there are no increases in
cargo mnier
emissions; therefore offbets can be determinEd
tollow",

.i

Off*Ftr Refflired (lb/yeag x pE2 x DOR
]he-

projec* ie

modification and thereforethe Distanca offset
3
(DoR} isf{epljuajor
1'5:1. Tharequired offsets
proposed ERCg are summarieed

!{ion
below:

"na '-'-r

The DoR is 1-r:1 as the qrojeot is a Federar Major Mqdification.
OfiEete Requirod (lbryea0

r 4,Sgg x 1.S
e S,Sg2 lb V00lyear

oalculating th* appropriate quarterly emis*ions ta be off.Eet
is asfoflows:
Quarterly ofhsts required (tbrutr);

{:i?H?r[?.

tyearl* {4 quartersyear)

Calculating the appropriate quarterly emissions to
be offset is as fslloriys:
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As shown in the calculation above, the quarterly arnount of offsets required for
this project, when evenly distributed to each qu*rter, results in fiactional paunds
of ofheb being required each quarter. $ince offsets are iequired to be
withdrawn as whole pounds, the guarterly amount* of offsets need to be adjueted
to ensure the quarterly values surn to the total annual amount of otrsetr required.

To adjust the quarterly amount of offsets required, the fractional arnount of

offsets required in each quarter will be summed and redistributed to eadt quarter
based on the nurnber of days in each qua*er. The redistribution is based on the
Quarter having the faurest days and the Quarters 3 and 4 having the mo*t
dale. The redistribution method is surnrnarized in tile following table;

t

Redistribution of Required Qusrt+rly Offsets
(where X ia the annual amount of offsets, and X + 4 * Y-z)
Qu*rter4
OuartEr 3
Valus of e
Quarter 2
Quar,tsr {
Y
Y
Y
Y
.0
Y+1
Y
Y
.2
Y
Y+1
Y+1
Y
.5
Y
Y*1
Y+1
Y+1
Y
-75

Therefsre the appropriate quarterly emissions to be offset are as follou*E:

1*Quarter

2Y

Qua$ef

1,72A 1,720

Qf

Quaner

1,721
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Quarier

1,72',1

TotalAnnual
6,88?
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The following [RCs will be used to affset the erniseionE
increase for the projed.
.,Q
gQ
Curront
3Q
4Q
Fotal

Sertificab

$-410-1
s-3404*1

s40&{-1
$411e1

s
171
4S0
90

ws4g-1

0

From $-4549-

12Q

46S
g3

182{42ts

157

$-187&1
s-1912-1
s-1983-1
Total

230
225
3rt0
1,72A

Total

1,72A

11
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l8

232

282
470

?37

66
114

332

471
83
25V (157 ta

1,867

,53

Ql)

ar)

136

143
25t)
431
1,979
(1-721+{57}

82
25A

i91
m3

492
1,721

r701
,,992

1,721

1,721

,,89?

42

From $4549;

130

7
20?

238
438
1,762
{1720 ++et
1,720

As ssen abovs, the facility has sufficiant credils to fully
offeet the quartarly VoC
ernis*ions increa$es aesociated with this project -

Priorto,on*yt!1tg *quipment underthis Authorityfo
Consfiucf, permittee shalt
surrcnder voc emisston reductian credifs for*ieiotto*ng
quantityof emjssfons; fsf
quarter* 1,Tz0 rb, znd quarter- r,720 u, ew qiai,J*'{rx
ti,ini*u*n quafier172' lb' rhese arRounfs inctuda *e applicaotiorcri*rro
speciliedin Rufe zz0l
4'8 {as amandod a|ffi6) ror trte xic ipiifrea
uaoi. tii*iici'iit* zeo1
fecaon
ERC Cor*,trsaf* Nrrmbers
f:!!&1, S-34CI4-1, W0At*1, g-ti l*1,S-d54g-r, S'187&1, s'lgl}-l, and 8-lg8&t
ior a ce*t*cae upti ii*ffiese erlficafesJ shatt be
ussd fo suppty the requircd o,ibers, rnloss
an! appyve.d py tha.District, uggi whph *is e,uiiirity'i
cpnsrrucr shatt be
rcissffed, admnistralive.ty speiirytng the n*i;ff-;ili-;;*pasar.
ariginatpub$c
nollcrrg tequirem*nts, if any, siattbs auNicaiiipJiirirri"*
ani*
6iui{*&ho;i,y
fo Consfrucf.

arerd#;ffiffil;6;;ujjr?ru**a

{Distict nuW'ieOtt

i
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C. Public ilotifcation

1. Applicability
Public noticing is requlred for:

a. Nar Majcr $ources, Federal Major Modifications, and $B 2S8 Major
Modifications,

b. Any new emissiens unlt wi$r a Potential to Emit greater than 100

.

pounds

dulring any one day for any on* pollutant,
c. Any *oje* whlch resulte in the ofbet thresholds being surpassed, andlor
d, Any proiect with an S$lpf of greater than 20,000 lbffear fol any pollutant.
e" Any prEiest which results in a TitlE V significant permit rnodification

a.

l.lew ftllajor $ourcee, Federat trtaior Modific*fion*, and SB 388

ilaior

iilodlficatiorr

New Malor $ources are new facilitie , v*hich are also Majol $oures. $ine
thio is nit a new facility, pubtic noticing is not required for this prpiect for New
Ma.ior Source purposes.

As dernonstrated in $ections Vll.C.7 and Vll.C.8, this proie{* is a Federal
Major Modification. Therefore, public noticing for $B 288 or Federal Maior
Modtfication purposes is requirad.

b.

PE > 100 lh,,ld*y

Applications which include a new emiEsions unit with a PE greater than 100
pounds during any one day for any pollutant will trigger public noticing
requirements. As seen in $ection Vll.e.2 above, this proiect does not includa
a new emissions unit which has daily emiesions greater than 100 lb/day for
any pollutant, therefore public noticing for PE > 100 lblday purpo$es is not
required.

c.

Offset Threehold

The $$PE1 and S$PE2 arc Bornpared to the offset threuholds in the following
table.

15
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Public i{otice
Roquired?

As detailed above, there lrrere no t!1eeh{pe surpassed
with this projest
therefore pubtic
noticing io not requircd toi crset

d.

il#&*.

$$lPE > !0,000 lbfyaer

Public notlficatlon is^required foj.ny permitting
action that resurb in a $$rpE
or more than 00,000 lbrlear qt_fd duo'o p*rr-Uii.
Siliii"
pollcy, the $$lPE = $$PE2 SSprt.
rrre eblFrE'carnpareo to the sstpE
Public Notiw thresholds in the following table.

"'e-iiilil;[

SSIPE Public Hotica Threeholds
$SIPE Pubtic
Notice Threshold

As demonstrated above, the s$lpEs for all pollutants
were less than ?0,000
lb/year; therefore puhtic ncticing roGstpE
not requhed.

drpio;;

e. Tl{e V $ignificant pormit ltilodification
As shcwn in the Discusgion of Rule 2520 below,
this project constitutes a Tige
v significant modification. Therefore, pubtic noticing
far Tile v significant
modifications is required frr this proj*ct.

16
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2.

Public ltlatice Actian

As discussed above, public noticing is required for this project. Ther,efore, public
notice documens will be suhmitted to the California Air Resources Board
(CARB) and a publlc notice vyill be published in a local new$paper of'general
circulation prior to ths bsuanca of th* ATC for this equiprnent,

S. Daily Emission Limits (DELr)

.

,
.

DELs and other enforceable conditions are required by Rule 2201 to restrict a unife
maximum daily ernissions, to a level at or belowttre emissions associated with the
maximum design capacis- The OfL must be contained in the late tATC and
containod in or enfoiced by the latest PTO and enforceable, in a practicable rElnner,
on a daily basis. DELs are also required to enforce the applicability of BACT.

The permit DELs will be included as follows.

r This tank shatt only store, pla*, orhold otganic liquid with a true vaporprBs$ure
Wp) oflass tnai O.Spsia r,rnderall storage oondifions, f0isfriaf Rule 46231

:

Tank liquid

year.

thnughput ahalt not exceed 2,000 barrels par day or 70,A00 banals per

f0istrcf Rule 22011

fank shatl notexceed
'Y}Cenrission rata from the
220fi
f0isfricf Rulo

tAS

blday or 4,588 lb$aan

E. Gompliance Aseurancs

1. Source Testing
Pursuant to District Pclicy ApR 1705, source testing is not requircd to
dernonstrste compliance with Rule 2201 .

'

2. Monitoring
No monitoring is requird to demonssata cornplianoe with the of&et, public
notifioation and daity emiseion limit requirernents of Rule 2?:01.

.
"

3.

Recordkseping
Recordkeeping is required to d*rnonstrate compliance with the oftet, public
notification an* Oalty emissisn limit reguiremenh of Rule 2?01. A condition
addreesing this requirement is included on the S-'t 1?S facility-wide permit.

4. Reporting
No reporting is required to demonstrate cornpliance with Rule 2201.
17
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F, Ambient Air euality Analyrls {AAQA}
An AAQA shall be conduc*Ed for the purpose of determinirrg
wh*ther I new or
modiftad $tationary $ource will cause or make worse
uioiui""'Jr
*" air quality
atandard. There are no AAQA standards tor vocl anJ" mii-iir*

iQ a4e*

reuuj{ed"

is, nor

G, Compliance CErtiffcatipn
secdon 4.15-2 o-[ tlrn
tyt* requires the owner of a new Major $ource or a sourcB
q Title I Modificatisn to demonstmt* io the satisfadion of the
oistrict that
all othar Maior sources otuned
pem;i;nu
*ryh
opeiating
in-Liriro*ia
are in
P{
compliance or are on a schedule
for. iornpliane wm al "appracaule emi*sion
limitetions and standads. As discussed in sic$on vt[
iuove, tf;ilracilitv is a new
major $ource.and this qnjsct. does constitute Tiile r
moaircadon;
this
rcquirernent
appticabE. cu$A's mmpLnre certificaticn is*,"r*rore
l9
included
in
AttrchmentVll.

ultdlpoitq

.

;

'

H. Altornate $lring Anafysis

?he cunen! nroiect occulu at an existing faciliry. The applicant
proposes to au$orize
an organic liquid transfer operaticn.

$llotQ

prc,iec!willprovide a tankto be ussd atthe same lo*ation, thE
exi*ting $its
will rosult in the le3st pmpjble impact from $tt;recl
Atternative sites woutd
involve the relocation andlsr conitru*ion orvaiiorjilupport
structures on a much
greater scale, and would therefore resutt in
a much greaier impact.
RslE

trtl0 Fraysn$on

of $lgnificant Deteriorafion

As shof i'n in sec'tion Vll. c. g. above,
Qis project doe$ not result in a nev,, F$D major
'$ourcs or PSD maJor rnodification.
Irio nrrineioiecussion ls required.
Rule E520 Fed*rally fiJfandabd Operating permits
This facility is subject
!o lliu Rule, and has received their Title v opemting permit.
$ectisn 3'2* defines a signifiwnl-gelmit
modification l* "permit amsndrnent that does
nct qualiff as a minor permit modiiication or ua*inirirut "
u" amendment., .

The proiect ia Federal [4aior Modification and therefore
is also a Tifie v $ignificant
Modiflcation. As discuesed itrove, ir,* iacility iltor
i C",tm*iiJ of conformiry
$il;d
(coc); therefore, rh* facirry ,Tiu$t appfy t? modify;;r'i#;"ri&l*it
w*h an
adminis?ative amendment, prior to "dplratiilg lrdti
the proposed rnodifications.
for*lnryd.compliance witrr ttris rule is expecdedl The TiHe v compliance cerfi,fication
fann ia included in Attachrn*nt Vlil"
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DiEtrict Ruls 4001 f.lew $ource Performance $tandards
This rule incorporates the New Source Perfonnance $tandards from 40 CFR Part 60.
40 CfR Part Sb, Subparts K, Ka, Kb and OOOO could potentially agflYto the tanks
iocated atthis tacilis. Hswev&r, $ubparf K, Ka and Kb do not apply to storage ves$els
less *ran 10,000 bairets used for pefoleum or condensate that is stored, processed
and/or treated at a drilling and production tacility prior to transfer. $ubpart OOOO has
no standards fortanks wtth annual VOC emissions less than S bns PBr year.
Therefore, the requirements of these subparts are not applicable to this project.

District Rul* 4{01 Visible Hmiesions
into
.Bistrict Rule 4101, $ection 5.0, indicates that no air contaminant shall be dis$aryed
in
one
any
minutes
than
three
periods
more
aggregating
the atmosphere for a period or
hour, which is dark orda*er than Ringlemann 1 or equivalent to 20% opacityAs long as the equipment is properly maintained and operated, compliance with visible
Ernissions limits is expected under normaloperating conditions.
Rula 4102 Huisance
Rule 4102 prohibits discharge of air contaminants, which could cause injury, detriment,
nuisane oi annoyance to the public. Public nuisance csnditions are not expected as a
result of these opbmtions provided the equipment is well rnalntained. ThereJore,
compliance with this rule is expected.

Californla Haalfi & $afety Sode

*1700

(llealth Riek Asseesmsnt),

District Policy APR 1905 - Rsk filanagement Poticy far Permitting New and Mcdrtfred
Soulues specifie* that for an increase in emissions associated with a proposed new
eource or modification, the District perform an analysis to detennine the po*ible
impactto the nearest reeidenl or worksite

An HRA is not required for a project with a total facility prioritization score of less
th*n one. Acmrding to the Technical $ervices Merno for this proled (Attachment
trXl, the total facility prioritization $core including this project was greater *tan one.
Therefcre, f,n HRA was required to determine th* shsrt-ternr acute and long-term
chronic expo$ure from this proiect.

The cancer risk for this pro,iect is shown below:
!NRA,$urnmary

Unit

Ganrsr Risk

T-BACT Roquir*d

$-112&101&0

g"?W Fer million

No

19

-T:iilflf;f;S?
0iscussitln af T-BACT
BACT for toxic ernission control {T-BACT, is required if the
can€r risk exceeds
one in one million. As demonstraied a6ove, t-encr i-- *t i.quired
for this
prcject because the HR{ indicates that the risk is ,ot
uilor* the District,s
thresholds.for triggering T-BACT reguiremenb; therefor*, **irfianm
wtth the
'

Disilict's Risk Managomerrt policy io expected"

Bls&ietRule4S?B Storage of Organic Liquid*
This rule applies to any tank wisr a capacity of 1,100 gafions
or graater in.which any
organic liquid is placed, held or stored.
Psr $edion 4.4,tanks exclusiv-ely receiving and/or storing organh
liquids with a Titr
psia arg e.xsmpt rrcriu tqls
0.5
exrept
roi
coinpting wir+,-$er6ns 0.2,
H*_tr,:t
ryri
6.3.6, s-4, and 7.3. Thietatk will be limited
to reieivinj ,ohll, *ro*ng org;nic tiguids
with a TVP Iss$ than 0.s p*ia. The following ionaitionlhail be placed
on the ATC:

'

{2480} m{f.lrsJraflon/ystorw, place, orhotd organic tiquid with atrue vapor
p-rssst re {fVP} of /bss f}ran o.Spsra under att
*orage coiaifions.;ni"m.r R a
4623j,

The tank will not be.serued.bya vapor confol systern" The
applicant has elected to
participate in tfre v*ntary.tairk preventative i#pectisn,
maintenance, and tank
9*.Ti1g program. J?nk cleaning will be conoucted-armcingil td;*dio*ents of
Table 6. As the talk iu n?1sr1bje* tothe r"qrirfi;ns of
Distric* Rute 4@I, the rute
referenco willbe changed to District Rule l0b0

k

As this tank will not
equipped with
gr:avity
lvapor recovery system, TVp and Apl
teating is required. The folrowing conditions
wi[ ba in"rua*a on ne p*rrit

Pemittea shallconductkue uaporp,Bssilrs
wp) trsfing of the arganlc liquid
storsdtn this bnk, orfapfasentstft,e tank as proriaei iib*ltrci
nrii'iaii, at
o,ce ?vary z! yonths during summer uty-,seprrrnraa -"iiti,
{?*t
iJ
ii,,hun*,
)
th*g ic a change in the
ry{rrye oitype ar organiciailid xond in this tank rn
t2482] Ttre API graYrty of crude ofiorpefiole um diatitlatestrallle determinad
ueirg *$r*d Mathod D 287-s2 "standard rii{ weinoa"rri'iit;r;;i;';;'il*a*by
Petraleum products.{Hydrometer Methodf. sr*rr6
epr gravig *hail ba
Portorm*d i n accord anaa with n$rA{ wsinad n-i[ir:li *sfandard prastice
s fa r
$lfanual Sarnpting of Potroleum and Fatroleum Products".
{District Rute 4gz3J

tr
i

{?48'3} Farcrude oi!wrlh.an Apt gravity of zidegrees orfes*s, ttw
sha$ be
determinedrrerhg fle /afesf vers6n or ne rawrdce
B
tuatioi.at-"*'
Laboratory "tresf Metttod fort/aparPres*ura of Reacllve
a$aaic C&paunds rn
?0

i*tii

wp
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Heavy Crud*. Qit usingGas ffirom atograph",as appruved by ARB and EPA.
I0isfiref fiale 463.3J
/nsfead of lesfingl eacfi flnaor?traltad fixed msf tank, tha parmittoe may canduct a
IVPlasf of the arganic liquid sfored in a repre*entative tank. {Disfnef Rule 46231

{291'l} The WF foefing sfialt 0e eond{rctsd at aatual sfcraga t*mpanturw of ths
organic {iquid in ths tank. Ths permittao s$a/I also csndrct AFI gmviA fesfng.
{District Rule 46231
The permittee shatlkeap accurata rccords of APt gmvity, true vaporpre$$urr,
sforage temponture andgpes of tiquidsstored. f0istncf RuJes 2201 and 4623J
Pennittaa shatt submit fhi reconds of WP and AFI grcW fesfing fo #re APCO
within {5 days afrerthe dafe cf fesfing. Ihe records shall ineludathE tank
idantificatian number, Parmitto Qparcte number, fype of sforsd arganic liquid,
TVP and AP{gnvrty of fhe o4ganic liquid, fieef r.,efhods nrse{ and acopy of the
tesf ressrfs. f0isfrcf Rula 4623]
Heavy OilTank lnspection and Maintenanffi:

Operaforsfiall visualty inspecf fanksfrel{ tratches, seals, searns, cable sealg
yalye$ flanges, connecfors, and any other piglng componenfs dkectly affrxod to
thetankandwithinfrvefeatoffhe tankatleasf once peryearforliquid laalrs, and
with a partaMe hydrocarbon detection instrument condrcfed in accordance with
EPA Methad 2'l for gas laaks, Operatar sha/l also vlsually or ultrasonically
inspecf as approprtafe, flro axtemalshells and rco& af uninsulated tanks for
e*uctu ral i ntegrity an n u ally. fDislrtuf Rule 20 8Al
lJpan dafecfion of a liquid teah dafined as a leak rate of greaterfrtan or equal to
30 drops por minuta, operator shall repair tha leak within I hosrs. .For leak* witlr
a {iquid leak rate of between 3 and 30 drops per minute, the loaking cornponent
slaJllo rapairad within 24 hourr. afiordetectian, frlstrtcl. Rule 208fi

llpon detectian of a gas lsak, defined as a VOC canaentntion greatsr than
1A,AA0 ppmv measurcd in aecadancs with EFA Msthod 21, operator shall talCI
onoof thefollowingacfons.'1)eliminatatheleakwithin Eiaurs af detection;or
2) ittha laakcannotbe eliminat&, than minimize the leakfo fha lowesf possi0la
leval within 8 hours after det*c{ion by using best rnanagernent pmcfise$, and
aliminat* tha laak within 48'hours after minirnization. ln na evsnt sha|/ the tatal
tima ta minimise and e{iminata a /eak exceed 56 fiours ar?er defafitian. {District
Rule 2080]
Camp*nanfs found fo he leatrrng either liquids orgases sfiall be immediately
affix*d witfi a {ag sfiorryrng the companent to be teaking. Opamtor shall maintain
necofids sf the liquid orgas leak detection readrgg dateltimp f}te leak was
21
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discovercd, and date/tim_e the-camponent was repaired
- '-F-" "- to be
condition, fDistrict Rute

20gA]

a

leak*free

leaking corrporenfs that havs&een discovsred by the opentorthaf haye freen
fu{ed and repairad within th* timeflrimes spec#ifo i" prsrng1 nJe qlfifei rrw*
3 slraJ/ nof crmsffufa a viotation or thiyylg.' {iixing
*o*panenfs as detrned by
oisfrcf Rure 4823 disco.ryre! by frteDis&7cf itar*rz{we,a nat previausty
idantifred an#or tagged by p* oprator an&or
leaks *at wed nii op,iioA
wilhin ffia ilnrefmnres spticifred rn Oistlcf Xib *Oi{ funr.i
#rall cons&fufe a
vialation of ffiis rula f0rsficf Rute ZCIgOJ
l! a coyooyeyt typo far a givan fank is found to teak durtng
an annual rhqpec*o4
operafor#rall wnducr quaderty inspections or *ai ooipilnent
we on {e bnk
oltan$ sysfem for four consecutve-guarfers
no iimlpon*rts

afrer fou r coneacutive
{District Rule Z0B0J

qua

rte rs,

"

i

the ope rator mav

ivs i

are fuund ta teak
to ann u al i n specfilons.

Any camponent

fo,und to be leaking on twoconsecufrye annualinqpacffons
," in
violation of ftris rure, even it coverid under tne'iii,iltarv
inspection and
--'I
maintenancE Bragrrm. [OtsitiDt Rula

20g0] -

lleavy

Oi{ Tank Ctoamng:

Pemrdfee shatt notify ftre Apco in wrilingaf leesf
threef3l days priarto
pa rf.grm i ng fenk degassrng a nd i
ntari s r tinx c tii i i,i iiciivrrias. writta n
notificatian sha$ incrude the fottowing: I|ihe i;m,fi;6perara
numberand
physical location of th.e tanl"b.e_ing 6gass6d
Z) *ts
anA

i

iati
$me that tank
degassrng and c{eaning activitieiwifi irgn: q'k.aJii"*rrg
method, as ayowed
in the permit, fo se rsea, 4) the math.n,-to ba'used-to"aian
*a
tank, incruding
anv salvants to be uf6qj and 5) the mathodro oe u"earo
dispd; #
ymoved.sfudge, inctuding moilrods that wi$ ba isxli to-iontrctemfssions
f/om
the rcceivlng trsssel and Smissiors during tniswt.fn"ar"r
aiie igieii'toao]

;&-*

r

Thrs funk aha.l! nylbe tequircdfo de4ras sefore
carnmoncing cteaningacfivrtre,e.
apQlicaute wuirementa sijt{ae iilried
with -befare,
-'-' -' during,
-*"' and afrar
tank cr**ning aativnies. {fristrict Ran.

Nl othor

a6riiiiliiol

'

$nk glaaTing.acffnfies, may gnty yse the follawing
ctaani*g agenfs; dieset,
solveirs wim ai'iriitiilioiiirg
dwrees F, so&elts with a vaporprsss{tte of /ass ffranioint;i;;;;;rthan s02
0,spsi4 orsolyenfs wifh
5o grams af voc per riter oriuse. pistrict cr{u-ioaot

'

$feam cleanils.yhllt onlY be all*wad at loeatis*s where
wast*watertrvatm*nt
fac#tfios are limited, oriuting the manths
oecemoerthraugh March.fofstncf
Rule 2080]

Whib pe$orming

ri

complianc* with Distric{ Rura 4628 re{uirernents
is expected.
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Cal*fornia Healtlr & $afety Code 4230{.S {Schaol lrlotice}
The Oisfiict has vorified that this site is not locatd within 1,00O feet of a school'
Therefore, purcuant to Caliiomia Heatth and $afety Code 42301.6, a schpol notice is
not required.

Qslifornia Environmantal Quality Act (CEGA)
CEAA raq*.rires each public agency to adopt obiectives, criteria, and specific procadures
consistEni with CEQA $Atutes and the CEOA Guidelines for administering itq
responsibilities under CEQA, including the orderly evaluation of projects ald.
preparation of environrnsntal docurnenta. The Di*trict adopted .its Enrrbnmontal
ftswaw Guidetinee (ERG) in 2001. The basic purpo$es tf CEQA are to:

t
.
. .
.

lnfonn governmental decision-makers and the public about the potential,

signlficant envircnrnental effects of proposed activities;
ldentiry the unays that environmentral dam*ge can be avoided or significantly
reduced;
Prevent significant, avoidable damage to the arwironment by requiring changes
in prujects through the use of altematives or nritlgation mea$ures when the
govemmentalagency finds the changes to be feaoible; and
Dieclsse to the public the reasons why a governmental agency approved &e
proiect in the msnner the agency chose if significant environrnental effec{s are
involved.
Gme nhouse Ga* (G llG) ,Signiff cance Daterminafi c n

District is a Responsibls Aoencv

Oil and gas operations in Kern Csunty must comply with the Kam County Zoning
Ordina,ice * ?015 (C) Fuussd on Oitand Gas Lacal Permitting. ln 2015, Kern
County revised the Kem County Zoning Ordinance Focused on Oil and Gas
Activiti-es (Kem Oil and Gas Zoning Ordinance) in regards ta future oil and gas
exploration, and drilling and prcduction of hydrocarbon resource projece
occuning within Kern County
Kem euunty served as lead agsncJr for the revision to their ordinance under the
Califomis Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), and prepared an Environmenkl
lmpact Report (ElR) that was certified on Novsmber 9, 2015. The EIB evaluated
and disclosed to the public the environmental impac** associated with the growttt
of qil and gao exploration in Kern Oounty, and detsrmined that such growth will
result in slgnificant GHG impaet* in the $an Joaquin Valley. A* such, the EIR
included rnitigation rneasures for GHG.

The District ls a Responsible AgEncy for the project because sf it* discretionary
approval pow6r over the projeot via its PermiB Rule (Rule 2010) and New
$ource Review Rule (Rute 220'N), (CEOA Suidelines $15381). As a Responsible
23
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the Di$trict is limited to rnltigating or avoiding impac.ts for
S?ny'
which it has
statutory authority. The District doe{ not-have stat*ory
auttrority for regulating
GHss' The Disfrict has deterrnined that the applicant is'iL*po,r"inb

for
implementing GHG mitigation meEsune$ imposeo
in [re Elfi by the Kem county
for the Kern County Zoning Ordinance.

DiEffict SHQA Finding.r
prcposed ppJqd is located in
lhe
Ff cu,rns
caunty

and is frus sgbject to the Kem
zoning ofiinanoo;
roeudron-'6ii
rq
aw Gss iocar parmi#ing.
?.}is
The ,(em county bnrng odinancad,as.devgloned
b, the Kern county pranning
Ag.e"ncy a$ a comprehensive sat of goals, o,iesti\rei poticies,
,nd-rt *Uards to
guide deveropment, expansion, and-operltidi
oi of ird';;;'
*m,in
Kem County.

#il;in

ln 2015, Kem County revised their Kern oounty Zaning oilinance
in regards to
exploration, drilling and produstion of hyJrociruon"r*rource$ projects.
Kern
served as lead.lgency for the 'reviiion io neir oHinance
?rt$y
under
the
caliturnia Environmentar euarity na (ceo*i, ;il;;"parcd
an Environmentar
(E!n) that was c6rtmec on t*tovimu*r!, ?01s. ?he
lfp"$ Epq*
revisod Kern
coulU
zoning ordinanm estahli*hes." *rttt*n
(conformity
Review
pannit process or MinorActivity permit).by
wnicrr oiiano ga*
pro;*"t*
involving site-specific operations can'l*i evaluated--L
"rpbi;iioi
u*t**ine
vyhether the
environmental effec& of the operation were coyered
in &e Xern Counry zoning
Omlnanoe

!rJ*r.

ElR.

For stationary source emissions that are below the offset
tfireshold, i.e. not
required to sunender ERCs, and for. non-ut tionl,i
source emissions, Kern
County entered into an oil and Gas Ernission CeJucdin,+greement
(Oil and Gas
ERA) with the District pursuant to the frlR, p;i ne
oil
and
Gas
ERA, &e
appiimnt shall tully.mitigafe project emissions ti,ri
not requ,red to be offset
by Distttct permit rutes anq resutiuong, suc[
mitig"tioi on beachievea irlroustr
any of the s:ree options: t1)
apprican*-elv
mitigation fee with
each oit and Gss corrformityry
"Xli'guarity
Review.pe.rmii idsueo
ov $,a i<**Tli;i,'tz) m"
applicants may.dovelop and proposelb implement
ttdir
emission reduction
projecs instead of plying all irr
$art orrre riilriga6;iJ*, or {g} tdilptidnts wi,
be allowed ts er*er into-an agieement dirccfi-t-a;ih'iii*
--' nntrie fif approved by
Kern Oounty} to develop an ahEmative fee sch6Cub.

*

o*

lfurn coun{, as the..read.agency, iu t!.* ag91cy srat
wirt enforcs the mitigation
maasures identified the ElR, including *re fritidtio,
,na
Gae ERA. As a*responsibre agency the bist ict
campties wrrr Crcn ay
considering the ErR preparea by-the Leaa ngenry,
ino uv ,"u*r,irgli* o*n
conclusion on whether and how io approvp. *-ry_
nroi*ct invorved (ccR $150p6).
The District has revierys * e
prepar$
bv
t<,irn'county,
the Lead Agency for
!n
the projed, and finds it tg tb* aoeauate.
Ed*;;'olJi*o
rerated impacts orr air
qualiS, the Dietrist evaluates emisslon controls
tor ine project such as Best
?4

'"q;ililfiliir,"'bir

i;
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Available Control Technotrogy (BACT) under District Rule 2201 (New and
Modified $tationary $curce Review)" ln addition, tlre Dlstrict is requiring the
applicant to sunender emission reduction credits (ERC) for stationary $ource
emissions above the offset th reshold.

Thus, the District condudes that through a combination of pnoject design
elements, permit conditions, and the Oil and Gas HRA, the proiect will be fully
mitigated to result in no net inuease in emissions. Pursuant to SCR S15S96,
priolto project approval and issuancs of ATCs the Oi*trict prepared findings.
lndsmnification AgrnementlLstter of Crsdit l}*terrnination
when the
According to District Policy APR 2010 (CEAA lmplementatian Policy),
'purposss,
flf,
for
CEOA
Responsible Agency
Distric{ is the Lead
The
indenrnification agreement and/or a letter of credit may be required.
decision to require an indemnig agreenrent and/or a letter of credit is bassd on a
caee-by-case ilnalysis of a particular projecfs potential for litigation risk, which in
turn rnly ba based on a project s potential to generate public conrem, lts
potential"for slgnificant irnpactis, and the projsct propononfs ability to pay for the
costs of lttigation without a letter of credit, among otherfaetors.

oi

.

The revision to the K*m County Zaning Ardinance went through an extensive
public proffis thai induded a Notise of Preparation, a preparation of an ElR,
@ing meetings, and public hearings. The procaes bd to the certification of the
final HIR and approval of the rcvisEd Kern fuunty ZonW Ordinanw in November
2015 by the Kern Coung Board of Supervisom. As mentioned above, the
proposdd projed will be fully mitigated and will result in no net increase in
emissions. ln addition, the proposed project is not located at a facility sf concem;
therefore, an lndemnifisation Agreement and/or a Letter of Credit will not bo
rsquired forthis proje6t in the absence of expressed public concsm.

lK

Racommendation

Compliancowith allapplicable rules and regulations is expected. Maks preliminary
decision to issue the reguestad Authority to Con truct subiect to the proposad
conditions pr*sented in Attachment X.

)L

Billing lnfsrnation
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Attachmenb

l:

Process CIiagram
LaboratoryAnalyeis
Ill: Tank Emissions
lV: Emiesions Profilee
V: BACT Guidetine
Vl: BACT Analyais
Vll: $tntenride eompliance $taternent
Vlll:Title V Compliance Certifiqation Fonn
IX: HRA
X: Draft ATCs

ll:
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ATTACHfUENT I
Procsss Diagram
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ATTACHMENT II
Laharatory Analysis
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ATTACHMENT III
Tank Ernissions
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ATTACHMENT V
BACT Guideline
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$an Joaquin Vatley
Unified Air pollution Control Digtrict
Eest Avaitabte control rechnolog}r (BAcr, Guidellne ?,a.1"
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ATTACHMHNT VI
BACT Analysis
Top Down BACT Analysis
Step

{ - ldenfify

AII Fsseihle Control Technologies

BACT Guideline 7.3.1 lists the controls that are considered potentially applicable to
fixed-roof organic liquid storage or pro@s$ing tank <5,000 bbl iank capaci$. The
VOC controlmeasures are s{Immarized below.
faohn olagicallY Feasib/e
Sg% conkol (waste gas incinerated in staam generator, heatertreater, or otherfired
equipment and inspection and maintenance prograrn;fransfer of uncondensed
vaporc to gas pipeline or reinjection to fiormation, if appropriate wells are available).

Achieved

in Pructlca

PV reliel valve set to within 10% af maximum allowable pressure.

Ebp 2 - Eliminah Teehnologically lnfpasible Options
None of the absve liated teohnologie* ars technologically infeaslble.

Step 3 - Rank Rem*ining Control Technologies by Conirol Effscfiveness

1.

,

Sg % control{waste gas incinerated in stearr generator, heatertreater, or
otherfired equipmeniand inspec-tion and maintenance progtam;-transfer of
uncondensed vapom" to
- or reinlection to formation, if appropriate
-- gas pipelino
"wells are avair"u'|")
2. PV relief valve set to within 10% of rnaximum allowable prss$ure

v

'

-

$tep 4 - Cost Effectivenass Ar*lysis
As provided in ffre attaehed guote, the capital cost for a vapor control sy*tern to
address the te*rnologically feasible option ie $1,889,000.
The annualized capitalcost is:

P

= Present yalue of the contol equipment, including installation cost
* S2,300,000
32

Chevron U.$A. lnc.
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i
n

* interest rate (use .l0yo per policy)
= equipment llfe (assume 10 yeais per policy)

AP = ($2,300,000) {i0.1x1+0"1)11{(1+0.1}10- 1l} * $374,210/year
Excluding annual operation costs, total annual cost of vapor
control = $sr4,?10
For calculation of the amount of vocs removed from
the tank wisr the vapor contrsl
system, 1000/6 control is as$umed. The VoCs rumorx
are 4,$gg lb/yr (i"3

tonsilr)

Annualized

"nnually

*t :

$ill:?i3f;;

?'3 tons/Yr

This value exceeds the cost effectiveness thrcshotrd for
vocs of $1r,s00/ton"
Therefcre, the vapor control rystem is not cost effecilve.

$tep5-SslsctBACT
PV relief valve set ts wtthin 10% of maximum allowable pressure
of the tank.
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ATTACHMENT VII
$tateui,ide Compliance $tatement

u

Cheryron

U

Ponddltrt*r*
GErersl

l&B*cr

-

Urnrs$fli!

SrllJlq{dnvrll.Yffi,

duv,trr ilortr

A,madE.

ExphlrQon artd

& 0.

Box

I39l

Pro&don

Jmucry 13,2$lf
Mr. Soycd $aMIn
Sar Jooquiir Yalby Air Follution Conrol Di$ttct

Bakcrsficld,CA

9330S

XEI $t*t*wlde CcmpEan*r Certl$codon
Dear Mr- Sadredin:
As $quid unds DistriEt R,ule 2101, Subscctiosdl53 and Sectio$ 173(aX3) of thc Clcur Ak Act
42 U.S"C. $ection ?S3, Che,vrpc U.S*A. Isa hcrc$y submle 0{s lcilcr cf srtilisdi6n &gruding

stricwideeunrptia$e

us of this

ddc.

Easd on ruasneablc inryiry and m the bcst of my knowledgo sd beliei ths m4ior sraiiomry
$flttes, as dclined i$ fls hri*diqtiur wherc tho facilitirs *re loc$e{ &g aru oww$ or operatd by
Ctnvron U.S.A. kr, i* tk$tmof Cdifornia m listrd hlow amsub.lecttounission limitxionr ard
lm ia*nrrplio{xcore a xtuduh for,compllarac with all applic*lccmislon linrltationsffid
strndards

'

"

.
r
.
.
il
'
.'
,
r:
.
.

undsrtk

CXean

Alr.AsI

El $csrrndo Rcfincry
El Scpndo Mnrkcting Tcrniilal
f,,ichruold Rcfinery

BantaMarlating?c*minal
Huntirgton Bcsch Mnrkctiug Tenrinal
!{ontcbcllo Mtrkcting Tcrmtnal
Sacrfincnt* Marlceting Tarmhsl

YmNuyeMrkc{ingTenninal
Cross Yatley Carnerar 6as Comprcssor Facitity (Kcrn County)
I(culsman Cuy Pump Sradsn tl(irgs Counry)

?7$ Purnp Stotion (Kern Cmnty)
$an Joaquin Yalley Fusircss

*

*
-

Ulir;

FrcsmCounry Heavy$il $txrce {Coalingg
FresnoCouiltyNe.uural Oas $ource {Coalinga}
Kern County Central lbavy Oil Sourca (Krm Rivsr)
Kcrn County Wesrexr *lcaty Oil $oqrro {Midxay Sunnet & Cyrnric}
Kcm County W**tEm Liglrt Oit Sourcp (Mldwty $usrel Cyrrnic & Ln*
K*rn County Westera Sar $orm (Cymric & Loer *Iills)
San Ardo {Montrrey Countg

$ilk)

Mr. Sclrcd$o&cdi*
stale o,pp

95fi pltniles ccnrfi sdi{fi

Jrnnry l3,20rs
Pl** 2

.

San Luis

Obisp

(San Luis Obispo Counry)

Giobal Powcr uoinr Venrrrre Facitirics) i
- Coatinga Cogcncration Cornpanyin Frs.rno Countv
Kem Rivcr Cogcncration Cohpany in Kem

-

-

-

a;;;

Mid.scrCossncrarjon Cgmprlv d t(crn Co,$ty ',
saliaas River cogenerrtio*'cornpany in r*rontciry
county

sarsoar cmy*n cosin*ratioiiC;-,d
Sycamorc f;ogsrlarari$il Company fi

lry

;;

il;;[_]

G; c*;;-,

cou,uy

HtuFhoo' Astdcy sdrktrom ct (s6r) 6${-?293
0r oaw &orx at (66t1 1567139 if rhsm
qrmtions"

Sinccrcly.

Dffmld gull$e

Ssfrrf,l Man*ger - @ration*

,,c

'Tfi!#i*s?
ATTACHMENT V1II
Title V Compliance Certitication Form
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ATTACHMENT IX
HRA
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$an Joaquin velley Air pollution sontrol District
Risk Managernent Review
Ts:

Rishard Edgehilt, AAE

From:

Stephanie Pellegrini, AeS

Date:

sctober 17, 201s

Facility lrlame:

Chevron USA, lnc

Localion:

?f

Application #{s};

s-113&101&0

Project*

$r1623S8

A.

OCF I'JWI4 Sec 2, T

pennit geMces

- Te{hnical

ilN,

ServicEs

R a4W

BilIH StJISItilARY

*T,ffiffiU

F€dru€s. $1 1gr. r t2g. r i
rpprcre,nt llp cgnnbinsd Bcore ,of the fiBcfitrcs,

B.

-

tressme

faf{itytotels in

surrmay

RIIilR BEPORT

l,

FroJrct Dercriptlon

Tstfinicsl seMms reryiyed a request ono^cfober
5, ?016, to perform a Rbk Management
Review for a proFosec tnstallatirin-oi a
storage tank. An Anrbient Air
?00
Qualitv Analysis ttnas
not mquired

ll.

'

tt ;*d;';i

bd*lsetocs"ail ;d

;iy emissions

for thiv prqjec,t.

" Analy*ire

Toxic emiseions from oiffiald Fugitives werc
calculated using emission factors derived fmm
lee1 source tests_of
r ,a,ir"y
san Joaquin vasey Apcp,s
1it"s,
Hazard Assessment q.no
Filgom ts*ARFt.- tn accordance with the Districfs
l"ryrtinl
poricv
Risk

""lt

Manasement

;;J il;ii"t'if,"

r*'p"*iuing.-ttew.;"J il?;,iid;

$ources (ApR 190s, May 28,
2015), risks from the proloseo unii;s ioiic emissions;ie-[ri*ttirro
the 19$0 cAPCoA ricllitv Prioritizstisn crid*il;;:-inei#iritization using the procedure in
,.#*

t*[r," facitig is
than.1'! (*5:.Iylsummary r"or*l n'r*-oi#la*relineo
-qf"t*t
health
risk
assessmEnr
was r$quired' The AEBMOD modeL unat usBd,
with t*"par*moters ouflined belottr
snd

Ciuvron U$A lnc- $-1138. $1162368

rn€teorolqgicaldatafor 9004-200S tronr Fellorrrr* to detErmine the dispersion factor* (ie', the
streilgth or Q) for a reoeptor
&d6t-d fincsntrafion or X dMged by the normalized source
which then u*ed *re Air
Program,
SHARP
the
inio
wbre
inlut
fhil* Ai*p*ralon factors
and Reporting
Analysis
Hol-$pats
nq
Tool
and
Risk
inDMBT)
ni$p#id Mo*ering
ard the
hazard
indioes
acute
and
the
chronic
calculate
to
2)
a-ifnnp
F ogo* Ver$ian
mrcinogenic rislr for the proiect.

;h:

{

Tha following paramsters lverE usod for ths riavistrtfl

Analyels Psramsterc
Unit ,l0'18-O

lll.

Concluslon

The acute and chrqnic indlces are Mow 1,0 and the cancer ri* hctor associated with $e
p*6ii;1os* Sran 1.0 in a million. ln accor{anca rcitft tlre Dl*tricf* Rl*lc ffi*mgem*nt

iliG td p*lirt is spprovad witlrout Toxic Baot Avallable Con$ol Technslo$Y (T'
8ACn.

Thme conclu$ons are bmed on the data provided by Sre applhant and the projed
pararn*ers
anSlnsei. Therefore, thls analyeir is mlid only as long ae the propased data and
do not cfrange.

M

Athchmente

RfutR requedfromthe proied engineer
8. Additional lnfoilnstion from ths applicenUproiad engineer
C. Priorifieatlon ecor6 uritoxic emiesions surnmgry
D, Fadlity $urnmarY
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CONDITION$
'l;
2.

?his Au$ority to co$$truct ssryss as a xriffcn cqrtilicats of confcrmiry rvith Src proccdunal rnElircments
of 40 CFR
?0:? and 70.8 and w{fi the compllancc requiremants of {0 CFR ?0,5(ci.
tDisrict Ruli UOi}fiarratty Enforceabii
Thmugh ?iilc V Fermit

kior to operating with modifications authorizcdty
:if*iry^ill.e 1Il"- v q**it witr r* administrativa

this Authority to Con$truc{" the facility shall submit an application
amendmcnt ii axorda*ce wtt, pistriit iule 2520 se+tidn

[L]tstrict Rute 2520, 5.3.4J Fcdcrally Enforperble Through Titto
3."

y

jJ;:

permit

Prlor to^opcrating quipmeeit undsr this Authoriry ts Conxrucq pernritt*o shall surrsndgVOC
emission red$ctlon

r1li9yi3eqryt{tyof ctxissionx lst quatar,-.1,??0lb,2nd q1p6er- IJ20 lb,3rd qmrrsr- l,??l ih and
:HIi*f'
rourtfi quafer - l72l tU.
anrorirts inclu.de *re.applrgableoffsel ratip:,spccified in nuti,iZOf Sectlon i,g

{y1e

Smsidsd 2/t$l6).forrhs ERC spscilied bctow. tDistriit

R.ute

2iOr1 fsdsnait&lforc6ii;.ildrougt,

{as

fifi- vflm,it

ERC- Cortificctc Numbers

:ct1-@.att.split

S-410-t,-s-3ala_l: s-4004-t, S-41I0-1, S-4r4g.t, $lg?g-1, S-lgtZ-I, and &lgg3-l (or a
fronr tb.sse certillcqtes; shall.bc'uscd to iuppli ttre'rrquireo oifr"ts, unlil a reviscd
offsettins orooosal
-.'
&e Distrlct1{T$irl,.Pis luihority to:co$trucr drar.be

o.io*a,,a*i;-ffiiliy
::m'Y.Td-1$.tllg
'
if.any,
shan
ue luiliceted pnoc b
:triyl$ itP.:H.Tq rypry!. .Q1g,elp$lic 19{911g,requirenrcnts,
'rcH,uffisc oI t$iq Autlotify'to Con$ruct. fDistrict Rulc 2201] Fedcrally Eoforceabli Through
permit
Tiilc V

?his tallk

t@l *ty

*torc, placa' or hold urganic liquid wirh I true vflpor pre$$re (TVp) of less
lhan 0.5 psia under all
*torage conditions, [Distriet Rule 46t3] fedemlly Enforcoablc ftrough fitb V pEnnjt
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Fcderally Enforceable Through Titlp

'
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Tatk llquid throughput shall not excaed 2,00S

y Fsrrnit

barre ls prr day or ?0,000 barels per

y'ar. lpistrict Rule Z?$l J

YoC emission rats &om tho ra{k shfill not cxceod } 03,0 lb/day or 4,588 lbr}car.
[District Rule 2201 and 40 CFfi, Fart
60' $ubpart ooool Fderally Enfurcwbre Througlr Title v permit

7

Pennittes sh*ll condu*t tn s Yepor Plessrure
testing of the organic liquid sored in this tank" or repre$ntative
pruvidcd in Disrict nuie +ozr, at leasr
tu?k
during summer (Juty - scptamber), and/or
whenever there is t chang* iu stc sourcc or qrps ef organis-_lhuid,stffcd
inihir ia#l;oni".
-- -- -'- to *"inirin **Lp*on
from the rule. flDisrrict &uk a6fi] fcdgally"frforqealh.fkiugh Titte v

ffw)
,n; ;rd t;;;hs

*

rr*i

l.

]}re f|I.gflty of cnrde o-il or pctrolcuru di$tillotc shall bc d$smined by using ASTM ,rderhod 0 2g? el ,,s&ndard
TestMethodftrrApl.Gnrvityrrfcnrriesclnrl*uman]Petnrlaurnry{t$Ulyd;;et;Mefirod).
silrrptingforApt
gmviry shall trc-p*rformed in nccordanca with ASTM uerma n
CIst "stailaix po*** ro, Manual sampling of
feiroleum ard ?effoleum ?mdlst$,h [Dirtriet Rulc 4623] neoeralty Enforpratilffr*rgl,
filfe v pennir
Fsr cruds oil with aIAFI
ryli? of 26 dcgr*x or leas, the TVP *hdl be delermined using rhe la*sr version of rhe
N$onal ulor*ory'Iestttte*roa
l*fq*t-rkeley
9f Reagrive srjanic compounds in ltoavy
trude oil UringGasChromatagraphn, as approved byQlrporpy*ry
ARB lnobpn. tpi$ri;6k*uf,gt r*d*gy Enfomeable

l0'

Through ?itle V Permit
I

t'

Ir}$tcsd oftssting each unccntrolled lixad
ry{ta$, the permittee rnay conduct a TVp test of the organic liquid stored
in't representative tank. [District Ruto 4623]
Fedemlty Enforceable T]rrough

Titlo V

fr**it

12'

The TVF te$ing shall be canduclsd at actud
:torage tcmptra&rs ol'the organic liquid in ths tank, I he permittce shall
also conduct an API savrty tc$ting. lDistrict Rul*?rzl;
i"uuralty gnror&bie

l3'

Thistankshallboe.q{ppedwithapressura-vrcuum(PV)rcliefvalvescrtowitbinl0%ofthpmanimumallowablE

'

it-ei; ift!, v Fermit

worlciug prcssure of tlre tanlg labeled with thecperaring
*.tfingr, pqop.ily *uinr"inua in good opcrating order
ia aocodanee with dre manufacnrrers inrtructions, aou-stratt orn in inU*tieht;nJit-i*
***p when the cperaring
pressurs eri.meds the valvels $etprssture.
fDi$triet &,uls 4623J federalffnfoic"rUie-ffri*uglr Titlc V pcrmlt

;ro.il

14: IernniueE shall submit &e recods offiP cnd API g,fvry bsting to $e Apco
wi$in 45 days afrer$e date of testing.
Thr records shall includc thc tank idixtiffcatign nlrri*1, i'or*ii i op"ror" number,
ty,pe of stored orgaaic liquid, TVF
and API graYrtv of tlre organic liquid, tqst ms$odr used, aud a *py
irtu" t*rr;;Ki;istrict nuh,+6?tJ Federaly
Enforcosble Througtr ?itls V per;ntt'
gpcntor
l5''
shall visually inspect tank shotl,
hatches, seels, scrms, cable seals, valves, flanges, conneclors, and
any othor
piping oomponcnts dirccrly aflixed to ure taak and wittrin n
c-rd of the tank ,t r-iii
per year for liquid lcala,
and with a portrblc hydrccarbon dctcction instrument conducteJ
""1"Method 2l for grs leakr.
in acsordancs with Ep.A
operrtor shall aho yisually o,1 ultmsonicalty inspsct
rhe extern&l shelts anjroofs of unlnsulatsd ranks
forstructwslintopity annuatly. fDistrict nirk iogo]
permit
d-iirrceable

; ;d;;;trd
ird;;ii

16'

*

k*

l!rei#iii

[sirrricr

Y fsrmir

l?'

ru""* riti, v

Upon dsaection of a tiquid lealr defincd
1.1*t r*lu.gf grc$or {an or cqurl to 30 drops p*r mi*uh, operator shall
rcpair the {*ak within & hou$. For leaks with
a liquid
ratc of bcryry
drop* per rninuts, rhe lcaking
I -ry!
coinponent shall bs repaired wifrirr 24 horxs after detpction.
gnforceabti
nurc ioaot

upcn dekction of

a gas lmk, defiasd as a voc conccntration of gr*aterthan
10,00$ ppmv neasured ia **cordance
u'ith EFA Methcd ?1, operator shall taka on ofthe foltrowing acdlns,
l) slimiaare thc r*ak withi;;
{eiection;"or 2)-if the laak ca$not bs elirninated, thm rninimi:e *r* rcario ti;
lrycl wisrin s hours aJter
dstsction by using bsst maintsn*nct
sr*ctlccs, and climinate the lcak wiffriu
minimization.
ln no event
shall tha total time to minimize and climinata a hak e:rcetd 56 hours
an*r *Etection. t*rt irt nute 20ss] F*deralty
Eaforcee$le Through Titla V ?effirit

ilfi*rilte
,Ehfi;t;

l8'

11,*uefrk *

ccmFone*

h;;;;"*

b* iry".dy:ry affrxed with tag showins rhe comFo$$ilr
Yfjf"**:,::*fli::*rEcoras :lgfy-'tl,
of ft e nqu er sry dt il&;i,,Jleiisr, a[liffi ;ii: ilk ill

f_Yl*mfffg#l
fislove$, gn{ date/tirf,*

ry1ry*
the component was repaired

Enforceable Thmugh Title V permit

$-lt:*{*rtg; *p t6, }Aa*a* {r6(t,{,i

a

id

to a

condition. [Distri*r Rutc 2080J Federally
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19. Ixakirg

compon*nt$ thst hava been discovar+d by tho opsrator that havs hen irnmcdiately tagged and rcpalred within
sprcifitd in Ois*ir.t Rule 4623, Table 3 shall not sonstitutc a violation ofthis rule. Leakine
componcfits as defined by Districr Rulc it623 disssvered by District gcaffthat werc nct prerriously idontified andl/or
. trggcd by thc operator, and/or any leak$ that wcrc not repair*d rvithin ths timcllamas spocified in District Rule 46?3"
Table 3 shall constitste a violation of this rulc. [District Rale 2080] Fed*ral]y Enfurserble Through Tirls V Psrmit
th'd tirilsfr*mcs

20. lf a somponent typ* foi a givcn tank

'

is f,ound to Ieak during an annual inspection, spsrato, rhall conduct quartrdy
inspcctions of that compcnent typg on tho hnk or tank systam fsr four corsssutivo qua*rrs. If no compcncnts ar6
foqnd to lsak afier four consecutivs quartersl :hr opcrator may reyirt b annual inspeetions, [n,stis Rule 2080j

fede.r*lly 0nforcaabl*Through Titte V $ermit

2t,

Any cornporcnt fqund to be lcaking on two consfcutiva annual inspcctions is in violation ofthir rulr, svca if aorrrsd
urder thc volunhry lnspection end maintsnanse program. lDisrict Rulc 2980] Fodcrally EnforEeablc Through Ti{le
Pcrmit

Y

P-rymitte shal.l notrfo thc APCS in uriting x laut thrm (3) days prior to perfunning tank d*gassing and interior ank
.gleaningactivities" lYrittcn notitisation shall includc Sre following t;ttrb fcrrrritto Opcrate nlrm*rand physical

ll

loqation of the ank being dcgassed, 2) the datc and tims thst tsnk Oag,issing anU oleaning activiti* will tebii,
$rc
dogassing method, ep allolvsd in this pcrmi! k b* uscd, a) *ro math&ro bi ussd to ctlai *c tang incl$Cfig ;ny
sofu*qF to bc ussd, sad 5) thc rnothd to bs $pd to disposc of any remsrM sludge, incJuiliagrnettrods ttrativiliAe
usgd,,iq'contml emi*$lons-fmm thc rwciving vss{cl and emissipns during ranspoi.'JDis$ict n$b 2080J Fcderally
Snforesablc Through Title V Pcrmit

23.

u.

i his'rrnk sliall rlot&o

reqplrcd to de-g4s,bcQry oommencing cleaning activities.

All othc applicable rcquircrnen$
curing;;r}d
a*ertank
cfEonti"Sastiul'#,
a0s0ji;;lly
t-nl*i"tRute
:Iatl,leqgrptis*r{,ithbif$rgr
Thrpugh ?itl! V Pcrmlt

lili;dti;

whilc pcrbrmlng tank cleaning a$tivities, operato$ nuyonly,nss tlrtfollarli*g clmningaga$$i disql, sohsntb lvith
Pint of grcasr'.rhln 302 dcgrew F, solwnts wi0t a vapor prersurs'of Jes$ ftan 0.5 pih, or,solve*b
-"
*ith 5O.$mnrio-tV.OO,per literorloss. tpiiript RulE 2980j Fcdcratty tinfoic€bh Ttrougtr ritle V ieni,lt - - -'
an initia.! borll!8

k

?5. $lqem olsenitry slall
Tty allcwcd at locations whc,rc w-as{o*,etcr trqa&nen! faeilities are lhnitad, orduring th*
months of Dmrlberthrough li,tarch" [Dlsrlct [,ulo 2080] Fod*ratly En&rcmbleThro$gh TirLV

iuqfir -

Ilt:p"ryrTf_shall.keep"uccuratn re€ordscfeach orgonlc.liquid *tortd in thr rank, including ix storagetcrnpsrdurE,
TVP, and API gravity' {pistrict Rule 46231 rederalli Snfomeable ?hroug}r Titlc v pu*it

}rlti$rsr: .?r l$f tlsra -cro*g.n
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REGULATION 6
PARTICULATE MATTER
RULE 5
PARTICULATE EMISSIONS FROM REFINERY FLUIDIZED CATALYTIC
CRACKING UNITS
(Adopted December 16, 2015)
6-s-100

GENERAL

6-5-101

Description: This rule limits the emissions of condensable particulate matter

emissions from petroleum refinery fluidized catalytic cracking units (FCCU!) 1.we1't

as emissions oi precursors of slcondary particulate matter. Regulation 6, Rule

rule,
addresses filterable particulate emissions from FCCUs. For the purposes of this
an
from
emissions
dioxide
particulate
and
sulfur
commingteO ammonia, condensable
be
point
all
shall
exhaust
single
a
from
sources
other
more
ind one or

FCCU

considered to be FCCU emissions.

6-5-t 10
6-5-111

EXEMPTIONS

Exemption, Emissions Abated by Wet Scrubber: The emission limits in Section 6S-gOt'.nrtt not apply to emissionsthat are abated by a wet scrubber that is required
to-be operated'by-a District permit and that constitutes best available control
technology (BACT) for any pollutant.

6-5-112

6-5-113

6-5-l {4

Lirit"o tiemptibn, Emissions during Startup or Shutdown Periods:

The

requirements of Section 6-5-301 shall not apply to emissions dyring an FCCU startup
oi strutOown period. FCCU startup and shutdown periods shall-be as defined in this
rule, unless a different period is specified in a District Permit to Operate for an FCCU,
in which case the Permit to Operate shall take precedence. This exemption is also
to a non-FCCU souice with startup or shutdown provisions specified in a
6-5-301
"ppii"rUf"
il,irit to Operate, if that source is subject to the requirements of Section
a
single
at
FCCU
of
an
with
those
because the source emissions are commingled
Operate
to
Permit
in
the
prov'tsions
specified
exnaust point; the startup or shutdown
shall be ihe basis for this exemption. Whenever this exemption applies to any source,
it shall apply to all sources with commingled emissions'
Limited'iiemption, lnstallation of Wet Scrubber: The emission limit effective
in a
date for ammonia in Section 6-5-301 may be extended to a later date specified
wet
new
a
with
be
controlled
to
FCCU
existing
an
for
Construct
Oiitri"t Authority to
months'
36
than
more
by
extended
not
be
may
but
scrubber,
Limited Exemption, FCCU without Nitrogen-Based Additives: The emission limit
for ammonia in Section 6-5-301 shall not apply to an FCCU where ammonia, urea or
anyother nitrogen-based additive is not used in a way that contributes to ammonia or
condensable particulate FCCU emissions.

6-s-115

Limited Exe.mption, Ammonia optimization: The ammonia emission limit

6-5-200

DEFINITIONS

6-5-201

Ammonia

6-5-202

in

Section 6-5-301 shall not apply to the owner/operator of a refinery that implements an
optimization of ammonia anOl6r urea injection in accordance with Section 6-5403'

Ammonia slip is the amount of unreacted ammonia emifted to the
atmosphere from the FCCU, regardless of the source of the ammonia.
Cii"lj"t Regeneration Unit 1CnUl: A catalyst regeneration unit regenerates spent
FCCti catallist by burning ofl the coke that has deposited on the catalyst surface.
The resultini CRU flue gas is ttre primary emission source addressed by this rule'

Slip:

December 16,2015

Bay Area Air Quality Management District
6-5-2

6-5-203

or gaseous
Condensable Particulate Matter: Liquid droplets. that coalesce,
and/or solid
liquid
particles'
These
solid
or
liquid
emissions that condense to form
particulate
la"ntiti"a as condensable organic oi condensable inorganic
partictes

6-5-204
6-5-205

"r" EPA Test Method 202'
matter using
emissions subject to
Oaily lverig;: The arithmetic mean of the measured ammonia
FCCU_operates.
the
that
day
sect-ion 6_5-501 on any catendar
to Operate, FCCU
FCCU Shutdown: Uniess otherwise specified in a D'r_strict Permit
reactor stops
FCCU
to the
shutdown ir p"tioo wnlcn ueglns w6en fresh feed flow
is
shutdown'
" the main bloweifor catalyst recirculation
and ends when

6-5-206

to operate' Fccu
FCCU Startuf' unrei" otherwise specified in a District Permit
startup of the main
the
with
begins
which
hours
12ti
startup i. , p6rJ not exceedlng
is introduced to the FCCU
blower for introduction of catalyst and ends after fresh feed
reactor, when the process reaches steady state'

A fluidized catalytic cracking unit
6-5-2Ot Fluidized Catalyiic Cracking Unit (fbCU):
petroleum fractions, typically from
heavy
converts
(FC6U) i. , p.L"$ing unit t-hat
a fine'. powdered

6-s-2og

using
crude oil distillation units, into lighter fuel intermediates by
petroleum-molecules are
heavy
the
which
in
rlaction
a
chemical
t"
catatyst
fi;;i;
an FCCU includes
broken into-smitter molecules. ln addition to the crackinO pa9t91
blowers' and all
including
equipment
(CiU),
ancillary
a catatyst-rJg!;"irtio, ,nit
heat'
equipment foicontrolling air pollutant emissions and recovering
petroteum Ceiiilt, An esiablishment that is located on one or more contiguous or
usable products such
adjacent properties that processes crude oil to produce more
petrochemical
diesel fuel, aviation fuel, lubricaiing oils, asphalt or
as gasoline,'petroleum
processes (e'g',
separation
include
processes
iefinery
feedstocrs.
petroleum..conversion
atmospheiic or vacuum distillation, and light ends recovery),
isomerization' coking'
polymerization,
reforming, alkylaiion,
pro."..", (-"S.,

"i""king,
peiioleum t[atin! processes. (e.9.r hydrodesullurization'
and visUrealing)
and deasphalting), feedstock
hydrotreaiing, cn"emi,iaf sweetening, acil.

gis

removal,

auxiliary
and product handling (e.g., stor;ge, ble-nding, loading, and unloading),
sulfur.recovery
production,
hydrogen
waite wateitreatment,
facilities (e.g., boiler{'blowdown

systems, compressor engines, and power plants).
codtiniio*"rr,
primary i""*i"rl"t" Matter: Miterial emitted to the atmosphere as filterable or

ptant,

6-5-209

6-s-2io

6-5-211

6.5.300
6-5-301

condensable Particulate matter'

in a gaseous
Seconoafi iirticutate Matter: Material emitted to the atmosphere
atmospheric
at
form
liquid
or
a
solid
to
form that will not coalesce or condense

into. a solid.or liquid
temperature and pressure, but that may react in th-e atmosphere
Particulate Matter shall
form. foiir1e putiot". of this irt", pr".rt ors of Secondary
include sulfur dioxide (SOd and ammonia'
gas streams by contacting
Wet Scrubber: A devicelnat removes air pollutants from
liquid'
the gas stream with a scrubbing

STANDARDS
owner/operator of
Fluidized catalytic cracking Unit (FCCU) Emission Limits: The
emissions to the
cause
not
shall
FCCU
an
inctuOes
a Petroleum Refinery
rro, tt FiCU tnat e*c"eo the limits in Table 1 on or after the indicated

-td

"tro.pnli"

"

TaOle

I-

FCCU Emission !!4q!!g

f O ppnrvO
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6-5400

ADMINISTRATIVE REQUIREMENTS

6-5401

Ammonia Control Plan and Permit Applications: No later than January 1,2017,
the ownerloperator of a Petroleum Refinery subject to the ammonia emission limit in
Section 6-5-301 shall submit to the APCO a control plan detailing the measures, if
any, to be taken in order to meet the requirements of Section 6-5-301, and also
applications for allAuthorities to Construct necessary for compliance with Section 6-

6-5-402

Ammonia Monitoring Plan: No later than January 1 , 2017 , the owner/operator of a
Petroleum Refinery that includes an FCCU subject to the ammonia emission limit in
Section 6-5-301 shall submit to the APCO a plan for the installation of an ammonia
monitoring system to perform monitoring as required by Section 6-5-501. This plan

5-301.

6-5-403

shall identify the proposed monitoring technique, monitoring equipment, installation
details and installation schedule.
Ammonia Optimization: As an alternative to compliance with the ammonia

emission limit

of Section 6-5-301, the owner/operator of a refinery may instead

establish an enforceable ammonia emission limit for the FCCU that results in the
minimization of total FCCU PMz.s emissions (including all condensable particulate
matter), as follows:
403.1 No later than March 1,2016, the refinery owner/operator shall submit to the

APCO an Optimization and Demonstration Protocol for the purpose of
establishing the minimum rate of ammonia and/or urea injection necessary to
minimize total PMz.s FCCU emissions (including all condensable particulate
matter) while complying with all existing permit requirements, excluding
permit requirements that are not based on District BACT requirements, on
District prohibitory rule limits or on federal consent decrees. The Optimization

Protocol shall include the ammonia and/or urea injection rates

403.2

403.3
403.4

403.5

to

be

evaluated and the criteria for selecting these rates, and also the criteria for
determining the Optimized Ammonia Emissions Concentration that minimizes
total FCCU PM2.5 emissions.
\Mthin 60 days, the APCO shall either approve or disapprove the
Optimization and Demonstration Protocol.
The refinery owner/operator shall commence and complete the Optimization
and Demonstration Protocol, approved by the APCO, no later than June 30,
2017.
The refinery owner/operator shall report to the APCO the results of the
Optimization and Demonstration Protocol and the proposed Optimized
Ammonia Emissions Concentration no later than August 31,2017. No later
than this same date, the refinery owner/operator shall submit a District permit
application to 1) establish the Optimized Ammonia Emissions Concentration
as an enforceable permit requirement, and to 2) relax any existing permit
conditions that are not based on District BACT requirements, on District
prohibitory rule limits or on federal consent decrees to the extent necessary
to minimize total FCCU PM2.5 emissions.
Disapproval of an Optimization and Demonstration Protocol, or a failure to
meet any requirement or deadline in this section shall not constitute a

violation of this rule, but shall preclude the applicability of the limited
exemption in Section 6-5-115.

6-5-500

MONITORING AND RECORDS

6-5-501

Ammonia Monitoring: The owner/operator of a Petroleum Refinery that includes an
FCCU subject to the ammonia emission limit in Section 6-5-301 shall, no later than
January 1,2018, operate one of the following;
501.1 A mass-balance monitoring system that includes all of the following:

December 16,2015
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1.1
1.2

Parametric monitors that comply with District Regulation 1, Section 523
continuously measure the injection or addition rate (pounds per
hour) of ammonia, urea or any other nitrogen-based additive into ihe
emission stream, and;
Continuous emission monitors that comply with District Regulation 1,
Section 522 to continuously measure NOx and oxygen conCentrations

to

at

appropriate locations to allow a calculation of the amount of
ammonia and/or urea consumed in Nox-reduction reactions, and

therefore the remaining, emitted amount of non-consumed ammonia.

501.2 Any other ammonia emission monitoring system approved in writing by the
APCO.

6-5-502

Ammonia Records: The owner/operator of a petroleum Refinery subject to the

ammonia emission limit in Section 6-5-301 shall maintain records of the daia required

to be measured in Section 6-5-501. These records shall be kept for a period of at
least five years and shall be made available to the APCO on request.

6-5-600

MANUAL OF PROCEDURES

6-5-601

Compliance Determination: Allcompliance determinations shallbe made in the asfound operating condition. No compliance determinations shall be made during
periods subject to the exemption in Section 6-5-112.

6-5-602

Determination of Ammglla and oxygen: Determination of ammonia shall be by
Regulation 1, section 522 Nox monitors or other Apco approved ammonii
monitoring system. Determination of orygen shall be by Regulation 1, section 522

oxygen monitor.
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REGULATION 8
ORGANIC COMPOUNDS
RULE 6
ORGANIC LIQUID BULK TERMINALS AND BULK PLANTS
8-6-100
8-6-101

GENERAL

Description: The purpose of this rule is to limit emissions of organic compounds as
defined in Section 8-6-207 from transfer operations at non-gasoline organic liquid
bulk terminals and bulk plants.

8-6-110

8-6-11I

(Amended March 17, 1982; February 2,1994)
Exemption, Low Vapor Pressure Organic Liquids: Until December 1, 1g94, the
requirements in this Rule shall not apply to loading or delivery of any organic liquid
having a true vapor pressure less than 77.5 mmHg (1.5 psia). After December 1,
1994, the requirements of this Rule shall not apply to loading and delivery of any
organic liquid having a true vapor pressure less than 25.8 mmHg (0.5 psia), as
determined by the methods specified in Sections 8-6603 or 604.
(Amended February 2, 1994)
Exemption, Low Throughput: The vapor recovery requirements of subsection 86-302.1 do not apply when the total annual throughput of organic liquids with at least
77.5 mmHg (1.5 psia) true vapor pressure transferred into delivery vehicles only is
less than 2,271 cubic meters (600,000 gallons) on a facility-wide basis.

8-6-112
8-6-113
8-6-1 14

8-6-{

t5

8-6-116
8-6-t t 7

(Amended February 2, 1994)
Deleted February 2,1994
Deleted February 2,1994
Exemption, Maintenance and Repair: The requirements of section 8-6-306 shall
not apply to spills resulting from maintenance or repair operations provided proper
operating practices are employed to minimize evaporation of organic compounds into
the atmosphere.

Exemption, Bulk Gasoline Distribution Facilities: Gasoline bulk terminals and
bulk plants are not subject to the requirements of this rule. Such facilities are subject
to the provisions of Regulation 8, Rules 33 or 39.
(Adopted November 30, 1983;Amended February 2,1994)
Exemption, Small Transportable Containers: The requirements of subsection
8-6-302.2 shall not apply to loading organic liquids into any transportable container
with a capacity less than 0.114 cubic meters (30 gallons).(Amended February 2, 1994)
Exemption, Liquefied organic Gases: The requirements of this rule do not apply
to transfer operations involving liquefled organic gases such as liquefied petroleum
gas (LPG) and halogenated gases.
(Amended February 2,1994)

8-6-200

DEFINITIONS

8-6-201

Bulk Plant: Until December 1, 1994, any storage and distribution facility that
receives organic liquid by pipeline, railcar, and/or delivery vehicle; stores it in
stationary tanks; and/or mixes it in blending tanks; and/or loads it into delivery
vehicles or transportable containers, for delivery to distributors, marketers or any
product end user; and which has an annual throughput of not more lhan 22,710 cubic
meters (6,000,000 gallons). After December 1, 1994, the annual throughput shalt

8-6-202
8-6-203

include organic liquids of at least 25.8 mmHg (0.5 psia) true vapor pressure.
(Amended July 2, 1980; February 2,1994)

Deleted February 2,1994
submerged Fill Pipes: Any discharge pipe, lance, or nozzle which meets either of
the following conditions:

203.1

Where the vessel is filled from the top, the end of the discharge pipe or
nozzle must be submerged when the liquid level is 15 centimeters (6 inches)
from the bottom of the vessel. When the vessel is filled from the top with a

Bay Area Air Quality Management District

February 2,1994

86-3

203.2

retractable lance, the lance shall remain below the liquid surface during the
transfer oPeration.
\A/here the vessel is filled from the side, the discharg pipe or nozzle must be
totalty submerged when the liquid level is 46 centimeters (18 inches) from
the bottom of the vessel.

8-6-204

8-6-205

(Renumbered March 17, 1982; Amended February 2' 1994)
Bulk Terminal: Until December 1, 1994, any storage and distribution facility that
receives organic liquid; stores it in stationary tanks; and/or mixes it in blending tanks;
and/or loaOl it into delivery vehicles and transportable containers, for delivery to
distributors, marketers or any product end user; and which has an annual throughput
't, 1994, the
of more than 22,710 cubic meters (6,000,000 gallons). After December
psia) true
(0.5
25.8
mmHg
least
of
at
liquids
organic
annual throughput shall include
2, 1994)
February
Amended
17,1982;
(Renumbered
March
pressure.
vapor 'Vapor

True

Pressure: The pressure exerted when an organic liquid is in
at 25oC gToF). For liquid mixtures, true vapor
is the sum of tle equilibrium partial pressures exerted by all organic

equilibrium with its own vapor

pressure

compounds in the liquid and can be estimated using Raoult's Law as follows:

(w,)(YP,)l MWi
px=!\ \"i

/-/
i=l

w,
+* MW,

U)
w_

2

MW

Where:
Wi = Weight of the "i"th organic compound, in grams
Ww = Weight of water, in grams
MWi= Molecular weight of the "i"th organic compound, in grams/gram-mole
MWw = Molecular weight of water, in grams/gram-mole
P" ='True vapor pressure of liquid mixture at 25oC, in mmHg
VP;=yapo, pressure of the "i'ith organic compound at 25oC, in mmHg
For organic liquids and organic liquid mixtures to which heat is applied, the true vapor
pressure shall be determined at 25oC UToF) or the actual loading temperature,
whichever is higher.
(Renumbered March 17, 1982;Amended February 2' 1994)
Vapor Tight: A leak less than 100 percent of the Lower Explosive Limit on a
portable hydrocarbon detector measured at a distance of 1 centimeter from the

-

g-6-206

source'

(Renumbered March 17,1982;Amended February 2,1gg4)

g-6-20Z Organic Compound: Any compound of carbon, excluding

methane, carbon
monoxide, carbon dioxide, carbonic acid, metallic carbides of carbonates, and

g-6-208
g-6-209

8-6-21O

g-6-211

g-6-212

carbonate.

(Adopted February 2' 1994)
pumps, flexible hosing,
arms,
loading
of
combination
Any
Loading Equipment:
to fill delivery
piping
necessary
valves
and
other
and
meters,
nozzles,
dispensing
vehicles oi transportable containers with organic liquids. (Adopted February 2, 1994)
Organic Liquid: Any organic compound or mixture of organic compounds that
exiits in the iiquid phase at actual loading conditions. For the purposes of this rule,
ammonium

organic liquids shall not include coatings, adhesives and sealants.
(Adopted February 2, 1994)
Transportable Containers: Any portable enclosed vessel such as a tote tank or
cylindrical drum, which contains 550 gallons or less and is used to transport and
(Adopted February 2,1994)
distribute organic liquids.
drops per minute excluding
three
not
exceeding
leak
Leak Free: An organic liquid
Such disconnect losses
fittings.
transfer
disconnecting
upon
occur
losses which
shall not exceed 10 milliliters (ml) during a bottom loading operation or no more than
two milliliters (ml) during a top loading operation, averaged over three disconnects.
Adopted February 2, 1994)
with a stationary cargo
equipped
trailer
truck
or
Delivery Vehicle: Any motor truck

tank having a capacity more than 550 gallons and designed qnd built-for the
(Adopted February 2,1994)
transportati6n of oiganii liquids.
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864

8-6-213
8-6-214

refers to the transfer
switch Loading: For the purpose of this rule, switch loading in displacement of
results
;i;Gill,quids-into , o"rir"w vehicle cargo tank, whichAdopted February 2' 1994)
organic vapors ,"r",n,ng i;m I previous nlo'
emissions to the
Vapor Loss Controi System: A system for reducing
system' which
collection
a
and
device
,u"t"ment
atmosphere, consistini oi'"n
applicable
in
the abatement efficiency or emission limit specified the

achieves

the requirements of Regulation
standard(s) during the iransfer operation and meets

2' Rule
8-6-215

't'

AdoPted February 2' 1gg4)
of one or more of the
gas
composed
Liquefied Petroleum Gas: A compressed
propylene, and
isobutane,
}-butane,
flammable hydiocarbons lpropane,

|"il;i;g

trivi".!rl,

,ir"o
---_

which is

synthesis.
8-6-216

.

.

as a fuel or as raw material for chemical
(Adopted February 2' 1994)

organic vapors
Balance System: A piping system.that is designed to collect
vapors to
collected
the
route
to
and
oirirr"Ji.m orginic lilrio dtrn.titbperat'ons,

V"p.i

riaded originated. Jnoople! February 2,19s4)
delivery vehicles
Throughput: The toirr ulrrr" of-organic liquid transferred into
mlxture
liquid/water
organic
in
an
and transportable containers. The voluire of water
2"1994)
February
(Adopted
throughput.
itre tacitity
shail not be considere,IpJrt

iiliiqrid ;;ing

the vessetfrom which

8-6-217

,

"rp""ialiy

"t

8-6-300
8-6-301

STANDARDS
allow the transfer of
Bulk Terminal Limitations: A person shall not transfer or vapor loss control
a
unless
from urx t"rminrl loading equipme_nt
used. Such transfer operations shall not emit into
"rg;.i"-liqrids
;y-.H ii property
per cubic meter (0'17
"nd
"onn""t"J
the atmosph"r" ,or"'in-Jn ,i;i,r,l of organic cT?.oynds
lJaded. Switch loading shall be subject to
p*"Jr'pi,i r,ooo gdb;si oiorg;nic
- liquid
February 2' 1994)
(Amended March 17
this

8-6-302

standard

loading of any organic
"1982;
Bulk Plant Limitations: A person shall not load or allow the
requirements are
following
the
unless
iiqrlJ tro, butk ptani toaOing equipment
satisfied:

while
302,1 Vapor Recovery Requirement: Any emissions.displaced
anorganicliquidwithatruevaporpressureofatleastTT.5mmHg(1.5psia)
intoadelive',v,"ni"r"shallbecontrolledbyavapor,balancesystem.ora
rGt"m, which is propeily connected and used during
vapor loss
"6ni.f io atmosphere shall'noi exceed 44 grams of organic
loading. eriisions
liquid
transferring

compounds

p"i"rui"

meter (0.35 pounds per 1,000 gallons) of organic

loaded.

section 86-116' either
302.2 Submerged Fill Requirement: Except as provided in
system s.hall be
control
loss
vapor
a
or
filling,
Lottom
iirip,p",
a submerged
vehicle o.r
d.elivery
a.
used when transierring an orginic liquid into
is used,
system
control
loss
vapor
transportable container] when a
compound
organic
grams
of
44
exceed
not
emissions to aimoiptrere shall
n J. p",,&r.:"r,i
;; ;;o il," "1*' ib IE.
LT :l,iJ ;:??tS ?SH:[rr l ?Sil;
Deleted February 2,1994
or allow the transfer of
Deliveries to storaie Tanks: A person shall not transfer
anyorganicliquidwithatrueVapor.pressureofat|east77.5mmHg(1.5psia)into
tank having a capacity between 7'6 and 150
or'Uu[

il

8-6-303
8-6-304

any bulk terminat

ftant

-stbrage
or
5g,ogo gall6ns) inclusive, unless a vapor balance system
is
and
tank
storage
the
on
"nJ t"'as ["en pioperly installed
"r6i"
vapor loss control ,yit"r,
21
exceed
not
shall
atmosphere
to
properly connected ffiilg'oetvery. Emissions
pounds per 1,000 gallons) of
grams of organic.#p"inOr peicuOic meter (0.17
(Amended February 2' 1994)
organic compound
tga-og! at a terminal or bulk
Detivery vehicte i"qrir"r"nts: Any detivery vehicte
be
prr"i*f,i"n is subject'to the requirements of Sections 8-6-301 or 302'1 shall

."t"o,

(2,00g

toadeO.

8-6-305

equipped to allow

piop"t

"onn"itlon
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86-5

g-6-306
8-6-307

control system required by the section and shall be maintained to be vapor tight, leak
(Amended February 2,1994)
free, and in good
Equipmeni Maintenance: All equipment associated with organic liquid delivery
and loading operations shall be maintained to be vapor tight, leaklree and in good
(Amended February 2,1994)
working
Rule shall not be spilled'
to
this
liquid
subject
Any
organic
Practices:
Operating
diicarded ln sewers, stored in open containers, or handled in any other manner that
(Amended February 2,1994)
would result in evaporation to the

working'order.

order.

atmosphere.

8.6.400

ADMINISTRAT]VE REQUIREMENTS

8-6.401 Deleted February 2,1994
8-6-402 Deleted February 2,1994
g-6-403 Compliance Schedule: Any person who must install or modify equipment
comply with the requirements of Sections 301, 302
following increments of Progress:

8.6.500

to

or 304 shall comply with the

June 1, tti94-submit a completed application to the APCO for an

403.1

by

403.2

AuthoritY to Construct.
After December 1, 1994 be in final compliance. (Adopted February 2, 1994)

MONTTORING AND RECORDS

g-6-EO1 Records: After December

1, 1994, a person whose loading equipment is subject to
following requirements:
with
the
comply
shall
this rule
501.1 A person shall maintain a current record of the true vapor pressure of each
organic liquid and organic liquid mixture.
SO,l.2 A [erson shall maintlin monthly records that provide the throughput (gallons)
of each organic liquid and organic liquid mixture transferred into delivery
vehicles ani transportable containers with at least 25.8 mmHg (0.5 psia) true
vapor pressure.
501.3 Such iecords shall be retained for the previous 24-month period and be
(Adopted February 2,1994)
available to the APCO upon

request.

g-6-502 portable Hydrocarbon Detector: Any instrument used for the measurement of
organic compounds shall meet the specifications and performance criteria, and shall
bJcatibrated in accordance with EPA Reference Method 21 (40CFR60, Appendix A).
(Adopted February 2, 1994)

g-6-503 Burden of Proof: The

burden of proof of eligibility for exemption from the
is
on the applicant. Persons seeking such an exemption
rule
of
this
requirements

shall maintain adequate records and furnish them to the APCO upon request.
(Adopted February 2, 1994)

8.6.600

MANUAL OF PROCEDURES

g-6-60l

Efficiency and Rate Determination: The means for determining compliance with
Sections A-O-gOt, 302, and 304 are set forth in the Manual of Procedures, Volume
(Amended March 17, 1982; February 2' 1994)
lV, ST-3 or ST-34.
Deleted February 2,'1994
Analysis of Samples, True Vapor Pressure: Samples of organic compounds as
specihed in Section 8-6-110 stritt Ue analyzed for true vapor pressure at 25oC
28. For
?7oF\, as prescribed in the Manual of Procedures, Volume lll, Method
org"nic liquids and organic liquid mixtures to which heat is applied, the true vapor
pressure shall be determined at 25oC FToF) or the actual loading temperature'

8-6-602
g-6-603

whichever is higher.

-

g-6-604

(Adopted March 17, 1982;Amended February 2,1994)

Determination of Applicability: Any of the following methods may be used to

determine if an organic liquid is subject to the requirements of this rule based on its
true vaPor Pressure:

604.1 EPA450/3-87.026 (Exhibit A.2 in Appendix

Bay Area Air Quality Management

District

g66

A or Appendix D), or
February 2,1994

604.2 Standard reference texts, or
604.3 For liquid mixtures, use Raoult's Law of Partial Pressures as defined in
Section 86-205 or ASTM Method D 2879-83. (Adopted February 2, 1994)
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ORGANIC COMPOUNDS
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ORGANIC LIQUIDS
OF
STORAGE
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8-5-101
8-5-110

DescriPtion
ExemPtions
to service
Limited Exemption, Tank Removal From and Return
pieventitive Maintenance and lnspection of ranks in operation

i
Limited E-;[ii;;:
8-5-1 13 Deleted MaY 4, 1988
8-5-114 Deleted MaY 4, 1988
8-5-1 15 Deleted MaY 4, 1988

g_5-r r

8-5_112

B-S-116

Facilities
exemption]'C""ofin" Storage Tanks at Gasoline Dispensing

g-s-f f A

Limited Exemption' LowVapor Pressure
Limited Exemption, Gas Tight Requirement
Limited Exemption, Repair Period

8-5-200

DEFINITIoNS

8-5-2Ol

Deleted October 18, 2006
Storage Tank
Deleted November 27,2002
Organic Liquid
Gasoline
Gas Tight

8-5-117
g-S-t

tg

8-5-202
8-5-203
8-5-204
8-5-205
8-5-206
8-5-207 ApprovedEmissionControlSystem
8-5-208 Degassing
8-5-209 ExtLrnal Floating Roof Tank
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STANDARDS

8-5-301
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Requirements for External Floating Roof Tanks
Requirements for lnternal Floating Roof Tanks

A-S-SOZ
g-5-SOg
g-5-SO+
a-S-SOS
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8-5-323
8-5-324
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8-5-328
8-5-329
8-5-330
8-5-331

8-5-332
8-5-400

Requirements for Approved Emission Control Systems
iil;ffi;ts for Fix'ed Roof Tanks, Pressure Tanks and Blanketed Tanks
Deleted MaY 4, 1988
Deleted November 27, 2002
Deleted January 20, 1993
Deleted January 20, 1993
Deleted January 20, 1993
Floating Roof Tank Fitting Requirements
Primary Seal Requirements
Secondary Seal Requirements
Deleted January 20, 1993
Deleted January 20, 1993
Deleted January 20, 1993
Deleted MaY 4, 1988
Deleted MaY 4, 1988
Tank Degassing Requirements
Deleted November 27, 2002
Deleted November 27, 2002
Tank Cleaning Requirements
Sludge Handling Requirements
ADMINISTRATIVE REQUIREMENTS

8-5412

Tanks
lnspection Requirements for External Floating Roof
Tanks
FloatingRoof
lnternal
for
il$;;ii;; Requirements
iniilection Requirements for Pressure Relief Devices
Test Reports
insbection, Abitement Efficiency Determination and Source
Deleted October 18, 2006
Deleted MaY 4, 1988
Enhanced Monitoring Program
Monitoring of Leaking Pontoons

8-5-500

MONITORING AND RECORDS

8-5-501

8-5-502
8-5-503

Records
Source Test Requirements
Deleted October 18, 2006

8-5-600

MANUAL OF PR@EDURES

8-5-401

8-5402
8-5403
8-5-404

8-5405
8-5410
8-5.41

1

8-5-601

8-5-602
8-5-603
8-5-604
8-5-605
8-5-606

Analysis of Samples, Reid Vapor Pressure
Analysis of Samples, True Vapor Pressure
Deteimination of Abatement Efficiency
Oetermination of Applicability Based on True Vapor Pressure

..

M""rur"r"ntofLeakConcentrationsandResidualConcentrations

ntJy"it

"t

Samples, Tank Cleaning Agents
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8-5-2

REGULATION 8
ORGANIC COMPOUNDS
RULE 5
ORGANIC LIQUIDS
OF
STORAGE
(Adopted January 1, 1978)
8-5-100
8-5-101

GENERAL

of organic compounds
Description: The purpose of this rule is to limit emissions
from storage tanks.
10 and storage tanks
Note: New storage tanks may also be subject to Regulation
of Regulation 8' Rule
requirements
the
to
subject
U"
pfants may rito
located at bulk
6 or Rule 33'

8-5-110

$mended 9/4/85; il4/88; 1r2on3; fi/18n6)

following Sources:
Exemptions: This rule does not apply to emissions from the
m3
1'0
126+ g.at)'
110.1 Storage tanrsilJing , ""i,tltv of less than
which is not used for
1967,
4,
pri6r
January
to
110.2 Any storage trnr in"rirtt"it
engine fuel tanks,
combustion
internal
to
oidp"n.ed
storage or ga;tine to o"
gal),
an underground
or
m'
7.6
than
less
of
1Z,OOB
capacity
and is eitner oia
with an offset fill line'

tank
gal) or less capacity
110.3 Any above gt;J g".oline tank of 7'6 m'{Z,qqA
equipped with a
and
1976,
9,
prior
January
to
instatted rno'in t"tite
submerged fill
8-5-111

pipe'

gmended il4r88; 1/20/s3; 1127n2,

fi/18n6)

to Service: The
Limited Exemption, Tank Removal From and Returnapply to storage tanks
not
t."qrirlr"".ts of'sections a-s-go+, 305, 306 and 307 shalt
during temporary removal

during or after tanr< oelommissioning, and shall not apply
the following requirements:
tr", i"*li" provided that the operator complies with
notification shall identifv the
This
APCo.
the
;;fit
The operator;;il

111.1

specificrequirementforwhichanexemptionis..necessaryandexplainhow

with
the ptanned ;; ;;;;;r;d acrivities necessarily prevent compliance
of
in
one
satisfied
be
may
requiremeni
those requirer"r,ti. The notification
the following waYs:

lais

prior to such work being done, written notification is

1.1

rnree

1.2

being
feepno#notincation is made to the APCO priorto such work
days
three
within
APCO
the
by
received
is
Oon", anJ written notice

received bY the APCO; or

after such work has been done'

of this rule at the
111.2 The tank is il;mpi,an"L *itn all applicable requirements
made'
is
time the notification in Section 8-5-111'1
processof filling'
111.3 \Nhen the noating rooris resting on the leg supports,.the
be
accomplished as
shall
and
continuoui
bJ
shalt
rJ,tting
emptying,
as "nO-

raPidlY
Possible.
during filling and
111.4 Vapor ,""orrl-ry inall be used on tanks so equipped
emPtYing Procedures.
lf the tank
1,11.5 Emissions rn"fi U" minimized during the period of exemption.
hatch or
access
an
interior is to oe-opened to the atmosphere through
manway,asmuchproductaspossibleshallbedrainedfromthetank,and
device shall be
degassing equipmi:nt anO air associated abatement

connectedand'operated,asrequiredbySection3-5-328'aSSoonaS
111

.6

possible.

tank is not
, if the tank operator discov-ers that the
the
during
rule
th.is
of
requirements
in complian"" iritn alt applicable
.
within
APCO
the
to
made
be
shall
notification
exemption pod,-i"f"pnonJ
a written report that describes the non-compliance
Ji."or"w
24 hours
"nd
actions taken s'hall be submitted within 60 days of
and any "t
not required for tanks
"oir".tir"
discovery. inisiefepftone notification and report are
Major Facility Permit
in
a
requirements
reporting
that are suUiecito Ot iation
Effective January 1,

Bay Area Air Quality Management
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g-5-3

are not
issued pursuant to Regulation 2, Rule 6. Notification and reporting
service'
to
tank
a
returning
when
othena/se required
(Amended 1/20n3;

8-5-112

2/15n9; 11/27/02; 10/18/06)

in
Limited Exemption, Preventative Maintenance and lnspection of Tanks
328
and
The requirements of Sections 8-5-304, 305, 306, 307.2,307.3
6;;;til
of a vapor control
snatt not apply to storage tanks during preventative maintenance
or during
inspection;
primary
seal
O"ri"", irrif roof, roof itting ot tank Jeal; during
complies with
and installation of a-secondary seal provided that the operator
the following requirements:

Lr*r"f

shall identify the
itZ.t Thj operator shall notify the APCO. This notification
for which an exemption is
affected tank

n"""r."ry,

ind the lpecific

requirement

shall explain how the planned or performed activities necessarily

prevent compliance with those requirements, and-shall describe the
seal
measures to ue taken to minimize emissions. For secondary
The
notification
specified'
be
installations, the type of installed"seal shall
requirement may be satisfied in one of the following ways:

1.1

1.2

Three days prior to such work being done, written notification is
received bY the APCO; or
Except for secondary seal replacements, which are subject to section
priorlo such
8-5-112.1.1, telephone notification is made to the APCO

work being'aone, and written notice is received by the APCO within

three days after such work has been done'
is in'compliance with all applicable requirements of this rule at the
The
tank
112.2
time the notification in Section 8'5-112'1is made'
112.3 Product shall be moved neither in nor out of the storage tank and emissions

shallbe minimized.
7
112.4 The time of exemption allowed under this section does not exceed

112.5

112.6

consecutive daYs.
Effective Januiry

, if the tank operator discov-ers that the tank is not
applicable requirements of . th.is rule during the
"tt
notification shall be made to the APCO within
exemption p"iioO, telephone
24 hours of discovery and a written report that describes the non-compliance
of
and any corrective actions taken shall be submitted within 60 days
tanks
for
required
n9!
are
report
and
notification
Jir"or"h7. This telephone
Permit
that are iuUjeit to deviation reporting requirements in a Major Facility
1

,

in compliance *itt

2OO7

issued pursuant to Regulation 2, Rule 6'
records for
Effective .tune i ,2o1i, the tank operator shall keep the following
exemption:
of
this
use
each
at least 24 months after
The affected tank and the date and duration of the exemption;

6.1
6.2 The preventative maintenance, inspection or other activity that was
Performed;
6.3 The specific standaids of this rule for which an exemption was
necessary; and
taken to minimize emissions during the exemptiol-P9^io9:.-^. ^,
Actions
6.4
(Adoptedg/4/85;Amendedg4fr8;tnOnS;1?J1*99;1127/02;10/18/06)
8-s-t I 3
8-5-1

{4

8-5-115
8-5-116

8-5-117

Deleted MaY 4, 1988
Deleted MaY 4, 1988
Deleted MaY 4, 1988

Gasoline Storage Tanks at Gasoline Dispensing Facilities: The
pr*iiionr of this rule shall iot apply to any gasoline- storage. tank located at a
6"roiin" oirpensing racirity subject io the requir"r".,..;l#i"?i!Hl,u;Ell?l;on*ou,

Ei"rpii"",

for
Limited Exemption, Low vapor Pressure: The provisions of this rule, except
vapor
true
a
with
liquids
organic
Section 8-5-307.3, shall not apply to tanks storing
pr"irrr" of less tnan oiequal io iS.A ,m Hg (0.5 psia) as determined by Sections 85-602 or

8-5-118

604'

4dopted 1non3;Amended 1127n2: 1o/1uoo)

Limited Exemption, Gas Tight Requirement: The gas tight requirement of section
requirements of
8-5-306.2 shatt not ,ppfy to ianrs. a1. facilities that are subject to the
Regulation 8, Rule 18.
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8-54

(AdoPted Odober

8-5-119

1

8, 2006)

an
Limited Exemption, Repair Period: A tank operator who has implemented
discovers
who
and
8-5411
pursuant
Section
to
Ennan"eo Monitoring Program
be
that faitsio r"6t a requirement listed in Section 8-5-119.1 shall not
the
of
all
with
complies
operator
"qripr"nt
Gil;J in violation of that requirement, provided theThe
period of such an exemption
ionJition.listed in Sections a-S-ttg.z and 119.3.

in
inarr not exceed the amount of time necessary to meet the requirement
this
to
entitled
be
not
shall
operator
An
8-5-119.2.3.
section
accordance with
for any violation discovered by the APSO during an APCO-initiated

"i"11ption
inspeclion.

if

g.l

The exemption is available only for the following requirements:

1.,1

1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5

Section 8-5-303.1 (good operating condition requirement only), 303'2
(gas tight requirement onlY);
Sections 8-5-304.4, 304.5, 304'6, 305'5 and 305'6;
Section 8-5-306.2;
Sections 8-5-307.1 and 307.3;
Sections 8-5-320.3, 320.4.2,320.4.3, 32A.5.2 (gaps only), 320.5.3 and

320.6;
Sections 8-5-321 .1,321-3.1,321'3'2, 321'3'3 , and 321'4;
Sections 8-5-322.1, 322.2, 322'3, 322'4, and 322'5'
1
conditions shall be met for the exemption to be available:
following
The
The tank operator shall have implemented an Enhanced Monitoring
Program in accordance with Section 8-5-411;
The tank operator shall minimize excess emissions resulting from the
8
failure to meet the requirement as soon as possible, but no later than

1.6
.7

119.2

2.1

2.2

2.3

hours after discovery;

The tank operator'shall bring the tank into compliance with the
requirement as soon as possible, but no later than 48 hours after

119.3

3.3

the

3.4

necessary;and
actions ta(en to minimize emissions during the exemptiol pgrio9: ^^^^.
(AdoPted October 18' 2006)

8-5-200

DEFINITIONS

8-5-201

-torage

8-5-202

discovery;

The tan( operator shall not move material into or out of the tank until
the tank is in compliance with all applicable requirements, except to
the extent necessary to make repairs'
of this
The tank operator shall iubmit a report within 60 days of any use
exemption. The report shall include the following:
of the exemption;
3.1 the affected iank and the date and duration
g.2 the repair or other activity that was performed; . .
speciflc requiremenis of this rule for which an exemption was

2.4

Deleted October 18, 2006

Any container, reservoir, or tank used for the storage of organic
such as
fiqriOr] excluding tinks that are permanently affixed to mobile vehicles

fanf:

raitroao tank cars, tanker trucks or ocean

8-5-203

8-5-204

'"tt"l(irorr"

d 9/4/85; Amended 1127/02; 1o/18n6)

Deleted November 27, 2002
conditions of
Org"nrc Liquid: nny organic compound that exists as a liquid at actual
use or

storage'

j0^,3)
4dopted 9/4185; Amended 1,

8-5-205

Gasoline: Petroleum distillates used as motor fuel with a Reid vapor

8-5-206

100 ppm (expressed
Gas Tight: A concentration of organic compounds of less than

greater than 4'0

psia'

pressure

&dopted 9/4185; Amended il4/BB)

above UacigtounO,-fot any point or item, except for pressure relief
for
",
and l"s. tnan 550 ppm (expressed as methane) above background,
Jevices;

,"tl"n")

pressure relief devices

Bay Area Air Quality Management

only'

1O/1U06)
4dopted 5/4188; Amended 1/20193; 1127n2;
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8_5-5

8-5-207

Approved Emission Control System: A system for reducing emissions to the
aimosphere that consists of a collection system and an abatement device, which is
approved in writing by the APCO and achieves the overall abatement efficiency
specified in the applicable standards section.

(Adopted 12083; Amended 1n7/02)

8-5-208

Degassing: The process of removing organic gases from at^llaopt"a

8-5-209

External Floating Roof Tank: An open top tank with a storage vessel cover
consisting of a double deck or pontoon single deck that rests upon and is supported
by the liquid being

8-5-210

contained'

anuary

20, 1ss3)

4dopted 1r2o/s3;Amended 1o/1e/06)

lnternal Floating Roof Tank: A tank with a floating cover or roof that rests upon or
is floated upon the liquid being contained, and that also has a fixed roof on top of the
tank shell to shield the floating roof from wind, rain and other elements. An external
floating roof tank that has been retrofitted with a geodesic dome or other fixed roof
shall be considered to be an internal floating roof tank for the purposes of this rule.
(Adopted 12;0f,3; Amended 1127/02; 10/18n0)

8-5-211

True Vapor Pressure: The vapor pressure of a liquid at storage temperature.

8-5-212

Organic Compound: Any comPound of carbon, excluding methane, carbon
monoxide, carbon dioxide, carbonic acid, metallic carbides or carbonates and

(Adopted 120t93; Amended 1t27n2)

ammonium carbonate.

8-5-213

(Adopted January 20, 1993)

Viewport: An accessible opening in the fixed roof of an internal floating roof tank
that measures at least 0.75 meters (30 inches) on each side or at least 0.75 meters
(30 inches) in

diameter'

(Actopted January 20, 1ss3)

8-5-214

Gauge Float: A device to indicate the level of liquid within a tank. The float rests on
the liquid surface inside a well in the tank.

8-5-215

Guidepole: An anti-rotation device that is fixed to the top and bottom of a tank,
passing through a well in a floating roof. Guidepoles may be solid or be equipped

(Actopted December 1s, 1999)

with srots or hores for gauging
8-5-216

purposes'

*dopted December 15, lsss)

Zero Gap Pole Wiper Seal: A sealwith no gap exceeding 0.06 inches between the
guidepole or gauge well and pole wiper

seal'

(Actopted December 15, 1999)

8-5-217

Decommissioning: The removal of all organic liquid and gases from a storage tank
with the intent of no longer using the tank for storage of organic liquids or gases.

8-5-218

Stock Change: The removal of organic liquids from a tank prior to refilling the tank

(Adoqted November 27, 2002)

with a different organic
8-5-219

liquid.

(Actopted November27,2002)

Tank Cleaning: The process of washing or rinsing the interior of a storage tank, or
removing srudge' or rinsing riquid from a storage

8-5-220

tank'

contaminated stock, followed by return to service.

8-5-221

(Adopted November

27, 2oO2)

Temporary Removal From Seruice: The removal of organic liquid from a storage
tank for tank cleaning, stock change, tank repair, roof repair, or removal of
(Adopted November 27, 2002)

Liquid Balancing: The process of reducing the vapor pressure of the contents of a
tank by adding lower-vapor pressure liquid without breaking tank vacuum, and, for
floating roof tanks, without landing the floating roof on its supports.

(Adopted November 27, 2002)

8-5-222

Pressure Relief Device: Any device that is used to relieve either positive or
negative pressure upstream of the device, or both.

8-5-223

(Adopted Odober 18, 2006)

Pressure Vacuum Valve: A type of pressure relief device that is used to control
breathing losses from a fixed-roof tank by allowlng slight positive or negative
pressure variations in a tank while preventing the movement of gas into or out of the

tank'

Bay Area Air Quality Management District
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8-56

8-5-224

connection: Flanged, screwed, or other joined fittings used to connect any piping
or equipment.

8-5-225

Good operating

(Adopted October 1 8, 2006)

condition: A tank component or related equipment is in good

operating condition when it operates as designed without visible breaks, cracis or
other defects that result in organic emissions.
8-5-226

Emission Minimization: Emission minimization required,.t::ff iflf-:f;8.f)
means reducing excess emissions caused by violation of a rule standard to the

lowest achievable level using best modern practices while maintaining the associated
tank in service.

(Adopted Odober 1 8, 2006)

8-5-300

STANDARDS

8-5-301

Storage Tanks Control Requirements: A person shall not store organic liquid in
any storage tank unless such tank is equipped with a vapor loss control device that is
specified by the table below for the tank capacity, or for a higher capacity, and for the
true vapor pressure of the tank organic liquid contents, or for a higher true vapor
pressure.

Tank Gapacity
21.0 m" to <37.5 m3

True Vapor Pressure of Tank Orqanic Contents
>0.5 to 31.5 psia

>1.5 to <1 1 psia

2 11 osia

Submerged fillpipe

Submerged fillpipe
(underground tank
or aboveground
non-gasoline tank),
pressure vacuum
valve, internal or
externalfloating
roof
Submerged fill pipe
(underground tank),
pressure vacuum
valve, internal or
externalfloating

Pressure tank or
approved emission
control system

(>264 gallons to
<9,906 gallons)

>37.5 m" to <75 m"

(>9,906 gallons to

Submerged fillpipe

<'19,803 gallons)

>75

m'to <150

m3

Submerged fillpipe

(>19,803 gallons to
<39.626 oallons)
50 m'
(>39,626 gallons)

>1

roof
lnternal or external

floating roof

Pressure tank or
approved emission

controlsystem
lnternal or extemal
floating roof

Internal or external

floating roof

(Amended, Renumbered g/4r85; Amended

8-5-302

Pressure tank or
approved emission
control system

Pressure tank or
approved emission
control system
il4/88; 1D083;

1

RequirementsrorsubmersedFirrpiffid"l-:ffKf*":;11,f 7,;Ti:;ri:!{;!,

Section 8-5-301 must meet either of the following requirements:
302.1 where the tank is filled from the top, the end of the discharge pipe or nozzle
must be totally submerged when the liquid level is 15 cm (6 in.) from the
bottom of the tank.
302.2 where the tank is filled from the side, the discharge pipe or nozzle must be
totally submerged when the liquid level is 46 cm (1s in.) from the bottom of
the tank.

8-5-303

Requirements

(Adopted 9/4185; Amended, Renumbered 11n7/02; Amended 10/18/06)

for Pressure vacuum Valves: A pressure

vacuum valve required

by Section 8-5-301 must meet the following requirements:

303.1 The pressure vacuum valve must be set to either at least 90% of the tank's
maximum allowable working pressure, or at least 25.g mm Hg (0.5 psig), and
the valve must be in good operating condition.

Bay Area Air Quality Management District
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8-5-7

remain in a gas tight
903.2 The pressure vacuum valve sealing mechanism must
conditionexceptwhenoperatingpressureexceedsthevalvesetpressure,or or
vapor recovery
except when the sealing mechanism is vented to a
of at least 95% by
efficiency
abatement
overall
disposal svstem irraihas-an
weight.

Amended 10/18/06)
(Amendecl 9/4/85; 5/4n8; 1r2og3; Amended, Renumbered, 11127/02:

8-5-304

An external floating roof
Requiremend" fo. E;te;;l fioating Roof Tanks:
,*ri,i*o uv section g-5-301 must meet the foilowing requirements: .

8-5-320'
304.1 The floating |,oot r,tting" ,ust meet the requirements of sectionthat meets the
primary
seal
a
wiih
equipped
504.2 The floating rooi mJst be

requirements of Section 8-5-321'
rr"t be equipped with a secondary seal that meets the
304.3 The floating
of Section 8-5'322'
requirements '*i
g04.4 The floating rooi must rest on the surface of the liquid tank contents and
tank contents
must be in gooo operating condition. There shall be no liquid

ontopofeithertheprimaryorsecondaryseal,oron,topofthefloatingroof
tank walls
(this requirer"ni JoLt not'apply to liquid that clings to the inside
onto the
walls
tank
the
from
drips
as the tanf is Otain"O, o, t6'tiiuiO that
seals).

liquid
304.5 The tank shell must be in good operating condition with no

304.6

leakage

through the shell.
liquid tank
An external rro-aiing roof tank shall not be operated with organic
met:
are
conditions
following
the
pontoon
unless
contents in any tani

6.1\Mthin4Shoursofdiscoveryoforganicliquidina.pontoon,alllidsor
-on
the iffecteO pontoon shall be sealed and
otner oieningi

6.2
8-5-305

maintained in a gas tight condition; and

be made
The next time the tank is removed from service, repairs shall
on all pontoon leaks

Renumbered s/4/85; Amended il4il|; 1f20te3;
Amended, Renumbered 11f27/02; Amended 10nffi6)

"t [x'"1?5;

floating roof required
Requirements for lnternal Floating Roof Tanks: An internal

by Section 8-5-301 must meet the following requirements:
tank must
305.1 For a tank wiin seats installed on or before February 1, 1993, the
be equipped with one of the following:
in
n fiquii mounteJ piimary seaf mounted in full contact with the liquid

1.1

theannularSpacebetweenthetankshellandfloatingroof,

1.2 A metallic shoe Primary seal, or
seal
1.3 A vapor mounted primary and a secondary greater
than the diameter
lf sections of'seaf *itn

the tank

"r" to or
length equat

305.2

tot"t iength equal to oi

of

r"pf"""J at" one time,

or if sections of seal with a total cumulative
greater than 50% of the total seal circumference are

newly instal6d
replaced or"r-tir", inen tne seal shall be considered to be
and subject to Section 8-5-305'2'
tank must be
For a tank *itn-il"ft installed after February 1, 1993, the
meets the
primary
sealthat
shoe
metallic
or
mounted
equipped witn a tlquio

requirements

of slction g-5-321 and a

requirements of Section 8-5-322'

secondary seal that meets the

305.3 lnternal tloating tooi tanr" that are placed into

or degassed.after

^service
in the fixed roof
February f , ig6g shall be equipped w1h at least 3 viewports
roof tanks
floating
not apply to external
of the tank.
long as
as
"tt
1993,
1,
February
retrofitted wittr Oomed or other fixed roofs after
passes
light
sufficient
which
panels
through
the dome consists of translucent
seal'
roof
floating
to allow inspection of the
8-5-320'
The floating ioftittingt must m6et the requirements.of Section
contents and
tank
liquid
The floating ioot ,u-tt rest on the surface of the
contents
tank
liquid
no
be
shall
There
good op;rating condition.

il;;;ililr"nt'.t

305.4
305.5

must be in

ontopofeithertheprimaryorsecondaryseal,oron.topofthefloatingroof
walls
tank
(this requirement OoLs not apply to liquid that clings to the inside
onto the
walls
tank
as the tanf is Oiained, or t6'tiluiO that drips from the
seals)-
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8-5-8

305.6 The tank shell must be in good
through the shell.

operating condition with no liquid leakage

(Amended, Renumbered g/4n1; Amencted

8-5-306

Req

u i re

!^o1t1ol

306.1

306.2
8-5-307

il4/gg; 1non3;

lfli Sil#fi'jl' K";?;:;ff

me nts f o r A p proved E m iss,." 8ffi
lK,!y::l
System required by Section 8-5-301 must meet the following requirements:
lt must provide an abatement efficiency of at least 95% by weight, based on
a comparison of controlled emissions to those emissions which would occur

from a fixed or cone roof tank in the same product service without an
approved emission control system, expressed as a percentage. Baseline
emissions shall be calculated using the criteria in Apl Bulletin z5ta
lt must be gas tight.

RequirementsrorFixedg,:f;::f#,ig:flf #?ffi H"Jg?ff"ffi+::l{:',,
307.1 Fixed roof tank shells and pressure tank shells must be in good operating
307

condition with no liquid leakage through the shell.

-2

A pressure tank must maintain working pressures sufficient at all times to

307.3

8-5-310
8-5-311

8-5-312
8-5-313

8-5-314
8-5-320

prevent organic vapor or gas loss to the atmosphere.
The sealing mechanism on pressure relief devices located on pressure tanks
and on tanks blanketed with organic gases other than natural gas shall be
maintained in a gas tight condition except when operating pressure exceeds
the valve set pressure, or except when the sealing mechJnjsm is vented to a
vapor recovery.or disposal system that has an overall abatement efficiency
of at least 95%by weight.

(Adopted 9/4n5; Amended il4t88; 1nOE3; Ameded, Renumbered 11/2.7/02;
Amended 11/1g/06)

Deleted May 4, {988
Deleted November 27, 2002
Deleted January 20, 1gg3
Deleted January 20, 1993
Deleted January 20, 1gg3

Floating Roof Tank Fitting Requirements: The fittings on any floating roof storage
tant subject to section g-5-304 or 305 shall meet the following conditions:
320.1 Deleted November 27,2002.
320.2 All openings through the floating roof, except pressure relief devices, shall
provide a projection below the liquid surface to prevent belching of liquid
and
reduce escaping organic vapors.

320.3 All openings through the floating roof, except floating roof legs, shall be
equipped with a gasketed cover, seal or lid, which shill meet either of the

lo^llowing requirements, as applicable, except as provided in sections g-5320.4,320.5 or 320.6.

3.1
3.2

320.4

The gasketed cover, seal or lid shall have no measurable gap
exceeding 0.32 cm (1/g in.), except when the opening is in use.
For inaccessible openings on internal floating rbof ta-nks, there shall be
no visible gaps as viewed from the flxed roof manway or viewports,
except when the opening is in use.
solid sampling or gauging wells, and similar fixed projections through a

floating roof such as an anti-rotational pipe, shati meet the folloiving
.

conditions:
4.1 The wefl shail provide a projection berow the riquid surface.
4.2 The well shall be equipped with a cover, seal or lid, which shall at all
times be.in a closed position with no gap exceeding 0.32 cm (1/g in.),

4.3

except when the well is in use.

The gap between the well and the roof shall be added to the gaps
measured to determine compliance of the secondary seal and in no

case shall exceed 1.3 cm (lt2 in.).
sampling or gauging wells, and similar fixed projections through a

320.5 slotted

floating roof such as an anti-rotational pipe, shali meet the folloiling
conditions:
The well shail provide a projection berow the riquid surface.

5.1

Bay Area Air Quality Management District
8-5-9

October 18, 2006

S.2Thewellonanexternalfloatingroofshallbeequippedwiththe
a pole sleeve, pole wiper and
following: a sliding cover, a cover iasket,

aninternalfloatandfloatwiperde:signedtominimizethegapbetween
grp shall in no case exceed
the float;Jil;ti, provioea tnritn"
a well.gasket' a zero gap
with
equipped
be
1.3 cm t#-i,'i, ot tn"tt
below the liquid
pote wipei seii ano a pole std;ve that projects
surface.

5.3Thegapbetweenthewellandtheroofshallbeaddedtothegaps
the secondary seal and in no

compliance of
(112 in')'
cm
1'3
case shall exceed
with a slotted membrane fabric
shail'be,provided
320.6 Any emerge.";;;i;;in
cover, or equiv'are-ni,
;itr;t;;l;.,,i;:rz?i?3,"Jr!!,1,'"!r"#ip;,*r,
equipped
primary Seat Requirements: n'ferson snati'not operatg a,st9ryge tank
unless
305
or
8-5-304
section
of
i"quirements

,"rrrr"iio'o"1"rmln"

til

8-5-321

with a primary

,""r ,uuil"t

ffiffi#

tL in"

sucn taht meets the following conditions:

in the primary sealfabric
321.'l There shail o"'."'t'6r"i, tears, or other openings

g2l.z

that allow the emission of organic vapors'
shoe or a liquid mounted type, except as
The seal .r,"riil"
"itneia-m-etattic
Provided in Section 8-5-305'1'3'
be..installed so that one end of the shoe

321.1 Meta,ic-sho"-,il;'""rr.-.n"ri
extendsintothestoredliquidandtheotherendextendsaminimumvertical
roofs and 18 inches for internal
distance or or'cm lz+ in.l ior externaifloating
Measurements of the gap
surfale.
liquid
floating ,oof" iiloi"'ttre storeO 'be
maOe around the full circumference of
between t"nf J[iiinO-r""f. in"ff
the tank,

gaps shall
,i"".ur"o
-otirie

meet the following requirements:

gap
shoe shall be such that the maximum

3.1 rne".0geomeirv

Uetweeriin!'Jnoe

double the gap
anO the tank shell is no greater than

(18 in') in
gap criteria for a length of at least 46 cm
the vertical plane above the liquid surface' .
shell and the primary seal
For welded tanks, no gap Uet*een the tank

ih; ;;"i

attoweo'uv

3.2

gap greater.than o32
sna[ exillil.a t, ti-ilz in.). No continuous
fio/o of the circumference of the tank. The
cm t,d"iiliri"fr
(1?
all primary seal. gaps-exceeding .1,9 tt
i'n l
cumutaiive't".gin "r.i,"A
cumulative
the
and
"t
ciriumference,
tn"
of
iOy"
tn.,
,5i"
snafl Ue'n-oi
(1/8 in.) shall be not
engtn ot'a-tiJrir"ry seat gaps exceeding 0.32 cm

3.3

moie than +O% of tne circumference'
shell and the primary seal
For riveted tanks, no gap netween the tank
length of all primary
sfrarr exJeiO e.+'", (Z-ttZ in.). Tne gupq!1tive
more than 10% of
not
bd
shall
1i-ltzin.|
gapJlxceeding }.4

c,

sear

the circumference'
no gap between the tank shell and
321.4 For resilient-i;;;i;-;;;i equipped tanks,
(ilZ in;) The cumulative length of all
the p6ma*lrf ,nrri""cL"O f .S
than 5% of the
gaps exceeoi.g Olz cm (1/8 in') inatr Uq 1.ol more around the full
made
be
gap
shall
in"
oi

",

circumferen#.''

il;;J;;"nir

circumference of the
8-5-322

tank'

(Amended 120193;

M&99;

11t27/02;

fin8n6)

shall not operate a storage tank

, Secondary Seal Requirements: , .n.q9rsi'n
ihe requirements of Sections 8-5-304 or
equipped with a r""on=Jrry ieal subject'to
requirements' .ln determining compliance
305, unless sucn tan( me"t" tn" following
oi ine gap between tank shell and seals
with seal gap requirement",-."r.ur"ments

of the tank'
shall be made around the full circumference
openings in the secondary sealfabric
oiner
or
tears,
holes,
322.1 There shall be no
that allow the emission of organic vapors'
up to 3.8 cm (1-112
aliow easy insertio..

."riitril

?1lP!::
primary
sea'
in.) in width in order to measure gaps in the
shall exceed 1'3 cm
seal
secondary
tne
ini
shell
tank
322.g No gap O"t*""n tr.

922.2 The second"rv

(112in.).rn""u,ul"tivelengthoiattseconoarysealgapsexceeding0.32
of the tank.
cm

(1

/g in.l sr.,ariue not more tnan 5% of the circumference

Bay Area Air Quality Management
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g-5-10

least two sealing

of at
322.4 For riveted tanks, the secondary seal shall consist
surfaces,sucntnatthesealingsurfacespreventtheemissionoforganic
are allowable if the

322.s

compounds ,iouno *t" rivets. Serrated sealing surfaces
(6
tengin of serration does not exceed 15'2 cm in')'
installed after September 4'
seals
with
tanks
roof
tro"ting
For welded
"x"in"r
itoiting roof tanks with seals installed after February
1985 or *ero"JinGtn'or
tlnk shelt and the secondary seal shall exceed
1, 1993,
gaps

g"p;"l;";ih;

cumulative length of all^secondary seal
5% of the circumference
exceeding o.irr'io.ol ln.; snatt be not more than
(1 .79 in.) from vertical weld seams.
cm
5
than
g"ps
less
of the tank
diameter of'
"*.irJinu
seal with a total length eqrai to or greater than the
lf sections of

1.5 mm "o
to.o6"inr.

ihe

.,"ptr."o at one time, or if sections oi sealwith a total cumulative
seal circumference are
iength "r" t6 oi lreater than 50% of the total
installed for

the tank

"qu"f
or"riiri, tfien the seal shall be considered to be newly
replaced
the PurPose of this section'
the tank shell and shall not
322.G The secondaw't"rf tniif extend from the roof to
be attached to the primary
gmended 1Do/g3;11/27/02; 1on8n6)

seal'

8-5-323
8-5-324
8-5-325
8-5-326
8-5-327
8-5-328

Deleted January 20, 1993
Deleted January 20, 1993
Deleted January 20,'1993
Deleted MaY 4, 1988
Deleted MaY 4, 1988

not open the interior vapor
Tank Degassing Requirements: A !1k operator shall
a hatch or manwav'
through
aimosphere
the
to
$;;;;;-a;rf-suUje-A to this rule
tank contents or
conduct
or
to
eeuipment
degassing
except to connect or Oit.onn""t

sampling, unless such tank meets the following conditions:
tf'" emissions of organic compounds. resulting
7a
device that collects and
from degassiig .-hJi O".onirolled by an abatement
abatement efiiciency of
an
has
g"i"r
and
and
r"pors
processes
"ii;rg;ni"
frLignt. fne systeir shall be operated-untilthe concentration
at least gO'/.'by
ppm exprg:i9d.3s
of organic;fu;;e; in the'ta.nk is tess than 10,000
June 1, 2007, the
effective
methane. l; ;d", t" satisfy this requirement,
'be
less than 10'000
be
to
measured
must
residual org"ni" concentration

"ri."ion.
32g.1 For tanks hi;ih*

,',

ppmaSmetnaneforatleastfourconsecutivemeasurementsperformedat

intervals no shorter than 15 minutes each'
not commence after
att tank;';;;i;i to ttti. rule, tank degassing shail
Ambient Air Qualitv
State
oi
FeJeral
the
of
the District
resulting from
"i""""
unless-emissions
day,
following
the
standard for ozone for
degassing are controlled as required by Section 8-5-328'1'
written notification that
328.3 Effective .tun" i, iboz, the tani operator shall provide
start of a degassing
the
before
days
3
is received tv ir* ncco at least
degassing must be
where
Hbwever,
rule.
this
to
operation tna[ is iuUject
shall be made to
performed on'rn i*Lrgency basis, telephone notification
notification shall
This
the APCO within hours of commencing degassing'
and the liquid
location
treir
incl-uding
identify the tanks to be degassed,
the
time and date
and
emergency,
the
of
in the tanks, the nature

g28.2 For

;;;it;;

I

.

stored

degassing will
8-5-329
8-s-330
8-5-331

commence'

Deleted November 27, 2002
Deleted November 27, 2002

gtective

fi/18/oo)
@dopted 1D0/,3; Amended 11n7n2;
interior cleaning agents

June 1 ,2007 , tank
Tank Cleaning nequirements:
all organic vapors and gases emitted
unless
must meet the foff#in! requirements,
processed at in abatement device that has an

during tank cteaning;iJ
Lnl
least 90% by weight'
abatdnent efficiency of at"ol6A"a
point greater
331.1 Agents ,r"it io .t""n tank intbriorJshall have an initial boiling

than302degreesF,atruevaporpressurelessthan0.5psia,oraVoC
content less than 50 grams per liter'
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clean
331.2 Except as allowed in Section 8-5-331.3, steam shall not be used to

331.3
8-5-332

tank interiors at facilities that operate wastewater treatment facilitiesonly
Steam may be used to remove scale or film from tank interior surfaces
tarrr,:J##y)131*,
removal,
sludge
after routine tank cteaning, inctuding

of a tank
Sludge Handling Requirements: Effective June 1,2007, the operator
meets
that
container
sludge
a
into
directly
tank
that
ifr"tt-pt""" sludg6 removed from
tank
any
from
removed
sludge
to
appliei
section
This
tn" tdtto*ing reluirements.
put
into
last
it
was
since
init *"r su6ject'to the requirements of this rule at any time
service.

332.1 The sludge container shall allow no liquid leakage'
(112
332.2 The sludge container shall have no measurable gap exceeding 1.3 cm
except
and
in') except when the container is being loaded or unloaded,
during sludge sampling or treatment

*doptect odober la, 2006)

8-5,400

ADMI NISTRATIVE REQUI REMENTS

8-5-401

lnspection Requirements for External Floating Roof Tanks: .Tanks subject to the

i"qlir"r"nts

41i.l

of Section 8-5-304 shall be inspected by the.operator as follows:

The entire circumference of each primary and secondary seal shall^

b-e

8-5inspected for compliance with the requirements of Sections 8-5-321 and

per
322 twice per caiendar year at 4 to 8 month intervals, and 4 times
to
enhanced
subject
for
tanks
intervals
month
i
2
to
year
at
calendar
monitoring pursuant to section 8-5-411. lf a new primary or secondary seal
be
is installed, or if a primary or secondary seal is repaired, both seals shall
seals
wiper
Flexible
repair.
or
instailation
inspected at the time of ihe seal
snittUe inspected when the outer edge of the sealis.curved upward.
401.2 Tank fittings shall be inspected foicompliance with the requirements of
4
Section A-5-SZO twice pei calendar year at 4 to 8 month intervals, and
to
subject
tanks
for
intervals
4
month
times per calendar year at 2 to
enhanced monitoring pursuant to Section 8-5-411'

qlninAea 1uj0r,3; Amended, Renumbered 11f27fr2; Amended 10/18/06)

8-5.402

the
tnspection Requirements for tnternal Floating Roof Tanks: .Tanks subject to

i"qlir"r"^ts of Section B-S-305 shall be inspected by the.operator as follows:
s93l sha.ll^ b_e
40i.1 The entire circumference of each primary and secondary
and 8-58-5-321
of
Sections
inspected for compliance with the requirements
g2i. The time between inspections shall not exceed 10 years. lf a new

402.2

primary or secondary seal is installed, or if a primary or secondary seal is
or
repaireO, both seals inatt Ue inspected at the time of the seal installation
the
of
edge
outer
the
when
repair. Flexible wiper seals snatt Ue inspected
seal is curved uPward.
The entire circumference of the outermost seal (secondary seal wherg :o

equipped,orprimarysealwherenosecondarysealisrequired)shall.b.e
visuiity inspected for compliance with the requirements of Sections 8-5per calendar
305.1, 8-5-305.2, 8-5-305.3, 8-5-321.1 and 8-5'322.1 twice

402.3

year at 4 to I month intervals, and 4 times per calendar year at 2 to 4 month
intervals for tanks subject to enhanced monitoring pursuant to Section 8-5411. Flexible wiper seils shall be inspected when the outer edge of the seal
is curved uPward.
Tank fittings tn"tt U" inspected for compliance with the requirements of
Section 8-5-320 twice pei calendar year at 4 to 8 month intervals, and 4
times per calendar year at 2 lo 4 month intervals for tanks subject to
gap
enhanced monitoring pursuant to Section 8-541'1. Standards involving
but
is
accessible,
roof
tank
the
whenever
checked
measurements shalibe
year,
4
or
per
calendar
twice
than
frequently
more
checked
be
need not
pursuant
to
monitoring
times per calendar year for tanks subject to enhanced
Section 8-541 1'

6r"nd"d tr2o/g3;

Bay Area Air Quality Management District
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8-5-12

relief devices'
lnspection Requirements for Pressure Relief Devices: Pressure

8-5403

includingpressurerr"uurvalves,shallbeinspectedbythetankoperatorfor
at 4 to 8 month
per

calendar.year
twice
year at 2 to 4 month intervals for tanks subiect to
"ri"nOit
enhanced monitoring pursuant to Section 8-5411:
8-5-303'
403.1 Pressure vacuum valves: gas tight standards in section
except pressure
devices
relief
pressure
att
qos.z Effective June 1,2007, ror
vacuum valves: gas tight standard in Section 8-5-307'3'

*itn tn" fof6*ing requiiements
;"-rpti;;d
'rt;rir;i",
and 4 times p".

(Adolted 11n7n2; Amended 10/18n6)

8-5404

Test Reports:
lnspection, Abatement Efficiency Determination and source or source test
wtfiin oo days of any inspection, a-batement efficiency determination that certifies
be submitted to the APCO
;ili;J Uy inis rut6, a'report shall
associated with the inspection'
requirement
compliance witn each individual

includes data, supported
abatement efficiency determination or source test, and that
certiflcation'
this
support
to
by n"""."rry calculitions,
il4t88; 1Don3: 11/27fr2; 10/18n0)

iiilii"i,

8-5"405
8-5-410
8-5.41

I

fr[irrbered

s/4R5; Amended

Deleted October 18, 2006
Deleted MaY 4, 1988

that is subject to.this- rule
Enhanced Monitoring Program: The operator of a tank
with all of the
complying
by
Program
Monitoring
an elnnanJeO

;;t-ffitilent

following:
at a facility that
411.1 The tank operator shall submit to the APCO a list of all tanks
25% of these
least
tank'
of
are subject to init rule, and the capacity
.At
-eagl.r

by the
tanks, but no less than 1 tank at each facility, shall be selected
at
constitute
shall
tanks
selected
The
monitoring.
op"rrtor for enhanced
rule'
this
to
subject
is
tank capaci-ty at the facility that
teast 20%
"tin"lot"f roof tanks may be r-"]g."t".d.,for,enhanced monitoring
only externar-n;afing
total number of tanks'
unless there are notinough to consiitute 25% of the
to constitute the
necessary
as
selected
be
,ry
ivpLr
ln this case, otr,liirni
must be
monitoring
required nrrU"i. All iinks selected for enhanced
subject to Section 8-5401, 402 or 403'
a facility after the
411.2 An Enhanced Monitoring Program shall go into effect at satisfied' The
are
411'1
Section
in
iriteria
inat-tne
APCO Oetermines
specifictanrsseteaedbytheoperatorforenhancedmonitoringmaybe
upon written.notification to the APCO
iir" by the,operatorg-5-411.1
changed
continue to be satisfied. An
"nV
"t
proviled tnal i'ne criteria in section
EnhancedMonitoringProgrammaybediscontinuedatanytimebythe

operator upon written notification to the APCO'
in Sections 8411.3 The operatoi snaii pe*otm enhanced monitoring as specified

5401, 402 and 403.

8-5412

4dopted october 1o,2006)

roof tank on which a
Monitoring of Leaking Pontoons: The operator of a floating
other openings on
and
lids
the
inspect
shail
i""fing poitoon has b-een discovered

Section 8-5-304-6.1
any leaking pontoon ioi.ornpfi"nce with the iequirements.of
leaking pontoon is
the
once per calendar q;;rt"r fuginning the quarier after
discovered until a repair of the leak is

8-5-500

MONITORTNG AND RECORDS

8-5-501

Records:

completed

4dopted october 18, 2006)

person who operates a tank gubject to this. rule shall keep an accurate
blanket gases used,
record or tne ivp; anJarount of liquids -stored, lypg,of

501.1 A

andthetruevaporpressurerangesofsuchliquidsandgases.These
501.2

records shall be kept for at least 24 months'
who replaces all
For internal ano exiernat floating roof tanks, a tank operator

record of the
or part of a frimary or secondary seal shall keep an accurate
occurred.
replacement
which
on
oatels;
tn6
;d
tength of

"J"i'i"p]r""J
shall be kept for at least 10 years'
These records

Bay Area Air Quality Management
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501.3

Unless otherwise specified, the tank operator shall retain all records required

by this rule, and shall retain copies of any report, notification or other

501.4

submittal required by this rule for at least 24 months.
The tank operator shall keep engineering data sheets showing setpoints for
pressure vacuum valves installed after June 1,2007.
(Amencled

8-5-502

t2a/93;

11

/27/02;

1

0/1

8n6)

Source Test Requirements: Any tank operator who uses an Approved Emission
Control System or other abatement device to comply with the requirements of this
rule shall perform a source test as specified in this section. Source testing, including
prior notification of the District, shall be performed in accordance with the Manual of
Procedures, Volume lV. This section does not apply to any device that collects all
emissions and vents them to a fuel gas collection system for combustion, or to any
device that is subject to periodic source testing in accordance with a District permit to
operate.

502.1 A tank operator using an Approved Emission Control System or other
abatement device to comply with the requirements of Sections 8-5-303.2,
306.1 or 307.3 shall perform a source test on the system verifying operation
at the required abatement efficiency at least once in any calendar year in
which the system is used to comply with this rule.
device to comply with the requirements
of Sections 8-5-328.1 or 331 shall:
Demonstrate that a source test on the system verifying operation at the

502.2 A tank operator using an abatement

2.1

required abatement efficiency was completed within the 12 months
prior to the operato/s commencement of use and shall maintain a

2.2

complete copy of the source test report; or
Perform such a source test during the operation in question.
(Adopted 1/20t93; Amended 11f27/02; 10/18n6)

8-5-503

Deleted October 18, 2006

8-5-600

MANUAL OF PROCEDURES

8-5-601

Analysis of Samples, Reid Vapor Pressure: Samples of organic compounds as
specified in this rule shall be analyzed for Reid vapor pressure as prescribed in the
Manual of Procedures, Volume lll, Lab Method 13.

8-5-602

Analysis of Samples, True Vapor Pressure: Samples of organic compounds not
listed in Table I shall be analyzed for true vapor pressure at the tank storage
temperature as prescribed in the Manual of Procedures, Volume lll, Lab Method 28.

8-5-603

Determination of Abatement Efficiency: Abatement efficiency of an Approved
Emission Control System or other abatement device as specified in Section 8-5-502
shall be determined as prescribed in the Manual of Procedures, Volume lV, ST-7.
For Approved Emission Control Systems subject to Section 8-5-306.1 only, baseline

(Amended 9/4185;

il4/88; 10/18n0)

(Adopted 9/4n5; Amended 5/4/88; 10/18/06)

emissions shall be determined as specified in Section 8-5-306.1.
(Renumbered 9/4185; Amended 12.0t93; 1127/02; 10/18n0)

8-5-604

Determination of Applicability Based on True Vapor Pressure: Table I shall be
used to determine if a storage tank is subject to the requirements of this rule. For
organic compounds not listed in Table l, refer to Sections 8-5-601 or 602.
(Adopted 9/4/85; Amended il4r88; 12.OR3; 10/18n0)

8-5-605
8-s-605

Deleted October 18, 2006

Measurement

of Leak Concentrations and

Residual Concentrations:

Determination of organic compound concentrations shall be conducted as follows:

605.1 Any instrument used for the measurement of organic compound
concentration shall be a combustible gas indicator that meets the
specifications and performance criteria of and has been calibrated in

605.2

accordance with EPA Reference Method 21 (40 CFR 60, Appendix A).

Measurements of organic compound concentration, except as otherwise
specified, shall be conducted in accordance with EPA Reference Method 21
(40 CFR 60, Appendix A). Measurements of residual organic concentration
required by Section 8-5-328.1 shall be measured with the instrument probe

Bay Area Air Quality Management District

October 18, 2006
8-5-14

inlet placed at least 12 inches above the bottom of the tank and above the
surface of any sludge material on the bottom of the tank, and at least 12
inches inside the tank measured from the inner surface of the tank wall.
(Adopted 120n3; Amended 11127/02; 10/18/06)

8-5-606

Analysis of Samples, Tank Cleaning Agents

606.1
606.2
606.3

lnitial boiling point shall be determined in accordance with ASTM D-1078-93,
or by an alternate method approved in writing by the APCO and U.S. EPA.
True vapor pressure shall be determined in accordance with the Manual of
Procedures, Volume 1ll, Method 28, or by an alternate method approved in
writing by the APCO and U.S. EPA.
VOC content shall be determined in accordance with the Manual of
Procedures, Volume lll, Method 31, or by an alternate method approved in
writing by the APCO and U.S. EPA.
(Adopted October 18, 2006)

October 18, 2006
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TABLE I*

STOMGE TEMPERATURE VERSUS TRUE V{POR PRESSURE (TVP)

Density Reference
(lb/qal) Gravitv API
Crude Oils:*
San Joaquin Valley

Middle Distillates:
Kerosene
Diesel
Gas Oil
Stove Oil

Jet Fuels:
JP-1

JP-3
JP-4
JP-5
JP.7

FuelOil:
No.1
No.2
No. 3

No.4
No. 5

No.6
Asphalts:

-:
_23
_23
-

42.5
36.4
26.2

43.1

54.7
51.5
39.6
44_50

42.5
36.4
26.2

IBP

OF

390

249

350
372
390

195

250

230
249

421

275

290
310
340

330
110

165

150

20

355
360

205
205

350

195

372

230
249

390
421

19.9
16.2

Max. Temp. oF Not to
Exceed
0.5 Psia
1.5 Psia
TVP
TVP

560

625

60-100 pen.
120-150 pen.
200-300 pen.

275
380
450

EthylAcetate
EthylAlcohol
lsopropyl Alcohol

MethylAlcohol
Methyl Ethyl Ketone
Toluene
Vinylacetate

" True vapor pressure

6.6
6.8
7.4
10.6
13.4

250
290
310
340
465

550
500
420

30
34

62
70

170
142

20

zio

177
180
171

47.0
47.0

181

30
35
38
55
62
30
30

63
40
65
75
70

47

133

41.8

27.7

173
176

22_1

116

't2.5
6.5
10.5

260

490
450
360

Organic Compounds:
Acetone
Acrylonitrile
Benzene
Carbon Disulfide
Carbon Tetrachloride
Chloroform
Cyclohexane
1,2 Dichloroethane

230
25
68
260

49.7

7.5
6.6
6.6
6.6
6.7

44.3

7.3
7.8

30
19.6

47.0

173

35

10

148
175
231

75

163

30

85

95
62
70
1 20
65

for crude oils should be determined from the specific crude slate.
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REGULATION 8
ORGANIC COMPOUNDS
RULE 8

wAsTEwATERcoLLEcTIoNANDSEPARATIoNSYSTEMS
INDEX

8-8-100

GENERAL

8-8-101

Description
Exemption, Less Than 760 Liters
Deleted November'1,'t989
Concentration Or Temperature
Exemption, WastewateiCiiticat Organic Compound
and Stormwate r Sewer
Processes
ni
reatme
f
Exe m ption, Secono ari Wa"ie*rtei
Systems
Bypassed oit-water separator or Air Flotation lnfluent
Facilities
Municipal Waste*atet iollection, Separation and Treatment

8-8-1 10
8-8-1 1 1

8-8-112
8-8-1 1 3
8-8-1 14
8-8-1 15
8-8-1 16

8{-200
8-8-201

8-8-202
8-8-203

8-8-204
8-8-205
8-8-206
8-8-207
8-8-208
8-8-209
8-8-210
8-8-211

8-8-212
8-8-213
8-8-214
8-8-215
8-8-216
8-8-217
8-8-218
8-8-219

8-8-220
8-8-221

8-8-222
8-8-223
8-8-224
8-8-225
8-8-226
8-8-227

8-8-228
8-8-229
8-8-230
8-8-231

8-8-232

Ei;;ii"",
ilffiiil:
[irit"'o

Exemption, Oil-Water Separation Trenches

DEFINITIONS
Organic ComPounds

Wastewater (Oil-Water) Separator
Wastewater SeParator ForebaY
Vapor-tight
Oil-Water SeParator SloP Oil
Oil-Water Separator Effluent Channel/Pond
Full Contact Fixed Cover
Secondary Treatment Processes

Air Flotation Unit
Critical Organic ComPound
Wastewater
or Tank
Pre-Air Flotation Unit Flocculation Sump, Basin' Chamber'
Vessel
Oil
Slop
Oil-Water Separator
Oil-Water SeParator Effluent
Sludge-dewatering Unit
Stormwater Sewer SYstem
Junction Box
Sewer Line
Leak Minimization
Leak RePair
Lift Stations
Manholes
Oil-Water SeParation Trench
Petroleum Refinery
Process Drains
Reaches
SumPs
Trenches

Vent piPe
Wastewater Collection System Components
Wastewater SeParation SYstem
Water Sealor Equivalent Control

Bay Area Air Quality Management
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8-8-300
8-8-301

8-8-302
8-8-303
8-8-304
8-8-305
8-8-306
8-8-307
8-8-308
8-8-309
8-8-310
8-8-311

STANDARDS
Greater Than 760 Liters per Day
wastewater separators Designed Rated.capacity
anJ Smaller Than 18.9 Liters per Second
Than or Equal to 18.9 Liters per
wastewater separators c"t"i cupu"ity Larger
Seconds
Gauging and SamPling Devices
Sludge-dewatering Unit

And/Or Air Ftotation Unit Slop Oil Vessels
or Basin
Oii-W;i;, Separator Effluent Channel, Pond' Trench'
Air Flotation Unit

6ffi"t"iS"paraio,

Junction Box
Deleted October 6, 1993
Deleted October 6' 1993
Deleted October 6' 1993

8-8-312
8-8-313
8-8-314

at Petroleum Refi neries
controlled wastewatel Lollection System components
at Petroleum Refineries
components
Uncontrolled Wastewater collectionsystem
Refineries
Petroleum
at
Cbmponents
System
New Wastewater Cottection

8-8400

ADMINISTRATIVE REQUIREM ENTS
Deleted (October 6,

1993)

8-8404

a h a-^,^..- D^Gna,
Refineries
tnspection and Maintenance Plan at Petroleum
Schedule
Petroleum Refinery Compliance
Components Election
Uncontrolled Wastewatei Collection System

8-8-500

MONITORING AND RECORDS

8-8-401

8-8-402
8-8-403

.

wr"t"*Jt",

8-8-502
8-8-503
8-8-504
8-8-50s

Wastewater Records
API Separator or Air Flotation Bypassed
Or Temperature Records
Concentration
dip""nd
Wastewater Griticat
lnspection and RePair Records
Portable HYdrocarbon Detector
Components at Petroleum Refineries
Records for Wastewaier Collection System

8-8600

MANUAL OF PROCEDURES

8-8-501

8-8-601

8-8-602
8-8-603

Oidi.

Wastewater Analysis for Critical Organic Compounds
Determination of Emissions
lnspection Procedures

Bay Area Air Quality Management District
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REGULATION 8
ORGANIC COMPOUNDS
RULE 8

WASTEWATERcoLLEcTIoNANDSEPARATIoNSYSTEMS
(AdoPted January 17' 1979)
8A-100

GENERAL

8-8-101

Description:Thepurposeof-thisRule'istolimittheemissionsoforganic
systems that handle liquid

g-8-110

of section 8-8-301 shall not
Exemption, Less Than 760 Liters: The requiremenls
pro"".r"r.less than 760 liters (200 gals')
apply to any wastewate, s"p"r"ioiwniln
exemption shall not apply to
per day oi fra"iewuter containing org"ni" iiquids.. This
March 1' 1980'
after
at petrote"um iefinery complexes

separation
compounds from wasteiater collection and
processes
organic compounds from industrial

wastewater

8A-111

8{,-112

(Amended 1,tt,u8gigt15to4)

;"r;;i;;"

Deleted November

l,

1989

Concentration Or
Exemption, Wastewaier Critical Organic Compound
goO,
307, and 308 shall
ot Secti5ns 8-8-301,-gOZ,
The

d;i;r;;i;
Temperature:
that processes influent wastewater
not apply to any *r.t"-*ri", separation system
(68
C
"F) except at petroleum refineries'
with a temperature of L;;.16a;-iO Oegr""i
1'b pp, (volume) critical o.rganic
than
less
df
Wastewater having ,'"on""ntt tion g-g-210,
dissolved ll 1[u_water samples, is
compounds, as oennJ'in-section
302, 306, 307, 308, 312 and 313.
exempt from the requirements of sections 8-8:301,
met'
in" iiquirerents oi section 8-8-502 must be
(Adopted l,utrcs.,Amended 9/1s/M)

8{.ll3Exemption,secondaryWastewaterTreatmentProcessesAndStormwater
sections 8-8-301, 302, 306, and 308 shall not
sewer sysiems: The requirem"ni. ot

applyto,"v."""o"oarywastewatertreatmentprocessesorstormwaterSewer
zto, trat are used as a wastewater
systems, a"ter,n"o in sections 8-g-zoa ano
from the process
polishing step or for collection of stormwater that is segregated
wastewater collection

system.

(Adopted 11t1txg;Amended 9/15/04)

Sa.ll4Exemption,Bypassedoil.W-aterSeparatoror..AirFlotationlnfluent:The
goz shall.not apply for wastewater which
requiremenis ot'!"ctions a-g-gorlioi,-"no
provided that: (1) the
elinlr tne oil-water ."purriot or air.flotation unit
bypasses

day the District did not
,"qrir"rne,iir'of Section A-g-S01 lie met; and (2) on that for ozot?r"r*r
Standard
preOict an e*c"s" ofthe Federal Ambient Air Quality
l, 1989)

S.S.llsExemption,MunicipalWastewaterCollection,separationandTreatment
8-8-301, 302, 303, 304, 305, 306' 307'
Facilities: The requirements oi-seltions
3Og, 312, 313 and 314 shail noi

treatment

g€-116

facility.

to any publicly owned municipal wastewater

"pprv
(Adopted llt,ttggiAmended

part of maintenance or turnaround

8-8-200

gtlslo4)

The requirements of
Limited Exemption, oil'water separation Trenches:
trenches used as
separation
to oil-water
Sections 8-8-312, 313 or Ot+ snatt noirppf,

activities.

(Adopted september

,ts,2oo4t

DEFINITIoNS

carbon, excluding methane, carbon
8-8-201 Organic Compound: Any compound..of
acid' metallic carbides or carbonates, and
monoxide, carbon dioxide' carbonic
ammonium carbonate'

g-g-202

(Amended

11I

1

l89i 9/1 5/04)

to separate liquid organic
Wastewater (oil-water) Separator: Any device used
separator forebays'
(excluding
wastewater
compounds frbm oil-water waste itr"r*t
oil-watdr separator and /or AF Unit
air ftotatiori inli ,"it.,
"ruOge-oewat;ring'units,
slop oil vessels, and junction boxes)'

Bay Area Air Quality Management
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8-8-203

(a)

which
Wastewater Separator Forebay: That section of a gravity-type separator
and
preseparator.flume,
the
receives tne untreated, contaminated wastewater from
(b) acts as a header which distributes the influent to the separator channels'

(Amended November 1' 1989)

g-8-204 Vapor-tight: A

leak of less than 500 ppm (expressed as methane) above

with Section
background, measured at the interface of the component in accordance

8-8-603'

(Amended

8-8-206

11ht8sigl15lu)

oil:

Floating oil, flocculant sludge, and solids which
accumulate in an oil-water separator or air flotation unit'
(Adopted November 1, 1989)
trench' pond' or
channel'
open
An
Ghannel/Pond:
Effluent
Separator
Oil-Water
that has not
separator
oil-water
basin which handles wastewater downstream of an
and the
separator
the
between
located
(usually
been treated by an air flotation unit

8-8-205 oil-water Separator slop

air flotation

unit).

(Adopted November 1, 1989)

g-g-207 Full contact Fixed cover: A stationary separator cover which is always in full
contact with the liquid surface of the oil-water separator'

8-8-208

secondary rreatment processes: Any wastewa,g,lr"ll#lit"t1|3l3lT'l;iJitiJ
at a
downstream of the air flotation unit, any other biological treatment_Process

refinery,oranytreatmentprocesswnicnisregulatedbytheEPA.Nationalto

Categorical pretreatment Standards. These treatment processes.are.considered
trickling or
be wastewater polishing steps and include: activated sludge tanks/basins,
and
contactors,
sand fllters, aerated lagoons, oxidation ponds, rotating biological
processes'
other biological wastewater treatment
(Adopted November 1, 1989)

8-8-209

is
Air Flotation Unit: Any device, equipment, or apparatus in which wastewater
emulsified
floating
oil,
floating
removes
pi"ssrre
and
saturated with air or gas under
precuisor organic compounds by skimming' Also-included
oil, or other floating li-quid
'induced
air flotition units and pre-air flotation unit flocculant
aie:
definition
in this

sumps, tanks, or

basins'

(Adopted November 1, 1989)

Any compound of carbon, excluding methane, carbon
dioxide, carbonic acid, metallic carbides or carbonates and

compound:
8€-210 critical organic
-carbon
monoxide,

or
ammonium carbonate emitted during separation, processing, transportation
(excluding
less
or
C'14
ol
number
J
carbon
having
and
storage of wastewater,
phenolic

compounds)'

g-g-211 Wastewater:

(Adopted 11/1/89; Amencted 9/15/04)

Any process water which contains oil, emulsified oil, or other organic

compounds whichis not recycled or otherwise used within a facility.

(AdoPted November 1' 1989)

g-g-212

pre-Air Flotation Unit Flocculation Sump, Basin,. chamber, or Tank: Any facility
and/or
which pretreats the air flotation unit's influent with chemical coagulants,
adjusts the influent's

g-g-213

pH'

(Adopted November 1, 1989)

function, treats
Oil-Water Separator Slop Oil Vesse!: Any vessel which, as its sole
or dewaters oir-water separator slop

oil'

(Adopted November 1, 1989)

g-g-214

the oil-water
Oil-Water Separator Effluent: Any process wastewater downstream of
unit'
separator thai has not been treated by an air flotation
1, 1989)

g-g-215

to dewater
Sludge-dewatering Unit: Any device which, as its sole function, is used
oil/sludge'
slop
oil-water separator and air flotation

g-g-216

and
stormwater sewer system: A drain and collection system that is designed
from
the
is
segregated
and
stormwater
collecting
purpose
of
operated for the sole

(Adopted November

(Adopted November 1, 1989)

wastewater collection

8-8-217 Junction Box:
streams are

system'

(Adopted lltltSgiAmended 9/15/04)

Any structure where sewer lines meet and one or more wastewater

co-mingled-

Bay Area Air Quality Management
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8-8-218

SewerLine:Alateral,trunkline,branchline,ditch,channel,orotherconduitusedto

8-8-219

(Adopted
"onr"y
level using best
achievable
lowest
the
to
leak
the
Reducing
Leak Minimization:
serves'
eq.uipment
the
process
;;;,t;"tices and witnout inrtting down the '
15,2004)

8-8-220

of material, or the replacement
Leak Repair: The tightening, adjustment,. or addition
500 ppm-

8-8-221

from a low point on a
Lift stations: Any structure whose function is to take water

wastewater to downstream oil-water

separators'

November 1, 1989)

(AdoPted SePtember

8{'-222
8-8-223

;ig;;A;,ilent,

(AdoPted SePtember

gi"dLnirna traniportit io the treatment svstem via a pumpins

$t?!x[',iker

1

5, 2004)

15,20M)

allows access for inspection
Manholes: Any service entrance into sewer lines that
and cleaning'
(Adopted september 15, 2004)
used to separate
topped
grated
open
Any
-culvert
oil.Water Separation Trench:
equiprient washing or steaming associated with

debris from oit-watei ouiing
maintenance or

8-8-224

wnlcn redices'teakage to the atmosphere below

turnaround'

(Adopted september 15, 2OO4)

PetroleumRefinery:Afacilitythatprocessespetrole.um,.asdefinedintheNorth
(1997)'
nmeiic"n lndustrialblassification Standard No' 32411
(Adopted September 15, 2004)
.

8-8-225

system where streams from
Process Drains: Any point in the wastewater collection
may be connected
process.drain
A
system.
collection
a source or sources enter the

ot o'ttEf,o,"d
to the main process sewer line or to trenches, sumps,
september
8-8-226

15, 2OO4)

Reaches:Anysegmentsofsewerpipethatconveywastewaterbetweentwo
manholesorother,"*","o,ponentssuchasliftstationsorjunctionboxes.
(RdoPted September 5, 2004)
1

8A-227

Sumps:Anybelow.gradestructuretypicallyusedasacollectionpointfor
rro, muttipte-i"*",. lines piior to pumping or overflow to wastewater

wastewater

treatment'

8-8-228

8A-229

(Adopted september

15'2}c!l)

from the point of
Trenches: Any open-topped culvert used to transport wastewater
components, such as
process discharge to *[5"qu"nt wastewater collection system
junction boxes and lift stations'
(Adopred september 15,2004)
system component
vent Pipes: Any piping used to ventilate a wastewater collection
or a wastewater separation

8-8-230

8-8-231

system'

treatment'. These
used to collect anO transpcr'rt wastewater prior to any
include but are not limited to
may
and
separators
usually located Uefoie oit/water
junction
boxes, reaches, sumps
process drains, ."*"i lines, trenches, manholes,
and lift stations (including vent pipes)'
(Adopted september 15,2004)
oil from water via a
remove
to
wastewater separation system: Any structure used
dissolved air
separators,
oil-water
to
no1 timited

physical process

i""irJi^ri utlt

ho[ation units or dissolved gas flotation
8-8-232

s-8-301

units'

(Adopted september 15, 2004)

p-leg trap, or other type of trap
Water Seal or Equivalent Gontrol: Any seal pot,
order to create a barrier
filled with a liquid noi.ontulning organic compounds in physical seal, enclosed
between the sewer and the atm-ospnere, or an equivalent
meets the criteria of
piping, pollution pr"*niion measure or abatement device that
Regulation 2, Rule

8.8.300

(Adopted september 15, 2OO4)

or part of structures
wastewater collection system Gomponents: Any structure
structures are

1'

(Adopted september 15, 2oo4)

STANDARDS

per Day and smaller than 18'9
wastewater separators Greater than 760 Liters
wastewater separator and/or
any
Liters per second: A person shall not operate
forebaywithadesignratedormaximumallowablecapacitygreaterthanT60liters

Bay Area Air Quatity Management
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separators and/or forebays
per day and smaller than 18.9 liters per second (oil-water

such wastewater separator
between ZOO gJ;p"r day to 300 gals per min) unless
allowable capacity and
maximum
or
rated
and/or tor"urv"f, oiuiated witnin its"oesi'gn
following:
is equipped with one of the
tank, chamber'
301.1 n,oril, grrreted, fixed coier totally enclosing the separator
closed,
openings
cover
tiquid contents,.with.all

;;;i;l;;mpartment)
or
*ri"n t'ne opening is being used for inspection, maintenance'shall

",

"*."pi
sampling. RJof seals,-access doors, and other openings
*""i!*ut".
by'visiral inspection initially -and semiannually thereafter to
n"
"n".r"o
ensurethatnocracksorgapsgreaterthan0.32cm(0.125inch)occurinthe
,ooioi U"t*""n the rooi andwall;

and that the access doors and other

openings are closed and gasketed properly; or

g01.2 A fl;;if";;;ntoon o, ooiule-deck'vaporiignt type cover., All floating roofs
roof shall consist of two
,u.t ,"ri Jnlir"ry on the tiquid surface. rne floatingreferred
to as the primary
shall.be
on" ,uor" tn" other, tne one below
se_al.
secondary
the
as
to
""ui",
referred
be
,""i, *nirl ine otner seal shall
2.1,oil-WaterSeparatorLiquid-MountedPrimarySealGap.Criteria:No
jap uetween'the separator wall and the. liquid-mounted.primary seal
shallexceed3.Scm.(,t.5inch)'Nocontinuousgapgreaterthan0.32
10 percent of the perimeter of the
tO.f ZS inch) shatl exceed
",
oi all primary seal gaps exceeding
length
cumulative
,"p"rator. The
than 10 percent of the perimeter
more
not
be
shall
inch)
i.{"t" io.s

2.2

2.3

andthecumulativelengthofallprimarysealgapsexceeding0'32cm
40 percent of the Perimeter'
tO.iZS incnl shall be not more than
wiper seals Gap Criteria: !!o g"p
And
secondary
blt_wrt"' separator
seals shall
between the separator wall and the secondary and wiper.
secondary
all
of
length
1.5 mm (0.06 inch). The cumutative
"i""eo
,nO*ip"tsealsgapsexceeding0'5mm(0'02inch)shallbenotmore
and
tn"n s'p"r""nt oi tire perimeteiof the separator. The secondary
such
separator
the
against
plessure
positive
a
exert
must
wifer sLaf
not pull
tnat tne seal surface in contact with the separator wall.does
,

gaps allowed'
away from the separator wall more than the
The primary seal shall
lnspection:
Gap
Frirnarv And secondiry seat

t"

l..p"cted within 60 calendai days after initial installation of the

with the
no"tindi roof and once every 5 years ihereafter in accordance
be
shall
seal
secondary
i"qu.,rJm"nt" of Section A-a-gbt.Z.t. The
floating
the
of
installation
initial
after
il#.t"d within 60 calendar days
the
roof and once every year thereafter in accordance withshall
operator
The owner or
of Section b-A-gOt

'Z'Z'

,"qrit"r"nt"

makeneces"uryr"prittwithin30calendardaysofidentificationof
and
ieals not meeting the requirements listed in Sections 8-8-301 '2'1
301.2.2i ot

vapor recovery system with a combined collection and
destriction efficiency of at least 95 percent' by weight'
Deleted october 6' 1993
9/1s/04)

301.3 nn otgani"-"ompound

301.4

(Amended 11nt*s;10/6/93;

S.S.3o2WastewaterSeparatorsLargerthanorEqualtols.gLitersperSecond:A
separator and/or forebay with a rated or

person shall not operate any wastewater
1q.9 liters per second (300 gals
maximum aitowaUle capacitylarger than or equal !9
within its
per min.) unless such wastewaier separator and/or forebay is operated
of the
one
with
equipped
is
and
design ratlo or maximum allowable capacity
following:

encloses the
302.1 A solid, vapor-tight, full contact flxed cover which totally
with all
contents,
."iui"if, tanr, c-namuer, or basin (compartment) liquid

being used
op"nings closed and sealed, except when the opening is

"oi"|.
for inspectionl maintenance, or wastewater
3A2.2 A

fl*fig

,u.t ,"ri

sampling; or

p"ntoon or oouuie-oecr vapor-tight type cover. All floating roofs
of two seals,
on the liquid surface. The iloating roof shall consist

Bay Area Air Quality Management District
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oneabovetheother,theonebelowshallbereferredtoastheprimaryseal.
seal.
wnite irre otner seat shall be referred to as the secondary

2.loit.w,t",SeparatorLiquid-MountedPrimarySealGap.Criteria:No
gap uetween'tne sepirator wall and the liquil-1-o:1-e^1-T1T,""''
gap greater than.0'32
shall exceed 3.8 cm (i.S incn). No continuous
the perimeter of the
percent
of
fO.iZS incn) shall exceed 10
primary
seal gaps exceeding
all
oi
"rn
separator. The cumulative length
percent
of the perimeter
10
than
irore
not
be
i:{;; (0.5 inch) sha,

2.2

2.g

gaps exceeding 0'32 cm
and the cumulative length of all primary seal
percent
of the perimeter'
tO.izsl".nl shall be nol more than 40

Criteria: No
bit_wut"' separator secondary And wiper Seals Gap
wiper seals
and
secondary
thg.
u.ng
wilt
gup U"t*""n'the separator
of alt
length
cumulative
The
inch).
(0.06
;;
1.5
shail exceed
shalt
inch)
(0'02
s"conOary and wiper-seri. g"pt exceeding 0'5-m.m
The
separator'
the
of
perimeter
be not more than S pur"ent" of the
the
against
pressure
positive
a
exert
must
and wiper seals
wall
separator
the
with
contact
in
"""onOrry
iearsurface
tne
,"p"=toirrch that
more than the gaps
Ao'es not pull away from the separator wall
allowed; or.
p;i,";ry'A"il secondary seat Gap lnspection: The primary.seal shall
initial installation of the
Oe ini6ected within 66 calendai days after
accordance with the
noatind roof and on." Lr"ry 5 years-ihereafter in
seal shall be
secondary
,'eqriiJr"nts ot seJiori a'-a-ioz.z.t The
the floating

i;a-il;i"d within 60 cirenOut days after-initial installation of with the
year thereafter in accordance
roof and once
"r"w
b-a'goz'z'z' The owner or operator shall
seciiJn
of
r"qlit"r"nt"

identifrcation of
make neces.rry t"priti within 30 calendar days of
and
8-8-302.2.1
sections
in
listed
seais not meeting ttie iequirements
302.2.2.; or

system

vapor recoJery
302.3 n vrpor+iglt fixed cover with an organic compoundefficiency of at least 95
destruction
a-nd
cottlction
combined
a
which has

percent,byweight,inspectionandaccesshatchesshallbeclosedexcept
Ueing useO for inspection, maintenance, or wastewater

*n"n ifi" 6p"ni;g ir
samPling, or

302.4 A

Jil;i;led,

t nkl'in"ruli,

gasketed, fixed cover which totally encloses the separator
-or
(compartment) liquid contents, with all cover

basin

is being used for
openings closed ano seaub, eicept when the opening
may include a
cover
The
sampling.
inspection, maintenance, oiwastewiter

pr"a"ri"lrr"uum valve. ft,"

of organic compounds, measured

"on""ntration
fixed cover, access doors, pressure/vacuum
of the roof seals,

fi;-iniJ;e
snall not exceed 1'000 ppm (expressed as
seals, fixed cover, access doors, and
,,"ih;*);b*e UatfgroJnO. nootinitially
and semiannuallv thereafter to
shail oe inspecteo
than 1,000 ppm' Any
greater
"th;;a;i;gs
ensure that there are no emission leaki
and

at

,rrri'"nJ-other openinji

APCO
t"uk greater tnan i,OOO ppm musi be reported to the

"ri""ion
rePaired within
302.5

15 daYs'

Deleted October 6, 1993

302'6Roofseals,fixedcovers,accessdoors,and.otheropenings.atpetroleum
refineriesshallbeinspectedinitiallyandsemiannuallythereaftertoensure
component that is not vapor tight
tiliih;y are vapor ti6nt. A leak in any
within 7 days. -.,u"io" *inimizio wltlrln z+
- hours and repaired
Amended 10/6/93;9/15/04)
(nOopted
1/1/89;

8.8.303

or access hatch shall have a
Gauging and Sampling Devices: Any compartment

vaportightcover.Anygauging'no.u*ptingdeviceinthecompartmentcovershall
The compartment cover and
be equipped with a vapor tight co*r, !"ui or lid..
in a closed position, except
be
times
ail
at
.nrit
gauging or sampling device
"ou"i
maintenance'"::X3:ng#i"to"nffi"*r1'*?;,,nrn,
wnen tte oev-ice is ii use for inspection'

Bay Area Air Quality Management District
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8-8-304

Sludgedewatering Unit: Any sludge-dewatering unit, equipment, machinery,
apparatus, or device shall be totally enclosed and vented to a control device which
has a minimum combined collection and destruction efficiency of 95 percent by
weight; or shall have vapor-tight covers on the unit, conveyer belts, and storage bins
or tanks except during inspection, maintenance or when the solids storage bin is in
use. Sludge must be maintained in vapor tight containers during storage.

8.8-305

oir-water separator And/or Air Frotation u"i[ 3?38 ;llt{i:3:i$"il3,l'ii':iIi
not store any oil-water separator and/or air flotation unit sludges in an oil-water
separator slop oil vessel unless such oil-water separator slop oil vessel is equipped
with one of the following:

305.1 A solid,

gasketed, fixed cover totally enclosing the vessel liquid contents,
with all cover openings closed, except when the opening is being used for
inspection, maintenance, or wastewater sampling. The cover may include an
atmospheric vent or a pressure/vacuum valve. Roof seals, access doors,

and other openings shall be checked by visual inspection initially and

305.2

305.3
8-8-306

semiannually thereafter to ensure that no cracks or gaps greater than 0.32
cm (0.125 inch) occur in the roof or between the roof and wall; and that the
access doors and other openings are closed and gasketed properly; or
An organic compound vapor recovery system with a combined collection and
destruction efficiency of at least 70 percent, by weight.
Deleted October 6, 1993

o i l -wate

r

se pa rato

r

Eff t u e nt c

hanne

qorT,l""t ";
r, p" o,
ltB

lff#"l' ffii:H':til5i

"
not operate any oil-water separator effluent channel,
pond, trench, or basin a design

rated or maximum allowable capacity greater lhan 2s.2liters per second (any oitwater separator effluent channel, pond, trench, or basin greater than 400 gals per
min) unless such oil-water separator effluent channel, pond, trench, or basin is
operated within its design rated or maximum allowable capacity and is equipped with
one of the following:
306.1 A solid, gasketed, fixed cover totally enclosing the oil-water separator
effluent channel, pond, trench, or basin (compartment) liquid contents, with

all cover openings closed, except when the opening is being used for
inspection, maintenance, or wastewater sampling. Roof seals, access

306.2

306.3

doors, and other openings shall be checked by visual inspection initially and
semiannually thereafter to ensure that no cracks or gaps greater than 0.32
cm (0.125 inch) occur in the roof or between the roof and wall; and that the
access doors and other openings are closed and gasketed properly; or
An organic compound vapor recovery system with a combined collection and
destruction efficiency of at least 70 percent, by weight.
Deleted October 6, 1993
(Adopted

8-8-307

1

1

11

189;

Amended 10/6/93;

911

StO4)

Air Flotation Unit: A person shall not operate any air flotation unit and/or pre-air
flotation unit flocculation sump, basin, chamber, or tank with a design rated or

maximum allowable capacity greater than 25.2liters per second (air flotation units
and/or pre-air flotation unit flocculation sump, basin, chamber, or tank greater than
400 gals per min.) unless such air flotation unit and/or pre-air flbtation unit
flocculation sump, basin, chamber, or tank is operated within its design rated or
maximum allowable capacity and is equipped with one of the following:
307.1 A solid, gasketed, fixed cover totally enclosing the air flotation and pre-airflotation-unit flocculation tank, chamber, or basin (compartment) liquid
contents, with all cover openings closed, except when the opening is being
used for inspection, maintenance, or wastewater sampling. The cover may
include an atmospheric vent or pressure/vacuum valve. Roof seals, accesi
doors, and other openings shall be checked by visual inspection initially and
semiannually thereafter to ensure that no cracks or gaps greater than 0.32
cm (0.125 inch) occur in the roof or between the roof and wall; and that the
access doors and other openings are closed and gasketed properly; or

Bay Area Air Quality Management District
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307.2

307.3

An organic compound vapor recovery system with a combined collection and
destruction efficiency of at least 70 percent, by weight.
Deleted October 6, 1993
(Adopted 11t1189; Amended 10/6/93; 9t11l04)

8-8-308 Junction Box: Any junction box shall be equipped

with either a solid, gasketed,
fixed cover totally enclosing the junction box or a solid manhole cover. Junction

boxes may include openings in the covers and vent pipes if the total open area of the
junction box does not exceed 81.3 cm' (12.6 inz) and all vent pipes are at least 3 feet
in length.
(Adopted

8-8-309
8-8-310
8-8-311
8-8-312

1 1I

1

189;

Deleted October 6, 1993
Deleted October 6, 1993
Deleted October 6, f 993

Amendedl 0/6/93)

Gontrolled wastewater Gollection system Gomponents at petroleum
Refineries: Effective January 1, 2006, all controlled wastewater collection system

components at petroleum refineries shall be vapor tight except when in use for active
inspection, maintenance, repair or sampling. A leak in any controlled wastewater
collection system component that is not vapor tight must be minimized within 24
hours and repaired within 7 days.

8-8'313 Uncontrolled Wastewater Collection System

(Adopted September 15, 2Oo4)

Gomponents

at

Petroteum

Refineries: Petroleum refineries shall comply with either Section 8-8-313.1 or 313.2
below:

313.1 Each uncontrolled wastewater collection system component must

be

equipped with a water seal or equivalent control according to the schedule in
Section 8-8-403. Any uncontrolled collection system component that is not

vapor tight must be minimized. Upon installation of

a water seal

equivalent control, the provisions of Section g-g-312 will apply;

or

or
313.2 Effective January 1, 2006 and until January 1, 2007, each uncontrolled
wastewater collection system component must be inspected bi-monthly.
Effective January

'1, 2007

, each uncontrolled wastewater system component

must be inspected semi-annually. Any uncontrolled wastewater collection
system component that is not vapor tight shall be identified, minimized within
24 hours and re-inspected every 30 days. The component may be returned
to a semi-annual inspection schedule if it is vapor tight during three
consecutive 30-day inspections. Any uncontrolled wastewater collection
system component that is not vapor tight during any three inspections in a
five-year period must be equipped with a water seal or equivalent control
within 30 days after the third inspection. Upon installation of the water seal
or equivalent control, the provisions of Section 8-8-312 shall apply. Unless
previously identified by the refinery, any wastewater system component
discovered by the APCO not to be vapor tight must be minimized within 24
hours and repaired within 7 days.

8'8'314

(Adopted September 15, 2004)

New Wastewater Collection System Components at Petroleum Refineries:
Effective January 1, 2005, any new wastewater collection system component at a

petroleum refinery shall be equipped with a water seal or equivalent control.

(Adopted September 15, 2004)

8€4OO

ADMINISTRATIVE REQUIREMENTS

8-8-401

Deleted October 6, 1993
Wastewater Inspection and Maintenance Plan at Petroleum Refineries: AII

8A4OZ

petroleum refineries must implement an inspection and maintenance plan that meets
all of the following requirements:
402.1 By October 1,2005, all wastewater collection system components must be
identified and the APCO must be provided with lists, diagrams or other
information sufficient to locate all components. lt shall not be violation of this
requirement if the refinery discovers that a component has been omitted from
the list, diagram, or other information and submits information to the APCO
Bay Area Air Quality Management District
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8-8-9

regarding the component. Effective October 1, 2005, any wastewater
collection system component found by the APCO that was not identified

402.2

402.3

402.4
402.5

8-8.403

pursuant to the provisions of this section shall constitute a violation.

By October 1,2005, an initial inspection of allwastewater collection system
components must be completed by the refinery. The results of the initial
inspection shall be made available to the APCO, but any wastewater
collection system component that is not vapor tight shall not trigger the
requirements of Section 8-8-313 before the effective date of that Section.
Effective January 1,2006, for petroleum refineries that elect to comply with
Section 8-8-313.2, the plan must provide for the identification and
minimization of leaking components and a re-inspection within 30 days of
discovery. The plan must also provide for re-inspections every thirty days
until the affected component is either controlled or is returned to the
inspection schedule in Section 8-8-313.2.
Effective January 1, 2006, each controlled component shall be inspected
semi-annually.
Records must be maintained pursuant to Section 8-8-505.
(Adopted September 15, 2Oc/)

Petroleum Refinery Compliance Schedule: Any petroleum refinery electing to
comply with Section 8-8-313.1 shall install controls on uncontrolled wastewater

collection system components according to the following schedule:
By October 31, 2005, install controls on 25% of wastewater
components that were uncontrolled as of January 1, 2005.
403.2 By April 30, 2006, install controls on 50% of wastewater
components that were uncontrolled as of January .1, 2005.
403.3 By October 31, 2006, install controls on 75% of wastewater
components that were uncontrolled as of January 1, 2005.
403.4 By April 30,2007, install controls on 100% of wastewater
components that were uncontrolled as of January 1,2005.

403.1

8€404

collection system
collection system
collection system

collection system

(Adopted September 1 5, 2OO4)

Uncontrolled Wastewater Gollection System Gomponents Election: By
November 1,2004, each petroleum refinery shall choose a compliance option from
Section 8-8-313 and notifo the APCO in writing indicating which option has been
chosen.

(Adopted September 1 5, 2O0/)

8€.500

MONITORING AND RECORDS

84-501

API Separator or Air Flotation Bypassed Wastewater Records: Any person who
bypasses wastewater past their API Separator or Air Flotation unit shall maintain
records on the amount of bypassed wastewater, duration, date, causes for bypasses,

and dissolved critical organic compound concentration (volume). These records
shall be retained and available for inspection by the APCO for at least 24 months.
(Adopted

8€-502

1'U 1 189;

Amended

gl 1 SlO4)

wastewater critical organic compound concentration or Temperature
Records: Any person who exempts their wastewater separator because of either

wastewater critical organic compound concentration or temperature shall sample and
test the wastewater initially and semiannually thereafter and maintain records on the
date, time of test, location, and wastewater temperature and/or critical organic
compound concentration (volume). These records shall be retained and availabie for
inspection by the APCO for at least 24 months.
8-8-503

tns pection a nd Repai r Records : Records or nspecti#TlT #lj::; X",Hffiff'Kl
Sections 8-8-301, 302, 305, 306 or 307 shall be retained and made available for
i

inspection by the APCO for at least 24 months.
8-8-504

(Adopted October 6, 1993)

Portable Hydrocarbon Detector: Any instrument used for the measurement of
organic compounds shall be a gas detector that meets the specifications and
performance criteria of and has been calibrated in accordance with EPA Reference
Method 21 (40 CFR 60, Appendix A).

Bay Area Air Quality Management District
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8-8-505

Records

for

wastewater coltection system co-pon"nff"':T'ffi,1:,:1?

Refineries: Any person subject to the requirements of this iule shall:
505.1 Maintain records of the type and location of each wastewater collection
system component.

of each wastewater collection system component
inspection, and re-inspection and leak concentration measured for each
inspection or re-inspection.
505.3 Record a description of the minimization or repair efforts on each leaking
component that is not vapor tight.
505.4 Maintain required records for at least 5 years and make them available to the
APCO for inspection at any time'
505.2 Record the date

(Adopted september 15,2004)

8€-600

MANUAL OF PROCEDURES

8-8-601

wastewater Analysis for Gritical organic Gompounds: Samples of wastewater
as specified in this rule shall be taken at the influent stream for each unit and
analyzed for the concentration of dissolved critical organic compounds as prescriOeJ
in the Manual of Procedures, Volume lll, Lab Method 33.

:

8-8-602

Determi nation of Em issions
Emissions ot orgrn i"(Tili"j.illJt:J'ltJ::#'J:?
Sections 8-8-301.3, 8-8-302.3, 8-8-304, 8-8-305.2, 8-8-306.2; and 8_8_307.2 shalt be
measured as prescribed by any of the following methods: 1) BAAQMD Manual of
Procedures, volume tv, sr-7, 2) EpA Method 2s, or 2sAi. A source shail be
considered in violation. if the organic compound emissions measured by any of the
referenced test methods exceed the standards of this rule.

8-8-603

lnspection Procedures: For the purposes of sections g-g-30i, 302, 303, 304

(Amended

1

1

I1

t89; 1 0/6/93; 6t 1 St94; 9/i 5/04)
g,12:,

313 and 402, leaks shall-be measured using a portable gas detector as prescribed in
EPA Reference Method Z (4A CFR 60, Appendix A).
(Adopted 6l1it94:. Amended gt1itO/)
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8-18-111
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8_18_112 Limited
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;-i;-1i;
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d;ilti"",
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8-18-2

REGULATION 8
ORGANIC COMPOUNDS
RULE

t8

EQUIPMENT LEAKS
(Adopted October 1, 1980)
8-18-100

GENERAL

8-18-101

Description: The purpose of this Rule is to limit emissions of total organic
compounds from equipment leaks at petroleum refineries, chemical plants, bulk
plants and bulk terminals including, but not limited to: valves, connectors, pumps'
compressors, pressure relief devices, diaphragms, hatches, sight-glasses, fittings,
sampling ports, meters, pipes, and vessels.
(Am e nde d 3/1 7/82 ;

8-18-110

il4r92;

1

/7r9

I;

1

/21

/04,

9/1

5/04,

1

211

6/1

5)

Exemption, Controlled Seal Systems and Pressure Relief Devices:

The
provisions of this Rule shall not apply to seal systems and pressure relief devices
vented to a vapor recovery or disposal system which reduces the emissions of
organic compounds from the equipment by 95% or greater as determined according
to section

8-18-603'

(Amended, Renumbered 1/7t98; Amended 121/04)

I

Exemption, Small Facitities: The provisions of this rule shall not apply to facilities
which have less than 100 valves or less than 10 pumps and compressors. Such
facilities are subject to the requirements of Regulation 8, Rule 22.

8-18-112

Exemption, Bulk Plant and Terminal Loading Racks: The provisions of this rule
shall not apply to those connections at the interface between the loading rack and the

8-18-1

1

(Adopted 3/4192; AmeMed, Renumbercd 1nB8)

vehicle being

loaded

4dopted

3/4192;

AmeNed, Renumbered tTnB)

8-18-113

Limited Exemption, lnitial Boiling Point: Until January 1,2018, the provisions of

8-18-114

Limited Exemption, Research and Development: The provisions of Sections 818401 , 402 and 502 shall not apply to research and development plants which
produce only non-commercial products solety for research and development

Sections 8-18400 shall not apply to equipment which handle organic liquids having
an initial boiling point greater than 302E8.
(Adopted

!4D2; Amended, Renumbered 1nn8, Amended

purposes'
8-18-115

12J16/15)

&dopted 3/4/92; Ame*ed, Renumbered 1/7198)

Limited Exemption, Storage Tanks: The provisions of this rule shall not apply to

appurtenances on storage tanks including pressure relief devices, which are subject
to requirements contained in Regulation 8, Rule 5: Storage of Organic Liquids.

(Adopted January 7, 1998)

8-18-116

Limited Exemption, Vacuum Service: The provisions of Sections 8-18-400 and
502 shall not apply to equipment in vacuum service.

8-18-117

(Amended January 7, 1998)

Limited Exemption, Visual tnspection: The provisions of Section 8-18403 shall
not apply to days when a facility is not staffed.

(Amended, Renumbered January 7, 1998)

8-18-{ 18
8-18-119

Deleted January 7,1998
Limited Exemption, Open-Ended Valve or Line: The provisions of Section 8-18309 shall not apply to the following:
119.1 Open-ended valves or lines in an emergency shutdown system which are
designed to open automatically in the event of a process upset.
119.2 Open-ended valves or lines containing materials which would
autocatalytically polymerize or would present an explosion, serious
overpressure, or other safety hazard if capped or equipped with a double
block and bleed system.

8-18-120

Limited Exemption, Non-repairable Equipment The provisions of Sections 8-18-

(Adopted December 1 6, 201 5)

306 and 311 shall not apply to equipment added to the non-repairable equipment list
prior to December 16, 2015 except that:

December 16,2415
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8-18-3

120.1 The equipment must be counted toward the total number of pieces of
equipment allowed by Section 8-18-306.2.

120.2 Any connection on the list must be counted as two valves toward the total
number of non-repairable valves allowed by Section 8-18-306.2.

12A3 Any valve on the list with a leak that cannot be

120.4

minimized below a

concentration of 10,000 parts per million (ppm), expressed as methane, may
not remain on the list for more than 45 days after leak discovery unless the
mass emission rate has been measured in accordance with Section 8-18604
and has been determined to be less than 15 pounds per day.
The equipment must be repaired or replaced within five years or at the next
scheduled turnaround, whichever date comes first.
(Adopted December 1 6, 201 5)

8-18-200
8-18-201

DEFINITIONS

Background: The ambient concentration of total organic compounds determined at
least 3 meters (10 feet) upwind from the equipment to be inspected and not
.'influenced
by any specific emission point as indicated by a hydrocarbon analyzer
specified by Section 8-18-501.

8-18-202

Burk prants and rerminars: A dishibution facirity that is .rol:fr"?3"fl3;fLf,J;';]
Rule 6, 33 or 39.

8-18-203

:

p a nt
A n y raci ity e n g a s ed, ,., ffi ff f,* J"#ffi.: :'ri!'f:r;::,y fl?;rU?!
and/or manufacturing products by chemical processes, including (1) any facility or
operation that has 325 as the first three digits in the North American lndustrial
Classification Standard (NAICS) code, (2) any facility that manufactures industrial
inorganic and organic chemicals; plastic and synthetic resins, synthetic rubber,
synthetic and other manmade fibers; drugs; soap, detergents and cleaning
preparations; perfumes, cosmetics, and other toilet preparations; paints, varnishes,
lacquers, enamels, and allied products; agricultural chemicals; safflower and

c he m i c a t

I

I

sunflower oil extracts; and (3) any facility engaged in re-refining.
(Amended, Renumbered 1/7198; Amended 1/21/04, 12/16/15)

8-18-204

Connection: Flanged, screwed, or other joined fittings used to connect any piping or
equipment, including any fitting connecting equipment to piping or other equipment,
such as a valve bonnet flange or pump flange
(Amended, Renumbered 1nB8; Amended 121/04, 12/16/15)

8-18-205

Equipment: All components including, but not limited to: valves, connections,
pumps, compressors, pressure relief devices, diaphragms, hatches, fiftings, sampling
ports, pipes, plugs, gauges or sight-glasses.
(Amended, Renumbercd 1/7189, Ameded 12J16/15)

8-18-206

lnaccessible Equipment: Any equipment located over 13 feet above the ground
when access is required from the ground; or any equipment located over 6.5 feet
away from a platform when access is required from a platform.

8-18-207

tnspection: The determination of the

"on""ntr"(ffi"i'fitr:r'!iiii,l"tr#{;i,?ii!
leaking from equipment using EPA Reference
Method 21 as required by Section 818-501.
(Amended, Renumbered January 7, 1998)

8-18-208

Leak: The concentration

of total organic compounds above background, expressed
as methane, as measured in accordance with Section 8-18-602.
(Am e nded, Re n u mbe red 1 /7 r98 ; 2 1 /04, Amended 2J1 6/1 5)
1

8-r8-209

1

Leak Minimization: Reducing the leak to the lowest achievable level using best
modern practices and without shutting down the process the equipment serves. Leak
minimization is the most common method for repair. Leak minimization includes but
is not limited to tightening of packing gland nuts, injecting lubricant into lubricated
packing, tightening bonnet bolts, tightening flange bolts, or installing plugs or caps
into open ended lines or valves. Cleaning, scrubbing, or washing equipment alone is
not considered best modern practice.
(Renumbered Y17/82; Amended y4R2, 1/788, 12/16/15)
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8-184

8-18-210

Leak Repair: The tightening, adjustment, addition of material, or the replacement of
the equipment using best modern practices, which reduces the leakage to the
atmosphere below the applicable standard in Section 8-18-300.

(Renumbered Y17/82; Anended U4R2; 1nD8, 12J1il15)

e-18-211

Liquid Leak: Dripping of liquid at a rate of greater than 3 drops per minute and a
concentration of total organic compounds greater than the applicable leak standard in
Section 8-18-300.
(Amended, Renumbered January 7, 1998)

8-18-212

Organic Compound: Any compound of carbon, excluding methane, carbon
monoxide, carbon dioxide, carbonic acid, metallic carbides or carbonates and
ammonium carbonate.
(Amended, Renumbered January 7, 1998)

8-18-213

Petroleum Refinery: Any facility that processes petroleum products as defined in
North American lndustrial Classification Standard Number 32411, Petroleum
Refining.
(Amended, Renumbered January 7, 1998)

8-18-214

Pressure Relief Device: The automatic pressure-relieving device actuated by the
static pressure upstream of the device including, but not limited to, pressure relief
valves and rupture disks.
(Amended, Renumbercd January 7, 1998)

8-18-215

Process Unit: A manufacturing process which is independent of other processes
and is continuous when supplied with a constant feed or raw materials and has
sufficient storage facilities for product.
(Amended, Renumbered January 7, 1998)

8-18-216

Quarter: One of the four

consecutive 3-month divisions of the calendar year

beginning on January 1.
(Amended, Renumbercd January 7, 1998)

8-18-217

Reinspection: Any inspection following the

minimization

or repair of

leaking

equipment.
(Ameded, Renumbercd January 7, 1998)

8-18-218

Rupture Disc: The thin metal diaphragm held between flanges.

8-18-219

Total Organic Compounds: The concentration of organic compounds and methane

(Anended, Renumbercd January 7, 1998)

as indicated by a hydrocarbon analyzer as specified by Section 8-18-501.
(Amended, Renumbered 1nn8; Amended 121n4)

8-18-220

Turnaround: The scheduled shutdown of a process unit for maintenance and repair
work.
(Amended, Renumbercd January 7, 1998)

8-18-221

Valve: Any device that regulates the flow of

8-18-222

Weephole: A drain hole in the discharge hom of a pressure relief device.

8-18-223

Deleted January 7, 1998
Deleted January 7, 1998

process material by means
external actuator acting to permit or block passage of liquids or gases.

of

an

(Amended, Renumbered January 7, 1998)
(Adopted January 7, 1998)

8-18-224
8-18-225
8-18-226

Deleted December 16, 2015

Essential Equipment: Any valve, connection, pressure relief device, pump or

compressor that cannot be taken out of service without shutting down the process
unit that it serves.
(Adopted December 16, 2015)

8-18-227

Open-Ended Valve or Line: Any valve, except a safety relief valve, having one side
of the valve seat in contact with process fluid and one side open to the atmosphere,
either directly or through open piping.
(Adopted December

8-18-228

1

6, 201 5)

Double Block Bleed System: Two block valves connected in series with a bleed
valve or line that can vent the line between the two block valves.
(Adopted

Decembr 16, 2015)

8-18-300

STANDARDS

8-18-301

General: Except for valves, pumps and compressors, connections and pressure
relief devices subject to the requirements of Sections 8-18-302, 303, 304, 305 and

December 16,2015
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8-18-5

306, a person shall not use any equipment that leaks total organic compounds in
excess of 100 ppm unless the leak has been discovered by the operator, minimized
within 24 hours and repaired within 7 days.
(Amended 7/1il81; 3/17/82; 9/il89; 3/4R2; 1/7198)

8-18-302

Valves: Except as provided in Section 8-18-306, a person shall not use any valve
that leaks total organic compounds in excess of 100 ppm unless one of the following
conditions is met:
302.1 lf the leak has been discovered by the operator, minimized within 24 hours
and repaired within 7 days; or
3022 lf the leak has been discovered by the APCO, the leak must be repaired
within 24 hours.
(Adopted

8-18-303

8-18-304

8-18-305

il4p2; Amended 1n/98, 121n4, 12/16/15)

Pumps and Compressors: Except as provided in Section 8-18-306, a person shall
not use any pump or compressor that leaks total organic compounds in excess of
500 ppm unless one of the following conditions is met:
303.1 lf the leak has been discovered by the operator, minimized within 24 hours
and repaired within 7 days; or
303.2 lf the leak has been discovered by the APCO, the leak must be repaired
within 24 hours.
(Adopted il4p2; Amended 1n/98, t21n4, 12/16/15)
Connections: Exceptas provided in Section 8-18-306, a person shall not use any
connection that leaks total organic compounds in excess of 100 ppm unless one of
the following conditions is met:
304.1 lf the leak has been discovered by the operator, minimized within 24 hours
and repaired within 7 days; or
304.2 lf the leak has been discovered by the APCO, the leak must be repaired
within 24 hours.
(Adopted 3/4t92; Ameded 1n/98, t21n4, 1216/15)
Pressure Relief Devices: Except as provided in Section 8-18-306, a person shall
not use any pressure relief device that leaks total organic compounds in excess of
500 ppm unless the leak has been discovered by the operator, minimized within 24
hours and repaired within 15 days; or if the leak has been discovered by the APCO,
minimized within 24 hours and repaired within 7 days.
(Amended

8-r8-306

1n88,

1

2/1 6/1

5)

Non-repairable Equipment: Any essential equipment leak that cannot be repaired
as required by Section 8-'18-302, 303, 304 or 305 may be placed on a non-repairable
list provided the operator complies with the following conditions:

essential equipment leak must be less than 10,000 ppm and mass
emissions must be determined within 30 days of placing on the nonrepairable list. The APCO must be notified no less than 96 hours prior to

306.1 Any

conducting mass emissions measurements.

306.2 The number of individual pieces of equipment awaiting repair does not
exceed that portion of the total population for each equipment type
in the table below. rounded to the next hioherwhole number

Total Number of Non-repairable
Equipment Allowed

Equipment

(o/"1

Valves and Connections as allowed
bv Section 8-18-306.3
Pressure Relief Devices

0.15% of totalnumberof valves
0.5% of total number of pressure
relief devices
0.5% of total number of pumps and
comDressors

Pumps and Compressors

306.3 A connection can be considered

non-repairable equipment pursuant to

Section 8-18-306 provided each non-repairable connection is counted as two
valves toward the total number of non-repairable valves allowed.

306.4 The essential

equipment is repaired or replaced within five years or at the

next scheduled turnaround, whichever date comes first.
(Adopted 3/482; Amended

fi88,

t21/04, 12/16/15)
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8-18-307

Liquid Leak: A person shall not use any equipment that leaks liquid as defined in
Section 8-18-211, unless the leak has been discovered by the operator, minimized
within 24 hours and repaired within 7 days.
(Adopted

8-18-308

406'

8-18-309

il4n2; Amended 1n/98)

Alternate Compliance: The requirements of Sections 8-18-301, 302, 303, 304, 305,
306 and 307 shall not apply to any facility which complies with an alternative
emission reduction plan that satisfies allthe requirements in Sections 8-18405 and
(Actopted January

7, lggs)

Open-Ended Valve or Line: Open-ended valves or lines shall be equipped with a
cap, blind flange, plug or second valve which shall seal the open end at all times
except during operations requiring process fluid flow through the open-ended valve
or line.

309.1
309.2

When a double block and bleed system is installed, the second valve shall be
operated in a manner such that the valve on the process fluid end is closed
before the second valve is closed.
\A/hen a double block and bleed system is in use, the bleed valve or line may

remain open during operations that require venting the line between the
block valves, but shall comply with Sections 8-18-309 and 309.1 at all times.

309.3

When a double block and bleed system is not in use, the open end of the
second valve shall not leak greater than 100 ppm.
(Adopted December 16, 2015)

8-18-310

Recurrent Leaks: lf a valve, pump, compressor or PRD is found leaking more than 3
consecutive quarters, the inspection frequency shall change from quarterly to
monthly pursuant to Section 8-18407.
(Adopted December

8-18-311

1

6, 201 5)

Mass Emissions: A person shall not use any equipment that emits total organic
compounds in excess of five pounds per day except during any repair periods
allowed by Sections 8-18-301, 302, 303, 304, and 305.
(Adopted December

8-18.400

ADMINISTRATIVE REQUIREMENTS

8-18401

lnspection: Any person subject to this Rule shall comply with the

1

6, 201 5)

following
inspection requirements:
401.1 All equipment that has been opened during a turnaround shall be inspected
for leaks within 90 days after start-up is completed following a turnaround.

401.2 Except as provided under Subsection 8-18.401.3,404,405, and 406 all
valves, pressure relief devices, pumps or compressors subject to this Rule

401.3

shall be inspected quarterly.

lnaccessible valves and pressure relief devices subject to this Rule shall be
inspected at least once a year unless found leaking pursuant to Subsection

8-18403.

401.4 Any equipment subject to this Rule may be inspected at any time by

401.5

the
APCO.
Any equipment found to have a leak in excess of the standard in Section 8-

18-300 shall

401.6

be reinspected within 24 hours after any leak repair or

minimization.
Any connections subject to this rule shall be inspected annually or be part of
an APCO and EPA approved connection inspection program.

401.7 Any pressure relief device equipped with a weephole shall be inspected

401.8
401.9

quarterly at the outlet of the weephole if the horn outlet is inaccessible.
Any pressure relief device that releases to the atmosphere shall be inspected
within 5 working days after the release event.
Any essential equipment placed on the non-repairable list shall be inspected
at least once per quarter.

401.10 The mass emission rate of any essential equipment placed on the nonrepairable list in accordance with Section 8-18-306 shall be determined at
least once per calendar year. The APCO shall be notified no less than 96
hours prior to conducting the measurements required by this section.

December 16,2015
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8-18-7

andlor source
401.11 The owner/operator shall identify the equipment
ppm'
background reading greater than 50

of

anY

(Amended 1A16/15)

8-18402

following
ldentification: Any person subject to this Rule shall comply with the
identification requirements:

402.i

402.2

effective
nff vafrii, fr"rrur" relief devices, pumps an-d compressors, and,
permanent
unique
a
with
January i,'ZOll, connectors shall be identified
code shall be
identification code approved by the APCO. This identification
pump or
device,
pressure
relief
connector,
used to refer to the valve,
pressure relief
connector,
valve,
each
for
Recoids
lo."tion.
;;Grdevice, pump or compressor shall refer to this identification code.
wnn a ieak in excess of the applicable leak limitation in Section
n1
"q,ii6..,it
g-1g-300
shall be tagged with a brightly colored weatherproof tag indicating
the date the leak was

detected.

gmended 3/482, 1/7/sB, 1?J16/1s)

compressors.sha.ll be. visually
8-18403 visual lnspection Schedule: All pumps andconcentration
shall be determined
the
is
observed,
leak
a
lf
ioii""xr.
inspecteo d5ify
witirin z+ hours of discovery pursuant to Section 8-18-602.

(Renumbeted 1/788; Amended

g-1g-404

1

A1 6/1 5)

or pumps
Alternative lnspection Schedule: The inspection frequency for valves
in
Subsection
conditions
the
provided
of
all
may cnanje'iili" quarterly to annually
404.1 and 404.2 are satisfied.
quarters;
404.1 rir" r"rr" or pump has been operated leak free for five consecutive
and

404.2RecordsaresubmittedtotheDistrictandapprovedbytheAPcq....
and
404.g The valve or pump remains leak free pursuant to the Sections 8-18-302 to
back
revert
will
frequency
inspection
the
is
discovered,
bak
303. lf a

quarterly'

gdopted 1/7EB; Amended 12/16/1s)

person may comply with seclion 8-18plan to the APCo
308 by d;;bfit;nd submitting an alternlte emission reduction
that sitisfies all of the following conditions:
405.1 fne pian inatt contain all information necessary to establish,. document,
,"".:r[ piogress and verify compliance with an emission reduction level set
forth in this rule.

g-1g-405 Atternate Emission Reduction Plan: Any

and
405.2 All emission reductions must be achieved solely from equipment

405.3

connections subject to this rule'
Public notice and a 60-day public comment period shall be ero.vidg.d

405.4 folfo*ing the public comment period, the plan shall be submifted toof and
the
in writing by the EpA, Region lX prior to the APCo approval
"ppior"i
Plan'
405.5 An afternate emission reduction plan must provide for emission reductions
equal to or greater than required bv the sPecificlimits in
lE'iJ,\Z;.r*d 11n7n2)

g-1g406 lnterim Compliance: A facility

is subjecl to the limits contained in Sections 8-18-

io+, 305, 306 ano goz uhtil recelpt of the written approvals of both the
complies with
APCO and the EpA of an Alternate Emission Reduction Plan that
301 , 302, a6-gi

section

8-1

8-405'

6doptedlnlg8;

Amended 11n7/02)

pump,'compressor or pressure relief
quarters, a person subject to
device found leaking in more than three consecutive

g-1g407 Recurrent Leak schedule: For any valve,

this Rule shall comply with the following requirements:
407.1 fne inspeiti6n frequency shaliOe changed from quarterly to monthly; and

io;;

407.3

fS;::

'*n:l,r'i'Jii"[xi'3;,i"#'Jiiiiidi:,[:"3?J,',i"';j':l'1""'i';

pursuant to Section 8-18-503.1.
leak free for
lf the valve, pump, compressor or pressure relief device remains
305 the
and
303
months pursuani to Sections 8-18-302,

four consecutive
and after
inspection frequency will revert back to quarterly upon request
APCO approval.

Bay Area Air Quality Management
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(Adoqted December 16' 2015)

8-18-500
8-18-501

MONITORING AND RECORDS
of total
Portabte Hydrocarbon Detector: Any instrument used for the measurement
by
approved
been
has
gas
that
indicator
a
combuitible
be
;rg";;;#pounds shatt
been
has
of
and
performance
clilelil
and
specifications
the
meets
and
t# APCO
calibratedinaccordancewithEPAReferenceMethod2l(40Qr!.Q-o.n99e'1dil|)',-.
(Amended Y1 7/82, 9/6/89, y482, 2/1 6/1 5)
Records: Any person subject to the requirements of this rule shall maintain records
that provided the following information: iOZ.\ For equipment s-ubject to Section 8-18-402.1, the equipment identification
code, equipment type and the location of the equipment'
502.2 The date,' time, iype of repairs and corresponding -leak concentrations
8-18measured on aiiinipections and reinspections as specified by Section
1

8-18-502

502.3
502.4

401.
Records shall be maintained for at least 5 years and shall be made available
to the APCO for inspection at any time'
provisions of Section
Records of all non-repairable equipment subject to the
g-1g-306 shall be maintained and contain the equipment identification code,

equipment type, equipment location, initial leak concentration measurement
duration
and date, quarterly'leik concentration measurements and dates, the
repair
any
of
date
list,
the equipment his been on the non-repairable
the
date
determinations,
rate
emission
mass
to equipment,
of
number
total
date,
process
turnaround
unit
"tt"rpi.'made
last
m'aOe,
was
determination
equipment
why
non+epairable equipment awaiting repair, and explanation
was deemed essential equiPment.
502.5 Records of all equipment and/or sources identified as a result of background
readings greater than 50 PPm.
502.6 Effeclive lanuary 1,201ti, Piping and lnstrumentation Diagrams (P&lDs) with
allcomponents ih heary liquid service clearly iOel-tt!9! \dopted

8-18-503

g4D2; Amended [7/98, 12/16/15)

Reports: Any person subject to the requirements of this rule shall submit the
information to the District:
following
-Etf""tir"
July 1, ZS',tA, a report shall be submitted to the APCO quarterly that
503.1
includes the following information:

3.1.1

The equipm[nt identification code, equipment type, stream service,

equipnient location, leak concentration measurement and date, leak

repair method and concentration measurements of any valves,

pumps,"o,p'"..o''andPRDsfoundleakinginmorethan3

3.j.2

consecutive quarters pursuant to Section 8-1 8-310'
necorAi oiail non+epairable equipment subject to the provisions of
section g-1g-306 shall be submitted to the District quarterly and

containtheequipmentidentificationcode,equipmenttype'

equipment location,' initial leak concentration measurement and date,
the duration the equipment has been on the non-repairable list' any

repairattemptsm.aoetoequipment,massemissionrate

Oetermination, O"te the determination was made, last process.unit
turnaround date, total number of non-repairable equipment awaiting

,"p"ir-inO

503.2

exptanation why equipment

was deemed

essential

equiPment.
District
Effective juty t,-ZOtO, a person subject to this rule shall submit to the
devices,
pressure
relief
valves,
an inventory identifying the total numbers of
pumps and"compress5rs and connections to which this rule applies broken

an
down per unit or other grouping if component is not associated with
AP99'
the
by
inventory
initial
the
of
approval
and
reviei
After
unit.
individual

1st'
annual inventory updates shall be submrtted to the District every January
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District
B_18_9

503.4
503.5

lnspection records of all equipment opened during a turnaround shall be
submitted to the District the first month following completion of the 90-day
startup up leak inspections pursuant to Section 8-18-401.1.
By January 1,2018, submit records required by Section 8-18-502.6 and
annually thereafier for information that has changed since last submittal.
(Adopted 121n4; Amended 12J16/15)

8-18-600

MANUAL OF PROCEDURES

8-18-601

Analysis of Samples: Samples of organic compounds as defined in Section 8-18113 shall be analyzed for lnitial Boiling Point as prescribed in ASTM D-1078- 98 or
ASTM D-86.
(Adopted 3/17/82; Amended 3/4t92; UTpB)

8-18-602

lnspection Procedure: lnspections of equipment shall be conducted as prescribed
by EPA Reference Method 21 (40 CFR 60, Appendix A).
(Adopted 9/6/89; Ameded Y4/92;

8-18-603

fir98)

Determination of Control Efficiency: The control efficiency as specified by Section
8-18-110 shall be determined by any of the following methods: 1) BAAQMD Manual

of Procedures, Volume lV, ST-7, 2) EPA Method 25 or 25A. A source shall be
considered in violation if the emissions of organic compounds measured by any of
the referenced test methods exceed the standards of this rule.
8-18-604

Determination or Mass Emissions:

rh" ,#:':#i.:i3ffi:[1,K,fl',i:I":":r1:"if:l

by Section 8-18-306 and Section 8-18-31 1 shall be made using any of the following
methods: 1) EPA Protocolfor Equipment Leak Emission Estimates, Chapter4, Mass
Emission Sampling, (EPA453/R-95-017) November, 1995 or 2) or a mass emission
monitoring method determined to be equivalent by the EPA and approved by the
APCO.
(Adopted 1n/98; Amended 121n4, 12/16/15)
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Utah Retirement Systems
SANDR.A L

DlXOil

W58125865

Beneficiaries
B e n e fi

!

ci#$t'ffi li$.*a'ffi

"

changes to your benefrli6s9 have been successfully submitted (see details below). A confirmation
letter will be maited to your cunent address.

Retirement System
401(k)

Designation
Primary

Beneficiary Name

Birth Date

JORDY DAVTS Mt23rt97s

primary

JORDAN DAVIS

04123t1975

Designation

Beneficiary Name

Birth Date

Primary

JORDY DAVIS

04t23t1975

40r(k)

Before signing, make sure all beneficiary infomation is conect. You may be asked
to provide additional information and/or documentation.
Revoking any previous nominations of beneficiary(ies), I hereby designate the
above inctividual(s) to receive all benefits payable upon my death.
I hereby, represent all information is true and conect. I understand and
agree that any false information I provide on this form may, at uRS, sole
discretion, result in a limitation or termination of my benefits. By signing below I hereby
agree to the terms and conditions of URS Board Resolutions
and Federal Law.

By typing my name in the indicated fields, I agree to conduct business electronically
with uRS/pEHp in accordance with the federal Electronic
signatures in Global and National commerce Act (E-sign), 15 u.s.c.A.
ss 7oo1-7031 (Supp. 2001) and Utah,s uniform Etectronic Transactions Act
(UETA)' Utah Code Ann' SS 46 4-101 to -501 (2000). I understand
transactions and/or signatures in records may not be denied legal effect solely
because they are conducted, executed, or prepared in electronic form, and that if
a law requires a record or signature to be in writing, an electronic
record or signature satisfies that requirement.

Signed by SANDM L DIXON on June 6,201711:56 AM

https ://www.urs.orglMyUrs/Profi lelBenefi ciary
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REGULATION 8
ORGANIC COMPOUNDS
RULE 53
VACUUM TRUCK OPERATIONS
(Adopted April 1 8, 2012)

8.53.100

GENERAL

8-53-101 Description: The purpose of this rule is to limit the emissions of organic compounds

from the use of vacuum trucks to move materials at petroleum refin6ries, bulk plants,
bulk terminals, marine terminals, and organic liquid pipeline facilities.
8-53-102 Applicability: This rule appties to the foilowing facitities:
102.1 Petroleum refineries;

102.2. Bulk ptants;

102.3 Bulk terminals;
102.4 Marineterminals;
102.5 Organic tiquid pipetine facitities.
8-53-103 Exemption, Emergencies: Vacuum trucks responding to spills, equipment failures,
and other emergency situations shall be exempt from the requirements of this rule,

provided that (1.) use of equipment capable of complying with the rule would delay
the
response,
(2) the delay would pose a risk of significant harm to facility equipment,
?.nd
personnel, the public, or the environment.

8-53-104 Limited Exemption, Positive Disptacement Pump or Gravity Feed Loading: A
loading event in which gravity or a positive displacement pump is used to move
regulated materials into a vacuum truck shall be exempt from ihe requirements of
Sections 8-53-301 and 8-53-501.

8-53-105 Exemption, Secondary Treatment Processes: Vacuum truck activities at secondary

heatment processes, as defined in Regulation 8, Rule 8, Section 208, shall be exempt

from this rule.

8-53-200

DEFtNtTtONS

8-53-201

Air Mover: A specialized type of vacuum truck that uses a combination of vacuum

8-53-202
8-53-203
8-53-204

Affected Facility: A facility to which this rule applies pursuant to section g-s3-.102.
Aviation Gas: Gasoline suitable for use in pistondriven aircraft.
Background Concentration: The ambient concentration of TOC determined at least
3 meters (10 feet) upwind from the vacuum truck blower exhaust, as determined by a

and air flow to load a variety of material types into the truck.

hydrocarbon analyzer pursuant to Section 8-53-501.
facility that is subject to Regulation 8, Rule 39 or to Section
302 of Regulation 8, Rule 6.

8-53-205 Bulk Plant: A distribution
8-53-206 Bulk Terminal: A

distribution facility that is subject to Regulation 8, Rule 33 or to

Section 301 of Regulation 8, Rule 6.

8-53-207 Control Equipment: Equipment used to reduce TOC emissions from vacuum truck

8-53-208
8-53-209

8-53'210

operations in order to comply with emission limits set forth in Section 8-53-301 of this
rule, including, but not limited to, carbon adsorption systems, internal combustion
engines, thermal oxidizers, refrigerated condenser systemi, and iiquid scrubbers.
Crude oil: A naturally occurring miXure consisting predominanfly of hydrocarbons
and/or sulfur, nitrogen and oxygen derivatives of hydrocarbons thai is removed from
the earth in a liquid state or is capable of being so removed.
Gasoline: Any petroleum-derived, volatile mircture of hydrocarbons suitable for use as
a fuel in a spark-ignited, internal combustion engine.
Gasoline Blending Stock: Any organic liquid used as a component of gasoline,
including, but not limited to aromatic or alcohol octane boosteis and orygenates,
isomerate,.reformale, alkylate, straight run gasoline, cat gasoline, pyrolysis giasoline,
FCC gasoline and light hydrocrackate.

Bay Area Air Quality Management District
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8-53-211

8-53-212
8-53-213

8-53-214
8-53-215

Loading Event: The loading at a single location within an affected facility of regulated
materials into a vacuum truck or other container through a vacuum truck operation.
The resumption of loading at the same location after an interruption shall not be
considered a separate loading event.
Marine Terminal: Any facility or structure constructed to load or unload organic liquid
bulk cargo into or off of marine tank vessels.
Naphtha: A general term for a variety of crude oil fractions in the gasoline boiling
range that are used as feeds and products including but not limited to straight run
naphtha, coker naphtha, cat cracked naphtha, and hydrocracked naphtha
organic compound: Any compound of carbon, excluding methane, carbon
monoxide, carbonic acid, metallic carbides or carbonates and ammonium carbonate.

organic Liquid Pipeline Facility: Any pipeline used to transport

petroleum,

petroleum products, or petroleum product blending stock, along with any associated
breakout stations.
8-53-216

Petroleum Refinery: Any facility that processes petroleum products as defined in
North American lndustry Classification system code number 32411, petroleum

Refineries.
8-53-217

Positive Displacement Pump: Equipment that, for each cycle of operation, draws in
ffuid at a constant volume and then forces that exact volume of fluid into a discharge
line.. For the purposes of this rule, a diaphragm pump is considered to be a positiie

displacement pump.
8-53-218

Regulated Material: A regulated materialis any of the following:

218.1 Gasoline, aviation gasoline, gasoline blending stock, naphtha;
218.2 Transmix, slop, or any other hydrocarbon mixture that includes a

8-53-219

8-53-220
8-53-221

8-53-222

8-53-223

material

listed in Section 8-53-218.1 if
2.1 For a mixture without significant water content, the true vapor pressure
of the mixture is greater than 25.8 mmHg (0.5 psia) as determined
pursuant to Section 8-53€02, or
2.2
For a mixture with significant water content, the water content is less
'
than g0% as determined pursuant to Section g-53-603.
Crude oil is not a regulated material.
Slop: Any mixture of petroleum materials that does not meet product speciflcations
and may not be used or distributed without further processing.
TotalOrganic Compounds (TOC): Organic compounds and methane.
Transmix: A mixture of hydrocarbons resulting from (1) the sequentialtransmission of
batches of materials through a pipeline and mixing at the interface between different
materials, or (2) the collection for re-refining of material that is not loaded, typically
because it does'not meet a fuelspecificationtr has become contaminated.
Vacuum Truck: Portable equipment with an affixed banel or tank that relies on the
creation of a pressure differential, typically through use of a pump or blower, to
pneumatically load materials into the barel or tank of the equipment.
Vacuum Truck Operation: The movement of regulated material into a vacuum truck
or into any other container through use of a vacuum truck. For purposes of this rule,
the use of other means, typically gravity feed or an auxiliary pump, to push or puli
materials into a vacuum truck shall be considered a vacuum truck operation.

8.53-300

STANDARDS

8-s3-301

Emission Limit: Effective April 1,2013, for any loading event, the owner or operator
of a.facility subject to this rule shall control emissions to meet the requirements of
section 8-53-301.1 or, as an alternative, the requirements of section g-53:301.2.
301.1 The Toc concentration does not exceed 500 ppmv, expressed as methane
(Cl), above background, as measured at the exhaust outiet ofa vacuum truck
operation or, if an auxiliary control device is used to control emissions from a
vacuum truck operation, at the exhaust outlet of the control device unless:
1.1 A second concentration reading taken within 60 seconds fails to confirm
the exceedance, or

Bay Area Air Quality Management District
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8-53-4

1.2

A second concentration reading taken within 60 seconds confirms a
Toc concentration in excess of 500 ppmv, but the loading event is shut
down within 3 minutes after the second reading.

301.2 TOC emissions are controlled with an abatement device with an abatement

efficiency of at least 95 percent.
Effective April 1 ,2013, for any loading event, the owner or operator of
a facility subject to this rule shall not use a vacuum truck or associated equipment that
leaks liquid at a rate in excess of three drops per minute unless the leak is discovered
by the operator and eliminated within 3 minutes of discovery or unless the loading
event is shut down within 3 minutes of the discovery of the leak. This does not appl!
to disconnect leaks provided procedures for minimizing disconnect leaks are used.
Vapor Leaks: Effective April 1, 2013, for any loading event, the owner or operator of a
facility subject to this rule shall not use a vacuum truck or associated abatement device
that leaks organic vapor in excess of 500 ppmv, expressed as methane (C1), above

8-53-302 Liquid Leaks:

8-53-303

background unless the leak

8-53-304

is discovered by the operator and minimized to

a

concentration.below 500 ppmv within 3 minutes after discovery or unless the loading
event is shut down within 3 minutes after the discovery of the leak.
Unloading.of Regulated Material: Effective April 1 ,2019, the owner or operator of a
facility subject to this rule shall meet the following requirements for unloading of
regulated material from a vacuum truck at the facility where the vacuum truck was
loaded:

304.1
304.2

863400

Regulated material shall be unloaded into a tank, vessel or sump that meets
the control requirements in Regulation 8, Rule 5 or Regulation 8, Rule 8, or
lf regulated material is unloaded into a tank, vessel or sump that does not
meet the control requirements of Regulation 8, Rule 5 or Regulation 8, Rule 8,
regulated material shall be unloaded using a submerged fill pipe that complies
with the submerged fill pipe discharge requirements of Regulation 8, Ruie 5,
Section 302 and prompfly pumped into storage.

ADMINISTRATIVE REQUIREMENTS

8'53401 Loading

Event S_chedule Reporting Requirements: Effective April 1, 2013, upon
request by the APCO or the designee of the APCO, the owner or operator of an
affected facility subject to this rule shall provide a list of scheduled loading events and

the following information, if available at the time of request, for each event:
401.1 Loading event start date and time;
401.2 Facility name, plant number (if applicable), and source number (if applicable),
tank, pipeline, or reservoir address, and equipment location;
401.3 Vacuum truck company name, owner/operator's name, and telephone number;

401.4 Control equipment company name, control equipment type, operato/s name

and telephone number if the control equipment is operated by someone other
than the vacuum truck owner/operator; and,
401-5 Tank, pipeline, box, container, or reservoir capacity, estimated volume and
type of materialto be loaded.
The list shall include loading events that are scheduled within thirty (30) days. The list
shall be provided to District staff within three (3) working days and may.be provided via
hard copy
electronically. Changes to loading evenischedules shill be reported to
District staff-orno less than 24 hours prior to loading events.

8.53.500

MONITORING AND RECORDS

863-501 Emissions Monitoring Requirement Effective April 1 ,2013, the owner or operator
of an affected facility using a vacuum truck operation shall monitor and record

emissions as follows:
501.1 To demonstrate compliance with Section 8-53-301.1 when controlling TOC
emissions from a vacuum truck operation with technology other than a carbon
adsorption system, emission concentrations from the control device shall be
measured using the method specified in Section 8-53601 and recorded as
follows:

Bay Area Air Quality Management District
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'1.1

8-53-502

Conduct one measurement for each loading event before the vacuum
truck is approximately 20% full. Conduct an additional measurement
before the vacuum truck is approximately 60% full. lf a vacuum truck is

already 20o/o full prior to a loading event, conduct an initial measurement
as soon as possible after the start of the loading event and an additional
measurement before the vacuum truck is approximately 60% full. lf a
vacuum truck is already 60% full prior to a loading event, conduct one
measurement as soon as possible after the start of the loading event.
1.2 Record the information required by Section 8-53-502.
501.2 To demonstrate compliance with Section 8-53-301.1 when controlling TOC
emissions from a vacuum truck operation with a carbon adsorption system,
emission concentrations from the control device shall be measured using the
method specified in Section 8-53-601 and recorded as follows:
2.1 Commence emission measurements within 2 minutes of startup for each
loading event. Additional measurements shall be performed
approximately every 10 minutes during loading thereafter;
2.2 When a TOC stream is switched to a back-up or replacement carbon
vessel, a new TOC emission measurement must occur within 2 minutes
of the carbon vessel replacement.
2.3 Record the information required by Section 8-53-502.
501.3 To demonstrate compliance with Section 8-53-301.2, the owner or operator of
an affected facility shall perform a source test verifoing the required abatement
efficiency during the vacuum truck operation or, for abatement devices that
combust emissions to achieve the required efficiency, the owner or operator
may instead show that a source test on the abatement device verifying the
required abatement efficiency was completed within lhe 12 months prior to the
commencement of the vacuum truck operation.
501.4 An altemative monitoring plan may be submitted and approved by the APCO.
501.5 The owner or operator of an affected facility shall retain records and lists
required by this Section for two years and shall make them available for
inspection by the APCO upon request.
Recordkeeping Requirement: A person subject to this rule shall keep the following
records:

502.1

Effective April 1 ,2013, record the following information for each loading event:
The date, time of commencement, and duration of the loading event;
The type and volume of regulated materials loaded;

1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4

1.5

502.2
502.3

502.4
502.5

\Nhether loading was by vacuum, positive displacement pump, or
gravity;

Where vacuum truck control equipment or externalcontrol equipment is
used, record the make and model of the control equipment, the results of
the emission measurements required by Section 8-53-501, and the
make, model, and serial number of the device used to measure the TOC
concentrations;

Where loading was by positive displacement pump, the make and model
of the pump.
Effective April 1, 2013, record the daily volume of crude oil and oil recovered
from centrifuging that is loaded into vacuum trucks.
Effective April 1 , 2013, keep records if the owner or operator of an affected
facility chooses to perform a true vapor pressure analysis or a percent volume
analysis to determine whether material loaded is a regulated material pursuant
to Section 8-53-218.
The owner or operator of an affected facility shall maintain complete copies of
source test reports required by Section 8-53-501.3.
The owner or operator of an affected facility shall retain records required by
this Section for two years and shall make them available for inspection by the
APCO upon request.

863.600 MANUAL

OF PROCEDURES
Apnl 18,2012
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8-536

8-53-601

8-53-602

8-53-603

Measurement of TOC Concentrations: Measurements of TOC concentration for
determining compliance with the limit set forth in Section 301 of this rule shall be
conducted in accordance with usEpA Reference Methods 21 or 2sA; or BAAeMD
Manual of Procedures, Volume lv, sr-7, Non-methane organic carbon samptint. tr
USEPA Reference Method 21 is used to determine compliJnce, the portable anaiy=e1.
shall use flame ionization detection and shall meet the specificaiions and performjnce
criteria of, and shall be calibrated in accordance with, EPA Reference Method 21 (40
cFR 60, Appendix A). Noncomptiance estabtished by any one of the specified tLsi
methods shall constitute a violation of this rule.
Analysis of Materials, True Vapor Pressure: Materials sampled pursuant to Section
8'53-218.2-1, shall be analyzed for true vapor pressure at'loading temperature as
prescribed in the Manual of Procedures, Volume itt, taO Method ZSlDetermination
of
Yrp9, Pressure of Organic Liquids from Storage Tanks.
Analysis of Materials, Percent water votume: Materials sampled pursuant to
Section 8-53-218.2.2 shall be analyzed as prescribed in ASTM D96: Test Methods for
water and sediment.in..crude oil by centrifuge Method (Field procedure), ASTM
D1796: Water and Sediment

in Fuel Oils by-the Centrifuge Method

(f-JOoratory

Procedure) or ASTM D6304: Karl Fisher Watei in Petroleum Froducts. Aliernatively,
percent water volume may be observed and calculated from a mixed,
represeniatirie
sample collected as specified by ASTM D4osr: standard practice for Manual
Sampling of Petroleum and Petroleum Products and allowed to setfle in a graOuat,ed

cylinder.
8-53-604

Determination of Abatement Efficiency: Abatement efficiency of an abatement
device shall be determined as specified in the Manual of procedures, volume lv, sr-,
or by EPA Method 25 or..25A. Noncompliance established by any one of the specified
test methods shall constitute a violation of the rule.
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9-1-2

.REGULATION 9
INORGANIC GASEOUS POLLUTANTS
RULE 1
SULFUR DIOX!DE
9-1-100

GENERAL

9-1-101

Description: This Rule

9-1-1 10

establishes emission limits for sulfur dioxide from all
including
ships,
and
limits ground level concentrations of sulfur dioxide.
lourcgs
conditional Exemption, Area Monitoring: The 300 ppm limitation of section
9_
'l-302 shall not apply to a person who meets the
requirements of subsections 9-1110.1 and 110.2, provided such person has complied with those requirements
prior
to January 1, 1980.

110.1

A

person

shall be subject to the monitoring, records and reporting
requirements.contained in Regulation 1, includin{sections 1-510, 530,
sro:
542,543, and 544.

110'2 A person shall not emit sulfur dioxide in quantities which result in ground
level concentrations of sulfur dioxide in excess of the limits speciiea in
section 9-1-301. This subsection shall not apply to ground level
concentrations occurring on the property from which'suth emiision oc"uri,
provided such property, from the emiision point to the point
where the
excess occurs,..is physically secured against public access by the p"r"on
responsible for the emission.
(Amended tiav zo',

igg2)

9-1-200

DEFINITIONS

9-1-201

Deleted May 20, 1992
Deleted May 20,1992
Deleted May 20, i992
start-up: For the purposes of section g-1€05, start-up begins at the time the feed
stock is introduced into the process and may proceed for a piriod not
to exceed four

9-1-202
9-1-203

9-1-204

consecutive hours.

(#il]l:3.

9-1-205

Fres h F ru it S u rru ri ng ope rati on : Any operation *n"r"
in a sulfur house in order to come into contact with sulfur dioxide.

9-1-206

surrur Removar and Recovery system: A set

$#Ji:Ti3'X,1,ry.J?;lfiril

313.2.

".

HI

?3

rll"?

H2s from refinery gas streams and the reduced sulfur
"r compounds and ammonia
from process water streams. The reduced sulfurous
are recovered as
sodium hydrosulfide (NasH), elemental sulfur, sulfuric
"orporno, or. other sulfate
compounds. The sulfurous compounds are recovered as ".iJ,
elemental sulfur or as
sulfuric acid. The process units consist of a sour water stripper, regenerative
gas
treatment system, and. a sulfur recovery plant, a sulfuric acio
oiother procEss
irani,
-g-iunits and facilities which achieve removal efficiencies
.qrii"i uy Secti'on
9-1-207
9-1-208

9-1-209

9-1-210

:

ll]?f 3,lllill'"li;J,':o?

s o u r w ate r S t r i p p e r o
?,"eello,";?1"ff i: ;"i i3:3
from process water using a distiilation
(stripping) process.

[

GJopteo.rurv ra, rggoj
Regenerative Gas Treatment system: I'regenerative
process system that
removes H2s from refinery gas streams and recoveis the H2s as H2s
or iulfur.

sulfur Recovery prant: A

process unit which

(Adopted Juty 18, 1990)

pro."rr",

surfur and ammonia
containing material and produces a final product of el'emental sulfur.

sutfuric Acid ptant: A p-rocgss unit which processes
produces a final product of sulfuric acid or oleum.

Bay Area Air Quality Management District
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sutfur(ff;:l;flJ*rlt;Jt"1?
(Adopted July 1g, 1990)

March 15, 1995

9'1'211

Shutdown: For the purposes of Section 9-1605, shutdown begins at the time the

feed stock is

9.1.300

discontinued.

(Adopted May 20, 1992)

STANDARDS

9-1-301 Limitations on Ground Level Concentrations: A person shall not emit from

sources other than ships, sulfur dioxide in quantities which result in ground level
concentrations in excess of 0.5 ppm continuously for 3 consecutive minutes or 0.25
ppm averaged over 60 consecutive minutes, or 0.05 ppm averaged over 24 hours.
This sbction shall not apply to ground level concentrations occurrlng on the property
from which such emission occurs, provided such property, from the emission'point to
the point where the excess occurs, is physically secured against public access by the
person responsible for the emission.
(Amended May 20, 1992)

9-1-302 General Emission Limitation: A person shall not emit from any source, other
than a ship, a gas stream containing sulfur dioxide in excess of 300 ppm (dry). This

9-1-303

9-1-304

section shall not apply to the following sources:
302.1 Any source which is subject to any of the limitations in Sections 9-1-304
through 9-1-312.
302.2 Any source which satisfies the conditions in sections 9-1-110.
(Amended February 16, 1983)
Emissions from Ships: A person shall not emit a gas stream containing sulfur
dioxide in excess of 2000 ppm from any ship, except when the ship is entering the
port from outside the District. Emissions resulting only from the combustion of iiquid
fuel with a sulfur content less than or equal to 3.34% by weight shall be considered in
compliance with this Section.
Fuel Burning (Liquid and Sotid Fuels): A person shall not burn any liquid fuel
having a sulfur content in excess of 0.5% by weight, or solid fuel of suc-h sulfur
content as would result in the emission of a gas stream containing more than 300
ppm (dry) of sulfur dioxide. This section shall not apply to:
304.1 The burning of sulfur, hydrogen sulfide, acid sludge or other compounds
used in the manufacture of sulfur compounds;
304.2 The use of liquid or solid fuels to propel any motor vehicle, aircraft, missile,
boat or ship;

304.3 The use of liquid or solid fuels which do not result in the emission of a gas
9-1-305
9-1-306

9-l-307

9-1-308
9-1-309

9-1'310

stream containing more than 300 ppm (dry) of sulfur dioxide.

Deleted May 20, 1992
Deleted May 20, 1992
Emission Limitations for sulfur Recovery ptants: A person shall not emit, from

any source in a sulfur recovery plant, effluent process gas containing sulfur dioxide in
excess of 250 ppm by volume (dry) calculated at zero percent oxygLn. plants which
gmjt lgss than 45 kg (100 lbs.) per day of sulfur dioxide shall not-be subject to this
limitation.
(Amended February 16, 19g3; ttrtay ZO, t SSZ;
Deleted May 20, 1992
Emission Limitations for sulfuric Acid plants: A person shall not emit, from
any source in a sulfuric acid plant, effluent process gas containing sulfur dioxide in
excess of 300 ppm by volume calculated at 1To/o oxygen.
(Amended February 16, 1983; May 20, 1992)

Emission Limitations for Fluid Catalytic Cracking Units, Fluid Cokers, and
Coke Calcining Kitns:
310.1 A person shall not emit, from any source in a fluid catalytic cracking unit or
fluid coker, effluent process gas containing sulfurdioxide in excess of t,OOO
ppm by volume.
person shall not emit, from any coke calcining kiln, effluent process gas
containing sulfur dioxide in excess of 400 ppm by volume or in excess of itg
kg (250 pounds) per hour, whichever is more restrictive.
A person subject to subsections 9-1-310.1 or 310.2 shall comply with the
requirements in subsections 9-1-110.1 and 110.2.

314.2 A
310.3

9-1-3ll

Emission Limitations for Catalyst Manufacturing plants:

Bay Area Air Quality Management District
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311.1 Deleted May 20,1992
311.2 A person shail not emit, from any.-source.in a catalyst manufacturing
9-1-312

plant,

effruent process gas containing sulfur dioxide in excess of 22
kg iso'p-d;;;j
(Adopted May 21,1980; AmendeO MjV 25, iggri
_

_ per_hour.

Emission Limitations for Fresh Fruit surfuring qeraiioni:
312'1 A person shalltrot operate any fresh apriiot sururinj operation which uses
greater than 4.5 t<q (to pounds) of erementar surfur
oi s.o kg rzo pounosl oi
gaseous SO2.per 9.0 metric ton (1 short ton) of fresh apricots.
person shall_not operate any iresh peach surrurinjLperation
which uses
greater than 5.s kg^q2 pounds) of erementar surfur or-10.9
kg ea por"orl oi
gaseous SO2 per 9.0 metric ton (1 short ton) of fresh peaches.

312.2 A

312.3 A person shElt not.operate any fresh p""i ,rtt*injoperation which
greaterthan

uses
6.8 kg^(5 pounds) of elementatsutfuroit:i.o tg
pouno-)-tgo
gaseous SO2 per 9.0 metric ton (1 short ton) of fresh pears.

9-1-313

s u rru r Re m ov a r op e rat i o n JT"E:1?j::H' H":,?; J :,:1,,
]
1990, a person shall not operate a petroleum refinery pro""r.irg
more than 20,ooo
barrels per stream day of crude oil unless one of the t6rbwing is met:
313.1 The sulfur content of the crude oil does not exceed-O.10 percent by weight,
or
313'2 There is a sulfur removal and recovery system that removes and recovers,
on a refinery wide basis, gso/o of the-H2-s from the refinery ruer gas,
thii
removes and recovers, on a refinery widl basis, g50/o of tne H2sTil]h;
process water streams, and removes g5o/o of the ammonia
fromitre
water streams, provided, however, any refinery which removes
surfurous
compounds containing sulfur equivaleni of '16.5 tons or more
of elemental
sulfur in any one day shall install a sulfur recovery plant or a sulfuric
acid

T-?fi: H,:H::?

t;";;;

plant.

313.3

A

binding, legally enforceable agreement or court order exists which

mandates the construction of a sulfur removal and recovery system pursuant

to a schedure set forth therein; provided, however, that ihe-sulfrr'r"ror"i

and recovery system must be constructed by october 1, 1gg3, unress,
in the
judgment of the Air Pollution Control officer, failure
to complete constiuction
by that date results from circumstances beyond tne reasoniote
control oi itre
refinery operator in which case the Air poirution contror officemiv
reasonable extension of the October 1, 1993 deadline. The
Air p6ilution"

g;.i

control officer may grant such extension, however,-only it tne rlnnerv
operator has.made substantigl progress in completing construction
of its
sulfur removal and recovery system by October f iggS.,
(Adopted Juty 19, 1990;Amended March 1S, 1995)

9-1-400

ADMINISTRATME REQUIREMENTS

9-1-401

9-1404

Deleted May 20,1992
Deleted May 20,1992
Deleted May 20, 1992
Deleted May 20,'1992

9-1-500

MONITORTNG AND RECORDS

9-1-501

Area Monitoring Requirements: Upon request of the Apco, a person
subject
section 9-1-301 shall comply with ihe monitoring, maintenance, records, to
and
requirements of Regutation 1, inctuding sictions i-5i0, t_sgo,
1e.p^orting
r_s+0, i_

9-1-502

Emission Monitoring Requirements: A person subject to section 9-1-304,
309.or.310 (with the exception of coke calcining kitns), shalt compty with307,
the

9-1-402
9-1.403

542,1-543 and 1-544.

monitoring requirements of 1-520 and s22. (Amendel Marcir' 17, 1982;
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tiiv

zo,
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9-1-503 Fresh F-ruit-sulfuring Recordkeeping

Requirements: Any persons subject to
Section 9-1-312 of this Rule shall record-the diily weight of etemental
sulfur burned
gaseous..So2

or

yqeo per unit weight of fresh fruit-for eactr sutrurinj'Jperation.

Records.of the weights used shallbe kept for the tength of
tne speciticiru-ii season
and shall be made available to the APCO upon requesi
lRoopteo F"oir"rv io, 1983)

9.1.600

MANUAL OF PROCEDURES

9-1-601 sampling

and Analysis of Gas streams: The method of sampling and
analysis
of sulfur dioxide concentrations is described in the Manual of
Procedures, Vorume rv, sr-19 A or
(Amended lvtaicn
Sulfur Content of Fuels: The sulfur content of sotid and liquid fuelsiz, t saz;
shall be

of gas

9-1-602
9-1-603

streams

B.

determined as specified in the Manual of Procedures, Volume
lf f, fr4etnoJJo.
(Amended March 12, 1982)
Averaging Times: The averaging times for production determination
and emission
analysis are specified in the Manual of procedures, vorume rv.
(Amended March 17, 1982)

9-1-604 Ground
.Level trllonitoring, . . Thg monitoring requirements ro1. giorna bvel
concentrations of sulfur dioxide,
including siiing procedures and instrument
9-1-605
9-1-606

e-l-607
e-i

-608

specifications, calibration and mainienance plocedrrir,
described in the Manual
of procedures, vorume Vr, section 1.
"r"
(Amended naarcn iz, tsaz;
Emission ltllonitoring: The emission monitoring requirements,
including
instrument placement, specifications, calibration, and m-aintenance
procedures are
described in the Manualof Procedures, Volume V.
(Amended M;rch-17, 19g2).
Analysis of Gas Streams for
The method for analyzing refinery fuet gas
QS:
streams for H2p be[ore and after iontrol shall be as prescribed
in the Manuat of
Procedures, Vorume ilr, LAB 32 or equivarent methodipproveo
by the Apco.

Anarysis or water streams.T

4s:'ffJljll,h',i?t;,ffi:lli":"ll?r'oo,.Jtr3
water streams for.H2s
aft1r control shall be as prescribed in the Manual
of procedures, Vorume f9f9p_a1d
ilr, LAB 32 or equivarent meirroo
oy tn" npto.
A n arvs

is or water strea ms

"ppror"J

.,: nfi?oF[';]#:r":?t;ffi:lli":"Hi?.;t,.J33l

water streams for,NH3
afte-r control shall be as prescribed in the Manual
of Procedures, Vorum6 .u..e[o1e_a!
llr, LAB 1 0r equivarent method approveo by the Apco.

e-l-6oe

Anarysis or surrur Gontent

i:ffi}
content of the crude oil shall be"r
as prescribed in the Manual of proceouris, votume
ilr, Method LAB 10 or equivarent meinoo
ov ihe Apco.
"ppror"d
(Adopted
Juty 18, 1990;Amended May 20,,tgg2)

"1ff:13,i'Y#J"T:.T::*ily,il,,nt
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9-8-2

REGULATION 9
INORGANIC GASEOUS POLLUTANTS
RULE 8
NITROGEN OXIDES AND CARBON MONOXIDE
FROM STATIONARY INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES
(Adopted January 20, 1993)

9.8-1OO

GENERAL

9-8-101

Description: This rule limits the emissions of nitrogen oxides and carbon monoxide
from stationary internal combustion engines with an output rated by the manufacturer
at more than 50 brake horsepower

9{-llo

Exemptions: The requirements of Sections 9-8-301 through ,ff",{ff'{,.t{{o:{;T:i
not apply to the following:

110.1

110.4

Until January 1,2012, engines rated by the manufacturer at less than 2S0
brake horsepower output rating.
Engines rated by the manufacturer at 50 brake horsepower output rating or
less. Effective January 1,2012.
Until January 1,2012, engines fired exclusively by liquid fuels including, but
not limited to, dieselfuel, gasoline, and methanol.
Engines used directly and exclusively for the growing of crops or the raising

110.5

of animals.
Emergency standby engines.

110.2

110.3

9-8'111

(Amended

8/1fr1;7290O

Limited Exemption for Low Usage: The requirements of Sections 9-8-301, 302,

303, 304, and 305 shall not apply to the following low use operations provided the

requirements of Sections 9-8-502.1 and 9-8-530 are met:
111.1 Until January 1,2012, engines rated at, or below, 1000 brake horsepower
that operate less than 200 hours,'exclusive of any emergency use, in any 12consecutive-month period.
111.2 Until January 1, 2012, engines rated above 1000 brake horsepower that
operate less than 100 hours, exclusive of any emergency use, in any 12consecutive-month period.

111.3

Effective January 1,2012, engines that operate less than 100 hours,
exclusive of any emergency use, in any 12-consecutive-month period

94'112

(Amended

July25,2@7)

Registered Portable Equipment: The requirements of this section shall not apply
to an intemal combustion engine registered as portable pursuant to the Statewide
Portable Engine and Equipment Registration Program, Sections 2450-2465, Article
5, Title 13, California Code of Regulations.
(Adopted Juty 25, 2007)

9-8-200

DEFIN|T|ONS

94-201

Gaseous Fuels: For the purposes of this rule, gaseous fuels include, but are not
limited to:

201.1

Fossil derived fuel gas such as natural gas, methane, ethane, propane,
refinery fuel gas, and butane, including gases stored as liquids such as
liquified petroleum gas (LPG).

9-8'202
9-8-203

201.2

Waste derived fuel gas such as sewage sludge digester gas or landfill gas.
Nitrogen Oxide (NO,) Emissions: The sum of nitric oxide (NO) and nitrogen dioxide
(NO2) in the engine exhaust, collectively expressed as nitrogen dioxide.
Rated Brake Horsepower: The maximum brake horsepower rating at maximum
revolutions per minute (RPM) specified for the engine by the manufacturer or
indicated on the engine nameplate.
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9-8-204

9-8-205

9A-206

9-8-230

Stationary lnternal Gombustion Engine (Engine): Any spark or compression
ignited internal combustion engine that is operated, or intended to be operated, at a
specific site for more than one year or is attached to a foundation at that site.
Rich-Burn Engine: Any spark or compression ignited internal combustion engine
that is designed to be operated with an exhaust stream orygen concentration of less
than 4 percent, by volume. The exhaust gas oxygen content shall be determined
from the uncontrolled exhaust stream.
Lean-Burn Engine: Any spark or compression ignited internal combustion engine
that is designed to be operated with an exhaust stream orygen concentration of 4
percent, by volume, or greater. The exhaust gas oxygen content shall be determined
from the uncontrolled exhaust stream.
Emergency Standby Engine: Any engine that is exclusively operated:
230.1 For emergency use; and

234.2

For reliability-related activities.
(Adopted August 1, 2AU)

9-8-231

Emergency Use: The use of an emergency standby or low usage engine during any
of the following:
231.1 ln the event of unforeseeable loss of regular natural gas supply;
231.2 ln the event of unforeseeable failure of regular electric power supply;
231.3 Mitigation or prevention of an imminent flood;

231.4

Mitigation of or prevention

231.5
231.6

water;
Fire or prevention of an imminent fire'
Failure or imminent failure of a primary motor or source of power, but only for

of an imminent overflow of sewage or waste

such time as needed to repair or replace the primary motor or source of
power; or

231.7

Prevention of the imminent release of hazardous material.
8/1n1; Amended 72's07)

9-8-232

Reriabirity-rerated Activities: Either:
^dopted
232.1 Operation of an emergency standby engine to test its ability to perform for an
emergency use; or
232.2 Operation of an emergency standby engine during maintenance of a primary
motor.

(Adopted August 1' 2001)

9{-233

Essentiar pubric service:
233.1 A sewage treatment facility, and associated collection system, which is
publicly owned and operated;

233.2 Water treatment and delivery operations;
233.3 Public transit;
233.4 Police or fire fighting facility;
233.5 Airport runway lights; or
233.6 Hospital or other medical emergency facility.
9{-234

(Adopted August 1, 2001 )

Best Available Control Technology (BACT): As defined in Regulation 2, Rule 2,
Section 2-2-206

(Adopted July 25, 2007)

9-8-235

Dual Fuel Pilot CompressionJgnited Engine: Any dual-fueled engine that uses
diesel fuel as a pilot ignition source at an annual average ratio of less then 5 parts
diesel fuel to 100 parts total fuel on an energy equivalent basis.

9-8-236

Portable: Designed for and capable of being carried or moved from one location to
another. lndications of portability include, but are not limited to, wheels, skids,

(Adopted July 25,

2N7)

carrying handles, dolly, trailer, or platform.
(Adopted Juty 25, 2007)

9.8-237

Unforeseeable: Not able to be reasonably anticipated and demonstrated by the
owner or operator to the satisfaction of the APCO to have been beyond the
reasonable control of the owner or operator. The enforcement of a contractual
obligation the owner or operator has with a third party or any other party is
foreseeable.
(Adopted July 25, 2007)
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9-84

9-8.300

STANDARDS

9-8-301

Emission
.Limits - Spark-lgnited Engines Powered by Fossil Derived Fuets:
Effective January 1, 1997, a person shall not operite a stationary internal
combustion engine fired exclusively on fossil derived fuels, unless the foltowing

emission limits are met:
301.1 Rich-Burn Engines: Nitrogen oxide (NOx) emissions shall not exceed 56
ppmv as corrected to 150h.orygen, dry basis. Effective January
1, 2012,
oxide (NOx) emissions shall not exceed 25 ppmv as corrected to
1ij1o0en
15% orygen, dry basis.
301.2 Lean-Burn Engines: Nitrogen oxide (NOx) emissions shall not exceed 140
ppmv as corrected lo 15o/o.oxyge,n, dry basis. Effective January
1,2012,
nitrogen oxide (NOx) emissions shall not exceed 65 ppmv as correaed
to
1S% orygen, dry basis.
301.3 C"l99l monoxide (Co) emissions shall not exceed 2000 ppmv as corrected

lo

e{-302

15o/o

oxygen, dry basis.

Emission.Limits - spark-rgnited Engines powered o, w"JfJ"SiTJ:'J'\:tr!,
1, 1997,_a person ihatt not operate .piit-ignii"J siationary

Effective January

"

internal combustion engine fired on waste derived fuels or any'comblnation
of wasteand fossil-derived gaseous fuels and liquid fuels unless the fbllowing emisstn
timits
are met:
302.1 Lean-Burn Engines: Nitrogen oxide (NO,) emissions shall not exceed 140
ppmv as corrected lo 15o/o.oxygen, dry basis. Effective January
1, 2012,
nitrogen oxide (NOx) emissions shall not exceed 70 ppmv as corrected
to
15% oxygen, dry basis.

302.2 Rich-Bum Engines: Nitrogen oxide (NO,) emissions shall not exceed 210
ppmv as corrected to 150/o.oryge.n, dry basis. Effective January
1, 2012,
nitrogen oxide (NOx) emissions shall not exceed 70 ppmv

302.3

to

"r

15% oxygen, dry basis.
"drr""t"o
monoxide (Co) emissions shall not exceed 2000 ppmv as corrected
lo 15o/o oxygen, dry basis.

crfgl

9{-303

Emissions
Hr!t" Derayed comptiance, Existing sp"rr-rgnirffi"E;[ii!"::
250 bhp or Model -Year 1996 or Later: ln lieu of coirptiance riitn sectioi g-g-sot o;.
302, a person may operate a stationary internal combustion, .p"rr-ig;it"Jengine
until January 1, 2016 provided:
303.1 The.brake horsepower rating_o-f the engine is between 51 and 250 bhp or the
model year of the engine is 19g6 or later;
303.2 The requirements of Section 9_9402 are met;
303.3 The engine complies with Best Available Control Technology requirements
for a stationary intemal combustion, spark-ignited enginei' no -taier tnan
January 1,2016.

9{-304

Emission Limits compression-rgnited Engines: Effective
person shall not operate a stationary internal combustion compression-igniteO
engine
unless one the applicable emission limit in ppmv corrected 1lo/o orygEn,-dry
0""i"
set forth below for NOx and CO is met:

:itZ

-

tf:::rt{:f;itZ

Existing
Compressionlgnited Engine

Emission Standards
(pomvd)

(bho)

NOx

co

304.1

51 to 175

180

440

304.2

Greater than 175

110

310
(Adopted July 25, 2007)
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9-8.305

Emission Limits - Delayed Compliance, Existing Compression-lgnited Engines,
Model Year 1996 or Later: ln lieu of compliance with Section 9-8-304, a person
may operate a stationary internal combustion compression-ignited engine of model
year 1996 or later provided the requirements of Section 9-8-402 are met and one of
the following conditions is met no later than January '1,2016:

305.1 The NOx and CO emissions shall not exceed Best Available
305.2

Control
Technology limits for a stationary internal combustion, compression-ignited
engines, or
the NOx emissions shall not exceed 22 ppmv corrected 15% orygen, dry
basis and the CO emissions shall not exceed 3'10 ppmv corrected 15%
orygen, dry basis.
(Adopted July 25, 2007)

9-8-306

Requirements for Duat Fuel Pilot Compression-lgnited Engines: Effective
January 1,2012, compression-ignited engines powered by diesel fuel and waste gas
shall comply with spark-ignited waste-derived fuelemission limits in Section 9-8-302,
provided the diesel fuel use does not exceed five percent on an energy basis of the
total fuel consumption in any calendar year.
(Adopted July 25, 2007)

9-8-330

Emergency Standby Engines, Hourc of Operation: A person may only operate an
emergency standby engine under the following circumstances:
330.1 For emergency use for an unlimited number of hours; and
330.2 UntilJanuary 1,2012, for reliability-related activities so long as total hours of
operation for this purpose do not exceed 100 hours in a calendar year, or
limitations contained in a District permit, whichever is lower.
330.3 Effective January 1,2012, for reliability-related activities so long as total
hours of operation for this purpose do not exceed 50 hours in a calendar
year, or limitations contained in a District permit, whichever is lower. Hours
of operation for reliability-related activities may exceed these limits only as
necessary to comply with testing requirements of National Fire Protection

Association (NFPA)

25

-

"Standard

for the lnspection, Testing, and

Maintenance of Water-Based Fire Protection Systems," 1998 edition.
(Adopted 8/1/01; Amended

9-8-33{

72907)

Essential Public Seruice, Hours of Operation: An essential public service may
only operate an emergency standby engine under the following circumstances:
331.1 For emergency use for an unlimited number of hours; and
331 .2 Until January 'l,2012, for reliability-related activities so long as total hours of
operation for this purpose do not exceed 200 hours per calendar year, or
limitations contained in a District permit, whichever is lower.
331.3 Effective January 1,2012, for reliability-related activities so long as total
hours of operation for this purpose do not exceed 100 hours in a calendar
year, or limitations contalned in a District permit, whichever is lower.
(Adopted 8/1n1; Amended 7f25/07)

9-8400

ADMINISTRATIVE REQUIREMENTS

9-8401

Compliance Schedule: A person subject to the requirements of Section 9-8-301,
302, 303, 304, 305 or 306 shall submit an application for any Authority to Construct,
necessary to achieve compliance with such requirements no later than one year prior

to the applicable compliance date listed in Section 9-8-301, 302, 303, 304, 305 or
306.

9{402

(Amended July 25, 2007)

Reporting Requirements for Delayed Compliance: A person opting to comply with
one of the delayed compliance options set forth in Section 9-8-303 or 305 shall notifu
the APCO in writing no later than January 1, 2012 that the owner or operator of a
stationary engine has elected to comply with requirements of Section 9-8-303 in lieu
of Section 9-8-301 or 302, or to comply with the requirements of Section 9-8-305 in
lieu of Section 9-8-304. The report shall include the following information about the
engine: source number; plant number, name, contact, phone number, address; and
engine make, model, modelyear, and size.
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9-8€

(Amended Juty 25,2007)

9A-500
9-8-501

MONITORING AND RECORDS

lnitial Demonstration of compliance: A person who must modify existing sources

or install new control equipment shall conduct a District approveO solrce test,
pursuant to sections g-g€01 and 602 according to the schedule
listed in the

following table:

Engines Operated to
Comply with Section

Date that the lnitial
Source Test Must Be
Completed

9-8-301,302,304 or306

March 31,2012

9-8-303 or 305

March 31,2016

Date that the lnitial
Source Test Results Must
Be Submitted to the
District
May 31

,2012

May 31

,2016

(Amended July 25, 2007)

Recordkeeping: Any person who operates any engine subject to section g-g_300
shall comply with the following recordkeeping requireients:
502.1 Any person wh9-gne-rg!es_3ny engine that is exempt from the requirements
of section 9-8-301, 302, 303, or go+ by section g-a-tto or 111ir,att teel
records of the number of hours the engine is fired on a monthly basis.
Suci"r
records shall be retained for a minimum of 24 months from the date
of entry
and made available to District staff upon request.
502.2 Any person who operates a dual fuel piloi compression-ignited engines in
accordance to sections 9-g-306 shall keep records of fuej usage 16r Lacn
type of fuel used for a minimum of 24 months and make them ivailable
to
the District staff upon request.
502.3 Any person who conducts either an initial demonstration of compliance

to

sections g-g-501 and g-g€01,9-g{02,
q,i"rt"rrv
of compliance according to section g-g-s03, or" an annrjl
of compliance according to sections 9-g-504 and 9_g_601
shall keep records of the compliance demonstration for a minimum of 24
according

demonstration
demonstration

502.4
9-8-503

months from the date of creation and made available to the District staff
upon
request.
Any person who operates an engine pursuant to section g-g-305 shall
keep
records verifuing the certification of that engine for a minimu m of 24
months.

euarterrv Demonstratigl
9l compriance.- Any person *n"n#:fi"i:l;fi1tr{l
section 9-8-30'1,302,303,304, 3os, or 306 shal use port"tt" anatyzerto
tate
Nox and Co emission^ readings to verifu compliance witi
" tne ippticaSte emission
limits in Sections 9-8-301 through 305 at least once during eacn-citenOar quarter
in
which a source test is not performed. All emission readin-gs shatiOe taken
with the
engine operating either. at conditions representative of normal operations
or
conditions specified il tltg permit-to-operaie. The anatyzer inall OL cariOrateo,
maintained, and operated in accordance with the manufaciurer's specifications
and
recommendations. NOx emission readings taken pursuant to this section
shall be

averaged over a consecutive 1S-minute period.

9{-530

Emergencv standby and Low usage Engines, Monitoring ."to,#:ii{*::;::;1.
Each emergency standby and row usage-engine shall be-equippea with
a'noi_
resettable totalizing meter that measures hours of operation'oi'fuet
usage. Air
shall be kept for at__.!east two years, and shall be available ror inspeition
19co1ds
by
District staff
request. The operator shall keep a monthly log of usage ttrat snait
-upon

indicate the following:
Hours of operation (total)
Hours
of operation (emergency)
130
530.3 For each emergency, the nature of the emergency condition.

530.1

2
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9-8-7

For low usage engines, these provisions become effective on January 1,2012.
(Adopted 8nn1; Amended 7D.gO7)

9.8-600

MANUAL OF PROCEDURES

9{-601

Determinatio.n of Nitrogen oxides: The methods by which samples
of exhaust
gases are collected and-analyzed to determine concentrations of
nitrogen oxides are
set forth in the District's Manual of procedures, volume lv, sr-13 A.

9-8-602

Determination of carbon Monoxide and stack Gas o*rn"{i.^ili:'r#ri:o?'{l
which samples
exhaust gases are collected ano iriatyzed to oltermine
concentrations of-of
carbon monoxide and stack gas orygen are set forth in the
Distric{'s Manual of Procedures, Volume lV, 5T-6
lcarbo-n ,ono*iO";
Sf-f+
(oxygen).

"nJ
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9-7-2

REGULATION 9
INORGANIC GASEOUS POLLUTANTS
RULE 7
NITROGEN OXIDES AND CARBON MONOXIDE FROM INDUSTRIAL,
INSTITUTIONAL AND COMMERCIAL BOILERS, STEAM
GENERATORS AND
PROCESS HEATERS
(Adopted September 16, 1992)

9.7.100

GENERAL

9'7'101

Description: This rule limits the..emissions of nitrogen oxides (Nox)
and carbon
monoxide (Co) from industrial, institutional and commJrcial
boilers, stlain fJnerators
and process heaters.

9-7'110

Exemptions: The requirements of this.rule shallnot apptyto the following:
110'1 Boilers, steam generators and process neateis with a rated h"eat
input of
2 million BTU/hour or less, if fired exclusively witn
natuiai gas,'tiquetieo

110'2
110'3

petroleum gas (LpG), or any combination thereof;
Boilers, steam generators and process heaters with a
rated heat input less
than .l miilion BTU/hour fired with any fuel;
Boilers, steam generators and proiess heaters that are
used
petroleum

in

refineries;

110'4

Boil-e1s used by public electric
{ilities or quatifying smalt power production
facilities, as defined in section 228.5
ot the'pubiic Ltniti"s foo", tJg;nerate

110.5

waste heat recovery boilers that are used to recover sensible
heat from the
exhaust

electricity;

110.6
110.7

s'7'111

of combustion turbines or reciprocating internar
Kilns, ovens, and furnaces used for drying, Saking, n"rt
"orur"tion'engines;
ti"rting, cooking,
calcining or vitrifying; or
Process heaters used to heat thermar fluid for radiant
comfort heating.

Limited Exemption, Low Fuer Usase - section s-?a&?"+H'f!#ir',1;Zi(!'ll,

section 9-7-301 shall not apply to the.ise-of any uoir"i, steam generator,
oi process
heater

with an annual heat input less than 90,000 tnerms during"each
rzmonth period after July 1, 1993, or that accepts a tlmiting
in"on"e"ritir"
their operating

permit to limit the annual heat input to less
-condition
tnan gd,ooo
tnerms,-'prov]ieo

6re
requirements of Sections 9-7-304 and 504 are satisfied.
This
riot
vatio
for a boiler,
generator, or process heater that is subject ",,"rjtiol'is
6 th;-req;irlments ot
:lejlm
Section 9-7-307
after the effective date of tn" ,ppiicrni" standard in that
section.

s-T-112 Limited Exemption, Low Fuer
_usage - section s-T4of;"+1i:'tr{,#:#tr:'!,

sections 9-7-301, 907,311 and 312jnrrr not rpprvio the
use ot
generator or process heater that was first operated
to January"nv"boii"r,'"t"r,
l,'zo7{ iroviaea
irior
that all of the following conditions are met:
112'1 For devices with a rated heat input less than 10 million BTU/hr,
the device
uses less than 10% of its annual maximum heat capacity
in each consecutive
1 2-month period beginning
January 1, 20 1 2 and the requirements t] Sections
9-7_309 and 504 are satisfied;
112'2 For devices with a rated heat input of 10 million BTU/hr or more,
the device
uses less than 10% of its annual maximum heat capacity
in each ionsecutive
12-month period beginning January 1,2012 and th'e
requirements of dection
9-7-504 are satisfied and the device does not exceed
a Nox exhaust
concentration of 30 ppmv or a Co exhaust concentration
of aoo fpmv, both
dry at 3 percent oxygen.

A boiler, steam generator or process heater that uses

1Oo/o of more of its annual
maximum heat capa-city
any cons,ecutive tz-monirr-feriod after the effective
in
date
specified in Section 9-7'112.1 or 112.2, as applicable, lnalt
notthereafter be
for this exe.mption. An operator of a boirer, ;u, g;;rator
"tigiot"
or process heater
that
loses eligibility for this exemption by using ,or" inui-in"
specified amount of fuet in
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any consecutive 12-month period shall comply with the applicable standards
of
Section 9-74AT
within 24 months.

9-7-113

L

i

mite

d Exe m pti o n, N atu ra r G as c u rta

i

r'n

r,

:;ll#:3:' !,

JTlg;,lr a;*; ::: :

Section 9-7-307 shall not apply to any boiler, steam
" " generator-or process
"
heater while
it bums non-gaseous fuel during a natural gas curtlilment or ouring
te"ting i; r;iiiy
readiness for such a curtailment, provided ttrit att of the f;llo;ing
conditions are met:
113'1 The device does not burn non-gaseous fuel for more t[an
16g total hours in
each consecutive 12-month period, prus 4g hours in each consecutive
1i_
month period for oil-burn readiness testing or state, federal or tocat
agencyrequired performance testing,

113.2

The device does not exceed a Nox exhaust concentration of
150 ppmv, dry

113.3

The records specified in section 9-7-503.3 are maintained.

at 3 percent oxygen, and

(Adopted 7/30D008: Amended S/4DO

9-7-114

)

11

Limited Exemption, Tune-Up: The emission limits of Section g-7-3OT
shall not
apply during the tune-up of a boiler, steam generator or process
heater r"qrii"o uv
Section 9-7-313.

9-7-115

Limited Exemption, startup and shutdown: r^J :fff:,ffi'f,fl?ii
307 shatt not appry during startup and shutdown p"iiooi pr*ided
that ail of the
following

X1ifr,#:;!

conditions are met:
ang. shutdown period shall not exceed two hours,
unless
otherwise allowed in a District Permit to Operate. ln no case
shall the
period exceed 12 hours, or the shutdown period
exceed g hours.

115.1 Each startup

.

"i;rd;

115'2 All
9-7-116

emission control systems shall be in operation-anJ emissions
shall be
minimized, to the extent possible, during startup and shuidown periods.

Limited Exemption, comptiance Extension for Facititie" sroitSi'I:,
9: Boilers, s!e.am_ gelerators or process heaters locatedlt tne sam-e iaciritv
as a turbine that is subject-to Regulation 9, Rule 9 and that is
modified or r"ptrc"o 16
comply with Section 9-9-301.2 of that regulation, shall comply
*iin tn" requirements
of Section 9'7-307 no later lhan 24 moinths after the oatf 'otrenvise
specified for
g-7-30g.
compliance

{!;:;#?

9, Rule

in Section

9-7-117

Limited Exemption, Devices Rated 75 MM Bru/hr or Hisher
tri::iy;73!i,1)
Nox: The emission timits of section 9-7-307.6 shail not
to any boiler, steam
#ly
generator or process heater that is limited to 9 ppmv
Nox or ie'ss oy a District permit
to operate in effect on or before July 30, 200g;; rong as t"ip"*it
timit remains in

effect.

(Adopted Juty 30, 2OOe)

9-7-200

DEFINITIONS

9-7-201

Annual Heat rnput: The totar heat input of fuels burned by a combustion
source
during

any consecutive 12-month period, as determined from tire
nigner
heating value
i
and cumulative annual usage of each

fuel.

9-7-202

Annual Maximum Heat capacity: The amount of heat input that a
device wourd
have if it operated at its ratedheatlnput continuously for 365
consecutive days.

9-7-203

Boiter or steam Generator: Any combustion equipment used ,"
#Sffig./Jil

9-7-204

British rhermar Unit (Bru):

amount

:k:*'

hJ5tl:3i"'Ex'€'X::tri:X{"1:{::J

of one pound of water from 5go-rhe
"f atmosphere.
to 6OoF at one

9-7-2A5

Digester Gas: Gas derived from the decomposition of organic:,Xiff#Zt;yn:?r:i:'

9-7-206

Digester Gas-Fired Device: A boirer, steam
senerator o,. oro""r"tlTill i{:"ti1r:yl
co-fires digester gas at least 90% of its operating time, on a
calendar year basis.
(Adopted Juty 30,2OOA)
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9-7-207

Gaseous Fuel: Any fuel that is a gas at 68oF and one atmosphere.

9-7-208

Heat lnput: The heat of combustion reteased due to burning
the higher heating value of the fuel. This does not include the sensible heat oi

^tu{i:':::;!"J:ffi

incoming combustion air.

(Renumbered July 30, 2008)

9-7-209

Heat-lnput Weighted Average Limit: For devices using fuels with different NOx
limits, the applicable limit is the healinput weighted average of the limits for each fuel
used, which is:

r
9-7-210

((heat input for a fuel) x (Nox limit for that fuel)) for all fuels used, divided by:
(total heat input for allfuels).
(Amended, Renum bered 7R0D008 ; Amended S/4D01

1

)

Higher Heating Value (HHV): The total heat liberated per mass of fuel burned (BTU
per pound), when fuel and dry air at standard conditions undergo complete
combustion and all resultant products are brought to their standard statei at standard

conditions. The HHV is determined as specified in Section 9-7-605.

(Renumbercd Juty 30, 200A)

9-7-211

Landfill Gas: Gas derived from the decomposition of waste in a landfill.

9-7-212

Landfiff Gas-Fired Device: A boiter, steam generator or oro""rr'flX?,'!ii{Xti,r::t?,
co-fires landfill gas at least g0o/o of its operating time, on a calendar year basis.

9-7-213

Load-Fottowing

t#.32,'"y:l

unit: A unit that cannot be operated

in u urr"1ffjltj5
that has normal operational load fluctuations and requirements, imposed by
fluctuations in the process(es) served by the unit, that exceed the operational
response range of a Ultra-Low NOx burner system operating at g ppmv Nox, as
determined by the District and indicated on the device's permit tb operate.

(Adopted Juty 30,200A)

9-7-214

Natural Gas: Any mixture of gaseous hydrocarbons containing at least 80 percent
methane by volume, as determined according to standard Method ASTM D1945-64.

9-7-215

Natural Gas curtailment: A shortage in the supply of pipeline natural gas, due
solely to supply limitations or restrictions in distribution pipelines by the utility

(Renumbered July 30, 2008)

supplying the gas, and not due to the cost of natural gas.

9-7-216
9-7-217

Nitrosen oxide (Nox) Emissions: The sum of nitric

[iiffi":ly:irr:3?l
t"y*t;:i::l

"rid"
dioxide (No2) in the flue gas, collectively expressed as nitrogen
dioxide.
Process Heater: Any

com bustion equipment

that

gases to water or process streams.

transfers'f;Y#tr

(Am e nded, R e n u m be red 7R0f2.008 ; Ame nded il4DO

lnput:

11

)

9-7-218

The heat input capacity specified on the nameplate of the boiler,
steam generator or process heater, or the sum of the capacities on the nameplates of
the burners in the boiler, steam generator or process heater, whichever is greater.

9-7-219

shutdown Period: The period of time during which a unit is taken from

Rated Heat

(Amended, Renumbered July 30, 200A)

operational to a non-operational status.

9-7-220

an

(Adopted July 30,2008)

startup Period: The period of time during which a unit is brought from a non-

operational status to operating temperature, including the time required for the unit's
emission control system to reach full operation.
9-7-221

Therm: One hundred thousand (100,000) BTU's.

(Adopted July 30,2008)
(Ren umbe rcd J uly 30, 2008)

9-7-300

STANDARDS

9-7-301

lnterim Emission Limits: No person shall operate a boiler, steam generator or
process heater with a rated heat input greater than or equal to 10 million BTU per
hour unless the following emission limits are met:

Bay Area Air Quality Management District
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9-7-5

301.1
301.2
301.3
301.4

Nitrogen oxide (Nox) emissions shall not exceed 30 ppmv, dry at 3 percent

oxygen when gaseous fuel is used;

Nitrogen oxide (Nox) emissions shall not exceed 40 ppmv, dry at 3 percent

oxygen when non-gaseous fuel is used;

Nitrogen oxide (NOx) emissions shall not exceed the heat-input weighted
average of the limits in Sections 9-7-301.1 and 301.2 when a combinati-on of
gaseous and non-gaseous fuel is used;
carbon monoxide (co) emissions shall not exceed 400 ppmv, dry at 3
percent oxygen.

This section shall not apply to any boiler, ste-a1 generator or process heater
subject
to a NOx or CO emission limit in Section g-T-307.
9-7-302
9-7-303
9-7-304

9-7-305
9-7-306
9-7-307

(Amended July 30, 2005)

Deleted July 30,2008
Deleted Juty 30, 2008

Low Fuel Usage Requirements - section 9-7-301: No person shall operate any
boiler, steam generator or process heater under the limited exemption in Section g-7111, or with rated heat input less than 10 million BTU per hour with the capability
of
firing any_ non-gaseous fuel, without doing at least one oi the following:
304.1 Operate in a manner that maintains stack-gas oxygen concentrations at less
than or equal to 3 percent by volume on a dry basiiior
304.2 Perform an inspection and tune-up at leait once every 12 months by a
technician in accordance with the procedure specified in section 9-7-604; or
304.3 Meet the emission limits specified in Sections'g_Z_gOt.
(Anended 7/302,008; 5/4n0

Deleted July 30,2008
Deleted Juty 30, 2008

1 1

)

Final Emission Limits: No person shall operate a boiler, steam generator or
process heater with a rated heat input listed in the table below that
6xceeds the
corresponding NOx and CO emission limits on or after the corresponding effective

date specified in Section 9-7-308.

Emission

Limit
307.1

>2to5

307.2

>5 to <10

307.3

10 to <20

307.4

20 or more, load-following unit

307.5

20 to <75

307.6

75 or more

307.7

NOx Limit

GO Limit

(ppmv, dry at
3% orygen)

(ppmv, dry at
3% oxygen)

30

400

gaseous,

15

400

except

15

400

digester

15

400

gas

I

400

5

400

30

400

Rated Heat lnput
(million BTU/hr)

Fuel

landfillor

landfill or
1 or more

digester
gas

9-7-308

307.8

1 or more

nongaseous

40

400

307.9

1 or more

multiple
fuels

heat-input
weighted
average limit

400

(Adopted 7R02008; Anended

AlnOt t)

Gompliance Schedulq Boilers, steam generators and process heaters subject
the requirements of section g-7-3or shall comply witt those requirements to
in
accordance with the schedule in the table below.

Bay Area Air Quality Management District
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single facitity

At least 66%
of devices at a
single facility

1OO% of
devices at a
single facility

9-7-307.2

Effective Date: January 1,2013

One year after
Effective Date

Two years after
Effective Date

9-7-307.3
9-7-3A7.4
9-7-307.5
9-7-307.6

Effective Date: January 1,2012

One year after
Effective Date

Two years after
Effective Date

9-7-307.7
9-7-307.8
9-7-307.9

Effective Date: January 1, 2013 for
devices with rated input <10 MM
BTU/hr; July 30, 2008 for devices
with rated input >10 MM BTU/hr

One year after
Effective Date

Two years after
Effective Date

Applicable
NOx Limit

At feast 33o/o of devices at a

9-74A7.1

For the purpose of complying with the required minimum percentages
shown in this
table, all boilers, stea1q9191fors and process heaters ai a singie-facitity
with raieJ
heat inputs less than 10 MM BTU/hr, inciuding those subject to stction g-l-tlz,
iai
be grouped. All other boilers, st^eam generators and
firocess heaters at a single
facility, including those subject to sectioi g-T-112, may be groupeo,
ror tro"se
tn{ gp subject to Sections 307 .7,307.8 or 307.9 thaial.o-f,ar" an except
effective date of

July 30, 2008.

308.1 Notwithstanding the indicated minimum percentages, boilers, steam
generators and process heaters rated >2 to s MM drulnr
shall have an

effective date^10 ye.T?.
?ftgr originar manufacture date if manufactureo prior
to January 1,2011, rF this is rater than the normar effective date.

308.2 Notwithstanding the indicated minimum p"r""r,t !"", boilers, steam
generators

and process heaters rated >5 to <20 n,lrr,l gtunr shall have an
effective datea0 years. after original manufacture date if manufactured prinr
to January 1,2012, rF this is rater than the normar effective date.

308.3 Notwithstanding the indicated minimum percentatei, boilers, steam
generators

and process heaters rated 20 MM BTU/hr oi nigner sfratinave
an
effective date 5_years.after original manufacture date if maiufactureO priorlo
January 1,2012, rF this is rater than the normar effective date.

9-7-309

Low

F

ue

I

u s as

e

Req u i re me

n

ts

-

S

ect io

n s -? *of.' K::

boiler, steam generator or process heater under the limited
1 12.1 without dging at teast one of the foilowing:
309.1 Deleted May 4,2011

309.2
309.3
9-7-310

#::#';iili y#rYi: Z';i,
"i"rpiion

in Section 9-7-

Perform an inspection and tune-up at.reast once per carendar year
by a

technician in accordance with the procedure specified' in Section g_l_oo+;
6r
Meet the applicable emission limits in Section'9_7_302.

::'

y#f"#

me rce i n U n c e rt iri ed Dev c e
{;'J{f
T i{i?,t i:l
person shall sell, offer for sale, or install any boiler, steam generator :
or process
heater subject to Section 9-7-307.1 or 307.2 unless the device"is certified
to'"orpf,
with the applicable standards of these sections by the ApCo. This certification
requirement shall not apply to burner assembly ietrofit packiges,
or to devices
P

ro h i b it i o n

or

c om

i

installed in accordance with a District permit to Oferate.

9-7-311

:

lnsu tation Req u irements
No person
u rr"r#:"0:l:f:: ryrt
unless the exposed, external surface of"n
the device, incruding ,il pip"" aid ducts
heated by the device, does not exceed a temperature of 120oF.
irris requiremeni

J::XT{::&!,

shall not apply to any of the following:

311'1 Any

device that meets the detinition of

California Code of Regulations, Tifle g.

311.2 Any
311.3

a hightemperature water boiler

in

surface or appurtenance that must remain un-insulated for safety
or

operational reasons.
Any surface that has at least one inch of insulation.

Bay Area Air Quality Management District
9-7-7
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311.4 Any surface heated by a source othel than the boiler or steam
311.5
9-7-312

generator,

including sunlight.
Any exhaust stack surface.

Non'Gaseous Fuel

Gaseous Fuel

100oF over saturated
for steam

temperature

ste

tm

bo

€I'

100oF over hot water tempera Ire

for hot water boiler OR 250
greater than combustion

oF

air

100oF over saturated steam
for steam boiler,

temperature

100oF over hot water temperature

for hot water boiler OR 300 oF
greater than combustion air

temperature, whichever is high rr

temperature, whichever is higher

150oF over saturated
for steam

temperature

temperature
watertube

of any
temperature unless the device is
geration lnstitute (AHRI) as having
temperature (downstream

Maximun Temperature (oF)

Heater
Design

firetube

5/4nU1)
no person shall operate

(Adopted 7R0/2008; Ameded

y 1,2013,

Stack Gas Temperature Limits: Effective J
a boiler or steam generator with a stack
economizer) that exceeds the indicated mar
certified by the Air-Conditioning, Heating and
a thermal efficiency of 80% or more:

ste

lm

bo er,

150oF over saturated steam
for steam boiler,

150oF over hot water tempera Ire

150oF over hot water temperature

temperature, whichever is high

temperature, whichever is higher

for hot water boiler OR 250 oF for hot water boiler OR 300 oF
greater than combustion air greater than combustion air
rr

(Adopted 7/302,008; Amended Y4/201

9-7-313

Deleted May 4,2011

9-7-400

ADMINISTRATIVE REQUIREMENTS

9-7401

Deleted July 30, 2008
Deleted July 30, 2008

9-7402
9-7403

lnitial Demonstration of Gompliance:

N

1

)

) person shall operate a boiler, steam

generator or process heater that is subject t< the requirements of Sections 9-7-307.1
through 307.6, or a boiler, steam generator t r process heater with a rated heat input
less than 10 MM BTU/hr that is subject to he requirements of Sections 9-7-307.7
though 9-7-307.9 unless compliance wil these requirements is verified in

r

accordance with Sections 9-7-601 or 602 vr
requirements become effective. However, t
BTU/hr may be tested using a portable anall
This section does not apply to any device n
establish compliance with applicable requirer
with a District Authority to Construct issued
device that has had a previous source test p
7-60'1 and 602 that verifles compliance with I

thin 1 year of the date on which these
evices with a rated heat input <10 MM
zer in accordance with Section 9-7-606.
,quired to perform verification testing to
rents of Sections 9-7-307 in accordance

on or after January '1,2013, or to any
rrformed in accordance with Sections 9re applicable requirements of Section 97-307, or to any device certified in ac< :rdance with Section 9-7-310. The
:fied hv
monitoring emissions with a
by monitorino
requirements of this section may be sati5fied
continuous emission monitoring system (CEMS) that meets the requirements of
Regulation 1-522.
(Amended 7n0n008; 5/4/201

9-7404

1

)

Registration: Effective January 1,2011, no person shall operate any boiler, steam
generator or process heater with a rated heat input greater than 2 and less than 10
million BTU/hr unless the device is registered with the District. Any person registering
a device shall pay the fees specified in Regulation 3. This registration requirement
shall not apply to any device for which the operator holds a District Permit to Operate.

9-7405

(Adopted 7R02008; Amended

5/4nU1)

May

4,2011

Deleted May 4,2011

Bay Area Air Quality Management District
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9-7406

Application for Certification: A manufacturer may submit an application to certify
compliance with the requirements of section 9-7-907.1 or 9]-301.2 for a boilei,
steam generator or process heater model that is subject to these requirements. The
application shall be made on forms specified by the Apco. The certification
application shall include a demonstration that the boiler, steam generator or process
heater model was tested in accordance with section 9-7-606 and found to comply
with the requirements of sections 9-7-307.1 or 9.7-307.2. A portable analyzer may
not be used for this testing. After completing review of the application for certification
and source test report, the APCO will approve the certification and include the subject
model on the list of certified devices, or will deny the certification.

9-7407
9-7,408

(Adopted 7R0/08; Amended 5/4f2U1)

Deleted May 4,2011

Designation

of

Load-Following

units: To be eligible for the load-following

emission standard in section 9-7-307, a unit must be designated a load-following unit
by the APCO on the unit Permit to Operate. ln order to support this designation, tne
unit operator shall include the following information with an application for an Authority
to Conskuct or an application for a modification to a Permit to Operate, as specified in
Regulation 2:

408.1 A description of the processes the unit serves and the normal

operational
load fluctuations and load requirements imposed on the unit, verifying that the
unit cannot be operated in a base-loaded mode.

408.2 A detailed report on the design and condition of the unit, burner(s), burner

408.3

controls, and any other subsystem that may affect the ability of the unit to
comply with a 9 ppmv NOx limit, including a verification that the unit is free of
air leaks, and is operated within normal design parameters, and is otherwise
free of significant design defects and physical defects and is operated within
reasonable parameters. This report shall verify that the inability of the unit to
comply with a 9 ppmv Nox limit is substantially caused by the system load
fluctuations and the limitations of state-of-the-art, commercially-available, 9
ppmv burners and bumer controls, rather than any other factor.
Technical data such as steam demand charts or other information to support
the description and report described above.
(Adopted Juty 30, 200A)

9-7-500

MONITORING AND RECORDS

9-7-501

Combinations of Different Fuels: No person shall simultaneously fire combinations
of different fuels in a device subject to the requirements of Sections 9-7-301.3 or
307.9 without first installing a non-resettable totalizing fuel meter in each fuel line for

each source.

9-7-502
9-7-503

(Anended July 30, 2008)

Deleted July 30, 2008
Records: Any person subject to the requirements of this rule shall keep records of
the following:
503'1 Documentation verifying tune-ups performed in accordance with Sections 97-304.2, or 309.2.

503.2 ln the event that the limited exemption in Section 9-T-113 is

invoked,

documentation from the natural gas supplier verifying that natural gas was
unavailable due to a natural gas curtailment.
503.3 Documentation verifying the hours of equipment testing using non-gaseous
fuel, and of total operating hours using non-gaseofs fuei duririg each
calendar month.
503.4 The results of any testing required by Sections g-T-403 or 506.
503.5 Digester gas-fired and landfill gas-fired devices operating under Section 9-7307.7 shall maintain records of total operating hours and operating hours
firing or co-firing digester or landfill gas.
Such records shall be retained for a minimum of 24 months from date of entry and be
made available to District staff upon request.
(Amended 7n02008 ; 5/4D,0

Bay Area Air Quality Management District
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9'7'504

Low Fuel Usage - Monitoring and Records: Any person who operates a boiler,
steam generator or process heater under the limited exemption of Section g-T-111 or
1

12 shall comply with the following requirements:

504.1

Operate a non-resettable totalizing meter for each fuel that demonstrates that

the source operated at or below the applicable heat input level, or receive
APCO approval for using utility service meters, purchase or tank fill records,
or any other acceptable methods for measuring the cumulative annual usage
of each fuel; and

504.2 Have available for inspection by the APCO

annual fuel use data and the
Higher Heating Value of each fuel used, for the prior consecutive 12-month
period. Records shall be maintained and made accessible to the APCO for a
period of 24 months from the date the record is made.
An operator of a boiler, steam generator or process heater who claims eligibility for
the limited exemption in Section 9-7-111 or 112, butwhofails to maintain records to
allow verification of fuel usage shall have the burden of proof to establish eligibility for
the limited exemption.

9'7'505

(Amended Juty 30, 2008)

Original Manufacture Date: Any person who operates a boiler, steam generator or
process heater that is subject to a standard in Sections 9-7-307.1through 307.6 and

that elects to use an effective date for this standard that is based on the original
manufacture date of the device shall make available the original manufacture daie of
the device on the original manufacturer's identification or rating plate permanenly

fixed to the device, or else on a copy of the manufacturer,s invoice.

9'7-506

(Adopted Juty 30, 200A)

Periodic Testing: No person shall operate a boiler, steam generator oi process
heater subject to an emission limit specified in the table below unless they verify
compliance with the limit at the specified intervals. Testing shall be perfoimed in
accordance with Sections 9-7-601 and 602. Alternatively, devices may be tested
using a portable analrer in accordance with Section 9-7-606. No person shall
operate a device that uses non-gaseous fuel unless they perform testing using nongaseous fuel to verify compliance with Section 9-7-307.8 or 307.9, in addition to
testing to verify compliance with any other applicable standard in Section g-l-302.
This section does not apply to any device required to perform periodic testing in
accordance with a District Permit to Operate or to any device that verifies compliance
with an emission limit with a continuous emission monitor that meets the
requirements of Regulation 1-522.

Emission Limit
9-7-307.1
9-7-307.2

9-7-307.3
9-7-307.4
9-7-307.5

9-7-307.6

Testing lnterval
Every calendar yeat, beginning with the first complete year after
the effective date in Section 9-7-308.
Every calendar year, beginning with the first complete year after
the effective date in Section 9-7-308.

Within 60 days
9-7-307.8
9-7-307.9

of the first use of

non-gaseous fuel

in any

calendar year in which non-gaseous fuel is used. Use of nongaseous fuel under limited exemption in Section 9-7-113 shall
not trigger this requirement.
(Adopted 7/30D008 ; Amended 5/420

1 1

)

9-7-600

MANUAL OF PROCEDURES

9-7-601

Determination of Nitrogen oxides: The methods by which samples of exhaust
gases are collected and anallaed to determine concentrations of nitrogen oxides are
set forth in the District Manual of Procedures, Volume lV, ST-13A.

9-7-602

Determination of carbon Monoxide and Stack-Gas oxygen: ti:;i;Xy::;ir;\L:l
carbon monoxide emission requirements of Sections 9-7-30'l and 307 and the stack-

Bay Area Air Quality Management District

May 4,2011
9-7-1A

gas oxygen concentration requirement of Section 9-7-304.1 shall
be determined as
set forth in the District Manual of procedures, volume lv, sr-6 (carbon monoxioel
and ST-14 (oxygen).

9-7-603

comptiance Determination

:

Ail emission determinations shalt'D:##!{.t&:t:?
no compliance determination shall be

foun.d. operating condition, except that
established during startup or shutdown.

9-7-604

Tune-up procedures: The tune-up procedure required uv sec{ffi"J'3!r&i?r2?l
309.2 shall be performed in accordance with the proceduie set fortn in
the District
Manual of Procedures, Volume l, Chapter 5.

9-7-60s

9-7-606

{iy:if::rtr':i #"tri3i?'tr!!f;{tr:l:l

Determinatign

9r Hish.gr Heating- varue:
is.not.provided by the third-pa(yluer supplier, it shail be determlned
by one of the
following test methods: (1) ASTM D20i5-85 for sotid ruets;
nsrM D240_87 or
1i;
ASTM D2382-88 for tiquid hydrocarbon fuets; or (3) ASTM'61826-88,
or ASTM
D1945-81 in conjunction with ASTM D35gg-g9, for gaseous fuers.

certification, lnitial Demonstration of compliance and periodic Test
Methods:

The test methods specified in the following table may be u""O-to perform
an initial
demonstration of compliance in accordance with section 9-7-403,
establish
equipment certification in accordance with section 9-7-406, and also
to perform
periodic monitoring in accordance with section 9-7-506. portjute
anallaers may onty
be usedwhgre expricifly ailowed in sections 9-7403 and 506. rn aooition,
any otnei
test method approved for this purpose by the Air Pollution Controt Officer
of the
District and by the regional administratbr of the United States Environmental
Protection Agency may also be used.

Emission

Limit or

Test Method

Parameter

NOx (ppmv)

CO (ppmv)

oxygen (%)

1. BAAQMD Manualof procedures, Volume lV, ST_13 A
2. California Air Resources Board Method 100
3. U.S. EPA Method 7E
4. U.S. EPA Method CTM-030 (if portabte anatler use is altowed)
1. BAAQMD Manualof procedures, Volume lV, 5T_6
2. California Air Resources Board Method 100
3. U.S. EPA Method 10
4. U.S. EPA Method CTM-030 (if portable analyzer use is allowed)
1. BAAQMD Manualof procedures, Volume lV, ST_14
2. California Air Resources Board Method 100
3. U.S. EPA Method 3 or 3A
4. u.s. EPA Method crM-030 (if portabre anaryzer use is ailowed)
(Adopted May 4,2011)
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REGULATION 9
INORGANIC GASEOUS POLLUTANTS
RULE 9
NITROGEN OXIDES FROM STATIONARY
GAS TURBINES
INDEX
9-9-100

GENERAL

9-9-1 01
9-9-1 10
9-9-1 1 1

9-9-120

Description
Exemption, Small Gas Turbines
Exemption, General
Limited Exemption, Low Usage
Exemption, lnspection and Maintenance periods
Exemption, Start-up and Shutdown periods
Limited Exemption, Minor lnspection and Maintenance Operations
Limited Exemption, Very Limited Use Turbines
lnterchangeable Emission Reduction Credits

9-9-200

DEFINITIONS

9-9-201

Commercially Available
Dry Low NOx Combustion Technology
EFF
Emergency Use
Essential Gas Turbine
Heat lnput Rating

9-9-112
9-9-1
9-9-1
9-9-1
9-9-1

13
14
15
16

9-9-202
9-9-203
9-9-204
9-9-205
9-9-206
9-9-207
9-9-208
9-9-209
9-9-210
9-9-211

9-9-212

HHV
LHV

lnspection and Maintenance period

NaturalGas
Nitrogen Oxide (NOx) Emissions
Non-Gaseous Fuel

9-9-213
9-9-214
9-9-215
9-9-216
9-9-217
9-9-218
9-9-219
9-9-220
9-9-221

Refinery FuelGas
Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR)
Shutdown Period
Start-up Period
Stationary Gas Turbine
Waste Gas
Water lnjection / Steam lnjection Enhancement

9-9A00

STANDARDS

9-9-301

9-9-302
9-9-303
9-9-304
9-9-305

Emission Limits, General
Emission Limits, Low Usage
Deleted December 6, 2006
Deleted December 6, 2006
Deleted December 6, 2006

9-9-400

ADMINISTRATIVE REQUIREMENTS

9-9-401

Certification, Efficiency

Power Augmentation
Power Output Rating

Bay Area Air Quality Management District

December 6, 2006
9-9-1

9-9-402 ComPliance Schedule
9-9-403 Deleted December 6' 2006
g-g-404 Compliance Schedule for Future CommercialAvailability
9-9-4OS

9-9400

oJ Retrofit Technology
Turbines
Use
Limited
Very
Schedule,
Compliance
and
Notification
Other Useful Heat Recovery

9.9-5OO

MONITORING AND RECORDS

9-9-501 MonitoringandRecordkeepingRequirements
9-9-502 Records, Low Usage
9-9-503 lnitial Demonstration of Compliance
9-9-504 Annual Demonstration of Compliance

9.9.600

MANUAL OF PROCEDURES

9-9-601 DeterminationofEmissions
9-9-602 Determination of Stack Gas Oxygen

9-9603

9-9-604

ContinuousEmissionMonitoring
Determination of HHV and LHV

g-g-oosComplianceWithoutputBasedNoxEmissionsStandards

Bay Area Air Quality Management

District

December6,2006
g-9_2

REGULATION 9
INORGANIC GASEOUS POLLUTANTS
RULE 9
NITROGEN OXIDES FROM STATIONARY
GAS TURBINES
(Adopted May 5, 1993)

9.9-IOO

GENERAL

9-9-101

Description: The purpose of this Rule is to limit emissions of nitrogen oxides (NOr)
from stationary gas turbines.

9-9-110

Exemption, Small Gas Turbines: This Rule shall not apply to stationary gas

turbines with a heat input rating less than 5 MM Btu/hr.

6', 2006)

9-9-111

Exemption, Generar: The requirements of this Rute shau
":i:;;i;i::cember
111.1 Testing of aircraft gas turbine engines for flight certification.
111.2 Gas turbines used solely for firefighting andlor flood control.
1'11.3 Deteted December6, 2006

9'9'112

Limited Exemplion, Low Usage: The requirements of this Rule shall not appty to
the operation of gas turbines rated less than 50 MM Btu/hr heat input that opeiate
less than 877 h_ours in any 12-month period, provided the requirements of Section 9-

(Amended Deember 6, 2006)

9-502 are satisfied.

e-e-113

Exemption, lnspection and Maintenance periods: Th"

9-9-301 shall not apply during inspection and maintenance periods,
"1{1ffr;i,ff|:Ti"';;,??
with the following
limitations:

113-1 lnspection and maintenance periods shall be limited to a total of 4g hours
between May 1 and October 3.1 in a calendar year.

113.2 For.a c^alendar year in which a boiler inspection required by California Labor
Code Section 7682 is not performed, inspection and maihtenance periods

113.3

e-s-ii4
e-e-1is

shall be limited to a total of 144 hours.
For a calendar year in which a boiler inspection required by California Labor
Code Section 7682 is performed, inspection and maintenance periods shall
be limited to 144 hours plus additional time required for the boiler inspection,
provided, however, that the additionaltime shall not cause the calendar-year
total of all inspection and maintenance periods to exceed 312 hours.

Exemption, Start-up and shutdown periods,

rn"

?#A'fT:&I:{Y&-

301 and 302 shall not apply during start-up or shutdown
"#33ilT
periods.

Limited EfIpIgn, Minor rnspection and Mainten
of Section 9-9-301 shall not apply during periods of inspection and maintenance work
on a gas turbine or associated components, not to exceed 4 hours on any day and
48 hours in any 12-month period, that are planned and scheduled at least 24 hours in
advance- The operator shall keep records of these planned inspection and
maintenance events and make them available to the AirCO on request. This

^tr;i#f,'fi:Tiltti:flXf!

exemption.sh.all not apply to low-usage turbines subject to Section g-b-SOZ. Any
annual emissions limit required by permit condition shall include emissions resulting
from this minor inspection and maintenance work.

9-9-116

Limited Exemption, very Limited use Turbines: rr.,"
9-302.2 shall not apply to turbines that operate less than 1200 hours between
January 1,2007 and January 1, 2010, and do not operate more than 400 hours
during any 12-month period after January 1,2010, provided the requirements in
Section 9-9-502 are met. Turbines that initially quaiity for this limited exemption
based on the number of hours ofoperation between January 1,20A7 and January 1,
2010, but operate more than 400 hours per 12-month period after January l, ZOIO,

"ri.#ffi-'jfiH:3#?
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shall continue

to comply with the emission limits in

9-9-302.2 subject

to the

compliance schedule set forth in Section 9-9405. This limited exemption does not
apply to the emission lirnits in Section 9-9-302.1.
9-9-120

tnterchanseabte Emission Reduction credits:

Untitsuch,,l1:T:"if""'dfi:Xr:l.?

2006 amendments to this rule are approved into the State lmplementation Plan by
the EPA, the emission limits of Sections 9-9-301 .2 and 9-9-302.2 may be complied
with by interchangeable emission reduction credits used pursuant to and as limited
by the provisions of Regulation 2, Rule 9. An operator must still comply with the
emission limits of Sections 9-9-30'1.1 and 9-9-302.1 without using interchangeable
emission reduction credits.
(Adopted December 6, 2006)

9-9-200

DEFINITIONS

9-9-201

Commercially Available: Any control technology or equipment that is offered for a
specific make and model of gas turbine by at least one vendor, is guaranteed by the
vendor to achieve the emission control performance required by this Rule, has been
demonstrated in practice at 3 or more sites, achieves the required emission control
performance utilizing similar fuel composition for a regular or full-scale operation
within the United States, and demonstrates at least 90% availability.
(Adopted December 6, 2006)

9-9-202

Dry Low-NOx Combustion Technology (DLN): A turbine combustor design that
uses multiple staging, airlfuel premixing or other modifications to achieve lower levels
of NOx emissions as compared to conventional combustors.
(Adopted December 6, 2006)

9-9-203

EFF: Thermal efficiency.

9-9-204

Emergency Use: Operation during a natural or civil disaster or emergency situation,
as requested or ordered by any federal, state or local agency to protect the public,

(Renumbercd Decenber 6, 2006)

life or property.
(Adopted December 6, 2006)

9-9-205

Essential Gas Turbine: A gas turbine that cannot be taken out of service without
shutting down the process unit which it serves.
(Adopted 9/21 t94; Amended, Re n umbered 1 2/6nO)

9-9-206

Heat lnput Rating: The heat input requirement (based on fuel HHV) of a gas turbine
at its lnternational Standards Organization (lSO) 3977 nameplate rated power output
at standard conditions of 1 atmosphere, 15o Centigrade, and 60% atmospheric
humidity.
(Adopted December 6, 2006)

9-9-207

HHV: The higher heating value of fuel.

9-9-208

LHV: The lower heating value of fuel.

9-9-209

tnspection and Maintenance period: A period o, ,,rJ iffi"'i,if"lfi;?{!?,
recovery steam generator associated with an essential gas turbine is taken out of
service for inspection or maintenance, and during which gas turbine emissions are

(Renumbercd 9/21 Ba; 1 ZOn6)

vented to a bypass stack rather than through the heat recovery steam generator.
(Adopted 9f21 R4; Amended, Renumbered 1 2/6/06)

9-9-210

Natural Gas: Any mixture of gaseous hydrocarbons containing at least 80 percent
methane by volume, as determined according to Standard Method ASTM D1945.
(Adopted 921/94; Amended, Renumbered 12/6/06)

9-9-211

Nitrogen Oxide (NOx) Emissions: The sum of nitric oxide and nitrogen dioxide
(NOz) in the flue gas, collectively expressed as nitrogen dioxide.
(Adopted 9n1/94; Renumbercd 1 2/6/06)

9-9-212

Non-Gaseous Fuel: Any fuelwhich is not a gas at 68o F and one atmosphere.

9-9-213

Power Augmentation: An increase in the gas turbine shaft output or the decrease
in turbine fuel consumption by the addition of energy recovered from exhaust heat.

(Adopted 9f21 n4; Renumbered 1 2/6/06)

(Renumbercd

Bay Area Air Quality Management District

921 n4 ; 1 2/6/06)
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9-9-214

Power output Rating: The continuous megawatt (MW) rating or mechanical
equivalent by a manufacturer for gas turbine(s) without poweiaugmentation.

9-9-215

Rerinery Fuer Gas: A mixture or hyd.Jf;1#'j"{!"T"ifJ;i!,"13,i;i,:,:J?!i{3ilr!{il
petroleum refinery processes and used by the refinery ior on-site combustion
in
boilers, process heaters, turbines, and othei combustion Lquipment.

9-9-216

9-9-217

serective catarvtic Reduction (SCR): n

po"t-"orJf:?iJi',i6ffi;

"y{:f::;i.:,tr:il
which a reducing agent (for example: ammonia) is used in a gas-phase
reaction with
oxides of nitrogen in the presence of a catalyst to convert thj oxides of nitrogen into
nitrogen and water.
s h utd ow

n

pe ri od

:

A

pe

ri

od or ti me,,

$"iXH#: :f #: i ::::: I f,?,:;\if,Jr' ? iy:!

turbine is brought from normal operating power output to inactive status.
9-9-218

Start-up period: A period or time, not to

'{r{::l

turbine starts at combined cycle facilities), "*S?5!fl1?K,!?,Jif,i;#fi#Tf;:
during which a gas turblne is brought from
inactive status to normal operating power output.

9-9-219

stati

ona

ry Gas r u rb i n e :

A

ny

sa

s

t u ru r n

$ :;:i:i"K::l l:

?i:#i;tr{irT",tr:{ltrl

and.is gas and/or liquid fueled with or withdut power augmentation. Two or more gas
turbines powering one shaft shall be treated as one unit.

9-9-220

waste Gas : A

m ixtu

re or hyd rosen, n, J[31ff flifi

i:::fr:#Xf 3,fr:?tifff.i' K:!

generate.d by sewage treatment or landfill biomass and used by
the facility for o-n-site

combustion in gas turbines or other combustion equipment.

9-9-221

water rnjection / Steam rnjection Enhancement: A retrofi, SjliJi',',,ii"#j5i.l,i;ifl3
water or steam injection location, orientation, or turbine coirbustor or other
modifications to achieve lower levels of NOx emissions as compared to existing

water or steam injection design.

(Adopted De@mber 6, 2006)

9-9-300
9-9-301

STANDARDS

Emission Limits, General:

301.1 A person shall not operate a stationary gas turbine unless nitrogen oxides
(Nox) emission concentrations, correcieo to 15 percent oz (dry-basis), do
not exceed the compliance limits listed below:
301.1.1 Gas turbines rated at 0.3 MW to less than 10.0 MW shall not exceed
42 ppmv, except that, for refinery fuer gas firing, the rimit shal be 55
ppmv, g1d for non-gaseous fuel firing during natural gas curtailment
or short testing periods, the limit shall be 65 ppmv.
301.1.zGas turbines rated at 10.0 MW and over,'without scR, shail not
exceed 15 ppmv, except that, for non-gaseous fuer firing during
natural gas curtailment or short testing periods, the limit snitt Ue +I
ppmv.

301.1.3Gas Turbines rated at 10.0 MW and over, with scR, shall not
exceed 9 ppmv, except that, for non-gaseous fuel firing during
natural gas curtailment or short testing periods, the limit stritt Oe Z5
ppmv.

30'1.2 Effective January 1 , 2010, a person shall not operate a stationary gas turbine
ynlgss nitrogen oxides. (No*) emissions, corrected to 15 per6e-nt oz (dry
basis), are less than either 6i the alternative compliance limits listed beiow
for the turbine heat input rating and type of fuel burned:

Turbine Heat lnput
Ratinq

NaturalGas

Refinery FuelGas,
Waste Gas or LPG

Nongaseous

Exemot

Exemot

Exempt

< 5 MM Btu/hr

Bay Area Air Quality Management District
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Turbine Heat lnput
Ratino

NaturalGas

5 - 50 MM Btu/hr

2.12lbs/MWhr

Refinery FuelGas,
Waste Gas or LPG
2.53lbs/MWhr

or42 ppmv

- 150 MM Btu/hr
- no retrofit available(")
> 50 - 150 MM Btu/hr

or 50 ppmv

1.97lbs/MWhr

2.34lbs/MWhr

or 42 oomv

Fuel
3.28lbs/MWhr
or 65 oomv
3.04lbs/MWhr

or 50 oomv

or 65 oomv

1.64 lbs/MWhr
or 35 ppmv

2.34lbs/MWhr

3.04lbsiMWhr

or 50 ppmv

or 65 ppmv

1.'l7lbs/MWhr

2.34lbs/MWhr

3.04lbVMWhr

or 25 ppmv

or 50 ppmv

or 65 ppmv

0.70lbs/MWhr
or 15 oomv
0.43lbs/MWhr

1.97lbVMWhr

> 50

-

W/Sl enhancement
(b)

available
> 50 - 150 MM Btu/hr
- DLN technology
(")
available

> 150

-

250 MM Btu/hr

0.70lbs/MWhr
or 15 oomv

> 250

-

500 MM Btu/hr

0.43lbs/MWrr

> 500 MM Btu/hr

(a)

or 9 ppmv

0.26lbs/MWhr

or42 oomv
1.17lbs/MWhr
or 25 ppmv

0.72lbs/MWhr

or 5 oomv
or 9 oomv
The emission limits on this line appry to

lnjection

(b)
(c)

or 9 Dpmv

0.15lbs/MWhr

Nongaseous

or steam lnjection

or 25 oomv

tuffir

enhancement

or DLN combustion

technology is commercially available.
The emission limits on this line apply to turbines for which Water
lnjection or Steam lnjection enhancement is commercially available.

The emission limits on this line apply to turbines for which DLN

combustion technology is commercially available and which have not

been required

to

install water tnjection

or

steam

lnjection

enhancements to comply with this Section 301.2.
301.3 lf a turbine burns a mixture of fuels, the turbine's NOx emission limit shall be
the highest of the limits applicable to any of the fuels in the mixture.
301.4 Violation of either of the alternative standards in Section 301.2 applicable to
a particular turbine shall create a rebuttable presumption that the iurbine is in
violation of section 301.2. The operator of the turbine may rebut the
presumption of.violation by demonstrating that the turbine is in compliance
with the other alternative standard.
9-9-302

(A me nded 9f2. 1 19 4 ;

1

2r6fr 6)

Emission Limits, Low Usage:
302.1 Until January 1,2010, or other date provided under a compliance schedule
pursuant to section 9-94a2.2, a person may operate a stationary gas turbine

302.2

for up to 877 hours in any 12-month period (not counting hours of Emergeniy
use) without complying with the emission limits section g-g-301 as toig as
nitrogen oxides (Nox) emission concentrations, corrected to 15 perceni o,
(d.ry basis), do not exceed 42 ppmv when firing with natural gas and 65 ppmv
when firing with non-gaseous fuel, and the requirements oisection g-i-soz
are satisfied.
Effective January 1,2010, a person may operate a stationary gas turbine
rated at 50 MMBtu/hr or greater for up to 977 hours in any 12-month period
(not counting hours of emergency use) without complying with the emission
'nitrogen

limits set forth in section 9-9-301 as long as

oxides (Nox)

emissions, corrected to 15 percent 02 (dry uasisl, are lesi than either of the
of the alternative limits listed below for the turbine's heat input rating and the
type of fuel burned, and the requirements of section g-g-502 are satisfied:

Turbine Heat lnput
Ratino
< 50 MMBtu/hr
50 - 150 MMBtuihr
(3- 10 MW)

NaturalGas

Refinery Fuel Gas,
Waste Gas or LPG

Exemot
1.97 lbs/MWhr
or 42 oomv

Exemot

Bay Area Air Quality Management District

9-96

N/A

Non-gaseous
. Fuel
Exempt

3.04lbs/MWhr
or 65 pomv

December 6, 2006

Turbine Heat lnput
Ratino
> 150

NaturalGas

- 250 MMBtU/hr
(10- 19 MW)
> 250 - 500 MMBtu/hr

1.97lbs/MWhr
or 42 oomv
1.17lbs/MWhr

> 500 MMBtu/hr
(40+ MWl

0.72lbslMWhr

(19-40

NiA
N/A

or 25 ppmv

MW)

302.3 lf a turbine

Refinery Fuel Gas,
Waste Gas or LPG

N/A

or 25 oomv

Non-gaseous
Fuel
3.04lbs/MWhr
or 65 oomv

1.97lbs/MWhr

or42 ppmv
1.21 lbs/MWhr
or 42 oomv

burns a mixture of fuels, the turbine's NOx emission limit shall be

the highest of the limits applicable to any of the fuels in the mixture.
302.4 Violation of either of the alternative standards in Section 302.2 applicable to
a particular turbine shall create a rebuttable presumption that the turbine is in
violation of Section 302.2. The operator of the turbine may rebut the
presumption of violation by demonstrating that the turbine is in compliance
with the other alternative standard.
(Ame nded92 1 t9

a

; zren 6)
1

9-9-303
9-9-304
9-9-305

Deleted December 6, 2006
Deleted December 6, 2006
Deleted December 6, 2006

9-9.400

ADMINISTRATIVE REQUIREMENTS

9-9-401

Certification, Efficiency: lf a person who operates a gas turbine subject to the
limits of subsections 9-9-30'1.1.2 or 301.1.3 can demonstrate a thermal efficiency
(EFF) greater than 25 percent in accordance with subsections 401 .2.1 or 401.2.2,hhe
emissions limit may be adjusted in accordance with Section 9-9-401.1.
Emission

Limit x EFF

401.1

Adjusted Emission Limit =

401.2

EFF (percent efficiency) is the higher of 2.1 or 2.2. An EFF that is less than
25% shall be assigned a value of 25%.

2.1

25

3412rt00yo

EFF =

BTU
" Frrl* KW_HR

Actual Heat Rateat HHV of

which is the demonstrated percent efficiency of the gas turbine only as
calculated without consideration of any downstream energy recovery

(not used for power augmentation) from the actual heat rate,
(BTU/KW-HR) or 1.34 (BTU/HP-HR); corrected to the HHV (higher

heating value) of the fuel and standard conditions, as measured at
peak load for that facility.

or

2.2

EFF = Manufacrurer's Rated Efiiciency.
*\A/ith

*,

!y--'==

HHV

Air Pollution Equipment at LHV

which is the manufacturer's continuous rated percent efficiency of the
gas turbine with air pollution equipment after correction from LHV to
HHV of the fuel.
(Amended 9/21 E4; 1 2/6nO)

9-9402

Compliance Schedule:
402.1 A person who must modify existing sources or install new control equipment
to meet the requirements of Section 9-9-301 .2 or 302.2 shall submit an
application for any Authority to Construct for the modification or installation of
new control equipment by July 1,2008, or by the date required pursuant to
Section 9-9-404.3.

Bay Area Air Quality Management District
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9-9-7

402.2 Any turbine

subject to Sections 9-9-301.2 or 9-9-302.2 shall comply with the

applicable emission limits setforth in those sections by January 1,2010, or
by the date required pursuant to Section 9-9404.3, unless the turlcine has
not had a scheduled major maintenance outage by January 1,2010, in which
case the turbine shall comply with the applicable emission limits 30 days
after the end of the next scheduled major maintenance outage, but in no
event later than January 1,2012.

(Amended Decenber 6, 2006)

9-9-403
g-g-404 Comptiance Schedule for Future Commercial Availability of
Deleted December 6, 2006

Retrofit
Technology: lf water injection or steam injection enhancement retrofits or Dry Low
NOx combustion technology become commercially available for a specific make and
model of turbine after December 31, 2006, subjecting operators of that make and
model of turbine to lower NOx emissions limits pursuant to Section 9-9-301.2,
affected operators shall comply with Section 9-9-30'1.2 according to the following
schedule.

404.1 Upon determining that water injection or steam injection

enhancement
available
commercially
are
technology
NOx
combustion
Low
Dry
retrofits or
for a specific make and model of turbine, the APCO shall notify all operators
of that make and model, in writing, of the commercial availability of the
technologY.

404.2 lf any afiected operator disagrees that the technology is commercially
available for its turbine, as that term is defined in Seclion 9-9-201, the
operator may object to the APCO in writing within 90 days_ of such

notification. \Mthin 30 days after receiving an objection, the APCO may
amend the determination of commercial availability for the turbine for which
the objection is made. lf no objection is made for a particular turbine, or an
objection is made and the APCO does not change the determination of
commercial availability, the technology shall be deemed commercially
available for that turbine. The APCO shall conduct a cost-effectiveness
analysis prior to making a final determination of commercial availability.
new equipment or modify its operation
in a manner that requires a permit amendment in order to comply with the

404.3 Any affected operator that must install

applicable NOx emissions limit in Section 9-9-301.2 shall (i) submit an
application for Authority to Construct to install the new equipment or modify
its'operation within 18 months of the date of the initial notification from the
APCO of the commercial availability, and (ii) comply with the more stringent
emission standards associated with the commercially available technology
within 36 months of the date of the initial notification, or 30 days after the end

of the next scheduled major maintenance outage if no such outage

404.4

is

scheduled within 36 months of the date of the initial notification, but in no
event more than 60 months after the date of initial notification.
lf an affected operator can comply the applicable NOx emissions limit in
Section g-g-301.2 without having to install new equipment or modify its
operation in a manner that requires a permit amendment, the operator shall
(i) so inform the APCO in writing within 90 days of the date of the initial
notification from the APCO of the commercialavailability, and (ii) comply with
the more stringent emission standards associated with the commercially
available technology within 30 days thereafter.

(Adopted Deember 6, 2006)

g-g405 Notification and Gompliance

Schedule, Very Limited Use Turbines: lf a gas
tu1cine exceeds 400 hours of operation in any 12-month period and is not compliant
with the emission limits in Section 9-9-302.2, the operator must notify the APCO of
that fact and must provide its best estimates for future operation of the turbine.
Based on a review of these estimates, if the APCO determines that the turbine will
likely continue to be operated at a rate exceeding 400 hours per 12-month period in
the iuture, the APCO will provide written notice of that determination to the operator.
lf the APCO determines that the turbine will be operated at a rate exceeding 400
hours in the future, the turbine shall comply with the emission limits in Section 9-9-

Bay Area Air Quality Management

District
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302'2' lf the operator will have to modifu existing sources or install new control
equipment to meet the emission limits in Section g-d-s02.2,in"
op"rrto;. shall submit
an application for Authority to Construct the modification or installation
of new
equipment within '18 months of such notification, ano ir,ari
"ontroi
."rrprv with thee,,i"sion
limits in Section 9-9-302.2 within 36 months of such notiticaiionJor
30 days after the
end of the next scheduled major maintenance outage if no such
outage is scheduled
within 36 months of the date of the initial notificati5n, but in no
event more than 60
months after the date of initial notification. The limited eiemption
in Section g-g-115
shall cease to appry if the turbine viorates this comprian." i.r,LJrr".
9-9406

other usefur Heat Recovery:
lny operatorwho wishes," nJf#ffl'df#,ffiti33ffi
heat recovery for their gr: grlins
shail propose a carcuraiion method to determine
Po, as used in section g-960s. This carcuraiion method .n"ir
oe subject to
by the APCO.
"ppror"r
(Adopted December 6, 2006)

9-9-500

9-9-50r

MONITORING AND RECORDS

Monitoring and Recor.dkeeping Requirements: A person who
operates

any
stationary gas turbine with.a heat input rating equal to or greater
than 150 MMBtu/hr
for more than 4000 hours in any 36-montn perido snarr in"starr,
operate and maintain
in calibration a continuous emissions monilor (cEM), oi 'a-ttlrnative
monitoring
system, capable of determining exhaust gas No*
cenr must meet
the requirements of the District Manuai'or pr&eouies,
"'on."nir.tior..-n A"t ;p;r"b;
choosing to demonstrate compriance with section g-s-gbr.2
;i'g-g-soz.i rairg ti,;
output-based NOx limits expressed in lbs/MWhr must atso
rnonitor and record fuel
consumption by the gas. turbine and any supplemental duct
burners, electrical and
mechanical output from both combustion and'steam trruires,
arv steam production
flow rates and steam entharpy. Any alternative monitoiinj.vJt.ni
must be approved
by the APCo. such.Torovarwiil onry be granted upon io6termination,
pursuant to
the criteria of 40 cFR..part 7s, subpart E, tnat tnb aGrnative
monitoring system
provides information y,!lt
same piecision, retiabititv,
and timetiness
as that provided by a CEMl!"
for the source.
"."Ji.ioiiity,

v"irrl v.

g;:f;';G:f;i'ff::l

9-9-502

Re9.ords, leyy *sage: A-gep9n ctaiming to be exempt fr",
on the number of hours of turbine operati6n, or seeking exemption per
Sections 9-g112 or 9-9-116 of this Rule, shall maintain a daily gas-trroin5
olerating record that
includes the actuat start-up and stop time, total.houi, ot
op"i"iioi and type (tiquid or
gas) and quantity of fuel used. This information shall
oL araira'ure to District staff
upon request for at least two years from the date of entry.

9-9-503

lnitiar Demonstration of compriancg: A person wno must(ffi"J1ff'"trS,f;":Sr?::?
or install new control equipment shall conduct a oistrici-"ppi"r;o
source test to
demonstrate compliance with 9-9-301 .2 or 302.2, ano suumii
the results to the
District within two months of initial operation of the new
o,, ,ooin"o
"quipment.
t:,-l!,Xr'rT#i!
Annuat Demonstration of compriance: The opera,"r
Rule that operates more than 40b hours in any_i2-montn"rperta
".JlfrffX?
and is not equipped
with a continuous Emissions Monitor shall conduct oi.trlJ-"ppilved
source test of

9-9-504

the turbine at least once.per.calendar year, and at intervals
"
noiio erc"ed 15 months
between tests, and shall submit the test results to the District
*itt in t*o months of
the test date.. The operator of any turbine that operates 400
hours or less in any 12_
month period shall conduct a District-approved source test
of tne turnine every two
calendar years, at a rate not to exceed 25 months.
(Adopted Decenber 6, 2006)

9-9-600

MANUAL OF PROCEDURES

Bay Area Air Quality Management District

9-9-9
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9-9-601

Determination of Emissions: Source tests for determining compliance with the
NOx emissions standards of this rule as specified in Sections g-9-30'l and 302 shall
be conducted as prescribed in the District Manual of procedures, Volume lv, sr_
134.

(Amended 9D1 R4; 1 2/6ft6)

9-9-602

Determination of stack Gas oxygen: oxygen content of the exhaust gas shall be

9-9-603

continuous Emission Monitoring: continuous Emissions Monitoring (cEM)

determined by using District Manual of procedures, Volume lV, ST_14.

procedures shall be determined using District Manual of Procedures, Volum-e
purposes of determining compliance with the NOx emissions standards of

V. foi

this rule,

NOx emissions shall be calculated as the three hour average NOx emissions
corrected to 15 percent 02 (dry basis). Results of source tests conducted as

prescribed in the District Manual of Procedures shall be deemed to be representative
of three-hour average NOx emissions.
9-9-604

Determination or HHV and LHV: rhe HHV and LHV,h"ilt3?3i#iff#Tji"?1tj
ASTM D240-87 or ASTM D2382-88 ASTM D4809 for tiquid hydrocarbon ruet; oi zj
ASTM 182648 or ASTM 1945-81 in conjunction with ASrM ossaa-ag ror gaseoG
fuels.

9-9-605

comptiance with output Based Nox Emissions

stand#t::*i3i ,iri{.3"'r'?

complying with the emissions standards in section 9-9-301.2 ano g-g-eoz.z,
emission rates expressed in lbs/M\Mrr shall be calculated in accordance with the

following equations:

uE, -

l.l94xlo-'7 *(NOx)r*Q,d
(Pe),+(Pe).+ps+po

E = hourly NOx emission rate, in lb/M\M
SOr)" = Average NOx concentration, in ppmv adjusted lo 11o/o 02
Qsto - stack gas volumetric flow rate, in dry scf/hr(Pe), = electrical or mechanical energy output of the combustion turbine in MW
(Pe)" = Electrical or mechanical energy output of the steam turbine (if any) in MW
Ps = useful thermal energy of steam production
Po = other usefulheat recovery.

n--

rd-

GH
3.413X10" BtulMWh

Q = measured steam flowrate in lb/hr.
H = enthalpy of the steam at measured temperature and pressure in Btu/lb.
(Adopted
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REGULATION 9
INORGANIC GASEOUS POLLUTANTS
RULE 10
NITROGEN OXIDES AND CARBON MONOXIDE FROM BOILERS, STEAM
GENERATORS AND PROCESS HEATERS IN PETROLEUM REFINERIES
(Adopted January 5, 1994)

9.10.100

GENERAL

9-10-101 Description:

This rule limits the emissions of nitrogen oxides and carbon monoxide
from boilers, steam generators, and process heaters, including CO boilers, in
petroleum refineries.
(AmeMed December 1 5, 201 0)

9-10-110 Exemptions: The requirements of this rule shall not apply to the following:
110.1 Boilers, steam generators and process heaters,with a rated heat input less
than 2 million BTU/hour, if fired exclusively with natural gas, liquefied
110.2
110.3
110.4
110.5
110.6

petroleum gas, or any combination thereof.
Boilers, steam generators and process heaters with a rated heat input less
than 1 million BTU/hour fired with any fuel.
Waste heat recovery boilers that are used to recover sensible heat from the
exhaust of combustion turbines or reciprocating internal combustion engines.

Boilers, steam generators and process heaters processing hydrogen sulfide
process flue gas in sulfur recovery plants and their tailgas treating units, or
sulfuric acid manufacturing plants.
Boilers, steam generators and process heaters fired on nongaseous fuel
when natural gas is unavailable for use.
Boilers, steam generators and process heaters, including CO boilers, that
receive an Authority to Construct subject to BACT requirements for NOx on

orafterJanuary 5, 1994.
9-10-1 I

1

(Amended December 15, 2010)

Limited Exemption, Small Units: The requirements of Sections 9-'1 0-301 , 303, 305
and 308 shall not apply to the use of any small units, provided the requirements of
Section 9-10-306 are satisfied.
(Amended

7/1

7/02;

1

2/1 A1 A;

1

0/1

il1 3)

9-10-112 Limited Exemption, Low Fuel Usage: The requirements of Sections 9-10-301,

303, 305 and 308 shall not apply to the use of any boiler, steam generator or process
heater that has an annual heat input less than 90,000 therms during each
consecutive 12-month period or that accepts a condition in its Permit to Operate
limiting the annual heat input to less than 90,000 therms, provided the requirements
for small units in Section 9-10-306 are satisfied and a fuel-flow meter as described in
Section 9-10-502.2 is maintained and operated.
(Amended

7/1

7n2;

1

?Jl g1

0;

1

0/1 6/1

3)

9-10-113 Limited Exemption, Alternate NOx Compliance Plan: The requirements of
Section 9-10-301 shall not apply to the use of any boiler, steam generator or process
heater at a refinery subject to Section 9-10-308.
(Adopted October 1 6, 201 3)

9-10-200

DEFINITIONS

9-10-201

Deleted December 15, 2010

9-10-202

Boiler or Steam Generator: Any combustion equipment used to produce steam or

9-10-203

British Thermal Unit (BTU): The amount of heat required to raise the temperature of

heat water.

one pound of water from 59o F to 60o F at one atmosphere.
CO Boiler: A CO boiler is any boiler or furnace that processes the off-gases from a
catalytic cracking unit (CCU) regenerator or a coker burner. A partial-burn CO boiler
Bay Area Air Quality Management District
October 16,2013
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9-10-3

normally processes off-gases from a CCU regenerator that is operated in a partialburn mode such that the off-gases normally have a CO concentration exceeding 2o/o
by volume.
(Amended December

9-10-205
9-10-206

1

5, 201 0)

9-10-210

Deleted December 15, 2010
HeatJnput: The heat of combustion released due to burning a fuel in a source,
using higher heating value of the fuel. This does not include the sensible heat of
incoming combustion air. ln the case of carbon monoxide boilers, the heat input
includes the sensible heat of regenerator off-gases and the heat of combustion of the
incoming carbon monoxide and of the auxiliary fuel.
Higher Heating Value (HHV): The total heat liberated per mass of fuel bumed (BTU
per pound) when fuel and dry air at standard conditions undergo complete
combustion and all resultant products are brought to their standard states at standard
conditions per Section 9-10-604.
Natural Gas: Any mixture of gaseous hydrocarbons containing at least 80 percent
methane by volume, as determined according to Standard Method ASTM D1945€4.
Nitrogen Oxides (NOx): The sum of nitric oxide (NO) and nitrogen dioxide (NOz) in
the flue gas, collectively expressed as nitrogen dioxide.
Non-Gaseous Fuel: Any fuelthat is not a gas at 68o F and one atmosphere.

9-10-211
9-10-212

Operating Day: 24 hours from midnight to midnight.
Out of Service: The period of time during which a unit is in an inactive state following

9-10-207

9-10-208
9-10-209

(Amended December 15, 2010)

shutdown.

9-r0-213

Petroleum Refinery: Any facility engaged in producing gasoline, kerosene, distillate

fuel oils, residual fuel oils, lubricants or other products through distillation of
petroleum or through redistillation, cracking, or reforming of unfinished petroleum
derivatives.

9-10-214
9-10-215

9-10-216

Process Heater: Any combustion equipment that transfers heat from combustion
gases to water or process streams.
Rated Heat lnput: The heat input capacity specified on the nameplate of the
combustion source. lf the combustion source has been physically modified and/or
operated in such a manner that its maximum heat input is different from the heat
input capacity specified on the nameplate, then the modified maximum heat input per
Section 9-10-503 shall be considered as the rated heat input.
Refinery-wide Emission Rate: The ratio of the total mass of discharge into the
atmosphere of nitrogen oxides, in pounds, to the sum of the actual heat input, in
million BTU, calculated over a twenty-four (24) hour operating day.
(Amended December

9-10-217

1

5, 201 0)

Small Unit: Any refinery boiler, steam generator or process heater with a rated heat
input less than 10 million BTU/hour.
(Ameded December 1 5, 2010)

9-10-218

Startup or Shutdown: Startup is that period of time, not to exceed twelve (12)
hours unless speciflcally extended by a Permit to Operate, during which a unit is
brought up to its normal operating temperature from a cold start, initially at zero fuel
flow, by following a prescribed series of separate steps or operations. Shutdown is
that period of time, not to exceed nine (9) hours unless specifically extended by a
Permit to Operate, during which a unit is taken out of service from a normal operating
mode to an inactive status following a prescribed series of separate steps or
operations.
(Ameded

1

2J1

il1 0;

1

0/1 6/1 3)

9-10-219
9-14-220
9-10-221

Therm: One hundred thousand (100,000) BTUs.

9-10-222

Curtailed Operation: Operation of a boiler, steam generator or process heater at no

Deleted December 15, 2010

Best Available Control Technology (BACT): As defined in Regulation 2, Rule 2.
(Adopted December 15, 2010)

more than 30% of its rated heat input.
(Adopted December 15, 2010)

October 16,2013
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9.10.300

STANDARDS

9-10-301 Refinery-wide NOx Emission Limit: A

person shall not exceed a refinery-wide
emission rate from boilers, steam generators and process heaters, excluding CO
boilers, of 0.033 pounds NOx per million BTU of heat input, based on an operating
day average. Boilers, steam generators and process heaters that are test-fired on
non-gaseous fuel, that are undergoing startup or shutdown, that are temporarily out
of service, or that are in curtailed operation shall be included in the refineryjwide
emission rate as follows:
301.'t Deleted December 15, 2010
301.2 Deleted December 15,2010
301.3 Units Test-Fired On Non-Gaseous Fuel: For the purposes of determining

compliance with

301.4

the emission limit of Section 9-10-301, the emission
contribution of each boiler, steam generator or process heater that is fired on
non-gaseorrs juel for equipment testing shall be taken as the operating day
average of NOx emissions at the average heat input over the previouslhirty
(30) day period. Equipment testing shall not exceed a total of forty-eight (48)
hours during any calendar year for any one unit.
Units in Start-up or Shutdown or in Curtailed Operation: For the purposes of
determining compliance with the emission limit of Section g-iO-SO1, tne
emission contribution of each boiler, steam generator or process heater that
is undergoing startup or shutdown, or that is in Curtailed Operation shall be
one of the following:

4.1
4-2

301.5

The operating day average NOx emissions (either from a continuous
emission monitoring system (CEMS) or from an equivalent parametric
monitoring system developed in accordance with a permit to operate
and Section 9-10-502.1), and the operating day heat input.
The operating day average NOx emissions (either from a CEMS or

from an equivalent parametric monitoring system developed

in

accordance with a Permit to Operate and Section 9-10-502.1), and the
operating day heat input averaged over the previous thirty (30) day
period or, subject to the approval of the ApCO, an alternite 30-day
period representative of normal operation.
Units_.Temporarily Out of Service: For the purposes of determining

compliance with the emission limit of Section 9-10-301, the emission
contribution of each boiler, steam generator or process heater that is
temporarily out of service shall be the operating day average NOx emissions
(either from a continuous emission monitoring system (CEMS) or from an
equivalent parametric monitoring system developed in accordance with a

Permit to Operate and Section 9-10-502.1), and the operating day heat input,
averaged over the previous thirty (30) day period or, subjecf to the approval
of the APCO, an alternate 30day period representative of normal opeiation.
(Ame nded 2/1 ill 0 ; 1 0/1 6/1 3)
1

9-10-302

9-r0-303

Deleted July 17,2002
Federal Refinery-wide and Go Boiler Nox Emission Limits: A person shall not
exceed a refinery-wide emission rate from boilers, steam generators or process
heaters, excluding co boilers, of 0.20 pounds Nox per million BTU of heat input,
based on an operating day average.
Except during startup and shutdown, a person shall not operate a co boiler
unless the emissions of nitrogen oxides (Nox) do not exceed 300 ppmv, dry
at 3% orygen, based on an operating day average.

303.1

9-10-304

tnterim Nox Emission Limit For

co Boirers:

Untir

sectiolA1itr#'{;ir1*{,i,?,

and except during startup and shutdown, a person shall not operate
unless at least one of the following is met:

304.1

a co

boiler

Emissions of nitrogen oxides (Nox) do not exceed 150 ppmv, dry at 3%

oxygen, based on an operating day average; or
Bay Area Air Quality Management District
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304.2

Emissions of nitrogen oxides (NOx) are controlled by an emission control

system with a Nox control efficiency of at least 50 percent by weight.

9-10-305

co

Emission

Limit:

Except during start-up shutdown

':{"#;:ritr:#i:?,"1:,'2

person shall not operate a boiler, steam generator or process heater, including co
boilers, unless carbon monoxide emissions of 400 ppmv, dry at 3% oxygen, bas6d on
an operating day average, are not exceeded.
9-10-306

smau unit Requirements: A person shar not operate

#rffi'?iT[:T:?ffJ3i

one of the following is met:
"
306'1 Operate in a manner that maintains stack-gas oxygen concentrations at less
than or equalto 3 percent by volume on a dry basis; or
306.2 Tune at least once every twelve (12) monihs, or within two weeks of unit

startup if not operated in the last twelve (12) months, by a technician

306.3

accordance with the procedure specified in Section 9-10€05; or
Meet the applicable emission limits in sections 9-10-301, 303 and 305.

in

(Amended December 1 5, 2010)

9-10-307

Final Nox Emission Limits For co Boilers: Effective January 1,201s, and except
during start-up or shutdown, a person shall not operate a CO boiier unless it meeis
the applicable NOx emission limits in Sections 9-10-307.1 and 307.2.
307.1 A person shall not operate a non-partial-burn CO boiler, unless the following
NOx limits are not exceeded:
Averaging Period

NOx

1.1 Operating day
1.2 Calendar year (excluding periods when thE CO

lqtler does not process CCU reoenerator offoas)

(ppmv, drv at 3% O,)
150

45

307.2 A person shall

not operate a partial-burn CO boiler, unless the following NOx
limits are not exceeded:

Averaging Period

NOx

(ppmv, drv at 3% O,)
125

2.1 Operating day
2.2 Calendar year

85
(Adopted 1 A1 il1 0; Amended

1

0/1 6/1 3)

9-10'308 Alternate

NOx Compliance Ptan: A person at a refinery with an Alternate NOx
Compliance Plan that has been approved in accordance wit-h Section g-10-405, shall
not exceed the refinery-wide daily NOx limit from boilers, steam generators and
process heaters, excluding CO boilers, as specifled in the Plan. ThJ boilers, steam
generators and process heaters that are covered by the Alternate NOx Compliance
Plan shall be referred to as devices in this Section.
308.1 A daily NOx limit shall apply to all devices at a refinery w1h an approved
Alternate NOx Compliance Plan. The limit shall be the ium of the baseline
NOx daily emissions for each device, expressed in pounds of NOx. The
baseline NOx daily emissions for each device shall be the average of the
daily emissions on any ten ('10) different days during the 3-ye!r period
immediately preceding the date of the application for an Alternate
Compliance Plan, on which the refinery operator was in compliance with
Section 9-10-301. The same 10 days shall be used for alt devices at a
refinery. The APCO may consider allowing 10 days within a different time
period, if the APCO finds that a different period allows the selection of
operating days that better represent maximum daily emission levels for these
devices.

1-1 At any refinery that used lnterchangeable Emission Reduction

Credits (IERC) to compty with Section-9-10-301 on any of the 10
baseline days, the average difference between actual operating
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emissions, in pounds Nox/day, and the emissions that would meet
the 0.033 pounds No>r/million BTU Nox limit in Section 9-10-3ol
shall be calculated for the 10 days used to develop the daily Nox
limit, and the daily Nox limit shail be reduced by this difference.
Nox Emission Reduction credits (ERC) generated in accordance

with Regulation 2, Rule 2 may be surrendered on a one-time basis at
a 1.15 to 1 ratio to make up all or part of the difference, and the daily
NOx emissions limit will be adjusted accordingly.

1.2 A -rny refinery with an Authority to Construct application submitted

before the date of approval of an Alternate compliance plan
described in section 9-10-405, if the actions permitted in the

308.2

308.3
308.4

Authority to construct would reduce the number of devices subject to
section 9-10-301 and require additional Nox emissions reductions to
comply with section 9-10-301, the daily Nox emissions limit shall be
reduced by the amount of reductions required. Nox ERC generated
in accordance with Reguration 2, Rure 2 may be surrend6red on a
one-time basis at a 1.1s to 1 ratio to offset all or part of the Nox
emissions reductions required, and the daily Nox emissions limit will
be adjusted accordingly.
A qgpon operating under a daily NOx limit shall determine compliance w1h
that limit on a daily basis.
For any device for which baseline NOx emissions have been permanenly
reduced, a permit application may be submitted to modify the baseline daily
NOx emissions for that device.
The daily NOx limit shall be reduced when a device is no longer subject to
this rule. The amount of reduction shall be equal to the baseline NOi Oaity
emissions for that device.
(Adopted October 1 6,

201 3)

9.1O4OO ADMINISTRATIVE REQUIREMENTS

9-10.401

9-10402

Deleted December 15,2OlO
Deleted December 15,2O1O
Deleted December 15,2010

9-10.403
9-10'404 Final Control and Monitoring Plan: A person

subject to Section 9-10-307 shall
comply with the following increments of progress:
404.1 No later than twenty-four (24) months prior to the effective date of Section g10-307, submit to the APCO a control plan detailing the proposed measures,
if any, to be taken in order to meet the requirements of Section g-10-307, as
well as proposed measures, if any, to be taken to continue to meet the
requirements of Section 9-10-301.
4M.2 No later than eighteen (18) months prior to the effective date of Section g-10307, .submit applications

404.3

for all Authorities to Construct

required for

compliance with Section 9_10_307.
No later than 30 days afrer the effective date of Section 9-10-307, perform

testing for nitrogen oxide and carbon monoxide emissions at each 6b noit"r"
subject to Section 9-10-307 at the rated heat input or as near thereto as
practicable. This requirement may be satisfied by monitoring nitrogen oxide
and carbon monoxide emissions with a continuous emission fionitoring
system (CEMS).

(Adopted December S, 201 0)
9-10405 Application for an Alternate NOx Compliance Plan: 'An appticition for
Alternate NOx Compliance Plan may be submitted by a person'who operates"na
1

refinery wh.gp a boiler, steam generator or process heaier is subject to Seciion 9-10-

301. The Alternate NOx Compliance Plan shall apply to all boileis, steam generators

and process heaters that are subject to the NOx limit in Section 9-10-301

it

the

tire

the Alternate NOx Compliance Plan is approved, and only to these boilers, steam
generators and process heaters. The application shall be submitted and processed
Bay Area Air Quality Management District
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in accordance with Regulation 2, Rule 1. The fees for the application shall be as
specified in Regulation 3 for an alternate compliance plan. The application shall
include the following information, which shall be included in the Permit to Operate for
the boiler, steam generator or process heater:
405.1 The proposed effective date of the Alternate NOx Compliance Plan.
405.2 A list of the boilers, steam generators and process heaters that will be
subject to a daily NOx limit, as specified in Section 9-10-308, and for each:
2.1 The baseline NOx daily emissions determined in accordance with
Section 9-10-308.1, including the data used to establish the baseline
NOx daily emissions and the source(s) of the data. To the extent
possible, the baseline NOx daily emissions shall be based on CEMS

2.2

2.3
405.3

data.

One or two substitute emission factors to be used in the absence of
CEMS data and determined from representative source test data
measured in accordance with District Manual of Procedures, Volume
lV, ST-13A (nitrogen oxides) and ST-14 (oxygen), inctuding the
source test report.

The amount of the required reductions to the daily NOx limit
described in Sections 9-10-308.1.1 and 308.1.2 and any proposed

. mitigation to these reductions.
The amount of any ERC use allowed by Sections 9-10-308.1.1 and 308.1.2
shall be calculated as follows: (average difference between actualoperating
ernissions, in pounds NOx/day, and the pounds NOx emissions/day that
would meet the 0.033 pounds NOr/million BTU NOx limit in Section 9-10-301
for the 10 days used to develop the baseline NOx emissions)(365
days/year)(1.15) = NOx ERC surrendered. Any ERC use shall be

surrendered before the application for the Alternate NOx Compliance Plan is
considered complete. lf an Authority to Construct that meets the conditions
described in Section 9-10-308.1.2 is cancelled, any ERC surrendered shall
be returned to the applicant.
(Adopted October 1 6,

9-10-406 Determination of Compliance:

201 3)

Compliance with the daily limit in Section 9-10-301
or 308 shall be determined by CEMS data and, for those boilers, steam generators

and process heaters subject to parametric monitoring, the emission factor
established according to Section 9-10-502.1.2 and the heat input rate as measured
for each boiler, steam generator and process heater.

9-10407 Boiter, Steam

Generator and process Heater status

*"r${:"f.;"f$:!;fliil

operates a boiler, steam generator or process heater that is subject to Section 9-10301 or 308 shall, no later than April 16,2014, submit information on the make, model
and emission rates for all burners in each boiler, steam generator or process
heater. lnformation shall be submitted in a format as specified by the APCO. The

information shall be updated no later than 30 days after any non-identical bumer
change or replacement.
(Adopted October

9.10.500

1

6, 201 3)

MONITORING AND RECORDS

9-10-501 Deleted December 15,2010
9-10-502 Monitoring: A person subject to Sections

9-10-301, 303, 304, 305, 307 or 308 shall
maintain in good working order, and operate the following equipment:

502.1 An in-stack nitrogen oxide (NOx), carbon monoxide (CO), and oxygen (O2)
continuous emission monitoring system (CEMS), or equivalent parametric
monitoring system as specified in a Permit to Operate. The CEMS shall
meet the requirements of the District Manual of Procedures, Volume V,

Continuous Emission Monitoring, Policy and Procedures.
1.1 No later than April 16, 20'14, a person who operates boilers, steam
generators or process heaters that are subject to Section 9-'10-301
or 308 shall submit a monitoring plan to the APCO for the installation
Bay Area Air Quality Management District
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of NOx CEMS on these boilers, steam generators or process heaters
such that no less than 95% of the NOx emissions, by weight, subject
to either 9-10-301 or 308 is monitored with a NOx CEMS. The
monitoring plan shall consider the actual Nox emission contribution

from each boiler, steam generator or process heater subject to
Section 9-10-301 or 308 during the most recent calendar year for
which complete data are available at the time of the submittal of the
monitoring plan. No later than October 16, 2014, the ApCO shall
approve each submitted monitoring plan, or else shall specify
additional NOx CEMS that must be instalted, and notify the affected
refinery. The date of plan approval or notification shall serve as the
'date of notification" specified in the District Manual of procedures

(MOP), Volume V, Continuous Emission Monitoring, policy and
Procedures. The installation of CEMS shall then be in accordance
with the schedule and other provisions of MOp, Volume V, except

1.2

that the completion of installation in Section 4.3 of Volume V shall be
within 12 months of submiftal of the lntent to purchase.

Any person who operates a boiler, steam generator or process
heater that uses a parametric monitoring system to monitor
compliance with Section 9-10-301 or 308 shall estimate the NOx
emission contribution of the boiler, steam generator or process
heater based on one or two NOx emission factors (expressed as lb
/ MM BTU) and on actual fuel input for all operating conditions,
except as allowed by Section 9-10-301.3, 301.4 or 30,1.5. The
NOx

emission factor shall be based on one or more District-approved
source tests and included in a Permit to Operate. The operator shall
conduct periodic monitoring of boilers, steam generators and
process heaters that use a parametric monitoring system as follows:

2.1

2.2

Boilers, steam generators and process heaters rated less
than 25 MM BTU/hr shall have one source test per
consecutive 12 month period. The time interval between
source tests shall not exceed 16 months. A boiler, steam

generator or process heater that is out of service need not be
placed into service for the purposes of conducting a source
test. Notwithstanding the time limits specified above, a
source test for a boiler, steam generator or process heater
that is out of service may be delayed until it returns to service.
Boilers, steam generators and process heaters rated 25 MM
BTU/hr or more shall have two source tests per consecutive
12 month period. Thd time interval between source tests shall

be no less than 5 months and no more than 8

months.
Notwithstanding the time limits specified above, a source test
for a boiler, steam generator or process heater that is out of
service may be delayed until it returns to service.

lf a source test measures an emission factor higher than the
emission factor in the Permit to Operate, then the higher emission

factor shall become the new emission factor for determining
compliance with Section 9-10-301 and 308. An operator may re{est
at operating conditions substantially similar to those during the
original test and appeal the change in emission factor to the ApCO
within 60 days. An operator may submit source test data with a
permit application to establish a lower emission factor for a device
that has been altered in a way that reduces the emission rate. The
APCO may require that a source test be performed at a specific
operating condition if the APCO determines that such a condition is a

representative operating condition that has not been previously
tested. Source test results shall be submitted to the ApCO within 60
days of any test.
Bay Area Air Quality Management District
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502.2 A fuel-flow meter in each fuel line for each boiler, steam generator
process heater, including each CO boiler.

9-10-503

9-10-504

and

(Amended 7/1 7n2: I 2/1 ill 0; 0t1 U1 3)
Modified Maximum Heat lnput: Any unit that has been physically modified such
that its maximum heat input is different than the heat input specified on the
nameplate shall demonstrate to the APCO the maximum heat input while operating
1

the source at maximum capacity.
Records: The owner/operator of a source subject to this rule shall keep the following
records, in a form suitable for inspection for a period of at least five (5) years. suc[
records shall be retained for a minimum of sixty (60) months from date of entry and
made available to the APCO upon request. These records shall include, but aie not
limited to the following:
504.1 For all sources subject to the requirements of sections g-10-301, 303, 304,
305, 307, 308 or 404.3:

1.1

The continuous emission monitoring system (CEMS) measurements

for NOx and CO (ppmv corrected to 3% oxygen) and 02 (percent by
volume on a dry basis) or equivalent parametric monitoring system
parameters; and hourly (lb/hour) and daily (lb/day) Nox emissions
for each source. Measurements shall be submitted in a digital format
that can be readily imported into standard database tools as
specified by the APCO. The Apco shall provide a reasonable

amount of time to implement any required changes in data format.
Tf e type, heat input (BTU/hr and BTU/day), and higher heating vatue
of each fuel burned, and the injection rate for any reactant chemicals
used by the emission control system(s) on a daily basis.
1.3 The date, time, and duration of any startup, shutdown or malfunction
in the operation of any unit, emission control equipment or emission
monitoring equipment.
1.4 The results of performance testing, evaluations, calibrations, checks,
adjustments, and maintenance of any CEMS required by this rule.
1.5 A list of all sources subject to the NOx refinery-wide emission rate
limits in Sections 9-10-301 and 303.
1.6 Total NOx emissions and total heat input for all sources listed in
Section 9-'10-504.1.5, on a daity basis.
1.7 The date, time and duration of all start-up and shutdown periods.
1.8 The results of source tests required by Section 9-10-404.3.
For all sources subject to section g-10-306.2, records of annual tune-ups.

1.2

504.2

(Amended

9-10-505

7/1 7/02;

1

2/1 5/1

0;

1

0/1 6/1 3)

Reporting Requirements: A person subject to the requirements of Sections 9-10-

301, 303, 304, 305, 306, 307 or 308 shall meet the following reporting requirements:
Report to the APCo any viotation of section 9-10-30i, 303-, 304, 305, 306,

505.1

307 or 308 in accordance with the requirements of Regulation 1-522 for
continuous emission monitoring systems (CEMS) and Regulation 1-523 for
parametric mon itoring systems.

505.2 submit a written report for each calendar

quarter to the Apco. The report
shall be due on the 30th day following the end of the calendar guarter and

shall include:

2.1 A

505.3

summary of the data obtained from the CEMS or equivalent
parametric monitoring system and the fuel meters installed pursuant to
Section 9-10-502;and
2.2 The date, time, duration, and magnitude of emissions in excess of the
appropriate standards; the nature and cause of the excess (if known);
the corrective actions taken; and the preventive measure adopted.
A person subject to the requirements of Section 9-10-308 shall submit to the
APco a permit application to amend the Alternate Nox compliance plan

whenever section 9-10-308.4

is triggered. The application shall be

submitted within 30 days of the event that triggers Section 9-10-30g.4.
(Amended
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9-10-600

MANUAL OF PROCEDURES

9-10-601

Determination of Nitrogen oxides: compliance with
the nitrogen oxide emission
requirements of sections 9-10-301, 303, 304, 307
and goa sh;riBe determined by a
continuous emission monitoring sygtem (CEMS) tn"t
,""i" ine
Regulation 1-522, gl. ov^ an equivatent' parametric monitoring requirements of
system that is
authorized in a Permit to operate and that ,i,""i.
n"
r"qriiiirllit.
of
Regutation 1523' CEMS operation and compriance with section g-ro<o+.g
,hail be verified by
source test as set forth in the District Manual of procedures,
votume lv, sr_13A
(nitrogen oxides)
and ST-14 (orygen).

9-10-602

De te rm i n ati o n of c a rbo n Mo n ox ide a
nd sta c k -G .r' Yr?I;:irf
l?rYtre
carbon monoxide emission requirements of Section
9-10-36a
be determined by
a continuous emission monitoring system (CEMS) tn"i
,L"t, ine requirements of
Regulation 1-s22,
bv^ an e-quivatent parametric monitoring system
9f
.
that is
authorized in a permit to operate and that ri,""i.
tn"
of
Reguration
1_
523. CEMS operation and compliance with section g-1oao;.t;ail
be
verified
by
source test as set forth in the District Manual of procedure.,
rv, sr€ (carbon
monoxide) and ST-14 (oxygen).

#:;tr:{::'
;"ll

,";;#;i.
v;[;"

:

9-10-603

com pr ia n ce Dete rm i n ation Ar r em ission dete rm
in atio r"
found operating condition, except during periods
or itart-rp oiJnrioo*n.

9-10604

Determination of Higher Heating varue: rf cerrificatio,
is.not.provided by thE third-parryi-ugl;;pi;"r, it shail
"':i:l
oe oetermined by one of
the
following test methods: (1)'ASi-M ozors-gs for
sotio rr"r.;'izi'isrM D24o_87 or
ASTM D2382-88 for tiquid hydrocarbon fuets; or (3i
ASii\I.biezO_aA

9-10-605

#:i,,#' ;T#

ii {rll,j:3

ot'ffiffi:"ff::ir;;

D1945.-81 in conjunction with ASTM D3sg8-e9
ror

gaie'ousir"t..-

or ASTM

Tune-Up Procedures: The tuning procedure required
by section 9_10_306.2 shall
.
be performed in accordance
with ir,! proi"arre iet forth in
oi.tri.t Manual of

t"

Procedures, Volume t, Chapter 5.
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REGULATION 12
MISCELLANEOUS STANDARDS OF PERFORMANCE
RULE 1 1
FLARE MONITORING Ai PEiirOr.EUrur REFINERIES
(Adopted June 4, 2003)
12.11-1OO GENERAL

12'11-101 Description: The purpose of. this rule is to require monitoring
and recording of
emission data for flares at petroleum refineries.

12'11'110 Exemption, Organic Liquid Storage and Distribution:
The provisions of this rule
shall not apply to flares or thermal oxidizers used to control
emissions exclusively
from organic liquid storage vessels subject to Regulation g, Rule
5 or exclusively
from roading racks subject to Reguration 6 Rurer 6, 53, or g9.

12'11-111 Exemption, Marine vessel toading Terminals: ThL provisions
of this rule shall

not

apply to flares or thermal oxidizers used to control emissions
exctusivety rrom marine
vesser roading terminars subject to Reguration g, Rure 44.
12-11-112 Exemption, wastewater Treatment Systemsi The provisions
of this rule shall not
apply to thermal oxidizers used to control emissions exclusively
from wastewater
treatment syslems subject to Regulation g, RuJe g.
12'11'113 Exemption, Pumps: The proviiions of this rule shall not
apply to thermal oxidizers
used to control emissions exclusively from pump seals subject
io negutation g, Rule
18' This exemption does not apply when emissions from a pump are
routed to a flare
header.

12'11'114 Limited Ex.emption, Total Hydrocarbon and Methane
composition Monitoring
and Reporting: The provisions of Sections 12-11401'.2, +orig,-+oi.l,
ioz.z ana
502'3 that ,Tu.'re monitoring and reporting of total hydrocarLon
ana metnane
composition shall not apply to a flare that eiclusively burns
flexicokei gas with or
without supplemental natural gas, provided that the owner
or operator demonstrates
by weekly sampling and analysis, verified by the APco, that
the methane content
and the non-methane content of the vent gas flared are less than percent
2
and 1
percent by volume, respectively.

12-11-200 DEF|N|TIONS

12'11'201 Flare: A combustion device that uses an open flame
to burn combustible gases with
combustion air provided by uncontrolled ambient air around
the flame. Flares may
be either continuous or intermittent and are not equipped with
devices for fuel-air mix

control or for temperature control. This term includes both ground
anJ etevateo

flares.

12'11-202 Flare Monitoring system: All sample systems, transducers,
transmitters, data
acquisition

equipment, data recording equifment, video monitoring equipment,
and
video recording equipment involved in Raie monitoring.
1.?'ll'?03 Flaring: A high{emperature combustion proce.. ,"Jo to burn vent gases.
12-11'204 Gas: The state of matter that has neithei independent
shape nor volume, but tends
to expand indefinitely. For the purposes of this rule, 'gas" includes
aerosols ano the
terms "gas" and,,gases, are interchangeable.

12'11-205 Petroleum

!e!1ev^: A facility that irocesses

petroteum, as defined in the North

American lndustrial Classification Standard trto. s2+t1, and including
any associated
sulfur recovery plant.
12-11-206 Pilot Gas: The gas used to maintain the presence of
a flame for ignition of vent
gases.

12'11'207 Purge Gas: The gas used to prevent air backflow in the
flare system when there
no
gas.
vent
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12-11-208 sulfur.Recovery

prant: A

process unit that processes surfur and ammonia
containing material and produces a final product of elemental sulfur.
12-11-209 Therma! oxidizer: An enclosed or partially enclosed
combustion device that is used

to oxidize

combustible gases, that generally comes equipped with controls
for

combustion chamber temperature and often wiih controls for
airffuel mixture, and that
exhausts all combustion products through a vent, duct, or stack
so that emissions
can be measured direcily.
12-11-21A vent Gas: Any gas directed to a frare excruding
assisting air or steam, flare pirot
gas, and any continuous purge gases.
12.1

1

4OO ADMINISTRATIVE REQUIREMENTS

12'11401 Flare Data Reporting Requirements: The owner

or operator of a flare shall submit

a monthly report to the APCO on or before 30 days after the end
of each month for
each flare subject to this rule. only one report is iequired ror.
a.tagJol"".."oing

flare system if all flares in the system serve the same header
or hea-ders. The report
shall be in an electronic format approved by the APco. Each
monthly report shall
include all of the following:
401'1 The total volumetric flow of vent gas in standard cubic feet for each
day and
for the month, and, effective for the first full month after
the commencement
of the monitoring required by Section 12-11-50'1, for
each hour of the montn.

401'2 lf vent gas composition

is.monitored using sampling or integrateJ sampring,

total hydrocarbon content
propane uy voiuml, methine content oy
.as.
vorume, and, hydrogen surfide
o;.
_content by vorume, for each
integrated sample required by Section
""rpr"
12-11-502. lf the content
of any
additional compound or compounds is determined by tne anafysis
of a
sample or integrated sample, the content by volume of each
adOitionat

compound.

401'3 lf vent gas

composition is molitored by a continuous analyzer or analyzers
pursuant to Section 12'11-502, average total hydrocarton
content as
propane by vorume, average methane content by
vorume, ano, Jeflnoing
upon the analytical method used pursuant to Section tz-tieOt,
totat
reduced s_ulfur content by volume or hydrogen sulfide
content Oy votume ot
vent gas flared for each hour of the month. tf tne content
of any additional
compound or compounds is determined by the continuous
analyier or
analyzers, the average content by volume foi each additional
.orpd*o ro,,
_

each hour of the month.

401'4 lf the flow monitor installed pursuant to Section 12-11-so1 measures
molecular weight, the average molecular weight for each hour
of the month.
401'5 For any pilot and purge gas used, the type 6r gas used, the volumetric

flow

401'6

for each day and for the month, and the means ised to
determine flow.
For any 24-hour period during which more than 1 million
standard cubic feet
of vent gas was flafed, a description of the flaring including
tne cause, time or

occurrence and duration, the source or equipment from wnicn
tne-

originated, and any measures taken to reduce or eriminate
naring.
Flare monitoring system downtime periods, including dates
and

401.7
401'8 The archive of images recorded for the month
507.

401'9

,"nt
-- ' g",

t'imes.

pursuant to Section,12-,11-

For each

day,and for the month provide calculated methane, non-methane
and sulfur dioxide emissions- For the purposes of emission
caiculations only,
a flare.control efficiency of 98 percent shall be used for hydrocarbon
flares,
and a flare control efficiency of 93 percent shall be used foiflexi-gas
flares or

if, based.on the composition analysis rp".in"o-ln Section plil--s}z,,
me
calculated lower heating value ol the vent gas is less than
300 British
Thermat Units/Standard Cubic Foot (BTU/SCFI
Bay Area Air Quality Management District
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12-11402 Flow Verification Report: Effective twelve months after adoption of this rule
and
every six months thereafter, the owner or operator of a flare shall submit a flow
verification report to the APCO for each flare subject to the rule. The flow
verification

'

report shall be included in the corresponding monthly report required by
Section 1211401. Only one report is required for a staged or ciscading flare system if all flares
in the system serve the same header or headers. The report shall tompare
flow as

measured by the flow monitoring equipment required by Section 1Z-1i-S0t
and a

flow verification pursuant to Section 12-11-602 forthe same period or periods
of time.
The owner or operator shall demonstrate that the flow verification was performed

using good engineering practices. lf there are no flaring events as described
in
Section 12-11401.6 during the preceding six-month period-, a flow verification
report
is not required for that period.

12.11.500 MONITORTNG AND RECORDS
12-11'501 Vent Gas Flow Monitoring: Effective 180 days after adoption of this rule,
the owner
or operator of a petroleum refinery shall not operate a flare unless vent gas to
the
flare is continuously monitored for volumetric flow by a device that iteets the
following requirements:
501.1 The minimum detectible velocity shall be 0.1 foot per second.
501.2 The device shall continuously_measure the range of flow rates corresponding
to velocities from 0.5 to 275 feet per second in the header in which the
device is installed.

501'3

The device shall have a manufacturer's specified accuracy of t1o/o
over the
range of 1 to 215 feet per second.
501.4 The device shall be installed at a location where measured volumetric flow is
representative of flow to the flare or to the flare system in the case
of a
staged or cascading flare system consisting of more than one flare.
501.5 Effective 180 days after adoption of thislule, the owner or operator shall
provide access for the APCO to verifu proper installation and
operation of the
flare monitoring system.
501.6 Effective 18 months after adoption of this rule, the flow monitoring system
shall be maintained to be accurate to within x20o/o as demonstratel
by the
flow verification report specified in Section 12_11402.
12-11'502 Vent Gas Composition Monitorin-g: The owner or operator of a petroleum
refinery
shall not operate a flare unless the following requirements are met:
502.1 Requirements applicable to all vent gas composition monitoring:
'1.1 Vent gas monitored for composition, whether by samping, integrated
sampling or continuous monitoring, shall be taien from i location at
which samples are representative of vent gas composition. lf flares
share a common header, a sampre from the header wiil be deemed
representative of vent gas composition for all flares served by the

1-2

502.2

Effective 90 days after the adoption of this rule, the monitoring system
shall provide access for the Apco to collect vent gas samples to verifu
the analyses required by Section 12-11-502.
Effective g0 days after adoption of this rule and until the requirements
of
Section 12-11-502.3 are met, the bwner or operator shall monitor vent gas
compo_sition through sampling that meets the following requirements:
2-1 For each day on which flaring occurs, one sample s'hall be taken within
30 minutes of the commencement of flaring.

2.2
502.3

header.

Samples may be taken from the flare header or from an alternate

location at which samples are representative of vent gas composition.
sampres shal be anaryzed pursuant to Section 12-1i-601.
Effective 27A days after adoption of this rule, the owner or operator shall
monitor vent gas composition using one of the following four metirods:

2.3
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3.1

3.2

Sampling that meets the following requirements:
lf the flow rate of vent gas flared in any consecutive 1s-minute
period continuously exceeds 330 standard cubic feet per minute
(SCFM), a sampte shall be taken within 15 minutes, except that,
for flares excrusivery serving surfur or ammonia prants, a sampre
shall be taken within t hour or composition data representing
worst-case conditions shall be provided by the owner or operator
and verified by the Apco. The sampring frequency thereafter
shall be one sample every three hours and shall continue untir
the flow rate of vent gas frared in any consecutive 1S-minute
period is continuousry 330 scFM or ress. rn no case shail a
sample be required more frequently than once every 3 hours.
b. Samples shall be analyzed pursuant to Section 12_i1_601.
lntegrated sampling that meets the following requirements:
a. lf the flow rate of vent gas flared in any consecutive 15 minute
period continuously exceeds 330 standard cubic feet per minute
(scFM), integrated sampring shail begin within 15 minutes and

a.

shall continue untir the flow rate of vent gas flared in any

3.3

consecutive 15 minute period is continuously 330 scFM or less.
b. lntegrated sampling shall consist of a minimum of one aliquot for
each 1S-minute period untir the sampre container is fuil. rf
sampring is stirr required pursuant to section 12-11-502.3.2a, a
new sample container shall be placed in service within one hour
after the previous container was filled. A sample container shall
not be used for a sampling period that exceeds 24 hours.
c. Samples shall be analyzed pursuant to Section 12_11$Oj.
Continuous analyzers that meet the following requirements:
a. The analyzers shall continuously monitor for total hydrocarbon,

b.
c.
3.4

methane, and, depending upon the analytical method used
pursuant to section 12-11$01, hydrogen sulfide or total reduced
sulfur.
The hydrocarbon anaryzer shalr have a fuil-scare range of 100%
total hydrocarbon.

Each analyzer shall be maintained to be accurate to within 20%
when compared to any fierd accuracy tests or to within 5% of fuil
scale.

A continuous analyzer employing gas chromatography that meets the
following requirements:

a. The gas chromatography
b.
12-11-soa pirot Monito,l,q,

system shail monitor for

hydrocarbon, methane, and hydrogen sulfide.
The gas chromatography system shail be maintained

totar

to

be

fl"fl:?5j:#jt$l"T:llfl;'ff,e

equipped and operated with
an automatic igniter or a continuous burning pilot, which must be maintained good
in

working

order. lf a pilot flame is employed, the flame shall be monitored with

a

device to detect the presence of the pilot flame. lf an electric arc ignition
system is
employed, the system shall pulse on detection of loss of pilot flame ind
untilihe pitot
flame is reestablished.

12-11'504 Pilot and Purge Gas Monitoring:. The owner or operator of a petroleum
refinery
shall not operate a flare unless (1) volumetric flows of purge aio pirot g".",
monitored by flow measuring devices, or (2) other parameters are monitored
"r"
so that
volumetric flows of pilot and purge gas may be calculated based on pilot
deiign and
the parameters monitored.

12'11'505 Recordkeeping Requirements: Except as provided in Section 1Z-11-SOI,
the
owner or operator of a flare shall maintain records for all the information required
to
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be monitored for a period of five years and make
such records available to the ApCo
upon request.

12'11-506 General Monitoring Requirements: Persons
responsible
'--r
for monitoring subject to
this rule shall

506'1

comply with the

following:

Periods of flare monitoring slstem inoperation greater
than 24 continuous
hours shatt be reported uylne foilowing'working
iay, rorro*"0 ov iotification
of resumption of monitoring.. Adequati proor 6r eipeoitiou;-6;i,
shail be
furnished to the Apco for downtime in excess
of fifteen consecutive days.

?9'loo" of inoperation oi!!e vent gas flow monitoring required Ly section rz1 1-501 shall not exceed 30 days
[er carendar year. periods inoperation of
y"lt gas composition monitoring specified in sectionsof ,r2-11-502.3.2
(integrated sampling) and.12-1t-soz.s.q (gas
chromatography) shail not
exceed 30 days per carendar year. Effectivi
+so days aft6r fire aooption or
this rule, periods of inoperation of the vent gas
composition monitoring
specified in section 12-11-s02.3.3 (continuous
anaryzers) shail not exceed
30 days per carendar ye_ar per anaryzer. periods
or ir6p"i"iion- ot video
in section 12-i1-507 shall not exceed io ory. p",

[,Jlfli;":pecified

506'2 During periods of

506'3

inoperation of continuous analyzers or auto-sampters
installed pursuant to section 1.2-11-502, persons
responsible for monitoring
shail take sampres as required by section 1,2-11_so2'.2.r.
orrr.i periods of
inoperation of flow monitors reqlired by
section 12-11-501, flow shall be
calculated using good engineering practices.
The person(s) reiponsibt6 ror" mo-nitorc.roi""t
to this rule shall maintain and
calibrate all required monitors and recording devices
in accordance with the

applicable manufacture/s specifications. ln order
to claim that a
manufacturer's specification
not applicable, the person resfonsible for
-is
emissions must have, and follow, a'written maintenance
porily'in"t
developed for the device in question. The written p"ti;til;i&puin *",
ana
justify the difference between the
written procedure and
the manufacturer,s

procedure.

506'4

Data Recording system: All in-line continuous
analyzer and flow monitoring
data must be continuously recorded by an electronic
data acquisition system
capable of one-minute averages. Flow monitoring
data shall be recorded as

one_minute averages.

12'11'507 video Monitoring: For e'ach flare equipped
with video monitoring capability as of
January 1, 2003, the owner
or operator of a flare subject to this rule shall, effective
180 days after adoption of this rule, install
,"ini"in equipment that records a
real-time digital image of the flare and flame "nJ
at a frame rate of no less than 1 frame
per minute' The recorded image of
the flare shall be'of sufficient size, contrast,
and
resolution to be readily apparint in the overatt
rmage or frame. The image shall
incrude an embedded date and time starp
for each 24-hour period. Effective 199 d1y^s
grtei lolption of this rute, for any flare
forwhich
reguired by section iz.'n<ot rio*. that more
!f.re9o{
than 1 miilion
standard cubic
feet of vent gis^ya9 flared in iny-'2e-nour period,
the owner or
operator of the flare shall, within 90 days after
the eno of the month
by the
report, meet the same requireme. nts as those
imposeJ uy this section"or"r"o
for flares with
existing video monitoring capability.

ih;;;;ip;;;i;;i"#l;"'il:timages

12-11.600 MANUAL OF PROCEDURES
12-11-601 Testing, Sampting, and Analytical Methods:
601'1 samples and integrated samples shall be analyzed using
the following test
methods,
or latest revision, where applicable:
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1'1
1'2
1'3
601'2

Total hydrocarbon content and methane content
of vent gas shall be
determined using ASTM Method D1945-96, ASTM
Metnoi uop sgg_
97, or EPA Method 18.
Hydrogen sulfide:ont-"ll-o]-rent gas shall be
determined using ASTM
Method D1945_96 oTASTM MethJO UOp 539-9,
Any alternative method to the above methods if
approved
by the ApCO

t.*ri'i"=ilrio"o in section 12-11-60L3, if vent gas composition is
monitored using continuous analyzers, the analyzerssnatt eirptoy lre

following methods, or latest revision, where
applicable:
2'1 Total hydrocarbon content and methane
content of vent gas shall be
determined using EpA Method 25A or 25B.
2'2 Total reduced sulfur co_ntent of vent gas shall be determined using
ASTM Method D4468-85.

2'3
2'4
601'3

Hydrogen sulfide content shall be determined
using ASTM Method
D4084-94.
Any alternative method to the above methods if
approved by the ApCO

is monitored with a continuous anatyzeremproyins
gas
't:li!:tt:*positio.n
chromatggraphy, the following requirements shall
be met:
3'1 ASTM Method D1945-96 oilatest reriiion, oTASTM
Method UOp 53997 or latest revision shall be used.

3'2

The system shall analyze samples for total hydrocarbon
content,

3 +],"j'il,: ;Tf':,ilJ,lfi:",r"ffiIJo:n:",,,,;:,"; .",,"
.o
minutes.
"*o
3'4 Any alternative method to
3

the above methods if approved by the ApCO

and EPA.

12'11'602 Flow verification Test Methods: For purposes
of the semi-annual verification
required by

section 12-11402, vent gas flow shall bqdetermined
using one or more
of the following methods:
602.1 District Manuar of procedures, Vorume rv, sr-17 and
sr-.rg;
602.2 EpA Methods 1 and 2;
602.3 Other flow monitoring devices or process monitors.

602'4 Any. verification method

602.S
602.6

r.ecommended by the manufacturer
monitoring equipment instailed pursuant to section
12-11_s01.
Tracer gas dilution or velocity.
Any arternative method approved by the Apco
and EpA.
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REGULATION 12
MISCELLANEOUS STANDARDS OF PERFORMANCE
RULE 12
FLARES AT PETROLEUM REFTNERIES
(Adopted Juty 20, 2005)
12.12-1OO GENERAL

12'12'101 Description:- The purpose of this rule is to reduce
emissions from flares at
petroleum refineries
by minimizing

the frequency and magnitude oin"rint. Nothing
in this rule should be construed to compromise retinery
operations and pra'ctices with
regard to safety.

12'12'110 Exemption, Organic Liquid Storage and Distribution:
The provisions of this rule
shall not apply to flares or thermal oxidizers used to control
emissions exclusively
from organic liquid storage vessels.subject to Regulation g,
Rule 5 or exclusively
from roading racks subject to Reguration 6 Rur"s o, 5g, or
sg.

12'12'111 Exemption, Marine Vessel toaOing Terminals:
The provisions of this rule shall not
apply to flares
or thermal oxidizers used to control emissions
vesser roading terminars subject to Reguration g, Rure
44.

marine

"i"rrcu"rv'rrtir1
12'12-112 Exemption, Wastewater Tieatment Systems:'
ttre provisions of this rule shall not
apply to thermal oxidizers used to control emissions exclusively
from wastewater
treatment systems subject to Regulation g, Rule g.
12-12'113 Exemption, Pumps: The proviiions of this ruleshalt
not apply to thermaloxidizers
used to control emissions exclusively from pump seals subject
io neguiadn g, Rule
18' This exemption does not apply when emissionsfrom a pump
are routed to a flare

header.

12'12'200 DEF!NlrtoNS:

For the purposes of this rule, the following definitions
apply:

12-12'2ol Emergency: A condition

at a petroleum refinery beyond the reasonable control
of the
owner or operator requiring immediate corrective action
to restore normal and safe
operation
is caused by a sudden, infrequent and not r"""on"uty pr"*ntable
-th-at

equipment failure, natural disaster, act of war or terrorism
or external power
curtailment,- excluding power curtailment due to an
interruptiore powei
service

agreement from a utility.

12'12'202 Feasibte: Capable- or oeing accomplished in
12'12'203

12'12'204

a

successful manner within

a
reasonable.period-of time, taking into account economic,
environmentri,l"g"r, ,o.irr
and technological factors.
Flare: A combustion device that uses an open flame to burn combustible
gases w1h
combustion..air provided by uncontrolled ambient air
around the flame. This term
includes both ground-level and elevated flares. When
used as a verb, the term "flare,
means the combustion of vent gas in a flare.
Flare Min^imi.ll9n Plan (FMF): A document intended to
meet the requirements of

Section 12-12401.
12-12-2os Gas: The state of matter that has neither independent
shape nor volume, but tends
to expand indefinitely. Gas includes aerosols and the terms "gas,,ano ;g"ses"
ar"
interchangeable.

12'12'206 Petroleum

A facility that processes petroleum, as defined in the North
-Refiryrv,
American lndustrialclassification
standard tto. iz+tt and including any a;sociateo
sulfur recovery plant.
12'12'207 Prevention Measure: A component, system, procedure program
or -' -e'-"' that willminimize
or eliminate

flaring.

12'12'208 Reportable Flaring Event: Any flaring where
more than

standard cubic
feet per calendar
of vent gal is naled o, *n"ie
oioxioe 1sifiilissions
_d-"I
are greater than 500 pounds per day. For flares that
"rttur
are operateb as a'nacrup,
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staged or cascade system, the volume is determined on a
cumulative basis; the total
volume equals the total of vent gas flared at each flare in
ir,"
For flaring
lasting more than one calendar diy,.each oay oirLring
"vr[r.
constitutes
a separate flaring
event unless the owner or operatoi demonstrates to the satisfaction
of the Apco that
the cause of flaring is the same for two omo* consecutive
days.
A reportable
flaring event ends when it can be demonstratedLy monitoring
oqrii;
in section 1212-501that the integrity of the water seat has been maintai;"d;i,fil;;iiy
t" prevent
vent gas.to the flare tip. For flares without water seals
or water seal monitors as
required bySection 12-12-501, a reportable flaring
event ends when the rate of 1ow
of vent gas falls below 0.5 feet per second.

12'12'2og Responsible Manager: An emptoyee of the facitity
o|.
sufficient authority to take the actioni required for c#ptiance
"orporrtirlf"#fl"J;gJ;33:?
with this rule.
12'12'210 Shutdown: The intentional cessation of a petroleum
refining process unit or a unit
operation within a petroleum refining process unit due
to lack of feedstock or the
need to conduct periodic maintenanie, replacement
of equipment,-repaiior other
operational. requirements. A process unit includes subsets
ano
of the
unit operation. Subsets and components includes but
"orpJnents
are not limited
to
reactors,
heaters,
vessers, corumns, towers, pumps, compressors,
exchangers, accumurators,
varves, flanges, sampre stations, piperines or sections
tr pipetinesl

12-12-211 startup: The sefting into operation of a petrol"r.
r"tining process unit for purposes
production.
of

A process unit includes subsets ano components of the
unit

operation.
subsets and components includes but are not timiteo to
reactors, heaters, vessels,
columns, towers, pumps, compressors, exchangers, accumulators,
valves, flanges,

sample stations, pipelines or sections of pipelinej.

12'12'212 Thermat oxidizer: An enclosed or partiaity enclosed
combustion device, other than
a flare, that is used to oxidize combustible g"ser.
12'12'213 vent Gas: Any gas directed to a flare eicluding
gas, and any continuous purge gases.

assisting air or steam, flare pilot

12-12.300 STANDARDS

12'12'301 Flare Minimization: Effective November 1,2006,
flaring is prohibited unless it is
consistent with an approved FMP and all commitm"rtr
or" under tnat-pian trave
been met. This standard shail not appry if the Apco
determines, b;;; on an
analysis conducted in accordance with Section 12-12406,
that the flaring is causeo
by an emergency and is necessary to prevent an accident,
hazard or release of vent
gas direcfly to the atmosphere.

12-12400 ADMINISTRATIVE REQUIREMENTS

12'12401 Flare Minimization Plan Requirements: The owner
or operator of a petroleum
refinery with one or more flares subject to this rule
shall submit to the Apco a FMp
in accordance with the schedule in section 12-1240i.
The FMp shall be certifled
and signed by a Responsible Manager and shall include,
but not be limited to:
401'1 Technical Data: A description and technicaL iniormation
for each flare that is
capable of receiving gases and the upstream equipment
ano fiocesses 6at
send gas to the flare including:

1'1 A detailed process

1'2

flow diagram accurately depicting all pipetines,

process units, flare gas recovery systems,
water sealI, surge drums
and. knock-out pots, compressors and other equipment
iha"t-vent to
each flare. At a minimum, this shail incrude fuil'and
accurate as-buirt
dimensions and design capacities of the flare
or" r"."*ry'lylt"r.,
compressors, water seals, surge drums and knockout pots.
Full and accurate descriptions including locations of
all associated
monitoring and control equipment.
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401'2 Reductions Previously Realized:

A

401.3 pranned Reductions:

'oi any

of

description
the equipment,
processes and procedu.res instailed
or impremented within the rasifive years
to. reduce flaring. The description sha,
specify the year of instaraiion.

A

description

equipment, processes

or
procedures the owner or operator prans
to instair or imprement L-. Ltiminate or
reduce flaring. The description shail specify
the schedureo v"ri"r in"tailation
or implementation.

401'4 Prevention Measures:
.A description and evaluation of prevention
measures, including a schedule
for the expeditious imptementaiion of all

i:?.,'Fift "[i*1.#:,:::ff j:xl.fff ,[::"Ji"#il;,"";;',oo"",,

during planned major maint"nant" activities, incruolng -sLrtup
and
shutdown. The evaruation shail incrude a review
or nJring tnat has
occurred during these activities in the past
five years, "and shail
,.

4'2

consider the feasibirity of performing these activities
without fraring.
Flaring that may reasonably be exiected to
occur due to i.rr". of gas
quantity and quarity. The evaruation shail
incrude an

aroit oithe vent
gas recovery capacity of each flare system,
the storage capacity

available for excess vent gases, and the scrubbing
avairabre
for vent gases incruding any rimitations associated
*itt'."rlring vent
gases for use as a fuer; and shail
consider tne reasiui[tv li-reou"ing
flaring through the recovery, treatment and use
of
or other

."tr;it

4'3

th;'d;

means.

Flaring caused by the recurrent failure

of air pollution

control

equipment, process equipment, or a process to
operate in a normal or
usual manner. The evaruation shail consider

te'aJequacfoi'existing

maintenance schedures and protocors for such
For
purposes of this Section, a fairure is recunent
"qripi.,".t.
if it occurs
more than
twice. during any five year period as a result
of the same cause
as

identified in accordance with Section 12_12406.

401'5 Any other information requested by the Apco
as necessary to enable
determination of compliance with appiicable provisions
of this rule.
Fairure to imprement and maintain
pro""rses, procedures

or

prevention measures in the FMp is
"nv'"qripr!ni,
a vioration

12'12402 Submission of Ftare Minimization Plans: of this section.
on or. Lerore August 1, 2006, the owner

or operator of a petroleum refinery with one or
more flares subject to this rule shall
submit a FMP as required by seition 12-12401.
on or before November 1,2oos
and every three months thereafter until a comptete
ilrllp is submitted, the owner or

operator shall provide a status. report detailing progress
towards fulfilling the
requirements of section 12-12401. Upon
the
or e"cn
tne
APco may require a consultation regarding the
"ririr"i6n
"tatus-report,
development of the
plan to ensure
the ptan meets the requirements of Seciion tZ_tZiOt.
12-12403 trt
Review and Approval of Flare Minimization ptansi
The procedure for determining

-

whether the FMP meets the applicabte requirements
or irris regulation is as follows:
403'1 Completeness Determination: witnin as olys
of receipt of the FMp, the
APCO will deem the plan complete if he determines
that it includes the
information re-quired by section 12-1240L
ri ine Apco determines that the
proposed FMP is not complete, the APCo
will notify tne ownei oi opeiator in
writing' The notification will specify the basii for
this determination and the
required corrective action.

403'2 corrective Action: Upon receipt of such notiflcation,
the owner or operator
shall corect the identified deficiencies and rlsubmit
tne proposej rrr,rp
within 45 days' lf the APCO determines that
the owner or operator failed to
correct any deficiency identified in the notification,
the npco wiriJisalprove
the FMp.
403'3 Public comment: The complete FMP (with exception
information) will be made available to the prbii"
ror 60 days.
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consider any written comments received during
this period prior to approving
or disapproving the FMp.

4034x#i&Truiliu:;:fJ,l"l'i"""';:,""fl

,'l;""'lfif

;"#El'*"J:tlffi

requirements of section 12-12401, and shall provide
written notification to
the owner or operator. Ttrisperiod may be extended
if necessary to compry
with state law. rf the Apco determines that the
FMp does not meet the

requirements of section 12-12401, the Apco
wil notify the'owner or
operator in writing. The notification wiil specifo
fl.,"'u""]. for this
determination. Upon receipt of such notification, tn"
6*n"i oiopJrator snatt
correct the identified deficiencies and resubmit
the rnllp wthrn'+i oays. rf
the APCo determines that the owner or operator
faired to correct any

,,n"",,l,"J,"fi

12402, and the [::ill,:j,,,[il:r':,,:ffi1,",:iJ]"^trfi,yJ[fl
Apco has not disapproved tne irup under

::*',:,fi

tillii;;

this s""iion-tn" rrr,|p
shall be considered an approved pn/Ip ior tne purposes
- of Section 12-12-301until the

APCO takes final action under Section lZ_,tZ<Oei,.i.-

12'12404 Update of Ftare Minimization Plans: The FMp
.nrtt o" updated as follows:
404'1 No more than 12 months following ,ppr*"i ot tne'originaiFltaplrJ

annualy

thereafter, the owner or operator of a flare subject
to this rule shall review the
FMp and revise the
to
incorporate
,ny
prevention measures
n"*
identified as a result of.pran
the analyses prescribed in Sections 12-12401.4
and
12-12406- The updates must be approved and signed
by a Responsibre

Manager.

404'2fi

',"'.,?Jtrl,+,1ru:T#l?i:i;lIf tr3[:]L:i,,'jffif"[:ff
::jl"i,J;i
obtain an approved

equipment.

updated FMP addressing the new

or

modified

404'3 Annual FMP updates (with exception of confidential
information) shall be
made available to the public for 30 days. The
Apco sr,ati-"orisioer
any
written comments received during this period prior -to "
approving or
disapproving the update.

404'4 within 45 days of the close of the public comment period,
the Apco shall
apprgve the FI\rp update if he determines that
in" ,po"L ,""t.

tn"
requirements of Section 12-12401, and shall provide
writien notification to
the owner or operator..
previously approved FMp together with
the
.Th9.
approved update constitutes
the approveo bian for purposes"oi Section tz12-301' This period may be extended if necessary
to comply with state law.

lf

the APCO determines that the FMP update does not
meet the
of Section 12-12401, the Apio wirr notity'ir,L'o*n",
o,"
operator in writing' The notification will specifu
the
basis
for
this
determination and the required corective action. 'up*
;;;i;t of such
requirements

notification, the owner or operator shall correct
the identified deficiencies and
resubmit the FMP update within 30 days. lf

the ApCo oetermines ihat the
operator failed to correct the deficiencies identifi"O
in tn"
notification, the Apco wilr disapprove the FMp
update. F;;;;rp"ses of
section 12-12-301' disapproval oi the upoate
consiitrtes aisapfrorl't or pre
existing FMp, unless otherwise specifled by the ApCO.
404'5 lf the owner or operator fails.to submit ; plan update
as required by this
section, the APCO shall provide written notiircation
of the lapsJ.-rin" o*n",
or operator fails to submit an update within 30 oays
o?-r"ceipt of 6e

owner

or

rll

notification, the existing
sfr-att no longer be considered an approved plan
for purposes of Section 12_12_301

12'12405 Notification.of Fraring: EffectiveAugust 20,2oos,the
owner

"{::;:tri#:lz"i::!

subject to this rule-.shall notify the APCO as soon
as possible, consistent with safe
operation of the refinery, if the vorume of vent gas
Rareo exceeds 500006 sianoaro
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cubic feet per calendar day. The notification, either
by phone, fax or electronically,
shall be in a format specified by the APco
in"tuo" the flare source name and
number, the start date and time, and the end "nJ
date and time.

12'124a0 Determination and.Reporting of cause: rne
owneior operator of a flare subject to
this rule sha.ll.submit a report to the APCo within
60 days foilowing the end of the
month in which a reportable flaring event occurs.
ftrL report shall include, but is not
timited to, the following:

406'1 The results of an
406'2

406'3
406'4

investigation

to determine the primary cause

and
contributing factors for the flaring event.
prevention
Any
measures that were considered or implemented
to prevent
recurrence together with a justification for rejecting
,ny ,"rrri"" ih"t ,"r"
considered but not implemented
lf appropriat-9, ,n explanation of why the flaring is consistent
with an
approved FMp.
where applicable, an explanation of why the flaring
was an emergency

and
necessary to prevent an accident, hazard or
rel6ase or vent-g:; to the
atmosphere or where, due,to a reguratory
mandate to vent to"a nare, it

cannot be recovered, treated and used as fuer gas

the refinery.
406'5 The volume of vent gas flared, tne taicutatedat methane,
non-methane

hydrocarbon and sulfui dioxide emissions-issociated
with the reportable
flaring event.

@nended Apit 5, 2006)
12'12407 Deleted Aprit 5, 2006
12'12408 Designation of Gonfidential lnformation:
when submitting the initial FMp, any
updated FMP or alY.other report.requireo by this
nutl, tn" oiln"r or opeiaior snatt
designate as. confidential any information" ctaimeJ'to
be exempt from pubtic
disclosure under the california Public Records
n"i, cor"rnment code section 6250
et seq' lf a document is submitted that contains
information

designated confidential
provide a justification for

in accordance with this section, the owner

this designation and shall submit a separaie
"i;p;;i;;;hal* the document with
information designated
confidential redacted.

""0,

the

12.12.500 MONITORING AND RECORDS
12-12'501 water seal lntegrity Monitoring: Effective
August 1, 2006, the owner or operator of
a flare subiect to this rule with a water seal
shaii continuously monitor and record the
water level and pressure of the water seal that
servicei each flare. nni n"*
instailation
of a water sear shafl be subject-to thir;"q*;;;t-i,r*"jilf,ry.
t""ora.
of these measurements shall be retained for
one y-Jr. uonitoring devices reguired

pursuant

to this section shail be sy!1ec] to the ieporting ,ni

requirements of Reguration 1, section 52b: parametric
fuionitors.
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